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John Paraskevas

Every December, I look back on the year past and give a shoutout to those
books that deserved more buzz—more reviews, more word-of-mouth
promotion, more book-club love, more Twitter excitement. It’s a subjective assessment—how exactly do you measure buzz? And how much is not
enough?—but I relish the exercise because it lets me revisit some titles
that merit a second look.
Of course, in 2020 every book deserved more buzz. Between the pandemic and the presidential election, it was hard for many titles, deprived
of their traditional publicity campaigns, to get the attention they needed.
A
few lucky titles came out early in the year, disappeared when coronaviTom Beer
rus turned our world upside down, and then managed to rebound; Douglas
Stuart’s Shuggie Bain (Grove, Feb. 11), for instance, caught a second wind after being shortlisted
for the Kirkus Prize, the National Book Award, and the Booker Prize in the fall, making it “this
year’s breakout debut,” according to the New York Times. Many more books earned respectful
reviews then sank without a trace. So herewith, a short list of books that have earned another
moment in the spotlight:
With Amnesty (Scribner, Feb. 18), Booker Prize winner Aravind Adiga (The
White Tiger, Selection Day) may have written his best novel yet—the shrewd
portrait of an undocumented Sri Lankan immigrant keeping his head down
and making ends meet as a housecleaner in Sydney, Australia, when he stumbles upon the murder of one of his clients. It’s part social novel, part thriller,
and entirely captivating.
Daniel Mason, known for superb historical novels
such as The Winter Soldier, proved he is just as good working with a smaller canvas. The nine stories in A Registry of
My Passage Upon the Earth (Little, Brown, May 5) transport
readers to an 1824 English boxing match, a remote telegraph station in the Amazon rainforest, and a hot air balloon floating above
18th-century France, among other memorable locales. For sheer imaginativeness—and formal playfulness—this collection is a winner.
Another of the year’s great story collections—If I Had Two Wings (Norton, Aug. 4)—was author Randall Kenan’s long-awaited return to the fictional
town of Tims Creek, North Carolina, last visited in his 1992 collection, Let
the Dead Bury Their Dead. Sadly, Kenan died just a few weeks after the collection was published—
making this unpredictable portrait of small-town Southern life especially precious.
Many thousands of pages have been written about Emily Dickinson, but few capture the
elusive Belle of Amherst as succinctly and vividly as Martha Ackmann’s These Fevered Days: Ten
Pivotal Moments in the Making of Emily Dickinson (Norton, Feb. 25), a slim volume structured
around key turning points in the poet’s life. Ackmann teaches a seminar on Dickinson at Mount
Holyoke College, and her firsthand knowledge of the local area and insightful readings of poems
and letters make this portrait intimate and powerful. In a year that saw great hulking biographies of Andy Warhol and Sylvia Plath (both excellent), These Fevered Days is a reminder that less
is sometimes more.
We have 30 more days of reading before 2020 is (finally, blessedly) behind us. Maybe your
favorite, unheralded read of the year is still to come.
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the 2020 kirkus prizes
By Michael Schaub
Raven Leilani, Mychal Denzel Smith, Derrick
Barnes, and Gordon C. James were named the winners
of the seventh annual Kirkus Prizes at an online ceremony on Nov. 5.
The awards in fiction, nonfiction, and young readers’ literature are given annually by Kirkus Reviews,
and each award comes with a $50,000 cash prize,
making the Kirkus Prize among the most lucrative in
the world.
The ceremony was livestreamed on YouTube and
hosted by Kirkus CEO Meg LaBorde Kuehn from
the Austin Central Library in Austin, Texas, where the
event is usually held in person. Twenty of the finalists
joined the event live on Zoom.

for the award called their latest book “a bold, loving
proclamation that stirs the heart with the power of its
message and masterful delivery.”
James, accompanied by his family, said, “I just want
this book to be out there in the world so that our boys,
all the people who love them, and the people who
don’t even know them can know that they are important and worthy and valued.”
Barnes, with his wife by his side, said, “You want to
create something that makes people feel good about
themselves. You want to create something that allows
folks to see the humanity in others, and I think Gordon and I did that with this book.”
Barnes added, “I think we’re going to keep making
books together, brother, if you don’t mind.”

Meg LaBorde Kuehn

Derrick Barnes and his wife

Author Derrick Barnes and illustrator Gordon C.
James won the young readers’ literature prize for I Am
Every Good Thing (Nancy Paulsen Books, Sept. 1). This
is the second prize for the pair; they previously won
in 2018 for Crown: An Ode to the Fresh Cut. The judges

The judges for this year’s prize in young readers’
literature were author Nicola Yoon, librarian Roxanne
Hsu Feldman, and Kirkus critic Kyle Lukoff.
The finalists in the category of young readers’ literature were We Are Water Protectors by Carole Lindstrom, illustrated by Michaela Goade (Roaring Brook);
The Girl and the Ghost by Hanna Alkaf (Harper/HarperCollins); Fighting Words by Kimberly Brubaker Bradley
(Dial Books); Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo (Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins); and Stamped:
Racism, Antiracism, and You: A Remix of the National Book
Award-winning Stamped From the Beginning by Jason
Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi (Little, Brown).
Smith took home the nonfiction prize for Stakes Is
High: Life After the American Dream (Bold Type Books,
Sept. 15), which the judging panel called a “razor-sharp

Gordon C. James and family
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She thanked her mother, saying, “This has been
an interesting year for us. We’ve had a lot of loss, but
I want you to know that you’re the reason I had the
nerve to do this and to write this book and to be as
honest as I could on the page.”
The judges for this year’s fiction prize were author
Chang-rae Lee, bookseller Veronica Santiago Liu, and
Kirkus critic Amy Reiter.

Mychal Denzel Smith

manifesto [that] demands us to question the unexamined inequity built in to the individualist core of the
problematic concept of the ‘American dream.’ ”
A visibly emotional Smith said that writing the
book “kicked my ass.”
Smith said, “Obviously, the book deals with a lot of
ongoing American political issues, and I hope people
will sit with the ideas. I hope that it lives on past this
2020 election, however long that goes on.”
The judges for this year’s nonfiction prize were
author Kiese Laymon (a Kirkus Prize finalist in 2018),
bookseller Nick Buzanski, and Kirkus critic Erika
Rohrbach.
The finalists in the nonfiction category were A
Furious Sky: The Five-Hundred-Year History of America’s
Hurricanes by Eric Jay Dolin (Liveright/Norton); Fathoms: The World in the Whale by Rebecca Giggs (Simon
& Schuster); The Address Book: What Street Addresses
Reveal About Identity, Race, Wealth, and Power by Deirdre Mask (St. Martin’s); World of Wonders: In Praise
of Fireflies, Whale Sharks, and Other Astonishments by
Aimee Nezhukumatathil (Milkweed); and Caste: The
Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson (Random House).
Leilani was named the winner of the fiction prize
for Luster (Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Aug. 4), her debut
novel. “Emotionally raw and virtuosically polished,
Luster feels like both a story that will stand the test of
time and the novel we need right now,” the judges said
in a statement.
Leilani, who at 30 years old is the youngest person
to win a Kirkus Prize, said, “This is really deeply surreal. It’s wild to be, honestly, in the company of such
amazing writers who care so much about their craft.”
|

kirkus.com

Raven Leilani

The finalists in the fiction category were Black Sunday by Tola Rotimi Abraham (Catapult); Fiebre Tropical
by Juli Delgado Lopera (Feminist Press); The Lying Life
of Adults by Elena Ferrante, translated by Ann Goldstein (Europa Editions); Deacon King Kong by James
McBride (Riverhead); and Shuggie Bain by Douglas
Stuart (Grove).
In her opening remarks, Kuehn said, “This year,
perhaps more than any other, the contribution of great
literature is profound. When days are dark, books offer
us an escape. When we need understanding, books
offer us brilliant new perspectives. And the greatest
writing, the kind of writing we celebrate tonight, gives
us the opportunity to experience the world through
another’s eyes.”
Kuehn also urged those watching the ceremony
to donate to the Book Industry Charitable Foundation (Binc), which provides emergency financial grants
to bookstore employees, and to the Authors League
Fund, which helps writers in financial need.
Michael Schaub is a Texas-based journalist and regular contributor to NPR.
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kirkus & rolling stone’s
best music books of 2020
Prince. Yes, the Purple One was an
important 20th-century artist, but
he was also a taskmaster who was
notoriously difficult to work with,
whether in the studio or on tour.
That makes BrownMark’s memoir
all the more impressive. In addition
to engagingly chronicling his own
early life and musical development,
he clearly lays out his role as the bassist during what was arguably Prince’s most creative and
successful period: the Purple Rain era. It’s a solid portrait that ably portrays the author’s discipline and loyalty—even if he’s not afraid to take his boss to task for a
host of indiscretions.—E.L.

Most years, Kirkus surveys the landscape of music books
and selects 10 or so favorites. This year we expanded our
search and teamed up with the editors of Rolling Stone—
the world’s preeminent music magazine—to compile a
bigger, broader list of must-have music titles published
in 2020. From rock-’n’-roll memoirs to in-depth album
studies and cultural critiques, this roundup has something for music fans of every stripe, whether your taste
runs to Mariah Carey or Richard Wagner.
Resistance: A Songwriter’s Story of
Hope, Change, and Courage by Tori
Amos (Atria): It’s hard to believe Tori
Amos has been in the music business for 40 years. After more than a
dozen albums and as many tours, the
vocals-and-piano powerhouse proves
equally adept on the page. The voice
is everything Tori’s fans have come to
admire about her: candid, creative,
political, controversial, unabashedly complex. Within
her personal and professional story—from child virtuoso through career ups and downs and the death of
her beloved mother—the author embeds insightful
commentary on a host of relevant issues, including government oppression, sexual abuse, LGBTQ+ rights, and
human rights activism.—Eric Liebetrau

The Meaning of Mariah Carey by
Mariah Carey with Michaela Angela
Davis (Andy Cohen Books/Henry
Holt): Fame, fortune, and everything
that goes with it? Coming right up.
Mariah’s memoir is the wonderfully
dishy story of her life as a star—her
trials, her tribulations, her feud with
Jennifer Lopez. Much of the book
discusses her miserable childhood,
her cruel family, and her oppressive marriage to Tommy
Mottola, the Sony boss who made her famous. She
reveals she made a secret grunge album in 1995 out of
frustration at how tame her official pop records were.
She also shares the heartwarming tale of her romance
with baseball star Derek Jeter: “Just like his position on
the team, our relationship was a short stop in my life.”—
Rob Sheffield

Brother Robert: Growing Up With
Robert Johnson by Annye C. Anderson with Preston Lauterbach (Da
Capo): The tale of the man who sold
his soul to the devil in exchange for
a mastery of the blues is one of the
great legends of American popular
music. When Robert Johnson went
down to that Mississippi crossroads,
he created a mystique that few blues
musicians have been able to match. Because biographical info is so skeletal, fans should rejoice in this memoir
from Johnson’s nonagenarian sister, Anderson, who was
12 when he died. She fondly recounts stories of Johnson’s technical ability, showmanship, and musical versatility. Though compact, this book does much to pull the
blues master out of the fog of myth.—E.L.

The Baddest Bitch in the Room: A
Memoir by Sophia Chang (Catapult): A Tribe Called Quest, RZA,
D’Angelo, Q-Tip: That’s just a partial list of the hip-hop and R&B
luminaries who have worked with
Chang. Ever since she landed a job
as the head of marketing for Atlantic
Records only two years out of college,
the author embodied the claim in her
memoir’s title. Her no-bullshit style and professional
determination come through clearly, whether she’s discussing her Asian heritage, delineating the countless

My Life in the Purple Kingdom by BrownMark with
Cynthia M. Uhrich (Univ. of Minnesota): God bless
BrownMark and every other musician who played for
6
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obstacles she has faced as a woman of color in the music
industry, or explaining why and how she became what
Wu-Tang Clan member Method Man described as “the
group’s muse.”—E.L.

the closet before he declared to the
world that he was “the stately homo
of heavy metal.” His autobiography
details the psychological toll that
hiding his true self took on him as he
contrasts life onstage as the alphamale Metal God that his fans know
with the depressed, lonely soul he
was offstage, sneaking into truck
stops for a few moments of pleasure
and pursuing relationships via classified ads. In between,
he recalls how each Judas Priest album was made and
fascinating tales of his encounters with everyone from
Andy Warhol to the queen of England. The book’s
mix of hilarious and heart-rending stories, when compounded with the relief he feels from finally being out
of the closet, should appeal to nonheadbangers just as
much as Judas Priest’s “defenders of the faith.”—Kory
Grow

Glitter Up the Dark: How Pop Music
Broke the Binary by Sasha Geffen
(Univ. of Texas): Can you see the iridescent thread that connects Big
Mama Thornton’s revolutionary roar
to Bikini Kill’s riotous scream? The
electric undercurrent from Prince’s
purple majesty to Missy Elliott’s MTV
fever dreams? The mirror-image
reflections of Nirvana’s subversive
ambiguity and Frank Ocean’s boundaryless future? All
this and more sparkles through the pages of this pocket
history of pop music through the lens of gender, written
by one of today’s deftest cultural critics. Geffen’s central
thesis is that popular music has always been powered by
transgressive ideas about identity: “The gender binary
cannot really be broken because the gender binary has
never been whole. It has always limped along in pieces,
easily cracked by a brief foray into the historical record.”
An ecstatic celebration of freedom through sound and
movement, Glitter Up the Dark makes pop history feel
thrillingly new.—Simon Vozick-Levinson

This Isn’t Happening: Radiohead’s
Kid A and the Beginning of the 21st
Century by Steven Hyden (Hachette):
Twenty years ago, Radiohead
dropped their masterwork Kid A—
an album people have loved arguing about ever since. It sounded like
commercial self-destruction, but Kid
A became a No. 1 smash; it reached
No. 20 on Rolling Stone’s new poll of
the all-time 500 Greatest Albums. In this brilliant book,
Hyden goes deep into why Kid A matters—it’s the fascinating saga of how the music turned into the symbol
of a new cultural era. “This book is a detective story,”
Hyden writes, and he chases the mystery of how Kid A
“stopped being about the future” and “came to strongly
evoke everything vital and terrifying and unknowable
about *now*.”—R.S.

Looking To Get Lost: Adventures in
Music and Writing by Peter Guralnick (Little, Brown): Over the past
50 years, music historian Guralnick
has written definitive books about
Elvis Presley, Sam Cooke, Sam Phillips, and Robert Johnson. His newest dips into his archives to explore
lesser-known figures like Skip James,
Bill Monroe, Doc Pomus, Solomon
Burke, and Joe Tex. It also pulls back the curtain on
Guralnick’s own career, such as the way hearing Johnson as a young man left him profoundly moved, sending
him on the road to decades of essential music criticism.
For a man who’s devoted his entire life to exploring the
music of a bygone era, his work still feels strikingly relevant.—Andy Greene

More Myself: A Journey by Alicia Keys (Flatiron Books):
For someone who’s always seemed serenely confident,
Keys divulges a fair amount of behind-the-curtain chaos:
her bumpy relationship with ex-boyfriend Krucial, the
time she fired her mother as her assistant, and humiliating encounters with photographers and record execs
who wanted to sex up her image. For all the setbacks,
she’s been rewarded with a one-percenter lifestyle that
she manages to convey in graphic but humbling ways.

Confess: A Memoir by Rob Halford (Hachette): The
Judas Priest frontman spent nearly three decades in
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best music books of 2020
The Butterfly Effect: How Kendrick
Lamar Ignited the Soul of Black
America by Marcus J. Moore (Atria):
Kendrick Lamar is the most groundbreaking and inspiring hip-hop artist of the last decade, an innovator
whose music sells millions while still
reflecting a radical social and political vision. Veteran journalist Moore
didn’t interview Lamar for this biography, but that isn’t a problem since he keeps the focus
on his musical development while still drawing important observations from Lamar’s personal life, such
as how a trip to South Africa ended up inspiring the
rapper’s instant-classic 2015 album, To Pimp a Butterfly,
which is ranked No. 19 on Rolling Stone’s list of the 500
Greatest Albums of All Time.—Jon Dolan

Her husband, Swizz Beatz, hires
the cast of House Party 2 for a Keys
birthday party, and she in turn rents
out a Louis Vuitton store for Swizz’s
own birthday (complete with leased
“Porches and Lamborghinis” for some
real-life Fast & Furious action in New
York City). Next to that, her lunch
with Obama and Bono is small potatoes.—David Browne
Sing Backwards and Weep: A Memoir by Mark Lanegan (Da Capo): The
former Screaming Trees frontman
holds absolutely nothing back in this
gritty accounting of his life before
he got sober. At different moments
in the book, he procures heroin for
Kurt Cobain, shoots up with Layne
Staley, and writhes on the floor from
his own withdrawals. Between his
drug abuse and his sex addiction, it’s easy to wonder
how he lived to tell his tale—and how he remembers
any of it. At each turn, Lanegan comes off looking worse
than any of his buddies. But his willingness to confront
his demons and offer more than a few funny stories (as
when he put Oasis’ Liam Gallagher in his place) make
the book one of the most compelling and revealing rock
memoirs ever.—K.G.

Me and Sister Bobbie: True Tales of
the Family Band by Willie Nelson
and Bobbie Nelson with David Ritz
(Random House): There’s no shortage of biographical information on
the country icon, whether from one
of his multiple memoirs or from Joe
Nick Patoski’s acclaimed 2008 portrait. But this one is unique, presenting a dual narrative from both Willie
and his sister Bobbie, who is more of a mystery than her
legendary brother. Nelson and Family Band fans will relish even the details they already knew, and readers just
seeking a mostly uplifting family story will be pleased
as well. Not that it’s all pot smoke and peace signs: The
authors also dig into broken relationships (the pair has
racked up seven marriages total), racism, sexism, depression, and death.—E.L.

Can’t Slow Down: How 1984 Became
Pop’s Blockbuster Year by Michaelangelo Matos (Hachette): From multimillion-selling albums like Purple
Rain and Born in the U.S.A. to landmark releases in indie (the Replacements’ Let It Be, Hüsker Dü’s Zen
Arcade) and hip-hop (Run-DMC’s
debut), the year normally associated
with Orwell had its own share of
firsts. Matos’ genre-by-genre survey of a momentous
year—the 1967 of the Gen X crowd—recalls a time in
which pop stars, aided by record sales, MTV, and films,
became as central to the culture as movie stars. And
even the organizers of the Olympics—who closed out
their Summer Games in LA with a Lionel Richie spectacle—knew it.—D.B.
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Dolly Parton, Songteller: My Life in
Lyrics by Dolly Parton with Robert
K. Oermann (Chronicle Books): This
is your one-stop Dolly shop. Not
only does the musician offer a comprehensive retrospective of her personal and professional life, she also
delivers the lyrics to more than 175
songs as well as countless intriguing
nuggets certain to please any Dolly fan. It’s a beautifully produced volume that features hundreds of photos,
|
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proper lessons on boy bands from
the Beatles and the Jackson 5 to
*NSYNC and BTS. Along with fascinating details on the groups, boys,
and archetypes, Larger Than Life
also serves as a crucial text on the
very nature of fandom itself, giving
glory and resonance to the screaming girls that have filled stadiums
for decades and made every group
in Sherman’s book a phenomenon in their respective
times.—Brittany Spanos

period documents, and playful asides that capture her
singular persona. Bonus: We learn more about her husband in this book than we have over the course of their
50-year marriage. If you own only one book about Dolly,
this should be it.—E.L.
Bring That Beat Back: How Sampling Built Hip-Hop by Nate Patrin
(Univ. of Minnesota): Curious about
the genesis of all of the earworm
hooks you hear across every subgenre of hip-hop? Patrin has the
goods. Cleverly organized around
four pioneering figures in the world
of sampling—Grandmaster Flash,
Prince Paul, Dr. Dre, and Madlib—
this musicological study is never dry, always enthusiastic
and appreciative, and groundbreaking in its analysis of
the art of sampling as just that: art. Featuring plenty of
entertaining cultural history, this is a significant contribution to hip-hop studies.—E.L.

Open Book by Jessica Simpson (Dey
Street/HarperCollins): Jessica Simpson arrived in the teen-pop TRL
boom of 1999, a preacher’s daughter
with a squeaky-clean image. What
could go wrong? Her excellent memoir is everything you could want:
She’s got tea to spill, scores to settle, life lessons to learn, John Mayer
shade to share. She marries boy-band
star Nick Lachey and becomes America’s sweetheart
on the MTV reality show Newlyweds. After her divorce,
she makes up for lost time: “I had a list of guys, and I
checked every box. And all my girlfriends were jealous.
They still are.” She gets real about addiction and abuse;
by the end, you marvel at her hard-won wisdom.—R.S.

Wagnerism: Art and Politics in the
Shadow of Music by Alex Ross (Farrar, Straus and Giroux): Not an opera
fan? Unfamiliar with the works of
Richard Wagner? Not to worry. The
New Yorker’s Ross is one of the best
music writers in the business, and his
latest is a sweeping (operatic?) history
of artistic culture in the West during
Wagner’s life. The German composer
and his music serve as the focal points around which
Ross constructs a nuanced cultural history involving a
constellation of bright artistic lights, from Nietzsche
and Cezanne to Baudelaire. The author doesn’t neglect
Wagner’s vocal anti-Semitism, weaving in a cogent discussion of complex, often messy interplay between
art and artist. This is a spirited history of music—and
art in general—amid a particularly fertile historical
period.—E.L.

All I Ever Wanted: A Rock ’n’ Roll
Memoir by Kathy Valentine (Univ.
of Texas): Barely 21, Kathy Valentine
joined a ragtag LA punk band on the
verge of conquering the world: the
Go-Gos. On Christmas Day 1980,
at an X concert, she meets a Go-Go
in the ladies’ room and talks her way
into the band. But they fall apart
after cranking out three great albums
in four years—Valentine co-wrote hits like “Vacation”
and “Head Over Heels.” All I Ever Wanted starts off
with raw memories of her nightmarish Texas youth and
then flips into a wild ’80s rock-’n’-roll ride. It all began
with a childhood dream: “to be in a kickass band with a
gang of like-minded girls and claim the life I wanted for
myself.”—R.S.

Larger Than Life: A History of Boy Bands From
NKOTB to BTS by Maria Sherman (Black Dog & Leventhal): Sherman’s debut accomplishes something that
was long overdue: a deep dive into the history of the
modern boy band. This impressive, illustrated work
(that’s laid out like an issue of Tiger Beat and J-14) gives
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nonfiction
OUR TIME IS NOW
Power, Purpose, and
the Fight for a Fair
America

HIS VERY BEST
Jimmy Carter, a Life

Alter, Jonathan
Simon & Schuster (800 pp.)
$37.50 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-5011-2548-5

Abrams, Stacey
Henry Holt (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-1-250-25770-3

A detailed exposé of how our democracy has been eroded—and a plan to fix it—
from an up-and-coming national leader.
“My parents raised the six of us in Mississippi, my mother an
underpaid librarian and my father a dyslexic shipyard worker,”
writes Abrams, whose earliest memory of the voting process
involved accompanying her parents to the polls. Her more
recent memories are more bitter: In 2018, she lost the Georgia
gubernatorial race to Brian Kemp in what she believes was an
unfairly conducted election. “For a New American Majority—
that coalition of people of color, young people, and moderate
to progressive whites—to be successful, we have to stop letting
them tell us who we are and how to succeed,” she writes. In
succinct but thorough chapters, she lays out the grim history
of voting rights, both in policy and practice, from the crafting
of the Constitution to the present day. The devious creativity
of the techniques used to suppress votes is jaw-dropping, and
Abrams provides detailed examples from around the country. Among them are obstacles to registration, voter ID “exact
match” policies and other restrictions, unexpected poll closings, restriction of early and absentee voting, ballot rejection,
miscounting, manipulation of provisional ballots, gerrymandering, and a broken infrastructure, including malfunctioning
machines and interminable lines. The author’s plan to solve the
problem “short-circuits” debate about identity politics, and she
clearly explains how to enact change at the federal level. The
census, for example, can be “an organizing tool we can use to
salvage democracy.” Abrams informs readers how “democracies
rarely fail today because of military coups or foreign invasion.
Instead their death is gradual, coming slowly and over time with
an erosion of rights and an accumulation of attacks on the institutions that form their backbone.” An afterword on Covid-19
emphasizes the urgency of the 2020 election.
If you are feeling hopeless about politics, this wellinformed blueprint for change may begin to restore your
faith.
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Presidential historian Alter delivers the first full-length, comprehensive
biography of Jimmy Carter.
James Earl Carter Jr. (b. 1924), the
peanut farmer from Plains, Georgia, can
be “brisk—sometimes peevish—in private, with a biting wit
beneath the patented smile.” So writes Alter, observing that
Carter, who cooperated with the author, was not always the nice
guy of his public image. What irritates him most, it seems, is the
widespread, almost canonical perception that he was weak. “I
made many bold decisions,” Carter insists, “almost all of which
were difficult to implement and not especially popular.” Alter
demonstrates as much, meticulously unfolding proof of Carter’s
many accomplishments while just as carefully showing his missteps. High on the list of the latter was a managerial style that
left Cabinet members to operate pretty much as they wished,
leading to incoherence at times. However, his achievements,
both during his presidency and after, are significant, as Alter
capably demonstrates. The former naval officer (the title comes
from a stern interview Carter endured with Hyman Rickover)
tried not just to be a good man, but also to do his best every day.
As Alter notes, one bit of evidence for this was that Carter never
lied, unlike the current occupant of the White House. He also
made significant advances in civil rights as governor of Georgia. Even though “some reporters were already thinking of him
as a fluke,” when he edged out Gerald Ford in the 1976 presidential election, he corralled a big-tent Democratic Congress
and plenty of Republicans as well with a governing style that
revealed “no distinct political ideology.” Other achievements
were further opening China after Richard Nixon first cracked
the door and bringing Israel and Egypt together, if uneasily, for
the Camp David Accords. Even the Panama Canal treaty, used
by Ronald Reagan as a wedge issue, was successful, and though
Carter faltered with respect to Iran’s Islamic Revolution, he can
be credited for broadening democracy around the world—for
which he deserves greater appreciation.
Students of recent presidential and world history will
find Alter’s anecdotally rich narrative immensely rewarding.
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Bittersweet memories and a long-buried atrocity combine for a
heartfelt, unflinching, striking narrative combination.
mill town

MILL TOWN
Reckoning With What
Remains

y o u n g a d u lt

TWILIGHT OF
DEMOCRACY
The Seductive Lure of
Authoritarianism

Arsenault, Kerri
St. Martin’s (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-250-15593-1

Applebaum, Anne
Doubleday (224 pp.)
$25.00 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-385-54580-8
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Arsenault reflects on her serene
hometown and the cloaked environmental corruption plaguing it.
The author, a National Books Critics
Circle board member and book review editor at Orion, grew up
in Mexico, Maine, a small town fortified by the Androscoggin
River. She writes poignantly of growing up in a large nuclear
family surrounded by the town’s dense forestlands. Her father
and grandfather worked at the local paper mill, an entity that
economically grounded the town and employed a large percentage of its residents, many of whom remained blind to the
ever changing world around them. “Monumental philosophical
ideas,” writes Arsenault, “were surfacing across America—feminism, environmentalism—however, there were no movements
in Mexico but for people walking across the mill’s footbridge
to work.” Underneath Mexico’s serene veneer festered a secret
that the author began to investigate with steely determination in 2009. While visiting to attend a funeral, Arsenault dug
into the town’s history and the Arsenault family tree, both of
which were riddled with cancer deaths. Expanding her research
outward, she scoured town documents and interviewed family,
childhood friends, and surviving townspeople to uncover proof
that Mexico and the surrounding area had been dubbed “cancer
valley,” with generations of families suffering terminal illnesses.
Arsenault disturbingly chronicles how the paper mill released
carcinogenic chemicals into the atmosphere and dumped them
at the edge of the river, and she shows how the malfeasance was
buried in bureaucratic red tape, EPA coverups, and outright
lies even as Mexico continued to suffer a “never-ending loop of
obituaries.” In this masterful debut, the author creates a crisp,
eloquent hybrid of atmospheric memoir and searing exposé.
She writes urgently about the dire effects the mill’s toxic legacy
had on Mexico’s residents and the area’s ecology while evocatively mining the emotional landscape of caretaking for aging
parents and rediscovering the roots of her childhood.
Bittersweet memories and a long-buried atrocity
combine for a heartfelt, unflinching, striking narrative
combination.
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Equal parts memoir, reportage, and
history, this sobering account of the
roots and forms of today’s authoritarianism, by one of its most accomplished
observers, is meant as a warning to everyone.
Known for her historically grounded commentary and such
well-received histories as the Pulitzer Prize–winning Gulag
(2003), Atlantic staff writer Applebaum, a reflective, deepthinking conservative, explores the “restorative nostalgia” and
“authoritarian predisposition” of the far right in the U.S. and
Europe. Her motivation in writing is a fear of the possible “fall
of liberal democracy.” Sadly, she writes, “given the right conditions, any society can turn against democracy. Indeed, if history
is anything to go by, all of our societies eventually will.” Wellacquainted with many of the figures she discusses, Applebaum
analyzes the forces that have caused so many of them to turn
ugly, revanchist, and unreasoning. She takes her examples
mostly from Europe—Hungary, Poland, Spain, and Britain in
particular—but also from Trump’s America. Sometimes too
discursive, sometimes overlong (as on Laura Ingraham), the
book is nevertheless critically important for its muscular, oppositionist attack on the new right from within conservative
ranks—and for the well-documented warning it embodies. The
author’s views are especially welcome because she is a deliberate thinker and astute observer rather than just the latest pundit
or politico. In the spirit of Julien Benda, Hannah Arendt, and
Theodor Adorno, Applebaum seeks to understand what makes
the new right “more Bolshevik than Burkean.” Needless to say,
any attack that places Viktor Orbán, Boris Johnson, and Donald
Trump in the company of Lenin and Stalin is worthy of close
attention. The author is highly instructive on what is happening in the increasingly grim realm of the far right: a hardening of
bitterness and unreasoning vengefulness and a resulting shift of
the spectrum that puts a growing number of conservatives like
Applebaum in the center.
A knowledgeable, rational, necessarily dark take on dark
realities.
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the best nonfiction
of 2020
Leah Overstreet

I’m not usually one to gripe about
how bad a given year was—I’ll leave
that to the Instagram meme patrol—
but there’s no way around it this year:
2020 was a shitshow of epic proportions.
Our morally vacuous president began the year as he always does—operating at peak corruption, bigotry, and
megalomania—but 2020 brought a
challenge that even he couldn’t bury. Of course, as the Covid-19 pandemic accelerated, Trump made it irretrievably
worse, ignoring it for as long as he could and then spending
much of the rest of the year contradicting expert scientific
advice that could have saved as many as 200,000 American lives, according to researchers at Columbia University’s
Center for Disaster Preparedness—not to mention throwing multiple campaign rallies packed with screaming, largely maskless attendees. In addition to Trump’s ineptitude
and the devastation wrought by the pandemic, the entire
world seems to have caught fire in 2019 and 2020—literally. Climate change continues to be our most significant existential crisis, and world leaders still
drag their feet and refuse to make any
useful change that may run up against
political expediency.
Fortunately for everyone’s sanity,
writers continued to produce noteworthy work, as evidenced by this
year’s top 100 books of nonfiction. As
always, we have something for readers
of all stripes:
If you can’t get enough of Trump
and company’s authoritarian rise—after four years, my tolerance is near zero—I suggest Mary L. Trump’s Too Much
and Never Enough, Carl Hoffman’s Liar’s Circus, Masha Gessen’s Surviving Autocracy, or Anne Applebaum’s Twilight
of Democracy. For readers seeking a clearer picture of the
menace of White supremacy, 2020
delivered some excellent and disturbing portraits: Ijeoma Oluo’s Mediocre,
Robert P. Jones’ White Too Long, Talia
Lavin’s Culture Warlords, Edward Ball’s
Life of a Klansman, and Seyward Darby’s Sisters in Hate.
And what of the justified anger
and demands for justice caused by the
many tragedies and ongoing prejudices this country continues to perpetu12
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ate against the Black community? This
year was fertile with potent responses and calls to action: Mychal Denzel
Smith’s Stakes Is High, Ruby Hamad’s
White Tears/Black Scars, Isabel Wilkerson’s Caste, Stacey Abrams’ Our Time
Is Now, Claudia Rankine’s Just Us, Alicia Garza’s The Purpose of Power, Jerald Walker’s How To Make a Slave and
Other Essays, Elliott Currie’s A Peculiar
Indifference, Howard Bryant’s Full Dis
sidence, and Dianne M. Stewart’s Black Women, Black Love.
Weary of humans and our violence, our propensity to
belittle and injure each other? Let’s turn to nature, a fecund
category that allows us escape and demonstrates more productive ways to behave as fellow citizens of this planet.
Some of 2020’s best books about the natural world and
animals include Carl Safina’s Becoming Wild, Eric Jay Dolin’s A Furious Sky,
Aimee Nezhukumatathil’s World of
Wonders, Rebecca Giggs’ Fathoms, Jonathan C. Slaght’s Owls of the Eastern Ice,
Hugh Raffles’ The Book of Unconformities, and Lauren Redniss’ Oak Flat.
Finally, for my dad and all the
other fans of big, meaty, prodigiously researched biographies and historical studies in the vein of David
McCullough, Robert Caro, or Doris
Kearns Goodwin, there are many holiday gift options: Ian
Toll’s Twilight of the Gods, Fredrik Logevall’s JFK, David S.
Reynolds’ Abe, David Nasaw’s The Last
Million, Volker Ullrich’s Hitler, Jennet
Conant’s The Great Secret, Max Hastings’ Operation Chastise, Edmund Fawcett’s Conservatism, and the The Splendid and the Vile, the latest from Erik
Larson, one of the modern masters.
Though not strictly historical, for fans
of the beautiful game and observers of
geopolitics, I highly recommend David Goldblatt’s The Age of Football.
Happy reading, and good riddance to 2020!
Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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A provocative, disturbing argument that a democracy is
in trouble when it venerates the military unconditionally.
the cost of loyalty

THE COST OF LOYALTY
Dishonesty, Hubris,
and Failure in the U.S.
Military

y o u n g a d u lt

AND IN THE VIENNA
WOODS THE TREES
REMAIN
The Heartbreaking True
Story of a Family Torn
Apart by War

Bakken, Tim
Bloomsbury (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-1-63286-898-5

Åsbrink, Elisabeth
Trans. by Vogel, Saskia
Other Press (320 pp.)
$25.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-59051-917-2
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Swedish journalist Åsbrink (1947: Where Now Begins, 2018,
etc.) offers new information about the founder of IKEA’s Nazi
ties, but that is secondary to the engrossing tale of a young Jew
in Sweden during World War II.
At first rejecting Otto Ullmann’s daughter’s request to write
his story, the author found it as compelling as readers will. Eva
Ullmann gave her an IKEA box filled with letters from Otto’s
parents dating from 1939, when the 13-year-old was one of 100
children sent to Sweden. The program that enabled him to
escape was part of the Swedish Israel Mission, led by Birger
Pernow, a pastor who was devoted to converting the Jews and
felt that his child relief program would be effective. The plan
was to bring 100 children whose parents had good reputations.
Otto embarked on Feb. 1, 1939, on the train to Sweden. At first,
he and 21 children were taken to a children’s home in Tollarp,
and it would be years before he was finally sent out as a farm
hand and found friendship. The author then introduces IKEA
founder Ingvar Kamprad, who grew up the son of a wealthy
farmer whose family had immigrated some years before. Otto
and Ingvar met and became friends even as Ingvar participated
in Nazi causes. Åsbrink expertly exposes Sweden’s tendency
toward Nazism at the time, with geographical proximity as well
as threats pushing the inclination. Her book, she writes is “an
account of Sweden before the country became a ‘good’ one.”
Ingvar’s grandmother and father were both devoted Nazis and
were thrilled when Hitler took over their former home in the
Sudetenland. Meanwhile, Otto was a lost young boy trying to
survive and learn a new language. His only support and encouragement came in the form of the more than 500 letters from his
family, which the author seamlessly weaves into the narrative.
Just as important were the letters they received (now lost) from
their son, knowing he was safe.
Top-notch microcosmic World War II history and an
excellent illustration of the immense power of the written
word.

A West Point professor deconstructs
the many failures of America’s most
beloved institution: the armed forces.
Bakken—the first civilian hired to teach law at West
Point who was also a whistleblower and won a retaliation case
against the U.S. military—delivers an angry polemic, arguing
that America’s military is commanded by men of limited intelligence but self-serving loyalty to their institution. This didn’t
matter before World War II, when peacetime forces were tiny
and neglected. Since 1945, however, they have swollen massively,
dominating civil society and operating free of constitutional
restraints thanks to several Supreme Court decisions and fawning civilian leaders. Fervently admired—approval in polls never
drops below 70%—the military has attained untouchable status from its commander in chief. Every president after Dwight
Eisenhower has proclaimed unqualified esteem, and Congress,
which last declared war in 1942, has surrendered its authority.
Yet despite performing with spectacular incompetence in most
wars since WWII, no general has been fired. Bakken places
much blame on the service academies (West Point et al.), mediocre institutions awash in money whose draconian discipline
and teaching methods date from their founding. Most instructors are junior officers with no specialty in their subject who
rotate through for a few years, following a rigid syllabus from
which they cannot deviate. Readers may pause in their fuming
to recall that brilliant people rarely choose a career in the military—or law enforcement. Rather, members of the military join
for the action and value courage and loyalty above all. They consider themselves a band of brothers, indispensable defenders of
the nation, most of whose effete citizens lack their selfless dedication. Warriors have always believed this, which is a mostly
harmless situation unless they are calling the shots, which the
author states is happening—and they are making a mess of it.
A provocative, disturbing argument that a democracy is
in trouble when it venerates the military unconditionally.

LIFE OF A KLANSMAN
A Family History in
White Supremacy

Ball, Edward
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-374-18632-6
The National Book Award winner
continues his investigation of his Southern roots.
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Where Slaves in the Family (1998) and The Sweet Hell Inside
(2001) explored the author’s ancestors’ relations with the people they enslaved, his latest potent exploration of the past is a
study of an even more willful evil. The man whom Ball refers to
as “our Klansman” had a “pretty name,” or so his mother said:
Polycarp Constant Lecorgne. The author, a consummate historical excavator, has known this “family story” since childhood,
but it took a long while to face; it’s a story that “begins with a
woman making notes and talking about family and ends with
a lot of people dead in a ditch.” Lecorgne was a product of his
time, to be sure, but worse than most, drummed out of the Confederate Army for his part in a drunken riot, “allowed to flee,
rather than face prison.” That shame did not keep him from
becoming a committed member of White supremacist groups
including the KKK, in which he committed heinous crimes,
participating in the murder of freed Black citizens and even a
siege of a local police station—though, thanks to a politically
well-placed brother with the resonant name of Yves of God, he
managed not to do hard time. Ball’s resonant tale involves many
other actors, including a distant cousin who was, a government
report noted, “in the habit of shooting at blacks who come near
his house” as well as an African American journalist and medical
doctor who pressed for civil rights for his people even as Reconstruction faltered. Ball closes with a self-searching meditation:
“It is dreadful what this character, my unlikable protagonist,
does with himself and others,” he writes, but Lecorgne was not
alone, and he does not expiate the rest of White America for its
ongoing sins.
An illuminating contribution to the literature of race and
racism in America.

A KNOCK AT MIDNIGHT
A Story of Hope,
Justice, and Freedom
Barnett, Brittany K.
Crown (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-9848-2578-0

A welcome new addition to the
groaning shelves of books about the critically flawed U.S. legal system.
For the first 90 pages, Barnett, born
in 1984, focuses on her youth as a Black female in rural East
Texas whose drug-addicted mother ended up in prison. In the
remainder of the book, the author mixes straightforward memoir with inspiring accounts of her crusades for social justice.
Determined to avoid her mother’s fate, Barnett worked diligently to graduate from college, after which she found work at a
top accounting firm and then earned a law degree. The author is
painfully aware of the racism built into the criminal justice system, including the absurd prison terms handed down to Black
drug users and dealers—the most egregious being “the 100-to-1
crack-to-powder-cocaine sentencing ratio.” Though corporate
law was her initial goal, while studying for a criminal law course,
Barnett learned about Sharanda Jones, who had received a life
14
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sentence for a first-time drug offense. The author poignantly
writes about how she was able to identify with families torn
apart by such heavy-handed sentences. After obtaining a job in
the finance and banking group of a corporate law firm in 2011,
Barnett devoted her spare time to advocacy. She hoped to win
the release of Jones and others in similar situations through
reversals in the appellate courts. When that avenue failed, the
author decided that seeking clemency from the president was
the only option, no matter the long odds—especially given
Barack Obama’s general reluctance to grant pardons. Eventually, however, Obama granted clemency to Jones and other pro
bono clients of Barnett’s. In 2016, the author left her corporate
career to follow her passion for representing “all those suffering
under draconian drug-sentencing laws.” Among her impressive
not-for-profit initiatives are the Buried Alive Project and the
Girls Embracing Mothers project.
Considering her youthfulness, Barnett has accomplished
more reform than most individuals could accomplish in two
lifetimes.

A HISTORY OF MY
BRIEF BODY

Belcourt, Billy-Ray
Two Dollar Radio (142 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jul. 14, 2020
978-1-937512-93-4
A genre-bending memoir in essays
from Canada’s first First Nations Rhodes
Scholar.
In sharp pieces infused with a yearning for decolonized love and freedom,
Belcourt, of the Driftpile Cree Nation, ably balances poetic,
philosophical, and political insights throughout this unique
book. The author situates his reflections on love, longing, and
vulnerability amid a political reality of trauma, violence, and
oppression “on the shores of what is now improperly called
Canada.” More than a chronological life history, these elegantly crafted essays on his personal experience as an NDN
boy explore themes of queer identity, sexuality, and love; family bonds that defy colonialist brutality; and the tension of
living and writing on the edges of “killability” and freedom.
Belcourt confronts histories of marginalization as well as
urgent present-day issues, including the racialized coding and
“ontological shaming” that infect online dating apps and what
the author sees as a lack of unbiased medical care. “Hospitals
have always been enemy territory,” writes the author. “My body,
too brown to be innocent, enflames the nurses’ racialized curiosities. For them, there’s always the possibility that my pain
is illusory, dreamt up in order to get my next fix.” Stretching
memoir beyond personal memory, Belcourt deftly carves out a
space where joy and love become vital acts of resistance, and
he incisively considers how the state-sanctioned “suppres[sion]
of NDN vitality” and resulting “existential hunger” fit within a
broader construct of colonialism. Ultimately, Belcourt delivers
an inspired call for “a radical remaking of the world,” at once
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A vital book for any library or classroom—and for
foot soldiers in the fight for racial justice.
a black women’s history of the united states

y o u n g a d u lt

A BLACK WOMEN’S
HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STATES

accomplished, expansive, even vulnerable—but never weak. “In
the face of antagonistic relation to the past,” he writes in conclusion, “let us start anew in the haven of a world in the image of
our radical art.” At the nexus of critical race and queer thought,
this should become a timeless interdisciplinary resource for students, educators, and social justice activists.
An urgently needed, unyielding book of theoretical and
intimate strength.

Berry, Daina Ramey & Gross, Kali Nicole
Beacon (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 4, 2020
978-0-8070-3355-5
A compact, exceptionally diverse introduction to the history of Black women in
America, rooted in “everyday heroism.”
As Berry (History/Univ. of Texas;
The Price for Their Pound of Flesh: The Value of the Enslaved,
From Womb to Grave, in the Building of a Nation, 2017, etc.)
and Gross (History/Rutgers Univ., New Brunswick; Hannah Mary Tabbs and the Disembodied Torso: A Tale of Race, Sex
and Violence in America, 2016, etc.) persuasively argue, Black
women have “significantly shaped” our nation—and fought
for their rights—throughout every period of American history. Yet their contributions often have been overlooked

Books on Issues Your Community Cares About
special issue: best books of 2020

Celebrating
The Year ’s
Best Nonfic tion

The story of one woman’s struggle to
care for her seriously ill husband—
and a revealing look at the role
unpaid family caregivers play in a
society that fails to provide them
with structural support.

A rare and diverse collection of
autistic voices that highlights to
parents the unique needs of girls
and nonbinary people who are
growing up with autism.
ON SALE 3/30/2021

ON SALE 3/16/2021

“We are so long overdue for new
mythologies about women and power.
Jess’s book is a pitch-perfect antidote
to the sexist hash of our traditional
stories.”
-SORAYA CHEMALY, author of
Rage Becomes Her
ON SALE 3/9/2021

BEACON.ORG

AVAILABLE IN PRINT, AUDIO, & EBOOK FROM YOUR PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE SALES REP OR YOUR FAVORITE WHOLESALER
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Aimee Nezhukumatathil
IN HER ESSAY COLLECTION, WORLD OF WONDERS, A POET FINDS JOY IN
THE NATURAL WORLD AND POWER IN HER OWN ENTHUSIASM
By Megan Labrise
Caroline Beffa

What does wonder mean to you? What has it done
for you?
One thing I discovered, when I was doing reading for
this [collection], is that one of the roots of the word
wonder means to smile. Wonder is wanting to know more
about others, with a smile. It’s that joy. And I don’t know
if this sounds Pollyannaish, but you don’t have to teach a
kid to wonder. They’re always saying, Look mommy! Look
at the moon! Look at this acorn! Look at this leaf shaped like
a bear! And then the questions follow. First, it’s the enthusiasm, then it’s the questions; and a smile is there
the whole way. We were all like that, Megan. We were all
like that. And I know now, when I take a walk with my
10-year-old, our pockets are filled with acorns and maybe a special leaf that he wanted to save or a rock shaped
like Florida, where his grandparents are. What wonder
has done for me—and what I hope it does for readers of
this book—is that it helps us keep our pockets full.

Aimee Nezhukumatathil’s essays are breaths of fresh
air. Taken piece by piece or in one big gulp, her Kirkus
Prize–nominated collection is an antidote to despair.
World of Wonders: In Praise of Fireflies, Whale Sharks, and
Other Astonishments (Milkweed, Sept. 8) celebrates
creatures and plants both familiar and strange through
the eyes of a poet with a lifelong enthusiasm for ecology. In brief lyrical chapters, she contemplates axolotls, vampire squid, catalpa trees, cockatiels, and the
human relationships that tended—or dampened—her
natural inclinations. Ultimately, World of Wonders entreats readers to remember we are all connected, Nezhukumatathil says, so that we may “soften our hearts
towards each other.” Kirkus spoke with her by phone
from Mississippi, where she lives with her family and a
rescue Chihuahua named Haiku. The conversation has
been edited for length and clarity.
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“Keep our pockets full”—I like that. Can you talk a little
bit more about what that means and where it leads?
When you realize there are birds that collect anything
they can find that’s blue to make their nest, when you realize there are salamanders out there who rely on a clear
night to see the stars to find their way home, when you
realize there are birds who need to read the stars to fly
home, it might become harder to want to use a product
that clouds up the sky so that the birds and the salamanders can’t see the stars. Learning more about [the natural world] helps us come to know and love creatures that
are different than what we’ve ever seen or had contact
with. I think maybe it makes us want to do less violence
to them and, by extension, to other people we’ve never
seen or had contact with, on the other side of the planet.

kirkus.com

You write about close encounters with whale sharks
and corpse flowers. Are there creatures in the book
you’ve never seen in person?
|

World of Wonders published on Sept. 9 of this strange
year and received a warm welcome. In addition to being nominated for the Kirkus Prize, I know you’ve heard
from readers near and far expressing their gratitude for
this book.
I’ve just been so overwhelmed in the best way with the
response. The whole time, even up until the day of publication, I was like, really, who’s going to care about this
little brown girl who gets crazed with delight and excitement about the outdoors? But people with vastly different experiences than me have said how much they’ve
connected to this book. Or they felt seen. Or they felt
like they could relax and unclench from the news a little bit. That’s exactly it. There are books that are more
hard-hitting or have a lot of jargon in them, and there’s
definitely a place for that, but this—I want it to be like
I’m sharing things I’ve been wanting to share with a
friend, to open up the conversation and take us back to
a time when we all were filled with wonder.

Megan Labrise is the editor at large and host of the Fully Booked podcast. World of Wonders received a starred
review in the June 1, 2020, issue.
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Your mother is from the Philippines and your father is
from South Asia. Growing up in the U.S. in the ’80s and
’90s, your family moved from state to state. No matter
the region, you write, your parents continuously encouraged your love of plants and animals. But some other
adults, including a third grade teacher, dampened your
enthusiasm with their prejudices.
There’s a reason that I think it took me all this time to
finally be able to tackle these subjects. A lifetime of not
seeing myself in books, not seeing myself in TV or music videos—as a third grader, you don’t have the right
vocabulary for what’s going on. You just come away with
this idea that none of this is allowed. I still think of that
8-year-old girl who loved sitting on the floor of her library, reading about animals and plants. How excited I
was to read new nature books. Every time, turn to the
back cover, and it was always a White guy. I never saw
someone like me. I might have started thinking, maybe outdoors is not for me [if it wasn’t for] my parents,
who showed me what it means to have a garden and how
much fun it was to memorize the constellations. So it
was weird, because I was internalizing what I saw as a
lover of pop culture, but what my parents modeled was
different. That’s why I included essays that show me as
a daughter, a wife, a mother, and as a teacher—because I
didn’t have that [breadth of] representation growing up.

ture. The publishing houses chose not to publish them.
That’s a political statement, too….So for anybody who
says, Oh, I don’t want to get too political here—we’re all political. You’re political by what you champion and what
you stay quiet about.

y o u n g a d u lt

I’ve never seen a cassowary, [a large, flightless bird
that lives] in New Zealand. But my heart is so soft for
them, and I want to do what I can to keep them alive.
We shouldn’t have to have firsthand experience to want
to do so. That’s the thing that I saw in so many nature
books: Oh, once you’ve had an encounter with a bear, you
want to save the bears. I got lost in the desert; now I want to
protect the desert. It was very purposeful that I included
animals that I’ve never touched, never looked into their
eyes. We should be able to care for creatures outside
of [our immediate vicinity]. We should be able to care
about plants and animals and people that we’ve never
seen before.

Do you consider nature writing to be a political act?
I love the poet Kwame Dawes, and I always come back
to this quote of his: “We are political by our noise and by
our silence.” What we choose to be excited about is political. For the longest time, I’d kind of cringe, thinking
I’m not bold enough to be political. His words really helped
me own the power of my own enthusiasm. Think of
how many things weren’t championed by the publishing
world in the ’80s and ’90s. Think of how many things
weren’t even encouraged. It’s not that there weren’t
Asian Americans writing literature or writing about na|
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or underappreciated. In the latest book in the publisher’s
ReVisioning American History series, the authors offer a
selective but wide-ranging search-and-rescue mission for
Black female activists, trailblazers, and others who have left
a mark. In the first chapter, they introduce Isabel de Olvera,
who became one of the first Black women to set foot on what
is now American soil after joining an expedition from Mexico
in the early 17th century. From there, Berry and Gross proceed chronologically, opening each chapter with a vignette
about a signal figure such as Shirley Chisholm, the daughter
of Caribbean immigrants who became the first Black female
member of Congress. Along the way, the authors frequently
discuss members of traditionally underrepresented groups,
among them the lesbian blues singer Gladys Bentley and the
conjoined twins Millie and Christine McKoy, whose exploitation by mid-19th-century showmen suggests the perils
faced by Black women with disabilities. The result is a narrative that highlights both setbacks and achievements in many
spheres—sports, business, education, the arts, military service, and more. While their overall approach is celebratory,
Berry and Gross also deal frankly with morally complex topics, such as women who committed infanticide rather than
see a child enslaved. Amid their gains, Black women face
enduring challenges that include police brutality and other
forms of “misogynoir,” or “gendered, anti-Black violence.”
For anyone hoping to topple the remaining barriers, this
book is a font of inspiration.
A vital book for any library or classroom—and for foot
soldiers in the fight for racial justice.

PLACES I’VE TAKEN
MY BODY
Essays

Brown, Molly McCully
Persea Books (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-89255-513-0

A disabled woman’s memoir, “so storybook that if I hadn’t lived it I would swear
I made it up.”
In her first collection of prose, Brown, a poet and writing instructor at Kenyon College, eloquently, often wittily
describes a mostly wheelchair-bound life lived with pain and
the places, emotional and physical, to which she has traveled.
The author’s mother had premature identical twins. Frances
died less than two days later, and Brown was stricken with
cerebral palsy. As she writes, she “came into the world blue
and tiny and sparring for my place in it. Two pounds, with
my fists up.” Memories of her dead sister haunt every page of
this powerful book, as does the ominous ticking of her lifetime survival-rate clock. During childhood, Brown could walk
some, haltingly, even jump a bit. There were early years of
physical therapy, and her tendons were often lengthened. She
had “stints in plaster casts and full-length braces that locked
my legs in place with a huge metal hinge” that would cause her
18
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legs to chafe and bleed. As the author grew into her “perplexing and unstable body,” she also had to overcome neurological
damage that affected her “ability to process numbers, space
and patterns.” In 2017, she wrote an award-winning book of
poetry about women who were confined to a hospital for epileptics and the “feebleminded” in her home state of Virginia.
The author chronicles how in Bologna, Italy, she had difficulty
exploring the city, as many places were wheelchair inaccessible, and she visited the Anatomical Theater of the Archiginnasio, a place where she felt there was “some filament—fine and
strong as fishing line—stretched from a hook in [my] cheek
all the way to [the] ground.” In one essay, the author honestly
discusses sex as “a woman who can stumble, hurt, and want,
and—yes—be wanted.” Brown is a writer to watch.
Heartfelt and wrenching, a significant addition to the literature of disability.

FULL DISSIDENCE
Notes From an Uneven
Playing Field

Bryant, Howard
Beacon (200 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-8070-1955-9

A series of forceful, justifiably angry
essays connected by the theme of White
supremacy negating the full citizenship
of Black Americans.
In his latest, ESPN The Magazine senior writer Bryant (The
Heritage: Black Athletes, a Divided America, and the Politics of Patri
otism, 2018, etc.), who is also a correspondent for NPR’s Weekend
Edition, argues that no matter how faithfully Black Americans
observe the rules established by privileged Whites, they—plus
other people of color—will never be fully accepted in any part
of American society. Perhaps the most apt brief phrase to summarize the author’s admirably detailed analysis is “white racial
aggression.” Because much of Bryant’s recent journalism has
been published by ESPN, he regularly refers to famous athletes
such as LeBron James, Tiger Woods, and Colin Kaepernick
to illustrate sweeping cultural phenomena that involve skin
color. Bryant’s bitterness—like that of so many Americans of
all races—ratcheted up after the hint of a post-racial society
following the election of Barack Obama morphed into the
hate-filled presidency of Donald Trump. The author cannot
accept any statement that racism has demonstrably decreased
compared to some indefinite past era. The only other option
presented to him, he writes, is to “get over it,” which he finds
both condescending and impossible when that admonition
ignores “what it means to be part of a lost tribe.” One of the
most thought-provoking—and freshly argued—essays centers
on how Whites who violate society’s norms regularly achieve
rehabilitation while Blacks rarely do. He constructs that essay
around the reputational rehabilitation of ice skater Tonya Harding despite her assault on Nancy Kerrigan. Ultimately, Bryant
believes that what many White Americans want is “the day
|

An impressive dual history of a military disaster
and a scientific breakthrough.
the great secret

Conant, Jennet
Norton (400 pp.)
$27.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-324-00250-5

APOLLO’S ARROW
The Profound and
Enduring Impact of
Coronavirus on the
Way We Live

Christakis, Nicholas A.
Little, Brown Spark (288 pp.)
$29.00 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-0-316-62821-1
An authoritative analysis of the
Covid-19 pandemic, from its beginning

A revealing history of a 1943 German
bombing of Allied shipping that came
with unexpected consequences.
Three months after the invasion of Italy, the southern harbor of Bari was busy and almost undefended when the Luftwaffe
attacked, sinking 17 ships and producing damage and casualties
comparable to Pearl Harbor. Bestselling author and historian
Conant begins with a vivid description of the December 1943
raid, an event that proved to be a terrible embarrassment to
the Allies, who made a partially successful effort to suppress
news of the attack. They were better able to hide what happened over the next days and weeks. Victims appeared burned
and blistered, yet their hair and eyebrows were unburned. Their
eyes and throat were inflamed, and they often died with what
seemed like pneumonia. Ultimately, about 600 were affected.
Some doctors suspected that they were seeing symptoms of
mustard gas exposure. Conant’s hero in this fascinating and
often gruesome story is Lt. Col. Stewart Francis Alexander, the
Allied physician in charge of the Chemical Warfare Service.
Arriving in Bari at the request of the local doctors, he confirmed
their diagnosis and, despite vigorous denials from military officials, determined the source: an American ship carrying a cargo
of mustard gas bombs. The Allied high command accepted his
report but classified it until long after the war. This suppression
did not include results from Alexander’s meticulous research,
which included autopsies, blood tests, and tissue samples. He
reported that the gas killed victims’ rapidly dividing blood and
lymphatic cells. Since cancer cells also divide rapidly, here was
a chemical that would destroy them. Alexander returned to private practice after the war, but his findings galvanized the few
medical researchers looking for drugs to fight cancer. Smoothly
switching gears, Conant devotes the final third of her book to
the early efforts, which were dogged by controversy and disappointment but began achieving permanent cures by the 1960s.
An impressive dual history of a military disaster and a scientific breakthrough.
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to its hoped-for end.
Sociologist and physician Christakis, who directs the
Human Nature Lab at Yale, offers a cogent, deeply informative overview of the coronavirus pandemic, taking into consideration the biology of the pathogen and the social, economic,
psychological, and political impacts of the virus on society.
Drawing on scientific, medical, and sociological research, he
assesses the transmission of the virus, responses worldwide, and
prognosis for the pandemic’s end. In addition, he places Covid19 in the context of past epidemics: plague in ancient Athens,
the Black Death in medieval Europe, polio epidemics in 1916
and the 1950s, influenza in 1918, and HIV in the 1980s. “It’s very
important to emphasize that, as bad as COVID-19 is,” writes
the author, “it’s not remotely as bad as epidemics of bubonic
plague, cholera, or smallpox that have killed much larger fractions of the population and that have had much larger and
longer-lasting effects.” Nevertheless, he underscores the disastrous effect of inadequate responses, especially from the Trump
administration: a “botched” rollout of early tests, lack of coherent national strategy, and repeated “denial and lies.” It’s inarguable, he writes, that “the lack of scientific literacy, capacity for
nuance, and honest leadership hurt us.” Christakis emphasizes
the importance of wearing masks and enforcing social distancing, two interventions that slow the spread of the virus, which
is essential while treatments and vaccines are being developed.
While acknowledging “colossal uncertainty” about the future of
the pandemic, he predicts that at least until 2022, Americans
will live in a changed world. It will be necessary to wear masks,
abstain from shaking hands, avoid crowds, and receive medical
care online rather than in person. Hopefully, he writes, “one
of the unexpected impacts…may be that a society that feels
besieged by the threat of the virus will increasingly treat scientific information, and not just scientists, seriously.”
A welcome assessment of the reality of the epidemic that
has changed our lives.

|
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THE GREAT SECRET
The Classified World
War II Disaster That
Launched the War on Cancer

when black people will finally stop talking about race, which
will also mean the arrival of the day when white people can stop
listening to it.”
Another illuminating social and cultural critique from an
important contemporary voice.
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best
memoirs
WE KEEP THE
DEAD CLOSE
A Murder at Harvard
and a Half Century of Silence

Each year, the quality of work in the
memoir category runs the gamut from
heart-stopping must-reads to navel-gazing dreck. While Kirkus calls out the latter when necessary, we’re far more excited about celebrating the former. Here’s
a sampling:
Filthy Beasts by Kirkland Hamill (Avid
Reader Press, July
14): Moving from
his blue-blood childhood in New York to a humbler existence in
working-class Bermuda following his parents’
divorce, debut author Hamill “explores in visceral detail how children of addicted caregivers struggle to construct meaning, establish
their own identities, and simply survive while
living in the wake of a family illness.” (Review
on page 28)
Recollections of My Nonexistence by Rebecca Solnit (Viking, March 10): One of
her generation’s most incisive cultural critics, Solnit gets personal in this outstanding
memoir about her formative years as a writer in San Francisco. Books play a starring
role, but the author also “traces her discovery of communities—artists, punk musicians, gay men and women—that sustained
her and the people and places that inspired
many of her books.” (Review on page 49)
Riding With the Ghost by Justin Taylor
(Random House, July 20): Novelist Taylor
expands his range in a memorable exploration of family, inheritance, grief, illness, and
anger. Wrote our reviewer, “Taylor not only
explores the last decade of his father’s life,
but also the aftermath, when he and his family were forced to pick up the pieces and find
a way forward.” The book is “a greater literary achievement than Taylor’s impressive
fiction.” (Review on page 51)

Cooper, Becky
Grand Central Publishing (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-5387-4683-7

A former New Yorker editorial staff
member documents the decade she spent
investigating the unsolved 1969 murder
of a female Harvard graduate student.
Cooper first heard rumors of Jane Britton’s murder as a
junior in college in 2009, and she was immediately seized by
the story, which centered around Britton’s supposed affair
with a married professor who allegedly killed her when she
threatened to reveal details of their relationship. The more she
learned about the young woman, the more she felt “connected
to her with a certainty more alchemical than rational,” but
Cooper also worried about how far as “omnipotent” an institution as Harvard “[would] go to make sure the story stayed
buried.” Only after she returned to New York in 2012, however, did the author begin fully investigating the details behind
Jane’s grisly, quasi-ritualistic death. She returned to scouring
the internet for information before going undercover that fall
as a Harvard undergraduate to learn more about the married
professor suspected of Britton’s murder. In the months and
years that followed, Cooper covertly interviewed graduate
students and Jane’s friends, joined an online group of amateur sleuths, and researched articles in newspapers including
the Harvard Crimson. Details emerged that not only complicated the story, but revealed other suspects as well as a tangled
web of personal secrets and systemic betrayals on the parts of
Harvard and law enforcement. Jane’s story became less about
the fact of a murder mystery that DNA evidence eventually
solved in 2018 and more about institutional sexism, academic
corruption and abuse, and the seductive power of narrative.
Interspersed throughout with photos and riveting plot twists,
this book succeeds as both a true-crime story and a powerful
portrait of a young woman’s remarkable quest for justice.
An intricately crafted and suspenseful book sure to please
any fan of true crime—and plenty of readers beyond.

Sigh, Gone by Phuc Tran (Flatiron, April
21): This tale of “immigrating to smalltown America from Vietnam and learning
to fit in through reading, skateboarding,
and punk rock” is a triumph. “Tran’s sharp,
sensitive, punk-inflected memoir presents
one immigrant’s quest for self-acceptance
through the lens of American and European literary classics.” (Review on page 53)
—E.L.
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A damning examination of violence in Black America and
a call for intervention that is long overdue.
a peculiar indifference

A PECULIAR
INDIFFERENCE
The Neglected Toll of
Violence on Black America
Currie, Elliott
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (288 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-250-76993-0

Cott, Nancy F.
Basic (416 pp.)
$32.00 | Mar. 17, 2020
978-1-5416-9933-5

A deep exploration of why Black Americans are disproportionately impacted by
violence and what can be done about it.
There’s more intentional violence in the U.S. than in any
other advanced industrial nation. Of that violence, African
Americans are victimized disproportionate to their share of the
population. This is true across age and gender; among the poor
and middle classes; in the street and inside homes. Fatal or nonfatal violence, committed with guns, knives, or fists, the story
remains the same, and solutions to this problem are within reach.
Criminologist Currie documents our “national failure” to take
action and address the root causes of the violence in Black communities. The result of this systemic failure is a “public health
crisis of devastating proportions.” Currie painstakingly outlines
the dimensions of the problem and examines how violence not
only affects the victims, but also negatively impacts the physical
and mental well-being of the larger community, putting them at
an extreme social and economic disadvantage, which fuels the
cycle of violence. “Ending the plague of violence” requires a fundamental change in the social and economic conditions within
impacted communities. The author preemptively defends
against victim-blaming discourse about “black-on-black crime”
by acknowledging the anxiety around discussing these issues for
fear of playing into stereotypes about Black people and crime,
stressing that “the racial disparity in violence is not a symptom
of community failure: it is a symptom of social injustice. And
though that injustice is long-standing, it is also both preventable and reversible.” These communities have been rendered
more vulnerable due to “enduring discrimination,” extreme
poverty, and external indifference. Meticulously researched and
densely packed with stats and studies, Currie’s book paints a
heartbreaking picture, but it also makes an urgent case for bold
measures to turn the tide in Black communities.
A damning examination of violence in Black America and
a call for intervention that is long overdue.
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In an informative group biography,
Cott (History/Harvard Univ.; Public
Vows: A History of Marriage and the Nation, 2001, etc.) focuses on
four foreign correspondents whose reporting, from 1920 to the
1940s, enlightened Americans about global events.
As the author notes, journalism was alive and well during
this period; in 1920, 2,500 newspapers circulated 32 million copies each day. Large cities had four or more dailies in addition to
Sunday papers, weeklies, monthlies, and many foreign-language
and ethnic-group papers. Ninety-five percent of Americans
read newspapers. Jobs in journalism were easy to get, and many
young men and women—Hemingway, for one, went to Paris as
a reporter for the Toronto Star—took the opportunity to travel,
supported by a newspaper back home. Drawing on considerable
archival and published material, Cott profiles Dorothy Thompson, Vincent James Sheean, John Gunther, and Rayna Raphaelson as representative of their profession. Excepting Raphaelson,
whose career was cut short by her death in her early 30s, the
other three serve well to illuminate the perils and triumphs of
gathering foreign news. Raphaelson rebelled against the expectations of her upper-middle-class Jewish family to sail to China
with no newspaper experience or job connections, but through
dogged efforts, she reported fearlessly about China’s and Russia’s political upheavals. Nevertheless, her influence was never
as broad as that of the other three writers, whose dispatches
from Russia, Germany, Europe, and Palestine led to regular columns (Thompson, for example, contributed “On the Record”
for the Herald Tribune, reaching some 8 million readers), radio
broadcasts, lectures, and book deals. Sheean’s memoir Personal
History, adapted as the 1940 movie Foreign Correspondent, gave
rise to other memoirs in which journalists recounted their
witnessing of international events. Gunther’s ambitious Inside
Europe vividly portrayed Hitler, Mussolini, and Stalin. The book
sold nearly 1,000 copies per week and was translated into 14 languages. Like Sheean and Thompson, Gunther became a celebrity and “a trusted source for whatever in the world Americans
wanted to know.”
A revelatory history of a time when journalism was
respected and vital.

|
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FIGHTING WORDS
The Bold American
Journalists Who Brought the
World Home Between the
Wars
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TWISTED
The Tangled History of
Black Hair Culture

Dabiri, Emma
Perennial/HarperCollins (272 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Jun. 23, 2020
978-0-06-296672-8

A historical and personal exploration
of why Black hair isn’t “just hair.”
From White plantation mistresses
shaving enslaved women’s heads as punishment to present-day federal court rulings declaring it legal to fire
Black employees for wearing natural hairstyles, Black hair is political. In her study of Black hair cultures, BBC race correspondent
Dabiri observes how, across continents and centuries, people of
African descent have been subjected to “scrutiny, fetishization, or
censure, and sometimes all three, because of our hair.” Black hair,
writes the author, has been deemed inferior and “difficult to control” and used as a justification for discrimination. Dabiri blends
thorough research with incisive commentary and artful memoir.
“My own hair has been disappointing people since my birth,” she
writes. Growing up Irish Nigerian in Ireland in the 1980s and ’90s,
her hair was a constant source of shame and trauma. Today, in Ireland and elsewhere, Black hair is still, in many cases, considered
taboo. Meanwhile, the Kardashian-Jenners make millions appropriating Black hair and aesthetics. Though peppered throughout
with engaging pop-culture references, the book is also a deft
geopolitical and economic meditation. What might Africa and
her descendants have become if not for the horrors of the transAtlantic slave trade and colonialism? Given the abiding influence
of racism and colonialism, how do we liberate and decolonize
Black hair? Dabiri explores the current natural hair movement
and looks back at the complex successes and legacies of the first
Black female millionaires: early Black hair care entrepreneurs
Madam C.J. Walker and Annie Turnbo Malone. Compelling and
engrossing, this book will satisfy readers familiar with the sizzle of
the straightening comb as well as those who aren’t.
Part memoir, part social history, and sure to become the
definitive book on the politics, culture, and economics of
Black hair.

Policy. That assertion will surprise few, but the author’s thesis—
“Women are the hate movement’s dulcet voices and its standard
bearers”—is more eye-opening since “men are the far right’s most
recognizable evangelists, and bombings, shootings and rallies are
the most obvious manifestations of the movement’s strength.”
While conducting research, the author learned that the assumption that “women likely wouldn’t fight against their own interests” was incorrect. Darby fleshes out the story with three cases.
The first, Corinna Olsen, is arguably the most interesting, partly
because she’s a rare bird—she works as an embalmer and was
formerly a bodybuilding competitor and an actress in torture
porn—and partly because she changed her mind about racism.
Ayla Stewart is the opposite story. She started out as a feminist
and defender of gay rights and now operates as one of the leading
online proponents of what is called “tradlife” as the “Wife With
a Purpose,” combining organic cooking with latter-day Nazism.
The author reserves most of her scorn for her third subject, Lana
Lokteff. Described by David Duke as a “harder-hitting” Ann
Coulter with a “movie-star quality,” Lokteff runs a right-wing
news outlet called Red Ice with her husband. As Darby documents, she is “capable of extraordinary venom,” from Jew-hating
to fat-shaming, as well as plenty of outright lying. (While Olsen
cooperated with Darby throughout the project, the other two
met with her but then cut off communications.) Along the way,
the author carefully explains the supporting work of many other
journalists and researchers and a wealth of right-wing lingo.
Engaging, horrifying, and informative—Darby offers an
important, fresh angle on the problems tearing our country apart.

SISTERS IN HATE
American Women on
the Front Lines of White
Nationalism
Darby, Seyward
Little, Brown (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-316-48777-1

Portraits of three contemporary American women and the movement that unites
them: White supremacy.
“Hate in America is surging,” writes Darby, editor-in-chief
of the Atavist Magazine and former deputy editor of Foreign
22
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EAT THE BUDDHA
Life and Death in a
Tibetan Town
Demick, Barbara
Random House (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-0-8129-9875-7

A portrait of one town reveals Tibet’s
tragic past.
Demick, a reporter for the Los Ange
les Times who served as its bureau chief
in Beijing and Seoul, offers a vibrant, often heartbreaking history of Tibet, centered on Ngaba, which sits at 11,000 feet on
the plateau where Tibet collides with China. The author made
three trips to the town beginning in 2013, and she interviewed
Tibetans in Ngaba and many others living abroad, including the
Dalai Lama and an exiled princess, who spoke candidly about
the culture, religion, and politics of the besieged region. Tibet
has long been vulnerable to Chinese invasion: In the 1930s, Red
Army soldiers, after ransacking farms and slaughtering animals,
caused widespread famine. Desperate from hunger, they discovered that votive statues in the monasteries were sculpted from
barley flour and butter and were forced into “literally eating the
Buddha.” Demick chronicles decades of incursions, beginning in
the 1950s, that resulted in cultural upheaval, economic hardship,
and the deaths of about 300,000 Tibetans. Determined to sweep
|

A sweeping, absorbing history of nature’s power.
a furious sky

A FURIOUS SKY
The Five-HundredYear History of America’s
Hurricanes

How hurricanes have indelibly shaped
America’s land and society.
Drawing on abundant sources, including material from the National Hurricane Center, National
Weather Service, and Hurricane Research Division, and with an
academic background in environmental policy, Dolin, who has
a doctorate in environmental policy, offers an authoritative and
lively history of hurricanes, beginning with 15th-century storms
and ending with major hurricanes of 2017 and a brief account
of Hurricane Dorian of last year. Besides chronicling the tense
period leading up to landfall, the violent impact, the immediate
responses, and the long-term recoveries, the author offers a fascinating history of weather forecasting, which was revolutionized
by the telegraph in the mid-19th century. The Smithsonian Institution became the first repository of meteorological information
when telegraph operators were instructed to send a message each
morning describing the weather: cloudy, fair, or rainy. Soon, they
added readings from meteorological instruments, making their
forecasts more useful. In 1870, the U.S. Army Signal Corps took
over weather forecasting, creating maps that could “predict the
progression of weather over time.” But accuracy eluded forecasters until airplanes, satellites, radar, and computers came into
play—and even then, controversy sometimes erupted about the
intensity and course of a storm. Dolin traces many major events:
“a storm surge of biblical proportions” in Galveston, Texas, in
1900; the Great Miami Hurricane of 1926; the Labor Day Hurricane that swept through the Florida Keys in 1935; the “sudden,
|

CONSERVATISM
The Fight for a
Tradition

Fawcett, Edmund
Princeton Univ. (514 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-691-17410-5

A bracing history of two-plus centuries of modern Western conservative
thought.
A companion to his well-received
Liberalism (2014), Fawcett’s latest is as readable and comprehensive as its predecessor. The author, an editor and correspondent
at the Economist for more than 30 years, begins with late-18thcentury thinkers Edmund Burke and Joseph de Maistre, using
them as examples, respectively, of moderate and radical conservatism. This motif—of different strands of conservatism—pervades the narrative until Fawcett ends with today’s “hard right.”
While many familiar figures fill the survey, part of the narrative’s
strength lies in the author’s exhumation of long-forgotten conservative thinkers, including William Mallock, Charles Hodge,
August Rehberg, and F.H. Bradley, among many others. While
explanation of the thinking of others is Fawcett’s strong suit,
he never fails to offer criticisms of the thought and actions of
those he believes warrant them. Fair toward everyone while
skeptical about many, he’s alarmed by those who’ve recently
joined the “rightward rush from the liberal-democratic status
quo.” The narrative suffers somewhat from a lack of more information about such influential conservative thinkers as Samuel P.
Huntington and Robert A. Nisbet, but the author’s broad scope
and inclusivity allow him to effectively examine not only the
genuine contribution of modern conservative thought, but also
the unfortunate results of a variety of relevant historical currents—especially regarding the far right today. “As a left-wing
liberal,” writes Fawcett, “I do not claim that this history is neutral. I trust it is objective. I have tried to avoid two standbys
of political writing, celebration and caricature.” Ultimately, it’s
hard to argue with the author’s concern about the recent darkening of conservatism and its surrender of the high ground of
thought and action. He concludes with useful appendices on
the sources of conservatism, its principal keywords and concepts, and a 60-page, detailed gazetteer of its leading figures.
An immensely stimulating canter through a major segment of Western political tradition.
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Dolin, Eric Jay
Liveright/Norton (384 pp.)
$29.95 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-1-63149-527-4

jarring, widespread, and devastating” Great Hurricane of 1938;
Hurricane Andrew in 1992, Katrina in 2005, and Sandy, which
besieged New York City in 2012. Efforts to control hurricanes,
such as seeding clouds with dry ice or silver iodide, failed. Other
proposals, such as towing icebergs from the Arctic to cool the
ocean and diminish a storm’s energy, were “outlandish and totally
impractical.” Dolin underscores the threat of global warming to
worsen hurricanes and urges society to act quickly and boldly “to
counter this threat in any way we can.”
A sweeping, absorbing history of nature’s power.
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out religion, the Chinese demolished monasteries. Images of
the Dalai Lama—or even mention of his name—incurred harsh
punishment. Tibetans were herded into communes, where
they could not even cook for themselves. Schoolchildren were
indoctrinated to believe that the Communist Party “had liberated Tibet from serfdom.” By 1968, protests arose, demanding
the “dismantling of the communes, the distribution of livestock
to the people, and the right to reopen the monasteries.” Not
surprisingly, the Communists refused, directing militias to
intimidate and persecute the activists. The protests, Demick
writes, “established Ngaba’s reputation for rebelliousness,”
which intensified in 2009, when Ngaba became notorious
for self-immolations, “an unequivocal register of discontent.”
Although many Tibetans are grateful for the economic growth
and technology that the Chinese have brought, the loss has
been tremendous. “I have everything I might possibly want in
life,” one Tibetan businessman told Demick, “but my freedom.”
Memorable voices inform a penetrating, absorbing
history.
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best books
about
wildlife
THE INVENTION
OF MEDICINE
From Homer to
Hippocrates

Despite the destruction wrought by
climate change, the natural world still enchants, on the page as in real life. Here
are four standout nature books focused
specifically on wildlife.
Fathoms: The World
in the Whale by Rebecca Giggs (Simon
& Schuster, July 28):
This is one of the
most delightful, wellrendered nature books in recent years. “Giggs
presents [her] scholarship in crisp, creatively
written chapters addressing the many layers
of the whale population’s unique physiology
and evolutionary history, sociality, abovewater balletic athleticism, and enigmatic
‘biophony’ of their vocalizations.” (Review on page 26)

Fresh historical context—social, cultural, and intellectual—on the emergence
of an entirely new medical practice in

World of Wonders: In Praise of Fireflies,
Whale Sharks, and Other Astonishments
by Aimee Nezhukumatathil (Milkweed,
Sept. 8): A joyous celebration of nature
in all its wondrous glory and peculiarity,
this book is a much-needed balm in troubled times, a colorful landscape of reverence, playfulness, and sheer bliss. Whether discussing whale sharks, flamingos, the
corpse flower, or dancing frogs, “the [author’s] writing dazzles with the marvel of
being fully alive.” (Review on page 40)
Becoming Wild: How Animal Cultures
Raise Families, Create Beauty, and Achieve
Peace by Carl Safina (Henry Holt, April 14):
The acclaimed ecologist is back with another demonstration of the surprising sophistication of nonhuman culture. Focusing on
sperm whales, scarlet macaws, and chimpanzees, Safina offers a cohesive series of
“enthralling accounts of…animals that lead
complex social lives and deserve to continue
living.” (Review on page 46)
Owls of the Eastern Ice: A Quest To Find
and Save the World’s Largest Owl by Jonathan C. Slaght (Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
Aug. 4): Seeking the “elusive and endangered Blakiston’s fish owl” in remote eastern Russia, conservationist Slaght offers a
pleasing “blend of field research, personal journey, and adventure writing.” The
author’s vivid physical descriptions and
well-paced storytelling result in a book
that will please fans of Ian Frazier, Robert Macfarlane, and Helen Macdonald.
(Review on page 48)—E.L.
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Fox, Robin Lane
Basic (432 pp.)
$35.00 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-465-09344-1

|

ancient Greece.
In his latest, classicist Fox, a winner of the James Tait Black
Award and Duff Cooper Prize, among others, focuses on the
Hippocratic corpus that entered the Greek medical discourse
in the fifth century B.C.E. In a meaty exploration, the author
closely examines the Epidemics, a collection of books attributed to Hippocrates—the founding father of rationally based
medicine—and his immediate associates, which posited a conceptual break with earlier medical practice. “They are the very
first observations and descriptions of real-life individuals during
a number of days which survive anywhere in the world,” writes
Fox, who is consistently thorough and logically coherent as he
delves into the language, style, and content of the texts. The
Hippocratic authors believed that humans were “part of a natural world which is explicable in terms of underlying elements
and forces.” Thus, when considering health and treatment, they
excluded the influence of the gods, which was a far cry from the
“thought-world” of Homer. Equally important was the emphasis on ethical principles guiding the hands of practitioners of
their craft. Combined, the books present a significant medical
course of understanding, explanation, and prediction. Fox also
pays close attention to “voiceprints” and the relevant contexts
of the books, seeking to pin down their dates, which are disputed among scholars. In the process, readers journey with the
author through such topics as art and art dating; place portraiture; the effects of new medical concepts on dramatists Aeschylus, Sophocles, and Euripides as well as historians (a great deal
more on Thucydides than Herodotus); the role of sanctuaries
in ancient Greek cities; the relation of diseases to seasons and
climates; and the ties binding together the Hippocratic texts,
“masterpieces of method and observation” that would serve as
reference books for fellow doctors.
Searching, lucid, and challenging, Fox’s book presents a
vivid picture of Hippocratic creativity.
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The National Book Award winner delivers a handbook for an age in
which egomania is morphing into autocracy at warp speed.
surviving autocracy

THE PURPOSE
OF POWER
How We Come Together
When We Fall Apart

y o u n g a d u lt

THE LAST NEGROES
AT HARVARD
The Class of 1963
and the 18 Young Men Who
Changed Harvard Forever

Garza, Alicia
One World/Random House (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-525-50968-4

Garrett, Kent & Ellsworth, Jeanne
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-328-87997-4

A prominent civil rights activist
offers a primer for change.
For much of her life, Garza, who grew
up in a wealthy White community in Northern California, has
been involved in grassroots organizing in groups such as San Francisco Women Against Rape, People Organized To Win Employment Rights, the National Domestic Workers Alliance, and the
Black Lives Matter Global Network and the Black Futures Lab,
both of which she co-founded. Based on experiences with a variety of constituencies and co-workers, Garza brings a cleareyed
view of what is involved in creating social change—not merely
hashtags that will go viral, but viable, ongoing movements that
engage people “in a consistent and deep way around issues.” As
she notes, “the mission and purpose of organizing is to build
power” and “to transform grief and despair and rage into the
love that we need to push us forward.” Her work has taught her
countless hard lessons: that Blacks, often disillusioned with politics, have not been a huge force in progressive communities and
that “not all Black people want the best for Black people” but
instead “will knowingly harm Black people for their own benefit,
everyone else be damned.” In some organizations she has backed
away from “factional power plays,” internal rivalries, and the kind
of “respectable” protests advocated by the likes of Jesse Jackson
and Al Sharpton. As a queer Black woman, she is especially sensitive to the exclusion of women in leadership positions: “I am
used to environments where women, usually women of color, are
carrying the lion’s share of the work but are only a minuscule part
of the visible leadership.” Creating effective leadership through
focused training is part of the work of organizing, she notes, and
she describes Black Lives Matter, with its many chapters, as “a
leader-full organization. That means that there isn’t one leader
but many.”
A pragmatic, impassioned guide to vital current affairs.

special issue: best books of 2020

An alumnus of the Harvard class of
1963 recounts an experiment in affirmative action and its lasting effects.
Before 1959, the African American presence at Harvard
was minimal to the point of being practically nonexistent. That
year, the university recruited 18 young Black men—women did
not yet enter into the picture—one of them Garrett, who went
on to excel in TV news and documentary-making. “I was by no
means the first Black at Harvard,” he writes. “That was Richard
Theodore Greener, who graduated in 1870. From then until the
mid-twentieth century, there were sometimes one or two in a
class, and often none.” The other 17 men were just as capable.
In a kind of modern rejoinder to Michael Medved and David
Wallechinsky’s What Really Happened to the Class of ’65? Garrett
traces their lives and careers. All acknowledge that a Harvard
education had its uses, but most also allow that during their student years, they kept quiet and did their work, careful not to
give any reason to be forced out. Some of the former students
are expatriates, having found other countries more congenial
than the still racially troubled United States. One gentleman
who has long lived in Austria after a career at IBM remembers
going to student mixers and having classmates rush out to find
a Black girl for him to dance with: “There we were, the two of
us, and all these whites just standing there glowing, saying ‘Isn’t
it great?’ It was very embarrassing for her and for me.” Rueful
reminiscence sometimes shades into anger, but for the most
part, these extraordinary men chart life journeys that were full
of challenges—as with a closeted gay classmate who went on
to careers in the aerospace, banking, and advertising sectors—
but also full of accomplishments. Garrett writes with an easy,
charming style (“In the spring of 1962, I was still trying to climb
the steep and slippery slope of organic chemistry”), but the
sense of injustice is palpable.
A fine contribution to the literature of civil rights and the
African American experience.

SURVIVING
AUTOCRACY

Gessen, Masha
Riverhead (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-593-18893-4
The National Book Award winner
delivers a handbook for an age in which
egomania is morphing into autocracy at
warp speed.
New Yorker contributor Gessen, an
immigrant from what was then the Soviet Union, understands
|
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totalitarian systems, especially the ways in which, under
totalitarian rule, language is degraded into meaninglessness.
Today, writes the author, we are “using the language of political disagreement, judicial procedure, or partisan discussion
to describe something that was crushing the system that such
terminology was invented to describe.” Against that, Gessen
suggests, we now have an administration for which words hold
no reality, advancing the idea that “alternative facts” are fine
but professing dismay when one calls them lies. The step-bystep degradation of democratic institutions that follows is a
modern-day rejoinder to the fact that more than half a dozen
years separated the Reichstag fire from World War II. That’s a
big buffer of time in which to admit all manner of corruption,
and all manner of corruption is what we’ve been seeing: Gessen
reminds us about Mick Mulvaney’s accepting handsome gifts
from the payday-loan industry he was supposed to regulate and
Ben Carson’s attempt to stock his office with a $31,000 diningroom set. Yet corruption’s not the right word, writes the author,
since Trump and company are quite open and even boastful
about what used to be a matter of shame and duplicity. The real
tragedy, it seems, is that they have been so successful in creating what the author calls a “new, smaller American society,” one
that willfully excludes the Other. Many writers have chronicled
the Trump administration’s missteps and crimes, but few as
concisely as Gessen, and her book belongs on the shelf alongside Timothy Snyder’s On Tyranny and Amy Siskind’s The List as
a record of how far we have fallen.
Gessen is a Suetonius for our time, documenting the
death of the old America while holding out slim hope for its
restoration.

BLACK WAVE
Saudi Arabia, Iran,
and the Forty-Year Rivalry
That Unraveled Culture,
Religion, and Collective
Memory in the Middle East
Ghattas, Kim
Henry Holt (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-250-13120-1

Illuminating account of the origins
of sectarian violence and the current political shape of the Muslim world.
“What happened to us?” So runs a common refrain in households from Pakistan to Libya. Beirut-born journalist Ghattas
(The Secretary: A Journey With Hillary Clinton From Beirut to the
Heart of American Power, 2013), now at the Carnegie Endowment
for International Peace, locates an answer in three events of
the same year, all tightly linked: the overthrow of the shah and
the revolution in Iran, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and
the attack on the Grand Mosque of Mecca by Saudi militants.
“Nothing has changed the Arab and Muslim world as deeply and
fundamentally as the events of 1979,” she writes. Her fluid, fastmoving narrative ably proves the thesis. The Iranian Revolution
26
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put into sharp relief the ancient division between Shia and
Sunni Islam, an argument at once religious and political, with
the Ayatollah Khomeini and his successors vying for power with
an implacably opposed—though just as conservative—form of
Islam. The struggle has played out in many times and places
over centuries, but since 1979, it has taken a form more familiar to Westerners. While occasionally Shia and Sunni clerics
allied to battle a common enemy, such as the secularist Saddam
Hussein in Iraq, the two powers of Iran and Saudi Arabia have
more often squared off through proxies in Lebanon, Palestine,
Syria, and particularly Pakistan after the withdrawal of the Soviets from neighboring Afghanistan—a defeat paid for by Saudi
money but whose aftermath was swayed by Iran. One constant
in the narrative: Wherever Americans have been involved, the
aftereffects have been worse, whether attacking Iraq in 1991 and
2003 or attempting to shift the balance of power in the Middle
East, with the bumbling of the current administration enabling
such things as the savage murder of dissident Saudi journalist
Jamal Khashoggi. The headlines from the Middle East make a
little more sense through the lens Ghattas provides.
Essential for all who follow world events.

FATHOMS
The World in the Whale
Giggs, Rebecca
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-1-982120-69-6

Seafaring scrutiny of whales, their
oceanic environment, and the dangers to
their survival.
For Australian journalist Giggs, the
sighting of a humpback whale beached
on a local shoreline sparked her curiosity for the life and lore of
the storied marine mammal. She became captivated by the animal after an informative encounter with the wildlife officer who
euthanized the whale. The entire ordeal inspired a research project that encompasses not only physical and ecological elements,
but also artistic representations and philosophy. Giggs presents
the bounty of that scholarship in crisp, creatively written chapters addressing the many layers of the whale population’s unique
physiology and evolutionary history, sociality, above-water balletic athleticism, and enigmatic “biophony” of their vocalizations. Most importantly, she analyzes how their behavior can be
predictive for the Earth’s future. An adventurous explorer, the
author immerses readers in an Australian whale watching tour
and then dips into the deep international waters of Japan, where
whaling ships flourish. With a conservationist mindset, Giggs
reiterates that the whale and its life, legacy, and precarious environmental state are reflective of the greater issues the Earth
faces, from ecological upheaval to overconsumption. Whether
describing the majesty of the blue whale or the human assault
on sea ecology due to paper and plastic pollution, the author’s
prose is poetic, beautifully smooth, urgently readable, and eloquently informative. Her passion for whales leaps off the page,
|

Superb: Essential reading not just for fans of the
sport, but also for students of geopolitics.
the age of football

THE AGE OF FOOTBALL
Soccer and the 21st
Century

Goldblatt, David
Norton (624 pp.)
$30.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-393-63511-9

An epic cradle-to-grave biography
of the king of pop art from Gopnik
(co-author: Warhol Women, 2019), who
served as chief art critic for the Washing
ton Post and the art and design critic for
Newsweek.
With a hoarder’s zeal, Andy Warhol (1928-1987) collected
objects he liked until shopping bags filled entire rooms of
his New York town house. Rising to equal that, Gopnik’s
dictionary-sized biography has more than 7,000 endnotes
in its e-book edition and drew on some 100,000 documents,
including datebooks, tax returns, and letters to lovers and
dealers. With the cooperation of the Andy Warhol Museum
in Pittsburgh, the author serves up fresh details about almost
every aspect of Warhol’s life in an immensely enjoyable book
that blends snappy writing with careful exegeses of the artist’s
influences and techniques. Warhol exploded into view in his
mid-40s with his pop art paintings of Campbell’s Soup cans
and silkscreens of Elvis and Marilyn. However, fame didn’t banish lifelong anxieties heightened by an assassination attempt
that left him so fearful he bought bulletproof eyeglasses. After
the pop successes, Gopnik writes, Warhol’s life was shaped
by a consuming desire “to climb back onto that cutting edge,”
which led him to make experimental films, launch Interview
magazine, and promote the Velvet Underground. At the same
time, Warhol yearned “for fine, old-fashioned love and coupledom,” a desire thwarted by his shyness and his awkward stance
toward his sexuality—“almost but never quite out,” as Gopnik
puts it. Although insightful in its interpretations of Warhol’s
art, this biography is sure to make waves with its easily challenged claims that Warhol revealed himself early on “as a true
rival of all the greats who had come before” and that he and
Picasso may now occupy “the top peak of Parnassus, beside
Michelangelo and Rembrandt and their fellow geniuses.” Any
controversy will certainly befit a lodestar of 20th-century art
who believed that “you weren’t doing much of anything as an
artist if you weren’t questioning the most fundamental tenets
of what art is and what artists can do.”
A fascinating, major work that will spark endless debates.
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A learned, wide-ranging study of
football—soccer, that is—as something
that’s much more than just a game.
The French philosopher Guy Debord
devoted much attention to the spectacle, which is meant, writes
Goldblatt (The Games: A Global History of the Olympics, 2016), to
“not just distract but commodify, blind and stupefy too.” That’s
one function of sports—namely, to keep us from recognizing what’s going on around us. The author, who may know as
much about soccer as any person on the planet, takes the story
far beyond that, into realms that particularly embrace politics,
those systems that make things happen to people. One instance
among dozens is the place of soccer in Hungary, a nation headed
by a neofascist who once played the game himself and who has
built an outsized stadium in his home village, “held up by huge,
breathtaking trusses of laminated mahogany set in the great fan
patterns of a Gothic cathedral.” Other intellectuals come and
go in Goldblatt’s pages, including the Argentine writer Jorge
Luis Borges, who commented, “football is popular because
stupidity is popular.” The sneer is unnecessary, but the fact is
that soccer is the world’s single most popular sport—and is even
gaining ground in the U.S. and China, which had previously
ignored it. Goldblatt does a lot of on-the-ground footwork to
track the game’s fortunes, observing that Asia is emerging as
a soccer power; Africa has superb players hampered by lack of
money; and the game is growing by leaps even as the corruption surrounding it is breathtaking and even if it often seems
an expression of warfare by other means, as when, in a match
between South Korea and China, “Chinese authorities surrounded the Korean squad and the stadium with thousands of
troops.” There’s no corner of the globe that Goldblatt doesn’t
explore, and his book updates and overshadows Franklin Foer’s
How Soccer Explains the World (2004).
Superb: Essential reading not just for fans of the sport,
but also for students of geopolitics.

WARHOL

Gopnik, Blake
Ecco/HarperCollins (976 pp.)
$45.00 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-0-06-229839-3
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urging readers to care and—even more so—become involved in
their protection and preservation. Throughout the book, the
author’s debut, she brilliantly exposes “how regular human life
seeped into the habitats of wildlife, and how wildlife returned
back to us, the evidence of our obliviousness.” Refreshingly, she
also reveals glimmers of hope regarding what whales can teach
the human race about our capacity to ecologically coexist with
the natural world.
A thoughtful, ambitiously crafted appeal for the preservation of marine mammals.

best progressive
visions for
america
WHITE TEARS/
BROWN SCARS
How White Feminism
Betrays Women of Color

This year brought a host of significant
books that demonstrate the importance
of progressivism to our continued health
as a democracy. Here’s a sampling:
Our Time Is Now:
Power, Purpose, and
the Fight for a Fair
America by Stacey
Abrams (Henry Holt,
June 9): After losing
the controversial 2018
gubernatorial race in Georgia, Abrams exposes the many cracks in our eroding democracy. Her path forward is clear and inspiring,
leading our reviewer to conclude, “If you are
feeling hopeless about politics, this well-informed blueprint for change may begin to restore your faith.” (Review on page 10)
The Purpose of Power: How We Come
Together When We Fall Apart by Alicia
Garza (One World/Random House, Oct.
20): Few contemporary progressive movements have matched the potency of Black
Lives Matter. Here, one of its founders
“brings a cleareyed view of what is involved
in creating social change—not merely
hashtags that will go viral, but viable, ongoing movements that engage people ‘in a
consistent and deep way around issues.’ ”
(Review on page 25)
This Is What America Looks Like: My
Journey From Refugee to Congresswoman
by Ilhan Omar (Dey Street/HarperCollins,
May 26): One of Trump’s many bugaboos,
Omar is the perfect example of the importance of diversity. Her remarkable trajectory from refugee camp to Congress is undeniably impressive, and she has plenty of ideas
to create a more inclusive society in the U.S.
Her “life should serve as an inspiration,”
wrote our reviewer. (Review on page 41)

Hamad, Ruby
Catapult (224 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-948226-74-5

An exhaustive look at how White
women perpetuate White supremacy at
the expense of women of color.
Journalist Hamad picks up where her 2018 Guardian Australia
article left off, delving into why White women’s comfort is prioritized and their tears “weaponized” to further marginalize women of
color. “When challenged by a woman of color,” she writes, “a White
woman will often lean into her racial privilege to turn the tables and
accuse the other woman of hurting, attacking, or bullying her. This
process almost always siphons the sympathy and support of any
onlookers to the apparently distressed White woman, helping her
avoid any accountability that may be due and leaving the woman of
color out in the cold, often with no realistic option—particularly if
it is a workplace interaction—but to accept blame and apologize.”
Whether responding to indignities such as White women petting their hair or to loss of career opportunities, women of color
are treated as aggressors when they challenge bigotry. The author
painstakingly documents how, historically and contemporarily,
White women function both as “damsels in distress” and as defenders of White supremacy. From slavery and lynching to forced Indigenous child removals, White women have been “co-conspirators”
with White men in racism and violence, often under the guise of
protecting White womanhood. With scholarly but highly engaging
prose, Hamad details White women’s roles in oppression across
continents, a much-needed history lesson for those inclined to
reduce racism to individual behavior. The author clearly examines how this legacy of centuries of racial violence and White settler colonialism plays out today in the lives of Black, Asian, Latina,
Indian, Muslim, Arab, and Indigenous women from around the
world, told through their collective geopolitical histories and personal anecdotes. For readers truly interested in dismantling White
supremacy, this is a must-read.
An extraordinary book for anyone who wishes to pay more
than lip service to truly inclusive, intersectional feminism.

FILTHY BEASTS
A Memoir

Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by
Isabel Wilkerson (Random House, Aug.
4): In this landmark book, the Pulitzer
Prize winner dissects the concept of caste
as it has played out in American history,
deconstructing a deep-seated hierarchy
that involves far more than just race. Our
reviewer called it “a memorable, provocative book that exposes an American history in which few can take pride.” (Review on
page 56)—E.L.
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Hamill, Kirkland
Avid Reader Press (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-1-982122-76-8
A vivid and compelling portrait of a
dysfunctional family.
For the first eight years of his life,
Hamill and his two brothers lived like blue
bloods. Their father’s family was “pure
|

A powerful, necessary book with revelatory
passages on nearly every page.
the second chance club

Hardy, Jason
Simon & Schuster (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982128-59-3

A former parole officer illuminates
numerous significant flaws in the American criminal justice system.
After teaching high school English and then earning a
master’s degree, Hardy took a job as a parole officer in his
hometown of New Orleans, which “has become emblematic
of institutional decay in America.” Carrying a gun and wearing
a bulletproof vest, he spent most of his days in the povertystricken sections of New Orleans, checking on convicted criminals paroled after serving prison time. When not meeting with
parolees, Hardy was dealing with clients on probation after they
had been arrested and brought before a judge but before being
incarcerated by the state of Louisiana, which was “the world’s
leading incarcerator” until 2018. The author understood that
he would be paid modestly, work long hours, and encounter
potentially dangerous situations. What he did not anticipate
was the crushing case load: about 220 parolees and probationers, four times the number suggested by agency standards. To
|

OPERATION CHASTISE
The RAF’s Most Brilliant
Attack of World War II
Hastings, Max
Harper/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-06-295363-6
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THE SECOND
CHANCE CLUB
Hardship and Hope After
Prison

tell the narrative cohesively, Hardy focuses on seven of his clients—six men and one woman, Black and White, all involved
in some manner with illegal drugs. A few of the seven seem
sincere about cleaning up, finding stable housing, and accepting minimum wage jobs that might lead to exiting probation or
parole; the other clients show no real commitment to escaping
the criminal justice system. Hardy quickly realized that budgetary constraints would severely limit the alternatives he could
provide. In addition to telling the often harrowing stories of his
clients, Hardy offers insights into police officers, social workers,
prosecutors, judges, and, especially, his PO colleagues. In brief
passages, he also illuminates how the relentlessly depressing job
affects his life at home with his wife. After four years, Hardy
resigned to become a special agent for the FBI. Throughout,
the author is refreshingly candid with readers, who will realize
that his ultimate goal is to prevent his clients from continued
lives of crime, violence, or even death.
A powerful, necessary book with revelatory passages on
nearly every page.

y o u n g a d u lt

white-Anglo-Saxon-protestant, Mayflower-descendant, whitebutler rich.” The only life they knew was filled with servants,
private clubs, and luxurious New York real estate. But when his
family’s “dormant demons were rustled from their slumber” and
his parents divorced, the three boys moved to Bermuda with
their mother, where she had grown up in a working-class family.
The book, Hamill’s debut, is not a typical riches-to-rags reversal,
though that’s a prominent theme. Instead, the author explores
in visceral detail how children of addicted caregivers struggle to
construct meaning, establish their own identities, and simply
survive while living in the wake of a family illness. Hamill is a
gifted storyteller, crafting scenes and dialogue that read like a
riveting novel. There are casualties in this tale, both real and
figurative, but there are also many triumphs. In his early 30s, the
author embraced his sexuality as a gay man, a reckoning that
arguably took a back seat to all the chaos and collateral damage
that surrounded him. Though Hamill is unflinchingly honest
about the flaws of all of the characters in the story (including
himself), by the end, readers will have at least some affection for
each one. The author absorbingly narrates a complicated story
fraught with betrayal, abandonment, and grief, and he shows
us—via his own recovery—that beauty, pain, and love can all
coexist in the same space. “I started to see my mother as somebody caught in darkness,” he says, “doing whatever she could
to steal glimpses of light, knowing they wouldn’t last for long. I
saw how brave that was, and how sad.”
A stunning, deeply satisfying story about how we outlive
our upbringings.

The master of military history takes
on Britain’s celebrated May 1943 Dam
Buster air attack.
As his latest skillful history demonstrates, Hastings (Vietnam: An Epic Tragedy, 1945-1975, 2018) is
still on top of his game, showing once again that the preparations, participants, and consequences of a military action are
as fascinating as the fireworks. By the outbreak of World War
II, British intelligence had figured out which German targets
were most essential to its war effort. Near the top were several
dams in the Ruhr valley. Destroying such massive structures
required explosives and accuracy beyond current technology,
but officials listened when engineer Barnes Wallis proposed
a huge bomb that would skip along the water, strike its target,
and sink to allow surrounding water to multiply the explosive
force. Skeptics abounded, but many leaders cherished fantasies about a dramatic stroke that would bring a quick victory.
Wrote one, “if this new weapon is intelligently used…industry
in Germany would be so crippled as to have a decisive effect
on the duration of the war.” Hastings delivers his usual expert
account of the preparations, which involved two years of testing and two months of training. Although described as a “crack
squadron,” the fliers were a mixed group. Some volunteered, but
many crews were simply transferred to the unit. Flight leader
Guy Gibson was a genuine hero, fearless and keenly appreciated by superiors but not popular with his subordinates. The
author’s gripping account of the mission features many errors,
heroics, and terrible losses. Bombs destroyed two dams, and
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LIAR’S CIRCUS
A Strange and
Terrifying Journey Into
the Upside-Down World of
Trump’s MAGA Rallies

the survivors returned to universal acclaim. Many historians
look unfavorably on the results, but Hastings maintains that
the raid was among the most damaging of the war. Sadly, Allied
commanders continued their inexplicable habit of not following up successes. Continued conventional bombing would have
hampered repair work, but it was absent; the dams were back in
operation within months. The author also provides a list of the
crew and two clear timelines of significant events.
Another Hastings must-read.

UNMAKING THE
PRESIDENCY
Donald Trump’s War on the
World’s Most Powerful Office

Hennessey, Susan & Wittes, Benjamin
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (416 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-374-17536-8

Two Lawfare editors and senior fellows at the Brookings Institution trace the
crumbling integrity of the U.S. presidency.
As former National Security Agency attorney Hennessey
and Wittes (Notes on the Mueller Report: A Reading Diary, 2019,
etc.) show, early on in Donald Trump’s presidency, the initial
hopes that the office would tame his baser instincts quickly
evaporated. The authors quote legal scholar Jack Goldsmith’s
assessment of the man: “so ill-informed…so openly mendacious,
so self-destructive, so brazen in his abusive attacks.” From the
beginning, Trump proposed making the office a vehicle for his
own self-expression, sublimating proper management functions, good faith execution of law, ethical conduct, truthfulness,
and service. The authors effectively tap a wealth of material,
including administration leaks, comments from ex-staffers, and
Trump’s own words. They argue convincingly that Trump’s fracturing of the executive branch necessitates control mechanisms
that continue to erode. Trump’s mendacity is a key feature of his
incompetence, and the culture of lying that he has fostered has
produced more leaks than usual. In the past, leaks have often
served to bolster government credibility by reducing the incidence of lying; now, however, they lead to more lies and extensive coverups. As staff and Cabinet members quit or are fired,
the control mechanisms have all but disappeared. If the presidency is beginning to look like an autocracy, it is because Trump
has assumed the power to protect the guilty while cultivating
impunity for and from friends. As the authors consistently
demonstrate, his view of justice is to reward friends and punish enemies. Though the authors acknowledge that tensions in
Korea have lessened and the current economic and trade policy
hasn’t led to economic ruin (yet), their opinion of the president
is clear. “If a first step is rejecting and repudiating Trump himself and facilitating his actual exit from office,” they write, “the
second key step is fortifying the presidency’s institutional protections using well-designed laws.”
An incisive, frightening picture of a toxic environment in
which “the presidency…needs a champion.”
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Hoffman, Carl
Custom House/Morrow (272 pp.)
$26.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-300976-9

Travels among Trumpian true believers.
Hoffman, the author of outstanding books that blend travel, history, and anthropology such
as Savage Harvest (2014), turns his eye on Donald Trump’s
MAGA rallies. The author racked up thousands of road miles
over many months going into Trumpian strongholds, meeting people such as “a fifty-nine-year-old self-employed house
painter and dog breeder, a former Marine, big boned and
goateed, who walked with a rolling gait and traveled with a
bottle of whiskey, a battery-operated bullhorn, several large
flags, and banners exalting Donald Trump.” That fellow vies
to be first seated in the front row at any Trump rally, but he’s
skunked by a young cancer survivor who has turned to both
the Bible and the Donald. Early on, Hoffman validates Godwin’s law: namely, that these days, in any conversation involving politics, someone will soon compare one of the players
or subjects with Hitler. Sure enough he does, citing Hitler’s
observation nearly a century ago that “great movements are…
volcanic eruptions of human passions and emotional sentiments.” That’s abundantly evident, and the quote is apposite.
Hoffman often shakes his head in wonderment but rarely
condescends, and he approaches his subject with scholarly
vigor, sometimes quoting from heady philosophical and sociological sources while retaining a sense of fraught adventure:
“If Trumpism was a place, then it was a place I could travel
to just as surely as a village in the swamps of New Guinea or
the huts of nomads in the rain forests of Borneo.” What he
discovered speaks volumes about economic uncertainty, racism (“almost no one admitted to being a racist…but none of
them wanted blacks living next door to them or to share any
power with them”), xenophobia, fundamentalism, and other
populist dog whistles that “lay at the heart of Trump’s message and his power.”
A valuable portrait of authoritarianism in action and its
more-than-willing adherents.
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As complete a portrait of an elusive autocrat as can be expected.
mbs

Hope, Bradley & Scheck, Justin
Hachette (368 pp.)
$29.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-306-84666-3

MBS
The Rise to Power of
Mohammed bin Salman

Hubbard, Ben
Tim Duggan Books/Crown (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-9848-2382-3
A chilling look at the ascent of the
current young prince of Saudi Arabia to
first-in-line to succession.
|
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A thorough delineation of the rapacious, ambitious new economic plan for
Saudi Arabia by the heir apparent to the
throne, Mohammed bin Salman.
Like Ben Hubbard in his recent scathing assessment, MBS,
dogged Wall Street Journal reporters Hope and Scheck diligently chart the rapid rise—and recent faltering—of MBS (as
he is known colloquially), though this book focuses less on
biography and more on his determination to remake the Saudi
economy. With the accession of his father to the Saudi Arabian
throne in 2015, his seventh son was already expertly positioned
at his father’s side to succeed and to carry out a sweeping set
of reforms. King Salman, who was the governor of Riyadh for
nearly 50 years (until 2011), has been known as the enforcer
and disciplinarian in the corrupt, far-flung family. Beginning in
2015, MBS served as defense minister and moved swiftly over
the ensuing four years to consolidate his power by squeezing
out relatives. Among many other initiatives, he waged war on
Yemen; set out to enrich his family in stock trading and other
ways, which his father had been loath to do; instigated a staggering economic reform for the country called Vision 2030,
which he has consistently touted internationally; courted Donald Trump, “treating him like a king” during his first foreign
visit; shook down the richest men in his country by holding
them hostage at the Ritz-Carlton until they shelled out; moved
ahead with the public listing of the state oil company, Aramco;
and, most brazenly, continued to ruthlessly silence his critics—
e.g., the assassination of Jamal Khashoggi. The last murder
nearly derailed him, as the authors point out in their meticulous,
highly relevant narrative, and while the international community has grown wary of this lethal upstart, it is too early to tell
if MBS will fulfill his bloody-minded vision. The cast of characters and Al Saud family tree are especially helpful.
An excellent work of impressive research on a dangerous
world leader.

Hubbard, the New York Times Beirut chief who has been
reporting from the Middle East for more than a decade, is perfectly positioned to observe the rise of Mohammed bin Salman
since the accession of his father to the role of king in 2015.
Mohammed, the favored son though far from being the eldest,
had stuck by his father’s side through his early years, eschewing
a foreign education for a Saudi inculcation in the ways his father,
then the governor of Riyadh Province, preferred. When his
father became king, writes the author in this authoritative biographical picture, he put MBS in command of “the kingdom’s
most important portfolios: defense, economy, religion and oil.
Then, shoving aside older relatives, he became the crown prince,
putting him next in line to the throne. His father remained the
head of state, but it was clear that Prince Mohammed was the
hands-on ruler, the kingdom’s overseer and CEO.” At first, some
international leaders admired the prince as a “game-changer” in
a sclerotic Saudi male hierarchy, young and unafraid to “defang”
the dreaded religious police and lure investors. The mood had
shifted by November 2017, however, when the young prince
engineered the imprisonment of hundreds of the richest men
in the country in the Ritz-Carlton of Riyadh and forcibly shook
them down. Sentiment continued to turn with the Oct. 2, 2018,
murder of journalist Jamal Khashoggi, the most prominent
critic of MBS and the royal family. “Khashoggi’s killing was a
wake-up call,” writes Hubbard. “In a few weeks, it flushed away
much of the goodwill and excitement that MBS had spent the
last four years generating.” Throughout, the author, synthesizing information gleaned from hundreds of interviews, displays
his impressive diligence as a journalist continually blocked by
censorship and intimidation.
As complete a portrait of an elusive autocrat as can be
expected.
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BLOOD AND OIL
Mohammed bin
Salman’s Ruthless
Quest for Global Power

GIRL GURL GRRRL
On Womanhood and
Belonging in the Age of Black
Girl Magic

Hunt, Kenya
Amistad/HarperCollins (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-06-298764-8

Essays highlighting the successes,
challenges, and perseverance of Black
women in the 2010s.
“It’s a wondrous thing to be Black,” writes Hunt, a trailblazing global fashion editor and style director. In her debut
book, she reflects on “a decade’s worth of personal and cultural
milestones.” What made the last decade an “age of Black Girl
Magic”? An internet boom, a new wave of feminism, a renaissance of Black creativity, and “the first-person essay economy”
combined to give Black women heightened visibility, which
Hunt and her co-essayists celebrate while noting how the
magic of ordinary Black women began to “get left out, lost.” A
quarter of the essays in Hunt’s collection are penned by others
writing candidly on their personal, professional, and political
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journeys. These include Ebele Okobi, Facebook’s public policy
director for Africa, the Middle East, and Turkey, who reflects
on the loss of her brother, who was killed by police in California. Taken together, the essays form a chorus of Black diasporic
voices across continents, covering the politics of Black hair,
self-acceptance and White beauty standards, activism, motherhood, “the abysmally poor maternal health outcomes of Black
women in the US,” and more. Hunt, a gifted storyteller, has
a strong voice all her own, and she explores a host of current
concerns, including Black grief and “what happens when the
Internet and social media do the eulogizing.” She considers the
Black church’s “fraught history with women” through the lens
of singer Aretha Franklin’s public funeral. Amid the “angst and
chaos,” Hunt hopes readers also see Black women as people
who are “loving…growing, and finding the meaning in life as
we go.” And we do see their fullness in this collage of insightful
analyses of the messy places where race, culture, and technology
intersect.
A powerful collection that is very much of the present
moment of resistance but will also endure.

WHITE TOO LONG
The Legacy of White
Supremacy in American
Christianity
Jones, Robert P.
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-9821-2286-7

A scholar and commentator raised
in the Southern Baptist Church clearly
demonstrates “how intractably white
supremacy has become embedded in the DNA of American
Christianity.”
Growing up amid a religious tradition that believed “chattel slavery could flourish alongside the gospel of Jesus Christ,”
Jones approaches his subject matter from both a personal and
historical perspective. His book—a concise yet comprehensive
combination of deeply documented religious history, social science research about contemporary religion, and heartfelt memoir—traces a path that began in the narrow world of Macon,
Georgia, and other Jim Crow–infested Southern towns. He
received a master of divinity degree from the Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary, but it wasn’t until he entered the
doctorate program at Emory University that he understood
“the brutal violence that white Christians deployed to resist
black enfranchisement after the Civil War.” As Jones points
out, those Christians were not limited to the Baptist faith. The
author located race hatred embedded in the doctrines of other
Christian churches, including Methodist, Episcopalian, Catholic, and countless other heavily White congregations. Even
though he was shocked and disgusted by his discoveries, Jones
held back from sharing those disturbing realizations widely,
first conducting studies through his work at the organization
he founded, the Public Religion Research Institute. Those
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consistently illuminating studies, mentioned throughout the
book, paint a damning portrait. One example: “For all white
Christian subgroups,” writes the author, “there is a positive relationship between holding racist attitudes and white Christian
identity among both frequent (weekly or more) and infrequent
church attenders.” The most hopeful case study focuses on his
hometown of Macon, where there are efforts between White
and Black Baptist churches to pull together. As Jones has sought
various paths out of the morass, he has often turned to the writings of James Baldwin about “the white problem” in U.S. society.
An indispensable study of Christianity in America.

THE OTHER MADISONS
The Lost History of a
President’s Black Family

Kearse, Bettye
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-1-328-60439-2

An African American pediatricianturned–historical detective investigates
her family’s history—and, by extension,
that of America.
“Always remember—you’re a Madison. You come from African slaves and a president.” So her mother told Kearse, who
opens her account with invocations of the West African griot
tradition of storytelling and oral history. That tradition found a
place in slavery-era America because most slave owners did not
allow enslaved people to learn to read and write. James Madison was different: He allowed his mixed-race son, Jim, to linger
within hearing of education lessons. Given well-documented
events at nearby Monticello, that Madison had such a son is a
surprise only because he had no children with his wife, Dolley,
which led many scholars to assume that he “was impotent, infertile, or both.” Evidently not. Enriching that history not just with
stories, but with more tangible historical evidence, Kearse visits the plantation, speaking with archaeologists, historians, and
the descendants of slaves, reading widely, discovering the longunknown burial sites of ancestors. She also traveled to Africa
and Portugal—for, as her grandfather had told her mother, “our
history goes well beyond America’s boundaries.” That Jim was
educated did not spare him from being sold, always aware that
he was the son of a president. So, too, with the descendants,
enslaved and then free, who carried the Madison story to new
homes, to be incorporated into the narrative of Madison’s life,
as Sally Hemings is in Thomas Jefferson’s. On that note, Kearse
writes searchingly of Madison’s language in crafting the Constitution, in which the words slave and slavery did not appear but
that spoke of “other persons”—acknowledged as humans, that
is, but still left out. “I understood that this omission,” writes the
author, “was why oral history was essential to African Americans having knowledge of how crucial we have always been to
what this nation is.”
A Roots for a new generation, rich in storytelling and
steeped in history.
|

A family portrait of astounding depth and empathy.
hidden valley road

Kennicott, Philip
Norton (224 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 18, 2020
978-0-393-63536-2

WHY WE’RE
POLARIZED

Klein, Ezra
Avid Reader Press (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-4767-0032-8
A sharp explanation of how American politics has become so discordant.
Journalist Klein, co-founder of Vox,
formerly of the Washington Post, MSNBC,
and Bloomberg, reminds readers that
|
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Pulitzer Prize winner Kennicott,
senior art and architecture critic of the
Washington Post, makes his book debut
with an absorbing meditation on grief.
Unsettled by the death of his mother, the author was drawn
to Bach’s Goldberg Variations, especially Glenn Gould’s 1955
recording, an emotional, aggressive interpretation, “clarifying
as with colored light the intertwining lines of Bach’s thirty variations.” As a piano student years before, he had not mastered anything by Bach, preferring instead dazzling pieces by Beethoven,
Schumann, and Brahms: “fast and with lots of drama.” Now, he
decided to confront the challenges of the Variations. “I had no
illusions that I would ever master them well enough to be satisfied by my performance,” Kennicott writes. “Rather, it seemed a
way to test life again, to press upon it and see what was still vital,”
to attain “clarity, accuracy,” and, not least, a sense of order and
control. This desire for control in the face of sorrow, mortality,
and loss recurs as a contrapuntal theme as the author chronicles
his obsession with the Variations—their place in Bach’s oeuvre,
reception, and demanding technique—along with a memoir
of growing up in a tense household dominated by his moody,
brittle, often vindictive mother, whom he wishes he could better understand. As he questions what it means to truly know
a piece of music, he asks, as well, what it means to know any
person. During adolescence, he found in music “a refuge” from
chaotic family life, “an adult space where I was fully responsible
for my actions.” At home, practicing piano functioned as a kind
of “wordless communication”; “I would make music for an ideal
mother who didn’t exist, and she listened to a son who, through
music, spoke without irony, or condescension.” Now, as an adult,
he seeks in music not solace, nor epiphany, nor a “miraculous
entrée to higher consciousness,” but instead a “raw moment of
openness” to “an emotional resignation that is beyond pleasure,
or healing, or anything that can be captured in words.”
Elegant prose graces a deeply thoughtful memoir.

political commentators in the 1950s and ’60s denounced
Republicans and Democrats as “tweedledum and tweedledee.”
With liberals and conservatives in both parties, they complained, voters lacked a true choice. The author suspects that
race played a role, and he capably shows us why and how. For a
century after the Civil War, former Confederate states, obsessed
with keeping Blacks powerless, elected a congressional bloc
that “kept the Democratic party less liberal than it otherwise
would’ve been, the Republican Party congressionally weaker
than it otherwise would’ve been, and stopped the parties from
sorting themselves around the deepest political cleavage of the
age.” Following the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, many
White Southern Democrats became Republicans, and the parties turned consistently liberal and conservative. Given a “true
choice,” Klein maintains, voters discarded ideology in favor
of “identity politics.” Americans, like all humans, cherish their
“tribe” and distrust outsiders. Identity was once a preoccupation of minorities, but it has recently attracted White activists
and poisoned the national discourse. The author deplores the
decline of mass media (network TV, daily newspapers), which
could not offend a large audience, and the rise of niche media
and internet sites, which tell a small audience only what they
want to hear. American observers often joke about European
nations that have many parties who vote in lock step. In fact,
such parties cooperate to pass legislation. America is the sole
system with only two parties, both of which are convinced that
the other is not only incompetent (a traditional accusation), but
a danger to the nation. So far, calls for drastic action to prevent
the apocalypse are confined to social media, fringe activists,
and the rhetoric of Trump supporters. Fortunately—according to Klein—Trump is lazy, but future presidents may be more
savvy. The author does not conclude this deeply insightful, if
dispiriting, analysis by proposing a solution.
A clear, useful guide through the current chaotic political
landscape.
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COUNTERPOINT
A Memoir of Bach and
Mourning

HIDDEN VALLEY ROAD
Inside the Mind of an
American Family
Kolker, Robert
Doubleday (416 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-0-385-54376-7

One family’s history reveals the mystery of schizophrenia.
In a riveting and disquieting narrative, Kolker (Lost Girls: An Unsolved
American Mystery, 2013) interweaves a biography of the Galvin family with a chronicle of medicine’s treatment of, and
research into, schizophrenia. Don and Mimi Galvin had 12
children—10 boys and two girls—born between 1945 and
1965. Religious beliefs—both parents were Catholic—were
not the only reason for their fecundity. Mimi seemed to crave
the distinction of “being known as a mother who could easily accomplish such a thing.” In addition, Kolker speculates,
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the children may have assuaged an abiding feeling of abandonment, including by a husband more focused on his career
than his family. Mimi was a perfectionist who controlled
every aspect of the children’s lives: chores, enriching afterschool activities, and feelings, which she believed should best
be repressed. Insisting that they were raising a model family,
the Galvins refused to acknowledge problems, such as violent
fights among the older brothers, which the parents dismissed
as merely roughhousing. The other brothers felt lost, ignored,
“less than safe, treated like a number and not a person.” The
eldest, Donald, was the first to exhibit signs of schizophrenia, with bizarre behavior that repeatedly landed him in mental hospitals; soon, five brothers followed, all with the same
diagnosis, manifested somewhat differently, including sibling
sexual abuse. Meanwhile, Mimi pretended everything was
normal—until she could not hide the family’s suffering. With
each diagnosis, “she became more of a prisoner—confined
by secrets, paralyzed by the power that the stigma of mental
illness held over her.” Kolker deftly follows the psychiatric,
chemical, and biological theories proposed to explain schizophrenia and the various treatments foisted upon the brothers.
Most poignantly, he portrays the impact on the unafflicted
children of the brothers’ illness, an oppressive emotional
atmosphere, and the family’s festering secrets. By the 1980s,
the Galvins became subjects of researchers investigating a
genetic basis for the illness; those extensive medical records
inform this compelling tale.
A family portrait of astounding depth and empathy.

THE BIGGEST BLUFF
How I Learned To Pay
Attention, Master Myself,
and Win
Konnikova, Maria
Penguin Press (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 23, 2020
978-0-525-52262-1

Russian American writer and psychologist Konnikova explores the mathematically and psychologically rich world

of high-stakes poker.
In her latest, the author opens at the World Series of Poker,
where, “for a neat ten grand, anyone in the world can enter and
take their shot at poker glory”—and a chance to win up to $9
million. Konnikova seeks to explore the fine line between skill
and luck, “to learn what I could control and what I couldn’t.” If
ever there were a game to illustrate those categories, poker is
it: There’s a numeracy and a logic to the game, to say nothing
of the psychology of such things as the tell, the gestures or betting behaviors of one’s opponents at the table. There are other
lessons to learn along the way, including forgoing complacency and simply paying attention to everything that’s unfolding before you: “Presence is far more difficult than the path
of least resistance,” writes the author with oracular economy.
The theme of untangling what might be attributed to skill and
34
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what to chance engages Konnikova throughout: How much of
her success has turned on hard work and how much on being in
the right place at the right time? Whatever the case, she traveled to all the right places—Macau, Las Vegas, Monte Carlo—
and even made some money along the way. The payoffs for
readers are more cerebral, including Konnikova’s observation
that we think we have much more control over our lives than
we really do. She peppers her reflections with the sage advice
of experts (“Less certainty, more inquiry”) as well as headier
stuff from the scholars, including John von Neumann’s game
theory, which turns out to have been inspired by, yes, poker
and the “little tactics of deception” that it involves.
A smart and subtle delight—highly recommended for
fans of cards and brain-hacking alike.

CHASING CHOPIN
A Musical Journey
Across Three Centuries, Four
Countries, and a Half-Dozen
Revolutions
LaFarge, Annik
Simon & Schuster (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-5011-8871-8

LaFarge delves passionately into the
history and culture—up to the present
day—surrounding Chopin’s legendary Opus 35 sonata, whose
third movement contains “the world’s most famous funeral march.”
In a singular work combining historical research and personal and musical passion, the author, who is also an accomplished pianist, demonstrates how Opus 35 encapsulated
many components of the brief and stormy life (1810-1849)
of its composer. Exiled from his native Poland, the innovative young pianist, teacher, and composer set out on a series
of “peregrinations” throughout Europe, finally settling in the
piano capital of the world, Paris, where he was swept off his
feet by author George Sand. As LaFarge makes abundantly
clear, Chopin’s time living with Sand and her family deeply
informed his best work. Both artists were visionaries in their
chosen mediums: Sand effectively challenged the misogynistic
literary formulas of her day, and Chopin pioneered a distinct
style via a diligent search for a new tone, made possible by the
technological advances in the piano at the time. LaFarge is at
her best writing about the techniques of piano playing, and
while certain passages will be challenging for nonmusicians,
the author points to an accompanying website, whychopin.
com, which offers a host of relevant musical selections for
each chapter of the book. Moreover, the author embarked
on the requisite pilgrimages to the lovers’ haunts in Majorca,
Paris, and Nohant, Sand’s country estate in central France,
where Chopin completed his sonata. In addition to her engaging history, LaFarge energetically pursues Chopin’s continued
influence on musicians today—especially jazz musicians, who
have relished his liberating style, best described by Sand as a
unique combination of “severity and grace, melancholy and
|

A searing, absolutely necessary exposé of the uses of rape
in recent wars and of global injustices to the survivors.
our bodies, their battlefields

Lamb, Christina
Scribner (320 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5011-9917-2

FUNNY WEATHER
Art in an Emergency
Laing, Olivia
Norton (272 pp.)
$26.95 | May 12, 2020
978-1-324-00570-4

|

The chief foreign affairs correspondent for the London Sunday Times shows
the horrific effects of the mass rape of
women and girls in conflict zones around the world.
Lamb’s editors have put “Disturbing Content” warnings
atop some of the stories she’s filed about hot spots from Afghanistan to Zimbabwe. “Disturbing” is too mild a word for this
superb exposé of the use of mass rape as a “systematic weapon of
war.” Crisscrossing the globe to interview survivors, the author
makes it abundantly clear that the devastating effects of rape
transcend borders. She chronicles her discussions with Nigerian
women kidnapped as schoolgirls by Boko Haram and forced to
serve as the terrorists’ “bush wives.” She met Yazidis abducted
by the Islamic State group and used as sex slaves or sold through
online forums that “advertised women along with PlayStation
consoles and second-hand cars.” She spoke to female survivors
of the Rohingya genocide and of a “rape camp” where Bosnian Serbs raped Muslim women “all night every night to the
point of madness.” Legal justice mostly eludes these and other
victims. The International Criminal Court has made only one
conviction for rape as a war crime, overturned on appeal, and
such cases have had a similar fate elsewhere, often because male
judges or prosecutors “do not see sexual violence as a high priority compared to mass killings.” Some victims have been ignored
until championed by celebrities like Angelina Jolie or Denis
Mukwege, the Congolese physician and co-winner of the 2018
Nobel Peace Prize whose hospital the author visited despite the
risks of Ebola and dangerous militias in the area. To tell some of
these stories, Lamb clearly has put herself in peril, and it’s difficult to overpraise her courage or a book that—for the breadth
and moral force of its arguments—is perhaps the most important work of nonfiction about rape since Susan Brownmiller’s
Against Our Will (1975).
A searing, absolutely necessary exposé of the uses of rape
in recent wars and of global injustices to the survivors.
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A stellar collection of essays and
reviews from the award-winning London-based writer.
Laing, the winner of the 2018 Windham-Campbell Prize for nonfiction, is
often described as a cultural critic, but insofar as the term suggests a sole focus on the arts, it belies the wider sweep of these
pieces, most of them previously published. A graceful stylist
and superb reporter, the author is a journalist in the spirit of
Michael Dirda, who calls himself “an appreciator” rather than
a critic, and Laing includes no negative reviews here. Nonetheless, there’s plenty of first-rate arts criticism in her appreciations of painters like David Hockney and Jean-Michel Basquiat
and novelists Patricia Highsmith and Sally Rooney along with
musings on topics like gardening and a standout essay on the
surrealistic horrors faced by an asylum-seeking refugee who
spent 11 years “trapped in Britain’s infinite detention system.”
Laing’s aesthetic tastes lean toward idiosyncratic or transgressive work that involves links between art and disaster, whether
a crisis imperils the human body or the body politic. Disease
and death stalk her pages—Kathy Acker’s breast cancer, Freddie Mercury’s AIDS, Georgia O’Keeffe’s agoraphobia, and
Hilary Mantel’s migraines—but she brings a fresh and humane
eye even to ills exhaustively covered elsewhere, such as David
Bowie’s cocaine addiction. Afflicted with corneal edema, the
painter Sargy Mann “took a hair dryer to the National Gallery,
plugged it in and calmly dried his soggy, waterlogged eye in
order to see the paintings.” Laing sinks only briefly into lit-crit
jargon in discussions of “reparative reading,” and sometimes
her enthusiasms run away with her. Were the 700 or so poems
by Frank O’Hara truly “as original and lovely as anything of the
century”? Still, the author’s praise never appears less than genuine or unsupported by deep observation, and she consistently
shows the talent James Wood ascribed to Mantel: She has “the
maddeningly unteachable gift of being interesting.”
Vibrant commentary on art and society by a writer with a
sharp eye for the offbeat.
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OUR BODIES, THEIR
BATTLEFIELDS
War Through the Lives
of Women

magnificence.” Indeed, it’s apparent that Chopin endures
today, “as fresh, inspiring, and inventive as ever.”
A seamless blend of the musical and literary verve, with
just enough research to ground and elucidate.
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THE SPLENDID AND
THE VILE
A Saga of Churchill,
Family, and Defiance During
the Blitz
Larson, Erik
Crown (608 pp.)
$32.00 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-0-385-34871-3

The bestselling author deals with
one of the most satisfying good-vs.-evil
battles in history, the year (May 1940 to May 1941) during which
Churchill and Britain held off Hitler.
Bookshelves groan with histories of Britain’s finest hour,
but Larson (Dead Wake: The Last Crossing of the Lusitania, 2015,
etc.) employs a mildly unique strategy, combining an intense,
almost day-to-day account of Churchill’s actions with those of
his family, two of his officials (Frederick Lindemann, who was
Churchill’s prime science adviser, and Lord Beaverbrook, minister of air production), and staff, including private secretary
Jock Colville and bodyguard Walter Thompson. Since no one
doubted they lived in extraordinary times and almost everyone
kept journals and wrote letters, the author takes full advantage
of an avalanche of material, much of which will be unfamiliar to
readers. Churchill remains the central figure; his charisma, public persona, table talk, quirks, and sybaritic lifestyle retain their
fascination. Authors have not ignored his indispensable wife,
Clementine (Sonia Purnell’s 2015 biography is particularly illuminating), but even history buffs will welcome Larson’s attention to their four children, especially Mary, a perky adolescent
and his favorite. He makes no attempt to rehabilitate Winston’s
only son, Randolph, a heavy-drinking spendthrift whose longsuffering wife, Pamela, finally consoled herself with a long affair
with American representative Averell Harriman, which was no
secret to the family and was entirely approved. Britain’s isolation ended when Germany invaded the Soviet Union on June
22, 1941, but Larson ends on May 10. The Blitz was in full swing,
with a particularly destructive raid on London, but that day
also saw Rudolf Hess, Hitler’s second in command, fly to England and engage in a wacky attempt (planned since the previous autumn) to negotiate peace. Nothing came of Hess’ action,
but that day may also have marked the peak of the Blitz, which
soon diminished as Germany concentrated its forces against
the Soviet Union.
A captivating history of Churchill’s heroic year, with
more than the usual emphasis on his intimates.

CULTURE WARLORDS
My Journey Into the
Dark Web of White
Supremacy

Lavin, Talia
Hachette (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-306-84643-4

A master of “social engineering”
probes into the deepest recesses of
White supremacism.
“In order to look as deeply as I could into the world of white
nationalism,” writes Lavin, she has assumed a wide variety of
online personas—e.g., a blond White nationalist from rural
Iowa, a factory worker who regained his sense of purpose only
after joining a White supremacist crew, and a seductress who
broke down the electronic doors of one of the Ukraine’s most
virulent neo-Nazi sects. “In real life I’m a schlubby bisexual Jew,”
she writes, “living in Brooklyn, with long brown ratty curls, the
matronly figure of a mother in a Philip Roth novel, and a brassy
personal politic that’s not particularly sectarian but falls considerably to the left of Medicare for All.” For a full year, as she
recounts in this skillful memoir, she descended into the hateful
world of rightist extremism, delivering highly useful insights:
For one, although White nationalist were quite happy to see
Donald Trump take the presidency, he was held in suspicion for
not acting beyond what they clearly see as mere encouragement
and for allowing his daughter to be married to a Jew, one trope of
anti-Semitism that plays on old canards but that gained power
in the 20th century thanks to the likes of Henry Ford and his
“vision of the Jew as world-encircling parasite, source and sustainer of the modern world’s evils.” The extreme right was a pioneer in computer communication, particularly because of the
anonymity it offered, but Lavin’s fearless hacking into the Boogaloo crowd, the women-hating incels (“none of these men have
seen labia or even a penis entering a vagina,” says one taunting
obstetrician), and an extremely nasty 15-year-old girl whose
racist rants earned a huge YouTube following have all helped
expose the alt-right as a dangerous but largely pathetic bunch.
Righteous indignation meets techie magic to shine light
on one of America’s most malignant warts.

GOLEM GIRL
A Memoir

Lehrer, Riva
Illus. by the author
One World/Random House (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-984820-30-3

An artist born with spina bifida
shares her story and her paintings with
grace and humor.
“What’s wrong with her?” As a child,
writes Lehrer, when a stranger would callously ask that question,
36
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Highly revealing, particularly for post-Camelot readers
who wonder at the esteem in which JFK is held.
jfk

Lepore, Jill
Liveright/Norton (432 pp.)
$28.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-63149-610-3

An in-depth history of “Cold War
America’s Cambridge Analytica.”
A staff writer for the New Yorker
and Harvard professor, Lepore knows how to spin out a winning historical study. Here, she dives deep into matters that
have seldom attracted scholarly attention, delivering a story
that hinges on the discovery, in the late 1950s, that computers
and languages such as FORTRAN, based on an endless series
of “IF/THEN” statements, “an infinity of outcomes,” could
be used to gauge and influence voter preferences. The Simulmatics Corporation melded the worlds of Mad Men advertising
and high-tech geekery of the UNIVAC set, leveraging what
would eventually be called artificial intelligence to sway campaigns and elections. Among other achievements, the company
“claimed credit for having gotten John F. Kennedy elected president.” Lepore’s narrative features some unlikely players, such
|

JFK
Coming of Age in the
American Century, 1917-1956
Logevall, Fredrik
Random House (816 pp.)
$40.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-8129-9713-2

special issue: best books of 2020

IF THEN
How the Simulmatics
Corporation Invented the
Future

as the novelist Eugene Burdick of The Ugly American fame, who
began his professional life as a political scientist—though one
who really wanted to be James Bond. The other principals of
Simulmatics were cynical, hard-drinking men whose marriages
dissolved with distressing regularity but who believed in the
unerring power of numbers. Founded in 1959, Simulmatics went
bankrupt just a decade later, as Lepore deftly shows, its faith in
numbers led it to plot bombing runs and body counts in Vietnam, “waging a war by way of computer-run data analysis and
modeling.” The company even attempted to do probabilistic
forecasts of when and where race riots would occur. That was
all heady stuff back in the age of Robert McNamara and the
RAND Corporation, but it didn’t play well toward the end. Still,
as Lepore also convincingly demonstrates, the work of Simulmatics paved the way for later manipulators of psychology and
public opinion such as Facebook. As she writes of those heirs,
the founders of Simulmatics “would have understood, even if
they could only dream about its gargantuan quantity of data or
the ability to run simulations in real time, dynamically.”
A fascinating, expertly guided exploration of a littleknown corner of the recent past.

y o u n g a d u lt

“to my dismay, Mom would provide all they’d need to win the
vacation package and the new Cadillac. She laid out the details
of spina bifida, its causes and effects, as if deputizing a city-wide
cadre in case I had to be rushed to an emergency room. For me,
this kind of visibility was like being scraped along the sidewalk.”
Lehrer, whose paintings of what she calls “socially challenged
bod[ies]” hang in the National Portrait Gallery of the Smithsonian and many other museums, narrates her difficult childhood
with an eloquence and freedom from self-pity that are every bit
as powerful as those of Lucy Grealy in her Autobiography of a
Face (1994). Remarkably, Lehrer, now 62, found a way to survive
endless surgeries (many of them completely bungled) and irremediable pain to create a successful life—one that readers will
relish learning about. Her evolving self-awareness as an artist, a
disabled person, and a woman with a complicated sexuality are
well-explored, and her prose ranges from light and entertaining
to intellectually and emotionally serious—and always memorable. In explaining a period when she took up painting beds, she
writes, “Beds are crossroads, where impairment and sexuality
intersect, the mattress a palimpsest of ecstasy and hurt.” The
memoir is illustrated with photographs of family and friends
and color images of Lehrer’s paintings. In an appendix—a
bonus book within the book—she goes back to each of the portraits and shares anecdotes about her process and her interaction with the subject, often including that person’s own account.
In one of her series, The Risk Pictures, Lehrer leaves the subject
alone with the canvas for an hour and instructs them to alter it
however they want.
An extraordinary memoir suffused with generosity, consistent insight, and striking artwork.

A comprehensive life of John F. Kennedy (1917-1963), the first of two volumes.
Even though Kennedy enjoys “largerthan-life status,” writes Pulitzer Prize–
winning Harvard historian Logevall, not many “serious” books
have been written about him, especially drawing on the vast corpus of archival material now available. Taking his subject from
birth into his years in Congress, the author concentrates closely
on World War II, a crucible in many ways. For one thing, his
actions as commander of the ill-fated PT-109 exhibited a bravery that went far beyond noblesse oblige; even Garry Wills, no
fan, remarked, “His physical courage can never be questioned.”
Kennedy earned the Navy’s highest honor, propelling him to
national attention. When Kennedy returned home, he was
committed to a life of public service that would manifest itself
in electoral politics. Logevall dismantles the standard narrative
that the firstborn Kennedy son, Joe Jr., who died in combat,
was “the Kennedy child marked for political stardom.” Though
Joe Jr. had many of the necessary attributes—good looks, courage, sociability—he had also been an isolationist and even an
admirer of Hitler and Franco in the 1930s, expressed in his Harvard thesis, all copies of which “seem to have vanished in the
years following his graduation, suggesting the family perceived
the problem.” As early as 1944, Logevall reveals, JFK was meeting with political operatives to identify opportunities; upon
entering Congress, he first identified as a rather conservative
kirkus.com
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Democrat, even supporting the infamous anti-communist
crusader Joseph McCarthy. He moved toward the center after
McCarthy’s downfall, learning the art of the political compromise—which, writes the author, he insisted “can be, should be,
at the level of policy, not principle.” More critical than the reminiscences of early aide Theodore Sorenson but appreciative of
Kennedy’s complex, thoughtful view of politics, this study casts
the “playboy president” in a largely positive light.
Highly revealing, particularly for post-Camelot readers
who wonder at the esteem in which JFK is held.

AGENT SONYA
Moscow’s Most Daring
Wartime Spy

Macintyre, Ben
Crown (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-13630-0

The rousing tale of the Soviet Union’s
most celebrated female spy.
In the span of her long, colorful life,
Ursula Kuczynski (1907-2000) rose in
the Soviet ranks to the level of colonel and, in her later years,
became a novelist and memoirist under the name Ruth Werner. Born to an affluent, left-leaning German Jewish family, she
acquired strong communist convictions in her teens. Her career
in espionage (code name: Sonya) began in 1930 after she relocated to Shanghai with her first husband, Rudolph Hamburger.
In his latest entertaining nonfiction spy thriller, Macintyre tracks
Sonya’s numerous audacious exploits during her prolific career.
Drawing from her diaries, correspondences, and extensive
interviews with her two adult sons, the author crafts a narrative
that serves as both an engrossing historical tale and a compassionate portrait of Sonya as a complex woman with distinctly
modern sensibilities for her time. Demanding and increasingly
risky assignments drove Sonya and her family from Shanghai to
Poland, Switzerland, and, eventually, England. Along the way, she
became highly skilled at building and operating wireless radio
transmitters and also mastered several languages. Her ultimate
accomplishment emerged through her correspondence with
nuclear physicist Klaus Fuchs, transmitting scientific secrets that
enabled the Soviets to develop an atomic weapon. Though her
conscience was shaken when she eventually grasped the extent
of Stalin’s murderous plans, she remained devoted to communist
causes. Taking pride in her skills and accomplishments, she was
also driven by the thrill of espionage work. “Survival against the
odds brings with it an adrenaline high and a sense of destiny from
cheating fate,” writes Macintyre, continuing, “as a trained intelligence officer, she would have the opportunity to write her own
story in the pages of history. Ursula became a spy for the sake of
the proletariat and the revolution; but she also did it for herself,
driven by the extraordinary combination of ambition, romance,
and adventure that bubbled inside her.”
An absorbing study of a remarkably accomplished 20thcentury spy.
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THE ADDRESS BOOK
What Street Addresses
Reveal About Identity,
Race, Wealth, and Power

Mask, Deirdre
St. Martin’s (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-1-250-13476-9

An impressive book-length answer to
a question few of us consider: “Why do
street addresses matter?”
In her first book, Mask, a North Carolina–born, Londonbased lawyer–turned-writer who has taught at Harvard and
the London School of Economics—combines deep research
with skillfully written, memorable anecdotes to illuminate the
vast influence of street addresses as well as the negative consequences of not having a fixed address. Many readers probably assume that a street address exists primarily to receive
mail from the postal office, FedEx, UPS, and other carriers.
Throughout this eye-opening book, the author clearly demonstrates that package deliveries constitute a minuscule part of
the significance of addresses—not only today, but throughout
human history. Venturing as far back as ancient times, Mask
explores how the Romans navigated their cities and towns. She
describes the many challenges of naming streets in modern-day
Kolkata (Calcutta), India, where countless mazes of squalid
alleys lack formal addresses. “The lack of addresses,” writes the
author, “was depriving those living in the slums a chance to get
out of them. Without an address, it’s nearly impossible to get a
bank account”—and the obstacles compound from there. Mask
also delves into the controversies in South Africa regarding
addresses, issues exacerbated by apartheid and its aftermath. In
the U.S., one can track racist undertones via streets named for
Confederate icons such as Robert E. Lee and Stonewall Jackson. The author offers insightful commentary regarding the fact
that U.S. roadways named for Martin Luther King Jr. are usually
found in poverty-stricken urban areas, and she addresses the
many problems associated with homelessness. She also explores
the dark period of Nazi Germany when street names identified
where concentrations of Jews lived, making it easier for them
to be rounded up and sent to the death camps. In a chapter
prominently featuring Donald Trump, Mask explains the monetary and prestige values of specific addresses in New York City.
Other stops on the author’s tour include Haiti, London, Vienna,
Korea, Japan, Iran, and Berlin.
A standout book of sociological history and current
affairs.

|

This slender, exquisite book rewards on many levels.
three rings

Mendelsohn, Daniel
Univ. of Virginia (112 pp.)
$19.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-0-8139-4466-1

BETWEEN EVERYTHING
AND NOTHING
The Journey of Seidu
Mohammed and Razak Iyal
and the Quest for Asylum
Meno, Joe
Counterpoint (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-64009-314-0

Ambitious exposé of the troubled
immigration system as seen through the
lens of two African migrants’ experiences.
|

special issue: best books of 2020

A father’s death inspires a son’s literary voyage.
If Mendelsohn’s previously acclaimed
books The Lost (2013), a personal memoir about the Holocaust, and An Odyssey
(2017), about his father’s joyous discovery of Homer’s book and
death, are two rings, this is the third and final ring that interweaves and interlocks them together. Its “metamorphosis”
began with lectures on the Odyssey at the author’s alma mater,
the University of Virginia. He was frustrated as he tried to
shape them into a book until a friend suggested he write it as
a “ring composition… elaborate series of interlocked narratives,
each nested within another in the manner of Chinese boxes or
Russian dolls.” In the first of three sections, “The Lycée Français,” Mendelsohn tells the story of Erich Auerbach, a German
Jew who secured a position at the University of Istanbul, where
he wrote the influential Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in
Western Literature, a “paean to the civilization of the continent
he has just fled,” a study in which the author “seeks to understand how literature makes reality feel real.” In “The Education
of Young Girls,” Mendelsohn discusses the massively popular
The Adventures of Telemachus, an “imitative and inventive” narrative about Odysseus’ son written in the 1690s by the theologian
François Fenelón. Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Thomas Jefferson
were huge fans. In “The Temple,” Mendelsohn examines The
Rings of Saturn by W.G. Sebald, whose literary “meanderings,”
just like Mendelsohn’s own book, “ultimately form a giant ring
that ties together many disparate tales and experiences.” This
luminous narrative, in which the tales of each of Mendelsohn’s
three chosen exiled writers appealingly intertwine, is about
many things—memory, literature, family, immigration, and religion—and it ends where it began, with a “wanderer” entering
“an unknown city after a long voyage.”
This slender, exquisite book rewards on many levels.

Meno, a professor of creative writing and prolific fiction
writer, tracks the grueling journeys of his complexly rendered
protagonists, Razak and Seidu, both from Ghana, one fleeing a murderous family dispute, the other a promising soccer
player facing persecution after being outed as bisexual. The
author portrays them convincingly as hapless pawns in a massive explosion of migration, countered in the Americas with
greed and cruelty. Even for those with legitimate reasons to seek
shelter, like his protagonists, “the asylum process in the U.S.
has become its own inviolable system.” The narrative is both
sprawling and controlled, as Meno alternates between a terrifying account of their attempts to reach safety across the Canadian border during a blizzard and the longer-term arc of their
improbable, brutal journeys as migrants. Both men traveled
through Central America, facing constant danger and abuse.
Applying for asylum at the American border, they discovered an
unfortunate truth: that the post–9/11 realignment of homeland
security “had far-reaching political and cultural consequences,
immediately changing how refugees and asylum seekers were
publicly viewed.” Razak was detained for two years at a remote
private prison, feeling “he had been taken out of the world.”
Seidu was also detained, eventually bonded to his brother’s custody: “It was almost too much, this homecoming, this feeling of
unabashed love and support” Yet, despite his credible fear, his
request for asylum was denied without explanation, prompting
his flight to Canada. Similarly, Razak found a life in New York
but fled north after being scheduled for deportation. The narrative is dispiriting, as Meno documents the Kafkaesque, forprofit reality of today’s immigration morass, but Meno writes
deftly, with a fine sense of detail and place, bringing an all-toocommon story to life.
A well-paced and engaging account, highly relevant to
current political debates.

y o u n g a d u lt

THREE RINGS
A Tale of Exile,
Narrative, and Fate

THE LAST MILLION
Europe’s Displaced
Persons From World War to
Cold War

Nasaw, David
Penguin Press (672 pp.)
$35.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-59420-673-3

Historian Nasaw, known for biographies of industrial moguls, turns his
attentive gaze on the period immediately
following the end of World War II in Europe.
When the Third Reich finally collapsed in May 1945, millions of displaced persons, including forced laborers and prisoners of war, were stranded in the ruins of Germany. Not all
were blameless victims, notes the author. Many, especially
from the Baltic states, were anti-communists who had willingly
joined the Waffen-SS and thrown themselves into the killing
of Jews, Roma, and other “undesirable” people. This masterful book centers on “displaced Eastern Europeans who, when
the shooting stopped, refused to go home or had no homes to
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return to.” Some were Polish Catholics who had been forced
to work in German factories but had no wish to return to a
homeland occupied by Soviet troops. A small minority, fewer
than 30,000, were Jewish survivors of the Shoah who tried to
repatriate themselves to Germany only to find that they were
not wanted and so moved on, eventually, to Israel and the U.S.
And those Eastern European Nazis? Australia took in many
of them, favoring White, Protestant Latvians and Estonians
who were volubly anti-communist; as Nasaw writes, Australia
resettled more refugees than any other nation, though only
4.5% were Jews. Britain favored Polish soldiers who had fought
under British command as well as “a thousand single young
female Latvian, Lithuanian, and Estonian displaced persons
[who] were recruited to work in understaffed tuberculosis
sanitaria.” Canada screened rigorously for evidence of Nazi
collaboration and admitted more Jews than other Commonwealth nations, while the U.S. overlooked wrongdoing almost
entirely. One of Nasaw’s many intriguing cases in point is a
Romanian Iron Guard leader who became a faux preacher and
“was invited by Richard Nixon to deliver the opening prayer at
the convening of the 1955 Senate session.” Deported to Portugal in the early 1980s, he died a free man.
A searching, vigorously written history of an unsettled
time too little known to American readers.

unsavory, the unpleasant—the weeds—of the dating world” and
“find a man who’d be happy when I bloomed.” Nezhukumatathil
isn’t only interested in nature as metaphor. She once devoted
most of a year’s sabbatical to the study of whale sharks, and
she humanizes her experience of natural splendor to the point
where observation and memory merge, where she can’t see or
smell something without remembering the details of her environment when she first encountered it. Among other fascinating species, the author enlightens readers on the vampire squid,
the bonnet macaque, and the red-spotted newt.
The writing dazzles with the marvel of being fully alive.

WORLD OF WONDERS
In Praise of Fireflies,
Whale Sharks, and Other
Astonishments
Nezhukumatathil, Aimee
Illus. by Nakamura, Fumi Mini
Milkweed (184 pp.)
$25.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-57131-365-2

A poet celebrates the wonders of
nature in a collection of essays that could
almost serve as a coming-of-age memoir.
The daughter of an Indian father and Filipino mother,
Nezhukumatathil was often the only brown face in her classrooms, and she sought lessons from nature on how to adapt,
protect herself, and conform or fit in but still be able to stand
strong on her own. She shares those lessons throughout these
frequently enchanting essays. Take the axolotl, from whom the
author learned the “salamander smile”: “If a white girl tries to
tell you what your brown skin can and cannot wear for makeup,
just remember the smile of an axolotl. The best thing to do in
that moment is to just smile and smile, even if your smile is
thin. The tighter your smile, the tougher you become.” Nezhukumatathil’s investigations, enhanced by Nakamura’s vividly
rendered full-color illustrations, range across the world, from
a rapturous rendering of monsoon season in her father’s native
India to her formative years in Iowa, Kansas, and Arizona, where
she learned from the native flora and fauna that it was common
to be different. The corpse flower guided the author when she
met her future husband, helping her to “clear out the sleaze, the
40
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MEDIOCRE
The Dangerous Legacy
of White Male America
Oluo, Ijeoma
Seal Press (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-58005-951-0

The author of So You Want To Talk
About Race takes a close look at the perils
and constraints of White male identity.
In the U.S., a country built on slavery
and exploitation, millions of Americans insist that our political, economic, legal, and educational systems are meritocracies
when they clearly aren’t. While everyone else has to excel in
order to get by, writes Oluo, we reward mediocre White men’s
bad behavior: “We have, as a society, somehow convinced ourselves that we should be led by incompetent assholes.” White
male mediocrity sustains “a violent, sexist, racist status quo”
and robs others of greatness and keeps them powerless and poor.
When average White men fail to reap what they believe is their
natural birthright, they turn their rage not on elite White men
but rather on the women and people of color they blame for
their loss of opportunity. Not surprisingly, White men are currently the “biggest domestic terror threats in this country.” As
the author clearly shows, “today’s titans of white male mediocrity” are part of a long line of “arrogant, entitled, irresponsible,
willfully ignorant bullies” in powerful positions. Understanding this history, Oluo believes, is a prerequisite for survival and
for enacting the systemic change that is required to alter the
situation. She traces mediocre White men across centuries to
the present, including the bloody U.S. westward expansion and
cowboy mythology that fueled Native American genocide; male
feminists; the two-facedness of Joe Biden, Bernie Sanders, and
the often vicious Bernie Bros; the war on higher education; racism in the NFL; and mediocre White men in the workplace. A
gifted storyteller and thorough researcher, Oluo analyzes these
histories, many of them lesser known, with solid scholarship
and useful pop-culture references.
A bold, incisive book on heavy topics with a call to action
for a more equitable future that doesn’t center White men.
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You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, often both at once. Everyone
should read this extraordinary book.
something that may shock and discredit you

Omar, Ilhan with Paley, Rebecca
Dey Street/HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$27.99 | May 26, 2020
978-0-06-295421-3

SOMETHING THAT
MAY SHOCK AND
DISCREDIT YOU

Ortberg, Daniel Mallory
Atria (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-1-982105-21-1

The co-founder of The Toast and
Slate advice columnist demonstrates his
impressive range in this new collection.
In a delightful hybrid of a book—part
memoir, part collection of personal essays, part extended riff
|
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The first African refugee elected to
Congress tells her unique story.
By any measure, Omar’s trajectory is
dramatic and remarkable: Born in 1982 into a loving, stable family in Mogadishu, Somalia, she was displaced at age 8 by the civil
war that killed hundreds of thousands in her home country. She
escaped to neighboring Kenya and spent four years in a squalid,
dangerous refugee camp. After being screened by immigration
authorities, she and her family were allowed into the U.S. They
spent two years in New York City and then moved to Arlington,
Virginia, where Omar was bullied constantly. Nonetheless, and
even though she knew very little English, she was determined
to learn. Landing in Minneapolis a few years later, Omar blossomed into a leader at her high school. In 2009, she relocated
to North Dakota to earn a college degree, and, upon her return
to Minneapolis, she became involved in local politics. In 2018,
she and Rashida Tlaib of Michigan “became the first Muslim
women elected to Congress.” As a junior member of the House
of Representatives, she gained notoriety for her grace in the
face of attacks by Donald Trump aimed at her ethnicity, dark
skin tone, religion, citizenship, and political advocacy. Naturally, Omar feels confused and angered by Trump and many of
his fellow Republicans. Refreshingly and wisely, however, she
waits until Page 225 before turning her attention to Trump’s
petty tactics. Her trajectory to that point is impressive and
compelling. It’s clear that the author has always made her own
way while struggling to find her role among her beloved family members, not all of whom approved of her path. Page after
page, Omar is by turns fierce, self-deprecating, and confident,
and, with the assistance of Paley, she has produced a smoothly
readable narrative.
No matter a reader’s personal politics, Omar’s life should
serve as an inspiration.

on pop culture—Ortberg (The Merry Spinster: Tales of Everyday
Horror, 2018, etc.) blends genres with expert facility. The
author’s many fans will instantly recognize his signature style
with the title of the first chapter: “When You Were Younger
and You Got Home Early and You Were the First One Home
and No One Else Was Out on the Street, Did You Ever Worry
That the Rapture Had Happened Without You? I Did.” Those
long sentences and goofy yet sharp sense of humor thread
together Ortberg’s playful takes on pop culture as he explores
everything from House Hunters to Golden Girls to Lord Byron,
Lacan, and Rilke. But what makes these wide-ranging essays
work as a coherent collection are the author’s poignant reflections on faith and gender. Since publishing his last book, Ortberg has come out as trans, and he offers breathtaking accounts
of his process of coming to terms with his faith and his evolving relationships with the women in his life. The chapter about
coming out to his mother, framed as a version of the biblical
story of Jacob and Esau, is just as touching as a brief miniplay
entitled, “The Matriarchs of Avonlea Begrudgingly Accept Your
Transition.” Throughout, Ortberg’s writing is vulnerable but
confident, specific but never narrow, literal and lyrical. The
author is refreshingly unafraid of his own uncertainty, but he’s
always definitive where it counts: “Everyone will be reconciled
through peace and pleasure who can possibly stand it. If you
don’t squeeze through the door at first, just wait patiently for
Heaven to grind you into a shape that fits.”
You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, often both at once. Everyone
should read this extraordinary book.

y o u n g a d u lt

THIS IS WHAT
AMERICA LOOKS LIKE
My Journey From
Refugee to Congresswoman

THE BOOK OF ROSY
A Mother’s Story of
Separation at the Border
Pablo Cruz, Rosayra &
Collazo, Julie Schwietert
HarperOne (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-06-294192-3

The true story of a Guatemalan
woman’s journey to the U.S. and what
happened to her and two of her children
when she crossed the border.
As is the case for most immigrants, Pablo Cruz’s decision
to leave Guatemala and travel more than 2,000 miles to the U.S.
was difficult. Yet her husband had been murdered, she’d been
shot, and there were threats being made on her oldest son’s life.
Consequently, what choice did she have but to flee even though
it meant leaving her two daughters and her clothing store
behind? Suffering significant deprivations during their treacherous journey, they arrived exhausted and dehydrated at the
U.S. border. Because of the American government’s new zerotolerance policy, the author was immediately separated from
her children and locked up in Eloy Detention Center, where she
endured “inadequate and often spoiled food…thin mattresses
and tightly rationed toiletries…water that seem[ed] to be laden
with chemicals,” as well as “the unfathomable cruelty of some
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of the guards.” For more than 80 days, Pablo Cruz lived in fear,
with her strong faith helping her through some of the darker
moments. Help arrived via the Immigrant Families Together
program, a highly effective group of angry mothers coordinated
by Collazo, which helped secure Pablo Cruz’s release and aided
her reunion with her sons. In this gripping narrative, the authors
tell their respective sides of this intertwined story. Pablo Cruz
details the emotional and physical distress she suffered before
leaving her native country and throughout the ensuing months,
when she constantly questioned her decision to flee to America.
Collazo clearly describes the incredible outpouring of support
she discovered for these asylum seekers. The tale is haunting
and eloquent, giving voice to a sector of society that requires
serious aid rather than the discrimination and racial prejudice
they too often face.
An emotionally intense narrative of a Guatemalan woman’s desperate search for a better life.

the hymnlike lament of a repentant sinner who vows to change
“when life is good again.”
A splashy, entertaining guide to the lyrics of one of the
most popular musicians of our time.

DOLLY PARTON,
SONGTELLER
My Life in Lyrics

Parton, Dolly with Oermann, Robert K.
Chronicle Books (380 pp.)
$50.00 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-7972-0509-0
A hefty retrospective on the sixdecade career of a country music superstar who tells stories in song.
Parton has been mining her East Tennessee roots for
crowd-pleasing songs ever since she wrote her first tune, about
a corncob doll, at around the age of 6. With Nashville-based
music journalist Oermann, she serves up her highest-grade
ore in a handsomely produced collection of the lyrics to more
than 175 of her songs, some in print for the first time. All songs
have brief introductions on topics such as when and how Parton wrote them, and longer pieces show her evolution from “a
hard-core country artist” with a “girlish soprano tremolo” to a
multifaceted star also at ease with pop, gospel, and bluegrass.
Moving chronologically through the artist’s life, the book
reveals her abiding passions with thematic juxtapositions of
songs, which range from “9 to 5” to the elegiac ballads “Jolene”
(her song “most performed by others”) and “I Will Always
Love You” (“For what she did with that, I will always love you,
Whitney Houston”). Hundreds of color and black-and-white
photos of Parton and others display her over-the-top tastes in
fashion and wigs faithful to her motto: “Leave no rhinestone
unturned.” Parton conceals more than she reveals about her
50-plus-year marriage to the reclusive Carl Dean and whether
she’s had affairs (“Well, I don’t admit or deny anything”). She
is frank, however, about professional setbacks. For example,
when she was starting out in the industry, every major record
company on Nashville’s Music Row turned her down as a
vocalist. In the final pages, Parton sounds a poignant note in
the lyrics to a song written with Kent Wells and released during the pandemic. The song, “When Life Is Good Again,” is
42
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BRING THAT
BEAT BACK
How Sampling Built Hip-Hop

Patrin, Nate
Univ. of Minnesota (336 pp.)
$22.95 paper | Apr. 28, 2020
978-1-5179-0628-3

A thorough and occasionally raucous
history of hip-hop’s boundless sonic
dimensions.
It’s difficult to think of another book
that devotes this degree of research, thought, and passion to the
sonic elements of hip-hop, from the pioneers who scrambled
to assemble their booming sound systems for raucous parties
in 1970s New York to contemporary moguls who earn riches
unfathomable to their musical ancestors. The book is about
sampling, but it encompasses so much more. Patrin organizes
his study around four seminal figures: Grandmaster Flash, who
turned the act of scratching into an art form; Prince Paul, the
postmodern prankster who brought ingenious levity and a collage master’s imagination to the genre; Dr. Dre, the ambivalent
gangsta rap soundscaper whose biggest enemy may be his own
perfectionism; and Madlib, “the underground experimentalist and record-collector antiquarian who constantly broke the
rules of what the mainstream expected of hip-hop.” Along the
way, the author provides lessons in what sampling means to
both its most daring practitioners and its aesthetically conservative naysayers. It’s clear where Patrin’s sympathies and interest lie: This is the work of someone who sees sampling as not
just an art form, but also a jumping-off point for discussions
about art and entertainment in the postindustrial age. Repurposing is the name of the game, and the artists featured here
have figured out a multitude of ways to practice their craft. In
their own way, they’re not just musicians; they are also anthropologists, historians, and alchemists. “If sample-based hip-hop
has one particular irony,” writes the author, “it’s that it often
relies on manipulating the music of the past, and in ways that
could only be accomplished by the state-of-the-art technology
of the present.” If that sounds heady, know that the text is also
compulsively readable. The subject is sampling, but the narrative is as much cultural history as audio exploration.
No one wants a dry hip-hop book, and Patrin’s work is
thoroughly engaging from first needle drop to last.
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A superb biography and an essential addition to the
library of African American political engagement.
the dead are arising

Payne, Les & Payne, Tamara
Liveright/Norton (640 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-63149-166-5

CALDER
The Conquest of Space:
The Later Years: 1940-1976
Perl, Jed
Knopf (688 pp.)
$60.00 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-0-451-49411-5

The monumental conclusion to a
two-part biography of Alexander Calder
(1898-1976), one of the most important figures in 20th-century
sculpture.
|

special issue: best books of 2020

Comprehensive, timely life of the
renowned activist and his circuitous rise
to prominence.
Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist Payne
died in 2018, leaving it to his daughter, Tamara, to complete this
book, on which he had been at work for 30 years. The catalyst was
an introduction through a school friend to one of Malcolm
X’s brothers, who told him stories of young Malcolm Little
(1925-1965) in childhood. Malcolm had grown up bookish and
popular, even among the White children with whom he went
to school in Michigan, but he also acted out during adolescence, a trajectory that ended behind bars. (The detectives
who arrested him, appreciating the fact that, as one said, “He
wasn’t fresh at all,” gave him a couple of packs of cigarettes.)
While incarcerated, Malcolm experienced the intellectual
reawakening that put him on the path to becoming a political activist and Muslim. Payne delivers considerable news
not just in recounting unknown episodes of Malcolm’s early
years, but also in reconstructing events during his time as a
devotee of Nation of Islam leader Elijah Muhammad, in whom
he believed “as deeply as his parents back in Michigan had
believed in Jesus of Nazareth.” One instance was a meeting
with the Ku Klux Klan that Malcolm brokered, finding a sole
bit of common ground in the fact that both groups abhorred
the notion of mixed-race marriages. Indeed, as Payne writes,
for a long time, Malcolm was a committed advocate of Black
separatism. It was only while on a hajj to Mecca, where he saw
blond-haired, blue-eyed Muslims as devoted as he was, that he
abandoned his former teachings and broke with the Nation.
Payne’s accounts of the consequences of that rupture and Malcolm’s assassination at the hands of a “goon squad” with ties to
the FBI and CIA are eye-opening, and they add a new dimension to our understanding of Malcolm X’s last years.
A superb biography and an essential addition to the
library of African American political engagement.

In this masterfully researched work, art historian Perl, a
New York Review of Books contributor who served as the art
critic for the New Republic for 20 years, has constructed an
impressive monument that should raise the standards for future
art biographies. The author celebrates his subject while effortlessly educating his audience; his text is at once erudite and
accessible and achieves an exquisite balance between historical
and theoretical readings. While the previous volume chronicled
the genesis of Calder’s formal concepts, this one explores the
life of an established artist as Calder was contemplating the permanence of his objects and his legacy. His career was catapulted
by a series of outdoor commissions, as “people were beginning
to recognize the power of his work to animate contemporary
architectural spaces.” As Perl writes, “if in the 1930s Calder was
conquering time as he made sculptures move, in the 1960s he
was conquering space as he created abstract sculptures of a size
and an impact seldom seen before.” Delicate mobiles evolved
into “a new kind of urban landmark,” massive artworks that
pulsed with “muscular energy.” Between Calder’s home in Roxbury, Connecticut, and his studio in rural France, Perl traces
a steady sequence of major exhibitions and projects, from
Calder’s MoMA debut in 1943 to his Whitney retrospective in
1976, which was on view the year he died of a heart attack. A
rhapsodic historian, Perl presents each sculpture as a masterpiece, but he doesn’t shy away from criticism. He acknowledges
that some considered Calder’s work “too easy” or “chic throwaways,” and he details the artist’s occasionally awkward commercial collaborations. Cumulatively, these episodes form a
complete picture of an exceptional artist and all the significant
developments of his oeuvre. Perl finds a vivacity between the
artist and his many creations. “No longer were the figures in a
painting or a sculpture what really mattered,” he writes. “Now
what mattered was the life of the work of art itself.”
A towering achievement.

y o u n g a d u lt

THE DEAD
ARE ARISING
The Life of Malcolm X

CAN’T EVEN
How Millennials
Became the Burnout
Generation

Petersen, Anne Helen
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-358-31507-0
Why millennials are struggling to
catch up to the prosperity enjoyed by
previous generations.
Stress, student debt, increasing income inequality, the need
to achieve and fill every moment of time with an activity or
endeavor that will look good on a CV—these are just some of
the reasons why the millennial generation is having a difficult
time maintaining the same level of success as the boomers. In
articulate and persuasive prose, former Buzzfeed senior culture
writer Petersen delivers a cogent explanation of the millennial
landscape, incorporating in-depth research, interviews, and her
own experiences to define the problems that millennials face
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as they attempt to live up to high, occasionally near-impossible
expectations. “We were raised to believe that if we worked hard
enough, we could win the system—of American capitalism and
meritocracy—or at least live comfortably within it,” writes the
author. “But something happened in the late 2010s. We looked
up from our work and realized, there’s no winning the system
when the system itself is broken. We’re the first generation
since the Great Depression where many of us will find ourselves
worse off than our parents. The overarching trend of upward
mobility has finally reversed itself, smack dab into the prime
earning years of our lives.” Petersen provides an appropriate
amount of historical context—especially regarding demographics, economics, and labor issues—from the Great Depression
to the present, which allows readers to clearly see the shift people have undergone in their thinking about what constitutes
success or happiness. This chronicle of changes is well worth
reading, as the author explains so much about life in the age of
Trump. Throw in the candid discussions by millennials—most
of whom are burned out and can’t find satisfaction in their lives,
even as they work diligently—and the book becomes an even
more useful and insightful series of lessons.
A well-researched and -rendered analysis of why so many
millennials feel overwhelmed despite their best efforts.

DANCING IN
THE MOSQUE
An Afghan Mother’s Letter to
Her Son
Qaderi, Homeira
Trans. by Stanizai, Zaman
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-297031-2

A powerful narrative of a life marked
by courage and despair.
In a riveting memoir, Qaderi recounts her life story for the
son she left behind in Afghanistan. When she refused to accept
her husband’s taking a second wife, he divorced her, taking away
their 19-month-old child. “Every day I regret my decision to
leave you,” she writes in a moving testimony to her love. The
author was a young girl during the brutal Russian occupation
of Afghanistan; two years after the Russians left in 1989, the
Taliban rose to power. Suddenly streets were filled with “young
men with beards and long hair and kohl eyeliner…tall and thin
as if they had been starved for years.” They instituted Sharia law,
closed girls schools, and forbade reading; those who disobeyed
were publicly whipped or worse. Describing herself as a troublemaker, Qaderi rebelled, daring to home-school girls when
she was 13 and soon secretly teaching girls, boys, and even two
young members of the Taliban within a mosque. It was there
that one of her students taught her to dance—at the risk of
all their lives. Boldly, Qaderi managed to set up a writing class
under the guise of learning needlework. Merely being female
made her physically vulnerable. She was twice sexually harassed,
once by a lewd religious leader. Taliban men often forced young
44
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girls to marry them, a fate she feared. At the age of 17, her family
considered her lucky to marry a local man, and she was taken to
live with his family in Tehran. There, women’s freedom amazed
her. “In Iran,” she writes, “a good woman could be an independent and educated woman.” Married for 15 years to a husband
she grew to love, and who supported her accomplishments, she
was shocked when, after they returned to Kabul, he announced
that he would take another wife—an act she could not abide.
An unvarnished, memorable portrayal of a mother’s grief
and love.

THE BOOK OF
UNCONFORMITIES
Speculations on Lost Time

Raffles, Hugh
Pantheon (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-8041-9799-1

Raffles uses stones as jumping-off
points to create poetic portraits of various times and places.
In geology, an unconformity is “a discontinuity in the deposition of sediment.” In his latest book, the
author examines rock associated with specific places—e.g., the
friable marble at the northern tip of Manhattan or the glittery
gneiss of the Outer Hebrides in Scotland—as part of a quest to
acknowledge that “even the most solid, ancient, and elemental
materials are as lively, capricious, willful, and indifferent as time
itself; and that life is filled with uncomformities—revealing
holes in time that are also fissures in feeling, knowledge, and
understanding.” That marble in New York City changed the lives
of the peoples—from Lenape to Manhattanite—who have lived
there as well as the topography of the island. Raffles delves into
the history of the neighborhood to fashion a multihued story,
but he always returns to the rocks. The author also explores the
sandstone prevalent in the U.K.; magnetite in Iceland; the iron
of a meteorite in Greenland; muscovite from many sources; and,
in the Svalbard archipelago, “concreted blubber, a product of
human geology, the residue of thousands of whales boiled in
three-meter-wide copper cauldrons, the spilled oil congealing
with sand, gravel, and coal in a rocky mass.” Each section is
packed with vivid, entertaining tales, whether Raffles is discussing the enigmatic objects, obscure rites, the Scandinavian occupation of the Orkney Islands, or the geopoetics of megaliths.
Throughout, the author is “alive to the deeply archaic currents
moving through and around me.” The text shimmers with rangy
curiosity, precise pictorial descriptions, well-narrated history, a
sympathetic eye for the natural world, and a deft, light scholarly
touch. The mood is as unpredictable as next week’s weather, as
Raffles remains keenly attuned to the politics and personalities
that move the action along.
As panoptic and sparkling as the crystals contained in
many of the author’s objects of study.
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A work that should move, challenge, and transform
every reader who encounters it.
just us

OAK FLAT
A Fight for Sacred
Land in the
American West

Rankine, Claudia
Graywolf (352 pp.)
$30.00 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-64445-021-5

|

Redniss, Lauren
Illus. by the author
Random House (288 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-0-399-58972-0

This artistically and thematically
profound account of a controversial
mining initiative on land that the Apaches of Arizona consider
sacred suggests a culture clash of irreconcilable differences.
As she has demonstrated in previous books, MacArthur fellow Redniss (Illustration/Parsons School of Design; Thunder &
Lightning: Weather Past, Present and Future, 2015, etc.) has a scope
that extends well beyond the conventional limits of the graphic
novel. Here, she frames her provocative narrative with artistry
that evokes the awe and wonder of Native origin stories and the
timelessness of eternity. Against this majestic artistic backdrop,
Redniss chronicles the machinations of a mining company
boasting massive profits as they battle the Natives of the region,
who “consider themselves to be at war with the United States.”
As one activist notes, “we were kicked out of these holy places.
The Apache religion survived…with the hope of returning one
day to the ancestral homelands. There was always that prophecy: that the final fight between the Apache and America would
be for our religion.” On one side are jobs and millions of dollars,
though within the context that mining operations have an expiration date, in this case likely four decades, and that the Arizona
landscape is littered with ghost towns, examples of what happens after the boom goes bust. On the other side are ancient
spiritual values and traditions that long predate the intrusion
of White settlers and their mistreatment of those who had preceded them. Amid the gorgeous illustrations, Redniss provides
plenty of historical context about how the American government has violated its own agreements with those tribes—and
how it continues to do so. Yet the author refuses to oversimplify,
giving voice to those who feel that standing in the way of progress simply perpetuates so many of the problems endemic to
communities who have suffered such abuse.
As a work of advocacy, the book is compelling and convincing; as a work of art, it is masterful.
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A cross-disciplinary inquiry into race
as the determining construct in American life and culture—and how it is perceived and experienced so differently by
those who consider themselves White.
Rankine—a Yale professor, renowned poet, and MacArthur
fellow whose groundbreaking book Citizen: An American Lyric
(2014) won the Los Angeles Times Book Prize and the National
Book Critics Circle Award—resists being pigeonholed, particularly by White critics. “Another white friend tells me she has
to defend me all the time to her white friends who think I’m
a radical,” she writes. “Why? For calling white people white?...
Don’t defend me. Not for being human. Not for wanting others
to be able to just live their lives. Not for wanting us to simply be
able to live.” In this genre-defying work, the author, as she did
so effectively in Citizen, combines poetry, essay, visuals, scholarship, analysis, invective, and argument into a passionate and
persuasive case about many of the complex mechanics of race
in this country—especially how White people barely acknowledge it (particularly in conversation with other White people)
while for Black people, it affects everything. Rankine writes
with disarming intimacy and searing honesty about pointed
exchanges with White friends and colleagues, fissures within
her marriage, and encounters with White strangers who assume
some sort of superiority of rank. Throughout this potent book,
the author ably conveys the urgency of the stakes regarding race
in America, which many White people fail to acknowledge as an
issue. The way she challenges those close to her, risking those
relationships, shows readers just how critical the issues are to
her—and to us. Rankine examines how what some see as matters of fact—e.g., “white male privilege” or “black lives matter”—
seem to others like accusation or bones of contention, and she
documents how and why this culture has been able to perpetuate itself.
A work that should move, challenge, and transform every
reader who encounters it.

y o u n g a d u lt

JUST US
An American
Conversation
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ABE
Abraham Lincoln in
His Times

BECOMING WILD
How Animal Cultures
Raise Families, Create
Beauty, and Achieve Peace

Reynolds, David S.
Penguin Press (1,088 pp.)
$40.00 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-59420-604-7

A premier scholar of American culture and literature tackles the vast, seething currents that make up the life and
times of Abraham Lincoln.
The winner of the Bancroft Prize, among many other honors, Reynolds is one of our most significant historians, and he
is up to the enormous task of creating a cultural biography of
the man who would become America’s most recognizable president. As the author engagingly shows, Lincoln’s character was
greatly influenced by the many “roiling” conflicts of the mid19th century. Unlike David Herbert Donald’s Lincoln (1995),
among numerous other biographies, in which Lincoln is portrayed as the “quintessential self‑made man,” Reynolds offers
a different take, one that is consistently fun to read. “Lincoln,
far from distanced from his time, was thoroughly immersed in
it,” he writes. “When he entered the presidency, he was neither
inexperienced nor unprepared. To the contrary, he redefined
democracy precisely because he had experienced culture in all
its dimensions—from high to low, sacred to profane, conservative to radical, sentimental to subversive.” The author moves
fluidly through the eras of Lincoln’s life, providing countless
telling details that help readers understand how his surroundings shaped his extraordinary character—e.g., his frontier roots,
voracious reading, love of mimicry, phenomenal memory, and
delight in language, from rough jokes to Shakespeare. According
to Reynolds, whose research is staggering, Lincoln was an intellectual sponge, and he made use of his broad knowledge and
experiences to help his law clients; in his speeches, which were
often met with uproarious laughter; and in his basic respect for
and honesty in dealing with people of different backgrounds.
Reynolds believes that Lincoln was fully prepared for the presidency—his life’s ambition, as well as his wife’s—and due to his
immersion in contemporary culture (“navigating the isms” of
his time), he was able to take on the many conflicts of his day
and unite the nation.
Long but never boring. A fine cultural history and biography that is accessible to all readers, especially students.
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Safina, Carl
Henry Holt (384 pp.)
$29.99 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-1-250-17333-1

Humans possess culture, but so do
animals according to this compelling
account of three nonhuman societies:
sperm whales, scarlet macaws, and chimpanzees.
Nature writer, activist, TV host, and founder of the Safina
Center, the author notes that animals learn from their elders
how to fit in, communicate, search for food, and identify friends
and strangers. This is culture, and it’s not inherited. “An individual receives genes only from its parents,” writes the author,
“but can receive culture from anyone and everyone in the social
group…and because culture improves survival, culture can lead
where genes must follow and adapt.” During the 1950s, Navy
personnel listening for Russian submarines were astonished to
hear elaborate, beautiful songs that turned out to come from
whales. As a result of the bestselling recording, “whales went
from being ingredients of margarine in the 1960s to spiritual
icons of the 1970s emerging environmental movement.” Safina’s
lovely account of his travels with researchers studying sperm
whales reveals a majestic, closely knit community. Turning to
scarlet macaws, every one of which knows its friends and avoids
macaws that don’t belong, the author wonders what happens
to a social organism after a few thousand generations. In traditional evolution, new species appear when isolation (due to
a river, mountain range, etc.) allows the changes of Darwinian
natural selection to spread throughout one group but not others. Don’t animal cultures produce a similar reproductive isolation? In fact, cultural selection, although controversial, may
act as another engine of evolution. Our closest relatives, chimpanzees, share 98% of our genes as well as many cultural traits,
especially a fractious social system in which macho males compete for leadership with more violence than seems reasonable.
Most books on natural history include pleas for preservation of
the wild, and Safina’s is no exception. Sadly, none of his subjects
are thriving, and few readers will doubt that these magnificent
creatures need urgent attention.
Enthralling accounts of three animals that lead complex
social lives and deserve to continue living.
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The granddaughter of a Nazi Party member makes a powerful,
convincing moral case for resisting toxic nationalism.
those who forget

GAMBLING WITH
ARMAGEDDON
Nuclear Roulette From
Hiroshima to the Cuban
Missile Crisis, 1945-1962

Schwarz, Géraldine
Trans. by Marris, Laura
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-5011-9908-0
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THOSE WHO FORGET
My Family’s Story
in Nazi Europe—A
Memoir, a History, a Warning

Sherwin, Martin J.
Knopf (624 pp.)
$35.00 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-307-26688-0
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A fresh examination of the Cuban
missile crisis and its wider historical context, showing how the U.S. avoided nuclear war.
As Pulitzer Prize–winning historian Sherwin writes, it
wasn’t due to wise national leadership. In 1945, dazzled at being
sole possessor of the atomic bomb, American leaders debated
its role. According to the author, Harry Truman and his advisers
concluded that it was the key to containing Stalin. But Stalin was
not cowed, and the confrontation evolved into the Cold War.
Matters came to a head in 1959, when Fidel Castro overthrew
Cuba’s dictator, obsessing the Eisenhower administration during its last year and Kennedy’s throughout. After taking office,
Kennedy learned that U.S.–recruited anti-Castro Cubans were
training to invade Cuba. To his everlasting regret, he assumed
that officials in charge knew what they were doing. When the
invasion was clearly failing, advisers expected Kennedy to send
in American troops to prevent an international humiliation.
That Kennedy chose humiliation was a mark of statesmanship but also a painful lesson about trusting experts. Castro
and Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev assumed that America
would try again, and, angered by U.S. missiles in nearby Turkey,
Khrushchev decided that putting missiles in Cuba would balance matters. Sherwin comprehensively recounts events during
October 1962, after U.S. reconnaissance discovered the missiles. Everyone, Kennedy included, assumed that this meant
war. American nuclear forces were alerted, and two decisions
to launch were averted at the last moment. The first to propose
negotiation was U.N. ambassador Adlai Stevenson. More than
most scholars—and Kennedy himself—Sherwin gives Stevenson credit for planting the idea. Most readers know that, in the
end, Khrushchev withdrew the missiles, and the U.S. removed
theirs from Turkey. Sherwin’s detailed, opinionated scholarship
makes it clear how national leaders bumbled through the crisis, avoiding nuclear Armageddon through modest amounts of
wisdom mixed with plenty of machismo, delusions, and serendipity. Future crises are inevitable, and the author clearly demonstrates how there are no guarantees they will turn out so well.
A fearfully convincing case that avoiding nuclear war “is
contingent on the world’s dwindling reservoir of good luck.”
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A German French journalist views
amnesia about the Holocaust through
the lens of her relatives’ lives—and raises an alarm about farright movements.
Schwarz’s grandparents defied a Hollywood trope of Europeans caught up in the cataclysms of World War II: They were
neither Nazi thugs nor noble resistance fighters. Her German
Protestant paternal grandparents, Karl and Lydia Schwarz,
were Mitläufer, people who “followed the current” of the times
and, by looking away, helped to keep Hitler in power. Karl was
an opportunistic rather than ideological Nazi Party member
who profited from a policy that allowed him to buy a small oil
business cheaply from Jewish owners but paid up when proprietors’ heirs later sued for reparations. In this exceptionally
timely and well-reasoned debut, the author makes a powerful
case that seeds of the recent resurgence of far-right nationalism in Europe were sown first by the denial and rationalizations
of millions of people like her grandparents and then by postwar mythmaking that preempted the “memory work” needed
to correct faulty recollections of Nazism. Germany has done
heavy repair work—from creating Holocaust memorials to
accepting more than 1 million refugees by the end of 2015—
but France, Italy, Austria, and other countries lag far behind.
Even in Germany, a backlash has arisen: After the Berlin Wall
fell, “Eastalgia” parties sprang up in venues decorated with East
German flags, banners, and other propaganda, and an extremeright party holds its first Bundestag seat since 1949. Europeans
used to be able count on American support in opposing tyrants,
but that “safety net” unraveled with Donald Trump’s election,
and Schwarz draws extended parallels between the president’s
tactics and fascists’ (“first, stoke fear”). History doesn’t repeat
itself, but “sociological and psychological mechanisms do,” and
this book, a deserving winner of the European Book Prize,
shows clearly how a willful amnesia can poison nations that
have sworn never to forget the Holocaust.
The granddaughter of a Nazi Party member makes a powerful, convincing moral case for resisting toxic nationalism.
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OWLS OF THE
EASTERN ICE
A Quest To Find and
Save the World’s Largest Owl

MYTHOLOGIES
WITHOUT END
The US, Israel, and the
Arab-Israeli Conflict,
1917-2020

Slaght, Jonathan C.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-374-22848-4

An American scientist chronicles
his travels through remote Russian landscapes to study the elusive and endangered Blakiston’s fish owl.
From the very first pages, Slaght, the Russia and Northeast
Asian Coordinator for the Wildlife Conservation Society, grips
readers with vivid language and tight storytelling. His many
months trekking through the icy wilderness to find and track
rare fish owls—the largest owl on Earth—inform a narrative
that blends field research, personal journey, and adventure writing. Part of the book’s success lies in the author’s ability to present the stakes and draw out the tension therein, making what
could be a dry tale of bird-watching a compelling story of the
necessity of conservation. In this case, the stakes include the
owls’ disappearing habitat but also Slaght’s livelihood. “Fieldwork is often regular repetition of challenging or unpleasant
activities,” writes the author, “an application of persistent pressure to a question until the answer finally emerges.” In the bitter cold terrain of eastern Russia, it’s that much more difficult.
Throughout the book, Slaght lives up to his rugged-conservationist persona as he writes of helter-skelter snowmobile trips
circumnavigating rushing rivers of ice, vodka-soaked encounters with village locals, and solitary, achingly beautiful nights
observing the majestic owls firsthand. He is an engaging writer
who imbues each scene with an intimate sense of place. “The
nights dragged on,” he writes, “a deep winter stillness perforated
by occasional firecracker-like pops: ice expanding in tree cracks
as air temperatures plummeted after sunset. The adult female
fish owl was like a ghost. We heard her vocalize with her mate
almost every night, but she appeared onscreen only once, when
she hit our snare but pulled the knot free before we reached
her.” The cast of characters he brings to life—both human and
avian—illuminates the delicate symbiosis of the natural world
and sheds a welcome light on the remarkable creatures that are
too little known.
Top-notch nature writing in service of a magnificent, vulnerable creature.
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Slater, Jerome
Oxford Univ. (480 pp.)
$29.95 | Nov. 2, 2020
978-0-19-045908-6

Evenhanded summary of Arab-Israeli
relations since the beginning of the Zionist settlements 100 years ago.
“For the past fifty years,” writes Slater, a retired political
science professor, “I have been studying, teaching, and writing
about Israel and the Arab-Israeli conflict, and have many close
connections in that country.” In this highly valuable contribution to the subject, the author combs secondary sources—he
does not read Hebrew but notes that most studies are translated immediately into English—offering a “work of synthesis
and interpretation of the existing literature.” Slater is especially
influenced by the so-called new historians such as Ilan Pappé,
Benny Morris, and Avi Shlaim, and he essentially provides a
systematic refutation of Abba Eban’s famously snide 1973 comment: “The Arabs never miss an opportunity to miss an opportunity.” As Slater points out, along with Israeli aggression in the
region, the U.S. has become a willing and noncritical ally. The
author first debunks the myths that both Israel and the U.S. have
long held regarding the founding of Israel—e.g., the “underdog”
argument, the religious argument, and “Arab intransigence”
argument, among others. Writing about the nature of Zionism,
he shows that, “despite the Israeli mythology, the evidence is
irrefutable that [David] Ben-Gurion and other Zionist leaders
were not willing to compromise over Palestine and therefore
‘accepted’ the 1947 UN partition plan only as a temporary tactic to gain time until Israel was strong enough to take over all
of Palestine.” Moving meticulously through the many relevant
conflicts—1948, 1956, 1967, the Cold War, and wars with Lebanon, Syria, and Egypt—to the present, the author argues convincingly that Israeli officials have often worked from a policy
of deliberate provocation. Slater concludes with the Trump
plan, which makes a two-state solution nearly impossible.
A cleareyed study that sounds a serious alarm for the
future of Israel—a must for any library’s collection on the
conflict.
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A perceptive, radiant portrait of a writer
of indelible consequence.
recollections of my nonexistence

Smith, Mychal Denzel
Bold Type Books (192 pp.)
$26.00 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-56858-873-5

RECOLLECTIONS OF
MY NONEXISTENCE
A Memoir

Solnit, Rebecca
Viking (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-593-08333-8

A feminist, activist, and prolific
writer recounts her emergence from solitude and vulnerability.
“To have a voice,” writes Solnit
(Whose Story Is This?: Old Conflicts, New Chapters, 2019, etc.) in
|

special issue: best books of 2020

A young Black man surveys the landscape and finds America a poisonous,
broken place—but perhaps not irretrievably so.
Toward the end of his second book, Smith asks an arresting
question: “Is the potential for the American Dream worth enduring the brutality of American life?” Anyone who has followed
the headlines recently knows that life for African Americans is
fraught with peril, the American dream ever more distant. This
dangerous moment in history, writes the author, is “not an aberration…it is the course this country has always been on.” Exponents of “Afro-pessimism,” such as Frank Wilderson III, have
expressed considerable—and well-placed—doubt as to whether
things can ever get better, though Smith sees a flicker of hope and
closes with guarded optimism: “Imagining where we want to go
teaches us how to get there. No one ever said it would be simple,
only that it is possible.” Meanwhile, there are the present realities to consider, some of them embodied in the person of Donald
Trump, whom Smith considers absolutely the wrong person to be
in office, if one who represents a logical point on a continuum of
racism and reaction. The right New Yorker for the job, he writes,
was Shirley Chisholm, who is coming in for fresh appreciation half
a century after her run for office. Even so, “Chisholm was never
going to be elected president. Donald Trump was inevitable.” Yet
she was a serious candidate, just as Alexandra Ocasio-Cortez is
serious—though, Smith counsels, what is more important is that
the many people out there who are of like mind be encouraged to
bring democratic socialism into office. The author is sharply selfaware (“Sometimes, reader, I write ‘you’ when I’m too afraid to
admit my own failures”), and he would seem to expect his reader
to approach his fine-honed argument with the same seriousness.
Doing so is well worth the effort.
An urgent and provocative work that deserves the broadest possible audience.

her absorbing new memoir, “means not just the animal capacity
to utter sounds but the ability to participate fully in the conversations that shape your society, your relations to others, and
your own life.” As a young woman in San Francisco in the 1980s,
Solnit lacked the “three key things that matter in having a
voice: audibility, credibility, and consequence.” Instead, she felt
silenced by a society that effaced women, circumscribed their
freedom through harassment and violence, and insisted that
they learn “deferential limits.” So she became expert “at the art
of nonexistence, since existence was so perilous.” At 19, “young,
ignorant, poor, and almost friendless,” Solnit was finishing her
last semester at San Francisco State University, living in a dingy
residential hotel, when she found an affordable, light-filled studio apartment. Furnished with pieces she found on the street or
in thrift stores, the tiny apartment, where she lived for the next
25 years, became a refuge from a pervasive threat of violence. A
joyous walker, she was often “followed and yelled at and mugged
and grabbed.” In the news, movies, and TV, women were beaten,
raped, and murdered by boyfriends, husbands, or serial killers:
“Even if none of these terrible things happen to you,” writes the
author, “the possibility they might and the constant reminders
have an impact.” Books offered another kind of refuge where
“I ceased to be myself, and this nonexistence I pursued and
devoured like a drug.” Solnit traces her discovery of communities—artists, punk musicians, gay men and women—that sustained her and the people and places that inspired many of her
books. Writing offered her a way of participating in the world,
probing “what’s hidden beneath the assumptions or conventions,” illuminating forgotten people and places, and showing
“how invisibility permits atrocity.”
A perceptive, radiant portrait of a writer of indelible
consequence.

y o u n g a d u lt

STAKES IS HIGH
Life After the
American Dream

LIGHTNING FLOWERS
My Journey To Uncover
the Cost of Saving a Life

Standefer, Katherine E.
Little, Brown Spark (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-316-45036-2

A sharp examination of the ways that
a heart condition affected the author’s
life as well as those of strangers halfway
across the world.
Beginning in 2007, writes Standefer, her younger sister
began to suffer multiple bouts of cardiac arrest. She was diagnosed with “congenital long QT syndrome,” a condition that
causes the heart to electrically misfire, and she had a cardioverter defibrillator implanted and tried to resume her life. Later,
the author discovered that she also had LQTS, and her own
world turned upside down as she realized she also needed an
implant—or face the uncertainty of not knowing when she
might go into cardiac arrest. In this moving, empathetic memoir spanning multiple years, Standefer shares her fears and
concerns, especially regarding the manufacture of the implant
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and whether the cost of making the device equaled the value
of its ability to save her own life. She traveled to Madagascar
and Rwanda, where the metals used in the defibrillator were
mined. “For years,” she writes, “I tried to calculate whether
an implanted cardiac defibrillator was worth the cost of its
creation….I added up the village removals, the forests half cut
and finally bulldozed….I tallied the tailing ponds, the humming
forests devoid of humans, the humans beside them desperate
for work. The women kept as sex slaves in the mining slums.”
The author also writes about her desire for intimacy with her
long-term boyfriend and the effects that her condition had on
their relationship. She intertwines passages about hiking and
rock-climbing adventures with her research on LQTS, creating
a nice balance between the difficult medical aspects of her new
life and the excursions in nature that she still enjoys. Packed
with emotion and a rare, honest assessment of the value of one’s
own life, this debut book is a standout.
An intensely personal and brave accounting of a medical
battle and the countless hidden costs of health care.

BLACK WOMEN,
BLACK LOVE
America’s War on African
American Marriage
Stewart, Dianne M.
Seal Press (336 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-58005-818-6

A professor of religion and African
American studies offers a compelling
look at Black women’s love relationships
through a historical lens.
As Stewart notes, 70% of Black American women are
unmarried, largely due to circumstance rather than by choice.
The author examines the social, economic, and cultural conditions for heterosexual Black women who want to fall in love and
get married but have few prospects as a result of historical, systemic problems that have plagued their love relationships and
marriage outcomes since slavery. Love, coupling, and marriage
among enslaved people were burdened by “expectations of fracture” due to the sale of a loved one or other separations. In painstaking and painful detail, Stewart chronicles how even after
Emancipation, the likelihood of domestic terror in the form of
lynchings, torture, and the wholesale massacre of thriving Black
communities “haunted Black couples and families well into the
twentieth century.” Those who did survive bore the burdens and
restrictions inherent in the systems of patriarchal marriage and
unrelenting poverty. Further, abusive federal and state “man-inthe-house” policies targeted Black women, stripping their families of public assistance benefits if boyfriends or husbands were
present in the home. Such policies essentially punished Black
women for seeking companionship and romantic love, denying
them vital sources of “financial and emotional support.” Not
surprisingly, Black marriage rates declined significantly in the
1960s and ’70s. But the most pernicious impact on Black love
50
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and marriage has been wrought by mass incarceration. More
than twice as many Black men were under correctional control
in 2013 than were enslaved in 1850. Stewart interweaves such
eye-opening statistics with engrossing personal narratives of
contemporary and enslaved women whose lives (and deaths) are
a testament to the complexity of Black women’s quests for love
and a celebration of their resilience in the face of daunting odds.
A beautiful, strikingly original work that is both scholarly
and deeply moving.

WE HAVE BEEN
HARMONIZED
Life in China’s Surveillance
State

Strittmatter, Kai
Trans. by Martin, Ruth
Custom House/Morrow (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-302729-9

A chilling warning that China’s authoritarian rule is only growing more insidious.
In this highly relevant, frequently revelatory book, originally published in Germany in 2018, journalist Strittmatter, who
has studied China for 30 years and was stationed in Beijing for
a decade, argues that the opened-up China of Deng Xiaoping
is an illusion. The state has used its new prosperity to essentially bribe the enlarged middle class to abide by increasingly
autocratic measures, and the Chinese Communist Party has
placed its leader, Xi Jinping, in a “godlike” position. “Both the
Chinese people and the world at large have good reason to be
nervous,” writes the author. Reintroducing an ideological mix
of Mao, Marx, and Confucius, Xi is a brilliant technocrat who
has engineered an authoritarian state. The election of Donald
Trump, notes Strittmatter, has been a gift to China: confirmation of the West’s demise. While the West believed that China
would gradually adopt democratic tendencies, that has not happened under Xi, who has strengthened the CCP and its ability
to control the behavior and thought of the Chinese people:
“He took on a diverse, lively, sometimes insubordinate society
and did everything in his power to ‘harmonize’ it, as they say
in China, stifling the voices of those who think differently and
subordinating every last corner of society to the command of
the Party.” In a systematic, well-written narrative, the author
precisely examines the means by which China has achieved this
“perfect storm…for democracies everywhere.” These include
widespread censorship; the violent crackdown in Hong Kong;
the continued persecution of the Muslim Uighurs minority,
who have been subjected to a network of “re-education camps”
not seen since the Nazi era; the misuse of technology to spread
disinformation; the rewards system of “social trustworthiness”
to keep citizens in line; and the use of terror and forced confessions. Strittmatter’s accessible yet hard-hitting narrative will
find an audience with policymakers and general readers alike.
A frightening, vital wake-up call: The West ignores the
rise of an Orwellian China at its peril.
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A greater literary achievement than
Taylor’s impressive fiction.
riding with the ghost

Taylor, Justin
Random House (240 pp.)
$27.00 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-0-593-12929-6

STANDOFF
Race, Policing, and a
Deadly Assault That
Gripped a Nation

Thompson, Jamie
Henry Holt (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-250-20421-9

An absorbing account of a 2016
ambush that left five Dallas police officers dead.
Based on hundreds of hours of interviews, Texas journalist Thompson chronicles the events before, during, and after
|

special issue: best books of 2020

A memoir about coming to terms
with the life and death of a father, a man
who no longer wanted to live.
Though Taylor has previously published two well-received collections of short stories as well as
the thematically ambitious novel The Gospel of Anarchy (2011),
this memoir sets a new literary standard for his work, as he aims
higher and reaches deeper. Here, the author shows the precision
and command of tone that has informed the best of his stories,
but there’s something more at stake—for both the writer and
his readers. In 2013, his father “had decided that he would end
his life by throwing himself from the top of the parking garage
at the Nashville airport.” He felt that unemployment, divorce,
depression, Parkinson’s disease, and other signs of poor health
had left him with no reason to live. He was saved at the time
by family intervention—the author, who had distanced himself,
played a minimal role—but never again found much reason to
live before dying, alone, four years later. In this deeply reflective,
sensitive narrative, Taylor not only explores the last decade of
his father’s life, but also the aftermath, when he and his family
were forced to pick up the pieces and find a way forward. “The
silence since he has been gone is unimaginable,” he writes. “It
terrifies and unsettles, but also—I won’t mince words here—
exhilarates and relieves…I’m not saying I’m glad he’s gone. I am
saying that I feel the absence of his suffering just as palpably as,
for so long, I felt its presence. A storm has passed, a calm prevails: the ‘peace’ of the apt platitude.” His father’s isn’t the only
ghost with whom he must come to terms, and there’s plenty of
additional insightful observations about the stories we tell ourselves and the differences between the way we shape a story and
the way we live our lives.
A greater literary achievement than Taylor’s impressive
fiction.

July 7, 2016, when a disaffected man acting alone murdered
five Dallas police officers and terrorized an entire city before
being stopped. The author, who covered the shooting for the
Washington Post and, later, the Dallas Morning News, avoids discussing the murderer until more than 200 pages into the narrative. Instead, she focuses on law enforcement and civilians who
entered the line of fire, explaining why and how they converged
on downtown Dallas on that fatal night. Large crowds had gathered to protest against police in various cities killing civilians
without cause, especially Black men. The death of Philando
Castile in Minnesota had especially angered the protesters. Of
all the major characters, Senior Cpl. Larry Gordon is the most
memorable. A Black officer and negotiator on the Dallas SWAT
team, his specialty is to talk to holed-up criminals, citizens
contemplating suicide, and any others within his jurisdiction
who could be persuaded with words. Gordon seems ideal for
his specific task due in large part to his empathy and his understanding of the complex racial undercurrents involved in police
work, both of which are on full display throughout the text. As
Thompson also makes clear, Gordon does not automatically
cover for his brethren; he is unafraid to call out injustice when
he sees it. Throughout the book, the author deftly weaves Gordon’s opinions and experiences with those of her other significant characters, including Mayor Mike Rawlings, Chief David
Brown, trauma surgeon Brian Williams, public transit police
officer Misty McBride, and protester Shetamia Taylor, who
was shot in the leg by the perpetrator. Thompson’s storytelling
gift allows her to maintain suspense despite the outcome being
known in advance.
A nail-biting and nuanced true-life police procedural.

y o u n g a d u lt

RIDING WITH
THE GHOST
A Memoir

TWILIGHT OF
THE GODS
War in the Western Pacific,
1944-1945

Toll, Ian W.
Norton (864 pp.)
$40.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-393-08065-0

The final volume in Toll’s fine Pacific
War Trilogy.
The author begins with the July 1944
Honolulu meeting of the key American figures. He rocks no
boats in his evaluations of Franklin Roosevelt (canny if slippery
politico), Adm. Chester Nimitz (brilliant but colorless technocrat), and Gen. Douglas MacArthur (military genius with a massive ego). At the meeting, American officials reached a decision
to invade Japan by way of the Philippines rather than Formosa.
By 1944, Japanese leaders knew that victory was impossible but
also believed that they were unconquerable. Once Americans,
whom they considered technically advanced but soft, realized
that every Japanese soldier, civilian, and child would fight to the
death, they would lose heart and agree to a compromise peace.
“There was a difference between defeat and surrender,” writes
the author, a meticulous historian, “between losing an overseas
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empire and seeing the homeland overrun by a barbarian army.”
Ironically, the first part of the Japanese strategy worked. Convinced that the Japanese preferred death to surrender, American military leaders did not quail but simply proceeded with
that in mind. There is no shortage of accounts of the brutal
island-hopping invasions (Peleliu in September, the Philippines
in October, Iwo Jima in February 1945, Okinawa in April), but
Toll’s take second place to none. Accompanying the Philippine
invasion was the Battle of Leyte Gulf, the largest naval battle in
world history. The most effective submarines of the war were
not Hitler’s but America’s, which crippled Japan’s economy and
sank a torrent of warships. Toll’s account of the coup de grace,
the atomic bomb, barely mentions the debate over its use
because that began after the war. At the time, a few administration figures protested but did not make a big fuss, and it turned
out to require two bombs and the Soviet invasion before Japan
decided to surrender.
A conventional but richly rewarding history of the last
war that turned out well for the U.S.

THE LONELINESS OF
THE LONG-DISTANCE
CARTOONIST

Tomine, Adrian
Illus. by the author
Drawn & Quarterly (168 pp.)
$24.95 | Jul. 21, 2020
978-1-77046-395-0
A lifelong obsession with comics
results in less reward than the author
and illustrator might once have thought

possible.
In his latest book, Tomine, who has been successful by
nearly any measure—his oeuvre includes many minicomics and
books and several New Yorker covers—delivers an understated
yet illuminating graphic memoir full of insights on the creative
process and the struggles of defining “success” in the world of
comics and graphic novels. Early on in the narrative, the author
is something like a younger Rodney Dangerfield, frustrated
by a lack of respect. Schoolmates taunted him, and even the
acclaim he earned as a teenage prodigy—“the boy wonder of
mini-comics”—was short-lived, crushed by a backlash review
that dismissed him as a derivative “moron.” The rites of passage
that seemed like markers of success—Comic-Con, book signings, tours, awards ceremonies—generally left Tomine feeling
deflated and resentful. Instead of reveling in the acceptance
he received from the New Yorker and elsewhere, the author
dwelled on the slur of dismissal as a Japanese American that
he received from one veteran artist. Throughout his narrative,
Tomine expresses feelings of inferiority to the more celebrated
Neil Gaiman and Daniel Clowes—though an epigram from
the latter, on how being a famous cartoonist is “like being the
most famous badminton player,” proves telling. Even marriage
and fatherhood failed to resolve Tomine’s insecurities or anger
issues, and readers will begin to suspect that what’s at issue isn’t
52
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the lonely profession the author has chosen but rather problems of self-acceptance. A medical scare provided a reckoning
and a realization that his obsession had become his albatross
and that he needed to put his life in perspective. Upon reaching this “turning point,” he heads back to the drawing board—
hopefully, for many more years to come.
Subtle, provocative, and sharply drawn—a portrait of the
perpetually dissatisfied artist.

TRUE CRIMES AND
MISDEMEANORS
The Investigation of
Donald Trump
Toobin, Jeffrey
Doubleday (496 pp.)
$30.00 | Aug. 4, 2020
978-0-385-53673-8

Has Donald Trump committed
impeachable offenses? Yes—and then
some, as New Yorker writer and CNN
legal analyst Toobin chronicles in this catalog of crime.
Robert Mueller concluded his investigation of the president’s misdoings by grouping them into two broad categories.
One, examining Trump’s relationship with Vladimir Putin, was
inconclusive even though Mueller “had uncovered a genuinely
massive conspiracy in Russia, stretching from the military
to the private sector, to interfere in the most solid rite of our
democracy”—namely, the 2016 presidential election. The other
was Trump’s flagrant obstruction of justice in acts committed
before, during, and after the investigation, as when he fired
FBI director James Comey soon after entering office. Trump
has never bothered to even give the impression that he is not
corrupt; when the impeachment proceedings began in 2019,
he reacted by threatening and blustering while taking care
not to leave a paper trail. That has always been his way, as his
former attorney Michael Cohen has documented, and “Mueller’s report, if read carefully, establishes that Trump committed
several acts of criminal obstruction of justice.” Toobin delivers
a painstakingly constructed record of Trump’s crimes, never
mincing words: For example, were it not for Rudolph Giuliani’s
ineptitude as an attorney, “Donald Trump would not have been
impeached.” In the months since his impeachment, Trump
has bungled everything he’s touched. For one, writes Toobin,
“Trump addressed the coronavirus the same way that he confronted his Russia and Ukraine scandals—with bluster, blame
shifting, vindictiveness, and lies.” It’s a depressing record, and
Toobin’s careful narrative yields mostly despair for the fate of
the republic. As he concludes, “For Trump, his presidency was
more about him that what he could accomplish,” and what
Trump has accomplished is mostly destruction.
Think of it as a user-friendly—and utterly damning—
explication of the Mueller Report. Read it. Then vote.
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Dripping with snideness, vibrating with rage, and gleaming
with clarity—a deeply satisfying read.
too much and never enough

TOO MUCH AND
NEVER ENOUGH
How My Family Created
the World’s Most Dangerous
Man

Tran, Phuc
Flatiron Books (320 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-250-19471-8

|

Trump, Mary L.
Simon & Schuster (240 pp.)
$28.00 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-1-982141-46-2

The long-awaited tell-all from the
president’s niece, a clinical psychologist.
Donald Trump, writes the author early on in this scathing
critique, “understands nothing about history, constitutional
principles, geopolitics, diplomacy (or anything else, really).”
Her account of a night spent at the Trump International Hotel
begins with her discomfort at finding her name plastered on
every object in the room: “TRUMP shampoo…TRUMP shoe
polish, TRUMP sewing kit, and TRUMP bathrobe….I opened
the refrigerator, grabbed a split of TRUMP white wine, and
poured it down my Trump throat so it could course through my
Trump bloodstream and hit the pleasure center of my Trump
brain.” As readers will quickly realize, there is a fate worse than
having Donald J. Trump as president: being related to him. The
author describes wandering around her house in shock the
morning after the 2016 election. “It felt,” she writes, “as though
62,979,636 voters had chosen to turn this country into a macro
version of my malignantly dysfunctional family.” Few fairy tales
were ever colder and greedier than the story of Donald’s father,
Fred Trump; the author, who specializes in psychopathology,
prefers the technical term, “high-functioning sociopath.” Donald and his siblings were “essentially motherless” from a very
early age, and they were subjected to an ongoing form of abuse
summarized by the book’s title. But once Donald was tapped as
his father’s favorite, he was ushered into the proverbial counting house while his siblings were left to fight for the scraps. The
author’s father was repeatedly humiliated and all but disowned,
and he was left to die alone. The author’s aunt “wouldn’t have
been able to feed herself or her son” without Crisco cans of
dimes and quarters collected from the laundry machines in the
Trump apartments, sneaked to her by her mother. And it goes
on, coming to a head in the unbelievable story of Fred Trump’s
will. Does Mary Trump, Ph.D., have an ax to grind? Sure. So do
we all.
Dripping with snideness, vibrating with rage, and gleaming with clarity—a deeply satisfying read.
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A high school Latin teacher and tattoo artist’s memoir about immigrating to
small-town America from Vietnam and
learning to fit in through reading, skateboarding, and punk rock.
Tran and his parents fled Saigon as war refugees in 1975,
and they eventually settled in Carlisle, Pennsylvania. There,
they became the lone Asians in a town that “offered all the
rainbows of Caucasia.” Local children taunted Tran throughout childhood while neighbors and co-workers saw his parents
as amusing curiosities or “symbols of a painful and confusing war…of the people who had shot at them and killed their
friends, brothers, and sons.” As he neared adolescence, Tran
decided that he could solve his problems by trying to “be
less Asian.” First, he developed “social Teflon” by earning top
grades in all his classes, deciding that he “would take nerd
props over no props at all.” He further learned to deemphasize his otherness by joining the skateboarding subculture as
a young teen and adopting a punk persona. Even though he
was a good student, however, the author sometimes came up
short of parental expectations for perfection, with excruciatingly painful results. During his junior year of high school, he
stumbled across a guide to classic literary texts touted as “the
foundation for being ‘all-American.’ ” Eager to assimilate, Tran
immersed himself in works like The Metamorphosis and The
Importance of Being Earnest. He became more self-reflective
and developed an unexpected passion for books, which he
highlights by naming each chapter after a favorite work of
literature (Madame Bovary, Pygmalion, etc.). At the suggestion
of a history teacher, Tran read The Autobiography of Malcolm
X, which heightened his awareness of White racism toward
Asians and of the racism he saw in his own father toward
Blacks. Funny, poignant, and unsparing, Tran’s sharp, sensitive,
punk-inflected memoir presents one immigrant’s quest for
self-acceptance through the lens of American and European
literary classics.
A highly witty and topical read—an impressive debut.

y o u n g a d u lt

SIGH, GONE
A Misfit’s Memoir of
Great Books, Punk
Rock, and the Fight To Fit In
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HITLER
Downfall: 1939-1945

HOW TO MAKE A SLAVE
AND OTHER ESSAYS

Ullrich, Volker
Trans. by Chase, Jefferson
Knopf (848 pp.)
$39.00 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-101-87400-4

Walker, Jerald
Mad Creek/Ohio State Univ. Press
(152 pp.)
$19.95 paper | Nov. 2, 2020
978-0-8142-5599-5

German historian Ullrich completes
his comprehensive biography of the man
who is perhaps history’s most hated
figure.
Adolf Hitler celebrated his 50th birthday on April 20, 1939,
with a huge party. But even then, months before World War II
began, writes the author, “Nemesis was knocking at his door.”
Five birthdays followed until, hours after his 56th, he and the
loyal though surprisingly impudent Eva Braun died by suicide. Ullrich has numerous concerns in this significant project,
which, like the first installment, remains readable across its
800-plus pages. Far be it from finding excuses for his compatriots, he is unabashed in saying that “the Führer enjoyed the overwhelming support of the German populace, particularly after
the Anschluss of Austria,” so much so that had he been assassinated, he would be remembered today as a brilliant leader.
Indeed, Hitler himself said, “In the future there will never be a
man who holds more authority than I do….But I can be killed
at any time by a criminal or an idiot.” Another of the author’s
goals is to supply the Holocaust with a precise chronology; he
notes that Nazi leaders had made provisional plans to export
Europe’s Jewish population to French-ruled Madagascar, which
would become a German prison colony. This was a small mercy,
however, since the Nazis figured that the Jews would quickly
die in the tropical climate. Though “Hitler rarely missed an
opportunity to scapegoat ‘the Jews’ as those pulling the strings
behind the conflict,” the author argues that after the euthanasia
of handicapped citizens as a kind of proof of conflict, the mass
destruction of the Jews in areas of German control began piecemeal, with SS and police executions behind the front lines that
only eventually became regularized in the concentration camps.
Ordinary Germans knew about the killings, Ullrich maintains,
but looked the other way. So did the Allied leaders for too long,
he adds, faulting them for not stopping the mercurial Hitler
while they had the chance.
An endlessly revealing look at the Nazi regime that
touches on large issues and small details alike.
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Powerful essays offers an incisive
glimpse into life as a Black man in
America.
In this collection, Walker demonstrates the keen intellect and direct style that characterized his
acclaimed 2010 memoir, Street Shadows. In an account of how
he was racially profiled by a security guard at Emerson College,
where he teaches creative writing, the author deftly combines
both humor and humanity without obscuring the impact of
such experiences on him as a husband, father, son, and educator. “The stories I favor,” he writes, “are not only upsetting but
also uplifting; they are rich with irony and tinged with humor;
they are unique, in some way, and lend themselves to interesting digressions, and their protagonists always confront villains,
even if not always with success—when I come into a race story
with these components, I prefer to delay its telling, allowing it
to breathe, so to speak, like a newly uncorked Merlot.” Walker
candidly considers his struggles discussing race with his children; clearly depicts the racism embedded in restaurant seating
arrangements; and expressively recounts the terrifying spiral of
fear, anger, and distress he experienced after seeking medical
attention for his son, who had suffered multiple seizures. The
author’s no-nonsense, few-words-wasted approach lends itself
just as readily to an account of the exhilaration he and his siblings felt while watching the The Jackson 5ive cartoon in their
family’s religious household in 1971: “Breaking the Sabbath was
a violation of God’s law, pretty significant stuff, but then so,
too, was an all-Negro cartoon.” In the moving “Dragon Slayers,”
Walker shows how James Alan McPherson, an instructor at the
Iowa Writers’ Workshop, changed his outlook and approach
as a writer. “My stories showed people being affected by drug
addiction, racism, poverty, murder, crime, violence,” he writes,
“but they said nothing about the spirit that, despite being confronted with what often amounted to certain defeat, would continue to struggle and aspire for something better.”
Crafted with honesty and wry comedic flair, these essays
are both engaging and enraging.
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Refreshingly literary and offbeat—a
mother-to-be book for firebrands.
nine moons

THE FOLLY AND
THE GLORY
America, Russia, and
Political Warfare 1945-2020

A searing, deeply personal story
about the author’s emotional journey of
self-discovery.
“This is the question of my body and
my story about it: is it just mine?” So
writes Whitney (Creative Writing/Goddard Coll.; Ghost Box, 2014) early on in the narrative, which is
fragmented, elliptical, and consistently provocative. The author
tells their story in three parts, each beautifully poised and
composed of brief paragraphs, some only one short sentence.
Piecemeal, like snapshots, Whitney slowly reveals an early life
of uncertainty, pain, and suffering: “I grew up knowing fear as
an inheritance of femininity.” The story washes back and forth
in time as the author reflects on their sexuality and family:
Mom and Hank, two brothers, Tye and Gunnar; and Grammy.
Along the way, Whitney interjects bits of literature and psychology, wisdom gleaned from a variety of sources, including
Freud, Lacan, Allen Ginsberg, Johanna Hedva, Robert J. Stoller,
Luce Irigaray, and Eli Clare. Mom is the key to this story. “As
a kid,” writes Whitney, “I was a flame in the corner lighting
up all of Mom’s mistakes.” Chronicling their mother’s drinking, being physically abused, splitting with her husband, and
moving around as she tried to raise her family, Whitney does
a fine job uncovering their complex relationship. “This book,”
they write, “isn’t about individuation or even coming of age…
it’s about ways to find a response, to respond to her.” About
Grammy, the author writes, “I love this woman for throwing
me into deep water….My heritage is her hopefulness and the
complexity of a body that looks, in parts, like hers.” The author
recounts adolescent years filled with questions, fears, drinking,
drugs, cutting, boys, girls, and homelessness—as well as a bad
reaction to testosterone. Upon meeting other trans kids, writes
Whitney, “I was the happiest around them I’d ever been.” In
2011, the author underwent breast removal surgery: “I’ve edited
my body, mixed my skin around with some money.”
An incisive, nuanced inquiry into gender and body.

special issue: best books of 2020

Under Putin no less than Stalin, Russia represents America’s greatest threat,
according to this unnervingly insightful
history by the Pulitzer Prize–winning historian.
After 1945, unwilling to risk nuclear Armageddon, the
U.S. and Soviet Union confined themselves to political warfare, meaning, as George Kennan wrote, “employment of all
the means at a nation’s command, short of war, to achieve its
national objectives.” This is not the same as nonviolence. As
illustrated in Weiner’s National Book Award–winning history
of the CIA, Legacy of Ashes (2007), America’s first decades after
the war featured elaborate, covert military actions, most of
which flopped. After the news got out in the 1970s, the CIA
dialed them back, but it was always true that CIA money and
propaganda achieved far more than dirty tricks. To this point,
the author’s account breaks little new ground; not so after the
1989 collapse of the Soviet Union. Weiner’s uncomfortably convincing opinion is that the U.S. screwed up royally, rubbing Russia’s nose in their failures and proclaiming that democracy had
demonstrated its superiority. Aware that expanding NATO to
the east would infuriate Russia’s new leaders, in 1990, Secretary
of State James Baker promised never to do so—and then broke
that promise. Ironically, Stalin’s paranoid vision of the West
conspiring to surround his nation with enemies became true.
Putin took power in 2000 with the aim of making Russian great
again. Unable to match America’s massive military, he created
an immense intelligence and cyberwarfare establishment that,
after flexing its muscles by crippling nearby nations, has concentrated on the U.S. Weiner then delivers a dismaying account
of the avalanche of hacking, disinformation, and social media
manipulation that began in 2014 with the object of sowing dissention. The author astutely observes that this strategy involves
keeping Trump in office, and there’s no doubt of Trump’s fervent and frightening subservience to the Russian leader.
A gripping history of 75 years of Russian-American conflict with the dismal conclusion that we seem outmatched.
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Weiner, Tim
Henry Holt (336 pp.)
$29.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-62779-085-7

HEAVEN

Whitney, Emerson
McSweeney’s (200 pp.)
$24.00 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-1-944211-76-9

NINE MOONS

Wiener, Gabriela
Trans. by Powell, Jessica
Restless Books (224 pp.)
$22.00 | May 26, 2020
978-1-63206-223-9
A Peruvian journalist’s vibrant musings on pregnancy and childbirth.
In this whip-smart follow-up to Sexog
raphies (2018), the author details her nine
months of pregnancy as anything but pastel. Wiener interweaves facts on embryonic development and
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other scientific elements with visceral experience and accounts
of her rabbit-hole internet searches to reveal the anxiety of her
first full-term pregnancy. The author examines a host of commonplace markers, such as sonograms, weight gain, baby showers, and choosing a name, but also taboos—e.g., pornography
featuring pregnant women (“future mothers were seen as literal
sex bombs”) and mythological cannibalism. Such dark, fertile forays signal Wiener’s original take on the simultaneously common
and unique experience of pregnancy. Whether contemplating sex
and abortions in her youth, the portrayal of murders in the media,
or the “terrifying mother-daughter dialectic” that prompted her
to wish for a boy instead of a girl—to avoid a “bad residual copy”
of herself—the author’s ruminations are consistently provocative, digging into areas many are not willing to go. When Wiener turns to the Lima of her childhood or Barcelona, where she
and her husband navigated life as undocumented immigrants
looking for work and a decent apartment, the evident love and
passion serve as effective counterweights to the nightmarish
moments recounted elsewhere. References to pregnancy guides,
which Wiener read with some disbelief, and pop culture further
enrich the author’s investigations. Wiener’s reflections on her
relationship with her mother, which included microaggressions
and tense exchanges, are also illuminating. When Wiener gave
birth to a girl, it didn’t happen as she’d imagined (when does it
ever?), but it’s a natural conclusion. “They show her to me like a
waiter shows you a bottle of wine,” she writes, “as if I could say
that I don’t want her. They lay her on top of me. She’s no longer
an extension of me. She’s another.”
Refreshingly literary and offbeat—a mother-to-be book
for firebrands.

AFROPESSIMISM

Wilderson III, Frank B.
Liveright/Norton (352 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-63149-614-1
A compelling, profoundly unsettling
blend of memoir and manifesto that
proposes that—by design—matters will
never improve for African Americans.
To be Black, writes Wilderson III,
who chairs the African American Studies program at the University of California, Irvine, is not just
likely to descend from slaves, but to be forever condemned to
the existential condition of a slave. As he writes, “slavery did
not end in 1865. It is a relational dynamic…[that] can continue
to exist once the settler has left or ceded governmental power.”
No other ethnic group—not Native Americans, Asian Americans, Arab Americans, or Hispanic Americans—in the U.S. suffers the same institutional violence, and, Wilderson suggests,
all others are more structurally aligned with the White oppressor than with the oppressed African American in a system that
hinges on violence. Blending affecting memoir that touches on
such matters as mental illness, alienation, exile, and a transcendent maternal love with brittle condemnation of a condition of
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unfreedom and relentless othering, the author delivers a difficult but necessary argument. It is difficult because it demands
that readers of any ethnicity confront hard truths and also
because it is densely written, with thickets of postmodern
tropes to work through (“blackness is a locus of abjection to
be instrumentalized on a whim…a disfigured and disfiguring
phobic phenomenon”). The book is deeply pessimistic indeed,
as Wilderson rejects any possibility of racial reconciliation in
these two-steps-backward times. Perhaps the greatest value of
the book is in its posing of questions that may seem rhetorical
but in fact probe at interethnic conflicts that are hundreds, even
thousands of years old. Wilderson advances a growing body of
theory that must be reckoned with and that “has secured a mandate from Black people at their best; which is to say, a mandate to
speak the analysis and rage that most Black people are free only
to whisper.”
An essential contribution to any discussion of race and
likely to be a standard text in cultural studies for years to
come.

CASTE
The Origins of Our
Discontents

Wilkerson, Isabel
Random House (496 pp.)
$32.00 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-0-593-23025-1
The Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist chronicles the formation and fortunes
of social hierarchy.
Caste is principally associated with
India, which figures in the book—an impressive follow-up to her
magisterial The Warmth of Other Suns—but Wilkerson focuses
on the U.S. We tend to think of divisions as being racial rather
than caste-based. However, as the author writes, “caste is the
infrastructure of our divisions. It is the architecture of human
hierarchy, the subconscious code of instructions for maintaining, in our case, a four-hundred-year-old social order.” That
social order was imposed on Africans unwillingly brought to
this country—but, notes Wilkerson, “caste and race are neither
synonymous nor mutually exclusive.” If Africans ranked at the
bottom of the scale, members of other ethnic orders, such as
Irish indentured servants, also suffered discrimination even if
they were categorized as White and thus hierarchically superior.
Wilkerson writes that American caste structures were broadly
influential for Nazi theorists when they formulated their racial
and social classifications; they “knew that the United States
was centuries ahead of them with its anti-miscegenation statutes and race-based immigration bans.” Indeed, the Nazi term
untermensch, or “under-man,” owes to an American eugenicist
whose writings became required reading in German schools
under the Third Reich, and the distinction between Jew and
Aryan owes to the one-drop rules of the American South. If
race links closely to caste in much of Wilkerson’s account, it
departs from it toward the end. As she notes, the U.S. is rapidly
|

BETWEEN TWO FIRES
Truth, Ambition, and
Compromise in Putin’s Russia
Yaffa, Joshua
Tim Duggan Books/Crown (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-52-476059-5

|

Yang, Jia Lynn
Norton (384 pp.)
$26.95 | May 19, 2020
978-0-393-63584-3

A history of the struggle for immigration law reform in 20th-century America.
In this excellent debut, Yang—a deputy national editor
at the New York Times who was part of a Washington Post team
that won a Pulitzer Prize for their coverage of the ties between
Donald Trump and Russia—recounts the making of the historic Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, which opened
the door to Asian, Latin American, African, and Middle Eastern immigrants and “helped define America as a multicultural
nation.” Until then, becoming an American was tied to European ancestry, with entry barred to nearly all Asians. In a lively,
smoothly flowing narrative based on archival research, the
author describes the “racial paranoia” of the 1920s, marked by
the reemergence of the Ku Klux Klan, the continued popularity
of Madison Grant’s The Passing of the Great Race, and the surge in
eugenics. Anti-immigration sentiment led to a restrictive 1924
law, which deliberately cut immigration under quotas based
on the number of foreign-born Americans in 1890. In ensuing
decades, writes the author, restrictions continued, with concerns over communist infiltration by immigrants growing more
important than the desire to control the race and nationality
of Americans. By the 1950s, a “coalition of the powerful and
powerless,” led by Congressman Emanuel Celler and including
families of interned Japanese Americans, argued for immigration in the more conducive climate engendered by increasing
celebration of the immigrant past, the scholarship of historian
Oscar Handlin (The Uprooted), and politicians’ eagerness for
urban ethnic votes. By then, even organized labor supported
immigration. Throughout her important story, Yang highlights
human and political drama, from the histrionics of racists to
the political machinations of Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy,
and Lyndon Johnson on behalf of the displaced and others. The
author also reveals the roles of unsung heroes like White House
aide Mike Feldman, who shaped JFK’s message in A Nation of
Immigrants. Yang illuminates the little-known, “transformative”
1965 law that spurred demographic changes expected to result
in a non-White majority in America within a few decades.
Critical in understanding today’s immigration issues.
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Memorable portraits of Russians living under Vladimir Putin.
In his first book, New Yorker Moscow
correspondent Yaffa begins with Yuri
Levada, a pioneering sociologist whose massive survey during
the collapse of communism showed plummeting enthusiasm for
a strong leader, desire for an honest appraisal of their nation’s
history, and more personal responsibility. He concluded that
the passive if wily “Soviet Man” was disappearing in favor of a
self-reliant individual yearning for freedom. In 2000, Levada
reversed himself. Following the disastrous 1990s, Russians welcomed Putin, and they continue to give him approval ratings of
over 80%. This is in “no small measure a product of the state’s
monopolistic control over television, the media with the widest reach, and its squelching of those who would represent an
alternative.” After this introduction, Yaffa delivers eight long,
engrossing New Yorker–style profiles. One of the most significant of these figures is Konstantin Ernst, head of Channel One,
Russia’s largest TV network. “Even as Channel One faithfully
transmits the Kremlin’s line,” writes the author, “it does so with
a measure of professionalism and restraint” and demonstrates
genuine creativity in apolitical areas such as culture and history.
Among Yaffa’s other powerful portraits are those of a saintly
doctor who became a national hero caring for children during
the gruesome Russian-Ukraine insurgency but found herself
roped into endorsing the Russian side in a war she hated; a
patriotic Russian entrepreneur in Crimea who despised living
under the inefficient, corrupt Ukrainian government—while he
rejoiced at Putin’s takeover, he discovered that life was harder
under a more efficiently corrupt Russia; and a human rights crusader who, frustrated at her impotence, took a job in the government human rights office, a largely ceremonial position that
now and then allows her to do a good deed.
Gripping, disturbing stories of life under an oppressive
yet wildly popular autocrat.

y o u n g a d u lt

ONE MIGHTY AND
IRRESISTIBLE TIDE
The Epic Struggle Over
American Immigration,
1924-1965

becoming a “majority minority” country whose demographics
will more closely resemble South Africa’s than the norms of a
half-century ago. What matters is what we do with the hierarchical divisions we inherit, which are not hewn in stone: “We
are responsible for ourselves and our own deeds or misdeeds in
our time and in our own space and will be judged accordingly by
succeeding generations.”
A memorable, provocative book that exposes an American history in which few can take pride.
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A potent lesson in empathy that is all the more powerful
for never presenting itself as a lesson.
somewhere in the unknown world

SOMEWHERE IN THE
UNKNOWN WORLD
A Collective Refugee
Memoir

Yang, Kao Kalia
Metropolitan/Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-250-29685-6

A “collective refugee memoir” that
serves as an object lesson in the utility of
creative nonfiction.
In the prologue, Yang describes wanting to write this book
years ago but feeling like she was not yet ready as a writer.
Whether she was correct in her self-assessment then, she’s
certainly up to the job now. This is a work of technical as well
as empathetic mastery. The narrative consists of a series of
stories of refugees who have ended up in Minnesota, Yang’s
home state. (The author is a Hmong refugee who was born in
a Thai refugee camp after her parents fled Laos.) Her subjects’
origins are global but cluster primarily in Africa, the Middle
East, and Southeast Asia. The stories are as powerful as they
are unique, and Yang makes the wise decision to get out of the
way and let her subjects express themselves. For example, Awo
talks about her weekly calls home to Somalia: “Every Saturday,
in those conversations, they become a full family: a mother, a
father, and their children, voices celebrating their gratitude for
each other’s safety and small successes. Each is reminded of the
immense love in their lives, a love that survives unimaginable
distance.” Throughout, the author’s straight-ahead, declarative
sentences can’t conceal that her presence is all over this book.
Her immersively descriptive language is reminiscent of her two
previous memoirs, The Latehomecomer and The Song Poet, and her
delicate touch allows us to see what is right in front of us: luck.
If we are not refugees, we might have been. If our lives have
been relatively stable, they may not remain so. “The people in
this book are people going through this storm with us all on this
very night,” she writes near the end. She is addressing her own
children, but she is speaking to the rest of us as well.
A potent lesson in empathy that is all the more powerful
for never presenting itself as a lesson.
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CLAP WHEN YOU LAND

Acevedo, Elizabeth
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(432 pp.)
$18.99 | May 5, 2020
978-0-06-288276-9

WHERE DREAMS
DESCEND

Angeles, Janella
Wednesday Books (464 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-250-20435-6
Series: Kingdom of Cards, 1
In a world where men dominate the
stage, Kallia is determined to win a magicians’ contest.
Kallia is the showgirl magician star
at Hellfire House, descending each night from a chandelier
|

and inspiring awe in patrons. It’s the only home she’s known;
she was left in the cursed Dire Woods as a baby. Club master
Jack favors her above all others and acts as her mentor. Despite
this, Kallia feels called to Glorian, the city beyond the cursed
woods surrounding them, where she’s learned of a competition
for magicians. Jack won’t hear of it, but when Kallia discovers
he has been lying to her, she can no longer stomach staying put.
She arrives in a city that’s colder and less friendly than she’d
imagined and barely makes it into the competition. Soon she’s a
controversial star, wowing the audience and inspiring ire in the
judges in equal measure. But as her confidence grows, so does
her fear of Jack’s returning and taking all of it away. When horrible things begin to befall competitors, Kallia’s caught in the
middle. Glorian is awash with stunning scenery and spectacle,
and Kallia enchants as a flawed and fiery lead, armed with tricks
and witty banter. As the romantic tension ratchets up, so deepen
the mysteries. Readers will ache for the next installment. Most
characters seem to be White; Kallia is brown skinned.
A lush, captivating blend of The Phantom of the Opera and
fresh, new magic. (Fantasy. 14-adult)
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Tackles family secrets, toxic masculinity, and socio-economic differences
with incisive clarity and candor.
Camino Rios lives in the Dominican
Republic and yearns to go to Columbia
University in New York City, where her father works most of
the year. Yahaira Rios, who lives in Morningside Heights, hasn’t
spoken to her dad since the previous summer, when she found
out he has another wife in the Dominican Republic. Their lives
collide when this man, their dad, dies in an airplane crash with
hundreds of other passengers heading to the island. Each protagonist grieves the tragic death of their larger-than-life father and
tries to unravel the tangled web of lies he kept secret for almost
20 years. The author pays reverent tribute to the lives lost in a
similar crash in 2001. The half sisters are vastly different—Yahaira
is dark skinned, a chess champion who has a girlfriend; Camino
is lighter skinned, a talented swimmer who helps her curandera
aunt deliver neighborhood babies. Despite their differences, they
slowly forge a tenuous bond. The book is told in alternating chapters with headings counting how many days have passed since the
fateful event. Acevedo balances the two perspectives with ease,
contrasting the girls’ environments and upbringings. Camino’s
verses read like poetic prose, flowing and straightforward. Yahaira’s sections have more breaks and urgent, staccato beats. Every
line is laced with betrayal and longing as the teens struggle with
loving someone despite his imperfections.
A standing ovation. (Verse novel. 14-18)
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young
adult

1789
Twelve Authors
Explore a Year of Rebellion,
Revolution, and Change
Ed. by Aronson, Marc &
Bartoletti, Susan Campbell
Candlewick (208 pp.)
$22.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5362-0873-3

As they did in 1968 (2018), Aronson and Bartoletti examine a single year
through many different angles, focusing particularly on liberty,
subjugation, and the question of who counts as a person.
Tanya Lee Stone opens the volume with the fishwives of Les
Halles marching on Versailles. Bartoletti tells the story of Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun, who painted Marie Antoinette wearing a
casual cotton chemise—a small act of rebellion. Meanwhile,
formerly enslaved West African Olaudah Equiano publishes
his autobiography in London; the Swedish king, Gustav III,
enacts a surprising degree of social equality; Jurij Vega, a soldier
in Belgrade, calculates pi to 140 digits; and a Scottish geologist called James Hutton begins to understand the true age of
the Earth. Mary Jemison, born into a Scottish Irish settler
family but adopted into the Seneca Nation, relays messages
between the new Americans and the democratic Haudenosaunee. Wesleyan missionaries—including Equiano, a convert
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the best ya books of 2020
Looking over the best YA titles
of 2020, there is much to celebrate:
Teen readers have been well served
this year by authors who—in a world
where many people seek simplistic,
easy answers—understand and reflect
the complexity of the real world in
their writing. Rather than conforming
to the long-standing assumption that
characters could “be diverse” in only one respect (anything else invited incredulity and claims of pandering to
political correctness), these books reflect the truth that
real people have many dimensions to their identities.
Additionally, young people wrestle daily with complicated questions that cannot be reduced to sound bites.
Representing their dreams, hopes, and struggles are a
number of superlative titles that respect readers’ intelligence by inviting them to reflect deeply. Here are just
a few:
How To Build a Heart by Maria
Padian (Algonquin, Jan. 28): Izzy
lives in a trailer park, something her
wealthy friends at school don’t know.
She looks more like her late father,
who was White, than her Puerto Rican mother. Izzy is also pondering
what Catholicism means to her while
feeling curious about her estranged
Protestant paternal relatives. All of
these facets make up a heartfelt, indelible portrait of a
young woman on the brink of adulthood.
One Earth: People of Color Protecting Our Planet by Anuradha Rao (Orca, April 7): A conservation biologist introduces readers to 20 environmental activists from around the world
who are working on issues of conservation. The fascinating profiles
show in a textured way how each individual’s cultural heritage motivates
and informs their work, connecting
them to pressing issues in ways that
are embedded within their communities’ values.
The Black Flamingo by Dean Atta (Balzer + Bray/
HarperCollins, May 26): Inspired by the author’s life, this
verse novel follows Michael from being a child who loved
dolls to a choir boy who was bullied at school and, finally,
60
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a university student who explores his
Greek Cypriot, Jamaican, and British heritage; comes out; and discovers drag. Michael reassures readers
that it’s all right not to have all the
answers: “I don’t have a clue what I’m
doing / but that’s not gonna stop me.”
I’ll Be the One by Lyla Lee (Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins, June 16):
Skye is the daughter of Korean immigrants, a spirited California girl
who loves to dance and dreams of
winning a K-pop reality show. Unfortunately, being a size 16 means
the odds are stacked against her in
a world where, as her mother cruelly
puts it, “fat girls can’t dance.” Skye,
who is bisexual, is determined to try
anyway, forging ahead with the courage to be true to herself.
Accidental by Alex Richards
(Bloomsbury, July 7): Johanna has faced her share of
struggles—her father walked out and
she lost her mom in a car accident, all
during early childhood. The White
teen has grown up with her protective grandparents, but her father’s reappearance reveals a shocking secret:
As a toddler, Johanna found a gun and
accidentally killed her mother. The
heated issue of gun control is handled
here with thoughtful nuance.
The Magic Fish written and illustrated by Trung Le Nguyen (Random House Graphic,
Oct. 13): In this graphic novel, readers are introduced to Tien, the son
of Vietnamese refugees. Wanting to
improve her English, Tien’s mother
asks him to read fairy tales aloud.
These stories’ themes of love and loss
trigger painful memories of desperate times. They also intertwine with
Tien’s own trepidation over how to
handle his attraction to another boy.
Laura Simeon is a young readers’ editor.
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Gripping, unflinching, and unforgettable.
the black flamingo

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

Atta, Dean
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (416 pp.)
$18.99 | May 26, 2020
978-0-06-299029-7
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THE INHERITANCE
GAMES
Barnes, Jennifer Lynn
Little, Brown (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-368-05240-5

A teen must solve a multilayered puzzle to find out why she’s the recipient of a
billionaire’s inheritance.
One day Avery—with her mother
dead, her father missing for years, and
her guardian half sister on the rebound with her abusive boyfriend—is living out of her car. The very next day she is on a
plane to Hawthorne House, a mansion in Texas, where she discovers she’s the beneficiary of billionaire Tobias Hawthorne’s
fortune. She must, however, abide by one condition: living for
a full year with the snubbed Hawthorne family—a family that
includes the billionaire’s four grandsons, young adult brothers
who share a mother but have different fathers. This whirlwind
story gains even more intensity when Avery learns that Hawthorne was a master of games and manipulation. To understand
her role in the billionaire’s final game and why she’s the recipient of his inheritance, she must piece together clues left in his
massive estate filled with hidden chambers. Short, snappy chapters supply nonstop momentum with red herrings, more family
secrets, and even attempts on her life. To help her solve the riddles, Avery must turn to the Hawthorne brothers even if there’s
some romantic interest at play—and even if they’re the ones
who want her dead. The main characters are White; one brownskinned Hawthorne brother describes himself as multiracial.
Part The Westing Game, part We Were Liars, completely
entertaining. (Mystery. 14-18)
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Courage and fierceness abound in
this lyrical coming-of-age story about a
young boy finding his way.
In his latest work, Atta flawlessly
captures the pain, rage, and resilience of
a boy growing to manhood while feeling
like an outsider in his own life. Michael, a British boy of Greek
Cypriot and Jamaican descent, feels caught between worlds:
Black and White, masculine and feminine, straight and gay.
His story, told in verse form, allows readers to watch him grow
and to experience each of the triumphs and tragedies that help
him define himself on his own terms. Every moment, from asking for a Barbie for his birthday and receiving Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles to legally discarding the surname of the father who
walked out on him, brings Michael vibrantly to life on the page,
giving readers a protagonist to cry with and cheer for. Featuring
a diverse cast of supporting characters, from Daisy, Michael’s
mixed-race (Black/White) best friend, to the red-haired drama
kid whom he shyly asks out, the author uses Michael’s firstperson narration as a mirror to reflect the world and its brightness, humor, and horrors. Central to the narrative is Michael’s
loving yet complicated relationship with his hardworking single mother, who sees his talent, values his spirit, and sacrifices
for him. Michael’s journey of self-discovery demonstrates the
importance of not allowing labels to define you.
Gripping, unflinching, and unforgettable. (Verse novel.
12-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

and abolitionist—upset the social order by bringing Christianity to enslaved West Indians. And a mutiny on the Bounty disrupts the food chain to the sugar plantations. By the end, topics
which start out as snapshots are shown to be pieces of a larger
portrait, giving the reader a broad sense of the turmoil in the
United States and Europe at this time. Each chapter is thoughtfully written and thoroughly researched, with extensive author
notes, endnotes, and a bibliography.
Another thoroughly engrossing look at a pivotal year.
(Nonfiction. 12-18)

JANE AGAINST
THE WORLD
Roe v. Wade and the Fight for
Reproductive Rights
Blumenthal, Karen
Roaring Brook (400 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 25, 2020
978-1-62672-165-4

An account of the tumultuous struggle for abortion rights in the United
States.
Blumenthal kicks off her narrative with a thrillerworthy
scene: the 1972 raid by Chicago police on the eponymous “Jane,”
an underground abortion referral service. The book then pulls
back to offer an engaging history of developments in reproductive rights that contributed to the landmark Roe v. Wade
Supreme Court decision. Along the way there are brief biographies of key figures—some as famous (or infamous) as Anthony
Comstock and Margaret Sanger, some virtually unknown but no
less fascinating—placed within a nuanced context and punctuated by “Pregnant Pause[s]”: occasionally humorous, sometimes
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Magical and real, with stories as diverse as the Black experience.
a phoenix first must burn

infuriating, often poignant sketches detailing the history of biological knowledge, birth control techniques, legal issues, popular opinion, and religious proclamations. A deep dive into the
circumstances, personalities, deliberations, and compromises
involved in Roe v. Wade (along with the frequently overlooked
companion cases) takes up a dozen chapters, followed by a brief
consideration of the consequences, backlash, and steady succession of laws and court cases chipping away at the decision. An
epilogue brings the discussion up to the appointment of Justices
Neil Gorsuch and Brett Kavanaugh. Blumenthal’s bibliography demonstrates the depth of her research, including online,
archival, and primary sources. This riveting book, enhanced by
historical photographs, also addresses racial bias, the eugenics
movement, and other critical related subjects.
Gripping reading; necessary for every library serving
teens. (glossary, timeline, significant Supreme Court cases,
bibliography, notes) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

A SONG OF WRAITHS
AND RUIN

Brown, Roseanne A.
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (480 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-06-289149-5
Two teens, destined to destroy each
other, are caught up in romance, palace
intrigue, and magic.
Seventeen-year-old, silver-haired, dark
brown–skinned Karina is the reluctant
crown princess of Ziran. After losing her sister and father to a mysterious fire, then her mother to an assassin, Karina is desperate to
resurrect a suitable ruler for Ziran—even if that means taking
a dark path into necromancy. Brooding, light brown–skinned
Malik is a refugee from the mountain territories of Eshra, where
his family is oppressed by Zirani occupation. He travels with his
two sisters seeking work during the festival of Solstasia, a celebration that happens every 50 years and ushers in a new age of
leadership under one of the patron deities. After tangling with
a malevolent spirit, Malik finds himself promising to kill Karina
in order to save the life of his little sister. There’s no time for
readers to catch their breath as Brown’s complex plot winds and
races from beginning to end. Still, the story never feels rushed
or underdeveloped, and her exceptionally well-built world is
infused with North and West African tricksters, naming conventions, and religious traditions. Matrilineal heritage dictates
who rules in Ziran, a place where peripheral queer representation is accepted and celebrated.
Revitalizing and exciting, Brown’s debut breathes life into
ancient but still relevant folk stories. (map) (Fantasy. 14-18)
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A PHOENIX FIRST
MUST BURN
Sixteen Stories of Black
Girl Magic, Resistance, and
Hope
Ed. by Caldwell, Patrice
Viking (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-9848-3565-9

Sixteen #ownvoices authors offer up
fantasy and science fiction short stories

centering Black girls.
In her introduction, editor Caldwell extols the importance
of representation and storytelling in Black communities and
asks “Where is my fantasy, my future? Why don’t Black people
exist in speculative worlds?” The diverse contributors to this
vibrant and varied collection include acclaimed YA authors
such as Elizabeth Acevedo, Dhonielle Clayton, Justina Ireland,
Rebecca Roanhorse, and Ibi Zoboi. Their stories run the gamut
from lighthearted to intense. Some use fantastical or SF elements to explore relevant and timely issues such as colorism,
violence against Black communities, and abuse of minority
groups. Multiple stories are delightfully queer. There’s the girl
working as an alien interrogator on another planet who’s starting to think things might be more complicated than she realized in Amerie’s (editor: Because You Love To Hate Me, 2017, etc.)
“When Life Hands You a Lemon Fruitbomb.” In Alaya Dawn
Johnson’s (contributor: Three Sides of a Heart, 2017, etc.) “The
Rules of the Land,” the daughter of a sea woman makes a deal
with her powerful and enraged kin to save her people. All these
well-spun tales are enjoyable and accessible to readers of any
background. Magical and real, this collection lives up to its goal
with stories as diverse as the Black experience.
#BlackGirlMagic indeed. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

GIRL, UNFRAMED

Caletti, Deb
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 23, 2020
978-1-5344-2697-9
A 16-year-old girl grapples with being
objectified by men.
Sydney Reilly had a standout school
year with her friends in Seattle; the
thought of leaving for a summer in San
Francisco with her famous mother, Lila,
instills dread. She has a deep sense that “it” is about to happen—
she isn’t sure exactly what, but something large that will change
everything. At her mother’s ocean-view home, she’s alone with
Lila and her new boyfriend, Jake Antonetti, a real estate agent–
turned–art dealer. By turns needy and unavailable, Lila can seem
more like the child than the parent. Syd hides out from Jake and
Lila’s fights, wandering nearby beaches, where she meets and
is immediately drawn to Nicco Ricci. Her desire for him feels
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A BREATH TOO LATE
Callen, Rocky
Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-1-250-23879-5
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EVERYTHING’S
NOT FINE

Carlson, Sarah
Turner (304 pp.)
$15.99 paper | May 26, 2020
978-1-68442-410-8
A 17-year-old artist’s world is knocked
sideways when her mother overdoses.
High school senior Rose Hemmersbach’s life is occupied by shifts at
Walmart, looking after her three younger
siblings, and healing from a freshly broken heart. Rose dreams
of the day she can leave the mundanity of rural Sparta, Wisconsin, to attend art school. But then she discovers her heroinaddicted mother overdosed on the kitchen floor and her life
spirals out of control with feelings of guilt and helplessness as
she begins to suffer from artist’s block; that which used to bring
life to her days no longer sustains her. The family, already teetering on the edge of poverty, is evicted, and her parents are being
investigated by child protective services. Rose blames herself
for everything. Can she box up the thoughts of things she can’t
control and focus solely on what she can? Rose’s first-person narration is a roller coaster of believable emotions and inner conflict: Feelings of love for her mother and the desire to have her
back home get twisted up in her anger and the desire for Mom
to stay away. Rose, whose artistic hero is Frida Kahlo, describes
the world in colors; she doesn’t see red, blue, and brown, but
alizarin crimson, phthalo blue, and burnt umber. Rose’s art partner and possible new love, Rafa, is Mexican American; assume
Whiteness for everyone else.
Alive with vibrant, raw emotion. (Fiction. 14-18)

special issue: best books of 2020

After shattering her life, a girl finds
the healing in the shards.
Seventeen-year-old Ellie Walker woke
to the silence of her oppressive life on
Sunset Street with her abusive father and
battered mother and headed to school,
blasting music to make the world go away—only to face the reality of her own death by suicide the previous night. Ellie struggles to recall most of her memories, but as her specter observes
the grief left in the wake of her death, her memories are triggered chronologically. It’s only through them that she can piece
together what led up to that tragic night. A bystander in death,
Ellie begins to notice the small things that often went overlooked in the moment, such as promises long forgotten, and
the love others have for her, including August, the light-hearted,
goofy boy who makes her dream in color, and her mother, who
she thought was broken and whom she had given up on. This
epistolary novel told from Ellie’s perspective details the raw
reality of life’s darkest moments but shows where to look for the
bright spots. Callen’s sharp, poignant writing depicts the events
leading up to and following Ellie’s suicide without romanticizing either it or her depression. In this debut, the author also
honestly examines the effect that abuse has and how hard it can
be to escape. All characters are White.
A memorable, hopeful story of regret. (author’s note,
resources) (Fiction. 14-18)
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all-consuming, and their relationship immediately triggers Jake,
who views her virginity as something he must protect. Between
Jake, the leering construction worker next door, and creeps in
the city, Syd faces a barrage of unwanted male attention. Lists
of courtroom exhibits prefacing each chapter provide clues to
the climax. Syd thoughtfully processes her burgeoning sexuality
and the ugliness that it breeds in men, tracing its effects back to
her mother’s own experiences. Though the affluent backdrop
provides little diversity, Syd’s story outlines important, uncomfortable experiences many girls face without either flinching
or offering a picture-perfect ending. All major characters are
White.
A frank, engrossing examination of the ways society complicates young women’s burgeoning sexuality. (Fiction. 14-18)

THE EDGE
OF ANYTHING

Carpenter, Nora Shalaway
Running Press Kids (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-0-7624-6758-7
“You have to go through all the darkness….If you don’t, it will devour you.”
Driven, outgoing Sage Zendasky,
Southview High’s star volleyball player,
scouted by top colleges, finds her world
shattered after a medical diagnosis that robs her of the ability
to play. The unfortunately named Len Madder, the school outcast, is losing hope of winning the photography scholarship that
could get her to college and is crippled by the fear that she’s losing her mind. A moment of under-the-bleachers panic draws the
two girls together, and a tentative friendship forms. Finding little support from others, Sage and Len take solace in each other,
each girl helping the other to heal. But as they spiral deeper into
their private despair, their refusal to realize that they themselves
need help might just cost them their friendship—and their lives.
Carpenter weaves an incredibly rich tale of female friendship,
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Liz Hyder

LIZ HYDER’S UTTERLY ORIGINAL BEARMOUTH PROVOKES READERS TO
ASK “WHY?”
By Laura Simeon
Ashleigh Cadet de Fontenayk

Set in a quasi-Victorian British coal mine filled with
child laborers, Liz Hyder’s debut, Bearmouth (Norton
Young Readers, Sept. 8), took the U.K. by storm after its
release last year, winning a Waterstones Children’s Book
Prize and the Branford Boase Award and being named
a Times (U.K.) Best Children’s Book of the Year. This
novel, narrated by gender-indeterminate Newt, is impossible to categorize, bearing elements of thrillers, historical fiction, and dystopian novels. Deep underground
in unbearably oppressive conditions, Newt is taught to
read and write by Thomas, a father figure, and the story
is written in their idiosyncratic, phonetically rendered
dialect. The workers attend Sunday services where they
are reminded to pray to and obey “the Mayker,” a tremendous and imposing figure they perceive in the rocks.
When Devlin, a new young miner, brings dangerous talk
of revolution, the uneasy peace between mine owner
64
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and exploited laborers is poised for upset. Hyder spoke
with me from her home in Shropshire, England; the
conversation has been edited for length and clarity.
I understand it was a visit to a mine that inspired
the story.
It was a slate mine just south of Harlech on the north
coast [of Wales] called the Llanfair Slate Caverns. It was
chucking it down [raining], our hike in the hills was canceled, so we went down the slate cavern. It has an amazing atmosphere—you go in, and they give you a hard hat
and a huge torch [flashlight], mind your head, and off
you go! There’s something delightful about that childish element of feeling like you’re exploring rather than
being guided. It’s very dark, obviously, and there are bits
of old mining equipment, like old wagons and trolleys—
all metal, completely corroded—the sound of dripping,
and moss.
There were a couple of things that really struck me:
One was that the boys did have their right nostrils slit
[as in the book]. It’s a kind of cult element, so you can
see who belongs. I found that such an odd, contradictory thing, really, as it’s also from that same environment
that we have the workers unions. And there is a figure in
the rocks—if you squint you can see it—and the workers used to doff their caps to it as they came in and out. I
found again that was like the cult element. I felt sad and
angry when I came home, angry about exploitation and
about how exploitation has rebranded itself. I had a really intense reaction, and then I thought, well, actually,
it would be a great place to set a story. It’s an interesting
part of British history because when we think of mining,
a lot of people think it’s like the miners’ strikes in the
’70s or Thatcher—effectively the beginning of the end
of mining. The more I found out, the more I thought,
this is fascinating and awful, and I can’t believe we aren’t
taught about this properly. The Industrial Revolution
was built on exploitation.
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What sorts of responses have you had from readers?
It’s really interesting—some kids have read it who are
younger than I would [expect], a couple of 10- and
11-year-olds have loved it. But it’s hearing from people
who were miners, or have strong roots in mining, that
means a lot to me because I’m not from the mining community. Yes, it is fiction, but I think it is important to try
and make it feel right. I know the language is a barrier
for some, definitely—one dyslexic person said [they]
just couldn’t read it at all. Then I know others who were
also severely dyslexic who tuned into it and loved it. It’s
a Marmite book [the British yeast extract spread whose
advertising slogan, “You Either Love It Or Hate It,” has
entered the national lexicon]. I was expecting more haters, actually. I think it’s more interesting to have written
a Marmite book.

To what degree were you thinking about contemporary
social issues as you wrote?
Very much so. My Nan, one of her things that she always
used to say was, “Who says?” It works for everything.
What’s the agenda? In the era of fake news and the morality of manipulation, it’s a really interesting thing to have
in the back of your head “why” and “who says?” Children, the minute they know what the word why means,
that’s it—it’s unleashed. I think as adults sometimes we
don’t always ask those questions, and we should; questioning things is how you bring about change. You learn
by asking questions: You ask questions, you get answers,
and then you might question those answers, but that’s
how you learn. There’s a lot that we can still improve,
right, so why wouldn’t we want to do that? Some people
have said, “Oh, it’s a brave book.” But I think it’s brave
for the publishers to publish it—it is a book that causes
strong reactions, and I think it is a brave book to publish now, actually, as well, a book about revolution, one
person making a difference.

y o u n g a d u lt

Apart from visiting lots of mines, what research did
you do?
It was interesting talking to people who had been miners because British mines before we closed them, Welsh
mines in particular, were the safest in the world, nothing like what it was back in Victorian times. But some of
the stuff they said [was relevant] about the way that you
can read the space [for signs of danger]; you are looking
out for certain things, if the wood is creaking, if there
is a drip that you hadn’t noticed before. Their senses
are much more aware. I read a lot of firsthand accounts
from the children at the time as well. It is horrifying—
such young children. The youngest one that I found
that was killed in a mining explosion is just registered
as zero, so they were a baby. Women did give birth down
there; women were obviously raped down there as well.

Bearmouth received a starred review in the July 1, 2020, issue.

How did you develop the language?
It’s playing with language from the Bible; there’s elements of Blake and Shakespeare. I did drama at university so I’m a big fan of Jacobean and Elizabethan playwrights and medieval plays like Everyman, so it’s a mishmash of different things. Dialects and accents here in
the U.K. just fascinate me. Clee Hill [Shropshire] had a
mining community and the miners came from all over,
so they had almost their own separate dialect. Some of
the dialect [in Bearmouth] is London—there’s definitely bits of Cockney rhyming slang—bits from Birmingham or Yorkshire, all sorts of places. Some people said
to me early on that it reminded them of Riddley Walker
[by Russell Hoban], which I had never read. It’s absolutely fantastic, but I’m very glad I hadn’t read it before
I finished Bearmouth. It’s not the same at all, but there
are elements that overlap, and I think I would have felt
too intimidated.
|
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beautifully written and refreshingly free of romance. Both characters feel wholly realistic in their interactions with each other,
their families, their teachers, and their peers. A litany of painful topics—mental health, medical trauma, aging, grief and loss,
financial insecurity, social isolation, and more—is handled with
a deft touch that is equal parts humorous and heart-wrenching.
A description of the author’s own battle with OCD emphasizes
the story’s positive attitude toward seeking help.
A powerful, tender reminder of the importance of
friendship in times of trauma. (author’s note, mental health
resources) (Fiction. 13-adult)

WE ARE NOT FREE
Chee, Traci
HMH Books (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-358-13143-4

Young Japanese Americans tell of life
during World War II.
In San Francisco’s Japantown, a
group of teens has grown up together and
become like family. But life in America
after the 1941 bombing of Pearl Harbor
is dangerous for them. They and their families are taken to the
Topaz incarceration camp in Utah, where the harsh conditions
and injustices they experience turn their worlds upside down.
They draw some comfort in being together—however, a government questionnaire causes rifts: Loyalties are questioned,
lines are drawn, and anger spills over, threatening to destroy
the bonds that once held them together. The teens are forced
apart, some enlisting in the 442nd Regimental Combat Team
while the No-Nos (those who refuse to serve in the U.S. military
and swear allegiance solely to the U.S. government) are relocated to the Tule Lake camp, and others, whose families passed
background checks, are allowed to resettle in locations around
the country. This is a compelling and transformative story of a
tragic period in American history. Written from the 14 young
people’s intertwining points of view, each character fills in a
segment of time between 1942 and 1945. The styles vary, including both first- and second-person narration as well as verse and
letters. Each voice is powerful, evoking raw emotions of fear,
anger, resentment, uncertainty, grief, pride, and love. Historical
photographs and documents enhance the text.
An unforgettable must-read. (author’s note, further reading, image credits) (Historical fiction. 13-18)
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THE SURPRISING
POWER OF A GOOD
DUMPLING
Chim, Wai
Scholastic (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-338-65611-4

Sixteen-year-old Anna cares for
younger siblings and experiences first
love while dealing with her mother’s
mental illness.
Anna Chiu, a Chinese Australian teenager, is older sister to
Lily, 13, and Michael, 5. Their father usually sleeps over at the
family’s Chinese restaurant, leaving the children to cope with
their erratic mother’s extreme, paranoid behaviors. On a good
day, Ma is present, taking the kids on outings; on bad days she
rants embarrassingly about the perfidies of Western culture or
shakes the girls awake in the middle of the night to accuse them
of disloyalty. On the worst days she is catatonic in bed. Anna’s
schoolwork suffers and she feels alienated by her overachieving, popular Asian Australian schoolmates whose lives seem less
burdened than her own. She starts helping out at the restaurant in hopes of bringing her family closer and alleviating their
financial insecurity, leading to a romantic relationship with
Rory, the White delivery boy—a sensitive, theatrical soul who
is hiding his own secrets—that provides comfort. Ma’s episodes
are outlined in strikingly authentic, heart-rending detail, as is
the variety of the children’s emotional, PTSD–like responses;
traumatized and yearning for normality, their portrayals ring
especially true. Anna’s stomach churns with anxiety while Lily
is often angry and Michael, scared and confused.
Gritty details lend depth to this viscerally powerful tale
of a teen struggling to help her troubled family. (resources)
(Fiction. 14-18)

WICKED AS YOU WISH

Chupeco, Rin
Sourcebooks Fire (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-4926-7266-1
Series: A Hundred Names for Magic, 1
A cursed prince and a girl whose presence stops magic join forces to regain
the kingdom of Avalon from the Snow
Queen.
Prince Alexei of Avalon has lived
incognito since the Snow Queen ensnared his home kingdom
in ice. He is now in hiding with Tala’s family in Arizona, keeping
his identity and Tala’s spell-breaking a secret given the illegality of magic in the Royal States of America. When the fabled
firebird, Avalon’s protector, arrives in Arizona, Alex, Tala, and
a group sent by the mysterious leader Cheshire return to Avalon in an attempt to defeat the Snow Queen once and for all.
Mythology and folklore from around the world, including King
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Captivating tension will keep readers going until the end.
throwaway girls

THE VOTING BOOTH

Colbert, Brandy
Disney-Hyperion (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-368-05329-7
An African American teen activist is drawn to a young man she meets
accidentally.
Marva Sheridan was passionate about
politics long before she was able to vote
herself. It was not enough to anticipate
voting for the first time, she’s also worked to make sure that others did so as well. When she witnesses Duke Crenshaw, another
teen, being turned away on Election Day, she springs into action.
The two spend the day together as Duke attempts to work out
his registration issues and get to his drumming gig. As they get
to know each other, bits of their stories are shared: Marva’s
tensions with Alec, her White boyfriend who has decided not
to vote, and Duke’s family, who is still trying to cope following
the death of his older brother. Duke’s White mother and Black
father have divorced, and both parents are extremely protective
of him and his younger sister. In addition, Marva’s cat Selma, an
internet star known as Eartha Kitty, has gone missing. Colbert
skillfully manages both serious and playful elements throughout
the novel. Marva has an infectious personality, and her politics
and identity are realistically portrayed. Duke’s grief, still raw, is
palpable and will engage readers’ empathy. The chapters feature
alternating first-person narration, giving the novel an intimate
feel. Secondary characters add rich texture to and understanding of the primary characters.
A warmly entertaining story at the nexus of teen relationships and activism. (Fiction. 12-18)
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Arthur, Yamato Takeru, and El Cid, meet in a single world.
This mishmash does not overwhelm but instead makes for an
intriguing read. Fantastical events such as the fall of Wonderland are woven seamlessly with emotionally charged real-world
elements such as racist Immigration and Customs Enforcement
agents. Tala is Scottish and Filipina, allowing for exploration of
immigration and diasporic communities. Alex is gay, and other
characters are nonbinary, disabled, adopted, and of various ethnicities. Incorporating modern sensibilities and a sprawling
world drawn from fairy tales, Chupeco (The Never Tilting World,
2019, etc.) has brought readers a truly original novel.
A deftly executed melding of folklore and reality
grounded in contemporary issues. (Fantasy. 13-18)

THE WIDE WORLD OF CODING
The People and Careers
Behind the Programs
Connor-Smith, Jennifer
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (144 pp.)
$37.32 PLB | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-5415-5282-1

A human-centered look at programming.
Focusing more on the conceptual
side of programming—how to think like
a programmer as opposed to explaining how to write in specific codes—science writer Connor-Smith (Living With Panic
Disorder, 2018, etc.) illustrates her points with punchy, efficient
anecdotes about the real-world applications and occurrences of
the various ideas she presents instead of getting bogged down
in theory. Early chapters cover the various steps that creating
a program requires (with emphases on the amount of design
that can be done on paper and on troubleshooting) followed
by an overview of programming language (from a development
and function viewpoint) and thorough-yet-succinct algorithm
coverage. But it’s in the second half of the book where Connor-Smith’s psychology background shines, in chapters covering good versus bad design (and the manipulative psychology
behind addictive programming and why companies use it), a
wonderfully timely chapter on ethics in the digital realm, and
a chapter detailing both why computer science as a field lacks
diversity and how—through specific examples—increasing
diversity improves outcomes for users and programs alike. The
final chapter highlights tech areas with exciting and sometimes
scary developments happening now—the text doesn’t shy away
from the dark sides of technology but avoids fearmongering—
encouraging readers to jump into the world of coding.
This attractive, engaging volume is a must-have for every
school library. (answer key, timeline, glossary, source notes,
selected bibliography, further reading, index, photo credits)
(Nonfiction. 12-adult)

THROWAWAY GIRLS
Contos, Andrea
Kids Can (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5253-0314-2

A tenacious 17-year-old girl pieces
together a dark account of class.
Caroline’s world is one of stifling
privilege at her Maryland prep school
and at home with her uptight, homophobic mother and passive father. Her saving
grace was The Wayside, a bar in West Virginia where she used to
meet up with the ex-girlfriend with whom she could wholly be
herself, two secrets not even her best friend, Madison, knows
about. This is why, after Madison goes missing, Caroline finds
it bizarre that Madison had a matchbook from The Wayside.
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Wonderfully creative.
daughters of jubilation

Caroline is determined to solve Madison’s disappearance but
along the way learns of other missing girls that no one is looking for, girls whose lives attract less attention due to their race
and socio-economic status. As the mystery unravels, Caroline
scrambles for leads to find Madison and the others. In a parallel narrative, an intriguing, ominous voice narrates a life wholly
the opposite of Caroline’s. It will take defiance and cost Caroline
things she holds dear to find the truth and avenge past wrongs.
This haunting debut infused with social commentary on privilege and power is one that readers looking for suspense will enjoy.
The author uses the relationships between characters, the second narrator shrouded in mystery, and the overall sinister, menacing tone to create a captivating tension that will keep readers
going until the end. Caroline and Madison are White.
A smart, memorable mystery. (Mystery. 14-18)

THE CIRCUS ROSE
Cornwell, Betsy
Clarion (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-1-328-63950-9

A queer reimagining of “Snow-White
and Rose-Red.”
Dark-skinned Ivory and pale-skinned
Rosie (each named for her hair color) are
17-year-old twin daughters of the Circus Rose’s ringmistress. When the circus returns to their birthplace, Port’s End, Rosie’s and Ivory’s
growth unfolds against a volatile backdrop that echoes contemporary politics: Recent regime and policy shifts result in aggressive behavior by the Brethren, whose church formerly occupied
a position of political power. After tragedy strikes the circus,
Ivory must shoulder ringmistress duties even as she attempts
to discover who—or what—is behind the devastation. The
present-tense, first-person narrative alternates between Rosie’s
dreamy verse and Ivory’s looping prose as the sisters navigate
new romances, professional challenges, and oppressive religious
fanaticism on tour. Rosie is attracted to women but prefers the
mysterious Bear above all while Ivory’s understanding of her own
sexuality expands when she meets Tam, a black-haired, oliveskinned Fey magician who is “neither male nor female, like all
Fey.” Tam’s pronouns, fe/fer/fers, are seamlessly integrated into
the text. The twins have different fathers: Ivory’s is brown
skinned while Rosie’s father is pale. The well-constructed fantasy world evokes elements of northern Europe and the United
States during the Industrial Revolution, placing fluid Fey society
and magic in an uneasy truce with established human monarchies and technologies. This creative exploration of chosen family, self-knowledge, love, and the tension between opposites is
both timely and timeless.
Dazzling. (Fantasy. 14-18)
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DAUGHTERS OF
JUBILATION

Corthron, Kara Lee
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-4814-5950-1
A Black teen learns more about her
family’s magical abilities in the Jim Crow
South.
When Evalene hit puberty, Mama
revealed that menstruation brought an
additional type of power. Since before the time of slavery, the
Deschamps women have been gifted with magical abilities,
called Jubilation. Although Evvie doesn’t know why they have
this magic or what her mind will do, she can usually tell when
something is coming by the onset of a painful headache. During
the summer of 1962, Evvie spends her days babysitting a White
child and the evenings taking care of her twin sisters. When
Evvie begins a relationship with her longtime crush, she starts to
lose command of her powers more frequently, and she seeks out
her Grammie Atti to learn to control the jubin’. Evvie learns that
the women in her family—and many other Black families—have
been gifted with Jubilation as a tool for survival against predators. The magic feeds off intense emotions, including love and
anger. When a dangerous White man from Evvie’s past returns
to town, she must use the power within her to fight for her loved
ones. The story is well paced and suspenseful, and the magic that
is Jubilation is wonderfully creative. The exploration of home,
and the reflection on how a place where you can’t be safe can
nevertheless be called home, is powerful.
A compelling story of first love and battling racism with a
magical twist. (Historical fantasy. 14-18)

BEING TOFFEE

Crossan, Sarah
Bloomsbury (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 14, 2020
978-1-5476-0329-9
In Cornwall, a 16-year-old runaway
and a senior with dementia form an
unusual friendship that leads to mutual
solace.
Allison has always been able to cope
with her angry, widowed father’s abuse,
especially with Kelly-Anne, her father’s fiancee, there to mediate. But when Kelly-Anne leaves suddenly and her father burns
her face, Allison runs away. Crossan, the Children’s Literature
Laureate of Ireland, conveys the teen’s story in raw verse. While
seeking refuge in a presumably empty house, Allison quickly discovers that it’s occupied by Marla, an elderly woman with dementia. Confusing Allison for a childhood friend named Toffee,
Marla invites the teen into her home. At first Allison pretends
to be Toffee simply to live with Marla and survive, but when she
secretly observes the disrespect and abuse Marla receives from
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FLAMER

Curato, Mike
Illus. by the author
Henry Holt (368 pp.)
$25.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-62779-641-5

|

BLOOD MOON

Cuthew, Lucy
Walker US/Candlewick (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-5362-1503-8
Frankie struggles with the fallout
after a meme about her awkward first
sexual experience goes viral.
Frankie and Harriet have been
best friends forever. They share a treehouse with a telescope and a passion for
astronomy and photography. But Frankie
becomes annoyed as Harriet becomes
more boy-obsessed, and Harriet thinks Frankie is prudish and
judgmental. But there is a boy Frankie secretly likes—in sweet
Benjamin, she finds her science geek equal. After Frankie and
Harriet have a blowup, Frankie and Benjamin share a sexual
experience, her first, during which she gets her period. Initially, the couple are able to move past the awkwardness goodnaturedly. But the next day at school, everyone’s buzzing about
what happened, and a nasty meme about it goes viral. As the
online response to the meme grows increasingly violent and
terrifying, Frankie’s fear and shame are compounded by the
seeming betrayal of people she trusted. This beautifully written
novel in verse is equal parts tender and tough, covering a broad
swath of adolescent concerns, from orgasms to the dark side of
the internet. Cuthew’s depiction of online bullying and harassment is graphic and spot-on; funny dialogue helps to lighten the
intensity. All characters seem to be White.
A powerful, fiercely feminist novel that normalizes menstruation and confronts destructive cyberculture. (Verse novel.
13-18)

special issue: best books of 2020

The last week at Scouting camp highlights accomplishments and humiliations
that last a lifetime.
Aiden, a fat, biracial (Filipino and
White), soon-to-be high schooler, is in
his last week of Boy Scout camp in 1995. Each day documents
events, from bonding over fireside songs and learning important skills to the micro- and macroaggressions that follow an
adolescent boy of color who presents as effeminate and is queer.
As the week moves on, readers learn more about Aiden and his
life, from his stressful home with an emotionally abusive father
to his love of Catholicism and being an altar server. The stress
of a new school, bullies who are ever present, and struggles with
identity drive Aiden to a breaking point, one that’s familiar to
many young people. The monochromatic illustrations, sometimes highlighted with red, orange, and yellow, are timeless
moments of a remembered childhood. The use of red to highlight the tangible (firelight, a Swiss Army knife) and represent
the intangible (passion, sorrow, and hope) is a master class in
simplicity. But the true star of this book is the writing, which
describes a boy who could live in any decade on his journey of
self-discovery. This is a story that will be read and reread, and
for some, it will be the defining book of their adolescence.
Buy it. Read it. Share it. (afterword, resources) (Graphic
fiction. 12-18)
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caregivers and family, she uses her predicament to give Marla
the life she deserves. Crossan weaves in flashbacks from Allison’s past to help readers understand her thoughts and actions
during this transition. Despite Marla’s dementia and the age
difference, it’s clear that both women understand each other’s
hardships and grow in friendship because of this mutual sympathy. The effect is at once painful and beautiful. Although the
spare format forces readers to fill in gaps, it also renders lovely
imagery as Allison seeks the family she needs. All characters
seem to be White.
An uncommon, successful approach to a tough topic.
(Verse novel. 14-18)

STRONGMAN
The Rise of Five
Dictators and the Fall
of Democracy
Davis, Kenneth C.
Henry Holt (272 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-250-20564-3

History’s warnings reverberate in
this gripping read about five dictatorial
strongmen.
This complex yet accessible title examines the lives and
deeds of Benito Mussolini, Adolf Hitler, Joseph Stalin, Mao
Zedong, and Saddam Hussein. This is no dry textbook; rather,
the author presents deep personal and historical context with an
eye toward explaining depravity. By reading these accounts, readers come to better understand how such rulers rise to power—
and how we might act to avoid future evils. This book does not
minimize atrocities or humanize tyrants, nor does it shy away
from uncomfortable questions about ordinary citizens’ complicity. Instead readers are asked to ponder how contemporary
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best books for
understanding
the u.s. today
These books will help teen readers
make sense of how the country ended
up where it is now.
Jane Against the World: Roe V. Wade
and the Fight for Reproductive Rights
by Karen Blumenthal (Roaring Brook,
Feb. 25): By embedding this landmark case in the
cultural and political context that
preceded it, this essential work offers readers a broad understanding of continued debates around abortion access and rights.
It “also addresses racial bias, the eugenics
movement, and other critical related subjects.” (Review on page 61)
Strongman: The Rise of Five Dictators
and the Fall of Democracy by Kenneth C.
Davis (Henry Holt, Oct. 6): In this gripping collective biography of authoritarian
rulers, “readers are asked to ponder how
contemporary democracies actually create the conditions for such individuals to
come to power.” As many in the U.S. debate the present and future states of our
democratic institutions, “Davis emphasizes the need for vigilance,” reminding us
that “democratic protections are not inviolable.” (Review on page 71)
Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You: A
Remix of the National Book Award-Winning Stamped From the Beginning by Jason Reynolds and Ibram X. Kendi (Little,
Brown, March 10): Those “who want to truly understand how deeply embedded racism
is in the very fabric of the U.S., its history,
and its systems will come away educated and
enlightened,” by this work that uses history
as a framework for exploring the present.
(Review on page 88)
You Call This Democracy?: How To Fix
Our Government and Deliver Power to the
People by Elizabeth Rusch (HMH Books,
March 31): In a timely and critical work that
“unites a passion for democracy with a belief in the power of young people to help
restore it,” the author describes ways that
“threats to democracy—some long-standing, others recent—deprive Americans of
all political stripes of the power to participate in their governance.” Subjects covered
include gerrymandering and voter suppression. (Review on page 90)—L.S.
72
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democracies actually create the conditions for such individuals
to come to power. The chilling final chapter asks, “Never Again?”
as Davis emphasizes the need for vigilance as the democratic
protections many contemporary citizens of democratic nations
embrace are not inviolable. Timeline graphics put the individual
cases into larger historical context, and key terms are explained in
sophisticated depth. The author draws from an extensive lineup
of thinkers and writers, from Primo Levi, Thucydides, Madeleine
Albright, and Lord Acton to George Orwell and more. The book
concludes with an impressive bibliography and endnotes. This
powerful overview, enhanced with photographs, hinges on the
idea that autocratic power is only possible with the complicity of
ordinary others and that those who resist are the rare heroes of a
terrifyingly timely story.
A pitch-perfect balance of nuanced reflection and dire
warning. (Nonfiction. 12-18)

MY HEART
UNDERWATER

Fantauzzo, Laurel Flores
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-06-297228-6
Corazon “Cory” Tagubio is a Southern
Californian FilAm caught between her
duty toward her hardworking immigrant
parents and her sexual awakening.
When her mother catches 17-year-old
Cory kissing Ms. Holden, her 25-year-old White Catholic school
history teacher, she sends Cory to the Philippines to live with
Kuya Jun, an older half brother whom she has only met through
Skype. Cory arrives in the Philippines heartbroken twice over:
Her beloved father is in a coma, and, separated from Ms. Holden,
Cory feels untethered and deeply alone. In her YA debut, Fantauzzo’s gorgeous writing presents an emotionally wrought
American-born teenager on a journey to define her present as
well as understand her family’s past. The unethical relationship
with Ms. Holden is effectively used as a device for Cory’s journey
of self-inquiry and growing understanding of real love, bolstered
by her cousin’s and friends’ more developed ethical and political
consciousnesses. One of a cast of splendidly drawn characters,
Cory faces hidden truths about familial separation and lasting
bonds that provide a layered backdrop for her own catharsis.
In tight sentences, Fantauzzo packs a punch, describing Cory’s
fraught emotional tightrope as she negotiates Catholic dogma
of right and wrong, repression, and rage in ways that will surely
resonate with anyone who simply cannot live any longer without
questioning norms. Tagalog and Taglish are interlaced throughout, adding an atmospheric texture that refreshingly lends rarely
depicted insights into authentic Filipino humor, conflict, and
expressions of love.
A (home)coming out story that rides a deep undercurrent
of love. (Fiction. 14-18)
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Hilariously necessary.
not so pure and simple

Ed. by Finke, Leigh
Illus. by Pearson, Shelby
Beaming Books (260 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-5064-6524-1

THE RISE AND FALL OF
CHARLES LINDBERGH

Fleming, Candace
Schwartz & Wade/Random (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 11, 2020
978-0-525-64654-9
The story of a flawed, complicated
man.
The son of a distant Minnesota congressman and a demanding, well-educated mother, young Charles Lindbergh
grew up shuttling among the family farm, his grandfather’s
Detroit home, and Washington, D.C. Intelligent but uninterested in school, he began flying at age 19, getting involved
in barnstorming and becoming an Air Service Reserve Corps
officer. He used a combination of mechanical aptitude and
moxie to successfully cross the Atlantic in a 1927 solo nonstop
flight and was instantly propelled into worldwide celebrity.
|

Success came at tremendous cost, however, when his infant
son was kidnapped and murdered. Lindbergh was also his own
enemy: His infatuation with eugenics led him into overt racism, open admiration for Hitler, and public denunciation of
Jews. Fallen from grace, he nonetheless flew 50 clandestine
combat missions in the South Pacific. He became an advocate
for animal conservation but also had three secret families in
addition to his acknowledged one. Fleming (Eleanor Roosevelt’s
in My Garage!, 2018, etc.) expertly sources and clearly details
a comprehensive picture of a well-known, controversial man.
Her frequent use of diaries allows much of the story to come
through in Charles’ and his wife Anne’s own words. The man
who emerges is hateable, pitiable, and admirable all at the
same time, and this volume measures up to the best Lindbergh
biographies for any audience.
A remarkable biography. (bibliography, source notes, picture credits, index) (Biography. 12-adult)

NOT SO PURE
AND SIMPLE

Giles, Lamar
HarperTeen (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-06-234919-4
Teen boy gets hard lessons on dating,
friendship, and toxic masculinity.
Delbert Rainey Jr. has never been
great at dating. He’s been in love with
the same girl since kindergarten—Kiera
Westing—but has never made a move. And despite his legendary reputation, thanks to an infamous basement party, he is still
a virgin. When Kiera and her boyfriend break up, Del seizes the
opportunity, even if it means accidentally joining the First Missionary House of the Lord’s Purity Pledge, created after nine
teens at Green Creek High School became pregnant, sparking pregnancy pact conspiracy theories. Additionally, the high
school has changed its abstinence-only sex ed elective, and Del,
enrolled by his parents, is surprised to see parallels—but with
advice framed as polar opposites. Del’s naiveté and missteps are
wonderful character flaws, and readers will laugh out loud as he
plays spy in his high school class for his fellow Purity Pledgers.
When a teen mom fights back at the Baby-Getters Club label
they’ve been given and creates her own hashtag, members of the
community, including Del, have to face up to the double standards and inappropriate behavior boys get away with and are
even encouraged in. The novel takes on teen attitudes toward
sex and relationships and gender power dynamics in a way that
is appealing and thought provoking. Main characters are Black.
Hilariously necessary. (Fiction. 14-18)
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A must-read guide for all queer and
questioning Christians (and their allies, too)!
Queer youth still face a multitude of challenges while growing up, and these have the potential to be amplified by religious
beliefs. Addressing that issue head-on, this guide for Christians
seeks to provide counsel, understanding, and gentle guidance
across a series of 40-plus chapters that address everything from
coming out in a variety of contexts, positive ways to deal with
haters, and helping start the conversation about gender-neutral
bathrooms at school, to living authentically. The book acknowledges that the advice is sometimes vague, but that’s because
the spectrum of queer life is so broad. In this regard, the book
excels by speaking to a range of genders and sexual identities;
asexuals, nonbinary people, bisexuals, pansexuals, etc., are all
addressed with respect and will find useful tips for navigating
their early years. The book works better for hunt-and-peck
readers as opposed to those reading from cover to cover because
some of the information is repetitious, but that repetition may
be necessary to counterbalance years of incorrect, inaccurate,
or purposely hateful misinformation. The contributors to this
fabulous read include mental health experts and religious leaders. Text boxes, pie charts, graphs, and grayscale illustrations
support and enhance the main narrative.
A must-have book for libraries, schools, and churches.
(note on language, glossary, additional resources, sources)
(Self-help. 12-18)
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QUEERFULLY AND
WONDERFULLY MADE
A Guide for LGBTQ+
Christian Teens
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Explores the hypnotic allure of fear and
the redeeming power of stories.
deeplight

THESE VIOLENT
DELIGHTS

Gong, Chloe
McElderry (464 pp.)
$19.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-5344-5769-0
A monster spreads madness through
the streets of Shanghai.
It is the autumn of 1926, and Shanghai
is poised at the brink of transformation.
Foreign powers have carved out portions
of the city for themselves; what remains is divided between two
feuding gangs, the Chinese Scarlet Gang and the Russian White
Flowers. Eighteen-year-old Juliette Cai has returned home from
New York City, wreathed in a reputation for ruthlessness and
ready to step into her role as heir to the Scarlet Gang. Four
years ago, a betrayal by the White Flowers heir, Roma Montagov, a young man of 19, led to the deaths of countless Scarlets,
and Juliette is determined to avenge her gang. But when a lethal
contagion strikes the city, targeting Scarlets and White Flowers alike, Juliette and Roma grudgingly agree to cooperate on
an investigation in order to save their city. The slow-burning
romance in this book takes a back seat to the gripping mystery
grounded in immersive historical detail. Allusions to Romeo
and Juliet are evident in names and specific scenes, but familiar
themes of family, loyalty, and identity bear new significance in
Gong’s inventive adaptation. Language is a tool wielded deftly
by the multilingual characters, who switch easily among English, French, Shanghainese, Russian, and more, with Mandarin
as the primary dialect for Chinese phrases. A strong supporting
cast that includes a trans girl completes this striking debut.
A must-read with a conclusion that will leave readers
craving more. (Historical fantasy. 13-18)

ALMOST AMERICAN
GIRL

Ha, Robin
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (240 pp.)
$17.99 | $12.99 paper | Jan. 28, 2020
978-0-06-268510-0
978-0-06-268509-4 paper
Transitioning from life in Korea to
America, a young woman struggles with
change and figuring out where she fits.
After her mother’s decision to marry a man in Alabama,
14-year-old Chuna, who thought she was just going on another
mother-daughter trip, grapples with culture shock, bullying,
and integrating into a new family. Her mother is still her hero,
and she recognizes the sacrifices she has made in order for them
to survive. It’s rough going though, especially when the rest
of the Kims, her new stepfamily, are not very supportive. She
can’t help but compare Korea to the U.S., the lively streets of
Seoul and her many friends to her isolation in 1990s Huntsville.
74
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Bullying, though for different reasons—in Korea, for coming
from a single-parent home and in Alabama, for being Asian—is
always prevalent in her life. (Many of the people she interacts
with at school are White.) It isn’t until her mother reminds her
of her love of comics and drawing that Chuna, now going by
Robin, begins to thrive. Employing soft and subdued coloring
for the majority of the work, Ha (Cook Korean!, 2016, etc.) uses
sepia tones for recollections of her family’s history in Korea.
This heartfelt memoir from an author who shares her honest,
personal experiences excels at showing how Ha navigated Asian
American identity and the bonds between mother and daughter.
An insightful, moving coming-of-age tale. (glossary)
(Graphic memoir. 12-adult)

DEEPLIGHT

Hardinge, Frances
Amulet/Abrams (432 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 14, 2020
978-1-4197-4320-7
Monsters and mortals collide in this
fantasy adventure that explores the hypnotic allure of fear, the adamant grip of
the past, and the redeeming power of
stories.
For centuries, the islanders of the
Myriad revered the murderous, terrifying gods who rose from
the Undersea. Now, the gods are 30 years gone, and divers who
dare to retrieve scraps of their magical remains can make a fortune—if they can get past the governor’s men. Fourteen-yearold Hark is an orphan who ekes out a living by spinning tall tales
to gullible prospects while dreaming of a brighter future. Hark’s
best friend, Jelt, has always been his fierce protector. But Jelt
is also manipulative, abusive, and dangerous. Just as new possibilities open up for Hark, Jelt coerces him into another reckless
scheme in which Jelt nearly drowns. Hark finds a mysterious
pulsing relic and uses it to save Jelt, unleashing catastrophic
consequences. Hardinge (A Skinful of Shadows, 2017, etc.) conjures up an atmospheric world peopled with sinister smugglers
and a stubborn scientist, artful urchins and armed fanatics, ravenous gods and wretched priests. The unhurried opening soon
escalates into cinematic action and a thrilling climax. The many
pleasures of this tale include a range of extraordinary female
characters and sensitive and respectful depictions of deaf people and hearing signers. Humans in this world vary in skin tone,
but race has no significance; there are few physical descriptors
for the main characters.
Spellbinding. (Fantasy. 12-adult)
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Haynes, Gibby
Illus. by the author
Soho Teen (256 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-61695-812-1

THE LAST HALLOWEEN
The Children
Howard, Abby
Illus. by the author
Iron Circus Comics (442 pp.)
$25.00 paper | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-945820-66-3

When nightmarish creatures attack,
the fate of humanity rests in the hands of
a 10-year-old girl.
It is Halloween night, and all young
Mona wants to do is trick-or-treat, but her parent is unable to
take her. In the dark and gloom of night, monsters descend, and
Mona finds herself absorbed into a motley but friendly crew
of creatures: tween vampire Ringley, creepy living doll Robert,
teenage ghoul Shirley, and Banjo the wereopossum. The nightmarish monster scourge has been unleashed by the presumed
death of the Phagocyte, a magical being who keeps the balance
between worlds. Can Mona and her friends find the Phagocyte’s heir before the monsters devour all of humanity? In this
|

spectacularly wrought graphic offering, writer and artist Howard’s illustrations are unquestionably striking, utilizing a perfect
mood-setting black-and-white pen-and-ink scheme and grabbing its reader with both the scope of its imagination and its
clever use of perspective, including fish-eye shots. Despite its
prepubescent protagonist, this is not a middle-grade tale; Howard has a keen eye for creative gore that may deter the squeamish, however, those who forge on will be utterly captivated
by its unexpected heart and dark humor. Although Howard’s
first volume in a proposed series is a hefty doorstop at nearly
450 pages, expect readers to blaze through it at wildfire speed
and absolutely demand more. Mona’s parent is nonbinary; most
characters appear to be White.
A comic horror tour de force. (character list, reader questions, guide to making a comic) (Graphic horror. 14-18)

BEARMOUTH

Hyder, Liz
Norton Young Readers (256 pp.)
$18.95 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-324-01586-4
Newt has been eking out a living as
an unskilled laborer in the bleak Bearmouth coal mine since the age of 4.
Forced to work in appalling underground conditions in an alternate Britain
for meager pay, Newt—also called “YouNuck” (eunuch) by others as a malicious nod to their perceived
undefined gender—must split their earnings between essential
purchases from the company store and wages sent to their family back home. Life in the mine is brutal, and each day seems to
bring new injuries, assaults, or deaths. Newt is able to focus on
the bright spots in the darkness: loving friendships, moments of
joy, and caring fellow miners who treat Newt like family. Newt
is encouraged to keep their head down and follow the rules so
as to not upset the fine balance in the mines between exploited
workers and those in power, but everything changes when a
dangerous newcomer joins the team and begins asking provocative questions. When tragedy strikes, Newt begins to question
their religious faith in the Mayker and yearns for change. Newt
is taught their letters by Thomas, a fellow worker in the mines,
and the story is told in Newt’s own words through phonetically
written prose. Thomas has brown skin; all other characters
seem to be White.
This grim and immersive thriller delivers suspense in the
dark. (Dystopian thriller. 14-18)
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With federal agents in hot pursuit,
two Texas teens and a small dog with
unusual abilities roar off to New York in
a battered pickup.
Haynes, lead singer of the Butthole
Surfers, crafts a gloriously unhinged road trip from a host of
promising elements. Five years after meeting Mr. Cigar—a loyal,
frighteningly smart, and possibly immortal escapee (it turns
out) from a secret government project—Oscar is living the
dream, organizing local roadside raves. The idyll comes to an
abrupt end, though, as a series of ominous encounters with corrupt cop Cletus Acox and scarred military man Colonel Sanders, coupled with a plea for cash from his desperate older sister,
send Oscar, with his canine sidekick and his best buddy Lytle,
haring off cross-country. Unfortunately, in the meantime Oscar
has unwittingly quaffed a Red Bull doctored with both MDMA
and LSD—which adds, to say the least, a hallucinatory quality
to a narrative already propelled by staccato minichapters, profane banter, surreal events highlighted by a bank robbery in the
buff, a climactic battle with goons both visible and otherwise,
and more than one fatality that turns out to be only temporary.
Oscar is wreathed by a colorful supporting cast led by a pooch
who is generally the brightest and most dangerous character in
the room. Lytle, who is Black, is the only character who doesn’t
present as White.
As boy-and-his-dog tales go, a long, long way from Lassie.
(Satiric fantasy. 14-adult)
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best books
on mental
health
CALL ME AMERICAN
(ADAPTED FOR YOUNG
ADULTS)
The Extraordinary True Story
of a Young Somali Immigrant

The following books will help many
readers feel seen and give others valuable
insights into living with mental illness.
The Stepping Off Place by Cameron
Kelly Rosenblum (Quill Tree Books/
HarperCollins, July 28): This novel
about two best
friends, one of
whom dies by
suicide, “bounces
back and forth
between past and present to fill in details
of Reid and Hattie’s relationship.” Along
with grief and mental illness—Reid struggles with anxiety—“it explores loss, futility,
honesty, and love, with a richness of prose
and excellence of characterization rare in a
first-time author.” (Review on page 89)
Darius the Great Deserves Better by Adib
Khorram (Dial Books, Aug. 25): This follow-up to 2018’s Darius the Great Is Not
Okay reunites readers with “endearingly
sweet, Star Trek–loving ‘Fractional Persian’ Darius Kellner.” He’s met a cute boy,
won a spot on his school soccer team,
and generally come a long way. However,
“even all these highs can’t keep Darius’ depression at bay.” Fortunately, the author
balances “tough situations with a hopeful
undercurrent.” (Review on page 79)
The Surprising Power of a Good Dump
ling by Wai Chim (Scholastic, Nov. 10):
The impact of a parent’s mental health
challenges is explored in this “viscerally
powerful tale of a teen struggling to help
her troubled family.” Chinese Australian
Anna feels isolated at school, where she is
surrounded by wealthy overachievers. Her
father works long hours, and, between her
younger siblings and her mother’s paranoid behavior, she shoulders a heavy burden. (Review on page 68)
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Somali-born Iftin presents a narrative of his journey from a war-torn homeland to his current life in Maine.
The story begins with the catastrophic drought and war of
the late 1970s that interrupted his young parents’ carefree and
wealthy nomadic life in a lush region of south-central Somalia. Neither they nor the country ever managed to recover as
one cycle of conflict led to another, raging on until the present
day. These waves of violence reduced everyday Somalis’ lives to
ones of chronic poverty, displacement, uncertainty, and fear but
failed to extinguish hopes or dreams. Iftin, who was probably
born in 1985, and his beloved brother schemed moneymaking
enterprises together, skipping school to sell snacks to moviegoers. Under the noses of religious authorities, he arranged secret
rendezvous with his first crush. Given the circumstances, Iftin’s
boyish escapades involved a level of daring that maintains suspense. Later, as a college student in Mogadishu, he recorded
reports for NPR’s The Story despite potentially life-threatening
repercussions from al-Shabaab. Chief among Iftin’s dreams was
to live in America, his impressions of the country fed by Black
pop culture and American movies, which did not prepare him
for the complex racial realities that he encountered and recognized as a form of tribalism when he eventually made it to the
U.S. This remarkable, nuanced story facilitates a deeper understanding of immigration today.
A triumphant memoir that offers hope for Somalia’s and,
indeed, America’s futures. (glossary) (Memoir. 12-18)

RAYBEARER

Ifueko, Jordan
Amulet/Abrams (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-4197-3982-8

The Edge of Anything by Nora Shalaway
Carpenter (Running Press Kids, March
24): In a work that centers and celebrates
the power of a close friendship between
two girls, a “litany of painful topics—
mental health, medical trauma, aging,
grief and loss, financial insecurity, social
isolation, and more—is handled with a
deft touch that is equal parts humorous
and heart-wrenching.” There is a valuable
emphasis on seeking help when needed.
(Review on page 63)—L.S.
76

Iftin, Abdi Nor with Alexander, Max
Delacorte (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-1-9848-9711-4
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Sixteen-year-old Tarisai of Swana is
commanded to kill the one person in the
world she’s sworn to love and protect.
Born of a mysterious woman known
only as The Lady and her unholy coupling
with an ehru (djinn), coily haired, darkskinned Tarisai is hidden away in the grasslands of her home
realm and constantly tested by tutors, preparing her whole
life to join the Council of Eleven that will advise the Crown
Prince. When she discovers that she was created as a weapon
to assassinate that same beloved prince, Tarisai embarks on a
journey through the 12 realms of Aritsar to discover the truth
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Impossible to put down.
the henna wars

EVERY BODY LOOKING
Iloh, Candice
Dutton (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-525-55620-6
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THE HENNA WARS
Jaigirdar, Adiba
Page Street (400 pp.)
$17.99 | May 12, 2020
978-1-62414-9689

Bangladeshi Irish teen Nishat is
obsessed with winning her school’s business competition—which entails outperforming the girl she has a crush on.
Nishat is tired of hiding the fact that
she is lesbian. But when she comes out to
her parents, they respond with cold silence. Devastated, Nishat
struggles to cope by focusing on winning the entrepreneurial challenge and by trying to ignore her romantic feelings for
Flávia, a biracial (Black Brazilian/White Irish) girl Nishat hasn’t
seen since primary school. Nishat enters with a proposal for a
business offering mehndi, or henna tattoos, a traditional Bangladeshi art form Nishat learned from her grandmother. Nishat
is thrilled about showcasing her beloved Bengali culture—until
Flávia decides to do a henna business as well, a choice that Nishat
feels smacks of cultural appropriation. Worse, now Nishat isn’t
sure if Flávia’s overtures are signs of genuine romantic interest or
a tactic to sabotage Nishat’s business. With her ultrasupportive
sister by her side, Nishat fights to be her truest, most visible self.
Debut author Jaigirdar seamlessly weaves issues of racism and
homophobia into a fast-moving plot peopled with richly drawn
characters. Each conflict is resolved authentically and naturally,
moving the story along at the perfect speed. The scenes between
Flávia and Nishat simmer, and their mesmerizing relationship
unfolds with just the right amount of complexity. Most satisfyingly, each character gets the ending she deserves.
Impossible to put down. (Romance. 13-18)

special issue: best books of 2020

A Black girl’s journey from a stifled
life to self-discovery through dance.
Seventeen-year-old Ada grew up
in Chicago with a Nigerian immigrant
father who raised her in line with his
strict, traditional Christian values. Her
mother struggled with addiction and was mostly absent, both
physically and emotionally. Ada was indoctrinated to be submissive to her elders and learned to suppress vital parts of herself,
from her opinions to her love of dance. Brought up to keep so
much of her life a secret, Ada has even kept quiet about a tragic
sexual assault at the hands of her older male cousin. She is finally
given the physical freedom she had been denied her whole life
when she graduates high school and heads to college in Washington, D.C. There, she starts to unpack what she has been
taught by her dysfunctional family and begins to bloom and
unlock those guarded parts of herself. In the end, Ada reclaims
her body and her life through dance, exploring her own beliefs
and values and finding her voice. Iloh uses verse beautifully to
show readers the world through Ada’s eyes, incorporating flashbacks and time jumps to piece the whole picture together. With
complex relationship dynamics and heavy-hitting issues like
rape, overbearing and neglectful parents, and addiction, this
book will leave readers deeply affected.
A young woman’s captivating, sometimes heartbreaking, yet ultimately hopeful story about coming into her own.
(Verse novel. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

about her complicated history, hoping for a chance to shine a
light on a new path for herself. Debut author Ifueko’s ethnically and religiously diverse empire is well-built, taking form as
it unfurls and blossoms in a way that never feels rushed. This
fantasy world—where tutsu sprites roam and people are graced
with a never-ending spectrum of Hallows, or birth gifts—provides constant wonder and enchantment and has a tantalizing
potential that engages readers. The perfectly paced plot is laid
against a backdrop of political unrest and intrigue that explores
colonialist and imperialist themes, ensuring its continued relevance. The nuanced experiences of the fantasy communities
will resonate with global, contemporary marginalized peoples
and their struggles against discrimination.
A fresh, phenomenal fantasy that begs readers to revel in
its brilliant world. (Fantasy. 14-18)

DARK SKIES

Jensen, Danielle L.
Tor Teen (480 pp.)
$18.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-250-31776-6
Series: Dark Shores, 2
An infernal threat rises in the west in
this story that takes place concurrently
with Dark Shores (2019).
Roguish Killian, son of a High Lord,
has been marked by the god of war; under
his command, trickery allows the enemy Derin (who worship
the sinister Seventh god) to breech Mudamora. Killian is saved
from execution by the king’s daughter, who claims him as her
sworn sword—and brings him into her conspiracy to depose her
inept father and save their kingdom from Derin’s foul magic.
Meanwhile, Lydia navigates the political landscape of Celendrial, where her adopted status makes her position perilous. Her
story begins slightly before Teriana’s arrival, continuing until
her fateful encounter with Marcus—who has been ordered to
kill her—before a leap of faith brings her to Mudamora’s capital,
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A call-to-action from the anti-racist insights
of a generation of Black activists.
this is my america

which is under an increasingly desperate siege. The magical elements of the story—from the miraculous works of the marked
to disgusting blight and abominations—are seamlessly woven
with storylines comparing the plight of common people to the
complicated political games the powerful play. Responsibility
is the grounding theme that unites the protagonists in their
heroic strivings; trauma and the fully rounded characters’ emotional vulnerabilities take their tolls. Readers will be delighted
both by further exploring the expertly crafted world and the
story’s twists. Lydia is fair-skinned, Killian olive-skinned; race
isn’t significant in this diverse world.
Readers will breathlessly anticipate their next venture
into this exquisite world. (Fantasy. 12-adult)

ALL BOYS AREN’T BLUE
A Memoir-Manifesto

Johnson, George M.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 28, 2020
978-0-374-31271-8
Centers the experiences, desires, and
agency of a queer Black boy navigating
his evolving selfhood and the challenges
of society’s conditional love for his truthful existence.
Queer Black existence has been here forever, and yet rarely
has that experience been spotlighted within literature aimed
at Black boyhood. This is the context in which this “memoirmanifesto” begins, as Johnson, a still relatively young 33-year-old
journalist and activist, debuts his unfolding life story within a
vacuum of representation. These stories wrestle with “joy and
pain...triumph and tragedy” across many heavy topics—gender policing, sexual abuse, institutional violence—but with
a view to freedom on the horizon. Through the witnessing of
Johnson’s intimate accounts, beginning with his middle-class
New Jersey childhood and continuing through his attendance
at a historically Black university in Virginia, readers are invited
on their own paths to healing, self-care, and living one’s truth.
Those who see themselves outside the standpoint of being
Black and queer are called in toward accountability, clarifying
an understanding of the history, language, and actions needed
to transform the world—not in pity for the oppressed but in
the liberation of themselves. This title opens new doors, as the
author insists that we don’t have to anchor stories such as his to
tragic ends: “Many of us are still here. Still living and waiting for
our stories to be told—to tell them ourselves.”
A critical, captivating, merciful mirror for growing up
Black and queer today. (Memoir. 14-adult)
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THIS IS MY AMERICA
Johnson, Kim
Random House (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-0-593-11876-4

Showcases one family’s persistent
and courageous fight for freedom against
a broken criminal justice system.
At the center of this story is Tracy
Beaumont, a Black 17-year-old. Every
week she’s been writing letters to Innocence X (think Innocence Project or the Equal Justice Initiative) on behalf of her father, who has been sentenced to death
row in their home state of Texas, wrongfully accused of murder. There’s less than a year until it will be all over. Yet Tracy
holds on deeply to hope that in her small-town neighborhood
and across the U.S. people will recognize failures in justice. This
is thrown into jeopardy when her older brother, Jamal, a local
track star, is accused of killing a White girl. Could these two
cases be connected? Tracy, an emerging journalist, has to wrestle
with the present-day legacy of an overwhelmingly racist history,
needing support not only from family, but also a strong legal
team and, just maybe, a good cop, if there are any to be found.
Johnson’s debut draws on her own experiences as an activist to
offer a realistic depiction of reckoning with the complex and
too-often-fatal issues that plague Black Americans today. Her
belief in the power of social movements shines through, inciting a new generation of social change activists to be called into
service of transformative change.
Harrowing and worthwhile; a call-to-action from
the anti-racist insights of a generation of Black activists.
(author’s note, additional resources) (Fiction. 12-18)

YOU SHOULD SEE ME
IN A CROWN
Johnson, Leah
Scholastic (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-338-50326-5

A wallflower runs for prom queen.
After being snubbed by her best
friend, Jordan, in favor of his new football
friends on the first day of high school, Liz
Lighty felt acute shame about being herself and all the things that made her different: her height, being
Black and queer, and not having enough money. She began wearing her hair pulled back, chose less colorful clothing, and did her
best to blend in so no one would notice her. But now, as a senior,
Liz has to put herself in the spotlight to secure her future.
Because despite doing everything right—excellent grades, solid
extracurriculars, and playing first-chair clarinet—she doesn’t
win a much-needed scholarship at her dream school. When
her brother convinces her that running for prom queen—with
its $10,000 scholarship prize—is the answer, she enters the
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THE HAND ON
THE WALL

Johnson, Maureen
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-06-233811-2
Series: Truly Devious, 3
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DARIUS THE GREAT
DESERVES BETTER

Khorram, Adib
Dial Books (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-0-593-10823-9
Series: Darius the Great, 2
A second chapter for the endearingly
sweet, Star Trek–loving “Fractional Persian” Darius Kellner.
Visiting Iran. Scoring the internship
of his dreams at Rose City Teas. Playing on his high school’s
varsity men’s soccer team—where his awesome teammates keep
the bullies at bay. Having a lot of fun kissing Landon, a prospective first boyfriend with “television cheekbones.” But even all
these highs can’t keep Darius’ depression at bay. Landon might
be cute—and Darius’ Persian mother certainly approves of
Landon’s cooking abilities—but he keeps pressuring Darius to
go beyond kissing when he isn’t ready. Darius also worries about
his terminally ill grandfather and best friend, Sohrab, both “half
a world away” in Iran. Family troubles and confusing feelings for
a teammate only exacerbate the “burning plasma reactor feeling” in Darius’ chest. With rich characters and multilayered storytelling, Khorram’s sophomore effort deepens the complexity
of Darius’ world. Blending broad themes like consent and toxic
masculinity with the specificity of Darius’ intersectional identity (gay, White and Iranian), this coming-of-age masterpiece
packs a multitude of truth and heart. As “super white” as the
Portland, Oregon, setting may be, Khorram takes care to incorporate the diversity that does exist within the city. While the
first volume focused heavily on Darius’ relationship with his
dad, this one expands the focus, balancing tough situations with
a hopeful undercurrent.
A sequel that gets better and better the longer it steeps.
(Fiction. 12-18)

special issue: best books of 2020

The final, riveting chapter of the
Truly Devious murder series.
The initial incident in the series
involved the 1936 abduction of newspaper tycoon Albert Ellingham’s wife and daughter; the present volume probes several
unsavory events that transpired afterward, including Ellingham’s own death in 1938, in a sailing accident on Lake Champlain, and the recent immolation of University of Vermont
history professor and Ellingham mystery enthusiast Dr. Irene
Fenton. Fenton was introduced to protagonist and contemporary “Ellingham Sherlock” Stevie Bell in The Vanishing Stair
(2019). As Stevie gets closer to making good on her resolution
to solve the Ellingham case’s past and present riddles, Johnson
makes the most of the exclusive institution’s remote, wooded
mountain locale, provocatively setting the climax of Stevie’s
investigations during the throes of a cataclysmic blizzard.
Stevie and her motley crew of misfit high school geniuses are
stranded à la Agatha Christie with members of the Ellingham
Academy administration, who may have a stake in the revelations of several secrets linking the Ellingham kidnappings
with present-day murders. Throughout this intricately woven,
fast-paced whodunit, Johnson demonstrates how proximity to
wealth and power can mold and bend one’s behavior, whether
with good or—here largely—devious intent. The brainy secondary characters’ quirky talents and interests complement Stevie’s
sleuthing skills; while mostly White, they include diversity in
socio-economic background, mental health challenges, physical
disability, and sexual orientation.
A richly satisfying, Poirot-like ending for Johnson’s
inspired and inspiring teen sleuth. (Mystery. 14-18)
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competition. The race for the crown gets complicated when Liz
falls for one of the other competitors, Jordan tries to rekindle
their friendship, and a friend urges her to change everything
about herself in order to win. While the hullabaloo around
prom seems far-fetched, the lead-up to the dance is pitchperfect rom-com. Johnson does an excellent job of portraying
the anxiety and internalized self-hatred from being different in
a mostly White, affluent small town. Liz and Jordan are Black;
supporting characters appear White by default.
The queer prom romance you didn’t know you needed.
(Fiction. 14-18)

BANNED BOOK CLUB

Kim, Hyun Sook & Estrada, Ryan
Illus. by Ko, Hyung-Ju
Iron Circus Comics (192 pp.)
$15.00 paper | May 19, 2020
978-1-945820-42-7
In 1983 South Korea, Kim was learning to navigate university and student
political activism.
The daughter of modest restaurant
owners, Kim was apolitical—she just
wanted to make her parents proud and be worthy of her tuition
expenses. Following an administrator’s advice to avoid trouble
and pursue extracurriculars, she joined a folk dance team where
she met a fellow student who invited her into a banned book
club. Kim was fearful at first, but her thirst for knowledge soon
won out. As she learned the truth of her country’s oppressive fascist political environment, Kim became closer to the
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best
romance
novels
Need a break from reality? Let yourself
be swept away by these sparkling romances.
The Henna Wars by Adiba Jaigirdar
(Page Street, May 12): This “impossible to put down,”
swoony,
friendsto-enemies-tolovers story about
Bangladeshi Irish
Nishat, who is a
closeted lesbian, and Black Brazilian/White
Irish Flávia explores cultural appreciation
versus cultural appropriation and the often
delicate balancing act between self-expression and community norms in a “fast-moving
plot peopled with richly drawn characters.”
(Review on page 77)
You Should See Me in a Crown by Leah
Johnson (Scholastic, June 2): Liz is a great
student and passionate clarinetist, but as
someone who “felt acute shame about all
the things that made her different: her
height, being Black and queer, and not having enough money,” she never thought of
herself as trying out for prom queen until she finds out that winning comes with
a scholarship that she sorely needs. This
charming, joyful story is the “queer prom
romance you didn’t know you needed.” (Review on page 78)
Today Tonight Tomorrow by Rachel Lynn
Solomon (Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster,
July 28): Rowan and Neil—Jewish teens who
are longtime academic rivals—are thrown
together in a citywide scavenger hunt with a
large cash prize they both desperately want.
Their “relationship develops in an absorbing slow burn, with clever banter and the
delicious tension of first love. Readers will
emerge just as obsessed with this love story
as Rowan is with her beloved romance novels.” (Review on page 92)
Super Fake Love Song by David Yoon (Penguin Young Readers, Nov. 17): In this “clever, hilarious, and empathetic look at diverse
teens exploring authenticity, identities, and
code-switching,” geeky Sunny is mistaken
for his cool, guitar-playing brother by new
girl Cirrus. What happens next is rom-com
gold as Sunny digs himself deeper into a hole
while trying to impress his crush in a book
that “captures the humor, the heart, and the
universal anxieties—and possibilities—of
trying on new identities in high school.” (Review on page 98)—L.S.
80
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other book club members while the authorities grew increasingly desperate to identify and punish student dissidents. The
kinetic manhwa drawing style skillfully captures the personal
and political history of this eye-opening memoir. The disturbing elements of political corruption and loss of human rights
are lightened by moving depictions of sweet, funny moments
between friends as well as deft political maneuvering by Kim
herself when she was eventually questioned by authorities.
The art and dialogue complement each other as they express
the tension that Kim and her friends felt as they tried to balance school, family, and romance with surviving in a dangerous
political environment. References to fake news and a divisive
government make this particularly timely; the only thing missing is a list for further reading.
A tribute to young people’s resistance in the face of
oppression. (Graphic memoir. 14-adult)

WATCH OVER ME
LaCour, Nina
Dutton (272 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-0-593-10897-0

When she ages out of foster care,
Mila takes an internship on a haunted
farm outside Mendocino.
After being abandoned by her single
mother, Mila was placed in foster care.
The family she lives with now wants a
baby and won’t adopt her, so Mila gets a farm internship after
high school graduation. Mila is a quiet, beautifully written character; LaCour is a master at depicting loneliness. The farm is
run by Terry and Julia, whose focus is on rebuilding the lives
of youth impacted by foster care. Although the farm is in a
remote rural area, Mila is determined to make it her new home.
In addition to the seven foster children and two other interns,
ghosts live there. The sense of place is strong, and readers will
be transported to the rocky, coastal hills shrouded in fog and
full of secrets. When mementos from her past begin to appear,
Mila must decide if she is strong enough to remain at the farm.
The pacing of the book is excellent; readers won’t get a full picture of the physical and emotional trauma Mila suffered until
she herself is ready to process and confront it. Mila’s journey
to reclaim herself and find independence is tense and powerful. Mila and Julia are White, Terry is Black, and the interns and
children are ethnically diverse.
Gripping; an emotion-packed must-read. (Fiction. 12-18)
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Wildly ambitious and wholly empathetic,
devastatingly raw, and impossibly gentle.
the lucky ones

Lawson, Liz
Delacorte (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-0-593-11849-8

I’LL BE THE ONE

Lee, Lyla
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-0-06-293692-9
A plus-sized Korean American teen
enters a K-pop competition in both the
singing and dance categories.
It was a long time coming, but at 16,
Skye Shin is finally comfortable with her
size-16 body. But that doesn’t mean she’s
immune from the microaggressions she encounters everywhere
she goes. Skye does a great job describing not just what it feels
like to be on the receiving end of hurtful bias, but also how her
experiences have shaped her, given her strength, and taught
her to love herself. When a K-pop competition show comes to
Los Angeles, nothing will stop Skye from competing, not even
her own immigrant mother, whose body-shaming comments
border on abusive. The judges, however, are a different story.
She’s going to have to work harder than she ever has before to
|

prove that talent can outshine prejudice. In the process, Skye’s
strength and talent make her an inspiration to K-pop–loving
teens everywhere—including those in real life. Lee’s YA debut
slathers on all the juicy drama, high emotion, and kick-ass performances you’d expect from a K-pop talent competition but
also has quieter moments where true friendships and a swoony
romance develop. While most of the cast, including the hunky
love interest, is Korean or Korean American, there are competitors of other races. Skye and the boy she likes are bisexual, and
there are queer secondary characters.
A fresh perspective on body image and K-pop? Jjang! (Fiction. 13-18)

THE MAGIC FISH

Le Nguyen, Trung
Illus. by the author
Random House Graphic (256 pp.)
$23.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-0-593-12529-8
While Tien is fluent in English, his
Vietnamese refugee parents are not, leaving them struggling at times for a shared
language.
Tien’s mom, Hien, asks him to read
aloud the fairy tales he checks out from the library; they both
love them, and she can use them to practice English. When
Tien selects “Tattercoats,” his seamstress mother tells him
that there is a Vietnamese version that her own mother told
her, long ago. As he reads the story of love, longing, and travel
across a sea, Hien is reminded of family she left behind in Vietnam while Tien tries to navigate his own first love, a boy he is
friends with. Le Nguyen’s gorgeous, flowing, detailed illustrations deftly weave Vietnamese and Western fairy-tale worlds
together with Hien’s memory of her past and Tien’s struggle
over coming out. The rich color palette highlights both the layers within each panel as well as serving as a road map for readers
by indicating whether the panels are set in the present, the past,
or within the fairy tale. This clever use of color smooths the way
for the sophisticated embedding of stories within a story that
highlights the complex dynamics between first-generation and
second-generation family members. Warm, loving family and
friends are a refreshing alternative to immigrant stories that
focus on family problems.
Beautifully illustrates how sharing old stories can be the
best way to learn how to share new ones. (author’s note, notes
about the illustrations, bonus artwork) (Fiction. 13-17)
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Two teens find each other (and
themselves) with a little help from their
friends in this story of survival, perseverance, and hope.
In alternating first-person narration,
two familiar character types—loosecannon May McGintee and awkward try-hard Zach Teller—are
quickly defamiliarized. May is the sole survivor of a massacre
that robbed her twin brother, favorite teacher, and five peers of
their lives. She’s struggled with survivor’s guilt and PTSD ever
since, and her best friend, Lucy, is the only person who keeps
her going. Zach has been taking care of his family, especially
younger sister Gwen, since his father fell into a deep depression
five years ago. When his attorney mother defends the shooter,
almost everybody he knows—except his best friend, Conor—
abandons him. When Lucy auditions for Conor’s band, May and
Zach meet cute. As May begins putting herself back together,
Zach learns what being there truly entails. Lawson’s extraordinary knack for navigating typical teenage-rule predicaments—
parent problems, friend frustration, budding desire—and the
most searing circumstances—loss, terror, rage, fault—keeps the
plot at a boil. Though shaped like a romance, Lawson’s remarkable debut celebrates love’s many forms, from friends who
refuse to be pushed away to families slowly closing years of distance. Lucy is Haitian; Conor, Zach, and May are White.
Wildly ambitious and wholly empathetic, devastatingly
raw, and impossibly gentle; a must-read in this moment.
(author’s note, resources) (Fiction. 14-18)
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THE LUCKY ONES
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A creative fusion of Indigenous cultural
influences and supernatural fantasy.
elatsoe

ELATSOE

Little Badger, Darcie
Illus. by Cai, Rovina
Levine Querido (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 25, 2020
978-1-64614-005-3
A teenager with supernatural gifts
must solve her cousin’s murder before it’s
too late.
Aside from the fact that she owns a
ghost dog named Kirby, Ellie is like any
other comic book–loving, ice cream–eating Lipan Apache teenager. Her non-Native friends include her childhood buddy Jay,
who is White, and her cousin Trevor’s Latinx wife, Lenore. Yet
Ellie does have traits that set her apart: She has inherited the
talents of Six-Great-Grandmother, her powerful Lipan Apache
forebear, and plans to skip college to work as a paranormal
investigator. When Trevor dies in what appears to be a car accident, his ghost appears to her briefly, begging that she protect
his wife and child. Ellie must call upon her strong lineage to rid
her ancestral land of an ancient curse. Even as she discovers
some of her own tribal relatives have been complicit in historic
wrongdoing, she must save her family, animals, and community
from destructive forces and restore balance to the world. A fastpaced whodunit set in a contemporary world like our own, this
is a creative fusion of Indigenous cultural influences and supernatural fantasy. A brilliant, engaging debut written by a talented
author, it seamlessly blends cyberstalking with Vampire Citizen
Centers and Lipan Apache stories. This groundbreaking introduction to the fantasy genre remains relevant to Native histories even as it imaginatively looks to the future.
Educates about settler colonialism while also entertaining with paranormal twists. (Speculative fiction. 13-18)

WHAT I CARRY

Longo, Jennifer
Random House (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-0-553-53771-0
At 17, Muiriel needs to make it
through one more placement, then she
will age out of foster care and into statesanctioned self-sufficiency.
Muir is White, woke, and keenly
aware that her experience of not knowing any family from birth isn’t representative of most foster
kids. She meticulously follows the wisdom of her hero and
namesake, John Muir, and keeps her baggage light. However, it
quickly becomes apparent that her new temporary home will
challenge her resolute independence. The island forest beckons to her. Francine, her latest foster mother, is insightful and
socially aware. Kira, a heavily tattooed artist, is brimming with
best friend potential. And then there’s Sean, the beautiful boy
who understands that the world can be terrible and wonderful
82
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at the same time. As these people show up for Muir, the survival
strategy she clings to—don’t get attached—diminishes in validity. This is terrifying; Muir has only ever learned to depend on
herself. The trauma she contends with is not perpetrated by a
villain; it is the slow boil of a childhood in which inconsistency
has been the only constant. The power of relationship—both
those experienced and those denied—is expertly explored
throughout this novel with nuance and humanity. The central
characters are immensely likable, creating a compelling read
sure to leave an imprint. Most main characters are White; Kira
is Japanese American.
An exceptional addition to the coming-of-age canon.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 14-18)

TIGERS, NOT
DAUGHTERS

Mabry, Samantha
Algonquin (288 pp.)
$17.95 | Mar. 24, 2020
978-1-61620-896-7
A ghostly tale of revenge and the
strength of the sisterly bond.
The four Torres sisters have fascinated the boys in their San Antonio
neighborhood for years. Each with her
own quirky personality, they all suffer from the suffocating hold
their widower father has over them. While attempting to sneak
out, Ana, the oldest, fatally falls from a tree. A year later, her
angry spirit begins to haunt their home. The novel alternates
between a first-person perspective by an unnamed narrator—
one of the boys across the street—and the points of view of each
sister, narrated in the third person. The chapters jump from
past to present, dropping hints about what truly happened and
why Ana is haunting her old home. The Torres sisters mourn in
their own ways—Jessica tries to become Ana, even dating her
abusive boyfriend; Iridian stays inside reading Ana’s romance
novels; and Rosa attends church and hopes to commune with
animals. The author adeptly portrays the claustrophobia of living in a small town and being under the watch of an overbearing
patriarchal figure—in fact, the male gaze is the true enemy in
this novel, and it’s only when the young women join forces that
they’re able to break free of its oppressive ties. Mabry’s (All the
Wind in the World, 2017, etc.) third novel has echoes of The Virgin
Suicides. The protagonists are Latinx.
The evocative language and deft characterization will
haunt—and empower—readers. (Magical realism. 14-adult)
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Martinez, Xiuhtezcatl with
Mendell, Russell
Penguin Workshop (64 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-593-09413-6
Series: Pocket Change Collective

DARK AND
DEEPEST RED

McLemore, Anna-Marie
Feiwel & Friends (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 14, 2020
978-1-250-16274-8
McLemore (contributor: Color Outside
the Lines, 2019, etc.) weaves another magic
spell in this haunting retelling of Hans
Christian Andersen’s “The Red Shoes.”
In their most ambitious novel yet,
they interconnect the present-day trials of Mexican American Rosella and Romani American Emil with those of Lavinia,
a young Romani woman in 16th-century Strasbourg, who
is revealed to be Emil’s ancestor. Emil and Rosella became
friends as children when they realized their darker skin color
and families’ religious practices set them apart from the rest
of their friends. Now teens, the two are drawn to each other
during their town’s “glimmer,” an annual weeklong occurrence
|

in which magical things happen. This year, the red shoes created by Rosella’s family cause people to pursue their romantic
passions. However, Rosella is cursed with uncontrollable dancing, very similar to the plague of dancing that swept through
Strasbourg in 1518, when the townspeople blamed Lavinia and
the White trans boy she loved for their affliction. McLemore’s
lush sentence-level writing is masterly, painting vivid pictures of
Lavinia’s world. The past timeline is especially compelling, and
readers will eagerly return to it. The author spins a tale of first
love, misfits forging their own places in the world, and the inherent prejudices of people who fear what they don’t understand.
This novel will leave an indelible mark on readers’ hearts.
(Magical realism. 14-adult)

AGNES AT THE END OF
THE WORLD
McWilliams, Kelly
Little, Brown (432 pp.)
$17.99 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-0-316-48733-7

The story of a 16-year-old’s journey
to freedom at the end of the world.
Raised in the ranch commune of Red
Creek, Agnes has always followed the
Prophet’s adage, “perfect obedience produces perfect faith.” With a mother in the depths of depression,
Agnes dutifully takes care of her father and younger siblings and
the household chores; she is the perfect follower. Her one sin
is the lifesaving insulin she receives from Matilda, an Outsider
nurse, for her brother Ezekiel, who has Type 1 diabetes. Agnes’
15-year-old sister Beth is her complete opposite—questioning
the cult’s strict laws for women and sneaking around with a boy.
Events ramp up as Agnes becomes aware of the Prophet’s lies
and a viral pandemic ravages the outside world. As the Prophet
forces his followers into an underground bunker, Agnes realizes
she must leave with Ezekiel. With the help of Matilda’s son,
Danny, who exposes them to life outside, and prayers in which
Agnes communes with God, they escape into a dying world. The
novel unfolds in chapters alternating between Agnes’ and Beth’s
perspectives, blending science fiction with the harsh realities of
life in a cult. The ornate, complex text takes readers through
Agnes’ and Beth’s journeys of reconciling their faith and desires,
imbuing the well-rounded characters with purpose. Residents
of Red Creek are White; Danny and Matilda are Black.
An excellent read. (map, author’s note) (Dystopian. 13-18)
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Indigenous youth climate change
activist and musician Martinez (Mexica)
reimagines environmentalism for a new
generation.
The many facts presented in this slim volume are enhanced
with details of his personal story, including growing up in Boulder, Colorado, and being involved with environmental activism
from early childhood. Martinez argues that climate change is
an urgent issue that disproportionately impacts communities of
color like his own. He also traces the political history of climate
change rhetoric, pointing out that it was once a bipartisan issue
before fossil fuel and fracking companies and wealthy lobbyists
stymied conversations by exerting pressure on Republican politicians. He points out that all too often members of both major
political parties keep silent, a move calculated to increase shortterm profit while courting long-term financial ruin. Using his
own experience as an intersectional, socially aware hip-hop artist, Martinez concludes the book with a call to action, encouraging his generation to use nontraditional, artistic approaches
to creating change. This beautifully argued book is packed with
facts, seamlessly weaving together the author’s personal experiences with well-researched observations of politics, economics, and history. Martinez’s language is clear and decisive, and
his voice is intimate, bold, and inspiring, all of which make the
book impossible to put down.
A hopeful, well-argued book on climate change written in
a refreshing new voice. (Nonfiction. 14-18)
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FURIA

Méndez, Yamile Saied
Algonquin (368 pp.)
$17.95 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-61620-991-9
An Argentine girl’s journey to fulfill
her ambitions against all odds.
Seventeen-year-old Camila “la Furia”
Hassan is a talented soccer player from a
traditional working-class family in Rosario, Argentina, who aspires to be a professional futbolera. Her life as a player is a secret she keeps from
her parents, especially from her abusive father, but her support
system includes her brother, Pablo, a professional soccer player
himself, and her best friend and teammate, Roxana. After her
team wins the local league and qualifies for a South American
tournament, Camila finally has a chance to show her talent to
scouts and hopefully fulfill her dream to join a North American team. Camila needs parental permission to join the tournament, but coming clean is hard—and then things get worse
when the boy she loves is back in town. Diego left to play for
Juventus FC in Italy and has come to win her back, but Camila
is torn between her two loves. In this stirring novel by Argentine American author Méndez, passion for sports and personal
growth intersect in Camila’s powerful, feminist first-person narrative about her experiences as an ambitious athlete, a teenager
deeply in love, the daughter of an abusive father at the point of
taking charge of her own life, and a young woman finding her
voice in a deeply sexist, patriarchal society. Camila’s Argentine
family is multicultural with Black, Indigenous, European, and
Palestinian ancestors. Roxana is Chinese Argentine.
A riveting coming-of-age story. (Fiction. 14-adult)

SANCTUARY

Mendoza, Paola & Sher, Abby
Putnam (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-1-984815-71-2
An immigrant family travels across
the country to escape persecution.
Valentina González Ramirez, a teenage Colombian immigrant living in Southboro, Vermont, still remembers when the
president won his third term and started
building the Great American Wall between California and
Mexico, implanting ID chips in people, and increasing deportation raids. It was in one of those raids that her father was
captured and returned to Colombia, where he was murdered.
After years of living in relative calm in Vermont, Vali and her
family see a live-feed of a land mine exploding under the feet
of a skinny girl in a worn Mickey Mouse T-shirt as she tries to
cross the heavily guarded territory between Mexico and the U.S.
Soon Vali’s world changes forever. Violent raids, increased security measures on ID chips, and California’s seceding to become
84
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a sanctuary push Vali, her mother, and her 8-year-old brother,
Ernie, to embark on a journey to California and freedom. Mendoza and Sher’s novel is set in a not-so-distant dystopian future
in which the government controls the broadcasting system and
censors the media. In their portrayal of Vali’s family’s quest for
safety, the authors beautifully mirror the treacherous, painful,
and terrifying treks involving natural and human threats that
migrants to the U.S. undertake as they traverse continents and
oceans. Gruesome at times and always honest, Vali’s journey
depicts immigrants’ desire for a safe and dignified life.
Wrenching and unmissable. (authors’ note) (Dystopian.
13-18)

BURN

Ness, Patrick
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-06-286949-4
A young woman finds herself in the
center of a struggle involving a prophecy
about a coming war between humans and
dragons.
Despite constant hard work, Sarah
Dewhurst and her father find themselves in dire straits on their
farm near Frome, Washington. Even though tensions exist
between the two species, the dragon her father has hired seems
to be their final hope. Nevertheless, Sarah and the dragon,
Kazimir, forge a connection—even though he’s a blue dragon of
Russian extraction, it’s 1957, and the Cold War is raging. Sarah,
a biracial teen with a White father (her deceased mother was
Black), has enough difficulties in their community; she befriends
Japanese American Jason Inagawa, whose family returned to the
area after being interned during World War II, but without his
mother, who died in Minidoka. At the same time, Malcolm, a
young White man from a cult that worships dragons, is on the
road, pursuing a mission and being trailed by two mysterious
FBI agents who seek to halt whatever the Believers are planning. It becomes clear that Sarah is to play a central role in the
prophecy’s dénouement. This fast-paced narrative has elements
of alternate history, fantasy, multiverse, and apocalyptic literature. The many plot twists and multiple perspectives create
an intensity that makes this a page-turner. In addition to the
action, themes of teens coping with racism, homophobia, and
grief are interwoven.
A gripping, powerful novel of courage and resilience.
(Fantasy. 14-18)
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Essential reading.
guardians of liberty

Oliver, Ben
Chicken House/Scholastic
(368 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-338-58930-6

GUARDIANS OF
LIBERTY
Freedom of the Press and the
Nature of News
Osborne, Linda Barrett
Abrams (208 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-4197-3689-6

“Knowing the story of why freedom
of the press was important to the founding fathers…and how it has stayed a
strong principle in American law and culture can help us understand its value today.”
This efficient text (an introduction and nine short chapters, buttressed by a timeline) offers an excellent foray into the
hows and whys of U.S. press freedom, beginning just prior to
nationhood. The accessible, mostly chronological text is full of
short quotations from both primary and secondary sources. It
includes excellent definitions, informative sidebars, and archival photographs. The ebb and flow of press freedoms over the
|

course of the country’s history are combined with succinct history of the means of communication, from printing on paper
all the way through to today’s social media. Careful scholarship
links big questions about balancing transparency and national
security to wartime reporting, the Pentagon Papers, Edward
Snowden, Chelsea Manning, and more. The text warns about
today’s citizens’ reading and listening only to outlets that support their own views and how that endangers democracy. President Donald Trump’s media provocations are discussed along
with the murder of Jamal Khashoggi and the work of Reporters
Without Borders. Two cases involving high schoolers’ freedoms
are explored. A particularly noteworthy sidebar offers guidance
on how readers can determine the accuracy of their news. For
optimal use, readers should first have a rudimentary understanding of U.S. civics, which perhaps makes it better suited to
middle and high school than elementary readers.
Timely, essential reading. (index, select bibliography)
(Nonfiction. 12-16)

HEARTSTOPPER
Volume 2

Oseman, Alice
Illus. by the author
Graphix/Scholastic (320 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-338-61747-4
The sequel to Heartstopper: Volume
1 (2020) continues Nick and Charlie’s
story as they discover new joys and hardships in their budding romance.
Panels framed in diary pages at the beginning quickly recap
the previous entry in which the British boys’ relationship blossomed from a platonic friendship to something more, culminating in a kiss. But their relationship status—and how Nick, who
previously identified as straight, feels about it—remained up in
the air until now. This title documents how their relationship
morphs into something more tangible and the issues that come
along with that evolution. Nick must confront personal confusion and fear surrounding his sexuality while Charlie navigates
being in a somewhat secret relationship with someone who isn’t
yet out of the closet. Illustrated in the same distinctive style
as the first volume, the gentle blue shading and the dialogue’s
handwritten lettering lend a casual, human atmosphere to the
story and its characters. Creative transitions from panel to panel
and in the gutters of the pages shake up the layout and add artistic flair. Nick and Charlie’s lighthearted and tender romance
is delightful, and the genuine heart present in the characters
makes for a wholesome and uplifting ride. Nick and Charlie
appear White; there is some racial diversity among side characters along with positive representation of a trans character.
Incredibly lovable from start to finish. (Graphic romance.
12-18)
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As the government harvests young
people for energy and experimentation,
one group of teens fights to reclaim their
bodies—and tries not to lose their minds
in the process.
In a futuristic, dystopian society run by an Overseer reminiscent of President Donald Trump (or perhaps Boris Johnson since
the debut author is Scottish), there are the poor, less privileged
Regulars and the cyborg Altereds, whose money buys them status
and a better, bioengineered body. To sustain the Alts’ high-tech
lifestyle and bodies, the government harvests energy from and
experiments on inmates in the death row prison, the Loop. Inmate
Luka Kane, 16, a Regular who was imprisoned for an undisclosed
crime, narrates this taut, SF thriller and trilogy opener. Following
thorough descriptions of society’s ideologies and Luka’s intense
situation is nonstop action. Rumors of an uprising and the unexplained shutdown of Happy, the World Government’s operating
system, give Luka and fellow inmates—all of whom have features
their society deems imperfect—the chance to break out. In an
even more hostile environment on the outside, they fight for
independence amid violence, murder, and unexpected twists and
turns. Readers must figure out ever changing government controls along with Luka; one of these open-ended surprises sets the
scene for the next volume. Luka has dark skin, and the cast is ethnically diverse; Alts are White.
A script-ready story with blockbuster potential. (Dystopian.
14-18)
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An enthralling depiction of family and self-discovery.
how to build a heart

EACH OF US A DESERT
Oshiro, Mark
Tor Teen (432 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-250-16921-1

What does it mean to come into your
own power by letting go of it?
The villagers of Empalme devoutly
pray to Solís, the feared higher power
who unleashed La Quema, or fire, on
humanity for its ills of greed, war, and
jealousy. As the village cuentista, Xochitl listens to and receives
the villagers’ stories into her body, clearing their consciences,
preventing the manifestation of their nightmares, and releasing them to Solís in the desert. Having diligently played this
role since childhood, she is now a deeply lonesome 16-year-old
whose only comfort comes from cherished poems. Worn weary
by her role, she leaves on an odyssey in search of another way to
exist. In their sophomore novel, Oshiro deftly weaves an intricate, allegorical, and often gory tale within a post-apocalyptic
desert setting that readers will feel so viscerally they may very
well need to reach for a glass of water. It is a world parallel to
ours, rife with Biblical references and the horrific traps that
Latinx immigrants face while seeking better lives. Xochitl’s
first-person, questioning narration—interlaced with terrifying
cuentos that she receives on her journey—is the strongest voice,
although secondary and tertiary characters, both human and
mythical, are given a tenderness and humanity. All main characters are Latinx, and queer relationships are integrated with
refreshing normality.
A meditation and adventure quest offering solace to anyone bearing an unfair burden. (Fantasy/horror. 14-18)

THE FAITHLESS HAWK
Owen, Margaret
Henry Holt (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 18, 2020
978-1-250-19194-6
Series: Merciful Crow, 2

Plague and power struggles continue
to ravage a kingdom in this sequel to
2019’s The Merciful Crow.
Unlike the 11 other bird-named
castes of Sabor, only the Crows can handle the Sinner’s Plague victims, dispatching fatal “mercy,” handling corpses, and taking teeth as payment, yet they are reviled.
Fierce young Fie, now a chieftain, and her Crows already delivered Prince Jasimir to safety once, but their promised protection—from daily abuse and nighttime Oleander Gentry
raids—is threatened again by Queen Rhusana’s ruthless rise to
power. When Rhusana interrupts Fie’s too-brief reunion with
Jasimir and Tavin (his half brother, a royal bastard, and Fie’s love
interest) via gruesome zombielike skin-ghasts and new mindcontrol magic, Fie goes solo. Familiar with death, decay, and
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discrimination, Fie is a refreshingly earthy and grimly determined protagonist with borrowed powers but innate pugnaciousness; romance clashes with her self-reliance. In a world
where the dead gods may be reincarnated and every caste has
witches and Birthrights, inequality and prejudices nevertheless
fester, albeit along caste and class lines (rather than explicitly
racial ones). If the first installment was a hair-raising road-trip/
hardscrabble survival tale, this one is a proper court intrigue
laced with looming social revolution, cryptic religious prophecies, and a fair amount of gore. Owen also raises the stakes, forcing self-reliant Fie to save all Sabor in order to protect all Crows,
not just her band, while sustaining the suspense and adventure.
A richly textured story of rage, romance, and rebellion.
(Fantasy. 14-18)

HOW TO BUILD
A HEART

Padian, Maria
Algonquin (352 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 28, 2020
978-1-61620-849-3
High school junior Izzy discovers
that some secrets can’t stay hidden.
Isabella “Izzy” Crawford is caught in
between worlds, from her interracial and
interreligious family to her friendships
with wealthy classmates at school and her outspoken, socially
conscious best friend, Roz. Izzy describes herself as being able
to pass for White like her deceased father; her Puerto Rican
mother, Rita, and younger brother, Jack, cannot. New doors
open for Izzy as she befriends Aubrey, the new girl in her a cappella group and sister of Hot Sam, a wealthy basketball player
Roz obsesses over. As Izzy tries to figure out where she belongs,
she is trapped in a whirlwind of secrets as her worlds inevitably collide. Padian (Wrecked, 2016, etc.) masterfully portrays the
internal struggles Izzy goes through in her Catholic faith. While
navigating the remnants of her Methodist father’s legacy and
her mother’s deeply rooted Catholicism, Izzy must also explore
her relationship with both sides of her family. While her mother,
who “always doles out her wisdom—and warnings—in Spanish,”
works on their application for a Habitat for Humanity house in
an attempt to move from the mobile home park, Izzy begins to
understand there is more to her deceased father’s family than
she first imagined.
An absolutely enthralling depiction of family and selfdiscovery. (Fiction. 12-18)
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Rao, Anuradha
Orca (208 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Apr. 7, 2020
978-1-4598-1886-6

Conservation biologist Rao introduces 20 “environmental defenders”
who are Black, Indigenous, and people
of color, inspiring young readers and

STUPID BLACK GIRL
Essays From an American
African
Redux, Aisha
Illus. by McCarthy, Brianna
Street Noise Books (160 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Jun. 30, 2020
978-1-951491-00-0

An American African woman’s essays
about her spirituality, sexuality, traumas,
and journey to healing herself.
Redux is a first-generation American
whose Muslim parents emigrated from West Africa and who has
thus had to navigate multiple worlds growing up. She shares stories of herself as a child who experienced a celebration of Black
women’s beauty through the plentiful artwork in her house—
thanks to her father’s being an antique art dealer—while later
|

experiencing racism and colorism in a world insistent on telling her she was inferior. She uses her personal experiences and
those of others close to her to highlight how these attitudes
impacted her perspectives on spirituality, sexuality, womanhood, and Blackness. She has sought to find the ways in which
her multiple worlds overlapped and complemented each other
for her own necessary healing from various traumas. She shares
her revelations here to benefit all who may be interested in
engaging. The sure-to-be controversial title—the inspiration
for which is described in the first essay—may be what initially
draws readers in. But Redux’s use of frank, sometimes-biting,
but consistently thoughtful language, coupled with her openness about her own life stories and lessons learned, shows that
she is anything but stupid. McCarthy’s illustrations—her visual
responses to Redux’s words—add another layer for consideration to this thought-provoking work.
An important and eye-opening contribution to conversations about global identity politics. (Nonfiction. 14-adult)

SARAH BERNHARDT
The Divine and
Dazzling Life of the World’s
First Superstar
Reef, Catherine
Clarion (192 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 16, 2020
978-1-328-55750-6

special issue: best books of 2020

environmentalists.
When Rao entered the environmental field decades ago,
she didn’t encounter many people who looked like her. But, she
writes, “my culture and my passion for the earth are linked,” and
she shows how that is the case for the defenders she interviewed
for this book. Indonesian Muslim urban designer Nana Firman
had limited results talking about “sustainability” and “conservation” with communities; when she identified Islamic foundations
for stewardship, she found language that connected people to the
cause. Oakland native Rue Mapp founded Outdoor Afro to connect African Americans to nature by holding space for the histories of injustice and exclusion Black Americans have experienced
in outdoor spaces and using a social justice lens to create safe and
welcoming outdoor experiences. These environmental defenders
hail from all over the world and vary greatly in ethnicity, culture,
age, and religious background. The ways in which they protect
the Earth vary too, but their messages echo each other with hope
in what can happen when people come together and make small
changes that add up. Each short biography, enhanced by attractive color photographs and engaging sidebars, also illustrates how
the defenders came to their chosen paths—thought-provoking
reading for young people figuring out their own contributions.
This valuable compilation shows that Earth’s salvation
lies in the diversity of its people. (glossary, resources, index)
(Nonfiction. 12-18)
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ONE EARTH
People of Color
Protecting Our Planet

A scintillating portrait of the stage
legend.
Reef brings to life for teen readers
Bernhardt, a 19th-century icon and paragon of the French theater—and a single mother who went on to earn France’s highest
recognition, the Legion of Honor. Industrious, multitalented,
and wildly eccentric, this self-made artist had an exceptional
gift for creating multiple personae. The author convincingly
argues Bernhardt was indeed the world’s first superstar, wooing
audiences of thousands on multiple continents with her ability to command the stage and capturing the devotion of fans
with her indefatigable spirit and take-no-prisoners attitude. A
biographer’s dream, Bernhardt the actor, patriot, world traveler,
mother, sculptor, motion-picture star, and author packed countless professional and personal feats into her 78 years. Henry
James also noted she had “in a supreme degree what the French
call the génie de la réclame—the advertising genius,” pulling
stunts such as having herself photographed sleeping in her coffin (to remind herself of “the mystery of death”) and acquiring
scores of exotic pets, among them a lion cub, tortoises, chameleons, and—when on tour in New Orleans—an alligator named
Ali-Gaga. Thoroughly researched and enhanced by illuminating
illustrations, Reef ’s account pulls out all the stops in showing
both Bernhardt’s struggles and triumphs as the daughter of a
Jewish courtesan who attained dizzying heights of success.
A captivating biography possessing as much verve as its
inimitable subject. (author’s note, endnotes, bibliography,
timeline, picture credits, index) (Biography. 12-18)
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LONG WAY DOWN
The Graphic Novel

Reynolds, Jason
Illus. by Novgorodoff, Danica
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (208 pp.)
$19.99 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-5344-4495-9
After Will’s older brother, Shawn, is
shot and killed, Will knows he has to follow the rules: Don’t cry, don’t snitch, get
revenge.
The rules are so old it’s hard to know where they came
from, but Will knows they are not meant to be broken. He
gets Shawn’s gun and heads downstairs in the elevator to shoot
Riggs, his brother’s former friend, who he is convinced is
responsible. As the elevator door opens on each floor, Will is
confronted by people from his past who were also victims of
gun violence. They question Will’s plan and motivation, and
although Will was certain it was Riggs when he first got into
the elevator, at some point he isn’t so sure. The ghosts, their
truths, and the fact that he has never held a gun before make
the decision to enact revenge that much more frightening.
Based on Reynolds’ 2017 award-winning verse novel of the same
name, this full-color graphic adaptation will pull in both old and
new readers. Novgorodoff ’s ink-and-watercolor images bring a
softness to the text that contrasts with the violent deaths and
the stark choice Will faces. Reynolds’ fans will be pleased to
see some of the original dialogue and narration remain, though
edited to keep the story emotion-packed and the pace as swift
as the elevator ride. Characters are Black.
A moving rendition that stands on its own. (Graphic
fiction.12-18)

STAMPED
Racism, Antiracism, and
You: A Remix of the National
Book Award–Winning
Stamped From the Beginning
Reynolds, Jason & Kendi, Ibram X.
Little, Brown (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-0-316-45369-1

Award-winning author Reynolds (Look
Both Ways, 2019, etc.) presents a young
readers’ version of American University professor Kendi’s (How To
Be an Antiracist, 2019, etc.) Stamped From the Beginning (2016).
This volume, which is “not a history book,” chronicles racist
ideology, specifically anti-Blackness in the U.S., from its genesis
to its pernicious manifestations in the present day. In an open,
conversational tone, Reynolds makes it clear that anti-Black
racist ideology in the U.S. has consistently relied on the erronious belief that African people (and Black people in general)
are “dumb” and “savage,” ideas perpetuated through the written word, other media, and pseudo-science. Using separationist,
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assimilationist, and anti-racist historical figures, a direct line
is drawn throughout U.S history from chattel slavery through
the Civil War, Jim Crow, the civil rights era, the war on drugs,
and #BlackLivesMatter, with plenty of little-known, compelling, and disturbing details inserted. Readers who want to truly
understand how deeply embedded racism is in the very fabric of
the U.S., its history, and its systems will come away educated and
enlightened. It’s a monumental feat to chronicle in so few pages
the history of not only anti-Black racism in the U.S., but also
assimilationist and anti-racist thought as well. In the process it
succeeds at connecting “history directly...to our lives as we live
them right this minute.” Worthy of inclusion in every home and
in curricula and libraries everywhere.
Impressive and much needed. (further reading, source
notes, index) (Nonfiction. 12-adult)

EARLY DEPARTURES

Reynolds, Justin A.
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(480 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-06-274840-9
Estranged friends are given a chance
to patch up their differences before one
of them dies—again.
Seventeen-year-old Jamal Anderson
has not had a meaningful conversation
with his former best friend, Quincy Barrantes, in almost two years.
They were almost inseparable: always at each other’s homes,
even developing a comedy show on social media together. But
two years ago, Jamal lost his parents, and he blames Quincy for
the accident. His grief over their deaths permeates every relationship as well as his ability to focus in school. Despite his sister’s efforts and the love of his girlfriend, Autumn, he is drifting
until the night Quincy dies trying to save someone’s life. When
a mysterious man offers Quincy’s mother a chance to bring him
back through experimental technology, it seems far-fetched.
But Mrs. Barrantes and Jamal now have the opportunity for a
few more weeks with Quincy. Like everything else in Jamal’s
life, this circumstance offers more questions than answers and
forces him to confront why he allowed the breach in their relationship to continue. This is a page-turning narrative with a cast
of fully realized characters and realistic dialogue. The skillful
use of flashbacks and social media content fully engages readers. Despite the seriousness of the story, humor and moments of
pathos will elicit empathy and connection. Jamal and Autumn
are cued as Black and Quincy as Latinx.
This thoroughly satisfying novel of love, loss, and reconciliation is not to be missed. (Fiction. 14-18)
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Provides comfort in an often homophobic world,
with ecstatic nights and blossoming lovers.
where we go from here

Richards, Alex
Bloomsbury (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-5476-0358-9

WHERE WE GO
FROM HERE

Rocha, Lucas
Trans. by Helena, Larissa
PUSH/Scholastic (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-338-55624-7
Three young, queer Brazilian men
grapple with the realities of living with
HIV in Rocha’s audacious debut.
The overcrowded clinic brims with
impatient people, but for 18-year-old Ian Gonçalves, the only
thing on his mind is his testing positive for HIV. The news
sends him spiraling down, understandably. Enter 18-year-old
Victor Mendonça, who’s also in the clinic, awaiting his results
after a recent partner revealed his own HIV status. Fortunately,
Victor’s in the clear, but he notices the distraught Ian and offers
him the opportunity to connect with said partner, 21-year-old
Henrique, for support. Readers follow all three young men—
Ian, struggling with his newly defined life; Henrique, already
HIV positive for three years; and Victor, afraid to be in love
with Henrique—as Rocha depicts each of their perspectives
with profound kindness and clarity. More a series of openhearted conversations than a plot-driven narrative, this debut
seeks to tear down the social stigmas surrounding HIV, offering
|

life-affirming scientific facts and addressing prejudicial thinking. The cast of characters is solid: Ian feels alone, but as he
adapts to the medicine that’ll help him, that isolating thought
withers thanks to the supportive voices who gather around him,
including those of Victor and Henrique, who are trying to mediate their newfound, complicated relationship. At times explicitly educational, this treatise on community provides comfort
in an often homophobic world, with strong-willed drag queens;
drunken, ecstatic nights; and blossoming lovers.
Simply fearless. (afterword, author’s note) (Fiction. 14-18)

THE STEPPING
OFF PLACE

Rosenblum, Cameron Kelly
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins
(480 pp.)
$17.99 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-0-06-293207-5
Series: Stepping Off Place, 1
A rising high school senior copes with
her best friend’s unfathomable suicide.
For six years Reid, 17, has warded off
anxiety, social awkwardness, and the loss of her mother’s attention (her younger brother is autistic and her mother has thrown
herself into fundraising for autism research) by hiding behind
vibrant Hattie. But since Hattie summers on her affluent family’s private island in Maine, with unreliable cell service and no
Wi-Fi, Reid hadn’t seen her in weeks when, days before the start
of school, she learns that Hattie has drowned, and her death is
likely a suicide. The storyline bounces back and forth between
past and present to fill in details of Reid and Hattie’s relationship, including all Hattie deliberately hid from Reid—and quite
a lot that Reid hid from Hattie. Reid always understood that her
role in Hattie’s life involved not demanding answers or intimacy.
At the same time, Hattie was central to Reid’s life, and learning
to navigate each day without her seems impossible. Reid and
Hattie are White and straight; other important characters are
Asian, Latino, and gay. The large cast of characters, particularly
the high school students, are well and sensitively drawn. The
novel doesn’t glorify suicide or dwell on the details of Hattie’s
death. Instead it explores loss, futility, honesty, and love, with
a richness of prose and excellence of characterization rare in a
first-time author.
Despite the difficult topic, a story to savor. (Fiction. 14-18)
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A teen unexpectedly faces the harsh
realities of gun violence.
Sixteen-year-old Johanna Carlson
has spent her life yearning to know what
her mother was like; the maternal grandparents who raised her won’t discuss the
daughter they lost. Johanna is resigned to live a quiet, stifling
life in Santa Fe, New Mexico, with her besties, Gabby and Leah,
and maybe shake things up with the cute new transfer student,
Milo. When her estranged father writes asking to meet, she
hesitantly accepts his offer. Her father brings years of memories and pictures to share, but he also reveals that the story of
the car accident she thought her mother died in was a lie her
grandparents told. The truth: As a toddler, Johanna found an
unsecured, loaded handgun and accidentally shot her mother.
With her world in a tailspin, Johanna must find a way to forgive
the adults who have abandoned and lied to her but also, more
importantly, herself. The first-person narrative moves along at
a steady pace, offering readers the rarely heard perspective of a
child who is both the cause and victim of gun violence while also
covering social issues such as bullying and religion. Johanna is
White, Gabby is Black, and Leah is Jewish and bisexual.
A valuable take on a timely issue. (Fiction. 14-18)
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Boldly tackles the rawness of human
emotion in times of severe distress.
the cat i never named

YOU CALL THIS
DEMOCRACY?
How To Fix Our
Government and Deliver
Power to
the People
Rusch, Elizabeth
HMH Books (288 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 31, 2020
978-0-358-17692-3

Detailing how threats to democracy—some long-standing, others recent—deprive Americans
of all political stripes of the power to participate in their governance, this users’ manual offers new and future voters ways to
make their voices heard and their ballots count.
The challenges are sobering, and Rusch lays them out clearly.
Citizen voters don’t elect presidents; the Electoral College does,
and twice in 20 years it has elected the candidate who lost the
popular vote. Like sparsely populated, early-primary states, “battleground” states essential to securing Electoral College victory
play an outsize role in selecting presidential candidates; meanwhile, other states get little attention. Each state has two senators, regardless of population; today, half the Senate represents
just 16.2% of the U.S. population. With election spending now
a financial arms race, issues wealthy donors care about are prioritized over those of other constituents; time politicians must
devote to fundraising leaves significantly less for legislating.
Gerrymandering, with a long, bipartisan history and now technologically weaponized, engineers House legislative districts to
ensure one-party control. Voter-suppression efforts target youth
and minorities. Rusch has some hope to offer: To address these
and many other challenges, initiatives for restoring democracy—
some from teen activists—are described and resources provided.
Effective infographics and references support the streamlined
text. Rusch unites a passion for democracy with a belief in the
power of young people to help restore it.
A riveting must-read. (bibliography, online resources)
(Nonfiction. 10-16)

THE CAT I
NEVER NAMED
A True Story of Love, War, and
Survival
Sabic-El-Rayess, Amra with Sullivan,
Laura L.
Bloomsbury (352 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-5476-0453-1

Now a professor in the U.S., Sabic-ElRayess was 16 when the Serbian siege on
her city of Bihać, Bosnia, began in 1992.
Overnight, her life changed: She went from being a typical teenager, excited about her new volleyball shoes and seventiered birthday cake, to fleeing bullets. It felt as if overnight
90
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Sabic-El-Rayess went from attending her multiethnic STEM
school to learning that the Serbs in her life, including her best
friend and her favorite teacher, had fled; having received advance
warning, they left Muslims, like her family, and Catholics behind
to endure the impending siege. Sabic-El-Rayess’ innocence was
soon swept away by the realities of war: She witnessed homes
being blown up, bombs killing her childhood friends, and deprivation turning people against each other. Sabic-El-Rayess found
unexpected solace in adopting Maci (cat in Bosnian), a stray
calico who followed a Muslim refugee family into town. Maci
quickly became a source of comfort for the family, who even
credited her with saving their lives. The story boldly tackles the
rawness of human emotion in times of severe distress, putting
on full display the ways war brings out both the best and worst
in people. Sabic-El-Rayess’ viewpoint as an adolescent girl juxtaposes her dreams of the future against fears of losing loved
ones, rape camps, and starvation. The crude realities of war are
animated by the combination of both graphic scenes of violence
and intimate displays of affection and warmth.
Unforgettable. (additional information, author’s note,
resources) (Memoir. 14-18)

WE ARE NOT
FROM HERE

Sanchez, Jenny Torres
Philomel (368 pp.)
$17.99 | May 19, 2020
978-1-9848-1226-1
Three Guatemalan teenagers flee
their dangerous hometown.
In this action-packed and beautifully rendered depiction of the refugee
migrant experience, Sanchez tells the
story of 15-year-old Pulga; his brother by choice, Chico; and his
cousin Pequeña, three teenagers from Puerto Barrios, Guatemala, who must sneak away from their town to survive. Pulga
and Chico unfortunately happen to be at the wrong place at the
wrong time when they witness the murder of Don Felicio, the
convenience store owner who gives them Cokes in exchange
for help. Pequeña, who is 17 and a new mother, wants to escape
Rey, the gang member who raped her and wants to force her
into marriage—and who murdered Don Felicio. The chapters
switch between the first-person perspectives of Pulga, who has
the heart of an artist, and Pequeña, who sees beyond her surroundings and escapes reality during stressful situations. Scared
of a future controlled by Rey, the trio embark on the journey that
will bring them to the United States. But first they must conquer
La Bestia, the name given by migrants to the train that claims
the limbs and lives of many who flee violence. Sanchez delivers a
brutally honest, not-to-be-missed narrative enriched by linguistic and cultural nuances in which she gracefully describes the
harrowing experiences the young people endure after making
the choice to survive.
A gripping, heart-wrenching, and thrilling tale of survival.
(map, author’s note, sources) (Fiction. 14-adult)
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Sass, Adam
Flux (392 pp.)
$17.99 | Sep. 15, 2020
978-1-63583-061-3

THE WAY BACK

Savit, Gavriel
Knopf (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-984894-62-5

A Jewish boy and girl journey to the
Far Country on the other side of the
cemetery seeking to find that which they
lost.
The story begins in a shtetl called
Tupik, where a boy named Yehuda Leib
and a girl named Bluma each have unexpected encounters with
Death, setting them both on separate journeys through the
cemetery on the edge of the village and into the Far Country,
seeking the House of Death to reclaim what they lost. On their
way, they pass through the town of Zubinsk, where the holy
Rebbe’s granddaughter is about to be married in a highly anticipated wedding that draws not only Hasidim and visitors from
all over, but also all manner of demons and spirits seeking an
audience with the revered Rebbe. Bluma’s and Yehuda Leib’s
|

winding paths cross until they finally band together to defeat
their mutual foe with the help of some unlikely allies they meet
along the way. Though their cleverness, grit, and dastardly alliances may get them far in the Far Country, they may not ultimately be enough to defeat Death itself. Lyrical and fantastic,
this richly layered yarn is liberally sprinkled with bits of Yiddish
and a wry, sparkling humor that balances its darker tendencies
with sympathy and warmth.
Steeped in the rich traditions of ghost stories and Jewish folklore, this remarkable feat of storytelling is sure to
delight. (Fantasy. 13-adult)

RAD AMERICAN HISTORY A-Z
Movements and Moments
That Demonstrate the Power
of the People
Schatz, Kate
Illus. by Stahl, Miriam Klein
Ten Speed Press (176 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 3, 2020
978-1-9848-5683-8
Series: Rad Women

An examination of social movements that changed U.S. history and culture.
The team of Schatz and Stahl, collaborators on the Rad
Women series that explores the impacts of women and progressive movements, in their latest entry present challenges to the
status quo in U.S. history. In addition to centering little-known
incidents, the focus is on grassroots organizations and underrepresented individuals who pushed for change and responded
to injustice. When familiar narratives are included, it is with an
original perspective. The creators are clear about their point of
view: “These are the stories and truths that many people would
prefer to deny, the details that often get ignored, glossed over,
sanitized, or left out—especially in history books.” The role of
Harriet Tubman as a spy and operative in the Civil War’s Combahee River Raid highlights another side of her work as a liberator of enslaved persons. A look at Jane Addams and Hull House
shines a light on support for immigrants in the late 19th century.
Details about the Black Lives Matter and the Youth Climate
movements provide useful context about contemporary activism. Attention is also paid to the arts, including music, theater,
and visual art. The lively writing and the complementary blackand-white illustrations make this an enticing read. Useful sidebars and additional definitions expand upon the main text.
A concise and intriguing survey of the relentless fight for
social change. (notes on the illustrations, index) (Nonfiction.
12-16)
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A hardscrabble antihero’s coming
out lands him in an off-the-grid conversion camp.
Connor Major of Ambrose, Illinois,
has quite a mouth on him. But when it
comes to the rite-of-passage revelation to his single, hardcore
Christian mother that he’s gay, he can’t find his words. At the
behest of his boyfriend, Ario, Connor begrudgingly comes out,
which is where the book begins. His rocky relationship with
his mother is disintegrating, his frustration with exuberantly
out Ario grows, accusations of being the absentee father of his
BFF’s baby boy haunt him, and he gets violently absconded
to a Christian conversion camp in Costa Rica. And that’s all
before the unraveling of a mystery, a murder, gunshots, physical violence, emotional abuse, heat, humidity, and hell on Earth
happen in the span of a single day. This story points fingers at
despicable zealots and applauds resilient queer kids. Connor’s
physical and emotional inability to fully find comfort in being
gay isn’t magically erased, acknowledging the difficulty of selfacceptance in the face of disapproving homophobes. Lord of the
Flies–like survival skills, murder, and brutal violence (Tasers,
spears, guns) fuel the story. And secret sex and romance underscore the lack of social liberty and self-acceptance but also support the optimistic hope of freedom. Connor is White, as is the
majority of the cast; Ario is Muslim.
Hard-to-read story, hard-to-stop-reading writing. (Fiction
14-18)
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SURRENDER YOUR
SONS
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HEADS UP
Changing Minds on
Mental Health

Siebert, Melanie
Illus. by Wuthrich, Belle
Orca (192 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-4598-1911-5
Series: Orca Issues
A comprehensive guide highlighting
diverse approaches to mental health and
illness and featuring stories of teens and adults.
From biological factors to Indigenous healing practices,
Siebert’s guide to navigating mental health is incredibly thorough. After opening with personal anecdotes, Siebert covers
the history of attitudes toward and treatment of mental illness, contemporary options for treatment, summaries of common diagnoses, paths to maintaining wellness, and confronting
shame and stigma. Throughout Siebert highlights real teens
and adults from a variety of backgrounds to help readers understand the material being presented. By addressing the impacts
of structural and social inequality as well as biological aspects,
Siebert has written a well-rounded guide to understanding mental health and healing in a holistic way. Although aimed at young
adults and with a focus on the Canadian context, references
to international stories and coverage of issues that transcend
national lines, such as the impact on mental health of homophobia, substance abuse, and pressures that leads to challenges with
body image, make this broadly relevant for all readers seeking to
understand mental illness and the importance of mental health.
Filled with captivating full-color graphics that provide information in a visually appealing, bite-sized manner, this book serves
as a one-stop guide for the busy teen and busier adult.
Informative, diverse, and highly engaging; a muchneeded addition to the realm of mental health. (author’s note,
resources, glossary, photo credits, index) (Nonfiction. 12-adult)

SMASH IT!

Simone, Francina
Inkyard Press (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-335-14650-2
Inspired by Shonda Rhimes’ Year
of Yes (2015), a teenager makes a list to
change her life.
Olivia Johnson is a 17-year-old Black
girl tired of living her life in the background. Spending most of her time with
her two best friends, Eli and Dré, as their No. 1 supporter despite
more-than-platonic feelings for one of them, and navigating a
complex relationship with her mom, Olivia has her fair share
of reasons for feeling she is better off hiding in the shadows. An
unfortunate experience with being the only one not wearing a
costume at a Halloween party due to self-consciousness about
92
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her body and being afraid of standing out leads to her making
a list of things she wants to do and opportunities she wants to
embrace in order to experience a fuller life. It begins with doing
the thing that scares her most: auditioning for the school musical. Following her list spurs welcome changes and unwelcome
drama in her life, and Olivia finds she has to rise to the challenges despite feeling unprepared for all of it. Simone’s prose
masterfully crafts an honest and likable voice in Olivia that is
bolstered by the cast of diverse supporting characters and combines that with compelling, well-paced plot points. Readers
will find themselves rapt with anticipation and excitement and
filled with compassion for Olivia’s journey to self-acceptance
and self-love.
Stellar. (Fiction. 14-adult)

TODAY TONIGHT
TOMORROW

Solomon, Rachel Lynn
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 28, 2020
978-1-5344-4024-1
Rowan teams up with her academic
nemesis to win a citywide scavenger
hunt.
Rowan Roth and Neil McNair have
been rivals in a never-ending game of oneupmanship since freshman year. Now, on the last day of senior
year, Rowan hopes to best Neil once and for all as valedictorian,
then win Howl, a scavenger hunt with a $5,000 cash prize. She
also hopes to sneak away to her favorite romance author’s book
signing; no one’s ever respected her passion for the genre, not
even her children’s book author/illustrator parents. But Rowan’s
named salutatorian, and vengeful classmates plot to end her and
Neil’s reign. At first their partnership is purely strategic, but as
the pair traverse the city, they begin to open up. Rowan learns
that Neil is Jewish too and can relate to both significant cultural touchstones and experiences of casual anti-Semitism. As
much as Rowan tries to deny it, real feelings begin to bloom.
Set against a lovingly evoked Seattle backdrop, Rowan and
Neil’s relationship develops in an absorbing slow burn, with
clever banter and the delicious tension of first love. Issues of
class, anti-Semitism, and sex are discussed frankly. Readers will
emerge just as obsessed with this love story as Rowan is with
her beloved romance novels. Rowan’s mother is Russian Jewish
and Mexican, and her father is American Jewish and presumably
White; most other characters are White.
A dizzying, intimate romance. (author’s note) (Romance.
13-18)
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Serves both as history and family love story.
redbone

Staebler, Christian & Paoloni, Sonia
Illus. by Balahy, Thibault
IDW Publishing (160 pp.)
$19.99 paper | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-68405-714-6

JANE ANONYMOUS

Stolarz, Laurie Faria
Wednesday Books (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-1-250-30370-7
An abducted teen recounts her harrowing captivity.
Stolarz (Shutter, 2016, etc.) ups the
psychological ante by crafting a confessional narrative in which her 17-year-old
protagonist is taken and held for months
against her will. Gutsy first-person narrator “Jane Anonymous”
tells her story by alternating between two troubling presents.
“THEN” details the moments leading up to and including her
gripping “seven months away” while “NOW” tells what has happened since her escape to the “girl who sleeps in her closet with
a knife tucked beneath her pillow, trusting no one but herself.”
Though the cast of characters—from Jane’s abductor to Jane,
|

her family, and friends—exhibits a blanched, generic, suburban quality, the depth of psychological intrigue is absorbing
and the twist on the Stockholm syndrome, disturbing. Jane’s
probing monologue while captive details both the mental and
physical coping mechanisms she developed and convincingly
displays her unwitting realizations, such as her heightened sensory awareness borne of being confined. But Jane’s return also
clearly shows the fallout of her torment—not only for her, but
for those who care about her as well, demonstrating just how far
life is from being back to how it was before she was taken and
prompting Jane to wonder if her shattered psyche will always
be “far beyond repair.” This novel is a testament to how the
mind can reshape reality in order to survive. Main characters
are White.
Powerfully graphic. (Fiction. 12-18)

DEAR JUSTYCE

Stone, Nic
Crown (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Sep. 29, 2020
978-1-984829-66-5
The deck is stacked against incarcerated 16-year-old Quan as he faces up to
20 years in prison in this sequel to the
New York Times bestseller Dear Martin
(2017).
With his father in prison, Quan
works hard to excel in school, avoid his mother’s abusive boyfriend, and keep his siblings from going hungry. Bright but burdened, Quan eventually begins committing petty crimes and
lands in a youth detention center. Through Quan, Stone brilliantly portrays the voices of incarcerated Black youth, their
trauma, hopelessness, and awareness of how fraught and fragile
their futures are due to racial disparities in the criminal justice
system. Quan sees a 12-year-old Black boy locked up for a year
for merely associating with gang members while a 17-year-old
White boy who stabbed his father eight times serves only 60
days. But Quan isn’t left to fight for his freedom alone; his best
friend, Justyce, makes sure of that. Quan’s story is eloquently
told in part through letters he writes to Justyce, who is attending college at Yale. Fans of the previous volume and new readers
alike won’t want to put down this unforgettable volume until
they learn Quan’s fate.
A powerful, raw must-read told through the lens of a
Black boy ensnared by our broken criminal justice system.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 12-18)
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An entertaining graphic novel about
a band of influential Native rock stars
and civil rights activists.
Readers will enjoy learning the origin story of classic rock
band Redbone, recently known for their hit “Come and Get
Your Love” from the soundtrack of The Guardians of the Galaxy.
Structured as an oral history recounted by Pat Vegas to his adult
daughter, the story of Pat and his brother Lolly Vegas reveals
their influential presence on the Sunset Strip beginning in the
1960s. From inspiring Jim Morrison and The Doors to conceiving of an all-Indian band with the encouragement of Jimi
Hendrix, Redbone battled prejudice to be a part of the classic
rock scene in America. Using their prominence as an avenue
to support social justice, the band was integral to struggles
for civil rights and the American Indian Movement. Including
memories of the occupation of Alcatraz Island and the second
Wounded Knee, this important story serves both as history
and family love story. Frequently drawn without panels, freefloating illustrations are color coded to clarify the time periods
discussed in the narrative. The drawing style, which feels like a
personal sketchbook in places, adds to the charm and digressive nature of the plot. Well-researched and well-paced, this
book will introduce a new generation to the music and impact
of Redbone.
Musicians with heart put their people before profits in an
inspirational tale. (Graphic nonfiction. 12-adult)
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REDBONE
The True Story of a
Native American Rock
Band
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Deeply intimate.
all the things we never knew

THE END

Strandberg, Mats
Trans. by Kiros, Judith
Arctis Books (384 pp.)
$18.95 | Oct. 6, 2020
978-1-64690-006-0
Just over a month—that’s how long
humanity has left before a comet named
Foxworth collides with the Earth.
Simon wants to spend his remaining
days beside his ex-girlfriend, Tilda, who
dumped him in favor of experiencing life before their final day
arrives. Simon, however, can’t seem to let go while Tilda sheds
her old self more than ever, indulging in drugs and random
hookups like most of their doom-conscious peers. Things are
strained at home, where Simon tries to avoid the rising tensions
between himself and his moms, exacerbated by the return of his
pregnant older sister. Then Tilda turns up dead and everyone
suspects Simon, including Tilda’s former best friend, Lucinda.
Lucinda chronicles the chaos around her, as well as memories
of her deceased friend, via an app. But as Simon and Lucinda
uncover secrets from Tilda’s life, they become obsessed with
solving her murder. A sprawling, at times meandering tale,
bestselling author Strandberg’s latest moves a day at a time, an
uneasy crawl toward the inevitable. Set in Sweden, the novel
offers glimpses of turmoil abroad through pointed sociopolitical commentary and oblique observations on race. Although
the trite murder mystery threatens to derail the narrative’s
emotional impetus, strong character development brings it
all together in the end. Most characters are White; Simon is
biracial (his biological mother is Black from Dominica and his
moms chose a White sperm donor).
Messy, flawed, but utterly brilliant in its humanity.
(Fiction. 14-18)

ALL THE THINGS WE
NEVER KNEW

Tamani, Liara
Greenwillow Books (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Jun. 9, 2020
978-0-06-265691-9
Two promising Texas basketball players navigate the ups and downs of first
love.
For 11th grade star players Carli and
Rex, it’s love at first sight when he blows
her a kiss from the free-throw line as she watches the game
on the sidelines. Carli believes in magic and looks for signs in
everyday life—like Rex’s kiss—to help her make decisions. Who
should she live with after her parents’ divorce? What should she
do with her future—one that won’t include basketball, which
she knows will disappoint her father and teammates? Rex is a
nature lover like his mother, who died giving birth to him. His
father is distant, and inside their big, lonely house, Rex dreams
94
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of the NBA. Carli and Rex’s roller-coaster romance is rife with
betrayal, heartbreak, grief, and family secrets. As narrators of
alternating chapters, they are funny, smart, and unflinchingly
candid. Well-written dialogue and fine attention to detail reveal
Tamani’s strong insight into Gen Z life. The intensity and depth
of Carli and Rex’s love story are conveyed as deftly as the highenergy play-by-plays in their basketball games. Tamani crafts
layers of complexity around falling in love, making hard choices,
and dealing with loss—on and off the court—in this deeply intimate story of two talented, sensitive teens. Carli, Rex, and their
relatives and friends are Black; Rex’s teammates are White.
A superb, complex romance full of heart, humor, and
unforgettable characters. (Fiction. 13-18)

ALL THE DAYS PAST,
ALL THE DAYS TO COME
Taylor, Mildred D.
Viking (496 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 7, 2020
978-0-399-25730-8

A heart-stopping plot about a character whose life has always been defined by
her family and their land.
Readers who have followed Cassie
Logan since Song of the Trees (1975) will
feel the paradigm shift as she moves first to Ohio and then California and Colorado, where she still suffers racism, although
different from that in Mississippi. In California, after Cassie
miscarries, then gains and loses the love of her life, grief becomes
her constant companion. Later, as a successful lawyer and the
only Negro in a Boston firm, she remains dedicated to her family and their values, using her legal skills to advance civil rights,
initially reluctantly but then willingly when injustice visits a
close friend. Not surprisingly, Mama, Papa, Big Ma, and Uncle
Hammer figure prominently in this novel, and when Cassie falls
for a White colleague, several family members blatantly object
to the relationship. This novel places the Logans’ struggles amid
historical events: Opening in 1944, it includes the integration of
Ole Miss, the murders of Emmett Till and Medgar Evers, and
the impacts of Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcolm X. Taylor
(The Land, 2001, etc.) refers frequently to episodes from her
other novels, but this story also gives readers an up-close and
personal view of key events of the civil rights movement. In this
Logan swan song, Taylor is at her best.
Surely the crown jewel of the Logan family saga. (Histori
cal fiction. 12-18)
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Tokuda-Hall, Maggie
Candlewick (368 pp.)
$18.99 | May 5, 2020
978-1-5362-0431-5

BEYOND THE
GENDER BINARY

Vaid-Menon, Alok
Penguin Workshop (64 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jun. 2, 2020
978-0-593-09465-5
Series: Pocket Change Collective
Artist and activist Vaid-Menon demonstrates how the normativity of the
gender binary represses creativity and
inflicts physical and emotional violence.
The author, whose parents emigrated from India, writes
about how enforcement of the gender binary begins before
birth and affects people in all stages of life, with people of color
being especially vulnerable due to Western conceptions of gender as binary. Gender assignments create a narrative for how a
person should behave, what they are allowed to like or wear, and
how they express themself. Punishment of nonconformity leads
to an inseparable link between gender and shame. Vaid-Menon
challenges familiar arguments against gender nonconformity,
|

breaking them down into four categories—dismissal, inconvenience, biology, and the slippery slope (fear of the consequences
of acceptance). Headers in bold font create an accessible navigation experience from one analysis to the next. The prose maintains a conversational tone that feels as intimate and vulnerable
as talking with a best friend. At the same time, the author’s
turns of phrase in moments of deep insight ring with precision
and poetry. In one reflection, they write, “the most lethal part
of the human body is not the fist; it is the eye. What people see
and how people see it has everything to do with power.” While
this short essay speaks honestly of pain and injustice, it concludes with encouragement and an invitation into a future that
celebrates transformation.
A fierce, penetrating, and empowering call for change.
(writing prompt) (Nonfiction. 14-adult)

A PECULIAR PERIL

VanderMeer, Jeff
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (656 pp.)
$19.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-0-374-30886-5
Series: Misadventures of Jonathan
Lambshead, 1
Family secrets give way to a madcap
marathon portal fantasy.
Tasked with cataloging his dead
hoarder grandfather’s mansion’s contents, 16-year-old recently orphaned naturalist Jonathan also
puzzles over his grandfather’s nonsensical instructions. Strange
and dangerous things lead Jonathan to conclude his grandfather
was murdered—a conclusion reached too late to prevent school
friends Rack and his good-natured, athletic sister, Danny, from
arriving to help. Meanwhile, on parallel world Aurora, Aleister
Crowley, aided by his grotesque familiar, Wretch, and the head
of Napoleon, is the Lord Emperor of the Franco-Germanic
Empire, seeking to conquer Prague (with mecha-elephants) and
England (by attacking the wall on the land bridge—a wall whose
defenders wear cod-head–shaped codpieces—with a doomsday
earthworm-dreadnought devised by Jules Verne for use against
H.G. Wells). As the mansion has doors between worlds, the
Earth gang (with Jonathan theorized to be special) decides to
help the Order of the Third Door against Crowley to prevent
the war’s reaching Earth. Aurora’s an enthusiastic hodgepodge
of antique fantasy elements (talking animals), touches of cosmic
horror, clever wordplay, genre deconstruction, and butt humor,
all tied together with a just-go-with-it fever-dream logic. Constant viewpoint jumps (including a MacGuffin-turned-narrator)
slow down the already meandering, tangent-heavy, complicated
(spies spying spies) story’s pace but allow for savoring weirdness until the cliffhanger ending. Jonathan and Danny seem to
be White; Jonathan is asexual and Danny is bisexual. Danish
Korean adoptee Rack uses a prosthetic leg.
Absolutely blonkers; giddiness-inducing for the most
open-minded of readers. (Fantasy. 12-adult)
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As the Nipran Empire seeks total
domination of the Sea, a genderfluid
pirate and young Imperial noblewoman
fall in love.
Fifteen-year-old Evelyn Hasegawa
faces a long sea voyage that will end in an unwanted arranged
marriage, so she jumps at the chance to make a friend when
she meets Florian, the sailor assigned to guard her. Florian harbors resentment toward privileged Imperials, but Evelyn’s wit
and sincerity slowly melt his cynicism, though not enough for
him to reveal that Florian is also Flora and that their ship, the
Dove, is actually a slaver disguised as a passenger ship. Flora is
determined to earn enough money to start a new life with her
brother, and it is this dream that has driven her to carry out the
Dove’s cruel business up until this point. But as her relationship
with Evelyn deepens, Flora’s resolve starts to crumble. Careful prose juxtaposes gentleness and brutality, contrasting the
tender emotions between Flora/Florian and Evelyn and the
violence of a pirate’s life. Set against the backdrop of colonial
expansion, this nautical fantasy goes beyond mere swashbuckling to examine the impacts of imperialism and misogyny on a
diverse cast of varying ethnicities, sexualities, and gender identities. Witches, mermaids, and secret operatives add layers of
magic and intrigue to the queer romance at the heart of this
book. Flora is Black and uses he/she/they pronouns; Evelyn’s
homeland is a fantasy equivalent of Japan.
Absolutely enthralling. (map) (Fantasy. 13-18)
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SIA MARTINEZ AND
THE MOONLIT
BEGINNING OF
EVERYTHING

Vasquez Gilliland, Raquel
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster (432 pp.)
$18.99 | Aug. 11, 2020
978-1-5344-4863-6
Sia’s mother was deported three
years ago by the town sheriff; she disappeared after trying to make her way back
across the Sonoran Desert to her family.
Grieving Sia is plagued daily by the sheriff ’s hateful son, but
the Mexican American teen is bolstered by her Haitian American, questioning best friend, Rose; her loving park ranger father,
who has a Ph.D. in biology; and the spirit of her late grandmother, who continues to communicate with and guide her. She
falls for a mysterious, poetry-loving White boy, and, together,
they spot a spacecraft bearing Sia’s mother. What follows is an
electrifying, high-stakes adventure filled with shady government agencies and conspiracy theories come to life. Vasquez
Gilliland adeptly balances first love, Mexican American cosmology and Catholicism, X-Files–level intrigue, and undocumented
immigration. She doesn’t shy away from frank explorations of
trauma; interrogation of Whiteness; and sex-positive, swooninducing makeout sessions that center a young woman’s perspective. The poetic prose elevates the story into a magical triumph.
Sia is a vulnerable, sympathetic protagonist who, despite a past
traumatic sexual experience, the deportation of her mother, and
the constant barrage of egregious micro- and macroaggressions,
finds hope in her relationships, culture, and connection to her
ancestors. Spirituality is woven into everything Sia does and
will resonate with many readers. The whip-smart humor lends
the novel a breeziness that keeps the narrative lighthearted in
between the truly hair-raising moments.
Luminous, genre-bending, and out of this world. (Science
fiction/contemporary. 14-adult)

BEAUTY MARK
A Verse Novel of
Marilyn Monroe

Weatherford, Carole Boston
Candlewick (192 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 8, 2020
978-1-5362-0629-6
A poetic tribute to the life of Norma
Jeane Mortenson, better known as the
film star Marilyn Monroe.
Weatherford shows readers how the young Norma Jeane
fashioned the construct of Marilyn Monroe out of a desire to be
seen, known, and loved. Her adopted Aunt Grace’s vision gave
Norma Jeane an escape from poverty and abandonment through
the manipulation of her body, and she eventually found the
will to live—and even thrive—in front of the camera. Though
96
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readers feel Norma Jeane’s pain and desperation, Weatherford
also conveys her sense of power: Despite being dyslexic, she
acquired an extensive personal library that revealed her search
for knowledge. Ultimately, however, Norma Jeane was not able
to escape “Marilyn Monroe,” a version of herself that became a
prison. This is a meditation on a woman trying desperately to
escape the personas constructed for her by her family, the foster-care system, the movie industry, and her fans. In a series of
spare and precise first-person poems narrated by Norma Jeane,
Weatherford captures her iconic contradictions and, by doing
so, reveals traumas, professional successes, and moments of
authentic joy. This searing, aching love poem to a widely known
but often misunderstood icon will speak even to young readers
who may not be familiar with her films.
A window into a uniquely magnificent and terrifying life.
(photo credits) (Verse novel. 13-18)

THE ENIGMA GAME

Wein, Elizabeth
Disney-Hyperion/LBYR (432 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-1-368-01258-4
Wein returns with another emotional flight through World War II, this
time in Scotland.
Three young people’s lives intersect
in a remote Scottish village, their bond
cemented by the unexpected receipt of
the first Enigma machine to reach Allied hands. Characters
who appear here from earlier volumes include: volunteer Ellen
McEwen, respected by others who don’t know she’s a Traveller;
flight leader Jamie Beaufort-Stuart, alive but with a flight log of
dead friends; and 15-year-old biracial Jamaican English orphan
Louisa Adair, employed (by phone, without disclosing her skin
color) to care for an elderly but fierce German woman. All of
them are bound by a sense of helplessness and a desire to make
a difference; Wein shines at exploring the tension between the
horrors of war and its unexpected pleasures, many thanks to
friendships that could only exist during a time of upheaval. In
many ways a small story about big things—fitting in a novel thematically focused on the ways individuals matter—this is historical fiction at its finest, casting a light on history (with some
minor liberties, noted in the extensive backmatter) as well as
raising questions still relevant today, particularly around class
and race, nationality and belonging; unexpected connections
across those gulfs lead to moments of love and heartbreak for
readers and characters alike.
Another soaring success. (author’s note, resources) (His
torical fiction. 12-18)
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A deeply moving portrait of an iconic moment in U.S. history.
kent state

Wiles, Deborah
Scholastic (144 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 21, 2020
978-1-338-35628-1

WHEN YOU WERE
EVERYTHING
Woodfolk, Ashley
Delacorte (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 10, 2020
978-1-5247-1591-5

Relationships are complicated, but
what happens when the bond that brought
you solace unravels just when your parent’s
marriage falls apart?
Cleo Baker wanders the streets of
New York City, drowning her sorrows in jazz-age music and the
words of Shakespeare as she mourns the loss of her best friend,
Layla, a pain reminiscent of the grief felt for her late grandmother. It felt like fate when they met, and she thought it was
in the stars for them to be together forever, but in sophomore
year, Layla joined chorus and, over time, chose those girls over
Cleo. Cleo was hurt but tried to give Layla her space…until she
no longer recognizes her and instigates a vengeful feud. Now
Cleo urgently wishes to overwrite the memories of their friendship, but that’s difficult when she’s assigned to be Layla’s tutor.
|

Feeling adrift, she works through the crumbling of her family,
navigates a friendship that has grown apart, and learns to trust
new friends and see them for who they are, not who she expects
them to be. Told in the first person, Woodfolk’s (The Beauty That
Remains, 2018) novel seamlessly interweaves alternating timelines while making Shakespeare relevant to teens. The author
skillfully voices the pain of unexpectedly losing a close friend
and explores the choice to remain open despite the risk of
future heartache. Cleo is Black and Layla is Bengali.
A well-crafted story of resilience. (Fiction. 13-18)

SUPERMAN SMASHES
THE KLAN
Yang, Gene Luen
Illus. by Gurihiru
DC (240 pp.)
$16.99 paper | May 12, 2020
978-1-77950-421-0

Superman confronts racism and
learns to accept himself with the help of
new friends.
In this graphic-novel adaptation of
the 1940s storyline entitled “The Clan of the Fiery Cross” from
The Adventures of Superman radio show, readers are reintroduced
to the hero who regularly saves the day but is unsure of himself
and his origins. The story also focuses on Roberta Lee, a young
Chinese girl. She and her family have just moved from Chinatown to Metropolis proper, and mixed feelings abound. Jimmy
Olsen, Lois Lane’s colleague from the Daily Planet, takes a larger
role here, befriending his new neighbors, the Lees. An altercation following racial slurs directed at Roberta’s brother after he
joins the local baseball team escalates into an act of terrorism by
the Klan of the Fiery Kross. What starts off as a run-of-the-mill
superhero story then becomes a nuanced and personal exploration of the immigrant experience and blatant and internalized racism. Other main characters are White, but Black police
inspector William Henderson fights his own battles against
prejudice. Clean lines, less-saturated coloring, and character
designs reminiscent of vintage comics help set the tone of this
period piece while the varied panel cuts and action scenes give
it a more modern sensibility. Cantonese dialogue is indicated
through red speech bubbles; alien speech is in green.
A clever and timely conversation on reclaiming identity
and acknowledging one’s full worth. (author’s note, bibliography) (Graphic fiction. 13-adult)
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A free-verse treatment of the killing
of four college students during campus
protests over the Vietnam War.
College campuses were often flashpoints in the struggle against the United
States’ involvement in the Vietnam War.
In May 1970, protestors at Kent State University in Ohio were
met by the Ohio National Guard, culminating in the deaths of
four unarmed college students and injuries to nine others. The
university and the small town surrounding it were all affected
by the escalating tensions and disagreement over how to handle
the issues. The governor’s strict approach was welcomed by
some but resisted by many on campus. Each of the deceased
students is described in detail, including how they came to be
in the line of fire. Readers hear from a guardsman and a town
resident as well as students, their voices showing how perspectives differed depending on individuals’ roles. Especially compelling are the words of Black students, many of whom stayed
away from the demonstration, believing, correctly, that the
guardsmen had live ammunition. The structure serves to recreate the taut atmosphere of the days leading up to the tragedy, and various perspectives are represented by different fonts
and typeface, furthering the sense of polarization. The extensive author’s note extends the narrative, engaging readers in the
author’s process and the story’s impact.
A well-researched and deeply moving portrait of an iconic
moment in U.S. history. (Verse novel. 12-18)
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Packs a triple punch of action, humor, and heart.
the iron will of genie lo

THE IRON WILL OF
GENIE LO

Yee, F.C.
Amulet/Abrams (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 21, 2020
978-1-4197-3145-7
Series: Genie Lo, 2
Genie Lo, Slayer of Demons and the
Divine Guardian of the Protectorate of
California, could really use a break.
Several months have passed since
Chinese American high schooler Genie and her boyfriend,
Quentin, the legendary Monkey King, prevented a heavenly
coup and subdued a legion of demons. With graduation looming, Genie and her Korean American best friend, Yunie, plan
one final vacation together: a long weekend getaway in the guise
of a college campus tour. The trip is cut short, however, when
a powerful demonic enemy overwhelms a vast army of warrior spirits, sending all of Heaven into crisis. When the Jade
Emperor refuses to emerge from his palace, he is deemed unfit
to be the ruler of Heaven and a Mandate Challenge is issued:
Whichever god eliminates the threat will replace him on the
throne. Genie is as tough as ever in this sequel, facing dangerous foes on the battlefield without clinching, but she balks at
addressing new tensions in her personal relationships and at the
uncomfortable realization that her future is full of uncertainty.
Fortunately, between descriptions of thrilling extradimensional
battles and inefficient celestial bureaucracy, Yee (The Rise of
Kyoshi, 2019, etc.) gives Genie just enough time to reflect on
life’s inevitable changes and the lengths she would go to protect
the people she loves.
A satisfying conclusion that packs a triple punch of
action, humor, and heart. (Fantasy. 13-18)

SUPER FAKE
LOVE SONG

Yoon, David
Penguin Young Readers (308 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-984812-23-0
Fake it till you make it?
Unlike Gray, his aspiring rock star
older brother, camera-shy Korean American teen Sunny Dae loves sharing his
nerdy hobbies of live-action role-playing
Dungeons & Dragons and designing cosplay props with his best
friends, Milo and Jamal, despite the bullying he receives from a
school jock. Milo is Guatemalan American and Jamal is Jamaican American, and the trio have bonded in their Southern California town that is over 99% White. Then Sunny meets Rancho
Ruby High School’s newest student, the beautiful, worldly,
music-loving, Korean American Cirrus Soh. Soon, he finds
himself doing things he’s never done before, like pretending
his brother’s band is actually his. Yoon captures the humor, the
98
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heart, and the universal anxieties—and possibilities—of trying
on new identities in high school while also exploring microaggressions, toxic masculinity, bullying, parachute parenting, and
classism. The book cautions readers against judging character
based solely on outward appearances. Part of its brilliance lies
in how it shows the ways Sunny’s and Gray’s desires for acceptance and popularity reflect what they see as their parents’ own
efforts to keep up with the Joneses. Dungeons & Dragons fans
will appreciate the symbolic parallels between Sunny’s story arc
and the fate of the paladin figurine he made in middle school.
A clever, hilarious, and empathetic look at diverse teens
exploring authenticity, identities, and code-switching. (Fic
tion. 14-18)

PUNCHING THE AIR

Zoboi, Ibi & Salaam, Yusef
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (400 pp.)
$19.99 | Sep. 1, 2020
978-0-06-299648-0
Reviving a friendship that goes back
almost 20 years, Zoboi writes with Exonerated Five member Salaam, exploring
racial tensions, criminal injustice, and
radical hope for a new day.
Ava DuVernay’s critically acclaimed
When They See Us tells the story of Salaam’s wrongful conviction
as a boy, a story that found its way back into the national conversation when, after nearly 7 years in prison, DNA evidence
cleared his name. Although it highlights many of the same unjust
systemic problems Salaam faced, this story is not a biographical
rendering of his experiences. Rather, Zoboi offers readers her
brilliance and precision within this novel in verse that centers
on the fictional account of 16-year-old Amal Shahid. He’s an
art student and poet whose life dramatically shifts after he is
accused of assaulting a White boy one intense night, drawing
out serious questions around the treatment of Black youth and
the harsh limitations of America’s investment in punitive forms
of justice. The writing allows many readers to see their internal voices affirmed as it uplifts street slang, Muslim faith, and
hip-hop cadences, showcasing poetry’s power in language rarely
seen in YA literature. The physical forms of the first-person
poems add depth to the text, providing a necessary calling-in to
issues central to the national discourse in reimagining our relationship to police and prisons. Readers will ask: Where do we
go from here?
Awardworthy. Soul-stirring. A must-read. (Verse novel. 12-18)
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THE RAIN HERON

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Arnott, Robbie
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-3745-3930-6

SARAHLAND by Sam Cohen.............................................................102
BURNT SUGAR by Avni Doshi.......................................................... 107

Following a coup in an unnamed country and a mysterious weather disruption,
a fugitive woman and the military officer
pursuing her find their fates converging
in the search for a mythical bird who can
either rescue or destroy at will.
An unlucky farmer endures “six years of hungry, dismal
failure” until an apocalyptic storm and the accompanying
appearance of a spectral rain heron transform both the land
and the farmer’s fortunes, earning her great wealth and bitter
envy. Following a vengeful neighbor’s attack on the bird—the
farmer’s perceived protector—drought starves the fields, and
the farmer, weakened by infection, is left for dead. We next
meet her in the wilderness, where she has fled not only the
country’s military coup, but also her own shadowy past. In
the meantime, in a remote coastal village, a young girl and her
aunt are part of a small, secretive community that uses human
blood to lure squid into nets in order to extract the squid ink
so highly prized by paint makers. But the arrival of an outsider
obsessed with learning these squid-catching secrets breeds suspicion and, finally, violence. With blood on her hands—human,
not aquatic—young Zoe disappears into the very different life
of the army, thereby becoming an instrument of the coup (the
details of which remain hazy). The stories of the two women,
Ren the fugitive and Zoe her tormenter, become one when
Zoe is ordered to find Ren and make her reveal the rain heron’s
hiding place. Military generals presumably want to use the captured bird’s power to alter the seasons and who knows what else.
Superb descriptions of nature and weather, of human emotion
and animal instinct, by Australian novelist Arnott evoke a landscape that is both startlingly immediate and mysteriously otherworldly: the perfect setting for a tense narrative of eco-disaster
and fragile endurance.
At once an urgent thriller and an elegiac fable, this mesmerizing tale is as lyrical as it is suspenseful.

HOW TO ORDER THE UNIVERSE by María José Ferrada;
trans. by Elizabeth Bryer.................................................................... 107
THE LOVE PROOF by Madeleine Henry...........................................114
THE ARDENT SWARM by Yamen Manai;
trans. by Lara Vergnaud...................................................................... 125
THE BLADE BETWEEN by Sam J. Miller.........................................126
MILK BLOOD HEAT by Dantiel W. Moniz........................................128
WILD SWIMS by Dorthe Nors; trans. by Misha Hoekstra................128
THE (OTHER) YOU by Joyce Carol Oates.......................................... 130
BEST LAID PLANS by Gwen Florio.................................................. 138
BLACK CORAL by Andrew Mayne................................................... 138
THE SCORPION’S TAIL by Douglas Preston & Lincoln Child........ 140
MILK BLOOD HEAT

Moniz, Dantiel W.
Grove (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5815-4
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novels for everyone
on your list
The holidays are almost upon us, and
books, as always, make the perfect gift.
You don’t need me to tell you that Raven
Leilani’s Luster would be a great pick—
it won the Kirkus Prize!—and we have a
whole list of the 100 Best Fiction Books
of the Year to help you. But I have a few
more personalized recommendations.
If your cousin is a fan of Sally
Rooney’s prickly millennial love stories, try Naoise Dolan’s debut, Exciting Times (Ecco, June
2), in which Ava, a young Irishwoman,
moves to Hong Kong to teach English
and begins a relationship with Julian, an
English banker—and then, when Julian
heads back to London for a long project,
finds herself falling in love with Edith, a
local Hong Kong lawyer. The fact that
she’s living in Julian’s apartment makes
the situation even more complicated.
Our review said “Dolan’s preoccupation
with power is often couched in humor
but always expertly observed. Her elegantly simple writing allows her ideas and musings to shine.”
If your historical-fiction lover has already torn through Hilary Mantel’s The
Mirror & the Light and Maggie O’Farrell’s
Hamnet, try giving them something a bit
different: The Lost Shtetl by Max Gross
(HarperVia, Oct. 13), about a presentday Polish-Jewish town that got stuck
in the past, somehow overlooked during
the Holocaust and everything that’s happened since. When one unhappy bride
decides to take off, history invades Kreskol. According to our review, it’s “imaginative and philosophical, funny and sad, old and new.”
Does your best friend enjoy dramatic stories of immigrant families like Angie Kim’s Miracle
Creek or Mira Jacob’s The Sleepwalker’s
Guide to Dancing? They’ll enjoy Simon
Han’s Nights When Nothing Happened
(Riverhead, Nov. 17), about a Chinese
family living in Plano, Texas, in 2003,
with a 6-year-old daughter who sleepwalks. Our review said “Han’s characters are authentic, vulnerable, and utterly convincing, delivering one dynamite novel.”
100
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For the Crazy Rich Asians fan in your
circle, consider His Only Wife by Peace
Adzo Medie (Algonquin, Sept. 1), which
our review called “a Cinderella story
set in Ghana.” When Afi is married to
the wealthy (and absent) Eli, everyone
knows it’s because his family has decided
she’s their best chance to lure him away
from his Liberian girlfriend. “Medie subtly develops Afi’s character as she…goes
from being an innocent, awestruck village girl to a sophisticated, confident woman, accustomed to
privilege and luxury, set on a creative career...and mad as hell.”
If your friends loved Rachel Ingalls’ surreal Mrs. Caliban
when it was republished a few years
ago, they’d be good candidates for The
Hole by Hiroko Oyamada (New Directions, Oct. 6). The narrator, Asa, moves
to a rural area so she and her husband
can live near his parents, but she wasn’t
counting on following a strange animal
and then falling into a hole. “Familial awkwardness and bizarre imagery
take this story of unrest and disquiet
to memorable places,” according to our
review.
For fans of intricate meta-mysteries like Anthony
Horowitz’s Magpie Murders, I suggest Peter Swanson’s Eight
Perfect Murders (Morrow, March 3). The owner of a Boston
mystery bookshop wrote a blog post years ago about books
featuring undetectable murders, and
now a real murderer seems to be using
it as an instruction manual. Our review
called it “the perfect gift for well-read
mystery mavens who complain that
they don’t write them like they used to.”
Edmund White’s latest novel, A Saint
From Texas (Bloomsbury, Aug. 4), is so
much fun that it deserves a category of
its own. Fans of Diane Johnson and Fannie Flagg will enjoy meeting Yvonne and
Yvette Crawford, Texas girls whose lives
are upended when oil is found on their father’s land. Yvonne
moves to Paris and conquers society while Yvette becomes a
nun in Colombia. “Proust meets John Irving in this grand and
delightful comedy of manners,” according to our review.
Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
|

THE POWER COUPLE

her hunky co-star and continually dosing herself in classic
1960s movie-star style from an abundant pharmacopeia of
pills. In addition to these three, a slew of other interesting
characters fills out the corners of the novel, giving it the
feel of one of Robert Altman’s high-spirited ensemble films
of this era. Boyd deftly juggles serious and comedic elements, generally favoring the comic, as with Elfrida’s many
pathetic attempts to convince herself she’s getting back on
her game. Having been annoyed for most of her career at
being compared to Virginia Woolf, she takes it in her head to
write a novel based on Woolf ’s last day on Earth. Over and
over she writes the first paragraph—Woolf wakes up, sees a
shape the sun is making on the wall (a rhomboid? a parallelogram? a diamond?), has no idea it’s the last morning of
her life—at which point the author pours herself a glass of
vodka to celebrate, and there goes that day. Another running
joke involves Talbot’s being tormented by the idiotic lyrics
of the song “MacArthur Park,” which seems to be playing on
every radio in the country. His deeper torment regarding his
sexuality is highlighted by the changing mores of the period,

Berenson, Alex
Simon & Schuster (432 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-982103-69-9

y o u n g a d u lt

An FBI counterterrorism expert and
an NSA coder search for their missing
daughter in Barcelona.
Rebecca and Brian Unsworth, the
married couple at the heart of Berenson’s
latest breakneck thriller, lead far more
exciting and important lives than most of us. She’s an ambitious
FBI counterterrorism expert; he’s a laid-back coder for the
National Security Agency who is ingenious enough to create an
app in his spare time and sell it for a cool $2 million. That’s why
the Unsworths can afford to spend their 20th wedding anniversary in Barcelona with their teenagers, Kira and Tony, looking
forward to family time far from the daily grind of their highpressure jobs. But Kira, a college student, has other plans. She
sneaks off to meet an attractive stranger at a club, ignoring her
midnight curfew and relying on parental relaxation to guarantee
eventual forgiveness. But when she doesn’t return to the hotel,
Rebecca and Brian are catapulted into a nightmare. Who kidnapped Kira—and why? And how can they hope to find her in
another country, even with all their government connections?
Berenson, who won an Edgar Award for his first novel, The
Faithful Spy (2006), alternates points of view among Rebecca,
Brian, and Kira, moving from past to present with ease and presenting a deeper look at a marriage that’s far more complicated
that it seems on the surface. Yet even as it examines career jealousy and marital dissonance and draws intriguing portraits of its
characters, this novel never forgets it’s primarily a thriller. The
pace is unrelenting, and Berenson has a few twists in his arsenal.
He also creates an engaging character in the brave and resourceful Kira, who is so much more than a helpless victim.
A fast-paced and engaging political thriller.

TRIO

Boyd, William
Knopf (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-31823-2
A novelist, a producer, and an actress
confront their demons on and off a film set.
British author Boyd’s 16th novel
takes place in Brighton in 1968 and
revolves around the making of a film
called Emily Bracegirdle’s Extremely Use
ful Ladder to the Moon. The titular trio consists of Elfrida
Wing, an alcoholic novelist who hasn’t written a book in a
decade and whose marriage to the film’s director is hanging
by a thread; Talbot Kydd, the film’s producer, a closeted gay
man also in an unhappy marriage; and Anny Viklund, the
young American actress playing Emily, who is sleeping with
|
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Bold, wry, and delightfully dirty.
milk fed

THE SENTINEL

and he’s also got real problems with his movie, which has to
be constantly rewritten to work around problems created by
its cast.
Even if someone left the cake out in the rain, it’s delicious.

Child, Lee and Child, Andrew
Delacorte (368 pp.)
$28.99 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-984818-46-1

MILK FED

Brothers Lee and Andrew Child collaborate on this fast-paced thriller, 25th
in the Jack Reacher series.
Reacher forces a bar manager to pay
two Nashville musicians being cheated
out of their night’s pay. You don’t mess
with Reacher, an ex-Army MP who is 6-feet-5 and 250 pounds,
but if you try to hurt someone he’ll mess with you. So when he
witnesses bad guys (who turn out to be Russians) trying to kidnap
a man, Reacher comes to the rescue. Said rescuee is Rusty Rutherford, who has been unjustly fired from his job as a nearby town’s
IT manager. Locally, everyone hates Rusty because of a disaster
with the town’s computers. But Reacher goes to great lengths
to protect him. A police officer asks, “Why do you care so much
about Rusty Rutherford? No one else does.” Turns out he may
have “something a certain foreign power is desperate to get its
hands on.” Someone is “specifically trying to erode faith in the
election system itself.” (Well, that’s a ridiculous premise—who
would ever mess with American elections?) Reacher is a most
entertaining character: His “default was to move extremely slow
or extremely fast,” and in this Tennessee town he does lots of the
latter. He needs to, with guys like Denisov, a Russian interrogator
who has the “ability to loosen tongues. And bowels.” Smart but
not especially deep, Reacher is decidedly low-tech, unfamiliar
with computers or cellphones. And of course he’s a larger-thanlife fighter who can really give evildoers what they deserve. Other
than that, he sees a problem, fixes it, and moves on. The story’s
style is crisp, sometimes too much so. Plenty of short sentences.
Like this. And it can grate. Or maybe it’s great. You decide.
The plot, the pace, and the punches will keep Child fans
satisfied. Reach for this one.

Broder, Melissa
Scribner (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-982142-49-0
In Melissa Broder’s follow-up to The
Pisces (2018), a young talent manager
struggles to transform her relationship
to desire.
Thanks to her mother’s strict training, Rachel is obsessed with staying
thin. “I was softly plump, like a dumpling,” recalls Rachel of
her childhood. Rachel’s mother feared “future pain, frightened
that I would grow up to be like her parents, whose obesity had
caused her shame, or her fat cousin Wendy, who was unhappy.”
As a result, adult Rachel counts calories, allowing herself only
squares of nicotine gum, diet snack foods, chemical sweeteners, and a sad procession of salads. At the behest of her therapist, Rachel finally attempts to set firmer boundaries with
her mother and parent herself. While ignoring her mother’s
increasingly unhinged texts, Rachel meets Miriam, an Orthodox Jewish woman whose family owns Rachel’s favorite frozen
yogurt shop chain. Rachel is immediately drawn to Miriam,
who is “undeniably...irrefutably fat” and unabashedly kind. Her
desire marks the beginning of a major internal shift for Rachel—
an acceptance, of sorts, of both fatness and queerness. When
it comes to both sex and food, Broder is a formidable writer.
She captures all the sticky sweetness, the pleasurable tensions
between yearning and satiation. Instead of turning her sharp,
acerbic eye on the internal ups and downs of recovery and coming out, however, Broder largely focuses on Rachel’s outward
expressions of desire. It’s nice to think that setting boundaries
with pushy family members and hopping into bed with a fat
woman could heal Rachel’s psyche. Unfortunately, a handful of
rejected therapy sessions does not codependency, disordered
eating, and internalized homophobia fix, and we don’t get to see
much, if any, of the internal observations that made The Pisces
such a formidable debut. Even so, this novel offers a sad, funny
romp about learning to let yourself want what you want, even if
it means letting down the people whose acceptance you crave
the most.
Bold, wry, and delightfully dirty.
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SARAHLAND

Cohen, Sam
Grand Central Publishing
(208 pp.)
$24.00 | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-5387-3506-0
In Cohen’s debut, she explores queer
identity through multiple lenses in a
collection of short stories that push the
boundaries of fiction.
The protagonists of Cohen’s stories
are connected by one very specific attribute: They are each
named Sarah, or some variation thereof. This seems, perhaps,
like a strange premise for a collection, but the stories are bound
together as well by a deep thematic interest in the multidimensionality of the self—especially the queer, Jewish, nonmale
self—and the sometimes overwhelming number of possibilities
|

A BEAST IN PARADISE

of how a person or a life might be transformed. From a queer
reimagining of the story of Abraham and Sarah from Genesis to
a Jewish university freshman struggling against the constraints
of compulsory heterosexuality to a young woman whose aspirational infatuation with the idea of horse camp allows her to
transcend her human form, Cohen’s stories are profoundly
original. While some hew closer to realism and others are
more imaginative, they are each narrated in distinct voices and
rendered in dreamy, glistening prose. Some of the collection’s
more experimental stories manage to reach into the realm of
the metaphysical, exploring possibilities of being and alternate
universes; Cohen manages to do this in a manner that, remarkably, does not feel overwrought. As with any collection of stories, some feel more fully realized than others; this is perhaps
exacerbated by the protagonists’ shared name, with the less
memorable Sarahs fading into the background, their stories
blurring together. But in general, Cohen’s book is impressively
even, particularly for a debut.
A bold collection that explores how we might break free
from or reimagine ourselves and our places in the universe.

Coulon, Cécile
Trans. by Kover, Tina
Europa Editions (208 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-60945-647-4

A farm engulfs the lives of two
women.
When their parents are killed in a
car accident, 5-year-old Blanche and her
3-year-old brother, Gabriel, are taken in
by their grandmother Émilienne and grow up on her farm, Paradise, in northern France. In a spare, somber family saga, awardwinning poet and fiction writer Coulon traces the fortunes of
the taciturn Émilienne, devoted to the land, and Blanche, “a
warrior at five years old,” whose love of Paradise impels her to
become “her grandmother’s shadow, casting aside her grief in
favor of Émilienne’s robust self-discipline.” Walking before she
could talk, the young Blanche seemed always “overflowing with
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SEA LOVES ME
Selected Stories

movement, as if an older child were hidden inside her, waiting for the right moment to blossom.” That moment comes
when she accedes to the attentions of her charming classmate
Alexandre. Coulon’s poetic cadence and lyrical prose, ably
served by translator Kover, give the tale the quality of a fable
in which uncontrollable desires, nature’s capricious power, and
violent anger and deceit erupt into a pitiless landscape. Coulon captures the visceral cruelty of farm life, where the stench
of pigs’ blood lingers for days after the animals are slaughtered
and entrails litter the soil. Everyone reveals an essential bestiality: Even Gabriel, a quiet, dreamy boy, grows into a man with
“something of the animal about him, an animal sick with sadness
and timidity.” Humans, like beasts, labor endlessly, “the industrious angels of this Paradise of mud and beaks and manure.”
For the arduous challenges of farm work, brute strength is not
“an option but a necessity.” Alexandre, though, determined to
escape the harsh demands of the land and the claustrophobia
of rural life, chooses to seek his fortune in the city—a decision
that comes to ravage the lives of everyone in Paradise.
A quiet tale of love and vengeance.

Couto, Mia
Biblioasis (384 pp.)
$22.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-7796-388-6
A career-spanning collection from
the Mozambican writer, seeking an
intersection between his country’s folklore and its colonial past.
Many of the stories here appear
in English (from the Portuguese) for the first time, drawing
from works first published in 1986 to a clutch of new material. Despite that breadth, Couto’s concerns, and much of his
style, have remained consistent: He focuses on the inner lives
of everyday people, usually with a twist involving mysticism
or superstition. “The Tale of the Two Who Returned From the
Dead” is about just that, about two apparitions caught up in
the local bureaucracy. In “The Flagpoles of Beyondwards,” an

Multiple award-winning adventure fiction
series opener based on family, friendship,
loyalty and courage, written for pre-teens,
young adults and readers of all ages.
“Nonstop action, with escapades both perilous and
amusing, and exhilarating hairsbreadth escapes…”
–Kirkus Reviews

Read the first two chapters
at Britfield.com!
For all inquiries, please contact Britfield@DevonfieldPublishing.com.
Book II, Britfield & The Rise of the Lion, coming March 2021!
Available where all fine books are sold.
ISBN 9781732961203 (HB) | 9781732961210 (PB) | 9781732961227 (EB) | 9781732961234 (AB)
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Creepy, meta, and a whole lot of fun.
plain bad heroines

allegory about the impossibility of isolation from outside forces,
a man tries to protect his daughter from a visitor’s attention.
Shape-shifting abounds: A heart gives birth to a child in “The
Child’s Heart and the Heart’s Child” while a man’s wife takes
the form of multiple women in “Ezequiela, Humanity,” much to
the husband’s pleasure and, eventually, fear. Stories drawn from
the collection Rain: And Other Stories (2019) deal more explicitly
with Mozambican history, specifically its civil war that ran from
the 1970s through the ’90s, but he’s more interested in conjuring a melancholy mood. That’s not always to his credit; stories often don’t end so much as drift to lyrical conclusions; his
recent Sands of the Emperor Trilogy (Woman of the Ashes, 2018,
etc.) is on sturdier historical footing. But his most potent stories here merge the humane and surrealistic, often with nautical
premises. A whale is believed capable of providing whatever a
man might wish; a mute girl who finds her voice at the seashore
and the neighbors in the closing title story speak in bittersweet
tones about their (and our) connection to the sea: “A tear is the
sea caressing your soul. That little speck of water is us as we
return to the womb we came from.”
A worthy if overlong introduction to a unique and atmospheric African writer’s work.

Victorian-era lesbians and the Insta-fueled fame of queer icons
in contemporary Hollywood. The novel’s strength lies in its
quiet insistence that queer women have always existed, that
their lives deserve bigger, messier containers—even metafictional ones about a horror flick based on a novel based on a true
story. Although danforth doggedly pursues the novel’s structure
over more than 600 pages, the pacing occasionally drags heavy
as layers of Victorian silk. Even so, the novel manages to feel
like a confection—surprising and honey-sweet on the tongue,
to be savored even as it spooks.
Creepy, meta, and a whole lot of fun.

y o u n g a d u lt

PLAIN BAD HEROINES

danforth, emily m.
Morrow/HarperCollins (640 pp.)
$27.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-06-294285-2
In this sprawling, structurally ambitious novel, the gruesome deaths of two
turn-of-the-century boarding school girls
haunt generations of women and the
women they love.
“It’s a terrible story and one way to
tell it is this: two girls in love and a fog of wasps cursed the place
forever after.” Unusual things happen at Brookhants School for
Girls, a boarding school situated along the wild, rocky Rhode
Island coastline. In 1902, Brookhants pupils become obsessed
with Mary MacLane’s salacious memoir, I Await the Devil’s Com
ing. Detailing MacLane’s lust for “the anemone lady” and her
refusal of traditional gender norms, the book gives rise to the
Plain Bad Heroine Society. When the club’s leaders, Florence
Hartshorn and Clara Broward, are found dead in one another’s
arms, the school’s founders struggle to move beyond the tragedy only to be swept up in it themselves. The long, winding
story of Brookhants’ rise and fall is only one thread that danforth unravels throughout her adult debut. The novel’s other
major timeline takes place in contemporary Hollywood, where
Harper Harper, the “indie-film-darling turned celesbian-megastar-influencer,” sets out to produce her first film, a horror flick
about Brookhants and its doomed teen lovers. Joining Harper
on set are ingenue Audrey Wells, daughter of slasher film royalty,
and Merritt Emmons, a wunderkind novelist whose first book
inspired the film. The novel switchbacks between past and
present, examining the sophisticated subculture of upper-crust
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SOPHOMORES

novel abounds with contradictions—it wrestles with grand
moral questions, such as whether flawed behavior can change,
but its scale is also decidedly modest. Through Dan’s assigned
reading, including a late sequence that includes Animal Farm,
Desmond throws in plenty of discussion of a literary canon (or
at least the literary canon as late-’80s high schoolers would have
experienced it), but the nature of Dan’s reading is rarely challenged, for good or ill. The travails of the three Malones remain
largely separate, and while that works well on one level, illustrating how cut off the family members are from one another,
it also gives the feeling of reading a trio of interwoven novellas rather than one cohesive work. Thankfully, Desmond also
works in some moments of levity, as when Dan mentally conflates coquette with croquette. Scenes like this, and a thoroughly
lived-in portrait of Dallas, go a long way—but for a novel wrestling with such big issues, the stakes could stand to be higher.
Desmond’s novel is smartly written and structured but
leaves a sense of unfulfilled potential.

Desmond, Sean
Putnam (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-525-54268-1
In late-1980s Texas, a small family
grapples with existential questions.
Desmond’s novel follows three members of a family over a tumultuous year in
Reagan-era Dallas. Dan Malone, a high
school sophomore, finds himself challenged by an English class taught by an exacting instructor. His
father, Pat, who works for an airline in the age of deregulation,
is coming to terms with an MS diagnosis and has begun drinking heavily. And Dan’s mother, Anne, wrestles with her Catholic
faith and her role as a juror in a high-profile local case involving
infidelity and attempted murder. The novel spans the course of
an academic year in 1987 and ’88, which offers some foreshadowing to readers familiar with the period. Overall, Desmond’s
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A landmark portrait of toxic parenting
and its tangled aftermath.
burnt sugar

BURNT SUGAR

in various small towns across their native Chile. M takes to
skipping school so she can accompany her father, D. Along the
way, she acquires various bits of hardware-related wisdom. For
instance: “Every construction is the sum of its parts, parts that
are joined by fittings.” M and D quickly discover that M’s presence positively impacts D’s chances of making a sale, and before
long, she’s missing weeks of school at a stretch. Things grow
more complicated when E, a photographer, starts traveling
with them in search of “ghosts.” These are the Pinochet years,
it turns out, and what has seemed at first to have all the charm
and magic of a fairy tale carries a much darker underbelly as well.
Ferrada, who has published several children’s books, excels in
her depictions of M’s 7-year-old state of mind, her attempts
to understand the world she’s been born into. The book progresses at a quick clip until it is stalled by a scene of some horror.
Then M must find a new way to find order in her family and in
the wider world.
This quick and quirky book is as charming as it is unsettling, as appealing as it is wise.

Doshi, Avni
Overlook (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4197-5292-6

y o u n g a d u lt

Dark emotions color a daughter’s
complex connection to her mother in a
striking first novel that delves deep into
family bonds.
“I would be lying if I said my mother’s
misery has never given me pleasure.” This
is the devastating opening sentence of American writer Doshi’s
provocative debut, which offers a fierce, compelling depiction
of the painfully intertwined lives of a mother and daughter
in Pune, India. Tara, the mother, was neglectful and careless;
Antara, the daughter, will become her unwilling but affixed life
companion. Abandoning a gloomy marriage to join an ashram
and become the lover of Baba, its leader, Tara exhibits a pattern
of inadequate parenting that continues, four years later, when
Baba replaces her with a younger model. Tara and Antara, now
7, are next to be found begging outside the Club in Pune, eventually to be rescued by Antara’s father, who, meanwhile, has
divorced Tara and is remarrying. These and other episodes from
the past—including Tara’s later love affair with an unreliable
artist and Antara’s lonely months spent at an abusive boarding
school—are sandwiched between slices of the contemporary
narrative. Here Tara is sliding into dementia and Antara, comfortably married to Dilip, is trying to care for the parent whose
care of her was so disastrous. Antara’s voice is frank, skeptical,
even comical while exposing the fragile psychology life has dealt
her. Above all, she scrutinizes the unbreakable/unbearable link
to a figure who haunts and half subsumes her, a razor’s edge
which Doshi captures in simple, effective prose: “Even now,
when I…want to be without her, when I know her presence is
the source of my unhappiness—that learned longing still rises,
that craving for soft, white cotton that has frayed at the edge.”
A landmark portrait of toxic parenting and its tangled
aftermath.

HOW TO ORDER
THE UNIVERSE

Ferrada, María José
Trans. by Bryer, Elizabeth
Tin House (180 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-951142-30-8
A traveling salesman and his daughter traverse Chile.
“Every person tries to explain the
inner workings of things with whatever
is at hand,” says M, the charming narrator of Ferrada’s Englishlanguage debut. “I, at seven years of age, had reached out my
hand, and had grasped a Kramp catalogue.” Kramp is a brand of
hardware products that M’s father, a traveling salesman, hawks
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A smart, controlled debut from a writer who addresses
poverty and criminality in a variety of registers.
trout, belly up

TROUT, BELLY UP

crisp translation) delivers the story with a Carver-esque bluntness.
In “Dive,” Henrik recalls his addict brother, Mati, and a foolhardy
act of his while snorkeling, which makes for a taut set piece about
the way one family member’s questionable behavior radiates
outward. In the closing story, “Henrik,” the title character risks
being forced to give up his land, as a group of thugs’ gentle suggestions morph into more terrifying high-pressure extortion tactics.
The tone in the stories isn’t strictly foreboding: “Out of the Blue,
Perla” features a cow raised to behave like a dog, including walking on its hind legs, baffling some gunmen; the mood of growing threat is undercut by a note of absurdity. And in the tender,
atmospheric “Whisky,” Mati is in recovery and raising a family,
kept company by a dog whose disappearance has an unexpectedly deep impact. Still, something dark always lurks just around a
turn in these stories, and though Fuentes tends to avoid describing violence itself, he harrowingly captures how the threat of it
intensifies and deepens. His climaxes are the moments when, as
one character puts it, “the wolves take off their sheep’s clothing.”
A smart, controlled debut from a writer who addresses
poverty and criminality in a variety of registers.

Fuentes, Rodrigo
Trans. by Jones, Ellen
Charco Press (97 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jan. 28, 2021
978-1-9164-6561-9
A set of linked stories spotlighting
the ironies and precarity of life in rural
Guatemala.
Fuentes’ first book in English is slim
but potent, focused on poor farmers and
their struggles to get by amid threats from wealthier and betterarmed interlopers. Central among them is Don Henrik, a welltraveled plantation owner who’s trying to improve his standing:
In the opening title story, he starts farming rainbow trout, a project that proves surprisingly challenging for the narrator, a farmhand whose affair distracts him from his task of keeping the fish
alive. The metaphors aren’t subtle (invasive species, emotional
and environmental sustainability, etc.), but Fuentes (via Jones’

BAD HABITS

Gentry, Amy
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (352 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-358-12654-6
Grad students are tasty snacks in the
shark tank of faculty ambition.
Gentry sets her third thriller in the
world of academe, where we find a slew
of powerful female characters and some
male eye candy. Mackenzie Claire Woods
has just finished her keynote at an academic conference in LA
and is about to take a young fellow she knows only as “Harvard” up to her room in the SkyLoft Hotel when she spots her
long-estranged childhood best friend. Gwen Whitney was the
princess to Mac’s pauper, her escape route from a hardscrabble
childhood that included junior beauty pageants, her father’s
abandonment, her mother’s drug addiction, and a disabled sister. Both Mac and Gwen went on to graduate school at The Program, a taxing course of study in rarefied disciplines, painted
with a welcome touch of satire. Coming from her family, is it
any wonder grad student Mac can’t make heads or tails of topics like Diasporic Feminisms, Dualities of Motion and Emotion,
and Introduction to Economimesis? Most problematically, she
can’t get through a tome titled “Ethical Negation,” written by
the faculty star, Bethany Ladd, a sexy genius everyone is competing to impress and whose seminar is offered at the same
time as Mac’s restaurant shift. Since the poor girl is not only
putting herself through school, but supporting her mother and
sister, she desperately needs a fellowship Bethany seems to control. The narrative hopscotches between the challenges of grad
school and the unfolding drama, 10 years later, in the SkyLoft
Hotel. Mac sends Harvard up to her room by himself and steps
out of the elevator to waylay Gwen. They have a heart-to-heart
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during which Mac gets blackout drunk and wakes up unable to
remember just how much she confessed about some terrible
incident in the past: suspense by alcohol. As the story races to
its conclusion, a racism issue with another student is needlessly
tacked on and believability is tossed to the winds.
A tense psychological thriller with an intriguing setup but
too many far-fetched twists at the end.

been married to her prince long enough to want to murder
him. Grushin is not the first to wonder what comes after happily-ever-after, of course, and she’s aware of this. She uses the
last stanza of Anne Sexton’s “Cinderella” as an epigram. This
may not have been a wise choice, as Sexton’s 10 lines are ultimately more satisfying than Grushin’s 288 pages. This novel
occupies an uncomfortable place between realism, postmodernism, and folklore. Part of the appeal of Cinderella—part of
the appeal of all folkloric heroines—is that she’s a blank screen
onto which we can project our own selves and our own desires.
This sort of protagonist works for long enough to sustain a fairy
tale, but a novel typically requires a protagonist who emerges as
a real person. Grushin’s Cinderella has enough of an inner life
to make her specific—rather than universal—but not enough
to emerge as a fully developed character. There’s an analogous
issue of narrative voice. Fairy tales don’t feel like pure exposition because they are set in an eternal past and because they are
short. Grushin isn’t the first author to try to refresh this style
by adding a surfeit of adjectives and metaphors, but neither is
she more successful than her predecessors. Maybe the most

THE CHARMED WIFE

Grushin, Olga
Putnam (288 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-593-08550-9

The author of Forty Rooms (2016) takes
on Cinderella.
“Cinderella” is one of the most-oftentold tales in the world. In this iteration
of the familiar story, the heroine has
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Michelle Gallen

THE AUTHOR’S DEBUT NOVEL, BIG GIRL, SMALL TOWN, BRINGS TO LIFE
A QUIRKY YOUNG WOMAN AND HER NORTHERN IRISH HOMETOWN IN
THE MID-1990S
By Tom Beer
Declan Gallen

Other People”—but she’s absolutely winning, and readers
will warm to this offbeat, thoroughly realized character. Big
Girl, Small Town is Gallen’s debut, and it’s already been nominated for book awards in Ireland and the U.K. and is currently being adapted for television. Gallen, 45, recently joined
me on Zoom from her home in Dublin to discuss the novel’s
long gestation; our conversation has been edited for length
and clarity.

What was the genesis of Big Girl, Small Town?
I started writing it, I think in 2006. I’d written a short story that year for The Stinging Fly, which is a really great journal here in Ireland. I couldn’t let go of the atmosphere in the
story—it was [set] in a chipper, it featured a disgruntled employee who was a man, it had the alcoholic mom, it had the
missing dad, it had all that unhappiness, and fish and chips,
and sizzling fryers. I really wanted to make the story bigger. I
was working for the BBC at the time as a freelancer, so I just
took a month off—it was November, and I did NaNoWriMo
[National Novel Writing Month]. I wrote 70,000 words in
a month.

Had you ever tried to write a novel before?
No, I didn’t tackle the novel. I’d been writing for years at
this point, but when I was 23, I was living and working in
London, and I contracted autoimmune encephalitis. I went
from starting off my career, having this really exciting life in
London, to being shipped home in a wheelchair to my parents because my brain had swollen up and crushed itself. I
went from not knowing what my second name was to having to learn how to make a cup of tea—all these really basic
things that you might not imagine you’d ever have to learn
twice. As a part of my recovery, I kept a diary, because my
memory was so shot that I literally couldn’t remember if I
had breakfast or not. From this point of really struggling to
even write a word or write my own name down to being able
to write a novel was quite a trip for me.

Majella O’Neill is an unlikely fictional heroine. The protagonist of Michelle Gallen’s Big Girl, Small Town (Algonquin,
Dec. 1) is, as the title makes plain, a heavyset young woman in a small Northern Irish town not long after the 1994
cease-fire. She’s a compulsive list-maker, obsessive watcher
of Dallas videotapes, and employee at A Salt n Battered, a
fish-and-chips shop—or “chipper,” in the local parlance. Her
father has disappeared—a connection to the Troubles is
hinted at—and her needy mother drinks too much and expects her daughter to wait upon her. Majella is probably autistic—“sometimes [she] thought that she should condense
her whole list of things she wasn’t keen on into a single item:
110
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That’s extraordinary.

Despite all this, it’s a wonderfully funny book. It was
nominated for a comedy prize in the U.K.

There was a full year where I needed my family to care for
me. The year after that I moved to Dublin—well, there was
an aborted attempt to move back to London that was just really off the cards. I moved to Dublin, and after about a year
there I stepped back into what I think of as a proper job.
And I was writing all the time in the background. There was
always a furious battle to make sure I was able to earn money
and to do my job and to keep my flat. And also to write—it
was all quite hard work. And when you have a brain injury,
there’s a before and there’s an after, and I have to work in
very different ways now to make my life work, to make my
writing work.

Yes! The Comedy Women in Print Prize. Helen Lederer,
who’s an absolute comedic genius [best known to American
audiences from her role on Absolutely Fabulous], set it up because she was quite tired of the men getting nominated always for the prizes set up for your funnymen. I got longlisted
and then shortlisted. Where I come from everybody tries to
be funny—even in the darkest moments, somebody would
say something really, really hilarious. It’s a marvelous coping mechanism. I’m all for dark humor and trying to find the
funny angle on even the worst situations. I grew up with incredibly funny people. I wanted to capture that in the book.

What was it like trying to sell the novel?

One of the things you really capture also is the way the
Northern Irish speak—the cadences, the slang. Is there
an audiobook?

I had like no interest in Ireland. This was at a point where
people were like, The Troubles are over, we’re done with that.
I had a lot more interest in London—at least I was having
conversations, and people were telling me how much they
enjoyed the book. But they were finding Majella quite a difficult protagonist. I had the most interest in New York, but
again, I kept being asked this question, What’s wrong with
Majella? I knew she was kind of unusual.
The turning point in getting the novel published, for me,
was when one of my relatives got a relatively late diagnosis of
autism. It came late in comparison to the men or the boys in
our family who tend to get diagnosed early—they’re classic
presentations. I decided to read up a bit more on the female
presentation of autism, and when I started even the most basic reading of it, I was like, Oh my God. OK. I realized that I
created a portrait of an autistic woman, because these types
of behaviors were incredibly familiar to me. What’s wrong
with Majella? There’s nothing wrong with Majella. She’s an
undiagnosed autistic woman. And she’s fascinating.

y o u n g a d u lt

There is an audiobook, and it’s Nicola Coughlan. I don’t
know if you’ve watched [the TV show] Derry Girls yet? Nicola Coughlan’s one of the Derry Girls, and her first ever audiobook was Big Girl, Small Town. She does a brilliant job. And
one of the things I do feel is that Nicola gives you permission to laugh. Nicola really brings out the comedy, she just
absolutely knows how to do the accent. I mean, she does the
grief, but she really brings out the laughs as well.
Big Girl, Small Town was reviewed in the Oct. 15, 2020 issue.

The book never makes explicit that she is autistic. And
we never learn exactly why Majella’s dad has disappeared—though we understand it is connected to the
Troubles.
When I was growing up, we told a lot of stories. And we were
really good with these set pieces—a big, complicated, funny
story, and we’d all know it. And then there’s this other level
of story—a kind of half story where you would never actually
learn the right or the wrongs of it, or where the person had
ended up, or why the thing had happened. There’s a culture
of silence in Northern Ireland. The IRA used to say, Whatev
er you say, say nothing. I know when the book was coming out,
I felt very anxious because I thought, Are people going to think
that I’ve said things too clearly? My generation was trained not
to speak quite so clearly about things that happened. We
still don’t.
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A movie star who has suffered total tabloid
humiliation plays Broadway for the first time.
a bright ray of darkness

THE FOUR WINDS

noteworthy thing about this novel is that its author has already
written a much better one that asks the questions it seems to
want to pose. Forty Rooms was, among other things, an extended
meditation on what autonomy, identity, and purpose mean
for women. It’s also worth noting that when working with—
against?—the formal constraints of a story set in Soviet Russia
and suburban America, Grushin conjures more magic than she
does in the fantasy world of this novel.
It’s not hard to understand the temptation to rework this
oft-told tale, but the result of this exercise is disappointing.

Hannah, Kristin
St. Martin’s (464 pp.)
$26.09 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-2501-7860-2

The miseries of the Depression and
Dust Bowl years shape the destiny of a
Texas family.
“Hope is a coin I carry: an American
penny, given to me by a man I came to
love. There were times in my journey
when I felt as if that penny and the hope it represented were
the only things that kept me going.” We meet Elsa Wolcott in
Dalhart, Texas, in 1921, on the eve of her 25th birthday, and wind
up with her in California in 1936 in a saga of almost unrelieved
woe. Despised by her shallow parents and sisters for being
sickly and unattractive—“too tall, too thin, too pale, too unsure
of herself ”—Elsa escapes their cruelty when a single night of
abandon leads to pregnancy and forced marriage to the son of
Italian immigrant farmers. Though she finds some joy working the land, tending the animals, and learning her way around
Mama Rose’s kitchen, her marriage is never happy, the pleasures
of early motherhood are brief, and soon the disastrous droughts
of the 1930s drive all the farmers of the area to despair and starvation. Elsa’s search for a better life for her children takes them
out west to California, where things turn out to be even worse.
While she never overcomes her low self-esteem about her looks,
Elsa displays an iron core of character and courage as she faces
dust storms, floods, hunger riots, homelessness, poverty, the
misery of migrant labor, bigotry, union busting, violent goons,
and more. The pedantic aims of the novel are hard to ignore as
Hannah embodies her history lesson in what feels like a series
of sepia-toned postcards depicting melodramatic scenes and
clichéd emotions.
For devoted Hannah fans in search of a good cry.

A BRIGHT RAY OF DARKNESS

Hawke, Ethan
Knopf (256 pp.)
$26.06 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-385-35238-3

A movie star who has suffered total
tabloid humiliation plays Broadway for
the first time.
In a recent interview, Hawke explained
that his fifth book is “everything I’ve
learned about the theater in the past 35
years of work jammed together as if it all happened in one fictional production.” It also seems to contain everything he’s
learned about living in the klieg-lit fishbowl of celebrity. At 32,
William Harding has been a screen idol since he was a teenager;
he begins rehearsal for his first Broadway role—Hotspur in Henry
IV—on the heels of a meltdown in his personal life. His marriage
to a beloved rock star has publicly imploded after the exposure of
112
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THE LOVE PROOF

his brief affair with a woman in South Africa; he’s living in a Manhattan hotel, seeing his children only in small doses, and experiencing venomous hatred from just about everyone he meets. The
novel follows him from the first rehearsal to the closing of the
show, in which he is directed by and plays alongside giants of the
profession, giving him a complete education in the complexities
of acting for the stage. “When a performance is going well there
is no thought,” he explains, “you are not amused at how well you
might be “acting”—there is no you....The outside world tends to
celebrate the most trivial superficial aspects of an actor’s life, lifting their personality to a plastic God-like status, but the actual
joy of acting lies in the absence of personality.” Or as the director
puts it, “There are only two kinds of Shakespeare productions:
ones that change your life, and ones that suck shit.” It’s not just
this “Irish Buddha” director character who is prone to long, profound speeches; poor William gets them everywhere he turns,
from an alcoholic playwright in a bar, from an actor friend with a
bag of cocaine in the back of a limo, even from his mother.
A brilliant insider’s account of the joys and terrors of acting, the trials of celebrity, and the secrets of Henry IV.

Henry, Madeleine
Atria (288 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-9821-4296-4
Two Yale freshmen—one a mathematics prodigy who’s predicted to redefine humanity’s understanding of space
and time, the other determined to run a
wildly successful investment fund—are
drawn together.
What is time? What is love? Both questions enthrall freshman Sophie Jones, quiet, shy, feminine, naïve, brilliant, and already
famous. The Yale physics department is delighted to have her and
tailors a study scheme to match her brilliance and allow her to
redefine how the universe is understood. Jake Kristopher is at Yale,
too, on a full scholarship—he’s worked exceedingly hard to get
where he is and is determined to make enough money to feel like
he has actually succeeded. When the two meet, there is an instant
connection, as if they have known each other forever and are two
pieces of a whole. Their love supports Jake as he skyrockets to success, but it creates such a sense of peace, calm, and happiness in
Sophie that she becomes…normal. A top student, yes, but not one
who will redefine knowledge. Jake does what he feels he must to
ensure that Sophie’s brilliance is not limited, and the story encompasses three decades of their lives. This book is about how time
and love are intertwined. How time can stand still and speed up
and how memories can be hazy and vague but also relived experiences. Author Henry has done a masterful job. And if an underlying
premise appears to be that great academic success and the deep
love of daily partnership and family are incompatible in women, it
is left for the reader to mull over whether or not it is just a quirk of
certain characters or a broader generalization.
This book is academic and heartfelt and tender and loving. It is worth every minute spent reading it.

PROSOPAGNOSIA

Hernández, Sònia
Trans. by Rutter, Samuel
Scribe (128 pp.)
$15.20 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-950354-44-3
A narratively ambitious reflection on
art, beauty, motherhood, and identity by
Spanish novelist Hernández.
Fifteen-year-old Berta believes she
is destined to bear witness to life’s ugliness, even thinking her friend’s illness is part of her own suffering. After learning in school about prosopagnosia, which is
the inability to recognize faces, she and her friends Mario and
Lucas play a game in which they stare into a mirror and hold
their breath until one of them no longer recognizes themself
or the others give up or faint. One day, Berta stops breathing
as she stares at a painting that’s leaning against the wall in the
114
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entryway at school and begins to faint. Luckily, before she can
hit her head, she’s caught by the mysterious man who made
the painting. The painter, who claims to be the exiled Mexican artist Vicente Rojo, insists on giving the artwork to Berta.
Berta’s mother, a former journalist for the regional newspaper,
sees this meeting as an opportunity to restart her career and
insists on interviewing the artist. The book is written in two
parts, “Prosopagnosia” and “The Man Who Thought He Was
Vicente Rojo.” In “Prosopagnosia,” Berta’s mother, the narrator, shifts back and forth between third and first person, blurring her thoughts and reality, which is disorienting. At one
point she admits, “Now, in my mind, I confuse what I thought
during the interview with what the artist said, the notes I took,
and what I thought upon reflection afterwards.” “The Man
Who Thought He Was Vicente Rojo” feels like a rewrite of
“Prosopagnosia.” Berta’s mother fills in gaps from earlier as she
recounts her start as a journalist, desire for recognition, and
events leading to the interview’s completion with the clarity
“Prosopagnosia” lacked. Like both the artist who claims to be
Vicente Rojo and her daughter, who stares at herself until she

cannot recognize herself, Berta’s mother wants to be someone
she’s not.
A conceptually fascinating book.

SLOUGH HOUSE

Herron, Mick
Soho Crime (312 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-641-29236-8

As if its tendency to self-destruct
weren’t efficient enough, the British
establishment’s last depository for spies
too old, compromised, or incompetent
to defend queen and country is under
attack from every side.
While the slow horses of Slough House gradually remove
themselves from further embarrassment by dying off, their personal information is being methodically purged from government computers, except for the names and addresses that allow
the survivors to keep getting paid. At the same time, someone
who doesn’t think they’re dying fast enough has slimmed their
rolls by executing veteran members Kay White and Struan
Loy, reportedly as revenge for the killing of a murderous Russian agent on the orders of Diana Taverner, the First Chair at
Regent’s Park. In the face of slashed budgets, power-hungry politician Peter Judd offers Slough House an exemption from the
funding cuts, but there’s a catch: He expects them to invite millionaire news princeling Damien Cantor to a closer relationship
than Jackson Lamb or any of his loyalists is comfortable with.
Oh, and the money men Judd maintains he speaks for would
“like you to ease off on your infiltration of the Yellow Vest movement.” Just asking, of course, he smoothly assures Diana. One
way or the other, it seems certain that somebody—the Russians,
the accountants, the press, the Grim Reaper—is coming for regulars Louisa Guy, River Cartwright, Lech Wicinski, and Catherine Standish—not to mention Shirley Dander, whose partners
have already displayed a disconcerting habit of dying in harness.
Once again, Herron captures the dramedy of the battle
between spies and bureaucrats better than anyone else on
either side.

BLINK OF AN EYE

Johansen, Roy & Johansen, Iris
Grand Central Publishing (352 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5387-6288-2
Once-blind Dr. Kendra Michaels
and private eye Jessie Mercado investigate the kidnapping of the world’s most
valuable young woman.
With the possible exception of Dr.
Allison Walker, who’s tired of hosting her
high-profile, paparazzi-rich visits to the Woodward Academy for
116
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A young monk uncovers the dark secrets
of the modeling industry.
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the Physically Disabled, everyone loves superstar singer Delilah
Winter. Her popularity is so immense that Jessie, who headed
Dee’s security team before she decided that the star needed a
friend more than she needed another employee beholden to her,
is surprised that Dee’s scored her and Kendra a pair of tickets
to her sold-out concert at the Hollywood Bowl. The two friends
agree that it’s a wonderful event, but it ends with a crash when
Dee disappears before she can sing an encore and the two bodyguards who are supposed to be protecting her are found dead.
The women instantly snap to attention and give chase, but the
kidnappers are too quick and too clever for them, and Dee is
spirited away and held for a ransom of $20 million, a sum it
probably took her several months to earn. Luckily, nobody has
to raid her bank account, because her ex-boyfriend, billionaire
social network developer Noah Calderon, first offers a reward
of $5 million for her safe return, then volunteers to underwrite
the entire ransom, since he’s probably made that much since
breakfast. The first lovingly detailed ransom drop goes unexpectedly awry, but given the scant investment the Johansens
invite readers to make in the new characters, the regulars, or
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the cookie-cutter suspense, it’s hard to imagine anyone except
the heroines losing any sleep over the second.
A thrill-free actioner that’s the perfect gift for friends
who’ve been warned about their high blood pressure.

KINK
Stories

Ed. by Kwon, R.O. & Greenwell, Garth
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-982110-21-5
Fifteen tantalizing stories of pleasure,
pain, and power.
Bondage. Voyeurism. Dominant-submissive relationships. Public displays. All
of these kinks and more are explored in the
sexy, star-studded fiction anthology edited by Kwon and Greenwell. In the introduction to their probing collection, the editors
write: “By taking kink seriously, these stories recognize how the
questions raised in intimate, kinky encounters...can help us to
interrogate and begin to re-script the larger cultural narratives
that surround us.” The characters in these stories illuminate the
ways gender, politics, and cultural norms inform power dynamics—inside and outside the bedroom. The collection’s strength
lies not just in the diversity of the writers, but also in the experiences they’re exploring. Kink, desire, and sexuality all exist on
a spectrum, and so do these stories. In Kwon’s “Safeword,” a
pain-seeking wife and her reluctant husband visit a dominatrix
dungeon in Chelsea. Greenwell’s “Gospodar,” which follows a
gay man seeking to be dominated, reveals the tenuous nature of
trust—and the potential danger of getting more than you bargained for. A trans couple deals with being watched—in their
bedroom and community—in Zeyn Joukhadar’s “The Voyeurs.”
In an already strong anthology, standout stories include Carmen
Maria Machado’s “The Lost Performance of the High Priestess
of the Temple of Horror,” about an orphan who finds a home in
a radical theater in early-20th century Paris; Brandon Taylor’s
“Oh, Youth,” which is about the relationship between a rich,
older White couple and the young Black man they’ve hired to
live (and play) with them; and Vanessa Clark’s “Mirror, Mirror,” which is set in a “drag transsexual nightclub” and explores
the transformative power in being desired exactly as you are
(“Sometimes, their basking in my beauty was enough to thrill us
both”). The at-times explicit collection won’t be for everyone,
but these candid, slinky stories are sure to find their audience.
Thrilling, provocative, and unapologetically kinky.
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PRODIGAL

he never knew about his family’s past, until it is uncovered in surprising and uncomfortable ways. Alternating between Jeremy’s and
Rachel’s perspectives, Lambert intertwines the siblings’ fraught
reunion with glimpses backward through the past. We see Jeremy’s early years as an erotica writer and as a young gay man, both
of which induce in Jeremy shame and pleasure: “he’d been born to
blush and skulk.” Through Rachel’s eyes, we see her bafflement at
her brother’s aloofness and at the long-ago dissolution of her marriage to an adulterous husband. As their father lives out his final
days, the siblings learn that the question of who we are as individuals, and as families, is always in flux, exposed equally to dissolution
or redemption. Though the arc of this domestic drama may be
familiar, even occasionally verging on soap operatic, Lambert is a
writer full of wit and poignance, especially in portraying the toxicity of White middle-class British society.
Lambert explores the tangle of family dynamics with
characteristic panache.

Lambert, Charles
Gallic Books (392 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-910709-49-8
Two siblings, taking care of their
dying father, must face the true extent of
the dysfunction in their lives.
The title of Lambert’s novel is ironic:
The prodigal son returning to the fold here
is Jeremy Eldritch, a middle-aged gay British expat living in Paris who writes “soft-core romantic porn” under
a nom de plume and who has recently ended a complicated love
affair with a Parisian man. When Jeremy’s older sister, Rachel, calls
to tell him their father, their sole remaining parent, is dying, Jeremy reluctantly returns to the family home in England. There, he
must deal with Rachel’s contempt for his life in France and with
the unexpected presence of two South Asian caretakers overseeing
his father’s care. Once he arrives, he realizes there is a great deal

MY YEAR ABROAD

Lee, Chang-rae
Riverhead (496 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-59463-457-4

A young man becomes embroiled in a
health-drink scheme with a man who has
more baggage than he lets on.
National Book Critics Circle fiction finalist Lee is expert at writing
about cross-cultural identity crises, be it
through realist assimilation tales (Aloft, 2004), widescreen historical novels (The Surrendered, 2010), or dystopian fables (On
Such a Full Sea, 2014). This coming-of-age story is a peculiar blend
of the three, with a surrealist touch to boot. The narrator, Tiller, tells a braided tale, the first about his life with Val and her
8-year-old son, Victor Jr., who are in witness protection due to
her ex’s dealings with Uzbek gangsters; the second about his time
just before meeting Val when he became an assistant to Pong, a
Chinese American entrepreneur trying to develop jamu, a drink
with alleged restorative qualities. On either track, the novel is
about the perils of consumption. Victor Jr. has an adult-grade gift
for cooking, which makes him the pride of the neighborhood but
risks exposing Val; one seriocomic set piece features a paranoid
evening of gorging on food, alcohol, and pot with some neighbors. More seriously, Tiller’s acquaintance with Pong sends him
to Shenzhen, where potential business partners have a threatening vibe. Pong’s recollection of his parents’ persecution during
the Cultural Revolution successfully darkens the mood; even Tiller’s sexual relationship with the daughter of an acquaintance of
Pong’s has a cringeworthy note to it. The novel has an ungainly,
baggy feel of having taken on too much; the two threads could be
two separate novels. Yet Lee is masterful from passage to passage,
and Tiller is a winningly self-interrogating narrator; his relationships with both Pong and Val provoke smart riffs on ethnicity
(he’s one-eighth Asian), accomplishment, love, and family.
A sage study in how readily we’re undone by our appetites.
120
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THIRSTY MERMAIDS

a variety of races, genders, sexualities, and body types, and even
the three mermaids are distinct—Pearl with a classically fishy tail,
Tooth with the flukes and horn of a narwhal, and Eez with the long,
flowing tail of an eel. Leyh neatly marries the book’s themes of
friendship, acceptance, and diversity of experience with fantastical
elements (like deep-sea deities) and boisterous humor (plenty of
belching and use of the b-word). The kinetic, manga-influenced art
style (popping with outsized emotions and slapstick) particularly
delivers on the comedy and fun. The book breezes along, grounded
by the characters’ kindness and affection for one another.
A bright, bold shot of fun with a chaser of feels.

Leyh, Kat
Illus. by the author
Gallery 13/Simon & Schuster (208 pp.)
$29.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-9821-3357-3
In this rollicking graphic novel, three
fun-loving mermaids go in search of
booze and—with a bit of magic and one
another’s support—try their luck as landlubbers.
“Merfolk” Pearl, Tooth, and Eez are best friends, swimming the
deep and salvaging ancient alcohol from shipwrecks to fuel their
frivolity. But when their last bottle runs dry, Eez calls upon her
powers as a sea witch to trade in their aquatic bodies for human
forms so they can get another round straight from the source: dry
land. The trio struggle with their transition to a life with legs (and
the need for clothes and employment), but a kindhearted bartender shows them the ropes—and introduces them to earthly
delights like omelets. The cast is wonderfully diverse, depicting
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THE TOOL & THE BUTTERFLIES

moved no wider with his story, the result might have been a cutting satire of the state of wealth and masculinity in post-Soviet
Russia. But, alas, Lipskerov has grander plans. Rather than
focusing on the Iratov-Vera-Eugene love triangle and/or the
often fascinating depictions of Iratov’s Soviet-era dealings in
the Russian black market, Lipskerov widens the phenomenon.
Iratov’s doctor, too, loses his member, as do millions (then billions) of men the world over. (Though, strangely, only Eugene
appears as an autonomous entity, which reduces his existence to
a quasi-pointless Gogol reference.) Much of the story is related,
meanwhile, by a nameless nonhuman narrator (he’s hundreds of
years old and can regenerate wounds in his sleep) who is quite
interested in the lives of Iratov’s illegitimate descendants (sired
during his raucous Soviet-era youth), on whom the future of
humanity may rest. Lipskerov’s novel—his first to be translated into English—suffers for its cosmic ambitions, sacrificing
human characters and plots in favor of slapstick humor and a
pan-historical narrative scope. Fans of Bulgakov and Gogol
will find some chuckles while American readers may grimace at
the racial insensitivities demonstrated by some characters and

Lipskerov, Dmitry
Trans. by Stackhouse Wheeler, Isaac &
Costigan, Reilly
Deep Vellum (384 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-64605-039-0

A wealthy Russian man loses his
“tool.”
One day in 21st-century Moscow,
Arseny Iratov, a wealthy and archmasculine architect, wakes up to find that
his tool, aka his “member,” aka “the primary organ of the male
body,” “was nowhere to be found.” Alarming as it would be on its
own, this development is complicated by two facts: First, that
Vera, Iratov’s beloved, has suddenly begun to yearn for motherhood; and second that, in Gogol’s grand tradition, Iratov’s member (now named Eugene) is at large in the world in the form of
a beautiful young man set on seducing Vera. Had Lipskerov

A thriller

MIKE BROGAN
“A frighteningly realistic, entertaining story.
Well-developed characters in a convincing
real-world menace!”
– Kirkus Reviews
“Compulsive new page-turner from a
Writer’s Digest award-winner. Suspense
from a master...”
– Midwest Book Review
“Tense and engaging journey through
corporate espionage and revenge.
A timely mystery thriller.”
– Foreword Reviews
“Buckle up for a wild ride!”
– Loren D. Estleman,
Four-time Shamus Award Winner

How to order: Ingram, Amazon, mikebroganbooks.com
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Past and present clash in North Africa in this
surprising parable of a man and his bees.
the ardent swarm

THE BAD MUSLIM DISCOUNT

the degradingly sexualized caste of women. But in his descriptions of “firing-squad offense[s]” and communal apartments,
Lipskerov does give us some powerful glimpses of a world that,
though contemporaneous to our own, was forged from a different metal.
A scattered satire of contemporary Russia.

Masood, Syed M.
Doubleday (368 pp.)
$24.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-385-54525-9

The paths of a man from Pakistan
and a woman from Iraq—each rebelling against the restrictive ties of place,
family, and religion in radically different
ways—collide in the United States.
When we meet Anvar Faris in Karachi in 1995, he has never been the ideal child for his middle-class
family, country, or Islam. The second son of a strict Muslim
mother and a slightly more laid-back father, he would rather
leave the trappings of obedience to his older brother, Aamir.
Anvar grows up amid the fallout of the Soviet Union’s invasion
of Afghanistan, but then when he’s in his teens, his father moves
the family to California. There, Anvar meets and falls in love
with the like-minded Zuha Shah, but he loses her in college

THE ARDENT SWARM

Manai, Yamen
Trans. by Vergnaud, Lara
AmazonCrossing (204 pp.)
$14.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2047-3

y o u n g a d u lt

Past and present clash in North
Africa in this surprising parable of a man
and his bees by Tunisian author Manai,
his first to be translated into English.
In the tiny kingdom of Qafar, Sidi is
a humble beekeeper who lives alone and cares only for his bees
and their lovely honey. One day, he checks his hives and finds
“countless mutilated bodies” ripped apart by a mysterious evil
force. All of the nearby village of Nawa is outraged, because
they know of his devotion to what he calls his “girls.” Meanwhile, he knows little about the forces that are changing Qafar
forever. Once a land of roaming Bedouins, the country became
ripe for exploitation after the discovery of natural gas underneath its sands. Qafari elders said the age-old custom of sitting
on the sand and the locals’ propensity to fart were responsible for the country’s rich supply of underground natural gas.
The country fell under decades of dictatorship until Qafaris
recently rose up and opted for democracy. Great, thinks the
cynical narrator. “What was easier to hijack than democracy?”
An electoral caravan wows people in villages like Nawa, and
victory goes to the Party of God. With help from friends, Sidi
searches in the meantime for the source of the destruction of
so many of his bees, and the answer he discovers becomes a
useful tool when he encounters a group of murderers standing over their victims and shouting “War in the name of God!”
Translated from the French, this short novel shows warmth,
compassion, and humanity, with here-and-there touches of
sarcasm and humor.
A well-told tale showing that modernity isn’t always a
blessing.
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A timely critique of corporate vassalage in the
form of an elegant, if somber, parable.
the delivery

THE DELIVERY

when she takes a more religious path. Meanwhile, we meet Azza
as a preteen girl in Baghdad. After she loses her mother to cancer, she must keep house for her repressive father and nurse her
terminally ill brother. Three years later, her father is abducted
and tortured by the Americans during the Iraq War. Alone, she
must make the devastating choice to leave her brother behind
as she flees. When her father is released and finds her, they go
to another country, where he takes his violent anger out on her.
A bargain with a village man takes her and her father to the U.S.
In San Francisco, she moves into Anvar’s building and the two
begin, inexplicably, to sleep together. The story is well written,
but the fascinating familial and religious dynamics are often too
convoluted, and the relationship between Anvar and Azza never
takes off because Azza is not as fully developed a character as
Anvar. Her victimization defines her even when she breaks free,
which makes her disappointingly one-dimensional.
An engaging though overly complicated story of two people fighting to overcome their circumstances.

Mendelsund, Peter
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-3746-0042-6
A beguiling sophomore novel by noted
graphic designer Mendelsund, a timely
exploration of alienation and power.
When Mendelsund’s novel opens, a
young man known only as “the delivery
boy” is riding down the streets of some
unknown city. The Kafkaesque anonymity is appropriate, for
no character has a name; the closest such thing is the moniker
“Wodge,” used for a co-worker “born in a trash heap,” and the
delivery boy isn’t sure whether it’s a given name or not. He has
a limited command of the language, which Mendelsund, in a
brilliant visual turn, signals by single-line paragraphs, most of
them quite simple: “Little-to-no traffic. Few customers.” The
delivery boy lives and breathes by tips, but more by customer
reviews, and if less than stellar, then the Inquisitor—beg pardon,
the Supervisor—intervenes: “The Supervisor took you into the
office with the barred door if he became aware of negative comments.” The Supervisor is the seat of all power, a man of reptilian gaze who worries toothpicks so much that his jaw muscles
bulge. The delivery boy has one sort-of friend, N., a woman who
corrects his English (“Gro-ss. It means vomit”) but seems caught
up in the Supervisor’s web. That nexus remains mysterious even
as we learn that the delivery boy is not without his resources:
He had been a student of languages in his unnamed homeland,
and he begins to piece together words and phrases: “ ‘Asswipe.’
He tried the word out, quietly, to himself. He knew the word
sideswipe, and wondered.” As the delivery boy acquires this new
tongue and awareness, the paragraphs grow longer and shapelier, but this doesn’t necessarily mean he’ll ever be free of debt
to be repaid to the company: As the book ends, he doesn’t know
whether he’ll ever be happy or at home in this new land, only
that he has the wretched capacity “to go on endlessly if necessary, on and on.”
A timely critique of corporate vassalage in the form of an
elegant, if somber, parable.

THE BLADE BETWEEN

Miller, Sam J.
Ecco/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$26.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-296982-8
Supernatural and uncomfortably
human forces threaten to rip a failing
town apart.
In the 19th century, Hudson, New
York, was a bustling port and whaling
town. The blood of the slaughtered
whales soaked into the earth, and their powerful spiritual presence permeated the area. Twenty-first century Hudson is poised
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between decay and a gentrified rebirth thanks to newly arrived
billionaire Jark Trowse and a coterie of investors turning local
mom-and-pop shops and familiar but dingy diners into upscale
antique stores and boutique eateries. The town is divided
between those who welcome the new people and their money
and those who are losing everything they love to the invasion.
As Jark embarks on what will likely be a victorious mayoral campaign, whale and human ghosts lure Ronan Szepessy, a successful New York City photographer and recovering drug addict,
back to the hometown that brutally rejected him for being gay
and showed little sympathy when his mother committed suicide. Ronan is disgusted by the changes he sees in Hudson and
despairs at the state of his father, a butcher whose shop failed
and who is now declining into dementia. He embarks on a volatile plan with Attalah, a high school friend, to confound the
gentrifiers even while he carries on a secret affair with her husband, Dom, a cop who is never quite accepted by the rest of the
force because he’s Black. The town ghosts have granted Ronan
powers that lend his efforts a supernatural heft, but Ronan’s
complex feelings about his past and the people of Hudson also

rouse darker forces that tip the town toward violence and chaos.
It’s amazing how several of the same motifs that appeared in
Miller’s cli-fi novel Blackfish City (2018)—whales, the abyss
between the rich and poor, the struggle for housing, and a mysterious broadcast which brings hope—appear in this novel but
in entirely fresh and equally effective shapes. The story is also
strongly informed by Miller’s own history as a gay man brought
up in Hudson, the son of a butcher who lost his shop to a bigbox store.
An unsettling and visceral journey: powerful, twisted,
and grim but ultimately uplifting.
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Cool, razor-sharp stories by a brilliant Danish writer.
wild swims

MILK BLOOD HEAT

an insidious predator. The title story deals with two friends on
the cusp of adolescence, one Black and the other White, as
they embrace their inner wildness until tragedy befalls one of
them. In “Tongues,” a tensile power struggle between a teenager and the emotionally brutal, restrictive religious patriarchy
of her family and their pastor sends her on a journey to unwrap
her truest self. A woman must reckon with her thorny relationship with her mother as she decides whether to continue her
weeks-old pregnancy while planning her mother’s overly grand
50th birthday party in “Necessary Bodies,” and “Thicker Than
Water” sends a sister on a road trip with her estranged brother
and their father’s ashes to Santa Fe, where she must find a way
to make peace with both her brother and the ghost of a man she
loved who hurt her in the worst way a father can hurt a child.
Dark and lushly layered, these stories will bewitch you.

Moniz, Dantiel W.
Grove (208 pp.)
$25.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8021-5815-4

This powerful debut collection is a
wonderland of deep female characters
navigating their lives against the ever
changeable backdrop of Florida.
The feminine is sublime throughout
these stories, featuring girls and women
who are submerged in loss, love, death, temptation, and the cruelty and benevolence of motherhood, two sides of the same coin.
Each story vibrates with a thrumming undercurrent of primal
power, found in both nature and in the most shadowy parts of
ourselves. In “The Hearts of Our Enemies,” Frankie navigates
the rockiness between herself and her teenage daughter, Margot, after she tells her husband about her almost-infidelity and
he moves out; then she finds a note in Margot’s jeans that leads
her to discover how far she will go to protect her child against

WILD SWIMS

Nors, Dorthe
Trans. by Hoekstra, Misha
Graywolf (128 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64445-043-7
Cool, razor-sharp stories by a brilliant Danish writer.
Several years ago, you couldn’t open
a magazine without reading about hygge,
a Danish word meaning a quality of
coziness and comfortable conviviality that supposedly defines
Danish life. And yet there is little cozy about Nors’ new collection, not even in a story called “Hygge,” an icy account of
everything that’s tacky and desperate about Lilly, the middleaged woman the narrator is dating: “She doesn’t feel anything,
most of the time,” the man observes, “but it takes nothing at
all to make her feel everything.” Of course, as he excoriates
her, he reveals just what a cruel misogynist he is. Irony and
narrative sleights of hand (like the precisely planted out-ofplace word, an obsessive thought that gets whittled down to
its shameful source, the swerve of an unexpected final line)
shape-shift these beautiful distilled stories. You think you
know what you’re reading until suddenly you don’t. In “In A
Deer Stand,” a man drives into the country to get away from
his wife, though it’s not just she whom he’s fleeing, and the
narrator in “Manitoba” plots his escape to a hunting cabin
when a group of noisy teenagers pitches their camp next to his
house. But the real reason for his flight, alluded to in fleeting
images, is more sinister. Finally, in “By Sydvest Station,” Lina
and her friend go door to door, pretending to raise money for
the Cancer Society, while she unselfconsciously wonders how
her boyfriend could accuse her of faking love. Nors, whose
novel Mirror, Shoulder, Signal was a finalist for the 2017 Man
Booker International Prize, drills down into the idea that people can’t really understand themselves, let alone others.
A brainy collection perfectly constructed to put you on
edge.
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Few short story writers do as much in so few
words as the economical, enigmatic Oates.
the (other) you

THE (OTHER) YOU

bad sex with a Satanist in America (“if this was Satan’s best sex
warrior it stood to reason why Satanism in general was such a
PR nightmare”), and an obsession with a straight co-worker
that compels the protagonist to masturbate in the office while
watching him. Structured in short vignettes, the book is mostly
told in a confessional first person, which make the stories feel
autofictional. There are so many short episodes of sex that the
book reads more like a diary—a vibrant, saucy, dishy, punk diary.
One example: The protagonist, feeling lonely, hires a sex worker
to act like a boyfriend, so the guy, just doing what he’s paid for,
keeps whispering “I love you, boyfriend” in the protagonist’s
ear. “He was beginning to feel like a boyfriend in that he was
already annoying the fuck out of me,” Purnell writes in a typically knowing, self-lacerating insight. There are moments when
Purnell steps back from offending delicate sensibilities to documenting real sadness and drawing wisdom in the process. The
protagonist encounters a former boyfriend, “once a big beautiful star” who “has collapsed in on its own weight and turned
into a black hole.” This man takes the protagonist to his parents’
home for Thanksgiving to an emotional void; his parents serve
TV dinners for the holiday meal. “But this was one of the many
holes he had in himself that he always made visible to me,” Purnell writes. The only nagging question this book engenders is
why it’s packaged as fiction at all; it reads more like a memoir/
manifesto that gay sex is still a rebellious act.
This book is feisty; whether it thrills or exhausts you
reveals your own tolerance for outré reading.

Oates, Joyce Carol
Ecco/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-303520-1
Crackling with pent-up emotion and
deadly devices, a suite of neatly intertwining stories by a masterful storyteller.
“Whichever side the Professor espoused
in an issue, the wife felt obliged to take the
opposite side. Sometimes in the midst of
their squabbles the wife lost interest abruptly and allowed the subject to fade.” If Oates has a trademark theme, it is in people talking
past and against each other instead of getting a clue. In the first
story in this collection, a woman, addressed in the second person, who has given up most of her dreams to live in a small town
near Buffalo, “gnawing at your embittered heart,” thinks only
fleetingly about what might have been. Though she seems to
have accepted her lot, we have reason to think that, now late in
life, she might have regrets. So does the woman who goes to a
place the reader will see several times, the Purple Onion Café,
where something terrible will happen. It would be a spoiler to
say what, but Oates expertly folds the episode up in a Twilight
Zone–ish wrinkle in time, one that we will return to at several
points. One character dies in a way of which Edward Gorey
would surely approve; most, in these stories laden with somber
meditations on death (“For when ‘hospice’ is uttered, it is at
last acknowledged—There is no hope”), succumb to the ordinary:
cancer, accidents, and now terrorism. “Their friends and neighbors are collapsing all around them!” ponders one academic,
aging but not yet old, who has been playing a parlor game of
sorts in guessing whom the Reaper will harvest first. In the end,
not many people in Yewville or the leafy suburbs of New York
make it out of Oates’ pages without at least a few scars, and the
Purple Onion suffers plenty of dings as well, which makes it a
book that seems just right for the times.
Few short story writers do as much in so few words as the
economical, enigmatic Oates.

LET HER LIE

Reardon, Bryan
Crooked Lane (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-64385-569-1
How many mysteries remain once a
notorious serial killer has confessed?
Still reeling from the scandal that
sent his second documentary feature
into limbo and prevented him from capitalizing on the ego-swelling success of his
first, Theo Snyder is desperate for a subject for his third when
he suddenly gets a brain wave: He’ll tell the story of dermatologist Jasper Ross-Johnson, the Halo Killer sitting in a Delaware
prison after dispatching 16 women. Bringing back his winning
team, cinematographer Jessica Ransom and investigator Zora
Monroe, Theo is excited when Jasper agrees to be interviewed
on camera and repeats the confession he already made in court.
The deeper Theo gets into the case, though, the more the hook
he’d originally planned for his movie—why did Jasper allow his
final victim, Barbara Yost, to survive the ritual that had left all
the others dead?—gets lost in a tangle of other questions that
loom with growing urgency. What’s the connection between
Jasper’s methodical campaign of murder and the case of Miracle Jones, the Miracle Baby abandoned shortly before by her
mother at what would become his first crime scene? What
unidentified parties were present at his very last crime scene?

100 BOYFRIENDS

Purnell, Brontez
MCD/Farrar, Straus and Giroux (192 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-3745-3898-9
Purnell, a performance artist, musician, filmmaker, and writer, dives deep
into the pathologies and delights of sex
among gay men in this dizzying novel.
In these pages, the unnamed, formerly homeless protagonist, a “jaded
judgmental borderline misanthrope” who’s also really funny,
describes so much sex with a “nameless void of men” that it’s a
wonder he doesn’t rub his fingers raw from undoing his pants so
often. There’s sex on the protagonist’s European concert tour,
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Have the authorities succeeded in identifying all the Halo Killer’s victims? And—a question that becomes agonizingly important after Jasper’s escape from prison—exactly who’s scripting
each of the possible endings to the work in progress Theo is
counting on to resurrect his moribund career? Reardon keeps
the complications coming so thick and fast you’ll be deeply
relieved that you’re not making this movie yourself.
A virtuoso exercise for serious players determined to
keep playing each other to the bitter end.

Roslund, Anders
Putnam (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-593-18821-7
A veteran Swedish detective is forced
to revisit the most disturbing case of his
career.
After Detective Ewert Grens carried
5-year-old Zana Lilaj from the scene of
her family’s massacre, he investigated
the crime in vain, even with Zana as an eyewitness. Seventeen
years later, DI Grens, who’s on the verge of retirement, can’t
refuse the request of his abrasive boss, Mariana Hermansson, to
investigate a burglary that’s just occurred at the same address.
His hopes that this is a coincidence are dashed when he discovers that his notes on the earlier crime have been stolen from
the locked police archive. He soon determines that Zana’s life is
in danger. Meanwhile, former police informant Piet Hoffmann
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An up-and-coming dramatist deals
with the fallout of her ambition.
we play ourselves

WE PLAY OURSELVES

revels in the domestic bliss of life with his wife, Zofia, and their
three young children following his criminal past. All this is shattered when he sees his son Rasmus playing with a hand grenade
that arrived in a package addressed to the boy. This unsubtle
message is followed by even more literal and threatening ones.
After Piet takes his family into hiding, he appeals to his old
friend Grens. Although Roslund deftly brings the two cases
together, readers hooked by the high stakes and urgency in the
early chapters may be impatient with set pieces and narrow
escapes that feel like smoke. When Grens finally locates Zana
in a new location with a new identity, he’s in for a surprise that
adds yet another wrinkle to the case.
Roslund’s fourth has punchy prose and plot twists that
readers expecting another brooding Scandinavian noir won’t
see coming.
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Silverman, Jen
Random House (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-399-59152-5

An up-and-coming dramatist deals
with the fallout of her ambition.
Writer and playwright Silverman’s
debut novel follows a down-on-her-luck
artist as she attempts to rebuild her life and
career. After 10 years of juggling menial
jobs and playwriting, Cass, a 33-year-old New Yorker, gets her big
break by winning the Lansing Award—a new prize for emerging
playwrights with a $50,000 purse. After she wins the award, she
begins to feel legitimacy within the tightknit theater community:
“Like a picture coming into focus, my life had been given density
and shape by success—and from this new vantage point, I could
see that everything behind me had only been a blur.” But after a
mortifying series of incidents leaves her ostracized in New York,

|

THE MERCENARY

Cass moves in with a friend in Los Angeles and attempts to rebuild
her life. Shortly after fleeing, she meets Caroline, the charismatic
filmmaker who lives next door, and the pack of eccentric teenage
girls who follow her around. When the two women meet, Caroline believes Cass’ name is Cath—and Cass does not correct her.
Instead, she assumes the role of Cath, whom she sees as her second chance for success—though she doesn’t fully understand the
consequences at first. Caroline’s film follows the ins and outs of
the girls’ lives and their strange hobby: hosting a female Fight Club
(which Caroline calls “a feminist reinterpretation of masculine values”). As Cass becomes closer to the film, she begins to question
what she sees—and who exactly is pulling the strings (on- and offcamera). Oscillating back and forth between the past and present,
Silverman explores the ways striving for acclaim upends and then
reorients Cass’ life. The quiet meditations on the precariousness
and ever changing nature of success, ambition, and artwork are the
novel’s greatest strength.
A resonant and thoughtful novel.

Vidich, Paul
Pegasus Crime (288 pp.)
$25.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-620-2

THE BURNING GIRLS

Tudor, C.J.
Ballantine (368 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-984825-02-5

A fresh start for a vicar and her
daughter proves to be anything but.
When vicar Jack Brooks’ boss asks
her to leave St. Anne’s in Nottingham
for a more rural placement in the small
Sussex village of Chapel Croft, it’s more
an order than a favor. She’ll serve as interim vicar until a suitable
replacement for the former vicar can be found. Jack’s 15-year-old
daughter, Flo, isn’t thrilled to leave the city, but she knows that
her mother could use some distance from a horrific tragedy at
St. Anne’s that Jack feels largely responsible for. Soon after they
arrive at Chapel Croft, however, they learn that their new village
has more than its share of weirdness and tragedy. The vicar that
preceded Jack allegedly hung himself in the chapel; Merry and
Joy, two teen girls, disappeared without a trace 30 years ago; and
the village is known for the Burning Girls, aka the Sussex Martyrs,
who were burned at the stake in the 16th century. Additionally,
Jack keeps finding strange twig dolls on the church grounds and
disturbing accounts of exorcisms in her cottage’s cellar. Meanwhile, Flo glimpses strange figures in the graveyard and befriends
Lucas Wrigley, a troubled boy with a shady past. Then there are
the bodies that keep turning up while dark secrets emerge about
a local (and very powerful) family. The author steadily cranks up
the scares and the suspense while smoothly toggling between
multiple narratives, including one that indicates Jack’s past may
be about to catch up with her. Jack is immensely appealing: She
curses and smokes, and her faith, which she explores throughout,
is complicated. Luckily, Jack and Flo share a strong bond, one
they’ll need in order to face what’s coming, and readers will savor
the final, breathless twists.
Top-notch and deliciously creepy storytelling.

y o u n g a d u lt

A retired CIA agent returns to
arrange a KGB agent’s defection from
Moscow in 1985.
When Moscow CIA station chief
George Mueller’s cover is blown, topsecret asset GAMBIT requests a specific new case officer, and the CIA pulls Aleksander Garin
out of retirement and sends him off to Moscow. As an active
CIA agent, Garin attempted to exfiltrate a senior Soviet
military defector in an operation that went seriously wrong,
and this previous failure colors his presence there now. But
Garin believes his presence in Moscow will go unnoticed by
the KGB, and in his cover as a human rights investigator, he
cultivates a few Muscovite contacts, including an urbane KGB
official, while prepping GAMBIT for his defection. GAMBIT, meanwhile, has come to the attention of the leader of
a separate KGB directorate. The old regime is faltering, and
the KGB leaders are jockeying for advantage; Garin perceives
an opportunity to create suspicion within the KGB, deflecting attention from the hunt for GAMBIT. A love interest
develops, connected to Garin’s past, which itself holds some
surprises, and there is a degree of suspense in Garin’s machinations; firearms are duly identified and celebrated; Moscow
locations are convincingly described. But the many moving
parts never quite mesh, Garin’s situation never quite becomes
compelling, and at times Garin himself seems, for all his skills
and experience, a little fuzzy.
Deft action and a solid historical setting but sometimes
indistinct.

THE NORTHERN REACH

Winslow, W.S.
Flatiron Books (240 pp.)
$26.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-250-77648-8

First-time novelist Winslow follows
the intertwined (mis)fortunes of several
families across a century in a small Maine
town.
The opening episode, in February
1977, limns the harsh natural world that
has shaped the hard inhabitants of Wellbridge, Maine. It’s been
one year since Edith Baine’s husband and eldest son drowned
in a storm while collecting lobster traps, and throughout the
novel nature is an adversary, “from the dry-bone crack of winter [to] the purgatory of mud season.” As Winslow’s dour tale
winds back to 1904 and then rolls forward to 2017, we meet
generations of unhappy folks mired in bad marriages, alcohol,
and class resentments. Some try to distance themselves from
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their relatives by ostentatiously embracing the more judgmental denominations of Protestantism. Others, like Edith,
disdain the highfalutin ways of outsiders like her French
daughter-in-law, who dares to bring a salad of cold string beans
and pickled beets to dinner. This relentless litany of disappointment and disapproval wears thin over six bleak chapters, but the narrative slowly gets more textured, beginning
with a blackly comic 1992 funeral, following which anxious
Victoria Moody is unable to prevent her fiance from joining
the drunken efforts of her no-count kin as they try to dig up
her father to put a rabbit’s foot in his coffin. The dead man
narrates a brief portion of this chapter, and from that point
on several ghosts and another dead protagonist appear; they
deepen the novel with suggestions that people are more than
the sum of their actions and final judgment should wait on
full understanding. In the lovely, melancholy closing chapter,
Edith’s granddaughter comes back to her hometown because
“there’s nowhere to be but here,” and she resumes work on a
long-abandoned painting of the old Baines farmhouse, “collapsing in on itself with the weight of all that surrounds it and
all that has gone before.”
Uneven and very slow to gather momentum but worth
the effort for admirers of serious literary fiction.

match up to the backstories of their new friends. While the tale
is a lovely little meander, it’s a shame the most exciting things
happen off page.
Like a canal, lovely but shallow.

m ys t e r y
INK AND SHADOWS

Adams, Ellery
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-2641-4

A North Carolina bookseller takes
time out from her vocation of matching
every reader with the perfect book to
solve another murder.
Nora Pennington, the owner of Miracle Books in Miracle Springs, has a coterie of friends calling themselves the Secret, Book, and Scone
Society. Each member’s success in overcoming a troubled past
has given her the strength and insight to help Nora solve several
murders. After Celeste Leopold and her moody daughter, Bren,
open a health-food store selling CBD oil in Miracle Springs,
they’re shunned and verbally attacked by the narrow-minded
Women of Lasting Values Society, which also targets Nora’s
shop for putting a display of books about witches in the window
for Halloween. When Bren is found dead in Nora’s yard, the
only clue is a sheet of paper covered with strange symbols and
letters that she left under Nora’s doormat. Nora’s group springs
into action to support Celeste and do some detection. Nora
gives the local sheriff a recommendation of an expert to identify the paper, which brings her former college roommate to
town, though Nora hasn’t seen her since her own life fell apart
years earlier. A joyful reconciliation is followed by the identification of the paper as being much older than the ink. Could
someone’s attempt to create a faux valuable item have served
as the motive for murder? The answer seems to lie in Celeste’s
mysterious past, which she keeps hidden—until her death puts
Nora in grave danger.
Lovers of reading and strong women will be impressed
by this entertaining cozy packed with mystery, romance, and
sisterhood.

THE NARROWBOAT SUMMER

Youngson, Anne
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-250-76461-4

Two women use a narrowboat to discover what they truly want in this easygoing road-trip tale.
Eve has just been let go from the corporate job she’s been striving at for 30
years. Sally has just left her husband, not
out of anger but boredom. Both women, in the prime of their
midlives but unsure what they wish to do now, find themselves
on the same towpath by the canal in a town near London when
they hear a dog barking his head off on a nearby narrowboat.
Freeing and subsequently losing the dog is how they meet his
owner, the enigmatic Anastasia, a woman of the canals who is
in need of a serious medical procedure. Anastasia has to stay in
town to be near the hospital, but her beloved boat, the Num
ber One, needs to be driven up to Chester for repairs. Despite
having just met, it seems like kismet, and Eve and Sally agree
to take the boat while Anastasia stays at Eve’s apartment. As
the two women wind their way north, they meet people, learn
about the boat, and find out more about who they truly are.
Youngson has populated this journey with so many interesting
characters: Arthur, who appears and disappears as he pleases;
Billy and Trompette, young lovers Eve and Sally keep bumping
into; Owen, the taciturn shop owner they’re taking the boat
to. Having two women whose lives are adrift be surrounded by
far more attention-grabbing folks is, unfortunately, a missed
opportunity. Sally’s and Eve’s personal journeys just never quite
134
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A STRANGER IN TOWN

Since she doesn’t speak English, she can’t explain, nor can she
tell anyone about the companions who were obviously with
her at the bonfire where she was found. Even so, Casey and her
partner, Eric Dalton, set out in search of the missing travelers.
Local residents Owen and Cherise, who are willing to trade
information for coffee, cash, and condoms, lead Casey and
Dalton to three bodies that were clearly dead long before the
injured woman was found. With three casualties and counting,
Casey’s under mounting pressure to figure out whether she’s
dealing with a random crime spree in one of the least inhabited
parts of North America or an interconnected set of killings and
disappearances. Readers may also feel pressure to understand
the complex and largely unexplained culture of Rockton and
the surrounding settlements, since backstory takes a back seat
to action and wilderness adventure.
Best for devoted fans of the franchise.

Armstrong, Kelley
Minotaur (368 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-2507-8172-7

An injured tourist threatens the hidden town of Rockton.
For a place designed to shelter outcasts, Rockton has its share of inner
strife. The town council, whose deliberations are both private and consequential,
seems to be more than usually contentious, rejecting applications from residents who want to extend their stay at an unprecedented rate. Now it seems that Rockton is also facing threats
from outside. Casey Butler, who’s in charge of the town’s law
enforcement, discovers an injured woman in the woods. Is she
a tourist? A resident of the First or Second Settlement, enclaves
that share the snowy Canadian wilderness with Rockton? A hostile, bent on causing trouble for Rockton and the settlements?
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A TOURIST’S GUIDE
TO MURDER

to professor Neville Wallace, an authority on ciphers. Wallace
thinks the cipher may have been created by his former pupil
Lucretia de Witte but claims not to have the key; his wife intimates that he had an adulterous relationship with Lucretia. A
visit to Lucretia reveals a portrait of her murdered brother
wearing the ring Lucy found. Lucy’s convinced that the cipher
holds the key to the mystery, which has morphed into a much
wider investigation.
Lavish period detail, romantic tension, and a complex
puzzle make the heroine’s fifth adventure one of her best.

Burns, V.M.
Kensington (336 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-2895-1
A Michigan mystery author and
bookshop owner’s trip to England entangles her in a real-life murder.
Sam Washington and her sidekicks—
Nana Jo, Irma, Dorothy, and Ruby Mae—
are visiting London so that Sam, who’s just sold her first mystery
to a publisher, can gather local color. They almost miss the plane,
and all their luggage is lost, but that’s nothing a trip to Harrods
can’t fix. Arriving at their hotel to join a tour that specializes in
famous mystery sites, they find their guide, Clive Green, arguing with his disagreeable boss, Maj. Horace Peabody, over Peabody’s plans to sell the firm. Sam has solved several mysteries, so
when she discovers Peabody dead, she doesn’t buy the story of a
fatal heart attack, but the tour goes on anyway. Sam takes every
moment of spare time from sightseeing to work on her newest country-house whodunit, but she can’t ignore the mystery
in front of her nose. Hostilities break out between Peabody’s
niece, who claims to be his heir, and tour member Prudence
Habersham, who claims that her put-upon daughter, Lavender,
is Peabody’s child. When Prudence is found dead, the group is
grilled by DI Nelson, whose inefficient inquiries virtually force
Sam and her cohorts to up their game. As the group continues
their tour, many hidden secrets pop up, finally leading Sam to an
inescapable conclusion.
Cozy fans get two mysteries for the price of one: The
intuitive heroine finishes her novel and solves a murder.

PIECE OF MY HEART

Clark, Mary Higgins & Burke, Alafair
Simon & Schuster (336 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 17, 2020
978-1-982132-54-5
The sixth and presumably final collaboration between Clark, who died in
January, and Burke picks up with truecrime TV producer Laurie Moran on
the very eve of her wedding, only to see
her happiness dashed when her fiance’s

nephew is kidnapped.
Even though her first husband was murdered by a man who
years later came after her and her son, Timmy, Laurie considers
herself impossibly lucky. As she frolics at East Hampton’s South
Shore Resort and Spa, surrounded by her loving family, days
before she’s to marry federal judge Alex Buckley, who hosts her
TV program, Under Suspicion, she feels more blessed than ever.
Her serenity is rudely jolted when that family suddenly shrinks
with the disappearance of Johnny Buckley, the 7-year-old son of
Alex’s sister, Marcy, spirited out from under the nose of his longtime babysitter’s slightly less attentive friend. Laurie blames
herself for golfing instead of hitting the beach with Timmy and
Johnny; her father, former NYPD first deputy commissioner
Leo Farley, blames himself for spending the day responding
to the accusations of Darren Gunther, who’s been imprisoned
ever since he confessed to Leo that he stabbed bar owner Lou
Finney 18 years ago in a brawl that got out of hand, that Leo only
made up his confession. Could Gunther have arranged Johnny’s
kidnapping to press Leo to support his story? Could the abduction have something to do with Marcy and Andrew Buckley’s
adoption of Johnny soon after he was born to a woman whose
identity they’ve never learned? Or could the kidnapper have
snatched Johnny by mistake, thinking he was Timmy?
A fitting sendoff that modulates as smooth as butter from
celebration to shock to detection to ticking-clock suspense.

THE SIGN OF THE GALLOWS

Calkins, Susanna
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.92 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-8956-0

In 1667, London may be recovering
from the plague and the Great Fire, but
murder never goes away.
Lucy Campion, former chambermaid to Magistrate Hargrave and now
a printer’s apprentice, is selling her
wares when she’s knocked down by two men. Moving on, she
comes upon a man hanging from a crossroads tree. Hoping to
help identify him, she removes an unusual ring and chain from
his neck, hiding them and herself when the pair return to rob
the corpse. Clever, enterprising Lucy has come far from her
humble roots to solve several murders, often with the help of
Constable Duncan, who loves her, and Adam Hargrave, her former employer’s son, whom she loves. The local doctor suspects
murder, but the best clue may be a coded message found on the
body. Lucy seeks help from the magistrate, who introduces her
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In 1878, a famous detective is encouraged to leave
England for the good of the government.
an extravagant death

A WHISKER IN THE DARK

Dobbs, Leighann
Grand Central Publishing (272 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5387-3621-0

y o u n g a d u lt

An inn owner’s dead-body problem
provides a welcome distraction from her
domestic chores.
The renovations to seaside Maine’s
Oyster Cove Guesthouse hit a bump
when the two resident cats, Nero and
Marlowe, start wailing something terrible. Josie Waters is sure
the cats can’t have found another body: She hasn’t even served
her guests breakfast. But when carpenter Ed O’Hara calls her
to the wall demolition, sure enough, there’s a skeleton inside.
Her background training as a medical examiner tells Josie that
the skeleton is very, very old and nothing to be afraid of, unless
of course it affects her business. Suddenly the town is abuzz
with rumors that the skeleton is that of town patriarch Jedediah Biddeford, who’s long been suspected of burying treasure
somewhere nearby. Now Josie’s certain her yard is going to be
full of holes while her difficult guests, the Biddeford family, join
the locals in hunting for the bounty. Will they even keep their
shovels in the shed? A dirty floor turns out to be the least of
Josie’s worries after one of the Biddefords is killed by a shovel to
the head. Two deaths on her property seems like a lot to handle,
but the interspersed dialogue between the feline detectives
shows that Josie can expect help unraveling the case, which
she thinks must be tied to the rest of the Biddefords and their
struggling cheese-sculpting business. Josie seems more likely to
solve the case than she is to remember to take her bread out of
the oven. Over and over again.
Dobbs’ signature sense of humor lifts this above the sea
of cat cozies.

AN EXTRAVAGANT DEATH

Finch, Charles
Minotaur (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-2507-6713-4

In 1878, a famous detective is encouraged to leave England for the good of the
government.
After former MP Charles Lenox
uncovers corruption at Scotland Yard,
Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli asks
him to leave the country so he’ll be able to give written testimony rather than testify in open court, which would surely
embarrass some important people, throwing in a knighthood to
sweeten the deal. Lenox’s well-connected wife, Lady Jane, has
recently given birth to their second child, and, unimpressed by
honors, he’s loath to leave home. But acting on his wife’s advice,
he sets off for New York, where he meets snobbish members
of established families and nouveaux riches, all ruled over by
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A relentless nail-biter whether below or above the waterline.
black coral

MURDER INK

Caroline Astor. Theodore Blaine, the scion of an immensely
wealthy family with a desire to emulate Lenox as a detective, accompanies him on a trip to Boston that’s cut short by
a request from William Stuyvesant Schermerhorn, who invites
Lenox to Newport to solve a murder. At length he’s persuaded to
take up the case of Lily Allingham, the season’s reigning beauty,
who’s been found dead on the beach below the magnificent socalled cottages of the wealthy. The suspects are all of the highest
pedigree. Lily was at the point of deciding between two wellheeled suitors, Schermerhorn’s son and one of the Vanderbilts.
Lady Jane’s contacts allow him entree into the highest echelons
of Newport society, including an invitation to Caroline Astor’s
exclusive ball, where money and power may shield a murderer
from justice.
A solid historical mystery that will change its hero’s mind
about life and death.

Hechtman, Betty
Severn House (208 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-9017-7
Hechtman abandons her usual crafters to present an altogether more cerebral heroine.
Veronica Blackstone is a writer for
hire. The unfinished follow-up to her
national bestseller is sitting on a shelf. As
she tries to overcome writer’s block, she keeps her hand in by
running a writers’ group and taking on various assignments. Her
latest gigs are creating notes for Evan, a computer nerd angling
for a date with an attractive co-worker, and writing a biography for distribution at the funeral service of Rachel Parker,
whose wedding vows Veronica wrote only a year ago. Rachel,
who seemed to Veronica to be wildly happy, has either fallen
or jumped from her apartment balcony. Her wealthy parents
prefer that her death be ruled an accident. As she researches
Rachel’s biography, though, Veronica becomes convinced that
she may have been pushed, and her snooping attracts unwanted
attention. Rachel loved teaching, had joined a dance gym, and
had a handsome, charismatic husband in Luke. But she seems
to have developed delusions, and now someone is gaslighting
Veronica, trying to convince her that she too is losing her mind.
Police officer Ben Monroe, a member of the writing group,
advises her to drop her investigation. As she follows in Rachel’s
footsteps, determined to uncover the truth, Veronica becomes
more involved in Evan’s dating woes even as she fights an attraction to Ben, who like her is divorced and gun-shy.
Plenty of plot twists and an appealing heroine with a
reluctant love interest. What’s not to like?

BEST LAID PLANS

Florio, Gwen
Severn House (256 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-9024-5

Florio kicks off a new series starring a
Denver woman whose life is in shambles.
After her husband, Joe, convinced
her to start a new chapter in their lives,
50-year-old Nora Best planned to write
a book about their carefully plotted trip
in an Airstream trailer. But when she catches Joe having sex
with his best friend’s wife during their bon voyage party, Nora
takes off alone with the rig even though she’d never driven it
before. She stops at a National Forest campground near Blackbird, Wyoming, where attractive campground hosts Miranda
and Brad greet her warmly and invite her for dinner. The next
morning Miranda awakens Nora with the news that Brad got
up during the night and may have been taken by a bear. Sheriff Duncan is hostile and suspicious of Nora; park ranger Caleb
Dexter is more concerned about the bear. Although Joe shows
up wanting her back, he’ll have to wait in line, because she’s
arrested after Brad’s shirt is found in her camper. Out on bail,
she’s attacked in the night by a man who slashes her, strips her,
rubs her with bacon grease and pushes her off a cliff. Climbing
back onto the trail, she’s rescued by Forever, a hiker she met at
the campground who carries all her earthly possessions in her
backpack. Since the sheriff is still convinced Nora killed Brad,
only her poor physical condition keeps her out of jail. In a world
in which nothing is what it seems, Caleb’s the only person she
can trust.
Baffling circumstances combine with life-changing
adventures in this breathtaking page-turner.
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BLACK CORAL

Mayne, Andrew
Thomas & Mercer (320 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-5420-0964-5
A chance discovery in an alligatorinfested pond sets diver Sloan McPherson,
of Florida’s Underwater Investigation
Unit, on the path of a monstrous serial
killer.
Tasked with retrieving a corpse
from a car that’s run into Pond 65, Sloan dodges the resident
amphibians long enough to emerge successful. In the process,
she finds something far more horrifying: a sunken van that a
more extended second dive reveals is the final resting place
of four teenagers who vanished 30 years ago. It would be bad
enough if their deaths were the result of reckless acting out,
but it looks more and more like murder times four. Informed
of Sloan’s discovery by her boss, UIU head George Solar, the
victims’ parents act out their grief by yelling at each other as
|

IRISH PARADE MURDER

Sloan watches, eager to move on. But although Florida’s waterways offer apparently endless riches for underwater investigations, this case won’t let her go. Ethan Rafferty, a schoolmate
who hung out with the four victims half a lifetime ago, fingers
a possible perpetrator: Sleazy Steve, who he’s pretty sure got
possessed by a demon they were all pursuing. The further along
the trail to Sleazy Steve Sloan and Scott Hughes, the newest
member of the UIU team, get, the uglier the case looks and
the hungrier other law enforcement agencies are for a piece
of it. At length, Sloan’s hot-trigger reaction to a particularly
condescending Broward County detective gets her booted off
the task force, then placed on administrative leave, even as she
discovers more and more victims.
A relentless nail-biter whether below or above the waterline. Even the setbacks are suspenseful.

Meier, Leslie
Kensington (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-1039-0

SCOT ON THE ROCKS

McPherson, Catriona
Severn House (240 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-9031-3

McPherson continues her hilarious
series starring a canny Scot struggling to
understand America.
Once upon a time, Dundee-born
Lexy Campbell was living the California
dream with her hunky dentist husband.
Now she’s divorced, living in a down-market houseboat, and
struggling to build her counseling practice. Her phobic, zany,
wannabe detective friends are determined to find her a new and
better man. But when her ex, Branston Lancer, begs her to track
down his kidnapped second wife, Brandee, after reading about
how well Lexy, anesthesiologist Todd, and laundromat owner
Kathi, with help as needed from other friends also living at the
Last Ditch Motel, have done solving crimes, she reluctantly
consents. While Lexy and her pals ponder the ransom note
Branston’s received, which is just like the ones sent by whomever’s been stealing local statues and parts thereof, Brandee’s
son, Blaike, escapes from a boot camp in Idaho to discover that
his trust fund is missing and the father he thought dead is very
much alive. As for Brandee, she’d been acting out of character
lately and may be involved with a patriarchal cult. Could she be
on the lam with Blaike’s money, or worse yet dead? The sleuths
carom from one crazy situation to another in their search for
Brandee and those missing statues.
A compendium of unusual characters and odd circumstances guaranteed to make you laugh out loud.

y o u n g a d u lt

A small-town reporter faces big
changes, both personal and professional.
After coming home to Maine from
her father-in-law’s funeral in Florida,
Lucy Stone runs slap into a major kerfuffle at the Pennysaver, Tinker Cove’s
premier (and, let’s face it, only) print news source. At first, it
looks as if Lucy’s about to lose her star reporting gig because
publisher Ted Stillings will sell the paper. But no—what he’s
actually done is buy an adjacent town’s local weekly, the Gilead
Gabber, planning to expand their merged newsrooms and start
an online edition while maintaining each paper’s print masthead. He’s even hired Rob Callahan away from the Cleveland
Plain Dealer to give his new venture some big-city cachet. Not
surprisingly, Rob turns out to be a bossy know-it-all who edits
mistakes into Lucy’s city budget article while lounging in Ted’s
office. But she’s not about to allow pushy Rob to steal her prize
story: the battle for the post of Grand Marshal of the Gilead
Hibernian Knights Society’s annual Irish Parade. While she tussles to retain her turf at the office, there’s a new threat at home.
Her husband, Bill, has received a letter from a younger woman
claiming to be his half sister, complete with a DNA test. Instead
of being horrified to discover that her late husband may have
had a child with another woman during their marriage, Edna
Stone is thrilled to meet this new member of her family. Given
all this domestic strife, Lucy’s nonplussed when Tinker’s Cove
latest fatality is none of the players mentioned above but a corrections officer suspected of harassing female inmates.
Dedicated fans of the franchise may enjoy watching
Meier’s heroine negotiate the distance between public and
private life.

BLOOD GROVE

Mosley, Walter
Mulholland Books/Little, Brown
(336 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-316-49118-1
The uneasy passage of Easy Rawlins
through late-20th-century Los Angeles
continues at the hinge of the 1960s and
’70s in one of the knottiest cases of the
Black detective’s long and bloody career.
It’s one thing trying to solve a murder. It’s still another
trying to prevent a murder. But try helping somebody determine whether he murdered someone or not—and without any
evidence, like, say, blood or a corpse. That’s the dicey situation facing private eye Ezekiel “Easy” Rawlins in the summer
of 1969 when Vietnam War veteran Craig Kilian wanders into
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his office carrying a nasty bruise on his head and an especially
volatile strain of post-traumatic stress syndrome. It takes an
abrupt and violent mood swing before Craig manages to tell
Easy about a moonlight encounter in an orange grove involving
a half-naked White woman tied to a tree, screaming “Alonzo” as
someone Craig describes as “a big black man with long straight
hair” is standing next to her with a knife. Craig lunges at what
he believes to be the woman’s attacker, and all Craig remembers
before being knocked unconscious is wrestling with the other
man on the ground and feeling the knife sink into the other
man’s chest. When Craig comes to, there’s no one around the
campsite but a small black dog. “No white girl or black man. I
didn’t even see any blood on the ground,” says Craig, who wants
Easy to find out where they went and whether he killed the
man. Easy’s got an inventory of questions, chiefly how somebody like Craig got referred to him in the first place. Nevertheless, Easy, who served in Europe during World War II, takes the
case, partly in solidarity with a fellow vet’s travails. It doesn’t
take long for Easy to begin regretting this decision as he finds
himself fitfully making his way through a minefield of thieves,
crime bosses, prostitutes, goons, and, as always, racist White
cops who even after a decade of civil rights laws, race riots, and
cultural upheaval can’t bring themselves to acknowledge that a
smart, self-possessed Black man like Easy Rawlins, who at this
point in the series is pushing 50, deserves to drive around LA in
a yellow Rolls Royce that belongs to him.
It’s hard to believe Mosley once gave serious thought
to killing off his first detective hero. He’s still got plenty of
game.

Ignoring Boswell’s admonition to leave the case to the police,
Laney tracks down Alfie’s friends, muscles into their homes,
demands answers to her pointed questions, and for her trouble,
attracts complaints about her behavior. Alfie, convinced that
he’s utterly on his own, schemes to free himself. Instead of
building the kind of tension that opening sentence promised,
Naymark keeps looping back to extended flashbacks showing
exactly why Owen Hopper emerged from prison determined to
inflict a world of hurt on the woman he considers his nemesis.
Heartfelt but unsurprising except for a single twist that
will shock no one but the hard-used heroine.

THE SCORPION’S TAIL

Preston, Douglas & Child, Lincoln
Grand Central Publishing
(416 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5387-4727-8
Past and present collide on a trail of
death in the second in the authors’ Nora
Kelly series, begun with Old Bones (2019).
When a local sheriff investigates
the illegal activity of relic hunters in
an abandoned, middle-of-nowhere New Mexico gold-mining town called High Lonesome, he discovers a mummified
corpse and a fabulous cross of gold. The discovery is on federal
land, so the FBI gets involved. Special Agent Corrie Swanson
would have liked a juicier assignment than checking out some
old bones in the high desert, but she has a degree in forensic
anthropology, and she’s a rookie. She persuades a reluctant
Dr. Nora Kelly, senior curator at the Santa Fe Archaeological
Institute, to help puzzle out what happened to the man, as
it’s unclear whether a crime has been committed. Forensics
determine that the gold is slightly radioactive, and there’s a
pack animal skull with a bullet hole. And by the looks of the
decades-old corpse, the poor man suffered a horrible death.
High Lonesome is on the Jornada del Muerto, or Dead Man’s
Journey, the bleak and dismal trail that connected Mexico
City and Santa Fe during Spanish colonial rule. The authors
are expert plotters and storytellers with smart, engaging
characters—Kelly is an experienced pro who thinks Swanson
“looked very much the rookie.” Newbie Swanson had barely
passed her firearms qualification, and being a lousy shot may
bring tragic consequences and a guilty conscience. Luckily,
Sheriff Watts has practiced his quick draw since he was a preschooler. Meanwhile, some of those relic hunters are dangerous men searching for an object—not the gold—unknown to
Kelly and Swanson. To a descendant of the dead man, “most
people would have thought his precious item fit only to line
a henhouse with.” Expect nice twists, hairy danger, and good
old-fashioned gunplay.
This one’s an attention grabber. Get a copy.

HIDE IN PLACE

Naymark, Emilya
Crooked Lane (288 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-64385-637-7
A former undercover cop who’s
already lost her artist husband to divorce
and her job to exhaustion searches frantically for her missing son.
Naymark, an artist married to an
undercover detective, wastes no time
launching her first novel with its very first sentence: “Laney
Bird’s son vanished the night she drove a busload of high
school seniors to see Wicked on Broadway.” At first Detective
Ed Boswell, of the Sylvan Police Department, soft-pedals her
concern because 13-year-old Alfie has already run away once
before. Gerry Gavin, the principal at Alfie’s school, is equally
unruffled: After all, it’s Laney’s 54th visit to his office. But
Laney, who traded police work for bus driving when the strain
of her job frayed her relationship with the misfit Alfie beyond
endurance, has a bad feeling about this time, and of course she’s
right. Alfie’s been kidnapped by Mr. Blue, who’s wormed his
way into the boy’s confidence by supplying him and his friend
Jordan Rogers with beer, drugs, and porn and who, as pharmacist Owen Hopper, has a serious grudge against Alfie’s mother.
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at his agents. There’s no lack of suspects, since Charlie was a
tough man to like, and his much younger widow, Tanya, shows
up at his memorial service with an array of bruises. The local
cops, finding young realtor Harley Wilde’s fingerprints on the
murder weapon, promptly arrest him, but Dessa can’t believe
he’d pull the trigger despite his bouts of PTSD. Dessa’s no better an amateur sleuth than she is a paranormal conduit, and justice isn’t done until after two more of her colleagues die.
Less detection than baking—but the baking is nearly as
urgent as in Mildred Pierce.

Ryan, Sofie
Berkley (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-984802-35-4

A case of cat-show sabotage gets
more serious when a murder is linked to
the crimes.
When Sarah Grayson agrees to
help out her older friend Rose Jackson
and the Charlotte’s Angels detective
agency, she never guesses that she’ll be
doing some crime solving of her own. But that’s exactly what
happens after Sarah allows the Angels to use her clever cat, Elvis,
as a way to get entrance to Searsport, Maine’s Atlantic Coast
Cat Show. Although Elvis is certainly a gorgeous animal, Sarah’s
never pictured him as a show cat, not even in the Household
Pet category. But someone has been disrupting the cat show
circuit, tampering with cages and rewiring sound systems, and
the Angels are determined to get to the bottom of it. Sarah’s
stake in the mystery comes after she befriends Debra Martinez
and Christine Eldridge, whose cats are also in the show and who
both display a welcome sense of humor over the whole thing.
Debra and Christine are not only helpful in giving Sarah the
inside scoop about the show and its fanciers; they’re genuinely
fun to spend time with. Then Rose comes to tell Sarah some
terrible news: Christine has perished in a fire. Shocked, Sarah
resolves to use her connection to the Angels to solve what she’s
certain is Christine’s murder.
A by-the-book cat cozy without anything to give it that
extra oomph, or meow.

SPITEFUL BONES

Westerson, Jeri
Severn House (192 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7278-8999-7

A GLIMMER OF DEATH

Wesley, Valerie Wilson
Kensington (352 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4967-2778-7

The creator of Newark private eye
Tamara Hayle dials back the wisecracks
and bumps up the paranormal hints to
launch a new series featuring a widowed
African American realtor whose workplace is a hot mess.
Losing her husband and their baking partnership, D&D
Delights, a year ago was a double blow to Odessa Jones. Her job
with Risko Realty in the fictional New Jersey suburb of Grovesville hasn’t begun to make up for her losses; as her boss, Charlie
Risko, constantly reminds her, she has yet to sell her first house.
On the plus side, she has second sight. To the frustration of
her Aunt Phoenix, the “glimmer girl” who’s her authority on
all things extrasensory, Dessa hasn’t learned to manage her gift.
But it does seem that when she smells nutmeg, as she does one
day at the office, death is in the air—in this case, the death of
Charlie Risko, shot with the gun he was always playfully waving
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In 1398, Crispin Guest, Tracker of
London, is feeling his age.
When a skeleton clutching a precious reliquary is found in a wall in the
house of lawyer Nigellus Cobmartin,
who’s eager to avoid official investigation because he lives with his male lover, John Rykener, he calls
upon his friend Crispin to solve a long-concealed crime. Crispin,
his assistant, Jack Tucker, and Jack’s family live together, and
they’re often visited by teenage Christopher Walcote, ostensibly the scion of a wealthy mercer but actually Crispin’s son,
who wants to emulate his biological father. Because a servant
was originally suspected of making off with the relic, Crispin
begins by interviewing the longtime servants. He soon learns
that clerk William Roke is the son of Wilfrid, the accused thief.
Though he was very young at the time of the theft, William
remembers his parents fighting over a suspected affair with a
workman before his mother broke her neck in a fall down the
stairs. The burning of the old household records indicates that
the killer may still be around. Digging in the past almost leads
to the death of Crispin, who’s preoccupied with his hopes and
fears for his son. After William Roke is murdered, Crispin finds
the key that unlocks the truth only to be confronted with a new
danger relating to his past.
Westerson’s acclaimed series mixes historical detail with
a deep dive into the character of a flawed but honorable hero.
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weeks from Bangalore, and his introduction to the Helix team
doesn’t go over well. Emma assumes the app team is trying to
steal her software while Rishi harbors resentment that Emma
got the promotion he was promised. But if Emma wants Helix
to succeed, she’ll need to get on board with transitioning to an
app format, move to Bangalore, and coax Rishi to be her lead
developer. They agree to a truce of sorts. If he agrees to be part
of the team, she’ll help him with one of his biggest concerns,
and that’s making his family happy by finally finding a wife. Of
course, with both Emma and Rishi working in tech, they think
the easiest way to accomplish this is by developing a marriage
algorithm. There’s a lot to like about this romance: a heroine
who works in STEM, a workplace rivalry that feels authentic,
and a setting we don’t often see in the genre. The biggest weakness, unfortunately, is Emma’s obliviousness and cringeworthy
comments. In one scene, the Kama Sutra somehow appears in
her luggage and pops out at an inopportune moment. Emma’s
initial insensitivity is a hurdle readers may or may not get over,
but there’s an appealing earnestness in her willingness to learn,
absorb, and embrace the experiences Bangalore has to offer.
A cute premise from a lively new voice in romance.

SOMEDAY MY DUKE
WILL COME

Britton, Christina
Forever (352 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5387-1750-9

Two people with painful pasts
develop real feelings during their fake
engagement.
After his beloved father died, Quincy
Nesbitt ran away from home at age 14
and crossed the ocean to America, where
he became a self-made man. Finally returning to England, he
plans to confront his malicious mother and then move on once
and for all and embark on his dream of traveling the world.
His plans are turned upside down when he learns that all his
brothers have died, he’s inheriting a bankrupt dukedom, and
his mother is as awful as ever. Lady Clara Ashford, cousin of
Quincy’s best friend, has no plans to marry since a man in her
youth betrayed her trust. Not even her family knows the heartbreaking secret of her past. Her younger sister is about to wed,
and their aunt is determined to see Clara married off as well.
Quincy and Clara enter into a mutually beneficial fake relationship, but during time spent together in London and then the
Isle of Synne, their feelings deepen into something true. The
grief these characters have endured is palpable, but the joy they
experience with each other is healing and beautiful. Their emotions and internal turmoil are convincing and poignant. Quincy
and Clara learn not just how to be vulnerable with each other,
but how to open themselves up to their closest loved ones and
find comfort from their support. Relationships drive the story
more than plot, and sometimes the pacing is slow.
Moving and heartfelt.

WAITING FOR A SCOT
LIKE YOU

Leigh, Eva
Avon/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-293244-0
Series: Union of the Rakes, 3
The Union of the Rakes series ends
with the exhilarating escapades of a
widow and a soldier.
At 46, Beatrice Sloane, the Dowager Countess of Farris, wants to finally
explore the joys and pleasures she missed out on during her marriage. She’s eager to attend a weeklong bacchanal where she can
participate in “utter, filthy debauchery.” As a favor to a friend,
Maj. Duncan McCameron is accompanying Lady Farris on the
journey to make sure she arrives safely, and then he has plans
to begin a new job. He’s been feeling adrift in peacetime and
is hopeful a career focus will provide him with a sense of purpose. This jaunt is meant to serve as a short holiday for him, but
Lady Farris’ spontaneity is antithetical to his need for routine
and order. What was supposed to be a straightforward trip ends
up involving carriage destruction, outdoor sleeping, an unlawful dance, and, most unexpectedly, fiery passion that turns into
love. This adventure-story romance has a big heart and a madcap plot just like Ferris Bueller’s Day Off and Footloose, the 1980s
films it drew inspiration from. The older heroine is refreshing,
and her sexual journey is satisfying and oh-so-sensual. A secondary romance between two male characters is beautifully sweet.
The more outlandish parts of the plot sometimes feel too
silly, but the characters’ connections and emotions always feel
grounded in truth.
This road trip is worth taking.

THE MARRIAGE CODE

Burroughs, Brooke
Montlake Romance (383 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-2507-2

Two co-workers battle workplace
animosity and meddling matchmaking
relatives while on a trip to Bangalore in
this contemporary romance debut.
Emma Delaney is passionate about
one thing and one thing only: her job
as an engineer launching a literacy software program called Helix. Unfortunately, the product’s launch
wasn’t as successful as predicted and Helix is in danger of being
given to the app development team based in Bangalore, India.
Rishi Iyengar is an app dev visiting the Seattle office for a few
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THE DUKE HEIST

Ridley, Erica
Forever (368 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5387-1952-7
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A young lady attempts to steal a
painting but finds she’s nabbed a duke
instead.
Most young women trying to sneak
into Regency society long to be seen,
but Chloe Wynchester is the opposite:
She strives to be invisible. She and her
siblings, an eclectic group of six orphans adopted by the late
Baron Vanderbean, use their unique talents “doing good works
beneath people’s noses.” Though most of their missions are
altruistic, her latest aim is personal: to liberate a painting that
was significant to Bean and is precious to his adopted brood,
stolen from them by Lawrence Gosling’s father, the previous
Duke of Faircliffe, who had sold it to Bean years ago because he
needed the money. She hatches an elaborate plan to steal it back,
but the plot is upended when she accidentally kidnaps the duke
instead. The timing couldn’t be worse, from Lawrence’s perspective, as he’s sacrificed nearly everything he has to rebuild
his family’s reputation and is about to complete his task by proposing marriage to a woman with a large dowry. As his kidnapper, Chloe is all too visible to Lawrence, who assumes she’s a
social climber. Needing some reason to keep seeing Lawrence
as she searches for the still-missing painting, Chloe convinces
him to give her lessons and help her find a wealthy suitor. The
attraction between them grows with each lesson, especially
when he learns that she’s an avid follower of Parliament and can
match him argument for argument. Their first kiss leaves both
certain of their chemistry, but Lawrence is still Chloe’s sworn
enemy even if he doesn’t know it, and he’s also still set on restoring his dukedom, so even as they fall in love, both struggle to
abandon what they’ve always believed and who they pretend to
be. There are plenty of steamy scenes, but the emotional center
of the book unfolds as Lawrence and Chloe come to care for
each other and, for the first time, experience being seen and
loved for who they truly are. Though slightly bogged down with
exposition, the story is a charming introduction to a new series,
and readers will look forward to seeing the next Wynchester
meet their match.
A delightful historical romance featuring a new family of
nonconformists to fall in love with.
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PSYCHE AND SOUL
IN AMERICA
The Spiritual Odyssey
of Rollo May

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
PSYCHE AND SOUL IN AMERICA by Robert H. Abzug................ 144

Abzug, Robert H.
Oxford Univ. (432 pp.)
$34.95 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-0-19-975437-3

THE SON KING by Madawi Al-Rasheed..........................................145
WE NEED TO HANG OUT by Billy Baker........................................ 146
BLACK FUTURES by Kimberly Drew & Jenna Wortham................150
YOU ARE NOT AMERICAN by Amanda Frost.................................. 153
WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP by Julia Gillard &
Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala......................................................................... 155
THE PROBLEM OF ALZHEIMER’S by Jason Karlawish..................161
THE CROWN IN CRISIS by Alexander Larman............................... 163
THE SPIDER by Barry Levine.......................................................... 164
CAN’T SLOW DOWN by Michaelangelo Matos...............................165
A WORSE PLACE THAN HELL by John Matteson...........................166
HALFWAY HOME by Reuben Jonathan Miller.................................168
THE DOCTORS BLACKWELL by Janice P. Nimura.......................... 170
PLANET CLAIRE by Jeff Porter......................................................... 171
THE WORLD TURNED UPSIDE DOWN by Clyde Prestowitz......... 171
THE ENLIGHTENMENT by Ritchie Robertson.................................. 175
THE FIGHT FOR FREE SPEECH by Ian Rosenberg...........................176
YOU’LL NEVER BELIEVE WHAT HAPPENED TO LACEY
by Amber Ruffin & Lacey Lamar......................................................176
THE BEST OF ME by David Sedaris.................................................. 177

A penetrating yet tender engagement
with one of the 20th century’s leading
psychologists.
Rollo May (1909-1994) once defined therapy as “the search
for one’s own myth.” Biography, then, might be read as the search
for someone else’s myth. Abzug, a history professor and chair of
the Jewish Studies program at the University of Texas, takes this
approach, and the May that emerges from the search is one who
swings wildly among grandiosity, self-doubt, profound insight,
personal fumbling. It’s a far more honest portrait than May’s
public image as a self-confident intellectual with his life figured
out. Readers gain access to May’s inner struggles through his
uncensored journals, which May gave the author three decades
ago and from which he draws deeply to achieve extreme intimacy with his subject. But May lived in the world as much as
his journals, and Abzug provides an excellent introduction to
May’s work that also serves as a useful overview of the tenets
and major figures of 20th-century psychology. May’s intellectual
life was robust, and he interacted with Alfred Adler, Reinhold
Niebuhr, and Paul Tillich before reaching his own prominence.
Later in his career, he became a leading figure in existential psychology, joining Carl Rogers and Abraham Maslow at the forefront of the humanistic “third wave” of psychological study. If it
sounds like May was everywhere at once, he was, authoring journal articles and books, giving public lectures, attending conferences, teaching, and, of course, treating patients. Refreshingly,
Abzug doesn’t dwell only on May’s career. In addition, he offers
portraits of youth, family, marriages, affairs, rivalries, illnesses,
and deaths—all the rich stuff of life as it concerns a man who
was committed to understanding and experiencing the fullest
possible range of human possibility.
A revelatory book that should sustain May’s reputation
and influence for at least another generation.

ECONOMY HALL by Fatima Shaik................................................... 178
COUNT DOWN by Shanna Swan with Stacey Colino......................179
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Another damning exposé on the authoritarian
crown prince of a problematic state.
the son king

WE ARE THE LAND
A History of Native California

Akins, Damon B. & Bauer Jr., William J.
Univ. of California (345 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 6, 2021
978-0-520-28049-6

WHITE HOUSE, INC.
How Donald Trump Turned
the Presidency Into a
Business

Alexander, Dan
Portfolio (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Sep. 22, 2020
978-0-593-18852-1

yours and ours.

Despite his claims, Donald Trump is
not a good businessman—but he is adept
at using other people’s money, including

|
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A thoughtful study of California as
seen through the eyes of Indigenous people and their descendants.
“California is both a place and an idea.
As a place, California has always been and
remains Indigenous land, and Indigenous People are central to
the history and future of the place.” So write historians Akins and
Bauer, who consider the complex story of the dozens of Native
nations and tribes that were once central to the place, then seemingly disappeared with the arrival of outsiders from Mexico and
all over the world. Later, as “California Indians,” they reappeared
in order to claim rightful ownership of lands that, funded by
casino revenues, they helped restore, reviving their languages
and traditions at the same time. For example, Chumash people
once inhabited the coastal lands from Malibu up to the area
around Paso Robles and out into the Channel Islands; after being
driven out, they have reclaimed some of their former territory. In
the East Bay, much of what archaeologists call the West Berkeley Shellmound has been covered up by shops and homes, but
Ohlone people are pushing to preserve the rest as a sacred site,
“something that should be worth saving,” as one leader puts it.
Examining historical encounters with newcomers brought north
and west along river routes and ancient trails, Akins and Bauer
explore Indigenous conceptions of place and the geographical
relations among neighboring peoples, making a kind of Native
American rejoinder to Richard White and Jesse Amble White’s
California Exposures. Especially in a time of climate change and
social upheaval, all people stand to learn about how to live in
a place by studying ways both ancient and modern, the latter
including “economic and political efforts to maintain connections to the land…[that] rested on the efforts that began in the
1870s, as California Indian People, communities, and nations
recovered from genocide, ethnic cleansing, and slavery.”
A welcome contribution to Native studies and the rich
literature of California’s first peoples.

This book, writes Forbes senior editor Alexander, represents
“the most complete financial investigation of President Trump’s
business ever published.” Certainly, its pages of tables are suggestive of a business empire that has both benefited and suffered
from its brand name. Though Trump boasts of financial holdings
many times greater than reality, his net worth has fallen in office
precisely because his “decision to keep hold of his business empire
proved to be a bad bet that poisoned his properties and, more
important, his presidency.” His nickel-and-dime habits of charging rent to his Secret Service details in New York and Florida are
just one symptom of that poison, but they go back a long way,
lessons learned from Trump’s father, who gave properties to his
children, paid them rent for them, and then recovered the money.
“It’s tough to catch every lie,” Alexander writes, but plenty of
truths emerge, from Trump’s debut in the press after being sued
for discriminating against Black renters to the extraordinary
debt load his organization carries. And then there’s that famous
double-dealing. Even a simple hamburger at the Trump Hotel in
D.C. costs $26, and the boss requires that the substandard products of his Virginia winery be sold exclusively—at $68 for a bottle
of bad Chardonnay. The inflated figures are characteristic: Using
a couple of industry-standard methods of calculation, Alexander
argues that the D.C. hotel is worth about $300 million less than
the $500 million Trump is asking for it. The author does give
Trump props for his skill at buying and refurbishing distressed
golf courses—though again, after the election, bookings at just
one of them instantly fell by 100,000 nights.
A revealing autopsy of a business empire that, it appears,
may soon conduct its operations far from the White House.

THE SON KING
Reform and Repression
in Saudi Arabia

Al-Rasheed, Madawi
Oxford Univ. (312 pp.)
$29.95 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-0-19-755814-0

Another damning exposé on the
authoritarian crown prince of a problematic state.
Al-Rasheed, a longtime Saudi expat
scholar and professor living in London, makes an important
addition to the literature on Mohammed bin Salman (often
known as MBS), offering a surgical delineation of his repressive measures in the name of “reform”—while arguing that
real reform is possible. The charming prince, who assumed the
role of heir-designate in 2017, was seen as a modernizer and
reformer, and he has both celebrated and hindered the aspirations of young Saudis. Before the murder of dissident journalist
Jamal Khashoggi in 2018, the Western press mostly celebrated
MBS, allowing him a sliver of legitimacy as he simultaneously
promoted his purge of opponents and seduced the public with
more liberal entertainment policies. The author, who displays
keen knowledge of her former home, looks deeply at some of
the troubling and persistent currents plaguing MBS’s Saudi
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Arabia: a new populist nationalism, which she believes “covers up” nefarious economic, social, and regional policies of the
crown prince; persistent tribalism and celebration of tribal
purity; and the consistent targeting of the Saudi feminist movement. The chapter entitled “Women and Rights” is an excellent
examination of a contradictory element that is ever present
in the prince’s policy: the ostensible empowerment of women
(allowing them to drive and be more visible) versus punishment
for chafing against the paternalistic “guardianship system.” AlRasheed is especially familiar with the Saudi diaspora and the
increased activism since the murder of Khashoggi. All of these
developments, she writes, “puncture the official narrative about
Muhammad bin Salman’s modern new Saudi Arabia.” However,
the author notes that low oil prices, continued war in Yemen,
the erosion of state services and salaries, and the ravages of the
pandemic may prompt Saudis to challenge the policies of the
prince. Read this one alongside Bradley Hope’s Blood and Oil
and Ben Hubbard’s MBS.
A penetrating spur to imagine an alternative political system of civil liberties in a now firmly repressive Saudi Arabia.

THE GENOME ODYSSEY
Medical Mysteries and the
Incredible Quest To Solve
Them

Ashley, Euan Angus
Celadon Books (400 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-23499-5

An enthusiastic report on the state
of the field of genomics.
Observers predicted miracles following the discovery of the genetic code in the 1950s, genetic
engineering in the 1980s, and sequencing the human genome in
2003. Now, we are beginning to reap the rewards of that work.
Cardiologist Ashley, professor of medicine and genetics at Stanford, makes a convincing case that the floodgates are opening.
From several billion dollars in 2003, the cost of sequencing an
individual genome has dropped to under $1,000. “Today, a physician can order a genome almost as easily as ordering a cholesterol test,” writes the author. “Health insurance companies
increasingly list it as a covered benefit, acknowledging that
transformative insights can emerge.” Although essential, knowing the makeup of every gene is only a first step. After explaining how that was achieved, Ashley describes how he and fellow
researchers are learning what each gene accomplishes (a process
well along), what happens when they malfunction (some progress), and how to fix them, which is more difficult and frustrating. But there is light at the end of the tunnel, as the author
offers numerous intriguing descriptions of brilliant scientists
in this field and their work on individual genomes. One major
advance was the 2008 establishment of the NIH Undiagnosed
Diseases Program, which devotes government money to the
research of previously unknown genetic abnormalities. Ashley
goes on to describe several bizarre cases, which, after a great
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deal of investigation, turned out to be the result of a defective
gene. These make fascinating reading, but readers may suspect
that this is another expert account of a spectacular technological development that raises the possibility of curing disease…
but not quite yet. The final chapters are particularly interesting, as the author describes efforts to repair defective genes
that have, in the past few years, permanently improved the lives
of victims of a few rare diseases, even common ones such as
hemophilia.
An excellent update on genomic medicine, which is
finally bringing home the bacon.

WE NEED TO
HANG OUT
A Memoir of Making
Friends

Baker, Billy
Avid Reader Press (224 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-982111-08-3

A memoir that doubles as an exploration of the importance of friendships
between men.
When Boston Globe staff writer Baker received an assignment to write about why middle-aged men often have few close
friends, his first reaction was to balk at the idea. After all, he
had friends and didn’t suffer from loneliness, an affliction that
has reached “epidemic” status. However, after further consideration, he realized that his busy family and work life meant
that “there was no real ‘friend time’ left.” So began the author’s
long research project. He reached out to friends from various
stages of his life, including high school and college, seeking
to figure out why “when people become over-scheduled…they
shortchange their friendships.” Well-researched and insightful
about our human need to interact, the narrative is also smooth
and conversational. Readers may cringe at his attempts to
bring together school buddies via mass email invitations, and
most will laugh out loud at his story about his participation in a
New Kids on the Block cruise: “Why was I there? The shortest
answer is that I wanted to experience a Girls Trip, which is perhaps the most celebrated act in modern American friendship.”
Throughout, the author makes clear his desire to forge meaningful platonic connections with other men, and he is candid
about the difficulties that many men face when acknowledging
that they need one another. “The reality is that there are no
successful loners in the history of social evolution,” he writes.
“Being a solo survivalist is arduous and inefficient. Survival has
only been accomplished in groups.” Baker’s evolution from the
start of his project to the end of the book is gratifying, and he
also discusses the effects of the pandemic on his experiences,
providing readers with an up-to-date viewpoint on the necessity of strong male friendships, especially during times of crisis.
A refreshing and entertaining personal perspective on
why men need male friends.
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THE BRIGHT BOOK OF LIFE
Novels To Read and Reread

Bloom, Harold
Knopf (544 pp.)
$35.00 | Nov. 24, 2020
978-0-525-65726-2

An erudite critic recounts the pleasures of rereading.
In his latest posthumous literary
memoir, eminent critic and scholar
Bloom (1930-2019) remarks on the fresh
insights and renewed joys that awaited him when, nearing the
end of his life, he reread 48 novels. Organized chronologically—
from Don Quixote, published in 1615, to Joshua Cohen’s Book of
Numbers, published 400 years later—the essays often contextualize Bloom’s readings: when, where, and why he read certain
novels; what teachers and readings enriched his perceptions; and
how his responses changed or remained consistent over time.
Although he read Moby-Dick as a child and Dickens as a young

teenager, Bloom mostly read poetry before becoming obsessed,
as he puts it, with Thomas Hardy at the age of 15; through Hardy,
he found his way to D.H. Lawrence, Virginia Woolf, and E.M.
Forster. Bloom’s selections draw heavily on the Western canon,
mostly British and European writers, including Samuel Richardson, whose Clarissa Bloom reread every other year; Jane Austen,
whose Persuasion, Emma, and Pride and Prejudice all “seem equally
grand”; Stendhal, whose “vision of life is rather like a masked ball
or a carnival performance”; Dostoevsky, Tolstoy, and Thackeray,
whose Vanity Fair Bloom first read just before starting college at
Cornell. Bloom admits to having read “only twelve” of Balzac’s
novels, and of Wharton’s novels, he writes about the “sinuous
and disturbing” The Reef rather than her better known The House
of Mirth. A fervent admirer of Ursula Le Guin, to whom the
volume is dedicated, he commemorates their brief but intense
epistolary friendship. He candidly analyzes what he considers
a novel’s shortcomings and where he differs with other critics’
assessments. Bloom’s ardent celebration of novels is tinged with
the inevitable losses of old age: illness, physical diminishment,
and the deaths of friends, mentors, and colleagues. Other novels
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A fun, compassionate history of arena rock’s finest
hour—and the less-fine hours that followed.
they just seem a little weird

under consideration include Tom Jones, Ulysses, The Magic Moun
tain, To the Lighthouse, and Blood Meridian.
Warm recollections of a singular literary life.

THEY JUST SEEM A LITTLE
WEIRD
How KISS, Cheap Trick,
Aerosmith, and Starz
Remade Rock and Roll
Brod, Doug
Hachette (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-306-84519-2

The story of four 1970s American
rock titans: KISS, Aerosmith, Cheap
Trick, and, perhaps most importantly, Starz.
Starz, you may ask? That’s the point: The also-rans fit
Brod’s theme that rock fame is sometimes arbitrary, usually

absurd, and almost always fleeting. In the mid-’70s, all four
acts were connected in terms of management, touring, and
producers. KISS led the way both musically and theatrically;
Aerosmith had a Stones-y (and for a long time druggy) vibe,
and Cheap Trick merged anthemic rock with subtler, Beatlesesque songwriting. As for the glammy Starz, a band that had
unlikely roots in one-hit wonders Looking Glass (“Brandy
[You’re a Fine Girl]”), sharing management with KISS and
stages with Aerosmith led at best to the nether regions of the
sales and airplay charts and a role as tax write-off for KISS’
minders. When album-oriented radio stations emerged in the
late-’70s, the band was “shut out of the broader airplay equation.” But even the bigger acts had Starz-like issues, struggling to stay relevant amid disco, hair metal, and grunge. Brod,
former editor-in-chief of Spin, interviewed deeply, writes
with a fan’s enthusiasm about all four bands, and braids their
experiences to keep the book from reading like four separate
bios. He’s also attuned to the Spinal Tap–ish nature of the
acts, from backstage meltdowns to ironic calamities; Starz
frontman Richie Ranno launched a successful business dealing KISS memorabilia until he was big-footed, yet again, by
KISS. (Gene Simmons, infamously laser-focused on the bottom line, is a comically Mephistophelean figure throughout
the book.) More information about the infrastructure of the
music industry would better contextualize the story, and Brod
delves further into the bands’ compromised late-period discographies than casual fans will care about. But their shifting
fortunes are a reminder of their mix of talent and dumb luck:
They all could have been Starz.
A fun, compassionate history of arena rock’s finest hour—
and the less-fine hours that followed.

THE SPOTIFY PLAY
How CEO and Founder Daniel
Ek Beat Apple, Google, and
Amazon in the Race for
Audio Dominance
Carlsson, Sven & Leijonhufvud, Jonas
Trans. by the authors
Diversion Books (304 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-63576-744-5

Two Swedish business reporters’ tale
of the tenacious rise of the streaming-music giant that has
fended off assaults from Steve Jobs, Jeff Bezos, and Taylor Swift.
When Spotify launched in Sweden in 2006, it had a brash
agenda in a chaotic time for online music. Apple’s iTunes store
had established a viable and legal marketplace for the post-Napster era, but Spotify founder and CEO Daniel Ek wanted to pursue a more open, stream-friendly, and cheaper alternative. The
first chapters of the book, previously published in Sweden and
translated and updated by the authors, detail the Spotify team’s
dogged efforts to build their technology, though its greater
challenge was convincing the music industry that a “freemium
model” could work in its favor. In that regard, Ek had help from
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Sean Parker, who co-founded Napster and later introduced Ek
to Mark Zuckerberg, a critical connection when Spotify began
making inroads in the U.S. Headwinds were strong: Apple slowwalked approving Spotify to the app store, deals with major
labels required sizable concessions from the company, and artists protested Spotify’s often skimpy payments to artists. (Swift
withheld her 2014 album 1989 from Spotify for a time.) Carlsson and Leijonhufvud are seasoned business reporters who’ve
garnered informative scoops about the company—e.g., a failed
streaming-video venture, the terms of a deal with Sony Music,
and abandoned efforts to buy Tidal or be bought by Google.
Though the authors have a seemingly bottomless repository
of song titles that serve as apt section headings, little elevates
the narrative above sober, fairly dry business journalism. But it’s
not all their fault: Ek isn’t an especially charismatic executive,
and the authors characterize his leadership for the most part as
blandly aloof. Ek is no Jobs, but he’s clearly held his own on the
playing field Jobs created.
An informative report from the streaming wars, though
better suited for startup geeks than music nerds.

Jonas, and her humanitarian work as a global ambassador for
UNICEF and as an advocate for children and girls. She is committed, she writes, “to get the attention of people and direct it
to conditions or situations that cry out for change.”
A lively memoir from a hardworking entertainer.

THE SPYMASTER
OF BAGHDAD
A True Story of Bravery,
Family, and Patriotism in the
Battle Against ISIS
Coker, Margaret
Dey Street/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-294742-0

pected cast of heroes.

A history of the defeat of the Islamic
State group in Iraq, featuring an unex-
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UNFINISHED
A Memoir

Chopra Jonas, Priyanka
Ballantine (256 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-984819-21-5

An internationally famous actor, singer,
and producer takes stock of her life.
The daughter of army physicians,
Chopra Jonas grew up on military bases
throughout India. “Reinvention, adjusting and acclimatizing to new environments, overcoming fear of
new places by opening up to possibility—these are some of the
principles by which I have lived my life,” she writes. One of the
most traumatic tests of her adaptability occurred when she was
sent to boarding school at the age of 7; she writes about how she
felt abandoned, lonely, and afraid. However, the independence
she developed served her well later: In 1995, she embarked on
her “first trip abroad,” to visit relatives in Iowa. She decided to
stay in the U.S. for high school, where she reveled in the freedom of American teenage culture, but she returned to India
after a few years. Although Chopra Jonas aspired to become an
aeronautical engineer, her life changed dramatically when her
mother submitted her photos to a Miss India World contest. To
her astonishment, she won the title and went on to become Miss
World in 2000. Movie offers followed: For almost a decade, she
made four films per year, working long days and devoting herself
to learning how to act and how to navigate the patriarchal Bollywood industry. Making the transition to American movies was
challenging both professionally and emotionally, and she was
shocked when she received racist hate mail and tweets. Nevertheless, her career in the U.S. took off when she was offered the
lead role in the series Quantico. The author recounts her depression after her father’s death, her whirlwind romance with Nick
|
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A must-own compendium illustrating the richness, joy,
and power of the modern Black experience.
black futures

Many Americans believe that the invasion of Iraq was a
multitrillion-dollar debacle that replaced a vicious dictator
with a failed state. Having suppressed the insurgency and alQaida, the U.S. withdrew in 2011, whereupon al-Qaida’s even
more vicious successor, IS, came roaring back before American
forces returned to lead the fight against it. Journalist Coker, former New York Times Baghdad bureau chief, begs to differ, if only
regarding recent events in which Iraqis played a central role. A
leading figure is Abu Ali al-Basri, a dissident who returned in
2003 after nearly 20 years in exile. However, because he didn’t
learn English during that time, “he wasn’t part of the exile cliques”
chosen by Americans to introduce democratic government. By
2006, with terrorism running rampant, no one, including CIA
officials, doubted that the billions spent on Iraq’s intelligence
and security agency were wasted. At the time, Iraq’s prime minister, who didn’t trust his intelligence director, appointed the
then-obscure al-Basri to lead his own team. Working quietly
for years with a handful of trustworthy men and eschewing the
usual strong-arm tactics, he gathered information and sent men
undercover, ultimately convincing even the Americans that he
knew his business. Coker adds vivid accounts of two major supporting characters: Harith Al-Sudani, a college dropout who
joined al-Basri’s agency, infiltrated an IS cell, and foiled dozens
of bombings before being caught, tortured, and beheaded; and
Abrar al-Kubaisi, a chemist and “member of the city’s educated
elite,” who was devastated by the chaos and loss of status that
followed the invasion. Rejected by IS after offering her expertise in poison, she planned her own mass murder. Much of the
text is novelistic, with the author providing perhaps too much
insight into her characters’ emotions and movements, but the
basic story, and many of its intriguing details, will be fresh for
most American readers.
An eye-opening account revealing that Iraqi competence
and heroism were essential to its victory over terrorism.

THE CARE CRISIS
What Caused It and How Can
We End It?

Dowling, Emma
Verso (272 pp.)
$24.95 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-78663-034-6

Caring for those who cannot care
for themselves is at a tipping point—and
almost certain to reach a catastrophic
state.
British sociologist Dowling observes that in the U.K.
between 2012 and 2022, the number of 75-year-olds will have
increased by 1 million, and their growing needs for care will not
cease. However, she writes, “the forces of capital have become
less interested in the reproduction of any national labour force.”
In other words, the tenor of the current British government is
one of retrenchment, austerity, and, more than anything else,
privatization. Dowling’s examples and language—as when she
asks, “is lifting bins or driving a lorry more of a skill than looking
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after elderly or vulnerable people?”—are British through and
through, but of course the Brexit Party took many of their
marching orders from the same people who gave us Donald
Trump, including the thought that government should unknot
its welfare net and outsource as many social service jobs as possible. The result, writes the author, is that home care—“never a
high-status job in the first place” but at least one that was recognized as necessary and respectable—is now turned over to
low-paid, hourly workers who are not reimbursed for time spent
traveling from patient to patient and are penalized for spending
too much time with any given one. That is, if they’re paid at all;
Dowling notes that much care work is now performed by family
members without remuneration. The austerity regime, argues
the author, achieves its legitimacy, such as it has any, “through
a denial of the structural reasons why people need welfare in
the first place,” when in fact those needs are expanding owing
to “the systematic underfunding of social care.” Among the possible remedies she explores are social-impact investing, community care, decentralization of state mechanisms to fit the needs
of local populations, and, of course, more money.
Health care policymakers and medical consumers
alike will find these arguments urgent—and in dire need of
solution.

BLACK FUTURES

Ed. by Drew, Kimberly &
Wortham, Jenna
One World/Random House (544 pp.)
$40.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-399-18113-9
A dynamic mixed-media exhibition
of Black creativity and culture.
“What does it mean to be Black and
alive right now?” Born of a social media exchange between
curator and activist Drew and New York Times Magazine staff
writer Wortham, this unique collaboration seeks to answer
that question. The work is vivid, juicy, thick—as fecund as all
of Black culture—and equal parts anthology, scrapbook, and art
exhibition. The editors and contributors make clear the “infinite” nature of Blackness via more than 500 crammed pages of
essays, art, interviews, and ephemera organized around broad
themes that include “Power,” “Joy,” and “Black is (Still) Beautiful.” The “Invited to the Cookout” section features pictures
of the social media posts that birthed the Black Lives Matter
movement and a survival guide instructing “How To Survive a
Police Riot,” which includes useful, pointed directives—e.g.,
“Be alert for spies and paid agents….Do not respond to unknown
calls for action of mass meetings. Act as if your life depended on
everything you do.” In “Power,” we learn about Dust II Onyx,
a tarot deck that lovingly mines the power of Black custom
and imagery, as well as the inventive legacy of African farmers: “Our ancestral grandmothers in the Dahomey region of
West Africa braided seeds of okra, molokhia, and Levant cotton into their hair before being forced to board transatlantic
slave ships.” Ziwe Fumudoh explores how the Twitter hashtag
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#ThanksgivingWithBlackFamilies revealed the unique humor
and tradition of a Black holiday, and Teju Cole offers an essay
about the photography of Roy DeCarava, who captured the
civil rights movement with contemplative pictures that played
with the shadow and light of Black skin. In addition to introducing readers to numerous unknown artists, the editors of the
volume include a host of luminaries: Ta-Nehisi Coates, Samantha Irby, Dawoud Bey, Hanif Abdurraqib, Zadie Smith, and
Kiese Laymon.
A must-own compendium illustrating the richness, joy,
and power of the modern Black experience.

CALHOUN
American Heretic
Elder, Robert
Basic (640 pp.)
$32.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-465-09644-2

|

Folbre, Nancy
Verso (304 pp.)
$29.95 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-78663-295-1

A Marxist-influenced critique of gender inequalities, especially those involving the “economic value of the time
parents devote to children.”
Feminist economist and MacArthur
fellow Folbre tackles a question that has gained fresh urgency as
parents spend more time at home with children during the pandemic: How can societies fairly value the care people give to their
families, which women disproportionately provide? Labor economists tend to assume that women care for family members altruistically and that their unsalaried work “represents a price freely
paid for the intrinsic satisfaction it affords.” That view ignores
the political and other forces, including gender norms, that affect
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The Southern politician and protosecessionist comes in for a fresh appraisal.
Elder, a professor of history at Baylor,
observes that the recent rise of conservative opposition to civil rights owes to
the example of John C. Calhoun (1782-1850), a South Carolinian
honored in his time for his analytical approach to problems of
government. However, Calhoun also held the view that Thomas
Jefferson and the Enlightenment philosophers who guided early
American thought were wrong: All men are not created equal,
and “freedom was not man’s natural state.” Instead, well before
the Civil War, which his thought helped precipitate, Calhoun
argued that the government of the U.S. was “the government
of the white man” and that Southern expansion into places
such as Texas meant that slavery should naturally be extended
westward. Elder has an eye for nuance and ironic juxtaposition.
Some of the slaveholders whom Calhoun championed feared
that absorbing Texas into the U.S. “would devalue the worn-out
land in older cotton-producing states.” Furthermore, Calhoun
urged alliances with other slaveholding entities to thwart British expansion into the hemisphere, which would entail emancipation, then a policy of the crown. He also urged ending the
trans-Atlantic slave trade in favor of “naturally reproducing
enslaved populations.” Conflict with Northern abolitionists
was the natural result, with Calhoun ever more clearly the intellectual leader of the emerging Southern cause. In one of his writings, Calhoun concocted a remedy for the growing rift between
the industrial North and the agrarian South: He proposed “to
amend the Constitution to institute a dual executive, one from
each section, with each having a veto over any Congressional
legislation.” If that proposal had been realized, slavery would
likely still exist in some form in the U.S. Of course, as the author
notes, “even today...there are numerous secession movements”
that draw inspiration from him—good enough reason to pull
his statue down, as Charleston did recently.
A forcefully argued case for placing Calhoun at the center
of any honest account of America’s tangled past.

THE RISE AND DECLINE OF
PATRIARCHAL SYSTEMS
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their choices. Drawing on and challenging aspects of neoliberal
and Marxist economic traditions—and showing how patriarchal,
capitalist, and other systems interact—Folbre explores how gender gaps have evolved worldwide from the age of hunter-gatherers to the 21st century, when people tend “to view commitments
to the care of others as optional lifestyle decisions rather than as
socially necessary.” She effectively demonstrates how the undervaluation of unpaid care work has profound consequences for U.S.
families and the economy as a whole: A low estimate of the cost
of replacing “nonmarket” services, including child care, is 44%
of the GDP. The author also describes how other countries have
tried to ensure that people receive the family care they need: In
Singapore, elderly parents can sue their children if they don’t give
them a “specific monthly allowance.” Staying largely within arid
theoretical realms, Folbre offers no Freakonomics-style anecdotes
or similar material to enliven the hard data and dry intersectional
analyses. Books about economics don’t have to be exciting, but
this one is soporific. The text may be a feast for feminist- and
Marxist-theory wonks, but it has little to offer general readers
seeking lively writing or tips on matters such as gender-neutral
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household-chore allocation or what to a pay a grandparent looking after a child during the pandemic.
A sweeping but dull overview of how and why we undervalue women’s unpaid caregiving.

FLIGHT OF THE DIAMOND
SMUGGLERS
A Tale of Pigeons, Obsession,
and Greed Along Coastal
South Africa
Frank, Matthew Gavin
Liveright/Norton (272 pp.)
$25.95 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-63149-602-8

Frank chronicles his trip to South
Africa to conduct a “funeral ceremony of
sorts” at a vast diamond mine.
As he did in Preparing the Ghost (2014), the author creates
an intriguing and unusual blend of genres. Here he mixes natural history with anthropology and a twist of true crime in a tale
of small-scale theft. Along the Diamond Coast, he met Msizi, a
young man who works belowground to harvest diamonds—and
who smuggles in a pigeon to whose legs he ties tiny bits of the
precious stone in an act of “quiet—but punishable—piracy.”
Msizi’s thefts are tiny given a diamond harvest that, Frank notes,
can be more than 176 million carats per year. A small army of
men monitor the workers, who have devised many clever ways
to sneak out diamond fragments, including using catapults to
“shoot hollowed-out steel bolts, packed with diamonds” into the
surrounding desert. Getting caught can mean torture and death.
The army is led by Mr. Lester, a would-be chemist who instead
joined the South African army and then went into security
work; by Frank’s account, he’s a thoughtful but dangerous man.
The pages are stuffed with notes on how pigeons live their lives,
drinking with their heads down and carrying complex maps in
their minds that enable them to locate their homes. The author’s
prose is mannered, with a hint of the MFA workshop to it, as
when he writes, “Perhaps it’s not God who has the answers to our
seemingly unanswerable questions about ourselves—as Newton
may have believed—but the loaded-up pigeons, some of whom,
in a crisis of weight, will unexpectedly land and offer us a clue into
the circulatory map of all the things we wish to hide from the rest
of our species.” A little of this overwriting goes a long way, and
there’s a lot of it. The overall story, however, is interesting.
Not without merits, but it might have worked better as a
long-form magazine piece.
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Significant legal history with lessons for all citizens.
you are not american

YOU ARE
NOT AMERICAN
Citizenship Stripping
From Dred Scott to the
Dreamers

THE HIDDEN CURRICULUM
First Generation Students at
Legacy Universities

Gable, Rachel
Princeton Univ. (264 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-691-19076-1

Frost, Amanda
Beacon (256 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-8070-5142-9
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A sharp history that shows the precarious nature of American citizenship.
As law professor Frost demonstrates in this crisp, concise
book, the revocation of citizenship from native-born or naturalized individuals often stems from the desire to deprive individuals and/or groups of their political and civil rights, with an
eye toward deportation. The overarching intention is to shape
society to the prevailing ideological moment, to ensure that
anti-establishment forces don’t “taint” the nation’s “purity” or
challenge the hegemony of White leadership. Frost uses the
stories of individual actors, from Emma Goldman to Robert E.
Lee to Dred and Harriet Scott, to fill out the bigger picture of
the government’s assault upon—or at least selective reading of—
the 13th, 14th, and 15th Amendments. It’s a sorry tale that Frost
narrates engagingly, digging into the ever shifting racial boundaries of citizenship as well as the unconstitutional deployment
of denaturalization initiatives. Frost explores how a wide range
of factors, including race, ethnicity, and religious and political
preferences, have sparked the state to intervene to maintain
the status quo. “Denaturalization is most often associated with
totalitarian regimes such as Nazi Germany or the Soviet Union,”
writes the author. “But by the end of the twentieth century, the
US government had denaturalized at least twenty-two thousand people—more than any other democracy before or since.
The effect of the denaturalization campaign was to silence
those who might otherwise have taken on leadership positions
in politics, journalism, and the labor movement. By publicly
targeting [certain] men and women…the government hoped
to intimidate into silence tens of thousands of foreign-born
citizens who were similarly vulnerable.” In the 21st century, the
citizenship debate continues to be heated and controversial—
but still revolves around the state’s power to deny the rights of
“undesirables.” The takeaway is that citizenship is conditional, a
fact that is hardly news for Dreamers across the U.S.
Significant legal history with lessons for all citizens.

An exploration of the differences
between the experiences of first-generation and continuing-generation college
students at two top-level universities.
For first-generation students—i.e., those whose parents did
not graduate from a four-year college—the “unspoken rules”
and “tacit expectations” at highly selective universities can
seem surprising or mysterious. For those with family roots at
these institutions, expectations are clearly understood, which
gives these students an advantage. This is the “hidden curriculum” of the title: the innate understanding of how best to
make use of a professor’s office hours, for example, or of how
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to feel confident participating in class discussions. Gable, the
“director of institutional effectiveness” at Virginia Commonwealth, bases her book on a study of 91 first-generation and 35
continuing-generation students at Georgetown and Harvard.
She chronicles their academic challenges and successes as well
as their social experiences with new friends and extracurricular activities, taking in such variables as prior connections and
parents’ relations to the school. Based on her findings, Gable
offers policy suggestions to college administrators for effective
outreach to these groups. The book is clearly geared toward
academia. Based on the author’s dissertation, the text contains
detailed analyses of statistics and scholarly methods, and Gable
supports her conclusions with meticulous footnotes. However,
the author also lets the students tell their stories, including
lengthy intact quotes from many of her interviews. Therefore,
it’s fairly easy to follow the students’ narratives in the text while
leaving the “scholarly conversation” in the footnotes for background. Many of the study’s conclusions are eye-opening. For
example, first-generation students who identified as “less prepared” for their college experiences often “expressed concern”
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that certain majors (e.g., in the humanities) would lead to less
lucrative careers—they didn’t want to “ ‘waste’ the value of an
elite education.”
Concrete suggestions for university leaders on how to
best serve students from widely disparate backgrounds.

GARNER’S QUOTATIONS
A Modern Miscellany

Garner, Dwight
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-0-374-27919-6

An uncommon commonplace book
from a wide-ranging reader.
From the time he was in high school,
journalist and New York Times book critic Garner kept a commonplace book, jotting down lines from his readings that he found
especially apt and pithy. Although for his own use, he assembled
those quotations into categories such as food, social class, travel,
politics, money, and war; here, he juxtaposes selections “by feel,
not category,” hoping “to let the comments speak to one another
and perhaps throw off unexpected sparks.” From a prodigious list
of writers—the index comprises 20 pages, from Edward Abbey
to Emile Zola—Garner offers a collage of aphorisms, sometimes
surprising, often entertaining. While the quotations do speak to
one another, they also leap oddly from topic to topic: Comments
on flying morph into observations on sunsets, then book reviewing, then on looking at oneself (“I am afraid, this morning, of my
face,” Randall Jarrell laments). The multitude of topics includes
death, toilets, oranges, reading, vomiting, baldness, dreams,
dancing (“I would give all my profound Greek to dance really
well,” Virginia Woolf remarked), trains, genitalia, and orgasms
(Jim Harrison: “There’s no nature in New York and the closest
you can get is an orgasm”). Garner delights in including words
not printable in his newspaper, and his selections privilege the
sly and irreverent. “I think women admire Marlene Dietrich so
much because she looks as if she ate men whole, for breakfast,
possibly on toast,” according to Angela Carter. “If Emily Dickinson owned a restaurant it would be Chez Panisse,” wrote Jason
Epstein. Motherhood elicits observations from Anne Sexton and
Anne Lamott. Sexton: “My daughter says to her friends ‘a mother
is someone who types all day.’ ” Lamott: “I used to not be able to
work if there were dishes in the sink. Then I had a child and now
I can work if there is a corpse in the sink.”
A diverting trove of witty remarks.
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A down-to-earth overview of the causes and effects
of poverty and possible remedies.
broke in america

WOMEN AND
LEADERSHIP
Real Lives,
Real Lessons

BROKE IN AMERICA
Seeing, Understanding, and
Ending US Poverty

Goldblum, Joanne Samuel &
Shaddox, Colleen
BenBella Books (310 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-950665-46-4

Gillard, Julia & Okonjo-Iweala, Ngozi
MIT Press (336 pp.)
$29.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-262-04574-2

|

An exploration of why so many
Americans are struggling financially.
Goldblum, founder of the National
Diaper Bank Network, and journalist Shaddox argue that the
systems that should protect our citizens are broken and that
poverty results from flawed policies—compounded by racism, sexism, and other ills—rather than people’s “bad choices.”
Federal programs for the poor often fall far short of their aims:
The U.S. has only 36 affordable housing units available for
every 100 extremely low-income families; roughly 1 in 3 households on Navajo reservations lack plumbing; and inadequate
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Eight of the world’s most influential
women talk about political double standards with Gillard, the former prime
minister of Australia, and Okonjo-Iweala, the first female
finance minister of Nigeria.
The authors begin this sobering look at female leaders’ progress—or lack thereof—by noting that only 57 of the 193 members of the United Nations have had a woman in their highest
executive office, such as president or prime minister. Curious
about gender biases, they interviewed an impressive all-star cast
of power players who overcame sexism and sometimes other
long odds: Michelle Bachelet was tortured by the Pinochet
regime before becoming the first female president of Chile, and
Joyce Banda and Ellen Johnson Sirleaf left abusive spouses en
route to the presidencies of Malawi and Liberia. Drawing on
academic studies as well as their interviews, the authors look
beyond glass ceilings and explore hazards such as the “glass
cliff,” the tendency of organizations to “embrace women’s
leadership when they are in trouble,” as Britain’s Conservative
Party did when it reached out after the Brexit vote to Theresa
May, who looks back on the event here. Other women discuss a
“glass labyrinth” of barriers, including that a woman must come
across “as ‘man’ enough to do the job but feminine enough not
to be viewed as unlikeable, or even held in contempt.” Hillary
Clinton and Christine Lagarde, head of the European Central
Bank, recall comments about their hair while prime ministers
Erna Solberg of Norway and Jacinda Ardern of New Zealand
acknowledge the vital roles of a partner and relatives in helping
with family responsibilities. In an especially strong argument,
the authors encourage candidates not to reinforce the stereotype that high-ranking women will necessarily create a gentler
world. Throughout, each contributor is refreshingly open and
candid about their experiences. The case for female leadership,
they rightly note, is a moral one: People should see in leaders “a
reflection of the full diversity of society.”
Much-needed, frank talk from exceptional female leaders about how they’ve dealt with sexism in the line of duty.
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counsel by public defenders can lead to harsher penalties for
crimes or time in “debtors’ prisons” for those unable to pay
fines or court fees. An overarching problem is that the U.S.
determines eligibility for government benefits with an outdated and “irrationally low” federal poverty level of $21,720 for
a family of three, which doesn’t take into account necessities
such as child care when women work outside the home. The
authors credibly assert that it makes more sense to define poverty as an inability to afford basic needs in seven areas—“water,
food, housing, energy, transportation, hygiene, and health”—
each of which gets a chapter that draws on academic or other
studies and interviews with people like a Baltimore resident
who had to flush his toilet with bottled water after the city
shut it off due to an unpaid bill. In a plainspoken primer in the
spirit of recent books like Anne Kim’s Abandoned and Nicholas D. Kristof and Sheryl WuDunn’s Tightrope, Goldblum and
Shaddox interweave macro analyses with examples of micro
interventions that might work in any community. A Head
Start teacher in Lytle, Texas, says her program saw benefits
just from giving toothbrushes (and a chance to use them at

“This is a powerful work of history,
as informative as it is dramatically gripping.
An impressive blend of painstaking historical
scholarship and riveting storytelling”
—Kirkus Reviews

One of America’s
Greatest
Humanitarian
Endeavors
Little-known Today
The true story of young,
untested American
volunteers who entered
German-occupied
Belgium to attempt
what had never been
done before—save from
starvation an entire
nation that was trapped
in the middle of World
War I. They had to
maintain strict neutrality
as they watched the
Belgians suffer under the
harsh German rule.

a classroom sink) to children who had none at home: “They
come here, and they scrub like there’s no tomorrow.”
A down-to-earth overview of the causes and effects of
poverty and possible remedies.

NOBODY’S NORMAL
How Culture Created the
Stigma of Mental Illness

Grinker, Roy Richard
Norton (448 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-393-53164-0

A broad-ranging history of psychiatry, examining trends in how mental diseases are increasingly less stigmatized as
we acknowledge that so often “the suf-

ferer is innocent.”
Even today, English offers a rich lexicon of stigmatizing
terms in the semantic domain of mental illness—one bit of
evidence, writes cultural anthropologist Grinker, that “stigma
isn’t in our biology; it’s in our culture.” Given its cultural locus,
we can alter our behavior to use less alienating language, and,
as the author illustrates, in some instances we have, especially
regarding other illnesses. As we learned about HIV/AIDS,
for example, “the fear and secretiveness…began to decrease,”
even as obituaries now acknowledge the once-whispered term
cancer and even suicide. Grinker, a professor of anthropology
and international affairs, comes from a long line of psychiatrists and was brought up to believe that everyone suffers
from some sort of mental illness at some point in life. Given
its universality, the “discredited identity” that often accompanies mental illness is misplaced. The author offers an
agile history of mental health and efforts to control it. For
example, the Puritans of New England “believed that anyone without reason” needed to be controlled as if an animal,
a category that included not just the mentally ill, but also
babies. It was not until the 19th century that the realization
became widespread that the mentally ill could be treated
rather than merely punished. Interestingly, Grinker observes
in his anecdotally rich narrative, many advances in psychiatric treatment came by way of military medicine, with so
many soldiers shattered by the horrors of conflict. Indeed,
it was the U.S. Army’s medical manual for mental disorders
that formed the basis of the first DSM in 1952, a volume that
represented “a marriage of military experience and psychoanalytical theory.”
A highly readable, thoughtful study of how we perceive and talk about mental illness—with luck, ever more
respectfully.

More Information: www.YanksBehindTheLines.com
Libraries & bookstores: Ingram, Baker & Taylor, Rowman.com
Consumers: Bookstores, Amazon, Rowman.com
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An entertainment for numerate readers and a user-friendly
introduction to statistics for beginners.
the data detective

THE DATA DETECTIVE
Ten Easy Rules To Make Sense
of Statistics
Harford, Tim
Riverhead (336 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-08459-5

“Understanding causation is tough
even with good statistics, but hopeless
without them.” British economist and
historian Harford crunches the numbers
and finds us gullible—but corrigible.
Regarding the 1954 bestseller How To Lie With Statistics,
Harford finds it overly cynical: “What does it say about statistics—and about us—that the most successful book on the subject is, from cover to cover, a warning about misinformation?”
It’s a pregnant question, because of course people lie with numbers; indeed, the very author of that earlier book was pressed
into service by the tobacco industry to prove that there was no

link between smoking and cancer. Thankfully, notes Harford,
British medical researchers worked out the smoking numbers
for themselves, with the result that “doctors became the first
identifiable social group in the UK to give up smoking in large
numbers.” (This was years before the Surgeon General’s report
in the U.S.) As the author rightly notes, there’s no reason to mistrust numbers, but we must interrogate them better, adopting
the hopeful, forward vision of those researchers in the place
of industry flunkies. True, there are all kinds of ways in which
even the best prepared of us can overlook the truth that the
numbers reveal. There’s a wishful-thinking bias called “motivated reasoning,” as well as the “powerful illusion” of “naive
realism” by which we project our thinking onto the world and
wonder why it doesn’t behave according to our rules. Harford
also delves into “premature enumeration,” where we look at
the numbers without quite understanding the questions we’re
asking of them. Defending the process of polling and decrying
the totalitarian habit of certain politicians to invent their own
numbers, Harford lays out 10 commandments of examining
statistics—e.g., ask tough questions about the data, be aware
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Explaining thermoregulation for a popular readership
may seem a stretch, but the author succeeds admirably.
heartwarming

that something may be missing—along with a worthy “golden
rule” : “Be curious.”
An entertainment for numerate readers and a userfriendly introduction to statistics for beginners.

MIKE NICHOLS
A Life

Harris, Mark
Penguin Press (688 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-399-56224-2

A full-dress biography of a quintessential artist who mastered stage, screen,
and (especially) comedy.
Mike Nichols (1931-2014) was a oneman argument against auteur theory:
What aesthetic sensibility unifies his spiky routines with
Elaine May, the gentle Neil Simon comedies he directed, films

like The Graduate and Working Girl, and his epic TV adaptation of Angels in America? In this thorough and compassionate life, Harris doesn’t search too hard for a common thread;
more than anything, it seems, Nichols was hungry for an audience’s attention and had an innate enough grasp of staging and
actors to (usually) get it. The son of German immigrants, he
was a college dropout who formed a tight (but not romantic)
bond with May, who shared his taste in brainy comedy and
disaffection with 1950s supper-club stand-up. Their success in
New York gained him entry to Broadway and then Hollywood,
where his acclaimed adaptations of Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf? and The Graduate made him a household name. Just as
important for Nichols, success opened doors to high society,
where he was guided by photographer Richard Avedon. (Harris debunks reports they had a sexual relationship.) Nichols
ran hot and cold professionally, and the author is refreshingly
honest about creative low points like Day of the Dolphin as
well as his mercurial, addictive personality. He could be snappish and patrician with casts and crews, and by the 1980s, he
had developed a Halcion addiction and a crack habit. Nichols’
scattershot output makes him difficult to pin down, and by
structuring the biography around his projects, Harris underdevelops his subject’s inner character; we learn nearly as much
about his prized Arabian horses as his children. It may simply
be that Nichols’ life was his work, but focusing on his creative
triumphs at times obscures the man who made them.
A sturdy, sympathetic biography about one of pop culture’s rangiest creators.

HEARTWARMING
How Our Inner Thermostat
Made Us Human

Ijzerman, Hans Rocha
Norton (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-324-00252-9

According to this insightful exploration of how humans relate to temperature, warmth is essential for biological
survival as well as the advancement of

civilization.
In a narrative that combines hard science and accessibility for general readers, social psychology professor Ijzerman,
one of the world’s leading experts on “social thermoregulation
in humans,” begins by describing studies in which subjects
exposed to heat felt more sociable and kind than those exposed
to cold. Later, however, he warns that when other scientists
have repeated similar studies, the majority were unable to confirm the original findings. As a result, the author treads carefully, emphasizing large-scale research and acknowledging that
“we psychologists are better at research than we are at giving
practical advice and furnishing simple remedies.” Generating
their own heat allows warmblooded animals to be incredibly
active, but the process requires huge quantities of fuel; on the
other hand, some snakes can go a year without food. Infants
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of all species seek warmth, and this quest persists throughout
life. Although humans are intensely social, most of us do not
understand the links among physical temperature and concepts of trust, friendship, and love. Even though many people
believe in the universality of the connection between warmth
and affection, “human cultures diverge with respect to affection-is-warmth.” Readers may be surprised by Ijzerman’s claim
that “modern human relationships are organized around bodytemperature regulation,” but he marshals impressive evidence
in such chapters as “People Are Penguins, Too” and “Rat Mamas
Are Hot.” It turns out that an infant’s search for warmth plays
an essential role in attachment behavior later, and adults proactively seek it out, if not from physical proximity then through a
romantic partner or social network. As the author shows, conventional wisdom about humans and warmth is often wrong.
For example, studies do not confirm that weather influences
our moods or that depression peaks in winter.
Explaining thermoregulation for a popular readership
may seem a stretch, but the author succeeds admirably.

LOVE IS AN EX-COUNTRY

Jarrar, Randa
Catapult (240 pp.)
$26.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-948226-58-5

A Palestinian American writer and
creative writing professor transforms a
road trip into an occasion for reflections
about her identity and past.
In 2016, Jarrar drove cross-country
from California to her parents’ home in
Connecticut. The author’s journey becomes the framework
and context for a memoir in essays that discusses details of
that trip and delves sharply into issues of race, gender and
sexuality, trauma, and female embodiment. The first noteworthy incident took place in Arizona, where Jarrar encountered
a White female trucker who likened her fellow Syrian-born
drivers to monkeys. The confrontation angered the author
for a variety of reasons, including the fact that it revealed
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how she was not recognized by the woman as Arab; and how
being Arab in the U.S. meant being “silenced, erased, demonized, vilified, and monstrosized.” Later on, Jarrar expressed
her indignation and outrage by destroying a symbol of American racism—the Confederate flag—discovered by chance in a
small thrift store. At the same time, the trip proved liberating,
as the author reveled in her freedom and sexuality with Tinder matches and barroom flirtations. But as she celebrated her
plus-sized body and the confidence that came from rejecting
“mainstream beauty standards,” she also remembered her adolescence, when her body seemed to be “punishing me, rebelling
against me.” She chronicles how she was abused by her father
and, later, her son’s father. The author reveals how experimentation with “kinky” sex helped her work through the pain
and other powerful emotions caused by patriarchal violence.
“Sexuality, pain, love, obedience, hurt: all are woven together
in the loom that is my body, that is my skin and my heart,”
she writes, as she also describes how Parkinson’s changed her
father from a “bully” into a painfully weakened man. Though
individually compelling, these viscerally eloquent essays don’t
always cohere as a unified whole. Nonetheless, Jarrar makes a
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significant statement about self-acceptance while celebrating
the complexity of intersecting identities.
An intimately edgy text well suited for reading in pieces.

THREE DADS AND A BABY
Adventures in Modern
Parenting
Jenkins, Ian
Cleis (286 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Mar. 9, 2021
978-1-62778-310-1

A “throuple” embarks on the joys and
pains of parenting.
In 2003, Jenkins, a Boston physician,
fell in love with Harvard medical student
Alan, and the couple soon relocated to San Diego. Years later,
Jeremy, a zookeeper and a conservative pastor’s son who had just
come out to his parents, entered the picture, and they formed a
polyamorous triad. As they evolved further, the author describes
their modern family as incomplete, and the discussion of children
became commonplace. After months of careful consideration,
deliberation, and planning, the three men set out on a journey to
become poly parents and birth a child through surrogacy, which,
as Jenkins notes, attaches its own set of complex challenges. The
narrative voice oscillates between serious and humorous, as the
author shows how their experience—though ultimately successful—was riddled with problems and stumbling blocks. The
in-vitro fertilization procedure took several attempts, their
physician became problematic, they had to deal with the threat
of the Zika virus alongside domestic complications, and they
engaged in epic battles with both doctors and lawyers. “Surrogacy
comes with wallet-crushing expenses,” writes Jenkins. “The most
painful costs are the ones that don’t even directly contribute to
the baby making—like our legal expenses, which seemed almost
unreal. We sometimes wondered if IVF doctors cared about
their patients’ expenses at all, or if they just wanted to hear that
their asses were covered for any upcoming medical procedures.”
Throughout the book, the trio’s love and respect for each other
are evident, and Jenkins makes it clear that their journey was not
embarked upon lightly. The author wisely includes the perspectives of his partners, as well, creating a unique family portrait.
Their two children became the first to have birth certificates recognizing the legal parenthood of the three fathers.
An amiably narrated LGBTQ+ odyssey through equitable
polyamory and nontraditional child rearing.
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An outstanding primer that readers should
put into the hands of their doctors.
the problem of alzheimer’s

THE PROBLEM OF
ALZHEIMER’S
How Science, Culture,
and Politics Turned a Rare
Disease Into a Crisis and
What We Can Do About It

Karlawish, Jason
St. Martin’s (336 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-21873-5
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A professor of medicine at the University of Pennsylvania delivers a lucid, opinionated history of
the science, politics, and care involved in the fight against this
century’s most problematic disease.
The first symptom of Alzheimer’s is usually difficulty with
memory, often recognized by a spouse, friend, or caregiver. Over
years, memory deteriorates, and victims can no longer perform
simple tasks such as paying bills or taking medicine. As the
disease worsens, they become apathetic or delusional; lose the
ability to dress, feed, and clean themselves; become bedridden

and depressed; and often die from complications. Caring for
an affected spouse or parent is a crushing experience, often
bankrupting all but the wealthy because medical insurance and
Medicare pay for medicine and doctor visits but not “custodial
care,” which is estimated at as many as 170 hours per month.
As Karlawish shows, Alzheimer’s usually causes more suffering
for the caregiver than the patient. Until the 1970s, most doctors explained that this was “senility,” a consequence of aging
beyond the scope of medical science. Eventually, researchers
realized they were dealing with an epidemic of brain disease. At
the same time, patient advocacy groups formed to lobby Congress, which was amenable to providing funding. Formerly, doctors diagnosed Alzheimer’s by examining the brain after death.
Observing and testing living patients was a major advance. In
2012, the FDA approved an ingenious brain scan that illuminates the areas damaged by Alzheimer’s. Sadly, Medicare won’t
pay for the $3,000 test, which doesn’t directly help patients
because no good treatment exists (several drugs purport to
slow its progress, but many experts believe they’re worthless).
A medical expert with a page-turning style, Karlawish is mostly
successful in conveying optimism. Hopeful drugs are in the
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THE PLAGUE CYCLE
The Unending War Between
Humanity and Infectious
Disease

research pipeline, but even better news is that physicians, institutions, and advocacy organizations are adopting more imaginative and humane programs to care for victims both before
and after their disease becomes crippling.
An outstanding primer that readers should put into the
hands of their doctors.

THE ROAD TO
BLAIR MOUNTAIN
Saving a Mine Wars
Battlefield From King Coal

Keeney, Charles B.
West Virginia Univ. Press (300 pp.)
$27.99 paper | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-949199-85-7

A native West Virginian tells the
story behind his fight to save the site of a
forgotten 1921 armed labor uprising.
The first time Keeney ever heard his
great-grandfather’s name, he knew by his family’s uneasy reaction that Frank Keeney had been part of something controversial. He learned that his ancestor had been a United Mine
Workers of America union leader who played a pivotal role
“in the events [surrounding] the Battle of Blair Mountain in
1921.” But the author’s family had chosen to keep silent about
his political accomplishments due to the “shadow” it cast over
them. Their reticence did not stop the author, who was inspired
enough by his great-grandfather’s unsung labor activism to
become a scholar of West Virginia history. In this book, Keeney
details his own struggles to save the Blair Mountain battlefield,
on which a coal-miners’ army fought against company representatives to end the “industrial police state” that was the Mine
Guard System. His role in the Blair Mountain project began
in 2009, when he was teaching history at Southern West Virginia Community and Technical College. He became involved
in a difficult, ultimately successful yearslong battle to relist
Blair Mountain battlefield on the National Register of Historic
Places and save it from mining that would destroy historically
significant “relics and remains” from the 1921 conflict. As he
traces the tortured history of the relations between West Virginian miners and coal companies, the author offers an account
not only of people and events, but also of the grassroots tactics that helped Blair Mountain activists triumph over “three
multibillion-dollar corporations, a state government, and the
military-industrial complex.” While detail-rich, this hyperlocal narrative does at times move very slowly and will likely only
appeal to those interested in West Virginia and/or American
labor history.
A well-researched history for a limited audience.
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Kenny, Charles
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-982165-33-8

A long-view look at how viral and
bacterial illnesses have influenced the
course of human events.
The bad news is that today, heart attacks and strokes are the
leading causes of death. The good news, writes development
expert Kenny, is that this “is evidence of humanity’s greatest triumph: until recent decades, most people didn’t live long enough
to die of heart failure.” Indeed, life expectancy has more than
doubled around the world in the last 150 years, in part thanks
to better diets and medical advances. The Covid-19 pandemic
notwithstanding, infectious disease is not the devastating
killer that it has been in the past, though it still kills plenty of
people. The author charts the courses of those diseases, pegging their rising importance to the development of agriculture
and the settling of humans in villages, towns, and cities, packed
together to make a convenient target for such things as measles
and cholera. “The more humans are loitering about,” writes
Kenny, “the greater the chance of illness.” Some illnesses, such
as trichinosis, have been all but eradicated, though in the case
of that malady, Kenny hazards, it made for good enough reason
for certain religious traditions to forbid the consumption of
pork. New treatment methods, such as oral rehydration, have
helped mitigate diarrheal diseases. Today, outside of Covid-19,
many pandemic illnesses are lifestyle-related. As Kenny notes,
these days, Chinese adults are about as likely to be obese as
their American counterparts thanks to the availability of cheap
processed food—and, he adds, “two out of five Earthlings have
elevated blood pressure.” The downsides of the current pandemic are numerous, but, as Kenny demonstrates, revealing his
developmental interests, the old Malthusian effects of plagues
in reducing inequality no longer apply. Though the author’s
popularizing approach is less scientifically rich than, say, David
Quammen’s, it still stands in a long tradition of informative
plagues-and-people books such as Hans Zinsser’s 1935 classic,
Rats, Lice, and History.
A timely, lucid look at the role of pandemics in history.
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THE CROWN IN CRISIS
Countdown to the
Abdication
Larman, Alexander
St. Martin’s (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-250-27484-7
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An entertaining, multilayered study
of the abdication crisis of 1936 and the
many traitorous and sycophantic characters surrounding King Edward VIII.
Employing an impressive amount of research via archival material, letters, MI5 dossiers, Philip Ziegler’s definitive
1990 biography of the king, and numerous other sources,
British historian and journalist Larman manages to shine
new light on this scandalous and well-picked-over moment
in British royal history. He even includes new revelations
regarding the assassination attempt by George McMahon
on July 16. As he notes, further research and newly declassified documents offer “a stranger and more complex narrative,

in which a succession of half-truths and subterfuge give a
glimpse into a febrile, paranoid time…in which anything—
even a royal assassination—seemed possible.” The author
fully fleshes out the many historical characters who took
sides during this tumultuous period, most of whom were
flummoxed and/or enraged by the inability of the new king,
a well-known hedonistic playboy, to extricate himself from
association with the once-divorced and still-married American Wallis Simpson. Some of the most memorable include
the Queen Mother, who shared her sadness with the king’s
decision-making and refused to offer a “maternal blessing”;
and those who supported him—e.g., newspaper magnate
Lord Beaverbrook and Winston Churchill, “whose attitudes
toward the situation was summed up by ‘let the king have
his cutie.’ ” Over the course of this absorbing text, several
salient points emerge: how incredible it was that the British
press suppressed the scandal for so long when the American
press was braying wildly; that Edward’s venal, soulless character was so well established by the time he took the throne
that nearly everyone, from his father to government officials
to Simpson herself, sensed it was better he be gone rather
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The most horrifying story about what money
can buy that you will ever read.
the spider

NEVER-ENDING WAR
ON TERROR

than destroy the throne; and that Simpson had tried repeatedly to convince her forceful, cloying lover that she did not
want him.
Fun royal history, as Larman captures the era’s delicious
wit, spite, and malice.

THE SPIDER
Inside the Criminal
Web of Jeffrey Epstein
and Ghislaine Maxwell

Levine, Barry
Crown (384 pp.)
$28.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-593-23718-2

The surreal and sordid saga of Jeffrey Epstein, from Brooklyn boyhood to
Manhattan jailhouse death.
In a narrative as gripping as the documentary series Filthy
Rich—and that adds previously unreported details to the wellknown story—Levine, whose previous book exposed Donald
Trump’s predatory nature, offers an unblinking account of how
the world’s most flagrant pedophile made his money—and what
he did with it. “It would be a conservative estimate,” writes the
author, “to say that since the 1980s, Jeffrey Epstein spent more
than $35 million related to his abuse of women and girls.” Levine
is to be commended for so thoroughly and indelibly laying out
the truth about the scores of victims as well as Epstein’s fellow
perpetrators. Numerous faces from both sides are included in
a riveting 16-page insert that begins with Epstein’s high school
yearbook photo and ends with the “unmarked stone crypt
believed to be Epstein’s final resting place.” Among the many
people who won’t like this damning book are Ghislaine Maxwell, Prince Andrew, Donald Trump, and Bill Clinton. While
nothing can redress the lifelong damage suffered by Epstein’s
victims, it is essential that their stories be told with understanding and without prurience, as Levine does here. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, a long section covering Epstein’s imprisonment
and death adds new details but does not preclude the possibility
that he was murdered. Some readers may wish for more psychological analysis: Why and how did he turn into a sociopath so
obsessed with underage girls that he went through his entire
adulthood without a normal romantic relationship and never
came anywhere close to marrying or having a family? However,
that minor shortcoming doesn’t detract from the power of the
story—or the appalling revelations: “Beginning around 2001,
Epstein started confiding to acquaintances that he wanted to
seed the human race with his DNA by impregnating women at
his vast New Mexico ranch.”
The most horrifying story about what money can buy
that you will ever read.
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Lubin, Alex
Univ. of California (152 pp.)
$18.00 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-520-29741-8

A succinct exploration of how, for
much of U.S. history, “fighting wars
against terrorism has been something of
an American pastime.”
Though many perceive the war on
terror as a response to 9/11, Lubin, a professor of African
American studies, maintains that this American impulse
extends to Colonial times and that demonizing the “other”
has consistently presented a threat to civil liberties and
undermined the country’s democratic ideals. “My students,”
writes the author, “have been raised in a world where it is a
radical act to question the innocence of the United States in
its prosecution of the War on Terror.” In this well-researched,
pointedly argued distillation of the case against that position—the latest entry in the publisher’s American Studies
Now: Critical Histories of the Present series—the author
shows how American Muslims have found their privacy and
religious freedoms compromised in the wake of 9/11 and
how this is similar to the way the government has exercised
power throughout history, in both domestic and foreign
affairs. The U.S., writes Lubin, “has long justified warfare
based on the debasement of supposed enemies who, working
outside of the state, are viewed as terrorists,” a legacy that
extends from the so-called “Indian Wars” through the Cold
War surveillance of American leftists and the disastrous war
on drugs. Turning the “other” into some sort of dehumanized, anti-American enemy has justified the suspension of
legal protections, and, in recent decades, the pendulum has
swung even more away from civil liberties. Lubin also provides useful cultural analysis of how music, movies, and TV
have reinforced such jingoism, and he suggests that many of
the neoconservatives who now criticize Donald Trump were
complicit in the way “the dark side prevailed.” According to
the author’s history, among the few key heroes were Edward
Snowden and Chelsea Manning, both of whom were excoriated by the public.
A sharp book about how America uses the threat of terrorism as an excuse to indulge its own worst impulses.
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THE NEW CLIMATE WAR
The Fight To Take Back Our
Planet

CAN’T SLOW DOWN
How 1984 Became Pop’s
Blockbuster Year

Mann, Michael E.
PublicAffairs (368 pp.)
$29.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5417-5823-0

Matos, Michaelangelo
Hachette (480 pp.)
$27.00 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-306-90337-3

One of the world’s leading climate
scientists embarks on a journey into
the minds of climate change deniers to
try to understand their motivations and
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strategies.
Outright climate change denial is no longer acceptable,
writes Mann in this blunt, lucid work of climate politics. Lobbyists and publicists for the fossil-fuel industry used to be focused
on refuting the scientific evidence—models too unreliable,
data too short, natural variability too unknown—but the new
climate war is a softer form of denialism that seeks to shift the
responsibility for climate change from the corporations who
are producing the greenhouse gases to individuals (following
the lead of the gun and tobacco industries) in a devious form of
deflective accountability. Yes, Mann writes, individuals must act
responsibly when it comes to the environment, but the necessary big-picture change will require massive action on the policy
level—e.g., the 1987 Montreal Protocol, which combatted ozone
depletion, and the 1990 Clean Air Act. Consistently displaying
his comprehensive command of climate science and the attendant politics, he clearly walks readers through the disingenuous
arguments about carbon pricing; the mechanics of receiving
governmental incentives for renewable energy; how the energy
market lacks sufficient incentives to build a new infrastructure;
solar and wind energy scare tactics in right-wing media; the
pitfalls of “clean” coal and geoengineering; “doomism,” which
“leads us down the same path of inaction as outright denial of
the threat”; and carbon budgeting (“every bit of carbon we avoid
burning prevents additional damage. There is both urgency and
agency”). Mann is a cautious optimist—he even sees signs of
accountability in some Republican lawmakers—and he hopes
that the Covid-19 pandemic will teach us something about ideologically driven science denialism. The author recommends a
“delicate middle ground”: Individual action includes pressuring
“politicians to support climate-friendly governmental policies,”
and collective action seeks to solve systemic problems.
An expert effectively debunks the false narrative of denialism and advocates communal resistance to fossil fuels.

A close study of the artists and economics that made 1984 a monster year
for music.
The year overflowed with charttopping talent—Bruce Springsteen, Prince, Madonna, Van
Halen, and more were at or near their creative and commercial peaks—but veteran critic Matos avoids gooey rhapsodizing about big-name performers, instead honoring their
musical brilliance while also exploring the market mechanics
that undergirded their success. The watchword of the year
was crossover, as rock radio lost listeners and MTV disrupted
genre definitions. That allowed Van Halen’s “Jump” to shift
the boundaries of both pop and metal, British dance acts like
Duran Duran and Culture Club to gain prominence, hip-hop
groups like Run-D.M.C. to elbow into the R&B and rock consciousness, and Lionel Richie to own the pop, soft-rock, and
country markets. The author organizes the period around
signature events, like the launch of the Jacksons’ much-hyped
(and price-gouging) Victory tour, a Supreme Court ruling on
home taping, the movie premiere of Prince’s Purple Rain, and
the recording of the for-better-or-for-worse pioneering charity single “Do They Know It’s Christmas?” But Matos ranges
widely within those confines and writes authoritatively and
entertainingly about a host of genres, whether it’s R.E.M. and
Hüsker Dü presaging the 1990s alternative explosion, the rising visibility of global artists like King Sunny Adé and Rubén
Blades, or country acts like the Judds angling for chart dominance. That diversification cleared a path for future corporate
sponsorships and genre fragmentation, but at the time it felt
like unity: Matos cheats a bit by concluding with 1985’s Live
Aid concerts, but no moment better exemplified how the era’s
breadth of artists captured the world’s attention. It was a big
event for a good cause and a last hurrah for a singular cultural
phenomenon.
A savvy, effervescent, and definitive document of a pivotal time in pop.
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The chaos of war transformed into a
riveting tale of sacrifice and redemption.
a worse place than hell

A WORSE PLACE
THAN HELL
How the Civil War
Battle of Fredericksburg
Changed a Nation

Matteson, John
Norton (480 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-393-24707-7

The chaos of war transformed into a
riveting tale of sacrifice and redemption.
Pulitzer Prize–winning author Matteson turns to the Civil
War in his third book, an insightful, exhilarating interweaving of
grim military history and uplifting biographies. Focusing on the
Union Army’s devastating loss in 1862 during the Battle of Fredericksburg, this is an affecting, courageous story about fathers
and four sons and a daughter, “heroes” who “confronted war and
struggled to redeem themselves within it.” Growing up, Oliver
Wendell Holmes Jr., the future Supreme Court justice and son
of the famous poet and doctor, had a difficult time escaping
from his father’s shadow. Wendell Sr. believed slavery a “tragic,
ghastly business” but was against war; Wendell Jr. disagreed,
fought for the cause, was wounded three times, and nearly died
of dysentery. His father left home to find his hospitalized boy.
John Pelham, another doctor’s son, fought for the Confederates
and distinguished himself as a battery officer. “Few young men,”
writes Matteson, “had ever fit their historical moment more
exquisitely.” While the “ambitiously named” George Washington Whitman was also fighting, his brother, Walt, was in
Brooklyn, “seeking the literary means to move a nation.” After
he learned his brother was wounded, he sought him out and volunteered as a nurse to help wounded soldiers. Union chaplain
Rev. Arthur B. Fuller, whose sister Margaret had tended to the
wounded during the Roman Revolution of 1848, took care of
Union soldiers until he was killed by Confederate bullets. Fledgling author Louisa May Alcott left home to become a nurse for
the Army of the Potomac, treating hundreds of soldiers from
the bloody battleground. When she caught typhoid, her abolitionist father, Bronson, brought her home. Intimate portraits
of these main characters smoothly merge with many others,
including Abraham Lincoln, George McClellan, and Jeb Stuart,
who fought with Pelham. In an impressive narrative juggling act,
Matteson deftly unfurls many stories within stories with a confident, novelistic flair.
Ambitious, nuanced, and thoroughly rewarding Civil War
history.
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THE DAY THE NAZIS CAME
The True Story of a Childhood
Journey to the Dark Heart of
German Prison Camp
Matthews, Stephen R.
Pegasus (352 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-624-0

Germany’s 1940 conquest of France
included the British-ruled Channel Islands.
It remains a footnote to the war, but this
memoir brings one family’s experience vividly to life.
Matthews was born on the English Isle of Guernsey in 1938.
Though he was only a toddler at the time, he makes good use
of letters, his mother’s diary, and some unforgettable events to
tell a gripping story. Residents of the islands, he writes, “could
never have envisaged the time would come when the bays
would be seeded with thousands of treacherous German landmines and the sides of our glorious cliffs, laced with antipersonnel roll bombs and barbed wire, for we were, after all, British
and part of an illustrious and invincible empire….It wouldn’t be
long before this myth would be dramatically shattered.” The
German bombing raids killed many inhabitants before their
troops arrived. Compared to elsewhere in Europe, Nazi occupation was not as repressive on the islands, though there was
widespread hunger during the six months before victory. By
this time, the author and his family were gone. In 1941, Britain
interned 800 German citizens living in Iran, outraging Hitler,
who vowed revenge. In September 1942, over 2,000 Channel Islanders, including the Matthews family, were deported
to prison camps in Germany, where they remained until the
war’s end. Although a step up from concentration camps, they
lived in packed, unheated barracks with primitive sanitation
and meager food. Red Cross parcels staved off starvation, but
these diminished in the final months. Although there was the
occasional horror—a guard broke Matthews’ fingers after discovering him sneaking food to Russian prisoners—he did not
suffer greatly. His parents watched over him, giving him part of
their rations, and once the Wehrmacht transferred camp security to local police, conditions improved. Readers will share the
author’s exhilaration at the camp’s liberation and thoroughly
enjoy the final section, which describes the return to the islands
and adjustment to civilian life.
A solid memoir about a little-known corner of World War
II history.
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McConaughey, Matthew
Crown (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-0-593-13913-4

THE LIFE SHE WISHED TO LIVE
A Biography of Marjorie
Kinnan Rawlings, Author of
The Yearling
McCutchan, Ann
Norton (448 pp.)
$35.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-393-35349-5

An affectionate biography of the
beloved author.
Former editor of the American
Literary Review, McCutchan’s goal in chronicling the life of
Rawlings (1896-1953), who put north-central Florida “on the
national literary map,” was to “illuminate” her “humanity…
and mind,” not to indulge in “literary criticism.” At a time
|
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All right, all right, all right: The affable, laconic actor delivers a combination
of memoir and self-help book.
“This is an approach book,” writes
McConaughey, adding that it contains “philosophies that can be
objectively understood, and if you choose, subjectively adopted,
by either changing your reality, or changing how you see it. This
is a playbook, based on adventures in my life.” Some of those
philosophies come in the form of apothegms: “When you can
design your own weather, blow in the breeze”; “Simplify, focus,
conserve to liberate.” Others come in the form of sometimes
rambling stories that never take the shortest route from point
A to point B, as when he recounts a dream-spurred, challenging
visit to the Malian musician Ali Farka Touré, who offered a significant lesson in how disagreement can be expressed politely
and without rancor. Fans of McConaughey will enjoy his memories—which line up squarely with other accounts in Melissa
Maerz’s recent oral history, Alright, Alright, Alright—of his debut
in Richard Linklater’s Dazed and Confused, to which he contributed not just that signature phrase, but also a kind of too-coolfor-school hipness that dissolves a bit upon realizing that he’s an
older guy on the prowl for teenage girls. McConaughey’s prep to
settle into the role of Wooderson involved inhabiting the mind
of a dude who digs cars, rock ’n’ roll, and “chicks,” and he ran
with it, reminding readers that the film originally had only three
scripted scenes for his character. The lesson: “Do one thing well,
then another. Once, then once more.” It’s clear that the author
is a thoughtful man, even an intellectual of sorts, though without the earnestness of Ethan Hawke or James Franco. Though
some of the sentiments are greeting card–ish, this book is entertaining and full of good lessons.
A conversational, pleasurable look into McConaughey’s
life and thought.

when women were not offered many opportunities outside
the home, Rawlings was an ambitious girl who strove to succeed to spite her overbearing, manipulative mother. She demonstrated her writing talent during her teen years, and at the
University of Wisconsin, she immersed herself in its intellectual environment and learned to avoid too many adjectives and
adverbs and embrace the power of nouns and verbs. Though
slow to start, the biography picks up steam when McCutchan
describes Marjorie’s move with her husband to a citrus farm
in Cross Creek, Florida; she wrote to a friend that the “beauty
of the place is a perpetual treat.” Work by work, McCutchan
carefully details Rawlings’ gradual development as a professional writer who keenly absorbed this beautiful area’s history,
culture, and dialects. Her “first long Florida story” was “Jacob’s
Ladder,” which famed editor Maxwell Perkins accepted for
Scribner’s Magazine in 1930. Thus began their lengthy, “extraordinary relationship.” Rawlings’ first published novel, South
Moon Under (1933), was a Book-of-the-Month Club selection
and a Pulitzer finalist. Now divorced, she was achieving her
longtime dream of literary acceptance. Rawlings established
friendships with Robert Frost, Ernest Hemingway, and Zora
Neale Hurston, who called Marjorie “my sister” and loved
her portrayal of the “Negro characters” in Cross Creek. When
Perkins received her “boy’s book,” The Yearling, he “offered
only minor quibbles.” It won the Pulitzer Prize in 1939. When
the Whippoorwill (1940) got her on the cover of the Christian
Science Monitor’s “Today’s Woman” issue. In addition to her
thorough biographical portrait, McCutchan also chronicles
the protracted libel suit over her description of a local woman
in Cross Creek.
An all-inclusive and intimate assessment that could help
Rawlings attract a new generation of readers.

JAMES BALDWIN’S ANOTHER
COUNTRY
McLarin, Kim
Ig Publishing (176 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-63246-121-6

In the latest installment of the Bookmarked series, a novelist and essayist
offers personal essays examining themes
of gender and race.
McLarin expands on her previous
essay collection, Womanish, to once again offer cogent insights
about identity, racism, sex and sexuality, family and education,
reading and writing, and the “Black, Pentecostal, one-parent,
southern existence” from which she emerged. Growing up, she
felt like an outsider and found books to be “not so much an
escape—there was no escape—as an expansion. They showed
me other possibilities for living, even if all of those possibilities
belonged to white people.” Baldwin proved to be a revelation
about possibilities for Black lives, particularly his novel Another
Country, which she cites as inspiration. “What Baldwin taught
me,” she notes, “and what made me a writer” was “how to pay
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A powerful argument in favor of judicial reform—now.
halfway home

attention.” McLarin first came to think of herself “as a Black
woman, first and foremost,” at Phillips Exeter Academy. After a
childhood “immersed in a sea of Black women,” finding herself
thrown into predominately White culture was debilitating. Her
first year at Exeter, she admits, “was probably the closest I have
ever come to hating myself.” She went to Duke and then followed “a natural progression from the lives I had led in boarding school and college” to live “a largely white life,” working as
a journalist for papers where she was the only Black person in
the newsroom, and marrying a White man. The author chronicles her struggle with depression, her effort to find a supportive community of Black women, and the development of her
own writing voice. Throughout, Baldwin’s novel—as well as
his interviews and other writings—serves her well as she pays
attention to themes that roil her life, among them, “fear and
love and innocence and masculinity and white supremacy and
anti-blackness.” Baldwin, she writes admiringly, is “like jazz,
complex yet easy to follow, deeply passionate, chillingly cool.”
Lucid, candid reflections on Black identity.

FISH OUT OF WATER
A Search for the Meaning of
Life
Metaxas, Eric
Salem Books (400 pp.)
$32.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-68451-172-3

The acclaimed biographer turns to
memoir.
Metaxas, whose works include bestselling books about Martin Luther, William Wilberforce, and Dietrich Bonhoeffer, narrates the story
of his own life up to 1988, when he was 25. That year, when his
true conversion to Christianity occurred, serves as a significant
demarcation point in his journey. In a narrative reminiscent of
Saint Augustine’s Confessions, Metaxas delivers a warts-and-all
exploration of his youth—including discussions of elements
of his early life on which he looks back with regret—in order
to explain how his faith altered his trajectory. Like Augustine,
Metaxas recounts his mostly secular intellectual development,
which created a foundation for his later spiritual conversion
and nourishment. Whereas Augustine stole pears from a tree
because his friends were doing it, Metaxas ostracized another
boy in his class because of a desire to fit in. “I think I would do
almost anything to go back there now to try to undo what I did,”
he writes, “to befriend him or show him some love or kindness.”
While Augustine recounted how he lived with a concubine and
had a child with her, Metaxas relates the story of a girlfriend’s
abortion. Throughout, the author records his experiences in
excruciating detail, creating a book that will be illuminating to
his family, friends, and readers of his previous books but that
will struggle to find a general reading audience. The most interesting sections involve the author’s Greek heritage, tales of a
childhood spent in a Greek Orthodox church, and his on-andoff flirtations with faith. Some will be disappointed that the
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book ends at the most intriguing point—the author’s rather
sudden conversion story, which would dramatically change the
direction of his life and the purpose behind his work—but perhaps another volume is in the works.
An exhaustive cliffhanger for devoted Metaxas fans.

HALFWAY HOME
Race, Punishment, and
the Afterlife of Mass
Incarceration

Miller, Reuben Jonathan
Little, Brown (352 pp.)
$29.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-316-45151-2

Imprisonment is a nightmare—and
it’s only the beginning of the state’s punitive powers.
A professor at the School of Social Services Administration
at the University of Chicago, Miller introduces us to psychologist Winston Moore, a Black man who ran Chicago’s jails in the
1960s and ’70s and chided Black people for tolerating criminals
in their midst. The author points out that 40% of the incarcerated population in the U.S. are Black men and women, and 84%
are poor. “It is clear to anyone paying attention,” writes Miller,
“that the legal system does not administer anything resembling
justice but instead manages the nation’s problemed populations.” It’s also part of a “lineage of control” that extends back to
slavery and the Jim Crow South. Mass incarceration has grown
dramatically since Moore’s day, owing to such race-targeted
programs as the war on drugs. But that’s only the beginning, for
“mass incarceration has an afterlife…a supervised society.” The
formerly incarcerated are barred from participating in many
aspects of public life: They are forbidden to vote or hold public
office, and they can be denied housing rights, jobs, food stamps,
student loans, the right to adopt a child, and the ability to move
from one city or state to another. These legal exclusions are
close to Miller’s heart. As he writes, his father and brothers
were jailed, and it was only thanks to an accident of fate that
he became an academic and not a prisoner himself, given the
unequal application of the law and its tendency to land hardest on minority populations. “In a supervised society, the prison
and the jail and the law frays our closest ties,” writes the author
in a memorable passage. “It pulls our families apart. It did this
to…me, and it does this to millions of families.” Reminiscent of
Bryan Stevenson’s Just Mercy (2014), Miller’s well-argued book
delivers a scarifying account of law gone awry.
A powerful argument in favor of judicial reform—now.
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WHAT DOESN’T KILL YOU
A Life With Chronic Illness—
Lessons From a Body
in Revolt

WE HAD A LITTLE REAL
ESTATE PROBLEM
The Unheralded Story of
Native Americans & Comedy

Miller, Tessa
Henry Holt (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-75145-4

Nesteroff, Kliph
Simon & Schuster (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-982103-06-4
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Humor is a form of resistance—one reason why Native American performers have
contributed strongly to the comic tradition.
The modern Native comic movement owes to several influences, including Bob Newhart, Richard Pryor, and the Canadian
TV special Welcome to Turtle Island, which inspired numerous
performers north of the border. Don’t forget Rodney Dangerfield, one inspiration for an Ojibwe social worker and part-time
comedian to drive the many miles to Minneapolis to deliver
lines such as, “I think it’s great that Bruce Jenner transitioned
to Caitlyn Jenner…but I don’t think she should have picked a
young woman’s name. I mean—she’s seventy years old….Her
name should be Gladys.” Says another stand-up who’s been at it
long enough to see another generation or two rise behind him,
“We’re like the Columbus of Native comedians.” Nesteroff, well
known for his 2015 history The Comedians, takes a long view of
the Native comic tradition, looking at the hundreds of performers who toured with Buffalo Bill’s Wild West Show as a means of
escaping an oppressive reservation system, a motivation that’s
still operative. The author also examines historical humorists.
Some are well known—e.g., Will Rogers, who, though often
identified as White, was born and died on Native land and
who quipped, “I’m not one of those Americans whose ancestors came over on the Mayflower, but we met them at the boat
when they landed.” Others will be new to most readers, including Muscogee Creek writer Alexander Posey, broadly popular in
the early 1900s but almost unknown today. Their descendants
continue to work the comedy scene today, and most deserve
wider attention, such as Marc Yaffee, founder of the Pow Wow
Comedy Jam; and Vaughn Eaglebear, author of lines such as,
“I donated some blood a couple weeks ago. One of the nurses
asked me if I was a full-blooded Indian. I said, ‘Not anymore.’ ”
A welcome introduction to an aspect of Native American
life that merits broader exposure.
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A young writer’s unflinching account
of her battle with Crohn’s disease.
Miller was a 24-year-old editor at
Lifehacker when she was diagnosed with Crohn’s disease, an
incurable form of inflammatory bowel disease. In this blend
of harrowing memoir and self-help tips, she chronicles how
she achieved remission after nightmarish years of hospitalizations complicated by nasty attacks from the “extremely
contagious and hard to treat” bacteria known as C. diff, which
required three fecal microbiota transplants. Before she tamed
her disease with medication, she endured countless physical
indignities—from having to wear adult diapers to leaving a
dinner party 20 times to use the bathroom—as well as “mental Olympics,” which she powerfully describes as “the depression and anxiety that come along with a malfunctioning body;
the defeat of visiting doctor after doctor only to hear ‘it’s all
in your head’; the sick, sleepless nights worried about health
insurance; the hope of a new treatment and the crushing loss
when it doesn’t work; the longing for loved ones to understand that you’re the same you—except not; the grieving of a
self that doesn’t exist anymore; the PTSD from long hospital
stays and invasive procedures; the new rules of an unrecognizable body; the inescapable loneliness.” Miller intersperses
vivid tales of her struggle with a hard sell for talk therapy and
pages of overfamiliar advice on coping with chronic diseases:
“Platitudes are annoying, but I’ve learned over the last decade
that sometimes they’re true: There is light at the end of the
tunnel, time does heal, and the sun will come out tomorrow—
so long as you do the work.” Readers with Crohn’s and other
chronic conditions may find this book so valuable they won’t
mind the banalities, but more insightful writing on a similar
topic appears in Everything Happens for a Reason, Kate Bowler’s
inspiring book about her colon cancer diagnosis.
Frank reflections and well-worn advice on living with an
incurable disease.
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A compellingly portrayed and vividly realized
biography of triumph and trailblazing.
the doctors blackwell

THE DOCTORS
BLACKWELL
How Two Pioneering
Sisters Brought Medicine to
Women and Women
to Medicine

Nimura, Janice P.
Norton (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-393-63554-6

A riveting dual biography of America’s first female physicians.
In this follow-up to Daughters of the Samurai (2015), Nimura
chronicles the lives and work of Elizabeth (1821-1910) and Emily
(1826-1910) Blackwell, America’s first and third women to earn
medical degrees, deftly weaving together a dramatic true story
that reads like a work of historical fiction. Bright and determined, the sisters received their hard-won medical degrees a
few years apart. Even though she found bodily functions “disgusting,” Elizabeth was a pioneer in the genderless pursuit of
common good through education; Emily held an aligned ideology, but she became more concerned with practical medical
application. Maintaining narrative momentum, Nimura packs
the text with evocative, memorable vignettes—e.g., the sisters
aweing entire lecture halls into stunned silence or eruptions of
applause with their wit and courage, battling life-threatening
illnesses, or enjoying encounters with a variety of historical figures. As different as they were alike, both sisters met seemingly
insurmountable obstacles with inspiring displays of fortitude.
Refreshingly, the author does not portray these women as onedimensional figures of women’s suffrage, which they resolutely
were not. Instead, she describes how both sisters often viewed
women without admiration or sisterly affection. For example,
she highlights how Elizabeth’s “own sympathies lay, to a surprising extent, with the men who were nonplussed by her presence [at medical school]” rather than the women she treated.
Peppered with appearances from Abraham Lincoln, Florence
Nightingale, Susan B. Anthony, and others, the text is a vibrant
landscape that affirms the prominent place of the Blackwell sisters in medical history. Illustrating how they created and activated rich networks of supporters and sympathizers, both men
and women, throughout their professional pursuits, Nimura is
careful never to embellish one sister’s character at the expense
of the other. As she clearly demonstrates, each possessed characteristic strengths and weaknesses.
A compellingly portrayed and vividly realized biography
of triumph and trailblazing.

MADE IN CHINA
A Prisoner, an SOS Letter,
and the Hidden Cost of
America’s Cheap Goods

Pang, Amelia
Algonquin (288 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-61620-917-9

If a product is made in China, this
book reveals, it’s likely made by prisoners.
Pang’s story beings with an Oregon
woman who, while opening a package of foam headstones for
Halloween decorations, discovered a note written on onionskin
paper describing the plight of prisoners in a labor camp in China:
“People who work here, have to work 15 hours a day with out [sic]
Saturday, Sunday break and any holidays, otherwise, they will suffer torturement, beat and rude remark, nearly no payment.” The
note also pointed out that many of the prisoners were members
of Falun Gong, a group that added a religious—and then dissident—element to the traditional practice of qi gong. From that
starting point, Pang describes not just the fate of the writer of
that note—one of many that consumers in the West discovered
in packages containing Chinese-made goods—but also the astonishingly comprehensive and oppressive Chinese penal system. Of
that writer, blameless apart from his criticism of the government, Pang observes, “I felt that [his] fight for freedom and his
subsequent imprisonment was emblematic of a much broader
human rights issue, which extends beyond Falun Gong.” Indeed,
the “laogai system” is the world’s “largest forced-labor system,”
embracing labor camps, outright prisons, and even drug rehab
centers; those who are sentenced to “reeducation through labor”
have no recourse to courts but are sentenced at the whim of public security officials. The system is now being extended to include
millions of people whose only crime is to have been born into the
minority Uighur population. Pang notes that the laogai system
produces goods that are staples of such vendors as Walmart and
Amazon, only some of which monitor their suppliers for human
rights violations. She suggests a system to certify that goods are
laogai free: “Until there is such a label, perhaps we can reduce
unnecessary consumption”—good advice in and of itself.
A powerful argument for heightened awareness of the
high price of Chinese-made products.

LET US DREAM
The Path to a Better Future
Pope Francis with Ivereigh, Austen
Simon & Schuster (160 pp.)
$26.00 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-982171-86-5

Papal reflections on the global pandemic and other pressing matters.
In his latest book, Pope Francis provides a brief, earnest discussion regarding the Covid-19 virus’ effects on the
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PLANET CLAIRE
Suite for Cello and
Sad-Eyed Lovers

Porter, Jeff
Gracie Belle/Akashic (232 pp.)
$37.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-61775-907-9
An English professor employs his
devotion to language to plumb the
depths of unimaginable grief.
Porter bravely recounts the circumstances surrounding the untimely death of his wife, Claire, a
“meticulous scholar” herself. In excruciatingly moving detail,
the author describes how, after 27 years of marriage, his wife
collapsed on an otherwise normal Wednesday, the victim of
an aneurysm. “Young and resilient, the needle on her life span
hardly past midway, Claire died abruptly, as though I had been
absentminded or had left the gas stove on or the door open,”
writes Porter. “I looked up from the morning paper and she
was gone.” Throughout, the author looks directly at grief,
without avoidance or rationalization, chronicling the countless memorable aspects of his gut-wrenching experience, from
the warmth of Claire’s skin in the hospital to those who gratefully received his wife’s organ donations. Porter is erudite and
|

lyrical—characteristics about which Claire playfully teased him
(“Claire was never fooled by eloquence. She was too keen to be
tricked by a pretty sentence”)—and he couches his thoughts
in something of a memory palace and ruminations on celestial
bodies. He also sends his most difficult thoughts out into the
void in the form of “Space Boy,” an imagined version of himself that is free to roam the cosmos looking for Claire. It’s to
the author’s credit that none of these high-literary elements
blunt or mitigate the trauma portrayed here, which is tough to
digest, even on the page. Few readers will fail to be gripped by
this tragically common story about death and what comes after
for those left behind. “Obviously the dead don’t need or want
our grief,” writes the author. “They’re busy with other things,
have a whole new set of rules. It’s the living—we poor naked
wretches—teeming clueless over this planet.”
A haunting and thought-provoking consideration of
death and “how utterly it rips apart our lives.”

THE WORLD TURNED
UPSIDE DOWN
America, China, and
the Struggle for Global
Leadership

y o u n g a d u lt

world and how humanity—and people of faith especially—can
respond. One cannot approach this work, which was written
in conjunction with the pope’s biographer, Ivereigh, without
being reminded of John Paul II’s groundbreaking Crossing the
Threshold of Hope (1994), which was also co-authored by a journalist. The book is divided into three parts (plus an epilogue),
calling on readers to observe the problem, discern the way
forward, and then take action. “The see-judge-act method has
been used often by the Latin American Church to respond to
change,” writes Ivereigh in the postscript. “Francis had reformulated it in different terms (‘contemplate-discern-propose’)
but it was essentially the same approach.” Francis sees in the
Covid-19 crisis a danger of narcissism for those who refuse to
see it as a global catastrophe or who put self above neighbor in
their actions and priorities regarding the pandemic. Somewhat
awkwardly, he also explains the thoughtful blessings that such
a societal “stoppage” can provide for people, and he hearkens
back to the stories of Paul and David, and even his own life, for
inspiration. In the section on discernment, the author calls upon
Christians to identify and choose the voice of God during these
uncertain times: “When we find where God’s mercy is waiting
to overflow, we can open the gates, and work with all people
of goodwill to bring about the necessary changes.” Regarding
action, Francis emphasizes the importance of community and
restoring the dignity of “the people.” We must actively seek out
healing. “This is the time,” he asserts, “to restore an ethics of
fraternity and solidarity, regenerating the bonds of trust and
belonging. Only the face of another is capable of awakening the
best of ourselves. In serving the people, we save ourselves.”
Forward-looking, heartfelt spiritual guidance.

Prestowitz, Clyde
Yale Univ. (344 pp.)
$30.00 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-300-24849-4

A veteran U.S. trade negotiator
offers a cogent overview of how the U.S.
grievously misjudged China’s response to globalization.
When China joined the World Trade Organization in 2001,
many observers had high hopes that it would become what former deputy secretary of state Robert Zoellick described as “a
responsible stakeholder in the global system.” Indeed, how
could the internet allow China to be anything but more liberal
and democratic? In a well-rendered, layered narrative, Prestowitz carefully examines the naïve expectations by U.S. and other
Western leaders going back to the Tiananmen Square massacre
in 1989—a clear red flag that was swiftly ignored in the rush to
do business with the authoritarian state. As a labor, trade, and
commerce expert, the author deftly sifts through the evidence
over the decades to record how China systematically rejected
attempts by liberal leaders to manipulate it for their profit.
Meanwhile, in less than a decade after 2001, the Chinese managed to quadruple GDP via policies that “protected and subsidized investment aimed at developing indigenous capacity in
industries characterized by economies of scale and rapid technological advances in the context of potentially large export
markets.” Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore had deployed
similar strategies, all of which defied the “expectations of
Anglo-American economists, journalist, and trade officials.”
China was clearly not going to become a responsible “stakeholder.” Under President Xi Jinping, writes Prestowitz, “China
seems to be determined to resurrect the old Middle Kingdom
as the new world hegemon.” The Chinese leadership grasps
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Sage advice for reducing plastic consumption,
a necessity for our survival.
plastic free

their importance in the complex game of global trade, and
they are working hard on the highly ambitious One Belt One
Road project. Most alarming, notes the author, is the infiltration of the Communist Party into every aspect of Chinese life.
Prestowitz doesn’t just point out problems; he offers a detailed,
25-page “Plan for America.”
An excellent comprehensive study from an expert on the
subject.

PLASTIC FREE
The Inspiring Story of a
Global Environmental
Movement and Why It
Matters
Prince-Ruiz, Rebecca &
Finn, Joanna Atherfold
Columbia Univ. (272 pp.)
$28.00 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-231-19862-2

A comprehensive guidebook to antiplastic activism.
Haunted by the deluge of plastic waste clogging up our ecosystems and killing wildlife, Australian activist Prince-Ruiz took
action to stem the rising tide of plastic threatening the health of
the planet. As she writes in a book co-authored by Finn, her formative, “penny-drop moment” came in 2011 when she toured a
recycling facility and was struck by the sheer amount of waste
that overwhelmed the workers. “The heart of the problem is
how much we consume,” writes Prince-Ruiz, “and we can’t recycle our way out of it.” Since then, her personal journey through
waste and recycling has become a global effort called the Plastic Free July movement, which involves more than 250 million
people in 177 countries. The first third of the book is about the
author’s unsurprisingly difficult personal task of eradicating all
use of plastics for a month and how this gradually snowballed
into a worldwide conservationist phenomenon. But Prince-Ruiz
also delves into broader issues of eco-sustainability and unpacks
our “throwaway society,” epitomized by single-use plastics. As
in many books focused on environmental issues, the statistics
are staggering, and this one is no different: “Since mass plastic production began just 60 years ago,” writes the author, “8.3
billion metric tonnes of plastic has been produced….As of 2015
around 9 per cent had been recycled, 12 per cent incinerated,
and 79 per cent accumulated in landfills or the natural environment.” Of course, the author’s highly organized and meticulous
campaign against plastics isn’t for everyone. For example, not
all readers can commit to making their own soda crackers from
scratch (to avoid using plastic wrap)—though it’s not that difficult to switch to a bamboo toothbrush or pick up your dog’s
waste with toilet paper. To her credit, Prince-Ruiz never gets
preachy or shrill in this passionate call to action.
Despite some quotidian impracticalities, this is sage
advice for reducing plastic consumption, a necessity for our
survival.
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THE SHADOWS OF EMPIRE
How Imperial History Shapes
Our World

Puri, Samir
Pegasus (384 pp.)
$28.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64313-668-4

How the empires of yore continue to
influence events long after their fall.
Puri, a former British Foreign Service officer whose “roots are in Britain’s
former East African and Indian colonies,” writes that British
mores concerning foreigners have “progressed substantially in
the intervening decades since my family arrived after decolonization.” The mere fact that ex-imperial subjects are flooding
the island is a product of a British Empire that once encircled
the world but that began to splinter as World War II ended.
Being English, notes the author, is now something available
to ex-colonials generally, despite Brexit—itself a repudiation
of a polity that closely overlies the Roman and Holy Roman
empires—so long as they respond properly to “the cultural
cues.” Just so, he writes, Russia’s annexation of portions of
Ukraine was an expression of a historical imperative to restore
former czarist—and Soviet—boundaries and a form of resistance to “second-tier status” on the world stage, “despite its
relative economic weakness.” Puri’s argument sometimes
seems self-evident, but it has an appealing freshness, as when
he observes that under Donald Trump, the U.S. withdrew from
the empire-building of the previous century only to demand
control of ground formerly occupied by Mexico in the form of
ID checks, mass deportation, and wall-building. Interestingly,
Puri notes, just as no American secondary school textbook
would speak of our far-flung military presence as evidence of
an American empire, almost nowhere except in a brief geography syllabus do British schoolchildren learn that their country once controlled nearly half of the globe, “perhaps because
there is no consensus as to whether to present the facts in a
positive or negative light.” We now live in a world without formal empires, Puri concludes, “and this is a historical novelty.”
This comes, of course, as China, Turkey, and other nations
attempt to build new empires of their own, so that novelty
may be short-lived.
A provocative work that will appeal to students of world
history and geopolitics.
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SAVING AMERICA’S AMAZON
The Threat to Our Nation’s
Most Biodiverse River System
Raines, Ben
Photos by the author
NewSouth (200 pp.)
$35.00 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-1-58838-338-9

WHY THE INNOCENT PLEAD
GUILTY AND THE GUILTY
GO FREE
And Other Paradoxes of Our
Broken Legal System
Rakoff, Jed S.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (208 pp.)
$27.00 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-374-28999-7

A veteran of the bench hands down
sobering judgments about the U.S. judi-

cial system.
We want to think that when we have our day in court, justice will be served. In this debut collection of essays, Rakoff,
|
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A spirited call for preserving a large, fertile piece of Alabama
wilderness that may be unfamiliar to many readers.
As journalist and environmental activist Raines notes many
times, the rivers that drain into the Mobile-Tensaw Delta produce a watery haven for wildlife that vastly exceeds in biodiversity many much larger ecosystems: “The 11 states that are
drained by the Colorado River system are collectively home
to 26 species of fish, while Alabama is home to 450 species.”
“When it comes to turtles, the system’s estuary…has eighteen
species, more than any other river delta in the world. More than
the Amazon. More than the Mekong. More than any other river
system on Earth.” The comparisons are not invidious, for, as the
author points out after documenting the geological and meteorological reasons for this eco-diversity, Alabama is well behind
most states in protecting its lands. If the book were to serve as
an extended work of advocacy alone, it would not be any less
powerful, but for those who admire both wild lands and nature
writing and photography, it has considerable value. Raines
has been doing his homework for many years, and he’s found
things that no one else knew even existed: the burned hulk of
Clotilda, the last ship to bring slaves to the U.S., in 1860; the
largest remaining cypress tree, which he calls “the Lord of the
Delta,” at a staggering 27 feet in circumference. The author has
a strong, urgent case to make. Even as he instructs readers in
why preserving such places is essential, Alabama’s plant bogs are
being converted to pastures and subdivisions, such that Raines
rightly worries that the superlatives he recites proudly will soon
be given to records such as the most extinctions within the borders of a single state. E.O. Wilson provides the foreword.
A fine work of environmental journalism that, at just a
glance, makes its own open-and-shut argument.

drawing on two-plus decades of experience as a federal judge,
suggests otherwise, describing a system “beset by hypocritical
pretentions, conundrums, paradoxes, and shortcomings.” Our
courts, he argues, function differently than how the Founding
Fathers intended, contrary to what is portrayed in the media
and in opposition to the notions of most Americans. The author
comes at his topic from varying angles, arguing that eyewitness
testimony is dubious; the death penalty is far from error-free
(and more expensive than incarceration); and the amazing
forensics portrayed on TV shows are not necessarily based on
reliable science. Saliently, he also shows that many accused enter
into pleas in which prosecutors hold all the cards, and a compelling minihistory of Chief Justice John Marshall illustrates how
his court set the standard for a judicial system “more deferential to the executive branch…than to the legislative branch,” the
echoes of which are heard today. Some of these pieces began
as articles in the New York Review of Books and remain in that
style. Although Rakoff sometimes uses unnecessarily dense
language—e.g., “the future deterrent value of successfully prosecuting individuals far outweighs the prophylactic benefits of
imposing compliance measures that are often little more than
window-dressing”—a law degree is not required to follow the
narrative, which never slips into screed. As the author makes
clear, our justice system affects all of us. We pay dearly—financially and otherwise—when people are imprisoned falsely or for
longer than they should be. In addition to laying out the flaws,
Rakoff offers practical solutions. Even if you do not agree with
his answers, it’s hard to refute his case that we have serious
problems that deserve attention.
Not every citizen will read this book, but we’d be better
off if a good many did.

BEING RAM DASS

Ram Dass with Das, Rameshwar
Sounds True (488 pp.)
$29.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-68364-628-0
A comprehensive memoir from a
famous but humble spiritual seeker.
Mention the name Ram Dass (19312019), and you’re likely to hear three
words: Be Here Now. However, there’s
much more to the man born Richard
Alpert than his best-known book, as this posthumous memoir, co-written with Das, makes amply clear. Born just outside
of Boston to an ambitious Jewish family, he quickly became a
hungry spiritual seeker. He ran with fellow Harvard psychology
professor Timothy Leary, and together they became pioneers
in hallucinogenic research. As he explains, psilocybin and LSD,
which were legal when he began his studies, were a means of
exploring other planes of consciousness, a rationale that didn’t
keep him from getting fired for turning on an undergraduate
student. One can imagine such a book by another author—say,
Leary—as full of chest-puffing and war stories. Thankfully, on
his road to enlightenment, Ram Dass also accumulated a good
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deal of humility. This comes across clearest in the sections that
find him in India, where he became a disciple of the Hindu guru
Maharaj-ji, who taught the young American pilgrim how to love
and worship without using drugs—and gave him his new name,
which means “servant of God.” “Turning toward Eastern spirituality was not just my inner evolution but part of a major cultural shift,” writes the author, who proves to be a steady guide
to some heady events and trends, including the Harvard psychedelic tests, the communal living experiment in Millbrook, New
York, the Human Be-In in Golden Gate Park, and the influx of
Westerners flooding India in search of a higher state of being.
Familiar names walk in, walk out, and often return: Allen Ginsberg, Aldous Huxley, Ken Kesey, and the members of the Grateful Dead.
Ram Dass lived a full life and then some. His final statement is thorough and, yes, enlightening.

BETTER BOYS, BETTER MEN
The New Masculinity That
Creates Greater Courage and
Emotional Resiliency
Reiner, Andrew
HarperOne (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-0-06285-494-0

An impassioned argument for asserting a more sensitive model of masculinity
to better equip men to meet the emotional challenges of our modern world.
Reiner explores how outdated ideas of masculinity have
been holding men back from meeting their full potential while
also triggering increased acts of violence, feelings of isolation,
and spiking rates of depression and suicide. Shedding light on
increasingly hypermasculine recreational activities, including
aggressive team sports and violent video games, he counters
this by explaining how the women’s movement has gained productive force through strong support networks and increased
emotional resiliency. “Whether or not the Future Is Female,”
writes the author, “the sad reality is that the Now of Males
is decidedly bleak. This is why it’s time we start leaning into
and learning from these emerging models of masculinity. If we
don’t, boys and men will continue to stagnate and fall behind.
Or worse.” Reiner recalls personal struggles from his childhood and how they have influenced his parenting of a young
son. Throughout, he recounts discussions with therapists and
educators and cites a number of academic studies and the
writings of popular self-help authors such as Brené Brown
and Tony Robbins. These passages are less rigorous than some
readers may desire. More memorable are Reiner’s case studies
of men of all ages, including his own students and a group of
prisoners attending an ongoing experimental group encounter session. (Note: The author’s research involves almost
exclusively heterosexual men.) Though Reiner doesn’t offer
a comprehensive game plan and includes few groundbreaking insights, he mounts an enthusiastic appeal for a collective
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approach toward achieving a new form of masculinity. “We
need to learn how to extend ourselves to and support one
another in ways that, historically, men haven’t felt comfortable or safe doing or haven’t felt permission to do,” he writes.
“We need to replace unnecessary competition in our interactions with a proprietary sense of responsibility.”
An adequate jumping-off point for men willing to put in
the work of self-evaluation.

OBJECTION!
The People vs.
Amy Coney Barrett

Rips, Michael
OR Books (104 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Oct. 29, 2020
978-1-68219-405-8

Constitutional lawyer Rips lays out a
legal case for not admitting Amy Coney
Barrett to the Supreme Court.
The author, who served as a clerk for
Supreme Court Justice William Brennan, advances a technical argument that he asserts disqualifies Barrett from being
named an associate justice: Her nomination is a violation of
the religious test clause of the Constitution, the only clause,
he adds, that by design cannot be amended. The violation
lies less in Barrett’s belonging to an “insular, predominantly
Catholic covenant community”—the tenets of which include
overturning Roe v. Wade and infringing on LGBTQ+ rights,
including the right of marriage—than it does in Trump’s turning the selection and vetting of the nominee over to a group of
evangelicals. He did so, Rips asserts, to cement their support
in the presidential election, since he had been losing support
among fundamentalists, a strong component of his base. The
religious test clause, controversial when added at the insistence of the Federalists, is specific. “The violation comes from
allowing a particular religious group a dominant influence
in determining who takes public office—it is the poisoned
process, not its result, which constitutes the constitutional
violation,” writes the author. Naturally enough, he suggests,
Barrett does not accept the clause as written, though she has
claimed to be guided by it and other precedents—though not
the “superprecedent” of Roe. Rips calls for a lawsuit to be filed
to enjoin Barrett from taking the bench until the religious
test issue is resolved, adding that if the Republicans railroad
her to the position, then she can be removed. “In that filing,”
he holds, “it needs to be made evident that the courts will be
defending the religion clauses of the Constitution but ultimately this democracy, this nation, from the interventions of
a minority sect.”
A narrowly focused but eminently timely reproach to yet
another Trumpian threat to the republic.
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An entirely absorbing doorstop history of ideas.
the enlightenment

THE BEARS EARS
A Human History of
America’s Most Endangered
Wilderness

THE ENLIGHTENMENT
The Pursuit of
Happiness, 1680-1790

Robertson, Ritchie
Harper/HarperCollins (976 pp.)
$45.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-241065-8

Roberts, David
Norton (352 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-324-00481-3
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A long, thoroughly satisfying history
of an era that was not solely about reason
but was “also the age of feeling, sympathy and sensibility.”
Robertson, a professor of German at Oxford, has clearly
read all the original sources and most modern scholars and
arrived at his own conclusions, which are alternately unsettling and stimulating and consistently engaging. He begins by
questioning the picture of the Enlightenment as an “age of reason.” In fact, obtaining truth through logic and calculation was
an old tradition. The ancients denigrated observation because
human senses were imperfect. Augustine condemned curiosity
as an insult to God. Robertson prefers to consider this era as an
age of “good sense.” Thinkers began to examine time-honored
institutions such as government or the church for evidence that
they achieved their purpose: human well-being or “happiness”
as expressed by the Declaration of Independence. This period
also saw the scientific revolution, and Robertson delivers a masterly overview, but he devotes far more text to religion, which,
unlike science, preoccupied almost everyone. Despite the belief
among some conservatives today, it was not an era of irreligion.
Almost all Enlighteners believed that “God had planned the
universe in accordance with laws (which had recently been discovered by Isaac Newton), and had then left it to run its orderly
course. Only a small minority thought there was no God, and
they took care not to advertise their skepticism.” The author
covers atheism in only nine pages. Except for the near absence
of politics, war, and trade, this is a magisterial history of Europe
and the West during this period, featuring more than 100 chapters, each rarely longer than 10 pages, and offering delightful
analyses of its ideas, individuals, and controversies. Other
authors compose entire volumes on medicine, child-rearing,
the American Revolution, and women’s history; innumerable
biographies examine Voltaire, Hume, Gibbon, Rousseau, Adam
Smith, and lesser-known contemporaries. Robertson delivers
his thoughts on each in short chapters, most of them jewels.
An entirely absorbing doorstop history of ideas.
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The popular historian and explorer of
the Southwest digs deep into the secrets of
a remote slice of the American wilderness.
Roberts begins his narrative journey at a high place called
Cedar Mesa, the epicenter of the geological and geographical complex of plateaus, canyons, and mountains gathered
under the rubric of the Bears Ears National Monument. “All
of these landscapes,” he writes, “are virtually uninhabited
today but incredibly rich in antiquities.” They have also been
the locale for busy generations of “pothunters,” whose illegal gathering of archaeological materials has removed those
things from their context. The author, who for some reason
continues to use the now-discredited term Anasazi for the
ancient peoples of the region, delivers a fluent, anecdotal history that includes accounts of his own travels. The narrative
encompasses the sometimes-intersecting lives of figures like
Edward Abbey and Zane Grey on the literary front and the
likes of Butch Cassidy and an anti-government activist son
of Cliven Bundy’s on the criminal edge. Roberts’ own travels
sometimes got him into trouble, as when, out in a remote
corner of the monument, he encountered a Navajo man who
threatened him with violence for trespassing on Native land
even though another Navajo had given him permission to be
there. The author is strong on both history and anthropology,
aware of the most recent theories on such matters as Navajo
origins. “Among southwestern Athapaskans, only the Navajo
and the Western Apache have clans,” he notes, lending credence to the emerging thought that those migratory peoples
might have absorbed some of the original inhabitants. Like
Craig Childs’ kindred (though more poetic) book House of
Rain (2007), Roberts’ latest combines research, journalism,
and memoir in a satisfying whole that will please fans of his
earlier books of both travel in wild places and key moments
in Native American history.
At the top of the half-dozen books recently published on
Bears Ears and a pleasure for travelers in the Southwest.
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THE FIGHT FOR
FREE SPEECH
Ten Cases That Define
Our First Amendment
Freedoms

COLD MOON
On Life, Love, and
Responsibility

Rosenblatt, Roger
Turtle Point (104 pp.)
$15.95 | Oct. 27, 2020
978-1-885983-88-6

Rosenberg, Ian
New York Univ. (320 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-4798-0156-5

A deep dive into 10 precedent-setting legal actions that helped define the
scope—and limits—of the First Amendment.
“Most of my career has focused on explaining complicated
legal concepts to smart people who are not lawyers,” writes
media lawyer Rosenberg. His approach is admirably free of
legal locutions, though his discussions of some concepts are
subtle. Consider two cases that formed the precedent for
whether a government can compel expression regarding the
Pledge of Allegiance—which, until 1942, was accompanied by
a salute uncomfortably like that of the Nazis. Religious in origin, the objections to reciting the pledge came from Christians
who believed that to do so would be to worship a graven image.
The Supreme Court eventually agreed, though it has remained
reticent on the question of whether municipalities and other
governments can compel a person to sing the national anthem.
Situated within the same general legal domain are such matters as former NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick’s habit of
taking a knee during the anthem to protest police brutality,
which excited angry commentary from the Trump administration, some of whose principals have demanded overhauling libel
laws to suppress criticism. That’s unlikely to happen given the
court’s widespread acceptance of the argument, advanced by
Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., that “the best test of truth is the
power of the thought to get itself accepted in the competition
of the market, and that truth is the only ground upon which
their wishes safely can be carried out.” This broad interpretation allowed Madonna to muse about blowing up the White
House when Trump took office, just as it protected students
prosecuted in the 1960s for their slogan “Fuck the draft.” The
toughest nut in the book is the dividing line between hate
speech and free speech, a discussion that anyone in media and
legal circles will want to study closely.
Essential reading for journalists, political activists, and
ordinary citizens alike.

Memories and musings from the winter solstice of a life.
“Better to know where to go than
how to get there,” writes the veteran
essayist and author of fiction and nonfiction. “I wander from
thought to thought, having learned but three things from my
long night’s moon. I believe in life. I believe in love. I believe we
are responsible for each other.” At 80, the author is in the “cold
moon” of his life, the last full moon of the year. In brief passages
connected by association and with the improvisational feel of
jazz, he moves fluidly among memoir, philosophy, natural history, and inspiration, riffing on everything from the migration
of the Kemp’s Ridley sea turtle to the landscape photographs of
Oleg Ershov and the plot of a movie he saw in 1946 called Stair
way to Heaven. It played for one week in the only movie theater
in Westport, Connecticut, and when his mother took 5-year-old
Roger to see it on Monday, he asked her to take him again every
day after that. After each viewing, they would walk next door
for a soda, and his mother would ask him if the movie had been
as good as the day before. Better, he would say. Though much
of the book is a meditation on aging, it is illuminated by childhood memories like this, one more charming and emblematic
than the next. In another passage, the author recounts walking
into a stranger’s house and sitting down to play their gorgeous
Steinway, which had “the gleam of a black stallion.” When the
neighbor escorted her 6-year-old visitor home, she commented
to his mother on his fearlessness. “It’s the way he is,” his mother
replied. “He thinks the world is waiting for him to walk in and
play the piano.” Nearly 75 years later, he hasn’t changed a bit.
A tonic for tough times filled with plainspoken lyricism,
gratitude, and good humor.

YOU’LL NEVER BELIEVE
WHAT HAPPENED
TO LACEY
Crazy Stories About Racism
Ruffin, Amber & Lamar, Lacey
Grand Central Publishing (240 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5387-1936-7

Comedy writer Ruffin recounts the
endless indignities involved in being a
Black woman in America, with her older

sister as foil.
The Ruffin sisters grew up with a mother who “has a bad
case of the smarts…and…isn’t fond of people messing with her
children”—messing that comes daily from the White residents
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One of the funniest—and truest—books in recent memory
and a must-have for fans of the poet laureate of human foibles.
the best of me

HUMANITY’S LAST STAND
Confronting Global
Catastrophe

Schuller, Mark
Rutgers Univ. (228 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Jan. 15, 2021
978-1-978820-87-6

In the face of intractable world-scale
problems, an anthropologist and activist
urges that they be reframed to include an
“anthropological imagination.”
It’s inarguable that humankind faces overwhelming challenges, from Covid-19 to climate change, that seemingly resist
solutions. Schuller, a winner of the Margaret Mead Award
and the Anthropology in Media Award, deconstructs several
problem areas that look a little different when seen through
a different lens. For instance, he counsels the development of
“radical empathy,” which demands that we see the other as being
something other than an enemy or someone to loathe or fear.
The author argues that “we are all queer to someone else” and
“that it might just be our way of life that is strange, that needs
to change.” In the face of systemic dehumanization, in short,
Schuller insists that we see people as people, if people different from us. His observation that his vaunted “anthropological
imagination” is a needed means to understand that “global capitalism is not just an economic system; it is also a political system
and a moral system” may be a touch misplaced (tell it to Antonio
|

Gramsci), and it will come as no surprise that this system has
produced astonishing levels of inequality. Schuller’s assertion
that White supremacy and capitalism are conjoined could use
further development, but his invitation to use anthropology to
imagine new ways of organizing society and economics is well
taken. It’s unlikely that the book is going to make any Heritage
Foundation reading lists, given characteristic sentences such as
this: “We can see that the roots of climate change are anchored
within the global economic order and the racism inherent to it,
needed to justify the widescale murder, theft, forced removal,
and enslavement necessary to make it run.”
There’s not much new here, though the anthropologically inclined will appreciate the effort.

THE BEST OF ME

Sedaris, David
Little, Brown (400 pp.)
$30.00 | Nov. 3, 2020
978-0-316-62824-2
A welcome greatest-hits package
from Sedaris.
It’s not easy to pick out fact from
fiction in the author’s sidelong takes on
family, travel, relationships, and other
topics. He tends toward the archly droll
in either genre, both well represented in this gathering, always
with a perfectly formed crystallization of our various embarrassments and discomforts. An example is a set piece that
comes fairly early in the anthology: the achingly funny “Me
Talk Pretty One Day,” with its spot-on reminiscence of taking
a French class with a disdainful instructor, a roomful of clueless but cheerful students, and Sedaris himself, who mangles the
language gloriously, finally coming to understand his teacher’s
baleful utterances (“Every day spent with you is like having a
cesarean section”) without being able to reply in any way that
does not destroy the language of Voltaire and Proust. Sedaris’
register ranges from doggerel to deeply soulful, as when he
reflects on the death of a beloved sibling and its effects on a
family that has been too often portrayed as dysfunctional when
it’s really just odd: “The word,” he writes, “is overused….My
father hoarding food inside my sister’s vagina would be dysfunctional. His hoarding it beneath the bathroom sink, as he is wont
to do, is, at best, quirky and at worst unsanitary.” There’s not a
dud in the mix, though Sedaris is always at his best when he’s
both making fun of himself and satirizing some larger social
trend (of dog-crazy people, for instance: “They’re the ones who,
when asked if they have children, are likely to answer, ‘A black
Lab and a sheltie-beagle mix named Tuckahoe’ ”). It’s a lovely
mélange by a modern Mark Twain who is always willing to set
himself up as a shlemiel in the interest of a good yarn.
One of the funniest—and truest—books in recent memory
and a must-have for fans of the poet laureate of human foibles.
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of Omaha, Nebraska, a city, Ruffin reminds us, that may sound
like Hicksville, USA, but is larger than New Orleans, Pittsburgh,
and Minneapolis. Those White citizens think nothing of using
the N-word, nor of touching Black women’s hair, nor of assuming that the Black residents of Omaha are violent and thievish. The latter assumptions build in ways that the sisters find
sometimes amusing, sometimes hurtful, always astonishingly
awful. Lamar—who remained in Omaha while Ruffin moved to
New York, where she writes for Late Night With Seth Meyers—
recounts a trip to a store when a friend asked about the cost of a
Rolex on display. Told “expensive,” her friend replied, “Bitch, I’ll
take two.” Lamar got the same response when she asked about
a coffee table and then was floored when the manager informed
her of the hardly shattering price tag of $200. Some indignities
are nearly inexplicable: One man tried an online come-on with
a Confederate flag as backdrop; an elementary school teacher
attributed slavery to keeping-up-with-the-Joneses peer pressure. “The reaction always varies because you can only put up
with what you can put up with when you can put up with it,”
writes Ruffin. “And here’s a little reminder that we shouldn’t
have to put up with this shit AT ALL!” Most of the time, the
sisters’ reactions are a kind of knowing exasperation. “We are
not into trying to educate white America, but maybe we accidentally did,” they conclude. The education is no accident, and
White readers can certainly use the wake-up call.
Both maddening and funny, an eye-opening look at how
its daily targets cope with racism.

177

PRINCE PHILIP REVEALED

Seward, Ingrid
Atria (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-982129-75-0

The longtime editor of Majesty magazine presents a refreshingly nonhagiographic biography of Prince Philip (b. 1921).
In her latest book on the royal family,
Seward, a leading expert on the subject,
paints a picture of a complex figure: a
man of intelligence and energy with a wide array of achievements who has also been a bad father and a difficult, cantankerous boor. Born a prince in Greece, Philip’s links to British,
Danish, German, and Russian royal bloodlines were so impeccable that the fact that he came into his marriage with two
suitcases of possessions to his name—plus a disgraced father, a
schizophrenic mother, and four sisters married to Germans—
was no obstacle. Third cousins, Elizabeth and Philip met when
they were very young; the princess was utterly smitten at age 13.
Philip’s way with the ladies is well known—Daphne du Maurier
is just one of many alleged lovers—but Seward downplays that
element of his life. “What remains,” she writes, “is a combination of speculation, innuendo, and pure invention.” Ever the
sportsman, Philip is “a very good cricketer, a world-class polo
player, a race-winning yachtsman, and a world-champion carriage driver, and…has ﬂown thousands of hours in many types of
aircraft.” He’s also a passionate conservationist, a talented interior decorator, and co-author of a philosophy book that explores
such questions as “What are we doing here? What is the point
of existence?” Seward’s all-seeing gaze follows the man into his
rural retirement, by which time “the divorces of three out of
four of his children, the divorce of his ﬁrst grandson, and the
problems with his grandson Prince Harry and, more poignantly,
his own son Prince Andrew make a depressing appraisal.” In
2019, at age 97, he was involved in a car accident that injured
civilians, and he gave up his keys. Thereafter, he “pounced on
the idea of resurrecting the late Queen Mother’s golf buggy.”
We leave him with his memories, tooling around the farm.
Authoritative and thorough fare for royal watchers.

ECONOMY HALL

Shaik, Fatima
The Historic New Orleans
Collection (504 pp.)
$34.95 | Feb. 25, 2021
978-0-917860-80-5
Journalist and novelist Shaik blows
the dust off the ancient records of an
African American society, revealing a forgotten past.
The Société d’Economie et
d’Assistance Mutuelle, born in 19th-century New Orleans,
was dedicated to benevolent causes of tremendous political
178
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implication, including the right of education and the franchise.
Its members—all men—“rejected racism and colorism,” a natural outcome of the fact that so many of them were of mixed
African and European heritage, the vaunted “Creoles” of the
city’s storied past. The “Economistes” who are revealed through
contemporary journals kept by official recorders—and from
which Shaik works—have mostly French and Spanish surnames,
but it is telling that a later president of the organization bore
the name Cohen; his father was Jewish and mother, Black. As
one member said in the post-Reconstruction era, the Société
“should be able to receive Jews and Chinese” who applied for
membership. Its headquarters destroyed by hurricanes half a
century ago, the Société performed many functions: It was a
place for members to gather to read, smoke, drink, play billiards, and otherwise socialize, but it was also a center for a
business and intellectual community that advanced the causes
of “free men of color.” That advancement met with powerful
resistance, particularly after the Civil War, when lynchings and
other assaults on the Black community became common as a
means of terrorizing it into accepting second-class status. One
particularly terrible incident involved city police officers who
shot African Americans who were carrying a Union flag. Soon
thereafter, the organization was almost co-opted by Whites,
who founded a rival organization called, misleadingly, the Economy Mutual Aid Association. In a richly detailed, fluent narrative, Shaik sadly observes that, Reconstruction having failed
dismally, many of the members of the Société took their own
lives. Even so, the organization carried on to make significant
contributions, including giving a young musician named Louis
Armstrong a start.
A lively, readable story that nicely complicates the view of
racial and ethnic relations in the South of old.

THE HIDDEN SPRING
A Journey to the Source of
Consciousness
Solms, Mark
Norton (352 pp.)
$27.95 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-393-54201-1

A densely argued investigation of the
origins of consciousness.
In this highly, sometimes overly,
detailed narrative, Solms, who teaches at
the Neuroscience Institute at the University of Cape Town, takes
three paths to a theory of consciousness: “the elementary physics of life, the most recent advances in both computational and
affective neuroscience and the subtleties of subjective experience that were traditionally explored by psychoanalysis.” These
lines of investigation lead him to reject the long-held view that
consciousness arises in the cerebral cortex, the locus of intelligence, but instead is to be found in a far more ancient, even primitive part of the brain, deep in the brainstem “that humans share
with fishes.” The author’s insight comes from his research into
dreams, phenomena that are also shared by other forms of animal
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An eye-opening, disturbing, empowering, and essential text.
count down

life. He examines the mental behavior of hydrocephalic children,
who, lacking the cortex, ought in the older theory to lack consciousness but who in fact do not. Solms’ argument, which is
often repetitive, can be daunting. In part, this is because of its
language, as when he writes, “accurate memory search and monitoring functions turn out to depend in part upon the cholinergic
basal forebrain circuits, which constrain the ‘reward’ mechanisms of the mesocortical-mesolimbic dopamine circuit in memory retrieval.” In part, it is because he alternately takes issue with
or builds on the work of other scholars of consciousness, such as
Antonio Damasio and Bud Craig, familiarity with whose theories
is nearly a prerequisite for readers. Still, Solms makes valuable
points: He shows that consciousness is “part of nature” and not
of “some parallel universe…beyond the reach of science,” and he
gives a fruitful account of how memory processing, “cortical consciousness,” automaticity, and other brain functions operate. He
concludes, repetitively, that “consciousness is part of nature and
it is mathematically tractable.”
Readers up to date with the scholarly controversy surrounding consciousness will find this a useful addition to it.

Springora, Vanessa
Trans. by Lehrer, Natasha
HarperVia/HarperCollins (208 pp.)
$27.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-06-304788-4

Why did French literati stay silent
when a prominent writer preyed on the
author and other underage victims in
Paris in the 1980s?
Springora, a French writer and editor, has sparked a fierce
debate in France with accounts of sexual abuse that differ from
similar accusations against Bill Cosby, Jeffrey Epstein, and Harvey Weinstein: On the evidence of this book, the perpetrator
did not slip drugs into her drinks, have an accomplice recruit her,
or threaten to harm her future career. The author writes that
after they met at a dinner party, the almost 50-year-old man she
calls G.—outed by the media as Gabriel Matzneff—stalked and
seduced her when she was 14 and that the abuse continued after
anonymous letters tipped off the police. Springora believes she
fell prey to his seductions in part because her father had abandoned her after her parents separated, and her mother sympathized with a slogan of the May 1968 radicals, “It’s forbidden to
forbid,” a then-popular idea that may also help to explain the
inaction of French intellectuals who knew of Matzneff ’s relations with minors. The author grew disillusioned, however, after
learning that Matzneff had abused others her age and written
about it in his books and published diaries. “For his readers, it
was merely a story, words,” she writes. “For me, it was the beginning of a breakdown.” Though Springora advances an intriguing theory about who wrote the anonymous letters, she offers
little proof. But she is an elegant and perceptive writer whose
austere prose resembles that of her compatriot Annie Ernaux.
|

COUNT DOWN
How Our Modern
World Is Threatening
Sperm Counts, Altering Male
and Female Reproductive
Development, and Imperiling
the Future of the Human
Race

Swan, Shanna with Colino, Stacey
Scribner (320 pp.)
$28.00 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-982113-66-7

An urgent examination of a global problem that requires
vastly more attention than it currently receives.
Despite the pervasive idea that overpopulation is one of
the most pressing concerns facing our planet, human fertility
rates are dropping fast. Without a concerted global effort to
reverse this trend, long-term human survival may be at risk,
according to renowned epidemiologist and public health expert
Swan. The author made headlines in 2017 when she published
a “meta-analysis on sperm-count decline in Western countries.”
Her study became one of the most-cited in history, making it
a hot topic among scientists as well as the public. Despite the
attention, the demonstrated causes of fertility decline—including toxic chemicals that transfer from everyday products and
foods into our bodies—remain a problem. In this impeccably
researched, cogent book, the author convincingly argues that
if society’s trend toward a fertility rate below replacement level
continues at the current pace, humans could become an endangered species. “Of five possible criteria for what makes a species
endangered,” she writes, “only one needs to be met; the current
state of affairs for humans meets at least three.” The author’s
passion for her work and access to reams of alarming data make
for riveting reading, and her writing is crisp and unfettered by
jargon. Writing about the lack of awareness regarding commonly used chemicals that are harming humans and the environment—not to mention policies to limit or eliminate them—she
asks with justified anger, “Where is the outrage on this issue?!”
Acknowledging the glacial pace of institutional change, Swan
outlines how people can take concrete action to protect themselves now and how positive change has long-term ripple effects
that benefit future generations. With an advocate’s verve and a
scientist’s informed confidence, the author voices “a clarion call
for all of us to do what we can to safeguard our fertility, the fate
of mankind, and the planet.”
An eye-opening, disturbing, empowering, and essential
text.
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CONSENT
A Memoir

Springora notes that she still suffers from depression caused by
the relationship, but she may get the last word: French authorities have charged Matzneff with promoting pedophilia, and he
is scheduled to stand trial in 2021.
A chilling story of child abuse and the sophisticated Parisians who looked the other way.
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WHEN HARRY MET MINNIE
A True Story of Love and
Friendship
Teichner, Martha
Celadon Books (256 pp.)
$26.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-21253-5

A poignant memoir recounts how
two dog lovers bonded over their shared
affection for an aging bull terrier.
In July 2016, longtime CBS News and
CBS Sunday Morning correspondent Teichner was shopping at a
farmers market in her Manhattan neighborhood, accompanied
by her “sleek glamor-puss” rescue bull terrier Minnie, when she
met an old dog-walking acquaintance with an unusual request.
His friend Carol, who lived alone aside from her 11-year-old bull
terrier, Harry, was dying of liver cancer and desperate to find a
new home for Harry. The author, whose dog Goose had died
six months earlier, leaving Minnie and her owner bereft, was
intrigued and agreed to meet with Carol. Circling each other,
both suspicious, they worked into a deep friendship during
the little time that Carol had left, all the while acting like “two
overly protective mothers trying to arrange a marriage.” With
humor and deep affection, Teichner recounts the play dates,
sleepovers, doggie-cam observations, trips to a church “Blessing of the Animals,” where the two animals showed “zero desire
to be blessed,” and all the other lead-ups to the eventual transfer.
Emails between the two women add wry wit to the tale, which is
definitely a New York story, with all the rich details of life on the
sidewalks and streets, among dogs and dog owners. It’s also a
story of relatively privileged lives, despite Carol’s illness. Readers may be shocked by the thousands of dollars the two women
routinely spent on their dogs or by the fact that Teichner has
had live-in au pairs for her series of dogs for the past 30 years.
But that privilege doesn’t preclude loss, and the most touching
moments of the memoir show Teichner delicately but firmly
confronting the deaths of Carol and, later, Harry.
A heartwarming and heartbreaking story of friendship
and grief.

IN SEARCH OF
THE COLOR PURPLE
The Story of an
American Masterpiece

Tillet, Salamishah
Abrams (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4197-3530-1

A close look at the genesis, impact,
and transformation of a beloved novel.
Melding memoir, biography, and cultural criticism, Tillet, a professor, activist, and scholar of African American studies, uses Alice Walker’s novel The Color Purple,
published in 1982, as a mirror for portraying Black women’s
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experiences in American life over nearly 40 years. In conversations with Tillet, Walker spoke candidly about her early years,
literary influences, and the challenges she faced in getting published; after sending an excerpt to Essence magazine, for example,
she received a terse reply: “Black people don’t talk like that.”
Although the novel was awarded both a Pulitzer Prize and a
National Book Award, it incited considerable controversy, not
only for Walker’s use of Black dialect, but also “its celebration
of lesbianism. The harshest criticism,” Tillet discovered, “came
from other writers, mainly black men who accused Walker of
reproducing racist stereotypes of them as hyperviolent rapists.”
It was precisely Walker’s portrayal of violence to which Tillet,
twice a victim of sexual assault, responded, and through her
research, she found many others—including Oprah Winfrey—
“who came across the book at such vulnerable points in their
lives that the book became a talisman, with every subsequent
return to it a way of marking time and healing wounds.” Tillet draws deftly on published and archival sources as well as
interviews, including talks with Oprah, who made her screen
debut in Steven Spielberg’s film of the novel, which received 11
Oscar nominations; and Scott Sanders, who brought the novel
to Broadway as a musical, where it was nominated for multiple
Tony awards. Because of the novel’s groundbreaking themes of
sexual assault, same-sex desire, and the linking of sexism, racism, and classism, Walker, Tillet asserts, became “the face of
black feminism,” an accolade with which Gloria Steinem, in an
appreciative foreword, concurs.
An enriching study for the novel’s many devoted readers.

THE THREE MOTHERS
How the Mothers of Martin
Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X,
and James Baldwin Shaped a
Nation

Tubbs, Anna Malaika
Flatiron Books (272 pp.)
$28.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-75612-1

A welcome biography of three noted
civil rights icons who were indelibly
influenced by their mothers.
In her debut book, sociology doctoral candidate Tubbs, a
Bill and Melinda Gates Cambridge Scholar, offers informative,
admiring biographical portraits of Alberta King, Louise Little,
and Berdis Baldwin, women who shaped the lives and work of
their sons Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, and James Baldwin. Although “almost entirely ignored throughout history…
ignored in ways that are blatantly obvious when the fame of
their sons is considered,” these women, Tubbs asserts, deserve
attention because they represent the struggles faced by Black
women from the early 1900s through the 1960s—and, attests
the author, citing her own experience, even in the present. “I am
tired of Black women being hidden,” she writes. “I am tired of
us not being recognized, I am tired of being erased. In this book,
I have tried my best to change this for three women in history
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A friendly, educational quest story for readers of everyone
from Rachel Carson to Edward Abbey.
hudson bay bound

whose spotlight is long overdue, because the erasure of them is
an erasure of all of us.” Each woman believed in the importance
of education for her children, and each advocated for civil rights:
Alberta’s father was head pastor at Atlanta’s Ebenezer Baptist
Church and a co-founder of the Atlanta chapter of the NAACP;
college-educated Alberta married preacher Michael King, and
together they inherited leadership of the church. Louise left her
native Grenada for Montreal, where she joined her uncle as a
Garveyite and married a fellow activist. Berdis, single when she
gave birth to James, had joined the Great Migration, first living with relatives in Philadelphia and then moving to Harlem
during the Renaissance, where she married James’ stepfather.
Contextualizing the women in their tumultuous times, Tubbs
examines racism, police brutality, and life under Jim Crow to
establish “the direct connection” between the mothers and
their sons’ “heroic work.” The men, writes the author, “carried
their mothers with them in everything they did.”
A refreshing, well-researched contribution to Black
women’s history.

Walter, Francis X.
NewSouth (320 pp.)
$28.95 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-58838-390-7

A White Southerner reflects on race,
White privilege, and justice.
In a rambling memoir filled with lively
anecdotes, Walter, a retired Episcopal priest, candidly recounts
his evolution as a civil rights activist, from his childhood in
Mobile, Alabama, during the era of Jim Crow to his courageous
efforts in church and civic leadership. Describing himself as “a
polite Southerner, of northern European stock, educated, and
soft-spoken,” he came to reject the racist culture into which he
had been born, to acknowledge racism within his church, and, in
1965—the year the Voting Rights Act was passed—to become
director of the Selma Inter-Religious Project. Staffed largely by
Whites, the project “was directed toward supporting the movement of blacks to free themselves from the control and domination of white people in the Black Belt counties of Alabama.” That
domination was pervasive and insidious. “Cultured whites,” Walter observes, “were charming and yet sometimes cruel, depending. They kept, as their patrimony, the right to impose violence,
subjugation, contempt, and, at times, condescending charity on
people of color. This was justified because their forebears had lost
a great war that ravaged their land and property.” The author’s
advocacy for racial justice was repeatedly thwarted by the church
in Alabama and even by his own family, who protested his “going
against rigid social norms” when he accepted a call to lead a Black
congregation. Walter’s outspoken beliefs impeded his and his
wife’s efforts to adopt a baby; only after four years—and outside
influence—were they successful. At many points in his life, the
|

HUDSON BAY BOUND
Two Women, One Dog, Two
Thousand Miles to the Arctic

Warren, Natalie
Univ. of Minnesota (224 pp.)
$24.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5179-0784-6

A budding writer and environmental
scholar chronicles her historic canoeing
adventure with her adventurous best
friend.
Shortly after graduating college in 2011, Warren and her best
friend, Ann, decided to re-create the historic wilderness voyage
of Eric Sevareid and Walter C. Port, whose 1935 classic, Canoe
ing With the Cree, chronicled their 2,000-mile paddling trip
from Minneapolis to the Hudson Bay in northeastern Canada.
Armed with a minimum of sponsors, the best equipment they
could scrounge, and a literal barrel of food, the duo began their
adventure on the heavily flooded Minnesota River, an obstacle
that almost deterred them. But they persevered on the difficult
quest, and the author offers a captivating mix of personal narrative, history lessons, environmentalism, and travelogue, not
to mention healthy doses of friendly friction between friends.
Warren also captures the tension between wide-eyed, naïve
excitement and the realities involved in such a daunting expedition. “There is a big difference between going on an expedition
and just going camping,” writes the author in the prologue. “On
an expedition you feel a sense of urgency to continue on a trail
and will relax only long enough to rejuvenate….I often thought
about the psychology behind what makes anyone hell-bent on
one thing while knowing that, in the big scheme of things, their
greatest passions seem miniscule and unimportant.” Along
the way, there were plenty of hurdles, among them numerous
stretches of dangerous water conditions and run-ins with curious black bears and “help” from both generous and suspicious
strangers. During a visit with the Cree people, the adventurers quite accidentally took on a new companion, “Myhan the
wolf dog.” Neither as visceral as Cheryl Strayed’s Wild nor as
folksy and quaint as Bill Bryson’s rambles, this story lives, like
its locale, in a unique place.
A friendly, educational quest story for readers of everyone from Rachel Carson to Edward Abbey.
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FROM PREACHING TO
MEDDLING
A White Minister in the
Civil Rights Movement

author was moved to question his own assumptions, and he came
to realize “that the privilege we white folks carry around may
hide itself from us or get stamped down, but it never goes away
and is completely obvious to people of color.”
Unvarnished testimony of decadeslong activism.
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WE CAME, WE SAW, WE LEFT
A Family Gap Year

Wheelan, Charles
Norton (304 pp.)
$27.95 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-393-63395-5

A vivid chronicle of a family’s
intrepid sojourn.
In the fall of 2016, Wheelan, a professor of public policy at Dartmouth, and
his wife, Leah, who taught high school
math, both just turned 50, decided to embark on a daring midlife
adventure: traveling the world for nine months, accompanied
by their three teenage children. Having traveled with Leah
when the two were much younger, the author was convinced
that they would again find that “the world is an interesting
place,” the time away would give them a much-needed period
to recharge and reflect, and—because they rented their house
and put budget-conscious Leah in charge of expenses—the trip
would be affordable. Most important, the “gap year” would give
the family a chance to “push back” against conformity and break
out of the “bubble” of American life. Wheelan offers an entertaining, upbeat account of the trip, often astonishingly beautiful and sometimes harrowing. They encountered snakes, huge
spiders, inch-long bullet ants, mosquitoes, quicksand, and a
flesh-eating parasite; missed buses, trains, and planes; wilted in
enervating heat and humidity; and dealt with profuse vomiting,
since all of the children succumbed at various times to motion
sickness. Still, Wheelan writes, “during the stretches when I
was not worried about dying, I felt deeply relaxed.” Traveling
with teenagers—and home-schooling two of them—posed its
own challenges: Their 18-year daughter insisted on being independent and occasionally left to travel with friends; their garrulous 13-year-old son became a judgmental environmentalist; and
their 16-year-old refused to meet her school deadlines. Wheelan records five full-blown family meltdowns and many conflicts,
requiring Leah to sometimes function “like the conductor of a
needy symphony orchestra.” Nevertheless, Wheelan deems the
trip a success: The “quirky experiences” taught the family about
the world’s immense diversity and their own capabilities.
A charming celebration of discovery.

THE PUZZLE SOLVER
A Scientist’s Desperate Quest
To Cure the Illness That Stole
His Son

White, Tracie with Davis, Ronald W.
Hachette (240 pp.)
$28.00 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-316-49250-8

A renowned geneticist races against
time to diagnose a malady that landed at
his door.
Chronic fatigue syndrome, or ME/CFS (ME stands for
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myalgic encephalomyelitis), as it’s now known, was long dismissed as “the yuppie disease,” striking mostly young people.
One was Whitney Dafoe, a distinguished photographer and
explorer who returned from a trip to South Asia weighing
only 115 pounds, with fever, dizziness, headaches, and a host
of other symptoms. Fortunately for him, his father was the
renowned geneticist Davis, one of the progenitors of the
Human Genome Project, who, notes science writer White,
“launched a search for the cause and, from there, a treatment
and a potential cure for this often forgotten and stigmatized
disease.” The diagnostic work often took Davis down blind
alleys, for the illness had puzzling manifestations. For example, those who suffer from it often cannot bear bright light
or even the sight of bright clothing and shrink at sound, the
source of much pain. The National Academy of Medicine had
identified some of the other markers—e.g., gastrointestinal
disturbance, extreme fatigue, and “brain fog”—along with
a condition called “post-exertional malaise,” which could be
caused by something as simple as brushing one’s teeth. One
insight—and the light bulb for later work in genomics—was
that DNA itself could be used to “create genetic markers for
identifying and isolating disease genes.” As White reports,
with the seriousness of Davis’ research, by which he reached
out to other scientists around the world, the medical community began to change its view of CFS; it was renamed ME/
CFS by a decision of the Centers for Disease Control in 2018.
That insight has pressing applications today given that there
is emerging evidence that coronavirus can trigger ME/CFS, as
can mononucleosis and other viral diseases—and, she adds, by
that evidence, Davis is ever hopeful of discovering a cure.
A complex, well-related story of medical detective work.

A BRIEF HISTORY OF
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
What It Is, Where We Are,
and Where We Are Going

Wooldridge, Michael
Flatiron Books (272 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-250-77074-5

A chronicle of 70 years of progress
in artificial intelligence that delivers
encouraging news.
Wooldridge, the head of the computer science department at Oxford, emphasizes that AI researchers have spent
huge amounts of effort and money and “repeatedly claimed to
have made breakthroughs that bring the dream of intelligent
machines within reach, only to have their claims exposed as
hopelessly overoptimistic. As a consequence, AI has become
notorious for boom-and-bust cycles.” As of 2020, computers
perform useful tasks that humans find tremendously difficult,
but they are not terribly smart. The author reminds readers
that a computer is a machine that follows simple instructions
rapidly—billions of times faster than a human. Computers can
make decisions provided they’re given instructions on how;
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Accomplished popular science in which the author, uniquely,
refuses to conclude that a cure is just around the corner.
mind thief

if they receive proper guidance, they can adjust and learn.
Machine learning, an impressive 1990s advance, produced computers that won on Jeopardy! and were able to take the initiative when given an order, beginning with the iPhone app, Siri,
in 2010. A fine educator, Wooldridge lays out the problems
solved since the end of World War II, illustrating how far we
have come and how far we still have to go. Calculating and
sorting proved to be easy. After a great effort, computers now
play complex board games (e.g., chess), recognize faces in pictures, answer medical questions better than most doctors, and
translate words in real time. Impressive progress in driverless cars and automatic captioning for pictures has convinced
Wooldridge that further breakthroughs are imminent. As for
problems requiring human-level general intelligence—producing genuine art, communicating with a person and understanding—these are far from being solved. Wooldridge shows little
sympathy with “scaremongering” about “killer robots,” but he
admits that a future with intelligent machines will see profound
social changes, which pundits are happy to describe in the full
knowledge that predictions are usually wrong.
Robot butlers are not on the horizon, but this is an
insightful update on the digital revolution still in progress.

a disreputable tactic—quipped one expert, “if you torture the
data enough, it will confess”—the result is often major headlines
and increased stock prices, but so far no breakthrough or FDA
approval. The author reflects that “one gets the feeling that we
are simply throwing all the available drugs at Alzheimer’s and
hoping that something sticks.” Yu has no doubt that science
will defeat Alzheimer’s, but matters will move more quickly
once we understand it. So far, researchers are guided by theories.
Accomplished popular science in which the author,
uniquely, refuses to conclude that a cure is just around the
corner.

MIND THIEF
The Story of Alzheimer’s
Yu, Han
Columbia Univ. (368 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-0-231-19870-7

A study of the global effort to find
a treatment for the pandemic of brain
disease.
After describing the history of
Alzheimer’s and its explosion into
national consciousness 40 years ago, Yu, who teaches technical, engineering, and science writing at Kansas State University,
delivers an expert account of the groundbreaking research that
revealed the genetics and biochemistry of the disease. These
advances led to the first drugs approved by the FDA, beginning
with tacrine in 1993 and ending with memantine in 2003. “Since
then,” writes the author, “no new Alzheimer’s drug has been
approved. It is, however, important to note that neurotransmitter treatments are all palliative. That is, they do not cure
Alzheimer’s, nor do they stop the progression of the disease.”
Her optimism does not conceal the fact that these are only marginally effective, and the placebo effect may play a role. Once
pathological exams revealed that brains of Alzheimer’s patients
show abnormal plaques and tangles of fibers, researchers experimented with vaccines and antibodies aimed to dissolve them
or prevent their formation. Many worked dramatically in lab
animals but failed in humans. Yu takes no prisoners in describing desperate efforts by even established pharmaceutical firms.
When expensive studies fail, researchers often pore over the
results to discover smaller groups that seemed to benefit—e.g.,
those with a certain genetic profile or mild disease. Although
|
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100 QUESTIONS ABOUT DOGS
And All the Answers Too!

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Abbott, Simon
Illus. by the author
Peter Pauper Press (48 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-4413-3537-1

STARLA JEAN by Elana K. Arnold; illus. by A.N. Kang.................188
SAM’S FIRST WORD by Bea Birdsong; illus. by Holly Hatam........190
I DREAM OF POPO by Livia Blackburne; illus. by Julia Kuo.........190
I LOVE YOU, BABY BURRITO by Angela Dominguez......................198
THE SECRET FAWN by Kallie George; illus. by Elly MacKay........201
MOOSE, GOOSE, AND MOUSE by Mordicai Gerstein;
illus. by the author & Jeff Mack.........................................................201
WOLFBOY by Andy Harkness........................................................... 204
ONE JAR OF MAGIC by Corey Ann Haydu......................................205
HAPPY DREAMS, LITTLE BUNNY by Leah Hong...........................207
THE LAST STRAW by Susan Hood; illus. by Christiane Engel........ 208
MOST DAYS by Michael Leannah;
illus. by Megan Elizabeth Baratta......................................................210
LATINITAS by Juliet Menéndez.......................................................... 213
THE TALE OF THE MANDARIN DUCK by Bette Midler;
photos by Michiko Kakutani with illus. by Joana Avillez................ 213
OUTSIDE, INSIDE by LeUyen Pham.................................................216
HARRIET TUBMAN by Andrea Davis Pinkney;
illus. by Gillian Flint..........................................................................216
THE COMEBACK by E.L. Shen......................................................... 220
MEL FELL by Corey R. Tabor.............................................................221
THE PROTEST by Samantha Thornhill;
illus. by Shirley Ng-Benitez............................................................... 222

Here’s the source for “fantastic facts
& doggy data,” according to the cover
tagline.
Smiling cartoon dogs and diverse
humans cavort across brightly colored pages, providing a backdrop to myriad bits of dog information. This is a useful work
for readers who’d like to: learn how early humans befriended
the wolf ancestors of today’s pets; acquire a smattering of information on various breeds and how they were developed; read
about a variety of dog record holders (like the pooch with the
longest tongue, for instance); or find out more about ways that
dogs serve people across the world. Just as the pages are varied,
so are the depth and organization of the information. There is
no index, nor a table of contents, so this is not the resource for
any kind of simple research. It’s more an inviting smorgasbord
of all things doggy. The last section is focused on what readers
should know before becoming owners of dogs, including a useful recommendation to check in with local animal shelters. A
list of equipment needed by dog owners to care for their pups is
also included. Information is accurate and up to date, but some
pages suffer from poor contrast between black type and deep
background colors that may distract young readers. A companion title for cat lovers provides a very similar experience.
An entertaining if not altogether direct romp through
the doggy world. (Nonfiction. 7-10) (100 Questions About Cats:
978-1 -4413 -3536-4)

HELLO, JIMMY! by Anna Walker..................................................... 224

AVOCADO ASKS

THE HIGHEST TRIBUTE by Kekla Magoon;
illus. by Laura Freeman......................................................................225

Abe, Momoko
Illus. by the author
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-0-593-17793-8

WE WAIT FOR THE SUN by Dovey Johnson Roundtree &
Katie McCabe; illus. by Raissa Figueroa...........................................227
RUNAWAY by Ray Anthony Shepard; illus. by Keith Mallett.........227
WILLIAM STILL AND HIS FREEDOM STORIES by Don Tate.........227
UNSPEAKABLE by Carole Boston Weatherford;
illus. by Floyd Cooper......................................................................... 228
JUMP AT THE SUN by Alicia D. Williams;
illus. by Jacqueline Alcántara............................................................ 228
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Avocado’s identity crisis—fruit or
vegetable or what?!—leads to witty
self-discovery.
In her whimsical picture-book debut, British Japanese
author and illustrator Abe transforms the humble grocery store
into a stage of mirthful drama for Avocado. Nestled happily
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Something old, something new, some with batter,
some are blue, and lots of projects here to do!
hack your kitchen

I AM A KINDNESS HERO

Adams, Jennifer
Illus. by Lemniscates, Carme
Sounds True (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-68364-472-9
Series: I Am a Warrior Goddess

A young child embodies the many
facets of kindness in this affirming read.
A repetitive mantra of “I am” introduces text that demonstrates how the main character engages in acts of kindness
that benefit those around them: “I am a kindness hero. / I am
a defender of animals…. / I am helpful. / I am patient.” These
broad and sometimes-ambiguous proclamations are accompanied by illustrations that provide context and present audiencefriendly scenes of generosity toward the Earth, animals, and
other humans. The child’s community-focused efforts include
protecting insects by building them a nesting box, helping an
elder cross the street, and confronting a bully on behalf of a
smaller child. Turning inward, the main character acknowledges
overcoming jealousy and listening sympathetically as internal processes that respond to others with compassion. These
accessible examples reassure readers that kindness empowers
the enactor through actions both large and small. While these
behaviors may lead to positive outcomes, the text inflates the
effect of kindness, concluding that “all the people who I meet…
will know they are loved.” A soothing color palette grounded in
muted greens reinforces the gentle, uplifting tone of the book.
The main character has black hair, brown skin, and blue eyes.
Secondary characters are represented in a variety of skin tones.
Sincere but overreaches a bit. (Picture book. 3-7)
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HACK YOUR KITCHEN
Discover a World of Food Fun
With Science Buddies

Ahrens, Niki
Lerner (32 pp.)
$27.99 | $8.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-72841-468-3
978-1-72842-385-2 paper

Kitchen science experiments may be
reaching peak popularity thanks to at-

home learning.
In an era of learning at home in unprecedented numbers,
caregivers may take comfort in this collection of eight different kitchen projects from the STEM-oriented nonprofit Science Buddies. Ahrens offers a mix of old favorites alongside
new ideas: The classic rock-candy experiment is here, but the
equally hoary baking-soda volcano has been upgraded to a baking soda volcano in a lemon. Kids may have seen make-yourown-ice-cream projects; Ahrens gives the notion a bit of a twist
with a make-your-own-slushy activity. And though readers may
have seen recipes for baked Alaska like the one on offer here,
less common is the opportunity to make edible paper out of rice
flour and potato starch. Eye-popping color photographs, many
featuring families of color at work, are enticing accompaniments to each of these projects. The science, alas, takes up far
less space. Every experiment featured here includes five or six
sentences labeled “Science Takeaway.” These brief summaries
cover the rudimentary scientific principles at work, but caregivers may feel the need to supplement them with additional
information and books of their own. Additional online information includes more experiments, discussions of scientists and
their work, and complementary videos.
Something old, something new, some with batter, some
are blue, and lots of projects here to do! (glossary, bibliography, index) (Nonfiction. 6-9)
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among other anthropomorphized produce, Avocado’s contentment is shaken when it overhears a young customer wonder
aloud, “Is an avocado a fruit or a vegetable?” What ensues is
a tale that will entertain young readers for its witty wordplay
as Avocado sets off around the supermarket trying to find out
where (and to whom) it belongs. Having no luck in the seafood,
canned goods, and dairy aisles, Avocado’s despair is assuaged by
a new friend: Tomato. “You don’t know what you are? So what!”
the plump, oft-miscategorized foodstuff opines. “Don’t stew
in your own juices. I’m a fruit, but no one believes me. And I.
Don’t. Care.” Thanks to Tomato’s wisdom-turned-cheerleading,
Avocado learns that labels don’t often fit everyone perfectly,
but “who cares what we are when we’re simply AMAZING?”
Humans rarely feature in this food-centric tale, but when they
appear, they have bright yellow or dark brown skin. Pairing
Abe’s sophisticated, graphic illustrations themes of identity and
self-confidence, this amusing book will tickle ribs and provoke
thought in equal measure. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11.8-by-18.8-inch double-page spreads viewed at 18% of actual size.)
What begins as a real pickle ends up as a charmingly fruitful journey. (Picture book. 5-10)

A PLACE TO HANG THE MOON

Albus, Kate
Margaret Ferguson/Holiday House
(320 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4705-3

Three plucky orphan siblings are in
search of a mother in wartime England.
When their grandmother dies, 12-yearold William, 11-year-old Edmund, and
9-year-old Anna are left in London in the
care of an elderly housekeeper. As part of the World War II evacuation of children to safety, they are relocated to the countryside,
something the family solicitor hopes may lead to finding adoptive parents. However, they are billeted with the Forresters, an
unpleasant family reminiscent of the Dursleys. Bullying by their
hosts’ two sons, who despise them; the ever present fear of German attack; and the dread of homelessness test their mettle to
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checking off the best
Leah Overstreet

As I am a pathologically competitive person, the first thing I did when
I saw Time magazine’s list of the 100
Best Fantasy Books of All Time was
to get counting to see how many I’d
read. Le Morte d’Arthur—check. Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland and Through
the Looking-Glass—check and check.
Five Children and It—check. So far so
good; that was four of the first five.
(I’ve read a few that riff on The Arabian Nights but never
the original.)
The second thing I did, as early as the sixth title, was
debate in my head with the list’s compilers. Why put
Ozma of Oz (check) on but not The Wonderful Wizard of
Oz, without which there would arguably be no Ozma?
Why include both The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe
(check) and The Voyage of the Dawn Treader (check) but
none of the other Chronicles of Narnia? Megan McCluskey opens her gloss of Harry Potter and the Prisoner
of Azkaban (check) with Daniel Radcliffe’s passionate reassurance to the series’ fans that they can still love the
books even after learning that J.K. Rowling is virulently transphobic. But she does not explain why the book that started Pottermania does not appear.
But even as I totted up my “wins”
(A Wrinkle in Time, Dragonflight, A
Wizard of Earthsea, The Crystal Cave,
Watership Down—check, check,
check, check, check) and argued
(where the heck is Charlotte’s Web????)
and wondered (was Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory left out due to the
racism underlying the characterization of the OompaLoompas?), I was heartened by the prominence of children’s books on the list—it’s a rarity for children’s books
to appear in such numbers, if at all,
in any general list of great literature.
In her introduction to the list,
N.K. Jemisin—who also sat on the
all-star panel that compiled it—
writes, “There is a preponderance of
stories aimed at children on this list,
possibly because we’re still openly
hungry for stories in the years of our
186
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childhood, and thus the stories we
absorb then have a lasting effect.”
These are the stories that take root
in readers’ souls.
As the list continues—it is arranged chronologically by publication date—the children’s books thin
out significantly, however, while teen
fantasy surges in to take their place.
Three of the eight panelists write
primarily for teens, so this is not too
shocking. The titles also become noticeably more diverse, underscoring both the overwhelming Whiteness
of canonical fantasy and the pliability
of the genre in the hands of talented
writers with experiences and perspectives its originators never imagined
(authentically, at least).
But since it’s clear that the stories read in childhood linger, it’s a real
shame there are not more books for
middle graders sharing space with the
excellent contemporary titles. Hurrah for Grace Lin’s Chinese fantasy
Where the Mountain Meets the Moon (check) and Roshani
Chokshi’s Indian adventure Aru Shah and the End of Time
(check). But I would argue there’s a place for Kwame
Mbalia’s Tristan Strong Punches a Hole
in the Sky, which pits its African American protagonist against the legacy of
slavery without putting Whiteness at
its center—brilliant. And for Alex Aster’s Curse of the Night Witch, which
uses Latinx folk legends as a foundation for a whole new world. And for
Hanna Alkaf ’s The Girl and the Ghost,
a 2020 Kirkus Prize finalist, which offers readers a dark adventure grounded in Malaysian lore. Couldn’t some of those canonical
titles have been bumped so the list’s readers would have
as rich as possible a selection of robustly diverse contemporary children’s fantasy to start checking off?
Vicky Smith is a young readers’ editor.
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the limit. The orphans long to find a home of their own, and
good boy William is stressed by his responsibility as head of the
small family. Edmund’s desire for revenge against the Forresters
and a prank involving a snake get them evicted from their billet,
and they end up in a much worse situation. They find sanctuary
in the village library and a savior in the librarian, who is married to a German and therefore ostracized by the locals. Mrs.
Müller provides them with moral support, a listening ear, and
true appreciation and love. The classic books she chooses for
them—The Wind in the Willows and Anne of Green Gables, among
others—may generate ideas for further reading. All characters
are White.
A wartime drama with enough depth and psychological
complexity to satisfy budding bookworms. (reading list) (His
torical fiction. 12-16)

THE OWL WHO ASKS WHY

Armstrong-Ellis, Carey F.
Illus. by the author
Abrams (32 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-4197-3850-0

Take a deep breath, practice your pronunciation, and cruise
through cumulative chaos in the glade.
Instead of building a house, this Jack lives in a glade, and
what a tumultuous glade it is. Fairies bring a cake to a gnome
that lives in the tree in the glade, but, in cascading action, an
imp steals the cake, a mermaid trips the imp, a faun jostles the
mermaid, a troll startles the faun, and goblins rush the troll. Just
when it seems the long cumulative verse can’t possibly get any
longer and the chaos reaches its peak, a dragon enters the scene.
Grumpy from a bad day and an interrupted nap, she swoops
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Andersen, Michelle Garcia
Illus. by Rubio, Ayesha L.
Page Street (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-64567-153-4

THIS IS THE GLADE WHERE
JACK LIVES
Or How a Unicorn Saved
the Day

Ridiculed by their peers, a young owl
and a young wolf run away.
When Little Owl asks her mother, “WHY don’t all animals stay awake at night,” Mama Owl tells her, “Owls don’t ask
WHY….Owls ask WHO.” Little Owl persistently asks, “WHY”
until the other owls laugh at her. Meanwhile, Little Wolf asks
his father, “WHEN will I be able to explore on my own,” and
Papa Wolf cautions him, “Wolves don’t ask WHEN….Wolves
ask HOW.” Undeterred, Little Wolf keeps asking, “WHEN”
until he’s mocked by the other wolves. Convinced no one
understands them, Little Owl and Little Wolf flee together,
seeking freedom to ask whatever they want. All night long, Little Owl leads the way with Little Wolf following until they realize they’re lost and ready to go home. If only they had “asked the
same questions as everyone else,” Little Wolf says ruefully. Now
the only way they will get home is by asking more questions.
Repetitive use of who, what, why, when, where, and how, printed
in bold capital letters, reinforces the interrogatory theme. With
their simple shapes and expressive faces, Little Owl and Little
Wolf stand out against the moonlit woodland backgrounds on
their dramatic home-away-home adventure. It unfolds in small
cameos as well as single- and double-page spreads, with closeup, aerial, and wide-angle views adding varied perspectives.
An amusing lesson in the importance of asking the right
questions. (Picture book. 4-8)
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through the glade with fire and smoke, startling all the woodland creatures and unwinding all the action. The creatures are
stunned until Jack, the unicorn hero, at last takes center stage.
He is “all sparkly and bright,” and his “magical horn shimmers
/ both day and night.” With a kiss to the dragon, “who swoons
with delight,” Jack starts a new cascade of hugs and kisses that
restores neighborly love and results in a happy gathering to
share the cake. Richly colored and really goofy cartoons highlight the fast action and capture the changing emotions of the
woodland creatures as the chain reaction of interactions proceeds. Periodic end rhyme adds to the fun and anchors the text
as an aid to reading. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by18-inch double-page spreads reviewed at 40.8% of actual size.)
A traditional story form with several twists, ideal for
reading aloud and acting out. (Picture book. 4-8)

STARLA JEAN
Which Came First:
the Chicken or the
Friendship?

Arnold, Elana K.
Illus. by Kang, A.N.
Roaring Brook (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-250-30576-3
Series: Starla Jean, 1

A girl and a rescued chicken become
best friends in a new series for developing readers.
When Starla Jean finds a skinny, bug-eyed chicken at the
park, her dad promises her if she can catch it, she can keep it.
To her father’s dismayed surprise, Starla Jean does indeed catch
the chicken, immediately naming her Opal Egg. The more she
learns about Opal Egg, the more Starla Jean wants to keep her,
but what if the chicken belongs to someone else? This series
starter features Starla Jean’s exuberant first-person narration,
liberally punctuated with dialogue with her family and neighbors. Readers transitioning to early chapter books will appreciate the four short chapters and the limited amount of text
per page, wide margins, and ample space between lines of text.
Occasionally, the white space around the text is humorously
interrupted by bold, red chicken sound effects. Soft, textured
cartoons in muted colors further the comedic storytelling and
provide readers natural places to rest their eyes. Present on
every double-page spread, illustrations range in size from small
pictures set within the text to expansive illustrations taking
up most or all of a spread. The setting is quaint, a rural town
with picturesque stone bridges and old-fashioned houses. Starla
Jean’s family is depicted with light-brown or dark hair and pale
skin. Elderly neighbors are depicted with pale or light tan skin
and white hair.
Mercy Watson fans will flock to this whimsical new series
for developing readers. (Fiction. 6-9)
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AN EQUAL SHOT
How the Law Title IX
Changed America

Becker, Helaine
Illus. by Phumiruk, Dow
Christy Ottaviano/Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-24195-5
It took only 37 words to change the United States forever.
When certain words were omitted from the Declaration of
Independence, the Constitution, the Gettysburg Address, and
the Emancipation Proclamation, 37 had to be written in 1972 to
grant girls and women the same opportunities as boys and men.
Before that, girls and women could be denied jobs, the chance
to play sports, and educational opportunities—things that boys
and men took for granted. Writing simply, Becker ably explains
to readers that Title IX is about more than just giving girls and
women the ability to play sports, which is often the aspect of the
law most discussed; Title IX continues to allow girls and women
access to every aspect of education, which provides them with
the same training as boys and men to become experts in all
fields. This account of Title IX, though, shines in the backmatter. Here, Becker names the women credited with crafting the
law’s language and discusses how the law looked in the past and
looks today, taking care to explain that inequity persists. There
are some hiccups: Becker uses “America” when she means the
United States, and Phumiruk’s casually diverse illustrations suggest that White and Black women always walked together in the
fight for women’s rights. But her endpapers are delightful, and
all illustrations are clean and clear. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 9-by-22-inch double-page spreads viewed at 25% of actual
size.)
Both an easy-to-read introduction and a powerful
reminder that we must always fight for equality. (resources,
further reading) (Informational picture book. 6-10)

ROBERT AND THE WORLD’S
BEST CAKE

Behl, Anne-Kathrin
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Wilson, David Henry
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7358-4431-5

A spirited boy and his father enjoy a
day off in this Swiss import.
While Dad—a hulking, hirsute White man sporting whimsical tattoos and a pink T-shirt with a faux ACDC logo—knits,
pale-skinned, redheaded Robert pages through a cookbook. Suddenly, inspiration strikes: Robert will construct a gigantic cake
after inviting his toys, Mopsi the dog, and, obviously, his father,
to partake. The dynamic duo designs formal invitations, but a
sudden gust of wind carries their handiwork off the balcony and
down to the street below. Oh, well—on to baking! Safety comes
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Faithful representations of Chinese-language signage, street scenes,
and cityscapes evoke nostalgia for those familiar with Taiwan.
i dream of popo

first, and Robert tidies his mess before Dad mixes up batch after
batch of “batter” (which behaves more like dough than cake batter). Robert shapes the cake and, once the confection reaches
critical mass (twice Robert’s height), festoons the tiered masterpiece with trinkets from around the house. As Mopsi, Dad, and
Robert quasi-nosh, the doorbell rings, and the first of a seemingly
endless flow of guests arrives. It would seem that Robert’s invitations made their way around the city, leading a race-, gender-, age-,
and species-inclusive conga line of cake-craving congregants to
the door. Given the scale of this assembly, there’s only one thing
Robert and Dad can do: make more cake! The child-centric narrative, with Robert running the show and Dad along for the ride,
encourages emulation, and the simple narrative is laced with
visual prompts for conversations about familial structure, gender
stereotypes, and diversity. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 52% of actual size.)
A vibrant read especially well suited for our indoor era.
(Picture book. 2-6)

SEVEN VOYAGES
How China’s Treasure Fleet
Conquered the Sea

Bergreen, Laurence & Fray, Sara
Roaring Brook (176 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-62672-122-7

A broad account of the Ming dynasty’s maritime expeditions, led by a legendary admiral.
A dramatized standoff between pirates
in the Strait of Malacca and the Treasure Fleet commanded by
Zheng He (1371-1433) launches this work. Referencing numerous
sources, the choppy narrative alternately plunges into geopolitical depths and zigzags among points of view, inundating readers with details that are difficult to digest without guidance or
visual aids such as comparative timelines. “China was a nation
divided against itself….Ethnic Chinese, Mongols, and Uighur
tribespeople fought,” and similar declarations suggest an Orientalist-tinged lens on group identities, nationhood, and territoriality. The result: a hodgepodge of human geography mixed with
economic calculations and strategic maneuvers in the name of
Zhu Di (the self-styled Yongle emperor) that can be dizzying for
readers navigating with no context or little prior knowledge. Certain chronicles, along with highlights of ship construction and
nautical technologies, are vivid and engaging while scant maps,
diagrams, and text panels do double duty in illustrating salient
facts. In failing to center Zheng He—a multifaith diplomat of
mixed ancestry who knew Arabic and prioritized linguistic and
cultural knowledge—Bergreen and Fray sacrifice a cogent storytelling approach. Casting too wide a net, this volume flounders in
its attempt to convey an intriguing chapter in anthropology and
world history for young English-language readers.
This ambitious effort reads like textbook excerpts striving to be docudrama segments. (bibliography, notes on
sources, index) (Nonfiction. 11-13)
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SAM’S FIRST WORD

Birdsong, Bea
Illus. by Hatam, Holly
Little, Brown (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-316-45244-1

A decidedly cheeky first-word book.
Little Sam is the adored child of
Mama and Papa. She also has a doting grandmother and a
friendly neighbor named Mr. Theotopolous (whose surname
suggests Greek heritage and whose light-brown complexion is
darker than Sam’s light-skinned family). Everyone cheers Sam
on as she achieves various milestones, and they anxiously await
her first word. To humorous effect, they also each try to coach
her so that word is Mama, Papa, Nana, and Mr. Theotopolous,
respectively. They get so caught up in that coaching that they
miss the fact that Sam is already saying her first word, repeatedly: “Poop.” Unfortunately, this punchline is given away on the
book’s cover, which undermines the humor on a first reading,
but this is the only misstep in a book that otherwise gets its pacing just right. Hatam’s crisp, bright illustrations capture Sam’s
efforts to get the grown-ups’ attention as she finally resorts to
stripping off her soiled diaper and declaring “POOP!” one final
time. Like many a toddler, Sam stands proudly naked, the cartoon style presenting a frontal view of the child without anatomical detail. A clever ending reveals Sam’s second word as the
cherry on top of this sweet toddler story.
Fresh, fun, and funny. (Picture book. 2-4)

I DREAM OF POPO

Blackburne, Livia
Illus. by Kuo, Julia
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-24931-9

A picture book centering a young
emigrant’s journey as well as her homecoming.
Unlike conventional or traditional narratives that launch
immigrant characters on one-way passages and their accompanying plots along linear trajectories, this focused family story
illustrates modern migration by choice as an evolving tale of
round trips through conscious reconnections with one’s origins.
The young protagonist moves from Taiwan to San Diego and
learns English at school while staying connected with Popo, the
grandmother who stayed in Taiwan, via video chats. As time
passes, linguistic barriers blur along with ongoing transitions
between cultures and geographies: A once-fluent vernacular
recedes to accommodate new sounds and expressions until the
child even dreams of Popo speaking English. Sympathetic, gentle treatments of aging and illness convey life’s inevitabilities
with a loving imagination steeped in the scent of sweet osmanthus. Faithful representations of Chinese-language signage,
street scenes, and cityscapes evoke nostalgia for those familiar
with Taiwan and its vibrant food culture. Whimsical depictions
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of Chinese New Year at home and Popo’s kitchen are authentic,
down to the accurate details on a calendar, dumpling making
from scratch, and the iconic rice cooker. Readers will connect
with this visual story on various levels or learn something new;
possibly both. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
#Ownvoices tributes to childhood memories of home: It
is as much an emotional space as a physical place. (author’s
note, illustrator’s note, glossary) (Picture book. 3-6)

CAPTAIN GREEN AND THE
TREE MACHINE

Bookless, Evelyn
Illus. by Deeptown, Danny
Marshall Cavendish (32 pp.)
$10.00 | Jan. 7, 2021
978-981-48-9320-6

The tree-planting machine a young
superhero invents explodes with the effort, but he discovers
that children working together can help save animals and their
forest homes.
Bookless and Deeptown return with this lively follow-up
to Captain Green and the Plastic Scene (2018), starring the same
environment-loving protagonist. Readers meet him happily
inventing something. But, like many young inventors, he’s not
sure what it will do. Fate intervenes with calls for help from
Hornbill, Elephant, and Orangutan. Trees are being cut, harvested, and burned, and they have no food or homes. The caped,
masked hero tweaks his invention to plant trees—but how can
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Raymond Antrobus & Polly Dunbar
IN CAN BEARS SKI? THE PAIR PUT WORDS AND PICTURES TO A
DEAF EXPERIENCE
By Vicky Smith
Suki Dhanda

[Frank Asch’s Happy Birthday, Moon, which figures in the final scene of Can Bears Ski?]. And then I got approached by
[editor] Maria [Tunney], who just said, “Hey, have you ever
considered trying to write for children?” And I just gave it a
go. I really enjoyed writing it, and I feel incredibly privileged
to have been given that opportunity, because I love it.

Why bears, and why the syllables can bears ski?

Raymond Antrobus

Can Bears Ski? The little ursine protagonist of poet and
educator Raymond Antrobus’ picture-book debut (Candlewick, Nov. 10) hears that question a lot: from a frustrated
Dad Bear, from puzzled friends, from concerned teachers—
and from the audiologist Dad Bear takes his cub to one day.
After some tests and some time, the audiologist fits the little brown bear with hearing aids, and at last the question
is clear: “Can you hear me?” The answer is finally yes, in a
lovely scene that depicts father and child reading together at
bedtime. Antrobus is deaf and draws on his own childhood
to pen his sensitive tale, to which illustrator Polly Dunbar
brings her own experience with partial deafness. We caught
up with them separately via Zoom, Antrobus from an IHOP
outside of Oklahoma City, where he’s recently relocated
from the U.K., and Dunbar from her home in Beccles, England. The interviews have been edited for length and clarity.

RA: The mishearing of the title was a genuine thing that I
remember from being a child. I remember hearing, “Can
bears ski?” and later on realizing I was being asked, “Can you
hear me?” It just stayed with me. And I think there’s something about bears because of Happy Birthday, Moon, which
also has a bear in it. One of the genius aspects of Happy
Birthday, Moon is that it has this device of repetition, because of the echo [when Bear calls out to the moon]. So you
say everything twice. It’s just perfect, like it’s an accidental
deaf poetic.

Raymond, what led you to writing for children?
Raymond Antrobus: If I’m honest, it was an accident. The
last poem in my book The Perseverance is “Happy Birthday
Moon,” which is this story about my dad. A lot of people
would ask me about that poem and about that picture book
192
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I’m also interested in why there’s no Mum Bear.
RA: I think [that’s] because the book is essentially a reimagining of what really happened with me. It was my mum
who was very active in getting me into a deaf school, getting
me hearing aids, getting me speech therapy, all of this stuff.
And my dad was kind of absent from that. I don’t think my
dad ever saw a way into that because of his understanding of
deafness. I don’t think there was ever any kind of model for
him to parent a deaf and hard-of-hearing child. So in a way
that relationship between the boy bear and Dad Bear is a
kind of imagined, hypothetical, wishful relationship. This is
something that I know my mum is going to ask about, like,
“Hey, I did this.” I know, Mum, don’t worry. I’ll shout you out
in interviews.
There’s [also] no sign language in the book. That was because within my own experience, I didn’t start learning sign
till I was 11. I just felt like I had to be true to that. There is
no singular deaf experience. I hope that this isn’t looked at
as a kind of universal Deaf Experience—just a deaf experience. What this book is about for me is this experience with
language and stories, through being read to as a child.

How did you enjoy the collaboration with Polly?

Did you consider putting any evidence of Mum Bear
into the pictures?
PD: I think I [asked] Raymond, should Mum be present?
Even in a picture? And he didn’t think that that was needed. And I thought that was right, actually. This is the dad’s
journey as much as the little bear’s. It’s an unusual thing to
see the emotional range of the dad—it’s lovely. I really, really
enjoyed creating this character that was very loving but also
very real.

Tell me about illustrating the audiologist’s office.
PD: I went [to the audiologist] every year when I was a child,
and I have to go now for my hearing aids. It’s been helpful
to me knowing what it’s like to be in the audiologist’s room,
because there are no windows, and there are things hanging
up on the wall, and the machines. Unless you’ve been there
it’s hard to picture it, isn’t it? And I have taken my son, because [the deafness is] hereditary. That’s another good thing
about the book: It’s a story about emotions, and it’s poetic,
but it is also factual. I read [it] to my son before he went, so
he knew what to expect.
It was such a relief to find a book that explored a disability in a way that was creative first and foremost but also
helpful. It is hard to do both. And I feel this is what this does.
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RA: It was great. I love writing poetry, but it is quite a lonely
thing, so I was hungry to find ways to collaborate. I think
it’s important that Polly also was hard of hearing. She comes
from a deaf family and a deaf-aware family, and we were able
to talk about that. And she was incredibly intuitive in terms
of the [characters’] facial expressions. When I first saw her
drawings, I cried.

have that perfect expression, the rest of the picture falls into
place. I draw them a lot of times to get to that place, sort of
like exercising. I have to limber up with lots of bears until
I’m ready to go.

Can Bears Ski? was reviewed in the Oct. 1, 2020, issue.

Polly, how did you go about depicting what it looks like
not to hear?
Polly Dunbar: I think when people aren’t deaf and they
imagine what deafness is like, it’s different from how it actually feels…the other senses do become more acute. Raymond
[evokes] that so well, with the rumbling of things. I was able
to show the vibration of Dad Bear’s footsteps, [with] everything sort of just moving slightly. There’s a really loud scene
in the school dining room, and it’s all so busy and so colorful. So there’s not just vibration to show sound—I was able
to show the hecticness with the color and the busyness of
the page. [The experience of going deaf is] all the noises get
muddled together. You miss out little bits of words here and
there. You sort of have to stitch the words together.

You put so much expression into these bears’ faces.
PD: I normally draw people, and this is my first book with a
bear. So it was different. [It starts with] understanding what
the shape of the bear is and where the mouth and nose are.
Then I can just concentrate on how does that bear feel? It
was so important to get those emotions right. I find once I
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Bold, chunky, hand-lettered text reinforces
the immediacy of the lively narration.
blanket

he plant so many? His invention blows up with a “BANG!” but
the sight of a classroom full of students studying trees reminds
him that teamwork can also become a Tree Machine. Captain
Green’s language is appealing: “Oh, green gravy!” he expostulates, and “My green-ness, this is fun!” he says as they all plant
trees together. Deeptown’s cartoon illustrations show an engaging small White hero, a diverse classroom, and animals that look
like animals but whose body language and expressions carry
emotion. Most environmental educators would prefer not to
burden preschoolers with the issue of environmental destruction, but if it seems necessary, this is lighthearted enough to fill
the bill. A spread of backmatter includes concept amplification
and reasonable suggestions for helping save forests.
A child-friendly environmental message with an emphasis on teamwork. (Picture book. 3-7)

MR. COMPLAIN TAKES
THE TRAIN

Bradford, Wade
Illus. by Britt, Stephan & Beccia, Carlyn
Clarion (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-544-82981-7
Interactive tomfoolery reaches new heights (and the occasional depth) when a perpetual crank’s mood meets its match.
Mr. Complain lives up to his name. Clad in a Tyrolean hat
and an oversized ascot, the mustachioed, elderly White gent
boards a train in the hope of reaching a vacation destination.
Alas, at all times he is beset with problems that only he seems to
detect. The train compartment he initially sits in is “too happy,”
but outside is “too sad.” His animal seatmates are “too bubbly,”
“too prickly,” and “too piggly.” The dining car offers some respite,
until it starts tilting about—thanks to instructions given specifically to the book’s readers, who are encouraged again and
again to wreak extra havoc on the ride. Though Mr. Complain
cannot open his mouth without moaning, a relentlessly chipper ostrich conductor meets every last one of the cranky guest’s
peeves with reassurance. Surely any adult or child who has ever
experienced a flood of nonstop negativity will instantly recognize the Mr. Complains in their own lives. Britt’s thickly inked
figures and Beccia’s digital colors bring the train and its chaotic
passengers to life; Mr. Complain is particularly amusing, with
a neckless, egg-shaped head rising out of a body ending in two
tiny feet. It will be hard for child audiences to complain when
seeing this story in action. Mr. Complain is the only human in
the book.
Aim this train for the nearest storytime and choo-choochoose it anytime. (Picture book. 3-6)
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BLANKET
Journey to Extreme Coziness
Brantz, Loryn
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-7595-5479-5

A seriously swaddled child invites
readers to explore the transformative power of a blanket.
Wrapped up in a tweedy blanket, a wide-eyed child with
beige skin and a shock of pale blond hair greets readers with a
surprised “hello” and adds, “I was too busy being warm and cozy
inside my FUZZIEST blanket” to notice anyone. Describing
the blanket wrapping as a “blanket cocoon,” the child explains
how cocoons provide protective coverings for certain insects,
giving them a “safe place to become their grown-up selves in.”
The child urges readers to quietly observe a caterpillar spin its
cocoon, disappear inside, and eventually emerge an amazing
butterfly. Wondering if readers would “like to be inside a blanket cocoon just like me,” the child deftly demonstrates how to
roll up inside a favorite blanket. Once inside a blanket cocoon,
readers can snuggle, wiggle, feel safe and warm, and close their
eyes to imagine traveling through space, running in a rainforest, hunkering inside an igloo, or swimming beneath the ocean
waves. Leaving the security of a blanket cocoon might seem
scary, but it’s exciting because “we could BE ANYTHING!”
The bold, chunky, hand-lettered text reinforces the immediacy
of the child narrator’s lively conversation with readers. Dynamic
illustrations rely on simple shapes, expressive close-ups, and
hilarious shots of the ebullient child, cleverly turning the blanket cocoon into a metaphor for the process of growing up.
An engaging, energetic, amusing, and affirming must for
blanket lovers. (Picture book. 3-7)

THE GIRL WITH THE CAT

Brenna, Beverly
Illus. by Kerrigan, Brooke
Red Deer Press (32 pp.)
$19.95 | Aug. 14, 2020
978-0-88995-531-8

A girl becomes attached to a piece of
art in a gallery.
Exploring a new city with her older brother, the first-person narrator wanders into an art gallery and falls in love with
a bronze sculpture of a girl in a rocking chair with a cat. Nineyear-old Caroline bonds with the sculpture, running her hands
over it and talking to it: about ice cream, about being forced to
give away her own cat when her family moved, and about not
having friends. When the sculpture’s due to leave the gallery,
Caroline gathers her spare change and begs for it to stay, spurring a donation campaign that succeeds. Brenna’s core arc is
true: a real White girl in 1966, a sculpture, a handwritten letter,
a donation campaign. Caroline Markham’s full name, relevant
city names (Saskatoon, Toronto, Ottawa), and even the gallery
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director’s name are specified in the main text; egregiously, the
real sculptor, Arthur Price, goes unnamed—even in the backmatter (he is named in flap copy). Kerrigan’s rendering of the
sculpture is too watery and low-saturation to evoke bronze; the
gallery’s many paintings—which Caroline also loves—are visually pleasant and peaceful but indistinct. Inexplicably, the text
minutely changes the sculpture’s name—from Girl With Cat to
The Girl and the Cat—and changes the Mendel Art Gallery to
the generic Art Gallery.
This odd combination of specificity and vagueness is
more about the protagonist’s personal arc than about art.
(author’s note, photos) (Picture book. 5-8)

STRONG AS STONE

Browne, Christopher
Illus. by the author
Viking (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-20466-5

THE PET PARADE

Butler, Dori Hillestad
Illus. by Atteberry, Kevan
Holiday House (80 pp.)
$15.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-8234-4493-9
Series: Dear Beast, 2
The drama behind an upcoming pet
parade, told in epistolary style.
Simon, Andy’s cat, is writing to Baxter, Andy’s dog. Simon invites Baxter to
march in the upcoming pet parade, taking Simon’s place. Baxter replies affirmatively with wriggly enthusiasm and atrocious
spelling. When Simon asks Baxter what his costume will be and
reminds him to be more attentive to his spelling, Baxter writes
back that the costume is a secret, that “speling is…not vary fun,”
and that he has given Simon the nickname of Cat Man. Simon
says he doesn’t want a nickname, but Baxter persists, insensitively. While Simon is unfailingly polite in his epistolary quest
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A prehistoric girl saves the day with
courage and kindness.
Stone, who appears to live during the
Stone Age, lives in a small mountain village amid bison, elk, and
mastodons. She and her father are close, and when he becomes
ill, she knows she is the only “willing warrior” to take the arduous journey to secure the cure for him, which is guarded by
vicious bears. Since her father taught her to be fierce and strong,
she knows she can do it. When she encounters a huge, horned
beast, she scares it with a brave, loud cry but then decides to
comfort and befriend it. The two journey to where the cure
lies, and when Stone responds with kindness to the ferocious
bears, they become friends: “Kindness made Stone…as strong
as stone.” The book possesses the emotional formula of a typical animated Disney film with its focus on the father-daughter
relationship; its dramatic tableaux with modulations in light
that support the book’s emotional undercurrents (Stone picks
the healing flower by a setting sun with her new bear BFF by her
side); earnest characters and emotionally anthropomorphized
creatures (the girl and the beast laugh and play together, and a
bear altogether dismisses the idea of the food chain when Stone
hugs it); and its emphasis on a moral takeaway. A happy fatherdaughter reunion wraps up the tale. All human characters have
light-brown skin and straight, darker brown hair. (This book was
reviewed digitally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at
75.6% of actual size.)
A sentimental Stone Age saga. (Picture book. 4-9)
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Clichéd mean girls excepted, characters
are believable and engaging.
365 days to alaska

to find out what Baxter’s costume is, readers may detect in the
responses he receives that he is not altogether an innocent party.
Nevertheless, many of those responses are noticeably ungracious. And Baxter, with his willful dismissal of Simon’s feelings,
adds to the story’s pervasively subtle mean-spiritedness. Backmatter gives a “Doggie Dictionary” that translates Baxter’s
ubiquitous misspellings into proper words, but as a device, his
habit is more intrusive than cute, often forcing readers who are
trying to master spelling themselves to sound out what should
be sight words to glean meaning. Andy is White, as is his chief
competitor, and his friend Noah is a child of color. Atteberry
renders expressions well, but the goldfish with the big red lips
and long eyelashes is tiresomely stereotypical, as is the apparently elderly snail delivering the letters.
Too mean-spirited to be really funny. (Fiction. 6-8)

WHERE THE WORLD ENDS
A Zip, Trik, and
Flip Adventure

Cali, Davide
Illus. by Dek, Maria
Princeton Architectural Press (40 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-61689-937-0

Three companions go on a quest.
“On a sunny and sleepy afternoon,”
friends Zip, Trik, and Flip lounge in a field. One or two may be
bears while one is a rabbit; all are human-sized, walk on two
feet, and wear T-shirts, shorts, and backpacks. Musing about
where clouds go—“Maybe they wind up where the world
ends”—sparks a journey seeking “the end of the world.” Dek’s
watercolor landscapes with visible brush strokes are episodic
and fantastical, creating scene after whimsical scene for the
protagonists to traverse. An elderly mouse lives in a teapot; a
carrot’s feathery leaves loom over one of the friends; a forest
spread is an optical illusion, showing paths, tree branches, and
hills all curving through the air on the same plane. Zip, Trik,
and Flip placidly break various rules without consequence, and
everything is copacetic (though a small wolf does bicycle past
in the background, transporting a red-hooded kid). The arc’s
climax is cryptic. “At the top of a distant hill, they finally saw
it. / ‘Ooh!’ they all said together.” They jump around and plant
a flag with themselves on it, marking “where the world ends.”
Literal-minded readers may feel abandoned: Why is this spot
the world’s end? There’s no reason. Readers open to books ending the way children’s play ends may accept it: Zip, Trik, and Flip
call this hilltop the world’s end, therefore it is.
Free-spirited or amiably baffling depending on one’s perspective. (Picture book. 3-6)
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365 DAYS TO ALASKA

Carr, Cathy
Amulet/Abrams (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4197-4380-1

Divorce separated Rigel from her
dad and beloved home in Alaska’s remote
interior; now living in Connecticut with
her mother and sisters, she clings to his
promise: If she sticks it out for a year, she
can return.
Willow, 14; Rigel, 11; and Izzy, 5, were raised off the grid in
a two-room cabin without electricity or indoor plumbing and
were educated by mail—a life their parents, Bear and Lila, chose.
Living with Lila’s mother suits Willow and Izzy. Grandma’s nice,
her home’s amenities (a TV room, appliances, four bathrooms!)
are amazing, and school is fun. Rigel, on the other hand, detests
the noise; the orange, light-polluted night sky; and the fake,
plastic, urban world her father also despises. At school she feels
like an exotic outsider, a target for a posse of mean girls. When
her one tentative friendship sputters, Rigel despairs until she
befriends an injured crow behind the school. Aware that taming wild animals puts them at risk, Rigel still can’t resist feeding and naming it. Blueberry reminds her of Alaska’s ravens and
provides companionship when Bear’s postcards and calls taper
off. Rigel’s family is White; a Native Alaskan community and
several secondary characters of color are respectfully, if briefly,
portrayed. The clichéd mean girls excepted, characters are
believable and engaging. Rigel herself—homesick for her old
life, uncertain (and ambivalent) about how to navigate this new
one—is sure to resonate with young, housebound readers.
A likable, timely debut. (Fiction. 8-12)

PEOPLE OF PRIDE
25 Great LGBTQ Americans

Clemesha, Chase
Capstone Editions (64 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-6844-6216-2

This amuse-bouche introduction to
LGBTQ+ individuals will tantalize readers.
Some 25 racially diverse Americans’
lives are documented in biographical morsels, arranged apparently arbitrarily and with text that’s not substantial enough to
do more than tease. Figures profiled include White humanitarian Jane Addams, African American civil rights activist Bayard
Rustin, Puerto Rican performer Ricky Martin, and White filmmakers Lana and Lilly Wachowski. Each entry provides the subject’s year of birth (and of death, when applicable), a photo (in
a digitally rendered frame reminiscent of 1990s clip art), and a
few scant facts about each subject. George Takei, the Japanese
American actor and activist, and Dr. Sara Josephine Baker, a
White public health innovator, are lucky enough to merit two
whole paragraphs; everyone else receives only one. Absent from
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all profiles are many common facts typically found in traditional
biographies: Exact date of birth, place of birth, date of death,
place of death, cause of death, etc., are all missing. Also peculiar is the absence from several profiles of the specific aspect
of LGBTQ+ identity that warrants their inclusion. The backmatter includes a listing of 14 additional figures, summarized
in two to three sentences each; such audience-relevant figures
as African American author Jacqueline Woodson and Black/
biracial actor Amandla Stenberg are relegated to this roundup.
There are also a timeline that stops at 2015 (well before Trump
administration politics started cutting into trans rights), a glossary, source notes, and three URLs for support networks.
Well meaning but insubstantial. (Collective biography. 8-12)

CLAUDETTE COLVIN

Cline-Ransom writes the moving
story of young civil rights pioneer Claudette Colvin in this chapter-book biography that expands the She Persisted picture-book series created
by Chelsea Clinton and Alexandra Boiger.
Weaving together detailed historical background and personal information about Colvin’s life, Cline-Ransome brings
the teen activist to life with great compassion and impressive
brevity. From her humble beginnings in Pine Level, Alabama, to
the loss of her sister to polio when Colvin was 13, readers learn
the personal struggles the youth experienced as well as some
of her triumphs, such as her frequent victories in class spelling
bees, before being pushed into the spotlight for refusing to give
up her seat to a White woman months before Rosa Parks would.
The book very briefly discusses the politics behind why Colvin
is lesser-known than Rosa Parks, focusing on community activists’ leeriness of her youth and not mentioning her pregnancy.
With an eye toward the audience, the book keeps Colvin’s emotional journey at its heart even as it summarizes the boycott in
conclusion. Flint’s occasional black-and-white interior illustrations emulate Boiger’s airy style, depicting Colvin with her loving family, riding in a Montgomery bus in a scene foreshadowing
her history-making moment, and praying in a jail cell. Suggestions for how readers might persist appear in the backmatter.
A noteworthy start for chapter-book readers wishing to
read more about young leaders of the movement. (further
reading, websites) (Biography. 6-9)

|

Cocca-Leffler, Maryann
Illus. by the author
abramsappleseed (24 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4197-4003-9

Persistence pays off for a piglet.
Frustrations, depicted in a series of vignettes, overwhelm a
young pig when success seems constantly out of reach, or “not
yet.” Not yet ready to bike without training wheels, not yet tall
enough for the roller coaster, not yet old enough for the baseball team, not yet in tune on the violin. Even the pancakes aren’t
ready to flip. “YET, YET, YET!” wails the piglet. “How do I get
to YET?” the piglet asks a grown-up pig in a purple tunic. The
instructive response, that things improve, often with practice,
is delivered in a rhymed text that goes down easy: “The path
to YET / is not a straight line. / It takes growing and doing, /
patience and time.” A few more vignettes demonstrate that
there will be challenges along the way: Arithmetic problems go
awry, spelling means mistakes, knitting is tricky, and watercolor
painting drips. “You’ll get sad and angry, / but don’t you quit— /
you have power and courage, / and that’s called GRIT.” CoccaLeffler’s art is lighthearted, and the activities of the child pig
will be familiar to most. The value of a growth mindset—working toward small goals, waiting for the right time, and learning
patience and resilience—is indisputable. Though the coaching
advice here feels slightly formulaic and the rhymed delivery
echoes similarly inspirational offerings, the piglet is winsomely
appealing and the accomplishments within reach of the audience. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 37.3% of actual size.)
Encouraging. (Picture book. 3-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Cline-Ransome, Lesa
Illus. by Flint, Gillian
Philomel (80 pp.)
$14.99 | $5.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-11583-1
978-0-593-11584-8 paper
Series: She Persisted

THE POWER OF YET

SYDNEY & TAYLOR EXPLORE
THE WHOLE WIDE WORLD

Davies, Jacqueline
Illus. by Hocking, Deborah
HMH Books (80 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-358-10631-9
Series: Sydney & Taylor, 1

At every turn of events, the title characters’ personalities seem to shift and

reverse.
Sydney and Taylor live in a burrow under Miss Nancy’s
potting shed. Sydney is a skunk who loves to sit quietly and
listen to the sounds of the world above. Taylor is a hedgehog
who longs to travel and explore the world beyond the burrow.
Sydney cares about his friend and wants him to be happy, so he
agrees to an expedition. Almost immediately, however, Taylor
becomes nervous and worries that his fear of new things and
strangers will overcome him; Sydney staunchly reassures him.
Although they have never even met Miss Nancy and know nothing of what waits beyond her fence, they set off feeling “wild
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and fearless and free.” At first Taylor is the brave one, mapping
the route and leading the way. But with every new encounter
Taylor’s fright takes over, and it is Sydney who provides leadership and solutions. To their great relief—and with a little help
from Miss Nancy—the intrepid adventurers arrive home safely.
Davies describes the action with verve, humor, and compassion, employing vivid, expressive syntax as she focuses on the
characters’ nonfussy, genuine friendship and the shifts in their
dynamic. Hocking’s very carefully rendered, brightly colored
illustrations closely follow the events, capturing the friends’
personalities and their every emotion; their burrow, seen in an
early cross-section, is a delight unto itself.
An enduring friendship wins the day in this chapter-book
adventure. (Fantasy. 6-8)

CLIFF THE FAILED TROLL
(Warning: There Be Pirates in
This Book!)
Davis-Pyles, Barbara
Illus. by Hillgrove, Justin
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-63217-246-4

Self-actualization for this chipper
bridge dweller comes when he trades goats for glory.
Failure comes in many forms. Cliff, alas, has mastered them
all. He may be green and somewhat rectangular in shape, but
at troll school, he’s just the worst. Everything—his demeanor,
his singing, his vegetarianism—rankles his teacher and classmates. Ready to try something new, Cliff high-tails it to pirate
school instead. Though it fits his personality to a T, the work
is tough, and the little troll lives in fear of his next report card.
Fortunately, when you love what you’re doing, that can make all
the difference. There are smidgens of cleverness hidden in the
margins of this seemingly simple tale. Jokes like one troll saying,
“Trolls are landlubbers,” followed by “YEAH! We lub the land!”
hit the spot. Likewise, while the cartoon art remains bubbly
and cheery, it isn’t afraid to slip in the occasional “tibi ipsi esto
fidelis” (“to thine own self be true”) hidden on a bridge for kicks.
Cliff ’s awakening isn’t granted without hard work on his part,
an idea that has broad application. Even dreams must be earned.
Inspiration for anyone hoping to find a crew of foulmouthed, barnacle-laden sea dogs of their very own. (Picture
book. 4-6)

LITTLE POLAR BEAR AND THE
PANDAS

de Beer, Hans
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Wilson, David Henry
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7358-4428-5

The little polar bear’s newest adventure in this Swiss series takes him on a journey to China.
When Lars the polar bear curiously follows a group of tourists to the Arctic he becomes an accidental cruise-ship stowaway. Even though his new mouse friends on the ship are fun,
the cub can’t wait to get home. Smuggled off the ship at the
first port, Lars finds himself in a vast bamboo forest. There, he
encounters Ying and Yong, twin pandas, who help him scale
the Great Wall of China, the first step on his trip north. On
the other side, a friendly otter named Oleg smuggles him onto
an Arctic-bound mail plane. A joyful reunion with his relieved
parents draws the adventure to a close. Following the formula
established by previous Little Polar Bear titles, there’s minimal
new ground covered in Lars’ newest adventure. While the journey is one of many miles, the story lacks urgency. Even Lars, a
smile almost always upon his face, seems to know that nothing
bad could ever come his way. Supporting characters are merely
cardboard figures meant to convey Lars from one plot point to
the next. Unfortunately, the depiction of the panda cubs begins
with their cringeworthy names and continues with a description of them as nearly identical, a common Asian stereotype.
Most alarmingly, Lars shows his parents what a panda looks like
by smearing dirt on his father while his mother simpers, “Now
black and white will be all the rage in the Arctic!” The parallels
to blackface and the idea of race as fashionable are surpassingly
distressing. Readers itching for an animal travelogue should
opt instead for Longy Han and Elinor Hägg’s more authentic
treatment, Gusto & Gecko Travel to China (2018). (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.15-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 63% of actual size.)
This little bear should have stayed at home. (Picture book.
4-8)

I LOVE YOU,
BABY BURRITO

Dominguez, Angela
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-250-23109-3
Two doting parents bring their newborn home in this sweet
story told with Spanish phrases.
An excellent title for anyone who wants to convey the love
and excitement of being a new parent, this bilingual picture
book captures the joy of the first few days at home. The house is
decorated with banners and balloons, giving the illustrations a
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The lovable Díaz family has yet to disappoint.
stella díaz dreams big

celebratory feel. A stuffed llama, toys, and a bassinet have been
prepared in anticipation of the birth, and the green and yellow
colors in the nursery make it easy for any child to imagine themselves the baby arriving home in the story. The parents, a paleskinned, redheaded mother and a brown-skinned, dark-haired
father, hold their new arrival, then watch the baby in the bassinet until fussing begins. After feeding, they calm their babe
by partaking in the universal act of swaddling the tot tightly in
a blanket. Accompanying illustrations that show how the baby’s
arms and legs are contained, with only the face peeking out, in a
bundle that looks like a burrito, the text deftly interjects Spanish words while conveying their meaning through the artwork.
A sense of kindness and safety permeates the double-spread
depictions of the parents and their child, resulting in a calm
and peaceful tale of family love. A Spanish glossary and pronunciation guide follow this clever and heartwarming story. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-18-inch double-page spreads
reviewed at 40.8% of actual size.)
This celebration of the “baby burrito” is a playful and loving take on life in a Latinx family. (Picture book. 2-5)

Fourth grade is not for the faint of
heart.
In Book 3 of the Stella Díaz series,
Dominguez’s Ramona Quimby–esque heroine of Salvadoran and Mexican descent finds herself a tad overextended as she joins an art club, attempts to fulfill her presidential
duties at the helm of the ocean-saving Sea Musketeers, and takes
swim lessons with best friend Jenny. As if that weren’t enough, her
mom is spending a suspicious amount of time with new neighbor
Diego, and Stella is not sure how she feels about her mom having
a maybe-boyfriend. Stella’s worry and exhaustion are palpable, but
her enthusiasm for all of her hobbies is endearingly earnest. Middle-grade readers will get a taste of what’s to come when Stella and
her older brother, Nick, compare extracurriculars as he begins to
imagine applying to college. As with previous volumes, occasional
Spanish words are presented in italics (a decision explained in the
author’s note); they are typically accompanied by context clues or
in-text translations, narrator Stella confiding to readers that she
needs to work on her Spanish. Her overall vocabulary is robust,
however, and she easily weaves in words such as guffaw, devious,
and deduction that bolster her go-getter characterization. The Chicago setting and its vigorous Latinx community are well realized.
The novel can easily be enjoyed without familiarity with previous
books, and Dominguez’s black-and-white illustrations give transitioning readers’ eyes places to rest.
The lovable Díaz family has yet to disappoint. (Fiction.
7-10)
|

Donnelly, Rebecca
Illus. by Saburi, Misa
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-250-25686-7
In this follow-up to Cats Are a Liquid
(2019), Donnelly and Saburi invite budding scientists to ponder further.
It is a trope of physical comedy that banana peels are comically and catastrophically slippery, but how slippery are they,
really? Inspired by the real-life experiments of Japanese scientist Kiyoshi Mabuchi, Donnelly compares banana peels to a
wide variety of materials that move, slide, and glide. From lava
flows and jelly wobbles to their namesake, the banana slug, fluids, friction, and even fashion are explored with smiling, anthropomorphic banana peels and a bevy of diverse young scientists
all along the way. Saburi’s round-headed and dot-eyed cartoon
children and comical bananas are delightful, and the liquid cats
even make an appearance. As with its predecessor, the text can
often stray into nonsense (“Is a squid a banana that dives in the
deep?”). While the illustrations are adorable and animated, the
questions posed and comparisons made in the rhyming text
are sometimes only tenuously tied to banana peels. Rather, the
banana peel seems to be an arbitrary vehicle to introduce many
unrelated experiments, from rocketry to botany. Because of
this, though the text is simple and encourages a brisk pace, the
spreads are best enjoyed when explored together with an adult
who can call attention to these details. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 39.1% of
actual size.)
A mixed bag of vibrant artwork, silly rhymes, and a spark
of curiosity, best enjoyed in a cozy lap. (author’s note, activity) (Picture book. 3-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

STELLA DÍAZ DREAMS BIG

Dominguez, Angela
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (208 pp.)
$13.88 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-250-76308-2
Series: Stella Díaz, 3

HOW SLIPPERY IS A
BANANA PEEL?

DREYER’S ENGLISH (ADAPTED
FOR YOUNG READERS)
Good Advice for Good
Writing

Dreyer, Benjamin
Delacorte (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-17680-1

The 2019 guide to grammar and
usage from the copy chief of Random
House is adapted for young readers.
Why should young readers care about usage? Because,
writes Dreyer, “What you write and how you write it tells readers as much about you as a selfie. You don’t post every selfie you
take, do you?” This observation sets the tone for the tweaks and
massages made to refashion the proudly fussbudgety original
for a presumably more skeptical audience. Most of the author’s
adventures in copy editing have been excised from this volume,
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Inspiring, adventurous fun for aspirational kids.
sadie sprocket builds a rocket

though many of the discursive footnotes remain. Also deleted is
any mention of sex, even though the original treatment is fairly
nonprurient, and excising gonorrhea and syphilis from the chapter on oft-misspelled words is arguably an irresponsible favoring
of prudery over health literacy. But most of the changes appear
aimed at making the content seem relevant: “Great writers of
the twentieth century like Edith Wharton, Theodore Dreiser,
and William Faulkner” is now “Great writers of the twentyfirst century like Louis Sachar, Rebecca Stead, and Lois Lowry.”
Some of these swaps smack of desperation: “ ‘Hey Ya!’ is a classic pop song by OutKast” instead of “ ‘Wouldn’t It Be Nice’ is a
classic pop song by the Beach Boys.” Long, syntactically complicated sentences abound, calling into question the whole enterprise. Readers eager to tackle them will be just as happy, if not
happier, with the original.
A somewhat thoughtful but unnecessary adaptation.
(Nonfiction. 10-14)

SADIE SPROCKET BUILDS
A ROCKET

Fliess, Sue
Illus. by Tempest, Annabel
Two Lions (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 1, 2021
978-1-5420-1803-6

A little girl’s imaginative plan to
become an astronaut and be the first to
travel to Mars really takes off.
Together with a crew of stuffed animals (owl, rabbit, and
teddy bear), Sadie Sprocket does her research, gathers materials to build her spaceship, and, with support from family and
friends—and media coverage—embarks on her historic journey.
Rhyming quatrains tell the story of how Sadie patiently reads,
cooks, and records important data during the 100-day interplanetary journey. And then: “The Earth behind, so far away, /
was now a tiny dot. / Then Sadie cried, ‘There’s planet Mars!
/ It’s smaller than I thought!’ ” After landing and gathering 20
bags of samples, Sadie and crew are stuck in a red sandstorm
while trying to take off again. But with Sadie’s determination
and can-do spirit, they blast off, safely returning to Earth with
future heroic space-exploration ideas in mind. Spiky cartoons
transform a child’s playroom into an outer-space venue, complete with twinkling stars and colorful planets. Sadie presents
White while her encouraging fans feature more diversity. An
addendum includes brief facts about Mars and a handful of
women space scientists. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 50% of actual size.)
Inspiring, adventurous fun for aspirational kids. (Picture
book. 4-6)
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NOAH MCNICHOL AND THE
BACKSTAGE GHOST

Freeman, Martha
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(272 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-5344-6290-8

The Plattsfield-Winklebottom Memorial Sixth-Grade Players tackle Hamlet—
and not the bowdlerized “No-Trauma
Drama” version, either.
To be sure, “Hamlet, the Tale of a Gritty Prince Who
Learns To Be Patient,” is what the inexperienced young players are handed—but hardly has oddly elusive new director Mike
stepped in to sub for the annual event’s customary one (who
has, with fine irony, broken her leg) than every script magically
reverts to the Bard’s original and they find themselves plunged
into a bloody, complicated, and much cooler scenario. But who
is Mike, and how is it that he can apparently not only appear
and vanish at will, but conjure elaborate sets and costumes out
of thin air? Taking a cue from his erstwhile literary hero Nate
the Great, Noah (aka Marcellus, Gravedigger One, Rosencrantz, and Fortinbras) sets out to solve this double mystery.
Electrifyingly, Mike turns out to be a renowned stage director…
who died in 2014. That’s far from the only twist that Freeman
delivers on the way to a triumphant performance—and a rush
of family revelations. Her characters quote Shakespeare at one
another as immersive rehearsals lend hard-won insights into
the play’s linguistic and thematic slings and arrows. Noah, who
is Jewish, describes Plattsfield as predominantly White; there
are a few students of color, including Fuli, a girl cast as Hamlet
who emigrated from Nepal. Color-blind casting and race are
explored to some degree.
The play’s the thing, on the boards and…beyond. (Paranor
mal mystery. 11-13)

TOGETHER

Fuge, Charles
Illus. by the author
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 22, 2020
978-0-593-30388-7
A tender affirmation of the permanence of the parent-child bond.
Fuge follows Sam McBratney’s strategy in Guess How Much I
Love You (1994) in leaving both the genders and the actual relationship between the large and small companions he conjures
unspecified, so any number of situations could be mapped onto
this lyrical expression of inseparability. One thing is sure—Fuge
remains unexcelled in depicting animal figures of extreme,
relentless adorability. Here a pair of anthropomorphic polar
bears (with a certain amount of koala DNA visible in their big,
shiny black noses and outsized fuzzy ears) frolics on two legs
through snowy Arctic settings to undulating lines of rhymed
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reassurance: “We often imagine faraway lands, / with parrots
and palm trees / and warm golden sands. / But then we agree
that / we don’t need that stuff…. / Just being together is / more
than enough!” (Fuge takes the opportunity of the reference to
parrots and palm trees to imagine a tropical scene, adding a bit
of warmth to the generally icy blues and whites of the cartoon
spreads.) The day, spent alone aside from a few cameos by birds
and other small creatures, ends in a cozy ice cave with smooches
literal and figurative: “ ‘Together!’ you say, as we cuddle up tight.
/ ‘Forever,’ I whisper, and kiss you goodnight.” (This book was
reviewed digitally with 10.4-by-20.6-inch double-page spreads viewed
at 75% of actual size.)
Massively cute, but not cloying, with an ever timely message. (Picture book. 3-6)

BIG RIG RESCUE!

Rescue vehicles meet a complex
problem with some seriously adult tools.
There’s a wreck on the highway! Snowy conditions have left
a semi on its side, the scrap it was hauling spilling out at the
rear. Good thing Big Orange is on the job. This tow truck has
“14 wheels, a boom, a hook, and….Oh yes. A winch!” But this isn’t a
job it can do alone. The driver needs a tanker to drain the semi’s
fuel and a second rig called Big Blue to help get that semi in an
upright position. That done, a new flatbed will drive away with
the trailer, and what’s left will head off to the repair shop. That
is, until a patch of black ice makes a new rescue mission necessary. Texture comes primarily in the form of snow on an icy
winter’s day. Otherwise, Gall’s art has a Playmobil’s smooth feel,
rendering trees as perfect cones and human figures little more
than foils to the equipment they wield. (All humans have pale
skin, though a couple are slightly browner than the driver of
Big Orange.) From the rescue saw through the outriggers to the
trailer’s snatch block, the solution to the semi’s problem may
prove just as fascinating to adult readers as it is to their truckloving offspring. Most specialized vocabulary is set in boldface
and italicized, but not, maddeningly, that snatch block, nor is it
clear what exactly that particular piece of equipment is.
Look to the helpers in this love song to rescue vehicles in
cold, remote places. (Picture book. 3-7)

|

George, Kallie
Illus. by MacKay, Elly
Tundra (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7352-6516-5

Is the little child who narrates the
book too little for any fun?
This gentle tale goes straight to the
heart of what upsets so many little ones:
missing out on adventures because they are small and young.
The beginning double-page spread shows three family members staring out over a full clothesline as the text reads: “This
morning, Mama saw a deer. Dad and Sara saw it too.” The narrator missed the sight while struggling to get dressed. The child
recounts other examples of recently missed opportunities, then
heads outside with a lump of sugar, hoping to lure the deer.
Gorgeous, masterful art in MacKay’s characteristic layered
dioramas that combine drawn figures with cut, often diaphanous elements accompanies every page of spare but thoughtful
text, as the child encounters other signs of nature—but no deer.
When the narrator encounters the fawn of the title—“Little like
me”—the two greet each other with their eyes before returning
home to their respective mothers. The child looks about 3 years
old and perhaps too young to be allowed a wilderness wander
near protective animal mothers, but the soft and dreamy tone
of the art and the text excuses the story from complete realism. The child’s response to Mama’s question at the end gives
further empowerment to the child, who looks and listens while
someone older reads this aloud. The family is an interracial one,
with White-presenting father and Asian-presenting mother.
(This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-16-inch double-page
spreads viewed at actual size.)
Sweet and pretty for bedtime or naptime—and validating to little ones all the time. (Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

Gall, Chris
Illus. by the author
Norton Young Readers (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-324-01539-0

THE SECRET FAWN

MOOSE, GOOSE,
AND MOUSE

Gerstein, Mordicai
Illus. by the author & Mack, Jeff
Holiday House (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-8234-4760-2
House-hunting has never been so
much fun.
Housemates Moose, Goose, and
Mouse are in desperate need of a home upgrade; their current
abode is wet, cold, and moldy. The pals are set on finding new
digs and create a relatively simple list of requirements as guidance: Mouse wants a home that’s sunny; Moose wants to live
somewhere funny; Goose requires that it come with a bunny.
(In this market? Oy vey!) An exploratory train ride is the impetus for a runaway adventure (literally) that leads the threesome
to the unexpected home of their dreams. The plot is simple,
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allowing the rhyming wordplay and illustrations to be the true
stars of the show, combining into a sublime reading experience.
Young readers who enjoy noodlehead stories and playing with
language will delight in the goofy rhymes and zany story. The
scratchy cartoon artwork, reminiscent of animator Jay Ward’s
work on The Rocky and Bullwinkle Show, enhances the text, the
boldly (and singularly) colored characters inhabiting a world
with detailed backgrounds that cry out for closer examination.
Here’s hoping Mack, who oversaw completion of the illustrations after Gerstein’s passing according to his concluding note,
will be inspired to revisit the characters, as this is a trio readers will hope to meet again and again. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 11-by-17.6-inch double-page spreads viewed at 67% of
actual size.)
Madcap humor at its finest. (Picture book. 6-8)

WELCOME TO ARIZONA

Illus. by Gilland, Åsa
Doubleday (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-17821-8
Series: Welcome to…

Arizona is more than a desert, and its
desert is more than sand.
From the Grand Canyon to a rich array of wild plants and
animals, this Southwestern state is brimming with nature’s treasures. Basic identifying information, such as the state flower
and motto, is introduced in tandem with popular tourist attractions, such as the food and the Four Corners Monument. This
entry in the Welcome to… series celebrating the states offers
detailed, whimsical illustrations to accompany the scattering
of pertinent factoids across the pages. (Companion titles on
California, Florida, and Texas publish simultaneously.) Regrettably, the humans depicted are all greeting-card cute and identical in their stylized, round faces; racial difference is indicated
only via skin color and hair color and texture. Also concerning
is the design decision that places a Diné (Navajo) family producing traditional crafts (with nary a modern convenience in sight)
directly after the dinosaurs and before Grand Canyon wildlife.
The saguaro is featured, but there is no mention of the Tohono
O’odham who have been harvesting the fruit for millennia—
with the exception of a brief inclusion in a laundry list of Native
peoples. Traditional Mexican/Mexican American and Native
foods are displayed on a double-page spread with absolutely no
allusions to the peoples or cultures. The underlying dismissal
of Arizona’s rich pre-Anglo history is implicit in both design
and execution. (This book was reviewed digitally with 8-by-16-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Marginally informative and painfully superficial. (Informa
tional picture book. 4-7) (Welcome to California: 978-0-593-17823-2; Wel
come to Florida: 978-0-593-17825-6; Welcome to Texas: 978-0-593-17827-0)
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HOLD ON TO YOUR MUSIC
The Inspiring True Story
of the Children of
Willesden Lane

Golabek, Mona & Cohen, Lee
Adapt. by Sher, Emil
Illus. by Possentini, Sonia
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-316-46313-3

The Children of Willesden Lane (2003), Golabek and Cohen’s
story of Golabek’s mother’s life as a young Austrian refugee in
London during World War II, is adapted (for the third time) for
a picture-book audience.
In this picture-book biography, Lisa Jura, a young Viennese Jew, learns she cannot continue piano lessons due to the
Anschluss. Her parents decide to send her on a Kindertransport
to England, her mother urging her to “hold on to your music. It
will be your best friend.” Upon her arrival in England, the book
sends her immediately to the hostel on Willesden Lane, omitting the real-life Jura’s initial relocation in the country. The arc
of the rest of the story, with Lisa auditioning for a place at the
Royal Academy of Music with support from her hostel friends
and a successful debut after the war ends, is largely similar
to that told in the books for older readers, but the abundant,
unsourced dialogue and detail changes make this telling suspect.
Her two sisters are both alive and heartwarmingly present at her
London debut in Lisa of Willesden Lane (2021), the chapter-book
version of the story, but they don’t exist in this book outside of
a family photo accompanying an aftermatter note from Golabek. The soft-edged illustrations ably complement this text,
although Lisa—depicted with pale skin amid an apparently allWhite cast—does not seem to age until her piano debut takes
place after the war’s end. (This book was reviewed digitally with
11-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 42.1% of actual size.)
The story is both poignant and meaningful, but the simplification does the audience a disservice. (historical note)
(Picture book. 7-9)

LISA OF WILLESDEN LANE
A True Story of Music and
Survival During World War II

Golabek, Mona & Cohen, Lee
Adapt. by Robbins, Sarah J.
Illus. by Ivanov, Olga & Ivanov, Aleksey
Little, Brown (176 pp.)
$13.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-316-46307-2

A young teen goes on the Kindertransport from Austria to England and

makes a new life.
Lisa, 14, is studying piano when she must leave Vienna in late
1938 because of the Nazis. She eventually lands in London, living in a Willesden Lane hostel with 32 other young people while
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The pacing pulls readers along like a swift current, and
worldbuilding is playful and unexpected.
kondo & kezumi reach bell bottom

THE LAST BEAR

Gold, Hannah
Illus. by Slater, Kate
HarperCollins (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-304107-3
A girl and a polar bear forge a unique,
loving friendship.
April Wood and her widowed scientist father travel to uninhabited Bear
Island in the Arctic, where April’s dad
has been commissioned to spend six months studying the
effects of global warming on the area. Lonely April hopes to get
closer to her distracted father, who still grieves his wife’s loss.
Instead, incredibly—as dad had said there were none left—she
bonds strongly with the island’s lone, injured polar bear, whom
she dubs Bear. How April and Bear become best friends, how
she cares for him, learns his ways, and masterminds a harrowing rescue effort to save Bear and deliver him home to Svalbard
comprises the bulk of this unusual, amiably written tale. The
novel incorporates facts, capably raises awareness about the
perils of global warming, and makes a strong case for humans’
negative impact on the Arctic. April is an intelligent, independent, resourceful animal lover who staunchly advocates for the
environment. Like-minded readers will relate to her and her
desire for positive change in the world—and her yearning for
loving relationships. The novel’s conclusion is touching and poignant, but some plot elements strain credulity or feel clichéd,
and April’s dad is not a fully realized character. Sparse, unexciting, black-and-white illustrations fail to capture the setting’s
grandeur. An author’s note includes information and websites.
For animal lovers, defenders of the environment, and
fans of female-powered stories. (Fiction. 9-12)
|

KONDO & KEZUMI REACH
BELL BOTTOM

Goodner, David
Illus. by Tsurumi, Andrea
Little, Brown (80 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-7595-5473-3
Series: Kondo & Kezumi, 2

Stormy waters await two friends on
the high seas.
In this follow-up to Kondo & Kezumi Visit Giant Island (2020),
best pals Kondo and Kezumi are back in their tiny boat, sailing toward new adventures. Kondo wants to stick with their
plans to visit Spaghetti Island, but Kezumi is easily distracted
by nearby wonders. Her curiosity piqued, she longs to follow
schools of carrot-colored, long-eared sea jumpers bounding
out of the water and to explore a mysterious rusty ship. Kondo,
however, is frustrated by Kezumi’s constant diversions, wishing to stay on course. When the duo shipwrecks on a strange
new island, their tensions come to a head, and each stomps off
angrily in opposite directions. Kezumi finds an immense broken warning bell and wants to fix it but cannot move it without
Kondo’s help; will they be able to reconcile and work together?
Adhering to stereotypes, Kondo, the yellow male character,
is markedly larger and stockier than female Kezumi, who is
orange, frilled, and slight. This quibble aside, Goodner and Tsurumi’s tale offers many alluringly adorable two-page illustrated
spreads, with text divided into readably short chapters. The
pacing pulls readers along like a swift current, and worldbuilding is playful and unexpected, dialing up the imagination and
creating a new dimension for this tried-and-true friendship tale.
A gently whimsical rumination about compromise and
friendship. (Fantasy. 7-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

she awaits her sister’s arrival. She works in a clothing factory but
never forgets her passion for music. Luckily, there is a piano in the
hostel, and after learning about auditions for the Royal Academy
of Music, Lisa wins a spot. Without parents or money, she eventually makes her debut with the assistance of the Academy and her
friends. Only in the epilogue is the sad story of her parents told.
This true story was recounted by pianist Golabek—Lisa’s daughter—and Cohen in The Children of Willesden Lane (2003). Adapted
by Robbins as a chapter book from Emil Sher’s 2017 young readers’ edition, the text reads like a novel and is punctuated by abundant unsourced and likely fictionalized dialogue, both internal and
external. Occasional nonfiction insets offer context but are too
cursory to help readers really understand “What is Nazism?” and
other topics—though robust backmatter will help those children
who avail themselves of it. The faces in the Ivanovs’ black-andwhite illustrations feel too jaunty and cartoonlike for this somber
topic. The book does, however, effectively portray Lisa’s love for
her instrument and her will to live and find her family members.
This adapted story of a Kindertransport survivor doesn’t
hang together. (map, photographs, discussion questions,
activities, timeline, historical note, resources) (Biography. 8-11)

THE CITY DOG

Gould, Sally
Illus. by Argent, Leanne
Starfish Bay (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-76036-132-7
Tom and his beloved dog must
separate.
Sandy, a yellow Lab, has belonged
to Tom since he was a puppy. But Tom’s
family is moving overseas, and Sandy is
to begin a new life at Uncle Ben’s sheep farm. Uncle Ben welcomes him, but his lead dog, Captain, definitely does not. The
border collie refers to Sandy as City Dog and lets him know that
he is there to work moving sheep. So he follows Captain’s lead
and learns his job, even earning Uncle Ben’s approval. When a
bush fire threatens the sheep, Sandy and Captain bravely work
as a team to lead them to safety. Uncle Ben hails the two dogs
as heroes, and this is the real beginning of a canine friendship.
Sandy has not only acclimated to life on the farm—he realizes
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Artful, expressive typography contributes to
the overall success of the picture book.
wolfboy

that he really likes it. Although his love for Tom is undiminished and he is joyful when Tom visits, now he knows where he
belongs. Sandy narrates his own story of love and adventure in
the first canine. Young readers will relate to his almost-human
voice, but his essential dogginess is never in question. Argent’s
colorful illustrations are detailed and focused. Characters are
often shown in close-up, showing their every emotion; all the
humans present White. There is a strong sense of place, with
the atmosphere and language indicating an Australian setting.
Adventure, bravery, and love make for a warm, tender
tale. (Picture book. 6-9)

JUST BEING DALÍ
Guglielmo, Amy
Illus. by Helquist, Brett
Putnam (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-984816-58-0

Following on Cézanne’s Parrot (2020),
Guglielmo and Helquist reunite for a
buoyant, kid-friendly distillation of Salvador Dalí’s life and art.
Focusing on Dalí’s boyhood impulses—exploration, imagination, doodling at school—the narrative quickly establishes
the iconoclastic artist as an early irritant to his father, peers,
and teacher. The reiterated complaint “Why can’t you…?” is
rejoined with variations on the titular refrain: “But Salvador was
just being himself.” A fortuitous convalescence with a painter’s
family sparked Dalí’s avid artistic path. He entered a Madrid
art academy, where boredom with technical mastery provoked
rebellion and expulsion. A move to Paris engendered artistic
experimentation, and Dalí found his compatriots, the early surrealists. Helquist here inserts painted thumbnails of works by
famous peers: Magritte, Arp, Ernst, Ray, and Miró. His doublepage spreads utilize clouds as conduits for playful imagery that
aligns with Dalí’s intensely original imagination. The narrative follows Dalí and Gala, his lover and muse, back to Spain,
then forth to the U.S., where the success of the small painting
The Persistence of Memory (seen viewed by a diverse group of
museumgoers) launched decades of fame for the prolific White
artist. Guglielmo details some of Dalí’s increasingly sensational
capers, which led the European surrealists finally to expel him.
The result is to reduce Dalí’s work in design, collaboration, and
what would today be seen as brand-building to antics that displeased critics but earned Dalí fans. (This book was reviewed digi
tally with 11-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual
size.)
Comedic details, invented dialogue, and cartoonish portrayals tilt this account to the blithely lighthearted. (author’s
note, selected bibliography, source notes, featured works of
art) (Picture book/biography. 4-8)
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THE FIRST CASE

Gumpaw, Felix
Illus. by Glass House Graphics
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (144 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5344-7495-6
Series: Pup Detectives, 1
Puppy sleuths at an all-animal elementary school unite to stop the Lunchtime Bandit in this series opener.
Pawston Elementary School is filled
with bright-eyed and often literally bushy-tailed young students, all of whom are young animals of a wide variety of species.
Rider Woofson, self-declared “greatest puppy detective in the
whole school,” meets Rora Gooddog when they find themselves
working the same case from different sides: a ring of toughs
who fight with pencils, cracked in a deliciously pun-filled double-page spread. A super-science mishap introduces them to
bespectacled, lab coat–clad inventor Westie Barker, and then
the doggy detective team is rounded out by the ever hungry
Ziggy Fluffenstuff, already on the trail of the Lunchtime Bandit.
The foursome sets off to stop the “cafeteria crook.” When the
sneaky scoundrel evades their clever-yet-stinky trap, the detectives and their quarry engage in a battle of wits, schemes, and
counterschemes. In the end, they corner and identify the culprit only for him to remain a hop ahead—until his own hubris
and bad deeds catch up with him, allowing the heroes to make
the catch. The plentiful humor mostly relies on wordplay and
alliteration, diversions into gross-out territory landing on
stinky beans and garbage rather than potty humor. Character
designs are rounded and bright; the neat panels use clear linework and standard comic-book conventions for readability and
expressiveness.
A fast-paced, shenanigans-packed winner; readers will
howl for the next one. (Graphic mystery/comedy. 5-9)

WOLFBOY

Harkness, Andy
Illus. by the author
Bloomsbury (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5476-0442-5
A hungry Wolfboy hunts rabbits in
this visually arresting picture book.
Harkness’ note on the copyright page
explains that the illustrations in the picture book began as pencil sketches to establish composition,
and then he modeled the settings and characters from clay and
photographed the scenes. The result is an aesthetic that sets this
book apart from others in its achievement of a layered, cinematic
feel. Blue Wolfboy himself appears more monster than wolf and
would fit right in on Sesame Street. As the narration repeatedly
recounts, he’s “HUNGRY and HUFFY and DROOLY and
GROWLY,” and he’s hunting for rabbits to eat. Readers will
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delight in spying small, yellow rabbits against the dark, nighttime backgrounds that Wolfboy traverses on his unsuccessful
hunt, which is carried out with excellent, frequently all-caps
verbs: “Wolfboy YOWLED and GROWLED. He CLOMPED
and TROMPED.” And at the book’s end little ones will cheer the
happily-ever-after resolution that leaves Wolfboy satiated and
the clever rabbits safe and sound. Throughout, artful, expressive
typography contributes to the overall success of the picture book,
guiding the reader’s voice to deliver a dynamic read-aloud that
matches the visual drama of the art.
A read-aloud treat for hungry audiences. (Picture book. 3-6)

GIRL STUFF.

Harrison, Lisi
Putnam (256 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-984814-98-2

ONE JAR OF MAGIC

Haydu, Corey Ann
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(352 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-268985-6
Rose Alice Anders learns magic can’t
fix everything, despite what her father
has always told her.
The daughter of the most magical
man in town, Rose is destined to follow
|
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Friendship is tested when three girls
start middle school and are together at
the same school for the first time.
Fonda, Drew, and Ruthie have been
neighbors and best friends since they were
little. Fonda, excited to be attending school
without being overshadowed by an older sister, can’t wait to have a
group she can depend on in the face of an intimidating popular girl
clique. Drew, who was at a private school, is looking forward to not
having to wear a uniform and to going to the same school as Will,
a cute boy she met over the summer. Ruthie, who is coming from
an alternative school with a long list of rules, has high expectations
for public school. However, Fonda’s plans are immediately disrupted when Ruthie is put in the tiny gifted and talented program,
whose students are kept separate from everyone else. The writing
is funny and will land well with a tween audience, as will the theme
of shifting friendship. Fonda is forced to confront her controlling
and manipulative ways as she tries to make her friends conform to
her plan for popularity. Her behavior feeds into girl-drama clichés,
but the portrayal of the other girls, who face the repercussions of
succumbing to peer pressure and sacrificing what they truly want,
is more well rounded. All main characters are cued as White.
Despite playing into some stereotypes, this will hit a
sweet spot for tweens. (Fiction. 10-13)

in his footsteps. When she turns 12, she can finally join the rest
of her community and participate in the annual capturing of
magic on New Year’s Day. But when the day arrives, she only
manages to catch one measly jar of magic. Her father is furious, and to make things worse, her relationship with her best
friend is falling apart. Rose feels like an utter failure until she
learns that some people are “Not Meant for Magic,” an option
she never knew existed. As she begins to question who she’s
truly meant to be, she also starts to acknowledge the painful truth about her father. The worldbuilding and magic system are enchanting and expertly crafted, but the core of this
gorgeously written story isn’t magic at all: It’s abuse—and it’s
absolutely heartbreaking and completely realistic. While the
abuse is never downplayed, this heavy subject is approached
through Rose’s first-person narration in a way that is fitting for
its intended audience. The characters are richly developed and
emotionally complex; a beautiful, tender sibling relationship
stands out, showing mutual understanding and emotional support in ways both large and small. The ending is empowering
and plausibly hopeful. Characters are White by default.
Affecting and unforgettable. (author’s note, resources)
(Fiction. 9-13)

THE FINAL GAMBIT

Healy, Christopher
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$16.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-06-234203-4
Series: A Perilous Journey of Danger and
Mayhem, 3
A Perilous Journey of Danger and
Mayhem enters its final leg in this trilogy
closer.
After The Treacherous Seas (2019), Molly Pepper; her inventor
mother, Cassandra; her best friend, Emmett; Emmett’s longlost-but-recently-found father, Capt. Wendell Lee; and sentient
robot Robot are headed back to America. They face an assuredly bad reception, with three out of the five wanted fugitives,
the captain a legal citizen but unable to prove it under the racist
climate of the Chinese Exclusion Act, and Robot arguably someone else’s property. In between the wacky hijinks of sneaking
into the country and evading arrest, tension arises from Molly’s
and Emmett’s uncertainty about whether his family reunion
spells their imminent separation. The kids are prompted into
action in the second act when a clue in a newspaper reveals their
nemesis, Ambrose Rector, is back and planning something big.
Parental reluctance to get involved leads to Molly, Emmett, and
Robot’s sneaking off to Washington, D.C., to thwart Rector
(which requires first figuring out his plan) and includes a delightful heist at the Smithsonian and tracking down the Mothers of
Invention. Reversals and betrayals open the final act of the story.
Despite his silliness and tendency toward monologue, Rector’s
an effective villain because he plausibly stays a step ahead of the
heroes and even makes good points during the final showdown.
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The alternate-history epilogue dazzles. Emmett and his father
are Chinese; most other characters default to White.
A fitting farewell packed with action, humor, and heart.
(afterword) (Historical fantasy. 8-14)

MY THOUGHTS ARE CLOUDS
Poems For Mindfulness

Heard, Georgia
Illus. by Roxas, Isabel
Roaring Brook (56 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-24468-0

A middle-grade poetic primer on
reflection.
In today’s Covid-rattled frenzy of
online or hybrid instruction and added
strictures on behavior, Heard’s gentle call for mindfulness
offers young readers a window into a reflective realm typically
reserved for adults. Here Heard provides the tools for achieving inner peace in 30 mostly free-verse poems accompanied by
winsome illustrations by Roxas. Heard admits to suffering from
“ ‘monkey mind’…when your mind jumps around, distracting you
from whatever you’re doing in the present moment.” She then
introduces the alternative, “mindfulness,” being “focused on the
present,” and encourages children to be “aware of your thoughts
and experience your feelings as they come without being overwhelmed by them.” In one of several poems devoted to breathing techniques, Heard evocatively tells children “your breath / is
the translator / of your / heart,” as Roxas’ whimsical double-page
spread shows a smiling kid sitting atop an equally happy-looking,
charcoal-hued whale spouting cyan-colored water. Heard nicely
parses mindfulness into acts of introspection (“I’m learning / to
take my inner weather report”) and observation, with poems like
“Consider a Raisin” promoting sensory exploration of elements
common in the natural world. She also incorporates mindful and
meditative concepts from non-Western cultures, like “shinrinyoku,” the Japanese practice of taking “forest baths,” or “mantra,”
from the Sanskrit for “mind tool,” offering an introduction to
these worldwide practices.
Therapeutic and accessible: an empowering guide well
suited for those growing up in this age of anxiety. (Poetry. 8-12)

THE AQUANAUT

Heinerth, Jill
Illus. by Kim, Jaime
Tundra (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-7352-6363-5

As a child, the world seems very dangerous for young Jill. How does her imagination lead her to become an underwater explorer?
In the spirit of girl power, this title reflects on the rare life
of a female cave diver and underwater photographer. Aquanaut
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and author Heinerth looks back at the childhood memories
that shaped her career. The pages alternate between depictions
of the round little girl and the adult diver in parallel situations.
The young White girl, with brown bangs held back by a red bandana, gives a hand to someone who fell off a bike. The accompanying first-person narration states that little Jill “wanted to help
others.” A turn of the page shows the grown-up diver releasing
a trapped turtle from entanglement in a net. With double-page
spreads brimming with color and cheer, the illustrations tie the
motivations of a timid child to the underwater fulfillment of the
adult. Moving back and forth in time, the narrative describes
how the little girl strove to conquer her fears. Her success as an
adult proves that she did. While the illustrations entertain, however, the text examples are a little ho-hum, ceding to the illustrations the task of conveying the magic of cave diving. Luckily,
the author’s note helps to mitigate that, and accompanying photographs pack some punch. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.25-by-19-inch double-page spreads viewed at 13.5% of actual size.)
With delightful illustrations, this is a calming way to
inspire timid children to realize exciting dreams. (Picture book.
5-8)

FIRST DAY OF UNICORN
SCHOOL

Hernandez, Jess
Illus. by Epelbaum, Mariano
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-6844-6279-7

An aspirational unicorn finds
community.
Milly is overjoyed when she receives her acceptance letter for Unicorn School, which teaches “only the best and the
brightest unicorns.” She’s actually “a donkey in a party hat,” but
Milly can’t be blamed for sending “a misleading picture” with
her application—the school is a cotton-candy–colored fever
dream of rainbows and fountains. On her first day she bumps
into a black-and-white bovine with a traffic cone on his head,
a goat with a plunger on her forehead, and a camel balancing
a glass bottle on its noggin, and all the animals seem equally
anxious. Finally every other student admits that none of them
are unicorns, either, and in the last jubilant illustration, they’ve
all shed their costumes and are proudly posed under a sign
announcing “The Awesome Animal School.” This story raises
pressing questions: Are there real unicorns at the school? What
did the administration do when they discovered that their
entire incoming class was made up of non-unicorn quadrupeds?
Did the curriculum change? But this is an excellent choice for
any kid worried about fitting in in a new environment or for a
reader looking for a humorous take on unicorns.
Entertaining and cheerful despite many unanswered
questions. (Picture book. 4-7)
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Young readers and their grown-ups might add
their own imaginations to the proceedings as they
read the tale together in two voices.
happy dreams, little bunny

SPRING STINKS

Higgins, Ryan T.
Illus. by the author
Disney-Hyperion (32 pp.)
$9.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-368-06091-2
Series: Mother Bruce

THE LION OF MARS

Holm, Jennifer L.
Random House (272 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-12181-8

Eleven-year-old Bell is basically a
normal kid—except for the fact that he
lives on Mars.
Bell is the youngest of the children in
America’s Mars settlement. Life on Mars
is pretty good; all the adults are caring,
and although there are a lot of responsibilities, there are just
a few strict rules, including a ban on contacting other nations’
settlements. The arrival of a shipment of supplies from Earth
is a cause for celebration, but soon the adults in the settlement begin getting deathly ill. Bell and the other children have
to break the rules and seek out help before it’s too late for all
of them. Holm puts care and thought into her worldbuilding,
dropping hints about what is happening on Earth while indicating that there is a whole universe to be explored and leaving the
|

HAPPY DREAMS,
LITTLE BUNNY

Hong, Leah
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-316-53601-1

Worried Little Bunny can’t sleep and
seeks reassurance from mother.
Little Bunny fears staying small and never growing big
enough to do anything. Mommy is totally supportive, engaging her little one in imagining what could be and urging her
little one to visualize it all in dreams. Little Bunny gives it a try,
though insisting that a beloved toy elephant be a constant companion in those dreams. Maybe they’ll pretend they’re giants, or
stay small enough to ride on a bumblebee, or even grow their
own wings, and have lots of brave adventures, soaring over
oceans or visiting outer space. Of course they will always come
home to read books with Mommy. Little Bunny is finally ready
for bed, with Elephant already there, dreams awaiting. The tale
is told entirely in dialogue, with Mommy’s words appearing in
italics to distinguish them from Little Bunny’s. Mommy’s tone
is calm, thoughtful, and always encouraging, with Little Bunny
open to suggestions and ready to enlarge on the possibilities.
The nighttime, indoor illustrations appear softly edged and
are gently hued in grays and light greens while the imaginary
sequences are more colorful, with sharper edges. Mommy is
depicted wearing a dress while Little Bunny is wearing pajamas
before appearing in a spacesuit in the final, fall-asleep dream.
No gender is assigned to Little Bunny. Young readers and their
grown-ups might add their own imaginations to the proceedings as they read the tale together in two voices.
A tender, loving, nearly perfect bedtime story. (Picture book.
2-6)
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Ah, spring. It brings out the best in
bears—unless the bear’s name is Bruce!
In this exploration of the character’s backstory, the book
opens with Bruce as chirpy and full of bonhomie as a pterodactyl on a bad day. Ruth the bunny, however, is beside herself as
she revels in the glories of the season. Pilfering Bruce’s basket,
she insists on rubbing Bruce’s unappreciative nose in a cornucopia of scents (er—stinks). Grass? Daisies? Wet moose? “ ‘Grrrr!’
grumbles Bruce.” One after another, the fresh and abundant
offerings of nature are met with Bruce’s ringing approval—well,
more like a grudging tolerance—actually, a resounding, “Rrrr!”
Wait a minute! Is that honey? Bruce likes honey, doesn’t he?
But then a bee makes a “beeeeeeeline” straight for Bruce’s
“beeeeeeehind.” He careens tail over teakettle, much to Ruth’s
delight, down a grassy hill until he lands, honey-smeared, on
his banged-up head right in the path of a—skunk! Spring stinks.
Higgins’ sparse text is humorously juxtaposed with his signature, detail-packed, engaging illustrations. The mouse-sized
treehouse and the despondent, dripping moose are especially
delightful. Bruce’s unibrow is practically a protagonist in and of
itself. Ruth’s exuberance plays off Bruce’s disgruntledness like a
sweet pear off gorgonzola. (This book was reviewed digitally with
7-by-14-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
The energy snapping within each action-packed frame
adds to the rollicking fun Bruce is definitely not having. (Pic
ture book. 3-7)

details to readers’ imaginations. She borrows from real science
to create her vision of the future, something that will intrigue
science-minded readers and maybe even make it a gateway to
science fiction for some. The characters are endearing, the
story is compelling, and the book has a positive but not didactic
message, although the conflict is resolved a bit too easily. Bell
is part of a community on Mars that is without racial categories; he describes his skin tone as being in the midrange of those
around him.
A delightful space adventure. (author’s note, additional
resources) (Science fiction. 8-12)
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Thoughtful and thought-provoking, this book will
plant the seeds of environmental activism.
the last straw

THE LAST STRAW
Kids vs. Plastics

Hood, Susan
Illus. by Engel, Christiane
Harper/HarperCollins (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-06-298139-4
A blend of STEM and poetry, this
multidisciplinary book artfully explains
the benefits and problems of plastics and
encourages activism and alternatives.
A variety of short topical verses for younger listeners is a
supplemented by short prose paragraphs with additional details
for older readers. Illustrations that alternate between striking
full-color double-page spreads and smaller colorful vignettes
surrounded by white space are guaranteed to grab attention.
In the two spreads that open the volume, a community map
explains where plastics are commonly found, and an abecedary
shows where plastics hide. The plastic content in items like eyeglasses and helmets might be obvious, but the notion that plastic is in chewing gum and cash will probably surprise readers.
Interesting, fairly in-depth information about the life cycle of a
discarded plastic fork, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a trashcollecting contraption in Baltimore’s river, uses for recycled
plastics, potential solutions for plastic pollution that involve
jellyfish or caterpillars, and alternatives to single-use plastic
items follows. In addition to pages that specifically encourage
activism, many pages feature quotes from young activists from
around the world, and illustrations reflect a similar diversity. A
hidden gem in the ample backmatter, Poetry Notes identify and
explain the numerous poetic forms that make up the text. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 41.9% of actual size.)
Thoughtful and thought-provoking, this book will
plant the seeds of environmental activism in young readers.
(author’s note, timeline, additional resources) (Informational
picture book/poetry. 5-10)

WHAT’S INSIDE A FLOWER?
And Other Questions About
Science & Nature
Ignotofsky, Rachel
Illus. by the author
Crown (48 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-593-17647-4
978-0-593-17651-1 PLB
Series: What’s Inside

Learn the science behind your favorite flowers.
In this book, readers will go on an educational nature walk
where they’ll learn the science behind the life cycle of plants. The
lush, geometric illustrations are the superstars of this adventure,
drawing in readers from the front endpapers to the rear. Occasional pages are illustrated on black backgrounds, pushing the
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floral illustrations forward. Smaller doodles and labels are interspersed between main illustrations, making the book a delight
for detail-oriented readers. The text guiding the exploration
starts out simply with one or two sentences per spread and slowly
becomes more complex as the biology of plants is explained.
Most sentences are limited to one- and two-syllable words with
more-advanced vocabulary mixed in carefully, making the book
engaging for a range of reading levels. The effort withers slightly
in the backmatter; although many sources are listed for readers,
there is no pronunciation guide or glossary to help readers with
such terms as mineral and nematode. Thankfully, that’s not enough
to spoil the fruit, and the book will still be useful to a multitude
of readers. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10.5-by-18-inch
double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
A beautiful bloom for the nature shelf. (sources, further
reading) (Informational picture book. 8-10)

GOODNIGHT, ASTRONAUT

Kelly, Scott with Easton, Emily
Illus. by Burton, Izzy
Crown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5247-6428-9
978-1-5247-6429-6 PLB

From childhood, an astronaut dreamed of adventurous
exploration.
Famed NASA astronaut Kelly played imaginative games
with his twin brother, Mark (also an astronaut), from the time
they were kids, presaging both men’s future space careers by
wearing cardboard-box helmets. Their mother supported their
high-flying dreams at bedtime. Ever entranced by the sky, the
brothers imagined aboveground adventures in the backyard
treehouse and on a family cruise, where they fantasized about
being weightless as the boat was tossed by the waves. In adulthood, Kelly undertook hardier journeys, and his dreams continued to spark his longings for space navigation: He steered
Navy vessels and piloted jets; camped out in icy climates and
explored the seas; and climbed Mount Everest. Kelly attained
his astronaut goal by joining the crew of the space shuttle
Discovery, then earned renown for his yearlong stint on the
International Space Station. Though Kelly acknowledges home
is best, he encourages readers to dream about having adventures; a charming concluding illustration features a brownskinned girl dreaming of myriad possibilities. The engaging,
gently poetic text describes the author’s ambitious, lifelong
skyward trajectory and his stops along the way to space, helping
youngsters understand what goes into astronaut training. Colorful, appealing illustrations capture Kelly’s fascinating odyssey,
beginning in childhood, and the starry reaches of space. Scott
and Mark Kelly present White; some background characters
are people of color. The backmatter includes two pages of color
photos. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-22-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 49.9% of actual size.)
A captivating tale guaranteed to keep youngsters wide
awake in wonder. (Picture book/biography. 4-8)
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HAVE I EVER TOLD YOU BLACK
LIVES MATTER

King, Shani M.
Illus. by Martin, Bobby C.
Tilbury House (80 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-88448-889-7

BEEP BEEP BUBBIE

Klein, Bonnie Sherr
Illus. by Eudes-Pascal, Élisabeth
Tradewind Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 15, 2021
978-1-926890-23-4
A Jewish girl and her brother spend
Shabbat with their grandmother, who uses a motorized scooter.
Kate is thrilled that Bubbie is taking her and her little
brother, Nate, to British Columbia’s Granville Island Public
Market to shop for Rosh Hashanah—especially since Bubbie has a surprise! But when Bubbie’s surprise turns out to be
her new scooter, Kate is disappointed. She misses “the Bubbie she used to have. That Bubbie danced and took them to
climate marches.” But as they navigate the crowded market,
the scooter with its tooting horn proves handy, enabling Bubbie to carry heavy groceries and comfort a fussy Nate. Bubbie can even fly a kite in the park, where a girl using a manual
|

OUTSIDE ART

Kloepper, Madeline
Illus. by the author
Tundra (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-7352-6419-9
A gathering of woodland animals
tries to figure out what “Art” is.
Looking through the window of a snug log cabin in a snowy
clearing, Pine Marten watches Human inside and wonders what
Human’s up to now. Readers will see that the fairly maturelooking person with light skin and red hair is painting a picture.
Chickadee tells Pine Marten it overheard that Human is “The
Artist” and is “Making Art.” But “what is Art?” the animals who
are gathering wonder. Hare thinks it’s a signal of danger, Coyote thinks it is “a way to find shelter,” and Coyote’s pups think
it’s playing. Finally, the cat chimes in from indoors and informs
them it is an expert on what Art is. But the cat’s sophisticated
(and perhaps tongue-in-cheek) artspeak explanation does nothing to enlighten the animals—and will also be over the heads of
most if not all child readers. When Pine Marten has the idea
to make marks in the snow with her paws, the other animals
follow suit: scratching marks, digging, or just playing. At this
point, the narrative stretches laboriously to connect this to
the concept of what art is—the disconnect being using animal
behaviors as stand-ins for anthropocentric concepts. Happily,
the illustrations, with their nature-hued palette, simple, sturdy
forms, and good use of white space—suggesting both cozy and
outdoorsy—are clearer in their meaning and presentation. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 9.5-by-19-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 30.5% actual size.)
Appealing, cozy illustrations uplift a fuzzy narrative. (Pic
ture book. 4-6)
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Colorful pages introduce the names
of historical and contemporary African
American figures to young readers.
This follow-up to King’s picture
book Have I Ever Told You, illustrated by Anna Horváth (2019),
gets specific in its affirmation of Black lives. From “the very first
person to die for [the] dream” of American independence, Crispus Attucks, through the freedom fighters down the ages who
always knew that Black lives matter, the writers and artists who
affirmed the same, and the statespeople who “worked to build
a better world,” the unnamed adult narrator leads child readers in a direct address through pages of names to drive home
the fact that “Black lives matter.” The litany is rhythmic and
powerful, punctuated all along the way with “Have I told you…?”
The historical and contemporary examples of Black excellence
effectively build up a sense of confidence and indisputable value
before the Black lives cut short by violence are named, so that
these acts of violence are seen in proper context as wrongful
denial of a birthright. Each spread splashes words in large display type on brightly colored pages, making the eye wander,
then linger. Some spreads feature images or silhouettes of iconic
individuals using the same bright palette. While the first pages
list names within categories, the final pages offer minibiographies of those 116 individuals, in encyclopedia-style columns
with small type in bright colors against a light blue background.
Best for curious nonfiction lovers or for reference, this
unconventionally designed book fulfills its purpose. (Nonfic
tion. 6-12)

wheelchair pronounces her “so cool!” Realizing that Bubbie is
“still Bubbie, even on the scooter,” Kate shows her grandmother
a book about suffragist Frances Willard and names the scooter
Gladys after Willard’s bicycle (and author Klein’s own scooter).
The trio board a festively decorated Gladys with a resounding
“BEEP BEEP, BUBBIE!”; the last page finds them attending a
climate march. The text is occasionally stilted, and the introduction to Willard, though informative, abruptly shifts readers’
focus. However, Eudes-Pascal’s colorful drawings and attention to background details brightly convey the bustling market
and Bubbie’s cheery disposition. Kate and her family present
White; background characters are racially diverse. (This book
was reviewed digitally with 8.8-by-19.6-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 52.8% of actual size.)
An earnest if slightly unfocused reassurance that wheels
won’t slow a cool grandma down. (Picture book. 5-7)

PITY PARTY

Lane, Kathleen
Illus. by Swaab, Neil
Little, Brown (224 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-316-41736-5
“Dear weird toes / crooked nose, /
stressed out, left out / freaked out / … /
This party’s for you.”
Welcome to Bridger Middle School,
home of the titular Pity Party. This grab
bag of vignettes condenses a world of early adolescent anxieties
and excitements into a single volume progressing at whirlwind
pace. With the exception of the arc story entitled “The Voice,”
each vignette introduces a new protagonist and problem. Here
the mundane collides with the fantastical, real-world pathologies and privations made light of through magical realism and
a healthy dose of Gen-Z hyperbole. An ill-treated loner wishes
everyone who’s ever been unkind to her might feel what it is
to be ugly—to disastrous effect; a thrift-store mood ring that
never lies pushes a closeted gay boy to be true to himself. OCD
spirals in the subway and harmful self-talk exist comfortably
alongside a human chair, literal death by embarrassment (farting in class, oh, the humanity!), and social media followers dogging one’s every step. Not all segments resonate; the sickeningly
saccharine Happy Head and Happy Friends ad spots and a tooblasé letter from the Department of Insecurity come off as a bit
too self-aware while the simple, unapologetic absurdity of the
”choose your own catastrophe” misadventures invariably draw
laughter but don’t quite fit with the rest of the story—though
perhaps that’s the point. Swaab’s illustrations offer suitably
ironic visuals.
An artful, amusingly quirky tour of middle school angst.
(Fiction. 11-13)

MOST DAYS

Leannah, Michael
Illus. by Baratta, Megan Elizabeth
Tilbury House (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-88448-727-2
Answering the question: Is any day
really ordinary?
A child gets out of bed, brushes their teeth, gets dressed,
and eats the usual cereal for breakfast. “Most days are ordinary
days.” Or are they? In a feast of simple sensory experiences over
the course of a day, the experiences of racially diverse, multigenerational communities suggest otherwise. A mix of interior and
exterior, urban and rural scenes proves that “good things happen in the ordinary minutes of an ordinary day.” A potted plant
has one leaf more than it did yesterday. A kid in a wheelchair
cruises along the sidewalk, noticing “that spiderweb wasn’t
there yesterday, and the puddle I splashed in is gone.” Two children sit on the steps of an apartment building and converse in
210
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sign language. “The bakery on the corner fills the air with the
aroma of fresh bread.” Even “when the day is busy and the minutes go by too fast,” readers are encouraged to listen to bird song,
smell the “grass in the wind,” and notice “the wagging of [their]
dog’s tail.” Delicately lined illustrations with colors in soft tones
support the feelings of positivity and well-being and the message that “another day will come tomorrow, full of extraordinary
things filling ordinary minutes.” (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 72% of actual size.)
Guaranteed to help readers of all ages find wonder each
day. (Picture book. 3-8)

BOOK’S BIG ADVENTURE

Lehrhaupt, Adam
Illus. by Bell, Rahele Jomepour
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-2183-7
Go on an adventure with a book
that’s known many readers.
Meet Book: a red, nongendered…well, book readers meet at
first as a new release that’s been placed prominently on a shelf
in a public library, a spot that affords Book the opportunity to
meet lots of young readers and visit lots of places. After some
time (and several reads), however, Book’s cover is faded, and it’s
relocated to “a lower, less friendly shelf.” Yikes! It’s a rough life.
Thankfully, things improve for Book once it’s withdrawn from
the library and is donated to a book giveaway. There, Book is
discovered by a new reader who loves the little page-turner and
takes it on a series of adventures that mirror Book’s early days.
This time, though, the journey ends happily, as Book is valued
on a personal bookshelf as a favorite story. The story is mildly
amusing and enhanced greatly by Bell’s illustrations, which give
Book an expressive face and surround it with diverse human
readers. But it’s hard to see a child audience for this sentimental
tale, though it may make librarians weep tears for favorites that
have (sadly) gone out of print. An author’s note extols bookdonation projects and lists a few destinations for books that
may have fallen out of use in readers’ homes. Still, as a story, it’s
more a yawn than an adventure. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10-by-17-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Hardly top-of-the-pile. (Picture book. 6-10)

kirkus.com

IN MY LIFE

Lennon, John & McCartney, Paul
Illus. by Santos, Genevieve
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5344-6585-5
Contemplate life and loss in this
illustrated adaptation of the Beatles’ hit.
As the book opens, a female-presenting protagonist with
|

Pale, creamy backgrounds and sparse details keep
the focus on the parent-child relationship.
bunny roo and duckling too

MEET ME BY THE SEA

Levi, Taltal
Illus. by the author
NorthSouth (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-7358-4432-2

A bored kid’s uneventful participation in the childhood tradition of running away.
When a nameless early-elementary-age child feels “invisible to the world”—chiefly to her caregivers, busy with phones
and computers in a dim, gray indoor space—the kid dons boots,
stocking cap, and a bulky orange coat to go to “my favorite place,”
leaving a note by the door. Soft-looking watercolor panels delineate the journey through a lightly wooded area, the child enjoying the apparent familiarity of the bushes, trees, and woodland
creatures with whom they cross paths as the sun sets. Sparse,
uninspired text (“things appear … / … and disappear”) accompanies and ultimately distracts from the well-executed storytelling present in Levi’s illustrations. The story’s intended climax
seems to be the narrator’s discovery of a red fox that curls up at
the foot of the sleeping bag, but with minimal expressions on
both faces and a single line of text acknowledging the event, any
emotions such an event might instill are dampened. The narrator and the fox walk to the seaside, where the child is joined by
not-so-inattentive caregivers, and the three humans leave without the fox, who remains mindfully enjoying the view.
Bland writing in this Swiss-German import detracts
from sweet illustrations, creating an uncompelling single
read. (Picture book. 4-6)
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AMAZING TREASURES
100+ Objects and Places That
Will Boggle Your Mind

Long, David
Illus. by Muti
What on Earth Books (64 pp.)
$24.00 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-912920-50-1
Series: Our Amazing World

A trove of wonders natural and otherwise, from fabled
caches to jaw-dropping sites and sights.
Long defines treasure broadly enough to include not only
assorted glittering gems and golden hoards, but the Great Barrier Reef, moon rocks, and the lost library of Alexandria. His
descriptive notes, which run from terse paragraphs for Russia’s
Amber Room and China’s old, huge Da Ming Hun Yi Tu map to
two pages for the Maya ruins of Tikal, are loosely grouped under
rubrics such as “Sunken Treasures” and “Fossils.” They come
with reasonably realistic painted pictures that likewise range
in scale from images of a tiny copy of the Mona Lisa painted
with an eyelash and a White mine owner holding a grapefruitsized diamond to aerial views of Masada, Windsor Castle, and
the Forbidden City. (There is also a world map on the center
spread that serves as a supplemental index.) The pictures don’t
pop the way the color-saturated photos in Rose Davidson’s Big
Book of Bling (2019) and other like treasuries do, but what this
lacks in visual dazzle it makes up for in scope—so that even dedicated armchair treasure seekers are likely to find new marvels
to moon over.
There’s gold in them thar pages…not to mention rocks,
ice, bling, and timeless yarns. (index, glossary, source list)
(Nonfiction. 9-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

brown skin and puffy dark hair is gifted a pink bicycle. She practices riding with a taller, also female-presenting friend, sibling,
or caregiver with straight black hair and pale skin. As the duo
treks around their seaside home, subtle hints suggest the passage of time. Hats are replaced by beachwear and then scarves;
training wheels disappear, and the bike is replaced with a more
grown-up model, this time in blue. As the lyrics reference the
friends and lovers, of whom “some are dead, and some are living,” the older character is seen fading and then disappears altogether, suggesting the protagonist now has only the memory of
a lost companion. The protagonist ages and has a young daughter, and the cycle continues—but readers who surmised that the
older companion had died will be puzzled to see what seems
to be the same character, seemingly alive but now with graying hair, emerge to welcome the protagonist and daughter. The
color palette is inviting, but the characters are illustrated with
large black dots for eyes—an unsettling choice reminiscent of
the Other Mother from Neal Gaiman’s Coraline (2002) that may
well create an emotional disconnect. (This book was reviewed dig
itally with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Die-hard Beatles fans may enjoy it, but it’s likely to leave
others cold. (Picture book. 6-10)

BUNNY ROO AND
DUCKLING TOO

Marr, Melissa
Illus. by White, Teagan
Nancy Paulsen Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-525-51604-0
Marr and White produce a toddler
sequel to Bunny Roo, I Love You (2015).
“One day you woke… / and hopped out of bed. I thought
you’d become a frog, / so I brought you to the pond,” the doting
narrator begins. But after touching the water, the child behaves
like a duckling. And when the narrator joins the child in the
water, the child clings like a monkey to the adult’s back. This
pattern continues as the adult and child go through their day
interacting, the child becoming a snake and a cheetah before
morphing into “my bunny roo.” The rabbit eats some salad
before a snuggle finally reveals the human child they have been
all along, a barefoot tot in green one-piece pajamas with light
skin and hair a shade lighter than their mother’s red. “You are
my everything, as fun as all the animals in the world.” Pale,
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Emphasizing that all people cope in different ways, the
story leaves room for a range of strong feelings.
my ex-imaginary friend

creamy backgrounds and sparse details keep the focus on the
parent-child relationship, which is very sweet and tender, especially in the closing vignette of mother holding a snuggly child.
The mother, whether animal or human, has prominent eyelashes that her child lacks. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10-by-19-inch double-page spreads viewed at 29.7% of actual size.)
Both a sweet lap-read and a gentle exhortation that caregivers interact with their children. (Picture book. 2-4)

MY EX-IMAGINARY FRIEND

Matejek-Morris, Jimmy
Carolrhoda (296 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-9699-3

Ten-year-old Jack’s father has left the
family, and his mother struggles with
bipolar disorder; George, his part-human/
part-walrus imaginary friend, comes and
goes from his life.
One day Jack’s mother drops him on
the road near his aunt’s house, leaving him to be taken in by his
aunt, uncle, and cousins. In a story narrated in alternating firstperson chapters from Jack’s and George’s points of view, readers
follow along as George and Jack navigate what it means to be
seen. As Jack’s situation changes, George faces his own challenge:
He finds that he is physically disappearing as Jack needs him less.
Magic and imagination come into play as George and Jack each
realize their strengths and gain a sense of being believed in. This
book addresses difficult topics, including mental health crises,
family tumult, divorce, and forgiveness. Emphasizing that all
people cope in different ways, the story leaves room for a range
of strong feelings as readers follow George and Jack on their
adventures. For some readers, extremely painful scenes of child
abandonment and parents in crisis may need to be mediated by
a trusted adult. The writing style, with its repetitive cliffhangers and complex dialogue, could be confusing for some readers.
Human characters default to White.
Complicated emotions and difficult family conversations
are bracketed with kindness in this unusual book. (discussion questions) (Fiction. 9-12)

THE LAST STRAW

Matthiessen, Zoe
Illus. by the author
North Atlantic (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-62317-463-7

small straw’s adventure illustrates the massive problem of plastic trash. Straws can’t be recycled, but being small and light, they
can travel far. Along his way, Sippy meets a raccoon wearing a
six-pack ring around his neck, an owl entangled by a balloon’s
string, a hermit crab with a bottle-top shell, plastic-bag–eating turtles, and much more. With pen and ink, watercolor, and
application of digital effects, the artist has created a distressing,
plastic-filled world that is, sadly, not as far from reality as the
story of the talking straw. This is a sobering presentation for the
intended readers and listeners, and the ending, though hopeful,
is not happy (although the clever endpapers suggest something
will be done). Sippy’s tale is important, but it’s told in rhyming couplets set in a plodding iambic heptameter marked by
awkward word choices and emphases that will require practice
before reading aloud. Caregivers who want to share the story
might do better just talking through the pictures and the final
“What Can You and Your Family Do” spread.
A laudable effort expressed in subpar verse. (Picture book.
5-8)

PATRICK’S POLKA-DOT TIGHTS

McCurry, Kristen
Illus. by Haley, MacKenzie
Capstone Editions (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-68446-069-4

A child plays with his favorite piece of clothing.
Patrick, a White boy with curly orange hair, includes a pair
of purple polka-dot tights in most of his games. They’re endlessly versatile—useful as a dog’s leash or a prop in dramatic play
or for dress-up—and also add a layer of warmth. They actually
belong to Patrick’s older sister, Penelope, who gets possessive
only on piano-recital nights. After one recital, Patrick is upset
when an ice-cream incident stains them, but the happy resolution comes when his father (finally) decides to buy Patrick his
own box of multicolored tights. This book succeeds in showing
a White family accepting a child who freely explores clothes and
games despite gender stereotypes, without bullying or conflict.
The pacing and plot, however, including a three-page scene at
a superstore to pick up some light bulbs and toilet paper, keep
this from being a particularly engaging or entertaining story.
The illustrations are similarly functional and bright, depicting
the action described on each page without elevating or illuminating the story. This book works as positive representation of
a gender-nonconforming boy without violence and is also a realistic look at a sibling relationship.
A useful story with an unusually light touch on the topics
explored. (Picture book. 4-7)

Cast away after one use, Sippy the
plastic straw travels through all the
places plastic trash ends up, from a bird’s
nest to and through a whale’s stomach.
Matthiessen regularly uses her artistic skills to raise political and environmental awareness. Here, in her first book, one
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LATINITAS
Celebrating 40 Big
Dreamers

Menéndez, Juliet
Illus. by the author
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (120 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-1-250-23462-9

SLOTH WASN’T SLEEPY

Messner, Kate
Illus. by Toro, Valentina
Sounds True (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-68364-546-7

Can a little sloth quell her fears and fall asleep?
At the beginning of this bedtime book, the anthropomorphic mammal is having trouble settling down at night. Sloth
is “worked up and worried and wide awake,” but she’s also fortunate to have a patient, soothing mama. Her mother guides
her through a series of breathing and mindfulness techniques
to help her calm down and eventually drift off to sleep. Gentle, directive dialogue is aimed at the little sloth, but readers
will doubtlessly feel as though Mama is speaking to them,
|

THE TALE OF THE
MANDARIN DUCK
A Modern Fable

Midler, Bette
Photos by Kakutani, Michiko
with illus. by Avillez, Joana
Random House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-17676-4
978-0-593-17677-1 PLB

y o u n g a d u lt

Celebrates the lives of 40 women
who hail from all over Latin America and from the United
States and who dreamed big and worked hard to follow their
passion.
They are presented in chronological order, starting in 1651
with writer and philosopher Sor Juana Inés de la Cruz from
Mexico and concluding with present-day U.S. Olympic gymnast
Lauren Zoe Hernandez. Young readers will find artists, writers, poets, singers, musicians, dancers, engineers, astronauts,
scientists, activists, a soccer star, a spy, and a Supreme Court
justice, among others. The women represent different nationalities, ethnicities, races, cultural, and economic backgrounds,
and life paths followed, but they are all highly successful role
models that will inspire young children to follow their own
dreams. Each minibiography appears in a double-page spread,
with a charming illustration on the verso and the text on the
recto. Capturing some essential quality for each person, the
earth-toned, contemporary-feeling graphic illustrations have a
folk-art sensibility. The biographies are meant to provide but a
glimpse into the life of each person. The author thoughtfully
connects with her reading audience by including childhood
events and influences that sparked lifelong pursuits—hence the
diminutive used in the title of the book. A further 10 women
are introduced in the backmatter, with a small portrait and
sentence of explanation. There is a sprinkling of Spanish words
throughout the text; though there is no glossary included,
readers unfamiliar with the language should have no problem
understanding.
This book belongs in any child’s hands. (selected sources)
(Collective biography. 8-10)

too, inviting them to “breathe in and count to four…and then
breathe out for just as long.” Perhaps they will also “imagine
one of [their] worries” along with Sloth and then imagine that
they can “set it free.” Toro’s illustrations shift from interior
scenes of the sloths’ treehouse home to night-sky backgrounds
that draw focus to the young sloth’s imaginings. The bedroom
décor in the treehouse scenes is charming, with a tree trunk
poking through the floor and a canopy of leaves over the bed.
Other details, like the single curler in Mama’s fur and patterns
on pajama fabric, are delightful.
A sweet, calming read. (Picture book. 3-6)

In 2018, New Yorkers had an all-too-brief but oh-so-passionate love affair with a rara avis (literally).
In the fall of 2018, a mandarin duck was spotted in New
York City’s Central Park. Native to East Asia, the duck was
an ornithological surprise that immediately captivated urban
dwellers. People flocked to the park to take photos on their
cellphones. In this retelling of the incident, a girl of color
stands up on a rock and proclaims that she will gaze upon the
beautiful bird directly “with [her] own two eyes.” Her words
catch on, and soon everyone follows suit. Some months later
the bird disappears, but lingering on is an appreciation of
beauty all around that can be viewed directly, not through a
device. Midler has crafted a loving ode to the people of New
York, to the errant bird, and to the art of direct communication,
something at which the star of stage and screen excels. Stunning full-page color photographs present the duck in all its
magnificently colored feathered panoply. Grayscale sketches
that fill many pages present a dizzying array of city folk in all
their robust diversity. Adults and children wistfully remembering a socially close NYC will appreciate this moment from a
past time. (This book was reviewed digitally with 10-by-20-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 42.5% of actual size.)
A celebration of beauty—in a city, in its people, and in
an extraordinary avian visitor. (photographer’s note) (Picture
book. 4-10)
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I AM THE LONGEST DOG

Monsen, Avery
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-368-05321-1

Lucy the dog enjoys describing just
how long she is.
“This is where I start,” she notes,
opposite an illustration of doggy rear
end, two hind legs, and a tail. Her body, which is white, with
brown spots, extends across a bright blue background—and
beyond. “I keep going, too.” The furry body (no feet, just fur
and spots) spans the whole double-page spread: “I’m telling you:
I am a very long dog.” If a dog told a joke it would probably have
this same goofy energy and good humor but no punchline in
sight. It might go on, and on, as long as someone was listening.
Lucy demonstrates that she is longer than a stretch limousine,
a blue whale, and a “stretch limo for the big blue whale.” She
can’t fit in doghouses or go for car rides or sit on laps. She goes
to great lengths (ha, ha) to prove that, indeed, she is the longest dog. The single visual joke bridges the turn of many pages
before reaching Lucy’s head with its friendly doggy grin and
slightly floppy ears. Pretty silly and pretty funny—if a bit short
on plot, Lucy’s tale is nevertheless long on amusing hyperbole.
She certainly IS the longest dog, and a final, unfolding spread
drives home exactly how long she is.
A cheerful, good-humored bit of a stretch. (Picture book.
2-5)

WOLFWALKERS
The Graphic Novel

Moore, Tomm & Stewart, Ross
Adapt. by Sattin, Samuel
Illus. by Moore, Tomm & Pareja, Maria
Little, Brown (272 pp.)
$24.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-316-46178-8
A human girl and a weregirl forge an
unlikely bond.
In this graphic novel based on the
movie of the same name, English Robyn Goodfellowe is a recent
transplant to Ireland with her father, who was sent by Oliver
Cromwell to hunt wolves threatening workers who are clearing the ancient forests. Robyn wants to be a hunter like her dad,
but he refuses to listen to her wishes, commanding her instead
to work as a maid. One day, on a clandestine forest trip, Robyn
meets Mebh, a wild, red-haired Irish girl with a strong connection to nature. Robyn learns that Mebh is a Wolfwalker: human
by day, wolf at night. Mebh’s mother is missing, and Cromwell’s
cronies are quickly destroying more of the forest, pushing the
wolves out of their ancestral home. Can the girls find common ground and help each other? Sattin’s adaptation is a visual
delight, with largely wordless action sequences filled with fast,
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edge-of-your-seat pacing culminating in a message stressing the
importance of tolerance and empathy. Robyn and Mebh’s friendship comes alive through the panels, making this a strong femaledriven alternate history set in a time when girls had few choices.
Young readers unfamiliar with Irish history might have benefited
from a supplemental note. All characters are White.
A sweet and compelling friendship story. (Graphic fantasy.
9-13)

POWER UP

Nisson, Sam
Illus. by Johnson, Darnell
Etch/HMH (208 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-358-32571-0
978-0-358-32565-9 paper
Two middle school boys with epic
gaming skills face a new challenge—
making friends.
Eleven-year-old gamers Miles and
Rhys may not know each other in real life, but on Mecha Melee
they make an unstoppable, platinum-ranked duo. They use
strategy and teamwork to take on their enemies, and when one
of them goes down, they won’t abandon one another. Despite
their winning streak online, both boys struggle with parental
expectations and friendships at school. While Miles falls in
with the popular kids who make fun of anyone who’s different,
Rhys, the new kid at his school, spends all his time alone until a
group of bullies starts targeting him and decides to expose the
secret of why he transferred in the first place. The students at
their Phoenix, Arizona, school make up a diverse cast of background characters. Miles and his family are Black, and Rhys and
his family have light brown skin and straight, dark hair. Their
parents may push them to try new experiences, but they also
display an earnest desire to support their sons. Bright, vivid colors and varied layouts communicate the intensity, high stakes,
and drama of the video game sequences, making them all the
more immersive. In the midst of the action, at the story’s core is
a sensitive narrative about the desire to find belonging.
A high-scoring power combo of fast-action gaming and
real-life friendship. (Graphic fiction. 8-12)

THAT GIRL ON TV COULD
BE ME!
The Journey of a Latina News
Anchor
Ordaz, Leticia
Illus. by Calle, Juan
Immedium (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-59702-151-7

Shy 5-year-old Leticia wants to be on TV, but no one on the
screen looks like her.
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Patrick draws on Lewis Latimer’s private
papers as well as secondary sources.
lewis latimer

DIARY OF A NERD

Osbourne, Philip
Illus. by the author
Ablaze (160 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-950912-18-6

A besotted middle schooler invents
an alter ego to hook up with a certain girl.
It doesn’t go well.
Yearning for dreamboat classmate
Lauren, self-proclaimed 12-year-old
nerd Phil Dickens reinvents himself as a more athletic cousin
named Mike, builds a bogus Facebook profile, and asks her
out. Being, evidently, face blind, she agreeably hangs with
him—until the deception inevitably unravels and she instantly
professes her nerd aversion. No problem: Phil just as quickly
acquires a new crush known only by the sobriquet “Big Mind
Kill.” She is the dark-haired, brainier, intense polar opposite of
blond, ponytailed Lauren. Phil unilaterally invites her to join
his team for an upcoming STEM competition, and it’s on to an
easy win in the climactic tournament. Along with cramming
dizzying sheaves of different block-print typefaces onto every
lined page, this tortuous narrative has little to offer readers
beyond hand-wringing pronouncements about the hazards
of lying and wearisome introductions to various nerdy icons
from Bill Gates and Peter Parker to the casts of Big Bang
Theory and The Goonies. The cast’s faces are all paper white in
line and wash drawings that are, considering the deliberately
rumpled page design, improbably expert.
A font-happy flop. (Fiction. 9-11)
|

HOW TO CATCH A
CLOVER THIEF

Parsley, Elise
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-316-53428-4

A clever—er, clover—thief is outwitted.
With immense joy, a scruffy boar finds a big patch of green
clover. He quickly sprawls across it to claim his territory. The
clover needs just a bit more time to bloom; Roy is willing to wait.
However, he warily eyes his neighbor, Jarvis, a gopher who would
also enjoy munching on the sweet, green treat. “Don’t even
think about stealing my patch of clover, Jarvis,” Roy grumbles.
Jarvis assures Roy he would never do such a thing. But he does
have a cookbook that he would like to share. It’s called How To
Cook With Clover. Roy starts to read the recipes and is inspired.
When the book calls for added ingredients, Roy ambles off to
find them. When he returns, part of his clover patch is gone!
Roy is furious. He resolves to guard his clover day and night. But
Jarvis keeps offering books…and Roy’s clover patch keeps getting smaller and smaller. That is—until Roy goes to the library
to find “the right book.” In both text and illustration, Parsley
strikes distinct, humorous tones for each character, and the
twist at the end is giggleworthy and offbeat. There is a distinct
Looney Tunes feel to the story, enlivened by both the literary
theme and the fact that their relationship, though antagonistic,
is not that of predator to prey.
A wily nod to the power of reading. (Picture book. 4-7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Having come from Mexico, her parents know the value of
education to achieve success, and they encourage their daughter to work hard in school to overcome her shyness and to go to
college in order to pursue her goal of becoming a news anchor.
After earning an internship at a Sacramento news outfit, Leticia
knows that newscasting is her dream job. She endures years of
writing her own scripts and shooting her own stories until the
day she’s been waiting for finally arrives: Channel 3 Sacramento
hires her as a news reporter. She did it! Unfortunately, Ordaz’s
uninspired text results in a dispassionate catalog of her achievements, from convincing her father to get another job so she
could be fitted with orthodontic braces to landing the coveted
anchor position during her pregnancy. There is little emotional
engagement. The dearth of examples of personal growth and
the surmounting of obstacles—such as learning English as a
child and achieving success in a predominantly White industry
on her own merits—means there is little tension in the story.
Colombian artist Calle’s illustrations, cartoonish with exaggerated eyes, only serve to widen the emotional distance between
subject and readers. The absence of autobiographical backmatter further lessens the value of this latest addition to the documentation of the achievements of people of color in the U.S.
This inspirational story fails to inspire. (glossary) (Picture
book/memoir. 5-8)

LEWIS LATIMER
Engineering Wizard

Patrick, Denise Lewis
Illus. by Duncan, Daniel
Harper/HarperCollins (112 pp.)
$15.99 | $5.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-297807-3
978-0-06-288966-9 paper
Series: VIP
Lewis Latimer, born free to formerly
enslaved parents, served as a soldier in
the Civil War and taught himself the skills to become a draftsman, polyglot, inventor, author, and poet.
Though he left school at the age of 10 to help his father
support their family, Latimer became an important figure in
Alexander Graham Bell’s attempt to secure a patent for the telephone and the invention of the filament in incandescent light
bulbs that made them safer to use. Later, he worked in Thomas
Edison’s company, and after retiring, he turned to civil rights
work. Though brief, this biography is both engaging and well
researched. Patrick draws on Latimer’s private papers as well as
secondary sources, crafting a narrative that entwines his professional accomplishments with personal milestones. She punctuates it with historical notes, introductions to other inventors
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Readers will cheer for Harriet as she navigates the
complexities and intersectionality of surviving as a Black
woman in the pre-emancipation U.S.
harriet tubman

both African American and White, and general information
that helps to contextualize the subject matter, such as an explanation of patents and another of the Industrial Revolution.
Duncan’s black-and-white illustrations make it approachable
for young readers transitioning to nonfiction chapter books,
and they make it clear that Latimer achieved what he did in
spaces dominated by White men. The backmatter includes a
list of Latimer’s patents, a timeline, brief introductions to four
contemporary African American inventors, and a bibliography.
Series companion Dr. Mae Jemison: Brave Rocketeer, by Heather
Alexander and illustrated by Jennifer Bricking, publishes simultaneously; together they launch the VIP biography series.
An engaging overview of Lewis Latimer’s life and work.
(Biography. 8-12) (Dr. Mae Jemison: Brave Rocketeer: 978-0-06297808-0, 978-0-06-288970-6 paper)

OUTSIDE, INSIDE

Pham, LeUyen
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-79835-0
Pham addresses the adversity and
resulting growth experienced individually and collectively while the world sheltered in place.
This uplifting reflection on the spring 2020 coronavirus
lockdowns expounds on the resiliency of the human spirit as
everyone the world over shut themselves indoors. Several different locales and styles of homes are depicted, highlighting the
global impact of this almost universal experience. The simple,
first-person narrative emphasizes we through deliberate pacing
and repetitive use, firmly cementing the theme of togetherness
and connection. While the narrative never explicitly names
the virus, this accounting is sensitive to both the challenges
and triumphs of navigating this new reality of shared vulnerability. A busy street scene filled with masked first responders
and other essential workers is followed by a double-page montage of hospital views inspired by real events. One double-page
spread shows families cooking and playing while also featuring
anxious faces of adults and a frustrated child at a computer
screen. These vignettes are outlined in angular edges, reflecting
the uncertain, disjointed feelings experienced by all. A following spread shows a larger spectrum of daily moments, this time
shaped in sturdy squares and rectangles that signal a newfound
stability as people learned to endure and adapt. Told with a
gentle but steadying reassurance, this book posits that despite
differences or the distances among us, everyone stayed inside
because “it was the right thing to do.” Intentionally diverse, the
characters represent a wide range of racial presentations. (This
book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch double-page spreads
viewed at 30.5% of actual size.)
This powerful ode to community delivers a timeless message of humility, perseverance, and hope. (author’s note) (Pic
ture book. 3-7)
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CAT KID COMIC CLUB

Pilkey, Dav
Illus. by the author with Garibaldi, Jose
Graphix/Scholastic (176 pp.)
$24.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-1-338-71277-3
Series: Cat Kid Comic Club, 1
Crime takes a back seat to craft in
Cat Kid’s series debut.
Cat Kid, aka Li’l Petey, steps out of
his Dog Man sidekick role as president of
the titular comic club, with psychokinetic tadpole Molly as vicepresident, her 21 baby-frog siblings as members, and their dad,
Flippy the fish, as anxious arbiter of literary excellence. Readers
new to the Pilkeyverse will be won over by its genial looniness
as Li’l Petey works valiantly to teach his club members how to
make comics. When Melvin’s first effort, Dennis the Toothbrush
Who Wanted To Be a Dinosaur Lawyer, is judged “dumb” (it is a
tad thin on plot), Li’l Petey and Molly encourage all the froglets
to get over their fears by failing utterly: “Worst comic gets a
prize!” yells Molly. Flippy wrings his bionic claws at the results,
pronouncing them “violent,” “disgusting,” and “offensive”; The
Cute, Little Fluffy Cloud of Death has Flippy calling in the medical authorities. Fortunately, Nurse Lady talks some sense into
him (“Look at Shakespeare: It’s all DEATH and VIOLENCE
and FART JOKES!...Take a chill pill, dude”), and the club continues, producing a legal drama, a startlingly beautiful sequence
of nature photos and haiku, and sneak peeks at a buddy story,
a biography, an apocalyptic thriller, and a superhero adventure.
Few are “wholesome,” but all are believably childlike. Pilkey
effectively mixes instruction and empowerment into the chaos,
the frenetic panels (with Garibaldi contributing colors) making
both immensely enjoyable.
Supa fun. (Graphic fiction. 8-12)

HARRIET TUBMAN

Pinkney, Andrea Davis
Illus. by Flint, Gillian
Philomel (80 pp.)
$14.99 | $5.99 paper | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-11565-7
978-0-593-11566-4 paper
Series: She Persisted
A loving tribute to Harriet Tubman
kicks off a chapter-book series spinoff of
the She Persisted books created by Chelsea Clinton and Alexandra Boiger.
There are many books written about the incredible historical figure that is Harriet Tubman. This chapter-book biography
humanizes “Minty” and brings her to life in ways many other
texts for children do not. With language that reflects contemporary usage (enslaved people rather than slaves in most cases)
and makes clear the brutality of the period, Pinkney introduces
young readers to intimate details of Tubman’s life, referring to
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her subject as Minty during her youth and Harriet after her
marriage. Readers will meet Minty’s loving parents, Old Rit
and Old Ben, wince at the cruelty of the Brodess family and
other people who trafficked enslaved people, and cheer for
Harriet as she navigates the complexities and intersectionality
of surviving as a Black woman in the pre-emancipation United
States. Pinkney’s powerful prose details Tubman’s work on the
Underground Railroad and, later, as a Union spy—and her fruitless advocacy for a pension afterward. Flint’s grayscale artwork,
done to emulate Boiger’s style, gracefully accompanies the writing, creating a mood that explores the gravity of Tubman’s life
and deeds while still making her approachable. This is the first
of 13 books, to be published one per month, that will bring the
stories of monumental women to the forefront.
Pinkney and Flint have created a standout series opener.
(activity guide, further reading, websites) (Biography. 6-10)

THE BOY WHO LOVED
EVERYONE

Meet Dimitri, a boy whose love spills over to those around
him.
Dimitri, a young, sensitive boy with beige skin and dark hair,
loves the world around him—the tree in the park, his friends,
his teacher, the book they read at storytime, an old man in the
park, the guinea pig, even the paintbrushes. He can’t help but
tell everyone and everything how he feels. Sadly, others don’t
respond the way he expects, making jokes, moving away from
him, even rebuking him. Dejected, Dimitri isn’t sure he likes
school anymore and asks his mother if he may stay home. Rather
than disagree with him or minimize his anxiety, his mother
instead gets him ready for school and, on their walk through
the park, points out how people show their feelings to one
another in lots of different ways, not just by saying, “I love you.”
Dimitri is reassured and ready for a new day at school, where
a surprise awaits him. Economical yet descriptive text carries
readers through this quiet and heartwarming story that models
a journey in social-emotional development. Poignant, childlike
illustrations, rendered in primary colors and featuring textured
backgrounds, offer young readers plenty of details to pore over
(especially a recurring ladybug motif). Moreover, thoughtfully
drawn and vigorously diverse characters—children and adults—
fill each bright spread with everyday diversity and clearly model
care for one another through their interactions.
A book for sharing, learning, and loving—one another
and ourselves. (Picture book. 4-7)

|

Powers, Edgar
Illus. by Costanza, Salvatore
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (144 pp.)
$17.99 | $9.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5344-7447-5
978-1-5344-7446-8 paper
Series: Super Turbo: The Graphic Novel, 1
A lovable hamster moonlights as a
superhero.
Once the students depart Sunnyview Elementary, Turbo,
the official pet hamster of Classroom C, leaves his palace (don’t
call it a cage!) to become his evil-thwarting, sunshine-yellowcape–clad alter ego, Super Turbo. Wandering the corridors on
a snow day, Super Turbo discovers that he’s not the only powerful pet at Sunnyview; he soon befriends Great Gecko, Wonder
Pig (a guinea pig), the Green Winger (a parakeet), Professor
Turtle, Boss Bunny, and Fantastic Fish. The menagerie forms
the Superpet Superhero League just in time to face off against
Whiskerface, a megalomaniacal mouse (with delusions of rat
grandeur) planning to take over the school with his rodent
army, the Rat Pack. Can Super Turbo and his friends save their
beloved school? Originally published in 2016 as a black-andwhite graphic-novel hybrid, this new edition features an entire
revamp from cover to cover, transitioning its prose sequences
to comic panels, changing its illustrator, and adding a zippy fullcolor palette to its art. Powers (previously writing under the
pseudonym Lee Kirby) has reworked his storytelling, condensing it to fit Costanza’s tidy, simply rendered panels but otherwise leaving the general plot points intact. Bank on this wisely
wrought update to have a wide appeal to fans of Ben Clanton’s
Narwhal and Jelly or Andy Runton’s Owly series. Sequel Super
Turbo vs. the Flying Ninja Squirrels publishes simultaneously.
Class-pet capers with a sassy new style. (Graphic fantasy.
7-10) (Super Turbo vs. the Flying Ninja Squirrels: 978-1-5344-7450-5,
978-1-5344-7449-9 paper)

y o u n g a d u lt

Porter, Jane
Illus. by Shearring, Maisie Paradise
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5362-1123-8

SUPER TURBO SAVES
THE DAY!

BUTTERFLY FOR A KING
Saving Hawaii’s
Kamehameha Butterflies

Roth, Susan L. & Trumbore, Cindy
Illus. by Roth, Susan L.
Lee & Low Books (48 pp.)
$20.95 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-62014-971-3

The history and species-conservation story of the Kamehameha butterfly, native to Hawaii.
Millions of years ago, volcanoes formed the Hawaiian
Islands, and over time plants reached the islands via wind, water,
and birds. With the plants arrived insects, like the forebears of
the special butterfly found only in Hawaii. The Kamehameha
butterfly’s name is explained with a brief history of King Kamehameha and how he united the Hawaiian Islands. Skipping
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ahead to 2009, Roth and Trumbore relate how a group of fifth
grade students decided the Kamehameha butterfly should be
Hawaii’s official state insect. Explaining the butterfly’s declining numbers, they asked state leaders to pass a law recognizing the butterfly as the state insect, hoping it would help in its
protection. It worked: With the passage of the law, Hawaii residents began to ask about the butterfly, sparking a cooperative
project among the government, a local university, and citizen
scientists. It’s a bilevel text, with a simple text in a large font
running across the tops of pages and telling a poetic story and
short paragraphs beneath in a smaller font that go into greater
detail. Roth’s distinctively textured collage illustrations are
stunning, portraying the butterfly’s life cycle and the people
who helped save the species. Pronunciations of Hawaiian words
are at the bottom of each page.
A beautifully illustrated account of both a butterfly and
the people who worked to save it. (afterword, photos, illustrator’s note, authors’ note, sources) (Informational picture book.
5-12)

THE ICKABOG

Rowling, J.K.
Scholastic (304 pp.)
$26.99 | Nov. 10, 2020
978-1-338-73287-0
Rowling buffs up a tale she told her
own children about a small, idyllic kingdom nearly destroyed by corrupt officials.
In the peaceful land of Cornucopia,
the Ickabog has always been regarded
as a legendary menace until two devious
nobles play so successfully on the fears of naïve King Fred the
Fearless that the once-prosperous land is devastated by ruinous
taxes supposedly spent on defense while protesters are suppressed and the populace is terrorized by nighttime rampages.
Pastry chef Bertha Beamish organizes a breakout from the local
dungeon just as her son, Bert, and his friend Daisy Dovetail
arrive…with the last Ickabog, who turns out to be real after all.
Along with full plates of just deserts for both heroes and villains,
the story then dishes up a metaphorical lagniappe in which
the monster reveals the origins of the human race. The author
frames her story as a set of ruminations on how evil can grow
and people can come to believe unfounded lies. She embeds
these themes in an engrossing, tightly written adventure centered on a stomach-wrenching reign of terror. The story features color illustrations by U.S. and Canadian children selected
through an online contest. Most characters are cued as White
in the text; a few illustrations include diverse representation.
Gripping and pretty dark—but, in the end, food, family,
friendship, and straight facts win out over guile, greed, and
terror. (Fantasy. 10-13)
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ISLAMOPHOBIA
Deal With It in the Name
of Peace

Saleh, Safia
Illus. by Shafi, Hana
James Lorimer (32 pp.)
$22.65 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-4594-1538-6
Series: Deal With It

This introduction to Islamophobia provides information and offers various points of view to
explore biases, stereotypes, inequity, and more.
Saleh opens by addressing many of the foundations for
Islamophobia, including ignorance, stereotypes, fear, and
assumptions. Comic-strip panels illustrating these scenarios
make clear the negative impact criticism and thoughtless comments can have on the person on the receiving end. Other
chapters address different viewpoints: the Believer, a Muslim;
the Intolerant, a classic Islamophobe; and the Bystander, a nonMuslim who holds back when witnessing Islamophobia. Quizzes prompt readers to consider whether a scenario could be
Islamophobia; some of the examples do not lead to specific yes
or no answers but point to different possibilities, showing that
readers may need more information on a person/their actions
to reach a conclusion. Common myths—e.g., “Muslims are all
Arabs/Middle Eastern”—are debunked. Advice-column featurettes pose questions based on real events, such as the arrest
of a Muslim boy in school for making a clock. The answers provided identify Islamophobic thoughts and faith-based prejudice.
Saleh patiently and clearly sets each scene, identifies the issue,
offers real-life examples, and provides do’s and don’ts to help
readers navigate the various scenarios. Shafi’s illustrations pair
well with Saleh’s text and include a variety of characters, focusing on body language and facial expressions while also illustrating the tremendous diversity of Islam. A list of further resources
is appended, including help lines, websites, books, and videos.
A useful tool for all readers. (Nonfiction. 9-14)

THE GREAT UNICORN RACE

Sanderson, Whitney
Illus. by Tejido, Jomike
Jolly Fish Press (72 pp.)
$4.99 paper | $18.99 PLB | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-63163-513-7
978-1-63163-512-0 PLB
Series: Unicorns of the Secret Stable, 8
Unicorn Guardians Ruby and Iris
compete in a race to determine the better rider.
After a near collision on unicorn-back, sisters Ruby and Iris
argue about who is at fault: Iris thinks Ruby needs to watch out
while Ruby thinks Iris too fearful a rider. Their friend Cole, the
Dragon Guardian, suggests a contest to resolve the conflict. He
proposes that they race across the Diamond Desert to the Lotus
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The author recounts what is loosely her grandfather’s
journey to America with great affection.
nathan’s song

NATHAN’S SONG

Schubert, Leda
Illus. by Ish-Shalom, Maya
Dial Books (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-984815-78-1
Love of opera brings a Jewish boy
from czarist Russia to New York.
When he hears an opera singer perform in the neighboring shtetl, Nathan
wants to sing also. His impoverished family saves for years and
finally can afford to send him to Italy to study. Nathan sets out
for a Black Sea port but is so overwhelmed by the many languages that he ends up on the wrong ship—one that is sailing
to New York City. Fortunately, he can literally sing for his supper, and all the passengers dine and dance to his music-making.
When he sets foot in New York, he continues to sing, this time
on street corners to pay for food and lodging. A job in a hat store,
marriage, and earning enough money to bring over his family
follow. Nathan continues his studies and even sings on Broadway. The author recounts what is loosely her grandfather’s journey to America with great affection. In her author’s note, she
provides some background information on Jewish life in Russia’s “Pale of Settlement” with its often violent anti-Semitism.
The graphically striking artwork is brightly colored in blues,
yellows, and oranges and fills the pages with dancing figures and
city buildings. Families may follow this story with tales of their
own American journeys. (This book was reviewed digitally with
10.5-by-16-inch double-page spreads viewed at 33.9% of actual size.)
A warm and nostalgic family remembrance. (Picture book.
4-7)
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TAKING CARE OF ME
Healthy Habits With Sesame
Street

Schuh, Mari
Lerner (32 pp.)
$8.99 paper | $27.99 PLB | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-72842-387-6 paper
978-1-72840-395-3 PLB

Build healthy habits with suggestions from your favorite
Sesame Street friends.
In a foreword, the editors at Sesame Street Workshop
remind readers that “before you can help take care of your
family, friends, or neighbors, it’s important to learn how to
take care of yourself.” Each ensuing double-page spread features three to five sentences—many voiced by a Muppet
friend—that share health tips. Some suggestions are especially timely: “Elmo sings the ABC. Then Elmo knows Elmo
has washed [his hands] long enough!” or “Wear a mask when
you leave your home. That helps stop germs from spreading.”
Other advice, which ranges from wearing sunscreen to eating
fruits and veggies, is more general. Along the way, large, colorful pictures of children (a racially diverse cast) and Muppets
guide readers by modeling healthy actions. The book doesn’t
break any new ground—or even tread old ground in a new and
exciting way—but it will be a useful tool for caregivers who
need the occasional celebrity endorsement (watching Cookie
Monster brush his teeth might boost compliance in a way that
adult admonishments can’t) to help reinforce positive behaviors. Rudimentary backmatter is included, but its brevity may
undercut the overall usefulness for many.
Basic and serviceable. (glossary, bibliography, index)
(Informational picture book. 3-5)
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Oasis, where they can find the Lotus Gem—the first to retrieve
it wins. Ruby chooses a unicorn for size and strength; Iris opts for
a smart unicorn who can “think fast and avoid trouble.” While
Ruby’s desire for speed causes costly mistakes, she still manages
to overtake Iris and, with single-minded focus, reach the gem
first—triggering a calamity. Unable to outrun the trouble she’s
accidentally caused, Ruby is lucky that Iris and her clever mount
are there to guide her to safety. Ultimately, Ruby thinks Iris is
the better rider for listening to her mount while Iris points out
that Ruby was on track to win their contest as the faster rider.
Discussion questions at the end of the book ask readers which
skill is more important, riding fast or riding smart, but the text
itself doesn’t denigrate Ruby’s talents to push a moral, landing on
an ending that’s both ambiguous and joyful. Illustrated characters present White. Series companions Unique Unicorn, Starberry
Magic, and Shadow Stallion publish simultaneously.
Character development and nuance enhance a simple, action-oriented plot. (Fantasy. 6-8) (Unique Unicorn:
978-1-63163-501-4 paper, 978-1-63163-500-7 PLB; Starberry Magic: 9781-63163-505-2 paper, 978-1-63163-504-5 PLB; Shadow Stallion: 978-163163-509-0 paper, 978-1-63163-508-3)

BUNNY FIGURES IT OUT

Shamir, Ruby
Illus. by Joyner, Andrew
Philomel (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-11528-2

Learn gentle information-gathering
skills through jelly-making.
Bunny is a rabbit on a mission: to make a peanut-butter–and–
grape-jelly sandwich for lunch. Sadly, the household appears to
be out of jelly, and no one can help. Mom is busy with work,
so Bunny resolves to make some. But…Bunny’s older brother’s
phone search returns shoes instead of jelly; Dad’s understanding is pretty rudimentary; Grandma’s friends quarrel over whose
recipe is the correct one; and pal Kitty’s knowledge is guided
more by click-bait internet videos than facts. Bunny’s last hope
is the public library, where a giraffe librarian directs her to the
cookbook section and a reliable answer. The story and the
illustrations are adorable, but the message about the importance of finding trusted sources is simplistic. A skillful educator or caregiver may be able to use the story as a springboard
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Shen’s wonderfully grounded character navigates
both middle school and the world of elite athletic
competition with an authentic voice.
the comeback

for a meaningful conversation about discovering valid info,
but it will be an uphill journey. The added (outdated) implication that a library is useful only for paper-based research help
is unintended misinformation that should be avoided. Backmatter includes a recipe for making (but not canning) jelly, but
there are no further tips on finding trusted sources. It’s a shame
because the story had potential. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Cute—but short a few grapes. (Picture book. 6-9)

THE COMEBACK
A Figure Skating Novel

Shen, E.L.
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (272 pp.)
$13.88 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-374-31379-1
Twelve-year-old figure skater Maxine
Chen is determined to make it to the
Olympics someday, but first she has to
get through the North Atlantic Regionals intermediate ladies competition and

sixth grade.
Maxine doesn’t feel like an average Mirror Lake Middle
School student. Not only is she training on the early mornings
before school and afternoons afterward, but she’s also the only
Chinese American face in a mostly White student body. With
regionals just a few weeks away, things seems to be heating up
everywhere she turns. Her best friend is drifting away, smitten
with a boy who communicates with Maxine in microaggressions
aimed at her race. So while she’s worrying about her eyelids,
her homework is starting to pile up, and worst of all, a new—
extremely talented—skater has moved to town and is training
at her rink. Shen has created a wonderfully grounded character
who navigates both middle school and the world of elite athletic
competition with an authentic voice—foibles, insecurities, and
all. And deftly woven around edge-of-your seat competition
scenes are more mundane but significant issues: everyday racism, sportsmanship, burnout among young athletes, the value of
true friendships, and the unfaltering love and support of family.
Bonus: That Maxine’s figure-skating idols are all Asian (and that
there are so many of them) reminds readers of how important
representation is.
On-ice excitement and a fierce-but-vulnerable protagonist make this a winner. (Fiction. 8-12)
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THE BOY WHO FAILED SHOW
AND TELL

Sonnenblick, Jordan
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (208 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-64723-5

Tales of a fourth grade ne’er-do-well.
It seems that young Jordan is stuck
in a never-ending string of bad luck. Sure,
no one’s perfect (except maybe goodytwo-shoes William Feranek), but Jordan can’t seem to keep his
attention focused on the task at hand. Try as he may, things
always go a bit sideways, much to his educators’ chagrin. But
Jordan promises himself that fourth grade will be different. As
the year unfolds, it does prove to be different, but in a way Jordan couldn’t possibly have predicted. This humorous memoir
perfectly captures the square-peg-in-a-round-hole feeling many
kids feel and effectively heightens that feeling with comic situations and a splendid villain. Jordan’s teacher, Mrs. Fisher, makes
an excellent foil, and the book’s 1970s setting allows for her cruelty to go beyond anything most contemporary readers could
expect. Unfortunately, the story begins to run out of steam
once Mrs. Fisher exits. Recollections spiral, losing their focus
and leading to a more “then this happened” and less cause-andeffect structure. The anecdotes are all amusing and Jordan is an
endearing protagonist, but the book comes dangerously close
to wearing out its welcome with sheer repetitiveness. Thankfully, it ends on a high note, one pleasant and hopeful enough
that readers will overlook some of the shabbier qualities. Jordan is White and Jewish while there is some diversity among his
classmates; Mrs. Fisher is White.
Though a bit loose around the edges, a charmer nevertheless. (Memoir. 8-12)

MAXINE AND THE GREATEST
GARDEN EVER

Spiro, Ruth
Illus. by Hatam, Holly
Dial Books (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-399-18630-1

Two friends strengthen their bond
when their gardening project needs more ingenuity than originally anticipated.
Maxine, a science-oriented little White girl with a pet goldfish, loves to read and make constructive gadgets. Her friend
Leo, a little Black boy, also likes making things, though from an
artistic perspective. Together they decide to carefully design a
garden. Maxine creates a practical blueprint while Leo draws a
colorful diagram. Both plans allow them to plot, dig, and plant
a beautiful and expansive space that includes a pond for Milton,
Maxine’s pet fish. After their produce begins to sprout, however,
some unwanted visitors slink in to ravage the fruits of all their
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hard work. Oh, no—now they need a new idea to keep those
critters away. An average scarecrow doesn’t do the trick, so the
kids get to work and build a “critter-creeping, laser-tripping,
disco-ball-blinking, tuba-tooting… / SUPER SPECTACULAR
SCARECROW!” But it only makes things worse by loudly disturbing everyone but their animal invaders. Initial disappointment and failure lead to blame and argument and then remorse
and apologies. Both Maxine and Leo realize that “it takes a
long time to grow a garden…but even longer to grow a friend.”
Hatam offers kids lots of minutiae to look at, including clever
endpapers with comical one-liners (“Thyme to Turnip the
Beet”). Her detailed, animated, vibrant drawings accentuate the
drama and neatly depict the concluding message that celebrates
compromise. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by-17-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 62.7% of actual size.)
Kids will enjoy the quirky visuals while appreciating the
creative relationship of these two companions. (Picture book.
5-7)

Sworder, Zeno
Illus. by the author
Thames & Hudson (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-76076-111-0

A child’s heartfelt welcome to a new
baby.
The text is written in the second
person, with accompanying illustrations
depicting the speaker as a small child addressing a new baby:
“Welcome to Earth. There’s a lot of strange stuff going on out
there, but here are some of the things I’ve worked out so far.”
The voice comes across as that of an adult, however, or perhaps
like an adult’s impression of a precocious child. While that tone
detracts from the picture book’s overall success, the sentiments
are true, and the art eminently engaging. Realistic, black-andwhite pencil drawings of the children (who have pale skin) contrast with vivid, crayoned details and backgrounds rendered
in a naïve style. The effect evokes senses of discovery and fantasy that reinforce the wonder in the child’s words to the baby.
Toward the end of the book, the narrator reveals that, “You are
the very newest in this long line of people. A new explorer. A
new dreamer. A new caretaker of this small blue dot,” perhaps
inspiring the children listening to the story to align themselves
with the baby even as the words are delivered from an ostensible peer.
Uneven in its delivery of a moving and beautifully illustrated message but still worth a peek. (Picture book. 3-6)
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Mel knows it’s her day to fly.
A stout kingfisher fledgling marches to the end of her
branch, jumps, flips, spreads her wings—and falls. Down she
goes, beak-first, eyes shut, smiling broadly. This lovely book’s
vertical format prompts readers to look longitudinally at each
spread, up and down the trunk of a tall tree, following Mel’s
descent. The unusual orientation, coupled with the gripping
idea of first flight (or fall!), inspires both excitement and anxiety. Muted pastel illustrations set against ample, bleached-out
white space convey craggy bark, Mel’s soft blue and russet
feathers, and clusters of oval celadon leaves. Mel plummets, and
animals (squirrels, bees, ants—even a spider and a realllllly slowmoving snail) scramble to help, adding humor. She crashes (into
water!), and readers hold their breath, turning the book to follow her new trajectory. When Mel turns and shoots out of the
water holding a fish in her beak, past her animal friends on the
tree trunk, they will cheer. A note on kingfishers appears in the
backmatter above a delightful picture of Mel nudging one of
her siblings toward the end of the branch. Young people, who
find themselves on the precipice of new activities, routines,
schools, and challenges so frequently, will savor this little kingfisher’s success and perhaps feel they can right themselves the
next time they fall into a downward spiral.
Encourages children to feel brave, to try, and to believe
they can soar. (Picture book. 4-10)
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THIS SMALL BLUE DOT

MEL FELL

Tabor, Corey R.
Illus. by the author
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-287801-4

IT’S OKAY TO SMELL GOOD!

Tharp, Jason
Illus. by the author
Imprint (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-31133-7

In a world of stink, smelling good
might be a problem.
Panda Cat, a skunk, lives in Smellsville, where the stinkiest of the stinky
is celebrated as the best. Every morning he combs rotten eggs
through his hair, dabs moldy mayonnaise under his arms, and
brushes his teeth with garlic-and-onion toothpaste before a
breakfast of toe jam, rotten apples, and spoiled milk. One day at
Smellsville Smellementary School, his friends (a dung beetle, a
stinkbird, and a binturong) tell him that his idol, Smellbert Einstink, discoverer of the theory of stinkativity, will be the guest
judge at the science fair. Panda Cat wants to impress his hero
with the stinkiest experiment…but in trial runs something goes
horribly wrong, and the resultant bright pink goo smells deliciously sweet. Panda Cat finds he likes it, but the smell sends
his friends running; he can’t admit his preference. Hoping the
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experiment will work at the fair, he tries again only to produce
more pink fluff. He loses but learns, in an earnest articulation
of the book’s message, that Einstink didn’t intend stink to completely displace sweet scents. This effort thematically revisits
Tharp’s earlier It’s Okay To Be a Unicorn! (2020), although the
like-what-you-like message is somewhat muddled by the silly,
excessive references to stench. Worse, the book misses the
opportunity to examine subjectivity, instead reinforcing the
notion that there are good smells and bad smells instead of just
smells. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-17-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 29.7% of actual size.)
This book on scent doesn’t make sense. (Picture book. 3-6)

THIS BOOK WILL (HELP) COOL
THE CLIMATE
50 Ways To Cut Pollution and
Protect Our Planet!

Thomas, Isabel
Illus. by Paterson, Alex
Random House (208 pp.)
$14.99 | $17.99 PLB | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-593-30870-7
978-0-593-30871-4 PLB

A primer on climate change focusing
on practical suggestions for personal action.
These 50 short chapters are filled with information as well
as advice for those who would like to do something about global
warming and climate change. Science writer Thomas directly
addresses her readers with short, lively explanations and examples liberally illustrated with Paterson’s grayscale cartoons. An
informative “Planet-o-Meter” accompanies each, with helpful
symbolic representations of what might be affected, the cost,
the difficulty, and the likely impact. Thomas opens with background information on Earth’s temperature, the greenhouse
effect, and climate change, as well as how scientists measure
these things. She offers arguments to counter climate change
deniers. And then she goes on to talk about myriad ways one
may reduce one’s carbon footprint and one’s waste. Among her
topics are food, equipment and repairs, sharing stuff, rewilding, growing trees, reducing the use of hot water, not flying, not
using aerosol sprays, and staying home as well as suggestions
for school and public campaigns. One startling chapter heading
is “STOP RECYCLING,” but the sentence continues, “unless
it’s a last resort! Always focus on reducing and reusing first.”
Another surprise may be the suggestion to “pee on the compost
pile!” (Urine needs to be sanitized by storing for a month first.)
The organization is lively and unexpected—there’s a chapter of
definitions in the middle.
For middle-grade readers concerned about climate
change, a rich resource. (index) (Nonfiction. 9-14)
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LINCOLN CLEARS A PATH
Abraham Lincoln’s
Agricultural Legacy

Thomas, Peggy
Illus. by Innerst, Stacy
Calkins Creek/Boyds Mills (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-68437-153-2

This biography of President Abraham Lincoln focuses on
his lasting impact on the use of the land.
Beginning with his family’s creation of a farm out of woodland when he was 7 and ending with the Emancipation Proclamation, the narrative follows Lincoln’s life experiences as farmer,
entrepreneur, and self-educated statesman, all the way to the
presidency. The support American farmers sent to the troops
in the Civil War apparently prompted Lincoln to “clear a path
for America’s future” with several acts of legislation: creation of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture; the Homestead Act, which
granted 160 acres to “any citizen or immigrant, farmer or merchant, man or woman, who wanted a fair chance to make it on
their own”; and the Pacific Railway Act. The creation of landgrant colleges is also given a full spread; the Emancipation Proclamation is given one page of two sentences. Innerst creates
engaging, sepia-toned scenes with watercolor-based artwork,
and the design of the spreads, with dark paper and handwritten
lettering for quotations from Lincoln’s writings, gives the feel
of old documents. Sadly, the story feels dated as well; the brief
backmatter mentions of the devastation settlers and the railroads caused to Indigenous nations and ways of life are grossly
inadequate; the racist definition of citizens and immigrants is
not addressed; and the attempt to include the contradiction
of slavery within the ideal of “liberty to all” falls short, as the
glorification of Lincoln as land-use innovator causes those who
were excluded to fall through the gaps. (This book was reviewed
digitally with 10-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 58.5% of
actual size.)
This interesting history lacks nuance and perspective.
(author’s note, historical facts, websites, selected bibliography) (Informational picture book. 6-12)

THE PROTEST

Thornhill, Samantha
Illus. by Ng-Benitez, Shirley
Lee & Low Books (32 pp.)
$15.95 | $7.95 paper | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-64379-208-8
978-1-64379-208-8 paper
Series: Confetti Kids
Can Lily and her friends save the
community garden?
In a plot point that recalls the Joni
Mitchell line “They paved paradise / and put up a parking lot,”
Lily (who presents as a child of color with brown skin and curly
brown hair in Ng-Benitez’s outstanding illustrations) is sad
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A little evil and a whole lotta fun.
katie the catsitter

to learn that their community garden will be demolished to
make way for a parking lot. After talking with her mom (who
shares her coloring), Lily organizes a protest with the multiracial group of friends introduced on the title page and featured
throughout this series. They create posters, talk with neighbors,
invite reporters, and make up a chant: “No, cars no! Let our
garden grow!” In an almost happily-ever-after—and respectfully
realistic—resolution, a neighbor gets a call during the rally and
reports that “the builders would wait until next year to build
the parking lot.” Lily resolves to fight on, but for now the community is happy they’ve saved the garden. Ng-Benitez also illustrates a simultaneously publishing companion title, Pablo’s Pet,
which lends the series a sense of artistic cohesion. Author Sheri
Tan’s text in Pablo’s Pet sensitively recounts the Latinx protagonist dealing with grief over the death of his pet fish, with help
from friends and family.
Another solid addition to an excellent, diverse earlyreader series. (activity page) (Early reader. 4-7) (Pablo’s Pet: 978-164379-206-4, 978-1-64379-207-1 paper)

A brother and sister embark on a
ghastly undertaking.
Japanese American siblings Ben and
Lola Tajima are visiting their grandparents in their new home in Chicago. The concise text narrates in
the third person through Ben’s perspective as the two endure a
five-hour bus ride from their home in Columbus, Ohio, and are
greeted by their grandparents with a long itinerary of fun-filled
days. During one outing, Ben unearths a small silver boat out
of the mud. Later that night, the ghost of a young boy appears,
urging Ben to “come find me” in subsequent visits. When a tour
guide on another outing relates the story of the SS Eastland
boat disaster, which resulted in over 800 deaths, Ben wonders
if somehow the ghost and the disaster are connected. Thoroughly spooked, Ben tells his family of his visitor and finds he
cannot rid himself of the toy boat or the ghost. As the siblings
work toward bringing the ghost peace, Ivy’s black-and-white
cartoon illustrations bring context to the story. Ben and Lola’s
grandparents are first-generation Japanese immigrants, and
readers familiar with the culture may notice some details are
off. Troupe gives more details of the SS Eastland disaster in the
author’s note. Another entry in the Haunted States of America
series, The Dead Below: A Pennsylvania Ghost Story, publishes
simultaneously.
A quick read for those looking to be slightly creeped out.
(Paranormal suspense. 8-11) (The Dead Below: 978-1-63163-480-2)
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A summer job unexpectedly leads to
heroic hijinks—with the assistance of
many, many cats.
Katie wants to go to camp with her
friends instead of spending another summer at home in New York City, but money is an obstacle. When
Ms. Lang in her building offers Katie a job catsitting, it’s the perfect opportunity to raise camp funds. Katie is surprised to discover
Ms. Lang has a whopping 217 cats! These are not normal cats
either: They have surprising skills and interests, such as computer
hacking and martial arts. Clues lead Katie to wonder if Ms. Lang
moonlights as the Mousetress, one of the city’s supervillains…
who maybe isn’t such a villain after all. This series opener blends
the drama of realistic fiction with the action of superhero stories
and ties it all together with a heaping amount of humor. Evolving
friendships are a main component, but that plot thread feels left
open for resolution in future installments. Animal rights activism
forms the core of this story, with rescue of and advocacy for various types of animals in peril. Readers are encouraged to consider
who is deemed a hero and why. Colorful, cartoon-style illustrations
are eye-catching and playful, and the setting is portrayed in vibrant
detail. Katie appears White, Ms. Lang is dark-skinned, and other
characters have a range of skin tones and fur colors.
A little evil and a whole lotta fun. (Graphic fiction. 8-12)
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HAUNT AND SEEK

Troupe, Thomas Kingsley
Illus. by Ivy, Maggie
North Star Editions (136 pp.)
$27.13 | Jan. 1, 2021
978-1-63163-475-8
Series: Haunted States of America, 3

KATIE THE CATSITTER

Venable, Colleen AF
Illus. by Yue, Stephanie
Random House (224 pp.)
$20.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-593-30632-1

THE ASH HOUSE

Walker, Angharad
Chicken House/Scholastic (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-338-63631-4
A boy arrives at a new school where
he hopes to be healed of a mysterious
condition that causes him insufferable
pain.
The Ash House isn’t an ordinary
school: It is literally made of ash, and the
dorm is an old but verdant greenhouse. The Headmaster has been
gone for three years, leaving no adults around, yet the children
hold on to the hope that he will return. They have no recollection
of anything before they arrived at the Ash House, and each has
been named after Nicenesses, positive attributes that they are
expected to possess such as Concord, Happiness, Temperance,
and Liberty. The new boy, who can’t remember his outside name,
becomes Solitude. Initially, the students are wary of Sol, but with
help from his new friend, Freedom—Dom for short—the others
warm to him. Then the Doctor arrives. The Doctor claims he can
cure Sol, but the children quickly discover he is pure Nastiness.
As the children struggle to free themselves from the Doctor’s
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Walker’s artwork is delicate and understated.
hello, jimmy!

tightening grip, they discover that Courage is the only Niceness
that matters. Chapter headings helpfully indicate when the thirdperson narration switches between Sol’s and Dom’s perspectives.
Action scenes unfold slowly at times, but when they’re intense,
they’re nail-bitingly so, encouraging readers to push through to
the satisfyingly ambiguous conclusion. Assume Whiteness for all.
An unexpected—and pleasing—combination of propitious and disquieting. (Mystery. 11-14)

HELLO, JIMMY!

Walker, Anna
Illus. by the author
Clarion (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-358-19358-6
A dramatic and remarkably unkind
pet departs, leaving a child and parent
room to become closer.
When Jack stays at Dad’s house, they sometimes talk and make
tacos and milkshakes. But their kitchen table is long, and they sit
apart, neither animated nor chatty. Dad has stopped telling jokes,
and his son’s concerned: “Jack couldn’t be there all the time. The
house was so quiet. He wondered if his dad was lonely. Jack knew
what that felt like.” Distance sits inaudibly between them. Then,
Jack arrives one Tuesday night to find that a parrot—found on the
doorstep after a storm—suddenly lives with them. Jimmy is bright
green, boisterous, and mocking, even stealing Jack’s underwear.
Jack’s intimidated and meekly jealous—but Dad, oblivious, finds
Jimmy funny and “amazing.” In a wondrous two-spread climax,
hurt feelings take physical form: Jack’s darkened bedroom fills with
multitudinous parrots of many colors, all staring straight at him.
Desperate, he opens the window and they all fly out. “Then morning arrived”—and three dropped green feathers show that Jimmy
went too. Walker’s artwork is delicate and understated; gentle precision gives a light touch to everything from facial expressions to
chairs, shoes, and headphones. When Dad makes the change that’s
necessary for emotional intimacy, dialogue is spare and simple, and
all the more satisfying for it. Jack and Dad appear White.
A sensitive arc depicts a journey from alienation to connection. (Picture book. 4-8)

SINCERELY, EMERSON
A Girl, Her Letter, and the
Helpers All Around Us

Weber, Emerson
Illus. by Sinquett, Jaclyn
Harper/HarperCollins (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-0-06-306696-0

An inveterate young correspondent relates the true story of
how a thank-you note to her postal carrier went viral.
Writing in third person, the preteen author introduces
herself as a lover of silly jokes, Taylor Swift, and, particularly,
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hand-decorated missives. She produces them in such profusion
that she writes a letter of appreciation to Doug, her letter carrier: “I make people happy with my letters, but you do too. You
make it possible!” Shortly thereafter, she learns that Doug had
shared her letter with his colleagues, because grateful responses
from postal workers all over the country begin arriving by the
boxload…each one “a connection,” she writes, with “a piece of
someone’s life in it.” The unforeseen reaction prompts thoughts
that many others, from farmers to trash collectors, are likewise
out there working hard and with love. Inset views of workers of
diverse occupations and races accompany these ruminations in
Sinquett’s brightly hued watercolors. (Weber, her parents, and
Doug all present White.) Elsewhere, the illustrator also tucks
in calligraphic flourishes, colorfully ornamented envelopes, and
handwritten letters with chatty or plaintive phrases. The author
closes with a joke but just before that poses a question that
serves nicely as a rhetorical kick in the pants: “Why was my saying thank you such a big deal?” Perhaps because there’s not quite
enough of that going around? (This book was reviewed digitally
with 10-by-20-inch double-page spreads viewed at 75% of actual size.)
An ode to the pleasures of real mail and the value of seeing and appreciating those who keep our society ticking.
(Informational picture book. 7-9)

CHICKEN LITTLE AND THE BIG
BAD WOLF

Wedelich, Sam
Illus. by the author
Scholastic (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 2, 2021
978-1-338-35900-8

A flock of chickens faces an external
threat.
The red-booted titular chicken blusters that “I am NOT scared of any wolf!”
on the title page, but when a large, furry, gray creature plows
into the page in a riot of scribbled limbs, the fowl panics in true
Chicken Little fashion, spreading it to the other chickens. The
flock splits into two parties, Fight and Flight, as they debate
about what to do. But Chicken Little realizes that the wolf might
not be so bad after all. When the bespectacled bird finally works
up the nerve to ask “Hey, wolf! Are you bad?” he responds delightfully, mid–yoga pose: “Me? I don’t think so. I suppose we all have
light and dark in us…but I try to make good choices if that’s what
you mean.” The wolf is actually vegetarian, and Chicken Little
announces that “Wolf left his pack because he didn’t fit in….He’s
had a hard time finding a place to belong” (though the wolf never
says this himself, making Chicken’s conclusion quite a leap). One
vegetarian “pot-cluck” later, the chickens have a new friend. The
art adds plenty of humor to this spin on an old tale, with chickens
dolled up in flight goggles and aviator helmets as they attempt
to flee the coop, and the oft-heard message about difference and
acceptance is entertainingly delivered.
A fun twist on familiar stories. (Picture book. 4-7)
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BASEBALL’S LEADING LADY
Effa Manley and the Rise and
Fall of the Negro Leagues

Williams, Andrea
Roaring Brook (336 pp.)
$15.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-62372-0

INTERRUPTING COW AND THE
CHICKEN CROSSING THE
ROAD

Yolen, Jane
Illus. by Dreidemy, Joëlle
Simon Spotlight (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-5344-8160-2
Series: Interrupting Cow

A cow searches for a new audience
and finds a friend.
In this sequel to Interrupting Cow (2020), the eponymous
bovine’s chickens have come home to roost, so to speak, as none
of the other cows want to hear her tired, interruption-filled joke
anymore. The cows almost immediately race away, “kicking up
dirt and irritation.” Their departure warns the other barnyard
animals, who quickly follow before Interrupting Cow gets too
close. Even Owl, who is usually kind, skirts around the cow’s
|
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A smart and determined woman
becomes an unlikely influence in baseball’s Negro Leagues.
Effa Brooks came of age in the early
20th century as baseball was becoming the leading sport in the
United States. A passionate baseball fan and Black civil rights
activist, she married Abe Manley, a businessman. As baseball
evolved and racial segregation became entrenched within it,
African Americans developed their own teams and leagues,
such as the Negro National League through which Effa and Abe
acquired a franchise for the Brooklyn Eagles. Effa’s activism had
honed her abilities as a manager, and after early struggles, the
Manleys were able to make progress, moving the team to Newark and winning the 1946 Negro World Series. However, the
integration of Major League Baseball undercut the leagues that
had nurtured African American baseball players; they could not
survive the loss of stars and fans. Effa’s role at this critical time in
American sports, as a light-skinned Black woman who was able
to get jobs reserved for Whites but who believed in Black unity,
is an interesting one, as she used her personality and position
to fight racism and sexism. The narrative presents substantial
historical context about baseball and society, sometimes overwhelming Effa’s individual story. However, it does provide keen
insight into the intersections of race, sports, business, and the
efforts of those like her who challenged these powerful forces.
A fascinating contribution to baseball and racial history.
(author’s note, endnotes, bibliography, photo credits, index)
(Nonfiction. 10-14)

punchline. Lonely and a little sad, Interrupting Cow walks and
walks until she comes to an “endless gray road.” On the other
side of the road, Rooster keeps trying to cross, but cars, trucks,
and tractors scare him off. Interrupting Cow brazenly crosses
to Rooster’s side and butts into his situation. As she helps him
cross, the two bond over their sense of humor, falling down
into helpless giggles. Yolen tackles yet another classic inane
joke and infuses its subject with heart and humor. With a total
vocabulary of around 250 words and their variants, this sequel is
slightly more advanced than its predecessor. But, with at most
19 lines per double-page spread, the text remains accessible to
emerging readers. Dreidemy’s full-color cartoon illustrations
add context clues. (This book was reviewed digitally with 9-by12-inch double-page spreads viewed at 76% actual size.)
Sure to “beak” readers’ interest. (Early reader. 5-7)

STOMPIN’ AT THE SAVOY
How Chick Webb Became the
King of Drums

Donohue, Moira Rose
Illus. by Freeman, Laura
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Jan. 15, 2021
978-1-5341-1097-7

Drummer Chick Webb may not have
been big, but he was a force to be reckoned with.
Born in East Baltimore somewhere around the turn of the
20th century, little William Webb suffered from spinal tuberculosis, a condition that was exacerbated when he experienced a fall.
After an operation, his doctor recommended the family get him
a drum set as a means of physical therapy. As that was financially
out of reach, William used spoons and pots and pans, eventually
buying himself a set of drumsticks and then a full drum kit from
his newsboy income. He walked with a hunch and never grew taller
than 4-foot-1, but that didn’t stop him from drumming. Punctuating her account with ample onomatopoeia (“Dig-a-dig-a-dig-a-diga!”), Donohue describes how he recruited “only the best musicians
for his band,” including Ella Fitzgerald as lead singer. He presided
over the Savoy Ballroom, which permitted both Black and White
dancers and where he and his band played Benny Goodman’s to
its knees. Her focus is on the African American musician’s extraordinary talent and his physical challenges, but she does touch on
the discrimination of the times. His tragically early death just
two years after the showdown with Goodman is revealed in an
author’s note. Freeman’s illustrations are full of movement, musical
staves and notes swirling across the spreads in visual accentuation
of Webb’s swing beat. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by18-inch double-page spreads viewed at 58% of actual size.)
An effervescent celebration. (Picture book/biography. 5-8)
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SPROUTING WINGS
The True Story of James
Herman Banning, the First
African American Pilot To Fly
Across the United States
Jaggar, Louisa & Becker, Shari
Illus. by Cooper, Floyd
Crown (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-984847-62-1
978-1-984847-63-8 PLB

Black pilot James Herman Banning makes history with a
cross-country flight in 1932.
Banner wanted wings from the time he was a child. He read
widely as a child and young man, and he attended college for one
year—as one of only seven Black students accepted—but was
forced to leave for financial reasons. As he opened a mechanic
shop, he continued to dream of flying. But no flight schools
would take on a Black student. One day, a pilot came into his
shop with a motorcycle, and Banning asked him for lessons.
This time, the answer was yes. Banning finally got his chance to
learn to fly. He earned his pilot’s license and continued teaching himself. He moved to California to teach at a new aviation
school for Black men and women. Then he set out to pursue
a new dream: to fly from Los Angeles to Long Island. With a
partner, a cobbled-together airplane, and the support of many,
both individuals and whole communities where they stopped
on the way, Banning achieved this goal. Long paragraphs of text
on each spread detail dates and locations of the duo’s flight.
The level of detail provided makes this book suitable for older
readers, particularly those interested in flight. Cooper’s softly
painted artwork creates a lovely period feel to complement
the story. Banning’s determination in overcoming obstacles is
impressive, and the realistic ways in which supporters and refusers influenced his path paint an accurate portrait of the United
States. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-16-inch doublepage spreads viewed at 67.5% of actual size.)
A story well worth sharing. (note, sources, further reading) (Picture book/biography. 6-10)

THE HIGHEST TRIBUTE
Thurgood Marshall’s
Life, Leadership, and
Legacy

Magoon, Kekla
Illus. by Freeman, Laura
Quill Tree Books/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-06-291251-0

Born, raised, and educated in segregated early-20th-century Baltimore, Thurgood Marshall did not
allow what he saw around him to determine who he could become.
Though he was too young to make changes to the systems
that kept Black people from enjoying the same rights and spaces
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as White people, Marshall knew that he wanted to find a way to
improve the world in which he lived. It was a fateful day when he
was caught misbehaving and was punished by being forced to read
the U.S. Constitution. That punishment developed his interest in
the law and, eventually, debate. Readers learn that not only did
Marshall win the case that integrated the University of Maryland,
the institution that barred him from attending its law school, but
he presented several cases before the Supreme Court—including
Brown v. Board of Education—before he became a justice in 1967.
Marshall’s life is detailed in bite-size pieces that make this book
incredibly useful for reading and research by young students. The
backmatter includes a timeline of Marshall’s life, a list of his major
cases, and a bibliography for further reading. Many of Freeman’s
illustrations incorporate text; in one scene, a young Marshall confronts a dizzying array of “Whites Only” and “Colored Section”
signs; in another, he’s framed in a crossword-puzzle grid including
terms such as justice and equality. (This book was reviewed digitally
with 12-by-18-inch double-page spreads viewed at actual size.)
Will serve to empower children who feel as powerless as
Thurgood Marshall once felt. (Picture book/biography. 5-8)

FLYING FREE
How Bessie Coleman’s
Dreams Took Flight

Parsons, Karyn
Illus. by Christie, R. Gregory
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 1, 2020
978-0-316-45719-4
Series: Sweet Blackberry

A story in verse of trailblazer Bessie Coleman, the first African American woman to earn a pilot’s license.
After learning about Harriet Quimby, a White woman who
became the first American woman to earn a pilot’s license, young
Coleman began to think that flying could be for her. A few years
later, after moving to Chicago, she learned from her brother that
women in France were pilots during “the war” (that this was World
War I is never communicated). Inspired, Coleman tried in vain to
find a teacher in the United States; undaunted, she moved to France,
where she finally learned to fly before returning to the United States
to inspire the nation. Coleman is a fascinating subject, but missing biographical detail and undocumented conversations do not
suit this effort for the nonfiction shelves. Though the backmatter
includes information about women in flight as well as notes from the
author and illustrator, there is not enough information presented
about Coleman’s life to answer the questions readers will have after
finishing this book. Parsons’ verse is, sadly, too often simplistic and
strained: “One day, Bessie’s teacher / Told them of how / A woman
had become a pilot! / A huge breakthrough! Wow!” Christie’s characteristically powerful illustrations cannot mitigate the text’s weaknesses (though his note does inform those who read it that Coleman
grew up in Texas, another fact Parsons leaves unsaid).
Doesn’t take flight. (timeline, photographs) (Picture book.
4-7) (This review was originally published in our 10/15/20 issue. We
reprint it here for our readers’ convenience.)
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At a time when domestic terrorism against African
Americans was rampant, here was a relationship in
which a young Black girl felt safe.
we wait for the sun

WE WAIT FOR THE SUN

Roundtree, Dovey Johnson &
McCabe, Katie
Illus. by Figueroa, Raissa
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-250-22902-1

RUNAWAY
The Daring Escape of
Ona Judge

Shepard, Ray Anthony
Illus. by Mallett, Keith
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-0-374-30704-2
The true story of a young enslaved
woman who escapes the family of

George Washington.
“Ona Judge, Ona Judge / Why you run away / Ona Judge?” So
begins this inquiry into her quest for freedom; the question is
repeated throughout the narrative. “You had fine dresses [and]
soft shoes” and other material benefits most enslaved people
lacked. Ona is passed around the Washington family, first a playmate for the children, then a personal servant and seamstress
for Martha Washington, never working in the fields. But when
an aging Martha gives Ona to her granddaughter Eliza, “now a
|
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WILLIAM STILL AND
HIS FREEDOM STORIES
The Father of the
Underground Railroad

y o u n g a d u lt

Adapted from Roundtree and McCabe’s
book for adults, Mighty Justice (2019), a powerful episode from the childhood of the reallife activist is presented as an adventure.
Dovey Mae and Grandma Rachel slip out of the house in
the hour before dawn, when “the midsummer night is dark and
cool.” They walk toward the woods to pick blackberries, and the
girl thinks they are the only ones awake in the world—but, quietly, more women join their “silent march, [their] secret mission,
[their] berry picking.” Her grandma teaches her to walk in the
dark. They follow the birds and stay close together. They taste,
and they pick, and soon enough, they watch together as the sky
turns colors, and the sun rises to usher in the day. With nighttime scenes bathed in deep purples and a final scene of daybreak
in golden hues, this touching tale successfully conveys special
moments of hushed expectation and quiet exhilaration between
a child and her strong, loving adult. Reading co-author McCabe’s
note about the story behind the girl, Dovey Mae Johnson
Roundtree, and her grandmother, Rachel Graham, will make the
story even more significant. At a time when domestic terrorism
against African Americans was rampant, here was a relationship
in which a young Black girl felt safe. The aftermatter details the
importance of that relationship on Roundtree’s later work as a
civil rights attorney. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 67.5% of actual size.)
Makes magic out of a true moment, as the best picture
books do. (timeline, bibliography) (Picture book/memoir. 3-8)

mean and sassy woman,” Ona walks out into the Philadelphia
night. Here, the tenor of the text changes—“Didn’t you know
you broke the law?”—and the illustrations become dark as she
makes her way around corners and hides in a basement. A framed
picture—a departure from the full-bleed pages and spreads that
depicts the current action—gives a glimpse of her future family life: “You dreamed a dream / You would make true.” As she
reaches a boat, and freedom, day breaks and readers see the first
hint of Ona’s smile. “Then run, Ona Judge, run.” With a distinctive, haunting voice, powerful images, and thought-provoking
story structure, this unique look at a remarkable young woman’s
life choices and decisions offers an utterly necessary but seldom
highlighted perspective on the contradictions within our society’s foundations. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by17-inch double-page spreads viewed at 42.1% of actual size.)
A powerful antidote to whitewashed cultural mythology.
(author’s note, timeline, bibliography, places to visit) (Infor
mational picture book. 4-9)

Tate, Don
Illus. by the author
Peachtree (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Nov. 1, 2020
978-1-56145-935-3

William Still’s chance encounter with his long-lost brother
changed the course of his life and those of many other African
Americans striving for freedom.
When Sidney Still escaped slavery in Maryland to join her husband, Levin, in New Jersey with their two daughters, she left their
two sons behind. There, the family grew until William was born
in 1821, youngest of 15. Tate’s economical, urgent narrative lays out
these facts before recounting how young William struggled to balance education with chores and Northern racism. At 26, he landed
an office-clerk position at the Anti-Slavery Society in Philadelphia
and eventually opened his home as a “station” along the Underground Railroad. Finally meeting his older brother Peter during
the latter’s escape inspired Still to gather identifying information
and stories of the runaways he assisted, work that was instrumental in reuniting families who had become separated and that
became a chronicle of “slavery’s nightmare.” Tate’s sentences are
often short, underscoring Still’s effort and drive; when they occasionally lengthen, they land with a punch: “With three dollars in
his pocket, and a billion dollars in pride, William planted himself
north of the Delaware River in east Philadelphia.” His paintings
often likewise play out in vignettes that capture action over time
then linger lovingly on the expressive faces of his characters.
Brings deserved attention to the life of a man who dedicated
himself to recording the lives of others. (timeline, author’s note,
bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 5-9) (This review was origi
nally published in our 10/15/20 issue. We reprint it here for our readers’
convenience.)
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Weatherford’s measured prose depicts the events
in a cleareyed, age-appropriate narrative.
unspeakable

UNSPEAKABLE
The Tulsa Race
Massacre

Weatherford, Carole Boston
Illus. by Cooper, Floyd
Carolrhoda (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-5415-8120-3
A once-thriving Black community
was destroyed, and the story of how it happened went untold
for decades.
In the beginning of the 20th century, Tulsa, Oklahoma, was
emerging as a thriving oil town, and African Americans worked
to establish communities in the face of discrimination. The
separate neighborhoods that grew out of segregation meant that
Black businesses sprang up to serve those who could not frequent
White establishments. The African American neighborhood of
Greenwood had so many it became known as “Black Wall Street,”
with an impressive range of services and opportunities. The tenuous nature of Black prosperity was reinforced, however, when
a White woman accused a Black man of assault. White mobs,
unable to reach the suspect, descended on Greenwood, looting
the businesses and burning the community to the ground. With
no protection or assistance from law enforcement, all that the
residents had achieved was lost. Further, it took 75 years before
an official investigation was launched. Author Weatherford and
illustrator Cooper join forces to present this important story
with sensitivity and care for younger readers. Weatherford’s measured prose depicts the events in a cleareyed, age-appropriate
narrative. Oklahoma native Cooper’s muted palette and oil-erasure style effectively portray first the achievement and then the
devastation that followed. The author’s and illustrator’s notes
provide valuable insight and context, as does the rear endpapers’
photograph of the massacre’s aftermath.
A somber, well-executed addition to the history as the
incident approaches its 100th anniversary. (Informational pic
ture book. 8-12)

quick errand into a chance to listen to the stories being told on
the store’s porch. When she tells her own tales, her father and her
grandmother punish her for “tellin’ lies,” but her mother values her
stories and encourages her to “jump at [the] sun.” She wants more
for her children than working the land. Sadly, her mother dies, but
Zora remembers her encouragement throughout her life, which
she spends in and out of different schools in different cities before
finding her place in New York City as a writer and folklorist, a career
that takes her back to her all-Black hometown to record those frontporch stories. Zora is depicted as the fun-loving, strong-willed person she most certainly was, and the text uses dialect as playfully as
Zora did to transport readers into her world. Whimsical illustrations
show Zora’s many worlds—country and city, school and social life—
with energy and joy. (This book was reviewed digitally with 11-by-20-inch
double-page spreads viewed at 58.6% of actual size.)
This introduction to an American icon feels just right.
(author’s note, additional reading, sources) (Picture book/biog
raphy. 4-9)

JUMP AT THE SUN
The True Life Tale
of Unstoppable
Storycatcher Zora Neale
Hurston

Williams, Alicia D.
Illus. by Alcántara, Jacqueline
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-5344-1913-1
From her girlhood days to her legacy as a writer for the ages,
Zora Neale Hurston is introduced to young readers.
“In a town called Eatonville—where the magnolias smelled even
prettier than they looked…lived a girl who was attracted to tales
like mosquitoes to skin.” Zora, clad in overalls and running through
fields, loves being sent to Joe Clarke’s store, where she turns every
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adult
PROTECTORS OF THE PLANET
Environmental Trailblazers
From 7 to 97

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THE WIDE STARLIGHT by Nicole Lesperance................................... 235

Bastedo, Jamie
Red Deer Press (330 pp.)
$24.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2021
978-0-88995-569-1

LAST NIGHT AT THE TELEGRAPH CLUB by Malinda Lo.............. 235
THE INITIAL INSULT by Mindy McGinnis....................................... 235
THE PROJECT by Courtney Summers...............................................239
CONCRETE ROSE by Angie Thomas................................................ 240

y o u n g a d u lt

KID STERLING by Christine Welldon............................................... 240

Detailed profiles of 12 environmental activists prove that individuals can
help save the world.
Ontario teen Sophia Mathur rallied,
protested, and lobbied until her local government declared a climate emergency. Ian McAllister used civil disobedience and visual
storytelling to spread awareness about Canada’s rainforests and
defend them against destruction. Anne Innis Dagg pioneered the
study of giraffe behavior in South Africa. Home-schooled siblings
Rupert and Franny Yakelashek, inspired by David Suzuki’s Blue
Dot campaign, have received international recognition for their
activism. Nobel Peace Prize nominee Sheila Watt-Cloutier spearheaded a legal battle to protect the Arctic. Each chapter covers the
subject’s inspiration and early experiences, including childhood
and family life, presenting their adventures and concluding with
“Trailblazer Tips” that encourage readers to take specific actions.
Biologist Bastedo narrates his encounters with these heroes as a
journalist might, describing each as a relatable person in their element. The profiles include many direct quotes, offering a sense of
immediacy. The focus on concrete goals, successes, and challenges
will keep readers engaged. The coverage of many different aspects
of the climate crisis makes a clear case for the urgency of the situation while the change-makers’ examples inspire hope that the
human race, when informed and motivated, can meet the challenge. Most of the activists profiled are White; Mathur has Indian
heritage, and Watt-Cloutier is Inuit.
An encouraging handbook for action. (resources, photo
credits) (Nonfiction. 12-18)

BILLIE EILISH, THE
UNOFFICIAL BIOGRAPHY
From E-Girl to Icon

Besley, Adrian
Zest Books (240 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-72842-417-0

CONCRETE ROSE

Thomas, Angie
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-284671-6

This biography of the teen singer/
songwriter shows a talented young
woman in charge of her art and career.
|
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Touted as the first artist born in this century to hit No. 1
on the Billboard 200, Eilish is presented here as someone who
knows what she wants, is full of creativity, and is an embodiment
of Gen Z proclivities. Beginning with her early childhood in a
Los Angeles neighborhood (described here as being improved
by gentrification) where she was home-schooled with Finneas,
her brother and fellow musician, and moving on to the overnight sensation of her first song, this book covers the period up
to the many awards she received at the 2020 Grammys. Exploring the writing and recording process of each hit song and video,
it can serve as an empowering book for teens, who will see
how Eilish kept control of her work and her life. While, due
to her youth, others continually tried to take over her career,
she is portrayed as being unapologetic about being a teenager
with valid experience and perspectives. There is a chapter on
Finneas’ own musical successes, and breakout text goes into
specific aspects of her life, such as her veganism, Tourette syndrome, synesthesia, and her relationships with other pop stars,
making some of this information feel isolated rather than integrated into the overall portrait of the artist.
A straightforward and positive portrayal of a young singing sensation. (picture credits, index) (Biography. 12-18)

HOT BRITISH BOYFRIEND

Boyce, Kristy
HarperTeen (336 pp.)
$11.99 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-06-302591-2

After a viral video humiliates her,
Ellie stumbles out of the spotlight and
into romantic adventures overseas.
Ellie Nichols moved to Washington,
D.C., at the end of her junior year of high
school. As the new girl, she’s disheartened that Crystal, her only friend, is set to study in England for
fall semester. But at least Ellie is certain that popular, sporty
Andy is going to ask her out at his party. Instead, disaster strikes:
When Andy professes his feelings in front of everyone, he’s actually speaking to Crystal, something Ellie only realizes after she’s
thrown her arms around him. The mortifying moment floods
social media. When Crystal decides to stay in the States with
Andy, this leaves an opening on the study abroad program for
Ellie. Her luck quickly turns: A handsome British boy named
Will sweeps her off her feet. He’s everything she wants, but Ellie
can’t open up to him. Instead, she relies on Dev, a boy from her
high school whom she previously didn’t know well, to coach her
on attracting Will. In the end, she must choose between her
hot British boyfriend and staying true to herself. The setting
is sumptuous, and Ellie and Dev’s banter rings true. But Ellie’s
naiveté acts as the main—and not very compelling—obstacle;
more swooning and interpersonal drama would have made for a
better read. Most characters are White; Dev is Indian American.
A lukewarm travel romance. (Romance. 14-18)
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LOVE IS FOR LOSERS

Brueggemann, Wibke
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-374-31397-5
Fifteen-year-old Londoner Phoebe
is busy studying for important exams
and volunteering when she finds herself
developing a crush on a girl even though
she thinks love is basically a disease.
Phoebe’s mum is off helping people
again. She’s a doctor, and while she’s in Syria for six months,
Phoebe is sent to live with her godmother, Kate. While volunteering at Kate’s thrift store, Phoebe works alongside a grumpy
woman who hates her, a young man with Down syndrome who
loves to bake, and Emma, who is “entirely effortless perfection.”
Phoebe isn’t keen on making new friends since her BFF Polly
only seems to care about her new boyfriend now, but Emma
becomes her friend anyway. They spend time together with
kittens and ice cream and find ways to make working at the
shop more exciting. Eventually, Phoebe realizes her feelings for
Emma are more than just friendship. Told through diary format,
Phoebe’s voice is conversational and replete with hashtags and
acronyms. The misanthropic teen can be hyperbolic and petulant, but she’s endearing for her sarcasm and wit. There’s not a
central plot to the book; it’s a slice-of-life story, but descriptions
of mundane days get tiresome. Many different topics, including
family, friends, school, sexuality, grief, and faith, are explored,
but while some are thoughtfully handled, others feel tacked on
and lacking in substance. Primary characters are assumed white.
A sardonic voice drives an unfortunately tedious tale.
(Fiction. 14-18)

MUSE

Cavallaro, Brittany
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-06-284025-7
Political intrigue in an alternate
America.
Seventeen-year-old Claire Emerson
has the magic touch, able to bless people
via skin-to-skin contact. Such power
makes her a commodity, and Claire
believes her only escape from her crazed father’s demands
will be through marriage. The 1893 World’s Fair is finally happening, and Claire intends to seek refuge with her long-absent
brother once her father’s newest invention debuts. Instead, she
becomes a pawn in the political scrabble among young Gov.
Remy Duchamp, his power-hungry general, and malcontents
from the neighboring province of Livingston-Monroe. Female
independence is not a possibility in this 19th-century Great
American Kingdom, where the Washingtons are a monarchical
dynasty, the U.S. is divided into provinces ruled by governors,
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A refreshing anthology depicting worlds
where everyone can belong.
a universe of wishes

and suffrage is suppressed. This is also an America where
immigration is limited—the villains are blatantly xenophobic—but slavery, abolition, and Indigenous populations are
not mentioned, their omission a serious flaw in an otherwise
richly detailed setting and timeline. For a novel about science,
magic, and politics, none of the rules are adequately explained,
leaving the readers to learn alongside Claire as she struggles to
understand her powers, the political game, and various steampunk gadgets. Cavallaro excels at intrigue, capers, and feminist
concerns, but this book needs more substantial worldbuilding
before joining the crowd of alternate history tales. Most characters are White.
Like a lightbulb: incandescent and dazzling but artificial.
(map, author’s note) (Fantasy. 14-18)

THE RULES HAVE CHANGED

Ed. by Clayton, Dhonielle
Crown (416 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Dec. 8, 2020
978-1-984896-20-9
978-1-984896-21-6 PLB

A collection of stories diverse in plot,
character, and setting.
Fifteen prominent YA authors come
together to present speculative works that center identities
that the genre has a history of excluding from the front lines.
While all the entries are solidly entertaining, a few standout
stories steal the show: Anna-Marie McLemore’s triumphant
queer and trans-affirming “Cinderella” retelling, “Cristal y
Ceniza”; “Wish,” Jenni Balch’s inventive tale about a curious
girl on Venus who receives a mysterious wish-granting visitor;
Samira Ahmed’s “The Coldest Spot in the Universe,” a haunting recounting of those who find the artifacts of a long-lost

y o u n g a d u lt

Choyce, Lesley
Orca (120 pp.)
$10.95 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4598-2682-3

A UNIVERSE OF WISHES
A We Need Diverse Books
Anthology

A White nationalist government
with no tolerance for dissent has eliminated free will in this contemporary
thriller.
After living on a sailboat in the South
Pacific for the past three years, 11th
grader Blake Pendleton returns to his hometown and discovers everything is different—and in the worst way. There is now
a “New Order” that prizes conformity and unthinking obedience above all else. Blake immediately has trouble adapting to
this militant style of learning and is punished through escalating sessions of solitary isolation and sensory deprivation. Ming
and Gina, two classmates, bring Blake into their inner circle of
activism as they try to undermine the New Order from within.
It won’t take readers much to imagine similar events happening
in the not-so-distant future, particularly given the role technology plays in the story. Racism experienced by Ming, who is the
grandson of Chinese immigrants to North America, and Gina,
who is Black, as well as propaganda about foreigners reflect
real-life policies and incidents that have made recent headlines.
Blake’s world represents one result of xenophobia and White
supremacy being championed and legalized by those in power.
This slim novel’s fast-paced action is accessible and engaging.
The device of having Blake reenter society after several years
of unconventional living shows readers the shocking nature
of extreme changes that crept up on everyone else. Blake is
assumed White.
A chilling glimpse of life under authoritarian rule for
reluctant readers. (Dystopian. 13-18)
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civilization; and Tessa Gratton’s effortlessly original and stirring political fantasy, “The Beginning of Monsters,” starring a
nonbinary main character. Characters of varied genders, races,
sexualities, and backgrounds feature heavily. Some authors
place their characters in worlds where oppression is no more,
allowing for a cathartic imagining of how life could be for those
with marginalized identities; others immerse the reader in dystopian landscapes where they paint inspiring portraits of resistance. There will be something in this collection for every fan of
the genre to enjoy. Daunting topics like colonialism, liberation,
and ability are also woven into the stories with nuance, rarely in
a way that feels heavy-handed.
A refreshing anthology depicting worlds where everyone
can belong. (Speculative fiction. 13-18)

THE GILDED ONES

Forna, Namina
Delacorte (432 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-984848-69-7
Series: Deathless, 1

Sixteen-year-old Deka seeks acceptance and absolution.
Every year adolescent girls in the
patriarchal kingdom of Otera prepare
for the Ritual of Purity that determines
whether they can join their communities as pure-blooded
women or be cast out and branded impure monsters. Brownskinned, gray-eyed Deka yearns to prove she belongs, but when
her blood runs gold, she’s revealed to be an alaki—a near-immortal woman warrior—and is carted away to become the front line
of defense for the people who’ve discarded her. With measured
focus, debut author Forna creates a provocative world filled
with fantastical creatures, centuries-old divine conflict, and
overt feminist messaging around gender inequity and “purity.”
Also compelling is Forna’s ability to capture feelings tugging on
the consciences of many, telling them they are unworthy of life,
liberty, and unconditional love because of who they are. The
character development is a bit superficial, unfurling quickly
with movie montage–like speed. There is celebration of diverse
body types, some peripheral queer representation, and ethnic diversity that roughly correlates with the real world (e.g. a
character called Li is from the East, and Northerners have pink
skin and blond hair). The plot-twist climax is hinted at throughout the book, held just out of reach until the pieces fall neatly
together. Unfortunately, the energy then peters out for the falling action and epilogue.
An adventurous and relevant fantasy that strives for gold
but settles, in the end, for silver. (map) (Fantasy. 13-18)
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YOUR CORNER DARK

Hall, Desmond
Caitlyn Dlouhy/Atheneum (320 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-5344-6071-3

A young boy dares to dream of life
outside of Jamaica despite facing many
obstacles.
Franklyn Green is an 18-year-old high
school senior. A hardworking and intellectually brilliant student, his goal is to attain
a better way of life by pursuing a university education abroad
through an engineering scholarship. Coming from a poor family
and living in a rural community without even a system for running
water, the odds are stacked against Frankie. The increasing numbers of boys and men in his community joining posses—including
his uncle’s—and the ensuing gang wars leave Frankie even more
determined to leave Jamaica. But then Frankie’s father is shot, and
complications from the medical bills leave him in the toughest
predicament of his life. Add an unexpected romance, and Frankie
finds his life in upheaval, forcing him to adapt and reconsider how
to make his way out of the country. Hall portrays a violent, corrupt, and almost lawless Jamaica, an impression likely to leave a
bitter taste in readers’ mouths. The novel’s prose and pacing feel
jumpy and lacking in cohesion; the execution sometimes prevents
consistent immersion in the protagonist’s world. This is an earnest
attempt to portray a harsh reality experienced by many.
A story of family, sacrifice, perseverance, and survival.
(Fiction. 14-18)

WRITTEN IN STARLIGHT

Ibañez, Isabel
Page Street (368 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 26, 2021
978-1-64567-132-9
Series: Woven in Moonlight, 2

A deposed condesa must find her
true purpose in life.
After her best friend, Ximena,
betrayed her and installed the Llacsan
princesa as ruler of Inkasisa, Catalina was
exiled to the jungle. As an Illustrian, she feels not just entitled to
rule, but, as the only seer capable of reading the stars for clues
from Luna, views herself as a chosen one. In the jungle, Catalina
runs into her former guard (and secret childhood sweetheart),
Manuel, and they decide to seek Paititi, a legendary city inhabited by the Illari, another deposed people who are rumored to be
monstrous. Maybe there Catalina can summon an army to retake
Inkasisa. The jungle is full of dangers, and when they finally
meet the Illari people, more tests await. They demonstrate their
good intentions by helping the Illari figure out why the jungle is
dying, leaving it increasingly open to opportunistic gold seekers.
Ibañez’s exquisitely constructed fantasy version of Bolivia has a
complex history: Illustrians appear to parallel the Spanish while
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A skillful and engrossing time-travel adventure.
yesterday is history

the Illari and Llacsans seem to represent Indigenous peoples.
At times Catalina’s behavior toward the Illari is uncomfortably
similar to ways Indigenous people are exoticized by Westerners,
and her intent to use them for her own benefit goes worryingly
unchecked. The story is portrayed as a journey in getting to know
people she never viewed as her equals, but her ultimate humility
may not be deep or redemptive enough for some readers.
Beautifully written, but colonial themes require unpacking. (Fantasy. 14-adult)

YESTERDAY IS HISTORY
Jackson, Kosoko
Sourcebooks Fire (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-4926-9434-2

y o u n g a d u lt

Andre’s liver transplant does more
than save his life.
After a liver transplant six months ago,
things are returning to normal, until one
night Andre wakes up on his front lawn—
in 1969. Andre doesn’t understand how he
has been transported back in time, but he manages to stay calm
thanks to Michael, then resident of his house. Michael—a free
spirit and musician—is both inspiring and confusing to Andre,
and the characters’ dynamics oppose each other well. Andre
returns to 2021, where he gets a call from the mother of Dave, his
deceased donor, who reveals that they are a family of time travelers and that the gift was passed on to him. Dave’s younger brother,
Blake, is tasked with teaching Andre how to “jump” safely, and the
more he time travels, the more he begins to question everything
he thinks he knows about himself and his future. Strong pacing
features Andre splitting his time between past and present-day
Boston—and between Michael and Blake. All three boys are gay;
Andre is Black, and Blake and Michael are White. In a novel with
exciting representation of a gay Black teen where identity isn’t
the issue, readers will appreciate the realistic nuance of Andre’s
frankness when talking about the White privilege Blake and his
family exhibit that makes them unable to see how different and
potentially dangerous time traveling is for a 17-year-old Black boy.
A skillful and engrossing time-travel adventure. (Fantasy.
13-18)

aka Puck, self-proclaimed World’s Greatest Prankster, is the
protagonist. He is interrupted in his latest schemes by a chance
encounter with Keirran, King of the Forgotten, who is attempting
to contact his mother, the Iron Queen, about a disturbance in the
Between. This sets off a quest that revisits beloved characters from
previous books while introducing new ones. In the ensuing battles,
Puck struggles with his cruel and savage past self and buried hurts.
For the uninitiated, the steady stream of characters with complicated backstories and memories related to past books may at first
appear daunting to digest. Kagawa, however, does an excellent job
of pacing the introductions, connecting the relationship histories, and providing space for all these players to be fleshed out and
interact with one another. While the sidhe are mostly described as
being similar: “slender, beautiful, otherworldly, and pointy-eared,”
with variations in hair and eye color, the story does go into some
innate prejudice and bias against beings in different realms. There
is no shortage of humor and action, as is to be expected when following Puck’s adventures. When the quips stop, readers know
things are about to get serious.
High adventure, rakish humor, and just enough of the
feels to get readers’ hearts racing. (Fantasy. 13-17)

THE IRON RAVEN

Kagawa, Julie
Inkyard Press (416 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-335-09176-5
Series: Iron Fey: Evenfall, 1
A new monster invading the world of
Faery unearths old hatred, betrayal, and
heartache.
In this new trilogy set in the world of
The Iron Fey stories, Robin Goodfellow,
|
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REBEL DAUGHTER

Kaufmann, Lori Banov
Delacorte (400 pp.)
$18.99 | $21.99 PLB | Feb. 9, 2021
978-0-593-12581-6
978-0-593-12584-7 PLB
Esther Bat Hanan is finally a woman;
now she is privy to the harsh reality of
what it means to be female and Jewish in
Roman-ruled Judea during the first century C.E.
Based on a real gravestone found in Italy that bears a plea
for protection from a man who loved her, Esther’s story takes
place during the destruction of Jerusalem and the second Jewish temple in 66 C.E. Esther, at the age of 14, is torn between
being a dutiful daughter and following her own dreams. Out of
obligation, Esther always chooses her family, ultimately braving
abuse, famine, war, and slavery to protect those whom she loves.
While Esther’s fictionalized journey from privileged child to
hardened survivor is unusual and captivating, the disjointed
and dispassionate third-person narrative makes this novel a
somewhat clunky and slow read. The often barbaric society of
the ancient Roman Empire, where rape, murder, and ritual animal sacrifice are commonplace, makes for a harsh setting that
may be difficult for sensitive readers to get through. Esther’s
remarkable, mysterious, and meticulously researched story is
one that demands to be told and imagined fully; unfortunately
it is let down by an unnecessarily lengthy plot.
Despite its interesting basis, this is a lackluster glimpse
into a shrouded mystery. (author’s note, historical note) (His
torical fiction. 14-18)

A PHO LOVE STORY

Le, Loan
Simon & Schuster (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-5344-4193-4
Two high school seniors navigate a
long-standing familial rivalry.
Vietnamese American teenagers Linh
Mai and Bao Nguyen have not talked to
each other aside from a charmingly memorable but fleeting interaction as kids. In
fact, they have gotten explicit instructions to avoid one another.
Why? Both the Mais and the Nguyens have quite the competitive streak as proprietors of dueling pho restaurants located
across the street from one another. It’s a simmering rivalry, however, consisting mostly of active avoidance and devoid of direct
confrontation. One night, though, Bao sees an overwhelmed
Linh struggling to hold it together when her family’s restaurant
is short-staffed, and he offers to assist—incognito—by waiting tables. What should have been a one-time fluke encounter
turns into the start of a secretive working partnership—and, of
course, blooming feelings. Chapters alternate in first-person
234
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narration, and the swap in voices brings just the right amount
of tension and energy, especially in shared scenes between the
two protagonists. Despite some pacing issues, debut author Le
creates a warm, full-bodied take on the star-crossed-lovers romcom genre. Universal growing pains and questioning of identity
are explored alongside the experiences of being children of
Vietnamese refugees and immigrants. Strong family dynamics and community ties, and the supportive relationships they
bring, are layered and affirming.
Hearty and heartwarming. (author’s note) (Romance. 12-18)

DRAGONFLY GIRL

Leimbach, Marti
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-299586-5
When Kira, a brilliant but misunderstood teenager, wins a prestigious international award for her research paper on
dragonfly cognition, she is whisked off to
a lavish conference in Stockholm, Sweden.
At the time, Kira’s only concern is claiming the prize money
needed to pay off her ailing mother’s debts after her father’s
death. Instead, her world collides with those of several mysterious and powerful men intent on harnessing her knowledge for
their own dubious agendas. Suddenly, she finds herself sucked
into the orbit of international scientist-spies working to exploit
her accidental discoveries as a means to cure death. As she falls
deeper into a winding maze filled with lab rats, a science prodigy,
and menacing Russian operatives, Kira discovers that knowledge can be a dangerous business. Her research takes her from
Northern California to Stockholm to Siberia to Moscow as she
struggles to remain two steps ahead of her many pursuers. She
doesn’t just need to perfect a way to raise the dead, she needs
to find a way to stay alive. Although Kira struggles financially,
readers learn very little else about her. While the fast pace and
high stakes are engaging, the book tackles too many storylines
without interrogating the identity or interiority of the characters. Most characters default to White, but naming conventions
imply some racial or ethnic diversity.
An exciting adventure about a girl in STEM undercut by
limited character development. (Thriller. 14-18)
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The intersectional, lesbian, historical teen
novel readers have been waiting for.
last night at the telegraph club

THE WIDE STARLIGHT

Lesperance, Nicole
Razorbill/Penguin (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-0-593-11622-7

LAST NIGHT AT THE
TELEGRAPH CLUB

Lo, Malinda
Dutton (416 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 19, 2021
978-0-525-55525-4

Finally, the intersectional, lesbian,
historical teen novel so many readers
have been waiting for.
Lily Hu has spent all her life in San
Francisco’s Chinatown, keeping mostly
to her Chinese American community both in and out of school.
As she makes her way through her teen years in the 1950s, she
starts growing apart from her childhood friends as her passion for rockets and space exploration grows—along with her
curiosity about a few blocks in the city that her parents have
warned her to avoid. A budding relationship develops with her
first White friend, Kathleen, and together they sneak out to the
Telegraph Club lesbian bar, where they begin to explore their
|

THE INITIAL INSULT

McGinnis, Mindy
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(384 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 23, 2021
978-0-06-298242-1
Series: The Initial Insult, 1

y o u n g a d u lt

A teen goes north to reclaim a lost
loved one in this modern fairy tale.
Eline Davis lost her mother, Silje
Lund, a decade ago, not to illness or
abandonment, but to the Northern
Lights, which stole Silje but left 6-yearold Eline behind on the ice. After Silje’s disappearance, Eline
and her father left Svalbard, Norway, for the States, and Eline’s
seemingly enchanted childhood succumbed to mundane reality.
But life in Cape Cod is upended when she learns that her best
friend, Iris, has secretly been applying to out-of-town schools
and that the Northern Lights will be seen in Massachusetts, farther south than ever before. Eline’s modern-day quest in search
of her mother alternates with her beloved stories and those of
her mother and grandmother, all framed as fairy tales, until
the boundaries blur. On her journey, Eline must contend with
problems both practical—frostbite, polar bears, angst—and
fantastic—storybook characters springing to life, a sentient
wind—while also reconciling fond memories with the reality of
Silje’s erratic behavior, flaws, and failures. Indebted to Norwegian folktales, Eline’s adventure follows a classic arc while also
benefitting from modern technology. Raised and addressed to
some degree is the magic-vs.–mental illness trope. Half-American/half-Norwegian Eline reads as White. With her vividly rendered settings, emotionally complex characters, and sweet and
sinister magical realism, Lesperance may be a promising successor to Alice Hoffman.
Sharp and snow-dusted yet strangely cozy; a comforting
winter’s read. (author’s note) (Fantasy. 12-18)

sexuality as well as their relationship to each other. Lo’s lovely,
realistic, and queer-positive tale is a slow burn, following Lily’s
own gradual realization of her sexuality while she learns how
to code-switch between being ostensibly heterosexual Chinatown Lily and lesbian Telegraph Bar Lily. In this meticulously
researched title, Lo skillfully layers rich details, such as how Lily
has to deal with microaggressions from gay and straight women
alike and how all of Chinatown has to be careful of the insidious
threat of McCarthyism. Actual events, such as Madame Chiang
Kai-shek’s 1943 visit to San Francisco, form a backdrop to this
story of a journey toward finding one’s authentic self.
Beautifully written historical fiction about giddy, queer
first love. (author’s note) (Historical romance. 14-18)

Tress would kill to find out why her
parents disappeared.
In small-town Amontillado, Tress
Montor had a seemingly normal life until
her parents disappeared. That was seven years ago. Now living
with her negligent grandfather at his questionable exotic animal
attraction, the high school senior has become a pariah among
her classmates. The one person who may know what happened
is Felicity Turnado, who not only used to be best friends with
Tress, but was the last one to see her parents alive. Told in alternating chapters from each girl’s perspective, this thriller starts
off as a slow burn with longer chapters establishing their personalities; the nature of the closed-minded, predominantly
White town; and the mysterious disappearance. When Tress,
bent on truth and revenge, sets up an interrogation of Felicity
reminiscent of Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Cask of Amontillado,”
the story accelerates evenly with shorter, taut chapters delivering the final shocks. The narrative’s changing timeline, as each
girl remembers events from the past, answers questions and
raises intrigue in equal measure; their experiences are gritty
reflections of teen life. And in the true spirit of Poe, a black cat,
in this case a panther from the zoo, adds another level of creepiness with intermittent free-verse poems told from its perspective. A sudden, nail-biting ending leaves the door open for the
next installment of this duology.
A dark, Poe-inspired thriller that lives up to the gothic
master. (Thriller. 14-18)
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A charming friends-to-lovers romance.
the quantum weirdness of the almost-kiss

TOGETHER
An Inspiring Response to
the “Separate-but-Equal”
Supreme Court Decision That
Divided America
Nathan, Amy
Paul Dry Books (209 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-58988-148-8

An ambitious account of the legacies of Plessy and Ferguson, before and

beyond the vs.
Keith Plessy and Phoebe Ferguson, two New Orleans–based
activists born in the deeply segregated city in 1957, provide an
apt framework for Nathan to narrativize centuries of legislation of Black bodies. Plessy’s great-grandfather’s cousin Homer
met Ferguson’s great-great-grandfather John in a courtroom in
1892, and Nathan attempts to demystify the eventual Supreme
Court case that bears their surnames by explaining in plain language prior laws and legal precedents, the unique complexities
of race in antebellum New Orleans, and the shifts that occured
after the Civil War and Reconstruction. Minibiographies highlight Plessy forebears alongside activists of the 19th century and
political leaders of the mid-20th. The wealth of easy-to-digest
information will be useful to middle school researchers, but
Nathan is most effective when grounded in the pair’s present-day
work as friends and collaborators—despite the tumultuous link
that greatly impacted their upbringings. Through the founding
of the Plessy and Ferguson Foundation and historical markers
placed throughout NOLA, the pair attempt to reconcile their
shared history and ultimately provide Nathan’s work a hopeful,
contemporary conclusion despite a good-people-on-both-sides
approach to racial injustice that may be off-putting to many.
Undeniably timely and representative of the necessary
work ahead. (afterword, timeline, about the Plessy and Ferguson Foundation, family trees, historical markers, resources,
bibliography, sources, photo credits, index) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

THE DISNEY BROS.
The Fabulous Story of Walt
and Roy
Nikolavitch, Alex
Illus. by Ruiz, Félix
Trans. by Kane, Montana
NBM (112 pp.)
$19.99 | Dec. 15, 2020
978-1-68112-266-3

A behind-the-scenes look at the Disney brothers’ rise to success.
This graphic biography begins in 1928 Hollywood, when
Walt Disney makes the bold decision that his fledgling studio
will deal with distributors directly and retain ownership rights to
their creations. Together with creative partner Ub Iwerks, Walt
creates the character of Mickey Mouse and adds a soundtrack
236
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to their cartoon, an innovative feature at the time. While Walt
continues to take creative risks and strive for the highest quality, his brother and business partner, Roy, manages the studio
finances. As they gain rapid success during the early 1930s, Iwerks
quits out of frustration with the lack of credit given to him as a
creator. Progressive chapters reveal the brothers’ troubled childhoods on a farm in Missouri with an abusive father. Brief, rapidfire vignettes relate Walt’s subsequent successes and innovations
as well as professional and personal struggles, including protests
by unionized workers and the tragic death of his mother. Less
flattering aspects of his dealings with the likes of Nazi filmmakers and J. Edgar Hoover are hastily rendered, and readers who
lack knowledge of the historical events may be confused. The
cartoonlike illustration style feels suitable to the subject matter,
however the choppy pacing and inconclusive attempts to probe
the Disneys’ psyches may leave curious readers unsatisfied. Some
comments, such as one regarding a Depression-era “job picking
oranges that pays so bad even a one-eyed Mexican wouldn’t want
it,” are presented without context or analysis.
An uneven ride through Disney history. (afterword)
(Graphic biography. 12-adult)

THE QUANTUM WEIRDNESS
OF THE ALMOST-KISS

Parks, Amy Noelle
Amulet/Abrams (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-4197-3972-9

Caleb Covic has almost kissed Evie
Beckham 14 times.
Caleb and Evie have been best
friends since kindergarten. From offering comfort during her panic attacks to
understanding her difficulty with interpreting feelings, no one
can reach Evie the way Caleb can. As unquestionably passionate as Evie is about mathematics, Caleb is certain that when
she is ready for romance, she will return his love and choose
him. But Caleb doubts himself when Leo McGill, their charming fellow classmate at Newton Academy, a prestigious STEM
boarding school, shows interest in Evie and she reciprocates.
For her part, Evie cannot imagine her life without Caleb and
fears losing their friendship if they were to become romantically involved—and besides, sparks fly between her and Leo, so
going out with him makes sense. But after she grows attached to
an anonymous boy she meets in an online forum, she begins to
wonder if it’s possible to have feelings for more than one person.
Parks shows the benefits of therapy through Evie’s growth in
overcoming her anxiety and standing up to her overly protective psychologist mother; the mother-daughter relationship is
movingly portrayed. She also touches on the lack of diversity
in math and sciences and the pressure Evie and her best friend
feel as girls in a male-dominated field. Alternating points of
view allow readers to truly understand the depth of Caleb and
Evie’s relationship from both sides. Most characters are White.
A charming friends-to-lovers romance. (Romance. 12-18)
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PUDGE & PREJUDICE

Pittman, A.K.
Wander (368 pp.)
$24.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-1-4964-4282-6

Jane Austen meets 1980s Texas when
a smart sophomore falls for a football
star.
In September 1984, Elyse Nebbitt
moves with her family from Phoenix,
Arizona, to Northenfield, Texas, where
the members of Elyse’s large and unusual family—devoutly
Christian dad, meddling mom, and five daughters—stick out
like sore thumbs. Elyse, who is both plump and loves to read,
isn’t exactly in the running for homecoming queen. When
Elyse’s beautiful and kind older sister, Jayne, meets handsome
jock Charlie Bingley, it’s love at first sight, even if Charlie’s best
friend, quarterback Billy Fitz, isn’t as sold on the new relationship as the rest of Northenfield High School. Though Elyse is
initially skeptical of the school’s emphasis on couples, she soon
connects with Gage Wickam, who’s recently moved back to
town and has some not-so-positive history with Billy. As Billy
rises in football stardom, Elyse’s wild younger sister Lydia develops a crush on Gage, and Charlie is unexpectedly sent away, to
Jayne’s utter heartbreak, Elyse must decide if love fits as well
as her Gloria Vanderbilt jeans. While it does not add anything
substantially new to the body of Pride and Prejudice retellings,
Pittman’s writing is sharp and witty, with fun, if sometimes inaccurate, ’80s references. Though the main character and everyone except her mother are comfortable with Elyse’s size, the
topic of body positivity—unusual in this genre—could have
used deeper coverage. All characters are presumed White.
A well-written romantic comedy. (Romance. 12-18)

GET A CLUE

Schmidt, Tiffany
Amulet/Abrams (336 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Jan. 19, 2021
978-1-4197-3968-2
Series: Bookish Boyfriends, 4
In the fourth installment of the
Bookish Boyfriends series, new kid Huck
has a lot to learn about Hero High, the
magical Ms. Gregoire, and himself, in
love.
Huck has a couple of problems he needs to solve, and if the
Sherlock Holmes collection Ms. Gregoire has assigned him
can provide direction, he’s all for it. Huck is in trouble after a
video he made of a teacher ignoring female students goes viral.
To counteract it, Headmaster Williams stipulates he make a
video promoting the school. Huck is also trying to discover
who’s behind the e-mails and iLive posts sabotaging his crush, a
boy called Winston whose brother is Huck’s school-appointed
mentor—especially since they may prevent Win from being
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accepted at Hero High. Huck may seem hapless, but his caffeine-charged narration is spot-on and frequently hilarious. He
asks himself “What Would Sherlock Do?” and finds a way to
link the video project with his detective work. Huck tries, like
Sherlock, to remain emotionally detached, but Win is too hot.
When Huck despairs over whether he’ll identify the culprit and
win the boy, Ms. Gregoire encourages him to “write your own
ending.” Huck does just that, closing the case and opening his
heart. Like most characters, Huck is White; Win is biracial
(White/Egyptian).
Romantics will fall for this winning romp with serious
undertones. (Romance. 12-15)

AMELIA UNABRIDGED

Schumacher, Ashley
Wednesday Books (304 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-250-25302-6

A grieving young woman sets out on
a quest to meet her favorite reclusive fantasy writer.
As a joint high school graduation gift
from Jenna’s parents, narrator Amelia
and her best friend, Jenna, fly from their
home in Texas to a California book festival so they can meet
the reclusive author of the Orman Chronicles books. They
leave disappointed, however, when young author N.E. Endsley—only 19—fails to appear. Less than a week later, Jenna dies
while studying abroad in Ireland, a last fight between the girls
left unresolved. Shortly thereafter, Amelia receives a mysterious limited edition of one of the Orman books, sent from a
bookstore in Michigan. Jenna’s parents, who have the financial
means and have been treating Amelia for years, pay for her to go
investigate; in a somewhat fairy-tale setting on Lake Michigan
she meets and befriends Nolan Endsley, who’s grieving losses
of his own. Schumacher’s debut meanders through vague fantasylike settings—a fort on the sand dunes, a mysterious room
inside the bookstore—and a sort of half-felt emotional landscape of its characters. Nothing’s really at risk for Amelia—at
every turn, obstacles are smoothed from her path. Some of her
relationships, especially with her parents, who mostly stay offcamera, are shown instead of felt. The timeline of Nolan’s own
tragedies and wild successes seems oddly compressed. Main
characters are White.
Like a meringue—sweet and decorative but doesn’t really
satisfy. (Fiction. 12-18)

kirkus.com
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A suspenseful thriller about sisterhood and belonging.
the project

PERMANENT RECORD
(YOUNG READERS EDITION)
How One Man Exposed the
Truth About Government
Spying and Digital Security
Snowden, Edward
Henry Holt (256 pp.)
$19.99 | Feb. 9, 2021
978-1-250-76791-2

THE PROJECT

Summers, Courtney
Wednesday Books (352 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-1-250-10573-8
“Let go of all you know you are.”
Lo Denham is a budding journalist
whose sister, Bea, joined the Unity Project after the car accident that killed their
parents and left Lo with physical and
emotional scars. Lo is adamant that the
Project—ostensibly a community outreach and social movement—is a cult since she has not been able to see Bea since she
joined. An opportunity to interview its charismatic leader, Lev
Warren, leads Lo to question everything she thinks she knows
about Bea, the Project, and herself. Bea, however, was lured in
by Warren’s powerful, welcoming teachings after witnessing
something that could only be called a miracle. The novel is told
in different timelines, presenting the two sisters’ perspectives
|

WHAT BIG TEETH

Szabo, Rose
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (400 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 2, 2021
978-0-374-31430-9
A homecoming spurs a strange family’s transformation.
Eleanor has left her nun-led boarding school after a violent incident with
another student. She’s been away for
years, without a single letter from her
sister in response to dozens of hers and with only the foggiest
memories of her extended family. When she arrives at her ancestral home in the small Maine town of Winterport, the mystery
isn’t whether or not she comes from a family of werewolves but
rather why she can’t find a wolf inside herself. Other questions
swirl around her mother, whose body is half-covered in amphibian polyps; her grandmother’s enigmatic accountant, whom
everyone is slightly in love with and who hasn’t aged in decades;
and the long absence of her maternal grandmother, a stout,
lavender-scented woman from France who goes by Grandmere
and, like everyone else in this story, is more than she seems.
Extended chapters with long, florid descriptions of the setting
make the story drag somewhat. Keeping the tale tightly tied to
an atmospheric old mansion and a reclusive, tightknit, supernaturally dysfunctional family gives it an almost claustrophobic
feel. The decline of an old family with European roots is a classic theme in literature, here given horror-novel elements, with
a slowness and complexity best suited for patient older readers.
Shadowy, gothic, labyrinthine. (Horror. 14-18)

kirkus.com
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The young readers version of the bestselling memoir by a man who revealed the
scope of the U.S. government’s spying on its own citizens.
Snowden gained instant fame in 2013 when he released
documents to hand-picked journalists that demonstrated the
depth of the National Security Agency’s unconstitutional surveillance of ordinary Americans’ phone calls, emails, texts and
more. His memoir uncovers the roots of his concerns and
traces his journey from eager government intelligence worker
to whistleblower. The book is divided into three parts. The
first covers Snowden’s growing-up years, including his fascination with computers and the internet, his hacks for getting
through school with minimal effort, his first job, a short stint
in the Army, meeting his future wife, and eventually obtaining
his first high-level security clearance at age 22. Part 2 focuses
on his increasing unease as he moved up the intelligence career
ladder. Part 3 details how he discovered the massive invasion of
ordinary citizens’ privacy, his decision to alert the press, and the
sobering aftermath. Snowden tells good stories that illuminate
his thinking while also providing intriguing glimpses into the
world of surveillance. His prose is crisp and clear, although the
afterword written for this version, which focuses on staying digitally safe on the internet, is not as tight as the rest of the book.
An absorbing read about digital privacy and one man’s
fateful choice to disclose government secrets. (Memoir. 12-18)

in Summers’ hallmark pull-no-punches writing style that centers vulnerable girls and their experiences of the world. The
disconnect between what readers suspect is happening, given
the subtle clues peppered throughout, and what its main characters believe reality to be creates an almost unbearable level of
suspense, maintained until the very final moments of the story
when the truth is finally unveiled. The beauty of the story lies in
its focus on the downtrodden, the vulnerable, and the earnest,
expressed with an enormous amount of empathy. The sisters are
White; there is diversity in the supporting cast.
A powerful, suspenseful, and heartbreaking thriller about
identity, sisterhood, and belonging. (Thriller. 14-adult)
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Transports readers into the past, where they hope, dream, and
struggle alongside beloved characters from The Hate U Give.
concrete rose

CONCRETE ROSE

Thomas, Angie
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$19.99 | Jan. 12, 2021
978-0-06-284671-6
This literary DeLorean transports
readers into the past, where they hope,
dream, and struggle alongside beloved
characters from Thomas’ The Hate U
Give (2017).
The tale begins in 1998 Garden Heights, when Starr’s parents, Maverick and Lisa, are high school seniors in love and
planning for the future. Thomas proves Game of Thrones–esque
in her worldbuilding ability, deepening her landscape without
sacrificing intimacy or heart. Garden Heights doesn’t contain
dragons or sorcerers, but it’s nevertheless a kingdom under
siege, and the contemporary pressures its royalty faces are
graver for the realness that no magic spell can alleviate. Mav’s a
prince whose family prospects are diminished due to his father’s
federally mandated absence. He and his best friend, King, are
“li’l homies,” lower in status and with everything to prove, especially after Mav becomes a father. In a world where masculinity and violence are inextricably linked to power, the boys’ very
identities are tied to the fathers whose names they bear and
with whose legacies they must contend. Mav laments, “I ain’t as
hard as my pops, ain’t as street as my pops,” but measuring up to
that legacy ends in jail or the grave. Worthy prequels make readers invest as though meeting characters for the first time; here
they learn more about the intricate hierarchies and alliances
within the King Lord gang and gain deeper insight into former
ancillary characters, particularly Mav’s parents, King, and Iesha.
Characters are Black.
A resounding success. (Fiction. 13-18)

KID STERLING

Welldon, Christine
Red Deer Press (432 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Jan. 1, 2021
978-0-88995-616-2
A young African American boy
yearns to live as free as his music in the
Deep South.
The year is 1906, and nearly 11-yearold Sterling Crawford loves the sounds of
New Orleans, especially those of his hero,
top-rate trumpeter King Buddy Bolden. Even though Bolden
knows Sterling as “Mirror Shine” for the expert way Sterling
shines his shoes, Sterling hopes one day to follow in Buddy’s
footsteps and become a great “musicianer.” Sterling plays tunes
in the park for pennies with pals Sydney, Clancy, and his cousin
Barrel. The coins help his mother pay the rent and hopefully
one day nab the fancy trumpet he’s been eyeing at Jake’s Pawn
and Loan. Sterling doesn’t want to end up like his brother, Syl,
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working for shady gangsters and worrying their mother. But the
opportunities for the son of a single washerwoman are scarce,
and the heavy hand of Jim Crow pushes Sterling into situations
he is unprepared to face. Welldon’s early-20th–century New
Orleans leaps off the pages and dances across the imagination,
creating a vivid, tangible landscape, with the Louisiana heat
steaming from each paragraph. Sterling’s journey is common to
many Black boys all over America, with dreams detoured at the
whim of White people. However, Sterling’s story is bracing and
never without hope.
A bluesy tale of talent and triumph. (Historical fiction. 12-18)

THE ADOPTION

Zidou
Illus. by Monin, Arno
Trans. by Melloul, Jeremy
Magnetic Press (144 pp.)
$24.99 | Feb. 16, 2021
978-1-942367-83-3
After an earthquake devastates
Arequipa, Peru, the van Oosterbeek family gathers at the airport to welcome to
France Qinaya, an Indigenous Aymaran girl whom Alain van
Oosterbeek and his wife, Lynette, have adopted.
At first, Gabriel, Alain’s father, has a hard time adjusting to
becoming a grandfather. Gradually, though, he grows to love
Qinaya and to feel happy for the couple, who struggled with
infertility for years. But just as Qinaya seems to be adjusting,
Alain is arrested for kidnapping, ending up serving time for his
crime. When Gabriel—along with the rest of the family—discovers that the adoption was not legitimate, he doesn’t know if
he can find a way to forgive Alain or to live without his granddaughter, who is reunited with her family in Peru. This story,
which is translated from French and features beautifully rendered and expressive illustrations in soft tones, is mostly told
from Gabriel’s perspective, although small portions are told
from Alain’s. While some of Qinaya’s grief and anger are shown,
the book focuses on the interpersonal rather than offering
critical analysis of the broader power dynamics of transnational
adoption by a White family. With racist and sexist remarks
not being given context or analysis—such as a conversation
between Gabriel and his older gentleman friends, one of whom
recommends seeing “a hooker” to have one’s sexual needs met—
the content skews toward older readers.
A complex adoption story lacking context for younger
readers. (Graphic fiction. 17-adult)

kirkus.com
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COURSES OF THE CURSED
A Curtis Jefferson Novel

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Bailey, Vince
Ingramelliott (356 pp.)
$29.99 | $17.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-73284-365-3
978-1-73284-366-0 paper

SUBURBAN GOTHIC by Margaret Chen..........................................243
INDIANA GIRL by Jane Mary Curran..............................................250
SORROW by Tiffanie DeBartolo....................................................... 251
THE CIRQUE DES GRAINES by Carrie Glenn;
illus. by the author............................................................................... 253
NOBODY HITCHHIKES ANYMORE by Ed Griffin-Nolan............... 253
GOING SHORT by Nancy Stohlman..................................................261

NOBODY HITCHHIKES ANYMORE

Griffin-Nolan, Ed
Rootstock Publishing (202 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-57869-038-1
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Werewolves and worse haunt the Arizona desert in this supernatural thriller.
Bailey’s yarn, the second installment
of his Curtis Jefferson trilogy, braids together loosely connected episodes involving macabre goings-on in rural southern
Arizona, circa 1964. Framing the novel is the story of Curtis Jefferson, a Black teenager unjustly imprisoned for arson in the
Fort Grant reform school, the former site of a U.S. Army outpost where 144 Apache women and children were massacred
by vigilantes in 1871. Among the challenges Curtis faces are a
violent, racist fellow inmate, periodic stampedes of ghost riders, and a werewolf that lunges at him when he briefly manages
to escape. Meanwhile, local cafe owner Isabel Cienfuegos confronts similar problems. Her nephew Ray is a metal sculptor
who’s crafting a coyote-themed memorial, commissioned by
a mysterious Apache medicine man named Ezra; meanwhile,
she has repeated run-ins with the werewolf who’s skulking
about her restaurant—including an attempted rape. A third
subplot concerns Pima policeman Eduardo Cruz and paralegal
Betty Wood, who are trying to prove the innocence of Kenny
Armenta, a catatonic man in a psychiatric ward who’s accused
of tearing out his wife’s throat. Around the little-known reallife tragedy of the Camp Grant massacre, Bailey spins a colorful,
intricate fictional world steeped in well-observed Southwestern
atmosphere and teeming with paranormal oddballs—including a headless lawyer who gallantly drives to the rescue of distressed people in his black Lincoln Continental and a squad of
very, very old cavalrymen who still draw paychecks. This is not
the spookiest of tales; the supernatural elements are matter-offact, and the horror flows more from grisly shock effects than
from suspense. However, the characters are sharply drawn and
vibrant, especially Ezra, whose infectious zest for deviltry (“Ah,
the sound of human wailing and the gnashing of teeth—sweet
music to my ears”) dominates the proceedings—although he
meets his match in captivating spitfire Isabel. Bailey’s vigorous,
if sometimes purplish, prose will keep readers turning pages:
“Zombie equestrians—a murderous posse on a mission from
hell—were abroad again in the night!”
A rollicking, Western-flavored frightfest.
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THE WIZARD’S NEPHEW

and Stone Investigations to avoid being bombarded by her fans.
Initially Peter Dann seems to be one of those fans, but his visit
to the office is on behalf of Alison Adams. A decade before, a
still-unidentified person threw acid in Alison’s face at her front
door on prom night. Incentive to take the case is that now-disfigured Alison is actually Mallory’s sibling, or so Dann claims.
Mallory doesn’t quite believe this—she has no sister—or Dann’s
assertion that Alison wants to forgive her assailant. Regardless,
the PI couple investigates and sets about interviewing Alison’s
apparent clique; her prom date; and her mother, whose witnessing of the attack has traumatized her. Questions beget more
questions, like why the initial investigation missed a student
who expressed clear animosity for Alison. But a warning meant
for Mallory and Jake may indicate they’re close to unmasking
the culprit. Booth’s opening series installment is a riveting
mystery. The PIs, who appeared in the author’s preceding Park
Trilogy (2011-2018), continue to develop their relationship. The
story concentrates a bit more on Mallory, who’s shrewd and
empathetic. Their interviews with others comprise much of
the narrative, which suits the concise prose, along with illuminating flashbacks into Alison’s life, both pre- and post-attack.
Notwithstanding the story’s early implication of one character’s guilt, the final act teems with surprises until the disquieting conclusion.
Remarkable protagonists headline a first-rate mystery.

Bilicki, Barbara
Manuscript

A boy travels by airship to the realm
of his birth and helps overthrow a tyrant
in Bilicki’s middle-grade debut.
Fourteen-year-old Ollie Lumenious
lives in Jade City, an idyllic hamlet founded
by his Uncle Zep 12 years ago. The people
of the city believe Zep to be a wizard,
because when he and Ollie first arrived,
they flew in a state-of-the-art airship—the Silver-Blue Balloon,
or SBB—and were pursued by a dragon, which Zep drove away.
The people were impressed and made the man their ruler. But
the truth is more complicated: Ollie learns that he’s actually
the grandson of Empress Leonora of the Western Empire and
that the dragon was his uncle’s family pet. Now that dragon has
returned, bearing messages demanding that Zep bring the SBB
back to the Western Empire. Zep wants nothing to do with
the situation, but Ollie is determined to learn more about his
past. Together with his friend Thomas Bredley, Ollie steals the
SBB and flies it to the Western Empire’s Carlisle City. There, he
finds his grandmother under house arrest. Ruling in her stead is
Korbinian, the barbarous minister of war. Ollie is imprisoned
and Thomas sent to work in the mines. Can Ollie unite the
oppressed people of Carlisle City and put an end to Korbinian’s
savage reign? Bilicki writes in an easy, informative style, mixing straightforward narrative with smooth dialogue and short
but effective descriptions of characters and settings. The story
lacks major surprises or dramatic plot twists, but it’s none the
worse for this simplicity. Ollie and Thomas are excitable and
boundlessly optimistic, and their antagonist is irredeemably
villainous, leaving the boys little choice but to overthrow him.
Events unfold quickly, and young readers will have no difficulty
imagining themselves in the young hero’s place, saving the day.
The prolonged sidelining of Thomas (who’s quirkier and less
predictable than Ollie) and the underuse of Delia, Ollie’s distant relation, are minor flaws, but Ollie’s escapades make for an
agreeable introduction to the genre.
A fast and uncomplicated fantasy adventure for young
readers.

TAHOE HIT

Borg, Todd
Thriller Press (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jul. 28, 2020
978-1-931296-28-1
A long-ago crime lies at the heart of
this latest novel featuring Lake Tahoe, California–based private eye Owen McKenna.
In this 18th book in Borg’s mystery
series, the former San Francisco police
detective gets pulled into a case with a Shakespearean quality.
As a special courtesy to rich summer resident and hedge fund
exec Carston Kraytower, local police sergeant Jack Santiago
recruits Owen to take a look at the mysterious death of Kraytower’s close associate James Lightfoot at a party on the finance
mogul’s estate. Owen and his dog, Spot, find little that’s suspicious other than the fact that Kraytower and Lightfoot had
received several threatening emails. Sebastian Perry, another
of Kraytower’s executives, also died, in an apparent biking accident, and it turns out that he and Lightfoot were poisoned with
a potent veterinary tranquilizer. A teacher connects the quotes
in the emails to the play Hamlet, which leads Owen to unearth
a 22-year-old scandal. Then Joshua, Kraytower’s introverted,
naturalist son, gets kidnapped in an effort to lure the wealthy
man into a trap. Owen and his significant other, entomologist
Street Casey, along with police sergeant Diamond Martinez,
find themselves in a race against time to save both Kraytowers. As always, Borg takes readers on an enjoyable trip to Lake

GIRL NUMBER FOUR

Booth, C.J.
Self (368 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Feb. 24, 2020
In this series-launching thriller, Seattle
private detectives look into a 10-year-old
case involving a vicious prom-night attack.
After Mallory Dimante saves a boy
from being hit by a bus, the resultant
viral footage makes her an internet sensation. Consequently, she and her boyfriend/partner, Jake Steiner, name their new business Diamond
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SUBURBAN GOTHIC

Tahoe, bringing the western resort town to life by emphasizing
its quirks and offering Owen’s wry observations on the locals
and the summer folk. Owen, Street, local lawmen Santiago and
Diamond, and especially Spot, the Great Dane with the large
personality, remain likable companions, and Joshua and his only
friend, the extroverted Sky Kool, are standout new characters.
It’s obvious early on that Kraytower has secrets, but Borg effectively hides what they are until well into the volume. Owen puts
the solution to the mystery together while playing things close
to the vest, and there are additional surprises at the end when
the villains are finally revealed.
A tense, engaging entry in a long-running regional mystery series.

Chen, Margaret
OPUS (177 pp.)
Feb. 26, 2020
978-1-62429-252-1

ORPHAN TREE AND THE
VANISHING SKELETON KEY
Brown, J. Nell
Self (655 pp.)
$5.99 e-book | Apr. 27, 2021

A girl capable of time travel attempts
to prevent Armageddon in this fourth
installment of Brown’s eschatological
fantasy saga.
It’s 1998, and 16-year-old Daniela
Rose Cavanaugh is the Orphan Dreamer.
She’s destined to use her time-traveling Glass Tattoo to try rescuing humans from a pandemic, the precursor to Armageddon
on Earth. In this novel’s concurrent narrative, set in the present day, humanity faces multiple threats, from Covid-20 to an
“invisible planet” set to collide with Earth in less than a year.
But Covid-20 may be a “trial run” for a deadlier pandemic that
fallen angel Nomed has long been planning. Daniela’s mission
to avert Armageddon involves traveling to 575 B.C.E. to find
Yahweh’s prophet Ezekiel and solve the mystery of the enigmatic Skeleton Key. At the same time, she dreams of her “oily
boy,” teen Cillian Finn, who’s an enslaved person in India. She
prays to Yahweh, asking for an angel to help Cillian, though
she’s still unsure if the boy is the prophesied Antichrist—perhaps the most discernible sign of humanity’s end. With the
companionship of her best friend and assistance from a powerful angel, Daniela hopes to save the world. Despite the timehopping narrative, Brown’s epic tale is easy to follow. Not only
do chapter headers clarify the time period and locale, but the
story often stays in one era for prolonged narrative stretches.
Characters spend much of the story discussing everything from
religions to the racism that Daniela, as a brown girl, and others have endured. They also repeatedly, sometimes excessively,
address certain topics, like who or what are the Nephilim, the
human/fallen angel hybrids eagerly anticipating Armageddon.
But Brown’s smart, incisive writing ensures the measured story
avoids lulls with many surprises.
A lengthy but absorbing tale steeped in profundity.
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A collection of short stories probes
the anxieties of life in suburban America.
What makes the suburbs so unsettling? Perhaps it’s the expectation of
tranquility and order that, once upset,
highlights the troubles stirring beneath
the surface. In one tale, a kite caught
in a tree becomes a metaphor for a single mother’s mistaken
attempt to move back to her hometown. In another story, a
woman comes home to find a terrible, monstrous creature sitting in her driveway. She seeks help from two friends, a pair of
twin sisters, but her visit to their house devolves into a literal
nightmare. In a third, a protective mother puts her child in
preschool after failing to find him an acceptable babysitter. But
there’s something strange about the other kids there: Why do
they just sit and stare like zombies? “Nina was outraged,” begins
another tale, the ominously titled “Mullet.” “ ‘I told her!’ she
shouted, grabbing fistfuls of her hair, ‘I wanted a layered bob
with bangs! And look, look, look at this! What is this!’ ” In these
15 stories, Chen reveals that distress and unease are never far
from the minds of her characters, lurking behind white picket
fences and insincere smiles. The tales are a mix of shorter pieces
that tend toward the surreal and longer, more realistic narratives. Both are enjoyable but the latter more so, particularly
“The Zhangs and the Zumans.” The story follows a married couple who return to the house where they used to live, which they
now rent out. The house has changed, but what is really striking
is that the neighbors—whose antics caused the couple to move
in the first place—seem different as well. Here, the wife, Annie,
views her former neighbor’s abode as though it were a haunted
house: “Although she tried to stop herself, Annie began to fix
her gaze upon the large house, as if a magnetic force gravitated
forth from its many black windows, pulling her very eyeballs, it
seemed, right out of their sockets and towards the walls of staring, glassy recesses.” The author’s prose is exact and taut, building a sense of unease in a way that is so subtle the audience will
often fail to realize it until it finally breaks. Readers should look
forward to more books from Chen in the future.
Tense, skillfully crafted, and illuminating tales of suburban desperation.
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35 Great Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
BROTHER DANIEL’S
GOOD NEWS REVIVAL

PROSE AND CONS

by Bruce Joel Brittain

“A stimulating spectacle of
crime and interpersonal melodrama in which two very different writers’ paths cross with
unexpected results.”

by Chuck Katz and Alison Starr

“In Brittain’s (Marriage Roulette,
2006) novel, a callow Kentucky
teen joins a traveling Christian
revival group and learns quickly
about the ways of the world. ”

A kaleidoscopic escapade with a
resilient and uniquely addictive
pair of characters.

A moving Southern bildungsroman written with verve.

DOGS BARK AND
PEOPLE DIE

MISTRESS OF
BEACON HILL

by Leon Wilson

by Leigh Gentry

“A Delta Force team leader gets
unexpected help on an off-thebooks mission from a feral dog.”

“A lovely Irishwoman immigrates to Kentucky in this debut
historical novel.”

Entertaining escapism with oldschool military heroics.

A gentle, frothy take on classic
romance set pieces.

THE CREATIVE
ADVANTAGES OF
SCHIZOPHRENIA

THE BEGINNING OF
THE END
by Fredrick Hudgin

by Paul Kiritsis
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“A scholarly analysis explores the
link between psychopathology—in
particular, positive schizotypy—
and creativity.”

“After meddling from competing
alien groups, humanity creates an
astounding invention—prompting
a galactic verdict that the dangerous species must be eradicated.”

Despite some dense prose, this
work offers a stimulating investigation into an important scientific topic.

A clever blastoff of a seriocomic
sci-fi saga that plays fecund
what-if games with technology
and social change.
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MY EPIDEMIC

Z IS FOR ZEBRA

by Andrew M. Faulk

by Judith Caseley
illus. by the author

“A survivor of the AIDS epidemic
chronicles his unique role as
both doctor and patient in this
debut memoir.”

“This animal-focused picture
book illustrates the alphabet
with vibrantly colored mosaics
of glass tile, pebbles, and other
materials. ”

An affecting AIDS account from the
epidemic’s trenches.

Gorgeous images that capture one’s attention along with
entertaining text.

by Christopher Tucker

y o u n g a d u lt

ONE SHEEP, TWO
SHEEP, THREE
SHEEP DANCE

A PLANET OF
3 BILLION

by Chistina Young
illus. by Ana Popovic

“Tucker argues for the benefits of
decreasing Earth’s population in
this debut work on sustainability.”

“In this debut counting book
from author Young and illustrator Popovic, a group of fluffy
sheep enjoy daily activities
before falling asleep.”

A book that offers an engaging
and sometimes-frightening dose
of overpopulation reality.

A cute, varied exercise in counting sheep that makes for a perfect bedtime read for very young
readers.

BRITFIELD & THE
LOST CROWN

PECULIAR
FABRICATIONS

by C.R. Stewart

by Jeffery Viles

“After escaping from an abusive
British orphanage, two friends
travel, face danger, and learn of
a deep conspiracy in this debut
middle-grade novel.”

“A collection delivers poems and
stories about family, both heartfelt and humorous.”
Assorted short fiction deftly united
by an insightful theme of kinship.

Exciting, fast-paced, and intriguing adventure.
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35 Great Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
POP FLIES,
ROBO-PETS, AND
OTHER DISASTERS

ALL THE
SILENT SPACES

by Suzanne Kamata
illus. by Tracy Nishimura Bishop

“Ristaino (Italian/Emory Univ.)
shares a story of trauma and recovery in this debut remembrance.”

by Christine Ristaino

“A 13-year-old boy struggles to
save his baseball team, help care
for his grandfather, and avoid
bullies in Tokushima, Japan, in
this middle-grade novel.”

An insightful, openhearted memoir about brutality in many forms.

An engaging, sports-focused,
family-driven Japanese spin on
the new-kid-in-school narrative.

EBOLA ISLAND

EVELIO’S GARDEN

by Gregor Pratt

by Sandra Shaw Homer

“In this debut thriller, an American lawyer finds himself imprisoned on an island populated by
Ebola-infected individuals during
an outbreak.”

“A self-described naturalist shares
her experiences living in Costa Rica
in a memoir that overflows with
descriptions of flora and fauna.”
A remembrance that effectively
captures one woman’s connection
with nature in Central America.

Remarkable characters propel a
potent story brimming with action
and suspense.

BE THE BEST BOSS

HINDSIGHT

by John Pennington
with Paul Bindig

by Sheryl Recinos
“A writer recounts her experiences
of adolescent homelessness in
this coming-of-age memoir.”

“A guidebook for implementing
more effective leadership skills.”
An often familiar but comprehensive leadership handbook for
managers new and old.
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A perceptive and moving account of
growing up fast in harsh conditions.

|

REINVENTING
JENNA ROSE

A KNIGHT WITHOUT
A CASTLE

by Joni Marie Iraci

by Robert Katende

“In Iraci’s debut novel, a Californian teenager tries to escape her
traumatic childhood by tracking
down her grandmother in New
York City.”

“A touching debut memoir about
a young Ugandan man who
escapes poverty and becomes a
mentor for others.”
A quick, inspirational story of
overcoming adversity.

An astute, respectful treatment
of a serious issue, featuring a
strong protagonist.

by Rosa Chillis

by Susan E. Quinlan
illus. by the author

“A guide salutes the unsung hero
status of caregivers.”

“This children’s book examines a scientist’s experiment
that shows the importance
of a single species within an
ecosystem.”

Thoughtful and enlightening; sure
to be a calming and reassuring
resource for caregivers.

Useful, informative, beautifully
illustrated, and well written—a
superior introduction to understanding ecosystems.

MISS TAVISTOCK’S
MISTAKE

FOREVER, LATELY

by Linore Rose Burkard

“A writer of historical fiction travels back in time—and into the
world of her characters—in this
romance novel.”

by Linore Rose Burkard

“Burkard, the author of Forever,
Lately (2019), offers a humorous
romp about misunderstanding
and forgiveness amid the blindness of love.”

An enjoyable and dramatic eraspanning love story.

A clever tale that’s sure to delight
fans of historical romance.
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A FAMILY
CAREGIVER’S GUIDE

ONE SINGLE
SPECIES

35 Great Indie B ooks
Wo r t h D i s c o v e r i n g
[Sponsored]
MS. NEVER

THE CALIFORNIA
IMMIGRANT

by Colin Dodds

by Barbara Anne King

“In Dodds’ (Watershed, 2017, etc.)
novel, an office worker with supernatural powers begins a relationship with a telecommunications
tycoon whose dark, metaphysical
secret is equally startling.”

“In this debut novel, a Croatian
immigrant forges a life for himself
at the start of the 20th century.”
An American success story that
deftly emphasizes the country’s
multicultural heritage.

Existential dread takes on new
meaning in a fantastical tale of
shifting realities, second-chance
romance, and unwanted business partners.

YOU ARE
A HEROINE

TROVE

by Susanna Liller

“A writer recounts her playful
search for buried treasure and a
more serious hunt for some emotional meaning that she struggles
to define.”

by Sandra A. Miller

“This inspirational self-help book
for women offers a cheerful yellow brick road to a new life.”
An upbeat, if sometimes-familiar, manual for self-discovery.
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A stirring memoir that beautifully
and humorously captures the pain
of unresolved loss.

SECOND SON

THE BLACK FREIGHTER

by Pamela Taylor

by Fred Baker

“In this debut historical novel,
a young lord is held captive and
recalls pivotal moments in his
life.”

“In Baker’s (Desert Sanctuary,
2019, etc.) thriller, a spy attempts
to thwart a coup in a Caribbean
nation.”

A fine-grained and emotionally
satisfying medieval adventure.

A tightly written treat for spy-novel
fans.
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THE DEMON OF
THE WELL

THE CANADIAN
INUIT DOG

by James B. Hendricks

by Kim Han

“An old caravan trader tells a tale
of treasure and greed in this long
debut poem.”

“A dissertation on an extraordinary aboriginal working dog that
enabled humans to explore Earth’s
polar regions.”

An old-fashioned narrative poem
that deftly captures the deadly
wonder of the Silk Road.

A poignant, engaging, and illuminating tribute to a vanishing breed.

WHAT DOG IS THAT?
by Lois Nicholls
illus. by Lara Nicholls

by Teresa Nickell

“Australian author Lois Nicholls
(Bye-bye Bikini, 2018, etc.) and
illustrator Lara Nicholls (Aussie,
Actually, 2012), a mother-daughter
team, celebrate lovable canines in
rhyme in their picture book.”

“Nickell tells the story of her
long road through addiction
and abuse in this inspirational
debut memoir.”
A stirring account of a hard life
and hard work.

The book’s charming paintings
will draw in animal lovers, and the
poems’ catchy, irregular rhythms
will encourage recitation.

RIPLEY ROBINSON
AND THE
WORM CHARMER
by David Stricklen
“This YA novel sees a wrestler
meet the challenges of bullying
and his crush’s strange hobby.”
Unlikely elements blend wonderfully in this eclectic adventure.
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THE GIRL IN
MY WALLET

Curran’s poetic choices often add immediacy
and resonance to her reminiscences, compressing a
wealth of memories into vivid images.
indiana girl

21 DAYS IN QUARANTINE
When There Is No End
to Midnight

friend, Rae, in a ramshackle cabin in the woods (“If not for her
grayish-blue complexion and Goth-purple lips, Rae could’ve
been sleeping”). Three years earlier, when they were in their
early teens, they had found that cabin and dubbed it their “sanctuary,” a place to escape their troubled home lives. They swore a
blood oath to be best friends and keep the cabin for them alone,
but boys and adolescent insecurities slowly drove them apart.
Constantine alternates between the two timelines throughout
the novel. In the past, Marly and Rae’s deep friendship falters
thanks to Rae’s partying, some snarky friends, and, most importantly, a hot jock named Duffy. Marly can hardly believe Duffy’s
interest in her, even as a real relationship develops, because
she feels a competition brewing with her lively, beautiful bestie. Meanwhile, in the present storyline, the teenage drama
becomes deadly serious as it becomes clear that Rae’s death
was not a suicide. With each new revelation about Rae’s secrets,
Marly realizes that everyone’s a suspect. The mystery at the
core of Constantine’s YA novel will hold few surprises for fans
of the genre, who will probably guess the guilty party early on.
What does surprise, however, is the fascinating codependency
between the two girls. Rae and Marly wound each other deeply
and repeatedly with barbed comebacks and secrets before reconciling, always dancing around their mutual infatuation. The
novel treads through the usual suspects of shocking teenage crises: pregnancy, self-harm, love triangles, and treacherous adults.
But Rae and Marly’s tender, twisted love for each other gives
the story real drama.
A predictable teenage murder mystery—with exceptional teenage characters.

Clovis, Donna
Balboa Press (80 pp.)
$28.95 | $8.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Oct. 1, 2020
978-1-982254-82-7
978-1-982254-83-4 paper
A novelette explores racism and police brutality in a Covid19 world.
In what Clovis dubs an “experimental narrative” and “a new
genre of crime fiction,” a woman seemingly imagines her family living in her dollhouse. In the real world, she spends weeks
in Covid-19 quarantine, listening to the “screaming silence” of
the empty streets outside. All is apparently well inside the dollhouse, where, as a young girl, the woman enjoys a dinner with
her family and later dances with Daddy to a Nat King Cole
tune. But happy memories of Daddy, who once owned a successful barbershop, soon give way to somber times. He loses
the business and winds up in debt. More ominous scenes follow, including Daddy’s receiving phone calls from an unknown,
sinister-voiced individual, culminating in a shocking death. Clovis styles her book as “a diary of moments,” consisting of brief
entries that collectively form a stream-of-consciousness narrative. As in her previous work, she clearly and openly discusses
topical issues. In this book, she writes about police brutality in
America, citing the cases of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd
as well as the Black Lives Matter protests around the country.
All the while, the Covid-19 pandemic is an overwhelming force
isolating everyone—even the dolls in the dollhouse, who wear
masks and practice social distancing at a restaurant. Clovis
lyrically describes the pandemic’s less conspicuous outcomes,
such as masks’ hiding people’s expressions and the “howling”
sirens of emergency vehicles puncturing the silence of deserted
streets. Her prose, as always, is indelible: “The black in nothingness provides evidence of the things not seen and heard. It is
the emptiness when no one speaks at dinner. It is the obscure
vacancy in the face staring at the blankness in his eyes. It is the
sound of death creeping through the Black community streets
during Coronavirus.”
A concisely written, potent assessment of an undeniably
troubled nation.

INDIANA GIRL

Curran, Jane Mary
Gridley Fires Books (70 pp.)
$8.95 paper | $2.95 e-book | Mar. 15, 2019
978-1-68454-752-4
A Midwestern transplant returns to
her roots with both nostalgia and poignant realism in a poetic debut memoir.
In an introduction, Curran reveals
that “the double lighting strike” of her
father’s death and her mother’s increasing dementia brought her back to her
childhood home of Orange Township, Indiana, after more than
four decades away. The poems and short prose sketches that
follow are her attempt to record her emotional journey over
the next few years, as she discovered that her long-abandoned
home still had a firm hold on her. The work is bookended
by two poems, both titled “Once a Place,” which ground the
author firmly in the Indiana landscape. Other verses explore
her connection to her family and the farm where she grew
up. Poems such as “In 1936 Grandfather John Brewer Curran,”
“The Great Uncle,” and “War” trace her family history, and “The
North Field” and “Sleeping Warm on the Farm” offer more general vignettes of rural life. “Reading Charlotte Bronte” calls up
Curran’s childhood, and “Red Hats” uses the titular headwear

MARLY IN PIECES

Constantine, Cathrina
Self (260 pp.)
$11.99 paper | $4.99 e-book | Jul. 7, 2020
979-8-66-414076-7
A teenage girl’s death leaves her best
friend with bittersweet memories and
dangerous questions.
2014 is a terrible year for Marly, who
has just discovered the body of her best
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to mingle past and present, tying her early years to her mother’s old age. A series of prose “histories” effectively illuminates
the painful side of rural existence, featuring lives marred by
poverty, teen pregnancy, war, and early death. Curran’s poetic
choices often add immediacy and resonance to her reminiscences, compressing a wealth of memories into vivid images, as
in “Hollyhocks,” in which “stalks bend with the weight of flowers / like the backs of old women / bent over a hoe.” She generously expresses her observations in poems such as “Earth and
Air,” which presents a lucid picture of a mismatched marriage,
and “At Ninety-one,” which captures the frustrations of dementia in lines such as “Yesterday forever is now.” Teague’s simply
rendered, black-and-white sketches of farmland and life nicely
reinforce the text’s nostalgic tone.
A moving look at the past that skillfully evokes the Indiana farm country and its inhabitants.

DeBartolo, Tiffanie
Woodhall Press (270 pp.)
$19.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-949116-30-4

BIRDS OF SAN PANCHO AND
OTHER POEMS OF PLACE

Day, Lucille Lang
Blue Light Press (126 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Nov. 1, 2020
978-1-4218-3664-5

These collected poems engage with
beauty and vulnerability across the globe.
Many of the 74 poems in this, Day’s
seventh full-length collection, appeared
in literary journals; two were nominated
for a Pushcart Prize. The collection’s two parts, “Foreigner” and
“Between the Two Shining Seas,” signal its organizing theme of
travel, abroad and domestic. Day’s background in biology and
zoology informs the collection’s sense of place. In the title poem,
for example, the speaker’s knowledge adds nuance to a scene:
“Later, at the lagoon, a great blue heron, / a little blue heron, a
green heron, / a night heron.” The poet’s craft links these images
through recurring sounds like later/lagoon/blue, emphasizing
the moment’s wholeness. Many of the pieces delight in color;
in “Water Lilies,” the poet “enter[s] the painting” to participate
directly in Monet’s hues of pink, yellow, blue-green, gray, white,
purple, and red. In other poems, Day movingly mourns for injuries to nature and people. “Names of the States,” for example,
is a litany of the dispossession: Texas means “ ‘friends’ or ‘allies’
in the language of the Caddos, / who were removed to Oklahoma in 1859.” Some of the strongest pieces consider grief. In
“Come Back,” the speaker says she wants her daughter to behave
in every annoying, worrisome way. Only the last lines state her
heartbreaking condition: “but this time / you have to live.” The
often poignant mood of the collection is somewhat undercut,
however, when read against the many depictions of far-flung leisure travel. In the wistful final poem, “Going,” the speaker says
her dreams included “a better vacation,” but it’s hard to imagine
much better vacations than the ones she describes.
Lyrical, accomplished poems deeply sensitive to local
flora and fauna.

y o u n g a d u lt

A lost soul confronts a lifetime of
regrets and the power of art in this novel.
At age 37, Joe Harper has never lived
up to his potential. Despite his gift for
the guitar and his promise as a philosophy student, he leads a solitary life in Montana, mulling over
choices he’s made. A flashback to three years ago sees Joe
already starting to grapple with failure when he meets October
Danko, a striking performance artist who hires him as her assistant, bringing him back to his hometown of Mill Valley, California. Among the redwoods of his youth, and under October’s
empathetic gaze, Joe reflects deeply on his teenage years: the
tragic death of his older brother, his difficulty communicating,
and his close friendship with Cal Callahan, who helped him find
his voice through music. As Joe becomes romantically involved
with October, he can’t stop thinking of Cal, who’d urged him to
follow his dreams and move to New York City; Joe didn’t take
that chance, but Cal went on to find fame. A shocking twist of
fate causes Joe’s past and present to collide, and he faces a difficult choice. DeBartolo, the author of How To Kill a Rockstar
(2005), plays expertly with the scope of her story: It’s both a
clever love triangle and a deeper inquiry into art, communication, and the meaning of success. The central romance feels
relatable as the emotive October struggles to help Joe open
up, and Joe’s self-deprecating manner makes him a likable narrator. At the same time, descriptions of conceptual artworks,
partly inspired by real-world artist Marina Abramovic, lead to
big, contemporary questions of human connection. Joe’s squandered potential sparks profound, bittersweet moments, including his acceptance of Cal’s notion that “Everyone is always one
decision away from a completely different life.”
A smart, thoughtful work that balances romance with
intriguing philosophical questions.

HAPPY LOVE SPRINKLES

DiCostanzo, Maria & Messina, Kim
Illus. by Szmidt, Aleksandra
Moon Crumbs (17 pp.)
$18.99 | Jul. 7, 2020
978-0-578-23105-1
A sprinkle of magic helps a fox make
friends in DiCostanzo and Messina’s picture book.
After Critter, a fox, asks Mr. Moon in the sky to send him a
friend, a fairy delivers him a jar of sprinkles. When he opens it, a
smattering of sprinkles unleashes into the wind. As Critter chases
them in the sky, he meets Sprout, a plant who laments being tiny.
When Critter offers Sprout a gust of sprinkles, the plant grows.
Sprout and Critter “followed the rainbow of colors up high,”
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SANCTUARIES OF THE
BEER YEARS
Some Poems

leading them to Peep, a bird struggling to sing. Critter unleashes
more sprinkles, and voila! the bird sings. Bathed in sparkling light,
the newfound friends join other animals in a forest celebration.
Critter thanks Mr. Moon for his new pals, and the Moon (who
oddly does not have facial features) explains that it was Critter’s
own sharing of the sprinkles that sparked his new friendships,
and Critter releases the remaining sprinkles to the sky. The message here, delivered in rhyming couplets, underscores the importance of sharing our gifts with others. Meeting and helping others
is depicted in a charming, approachable manner, and Szmidt’s
dreamy illustrations, glittery swirls, and luminous tones enhance
the tale. The book also provides directions for making a sprinkle
jar, creatively inviting readers to participate in the story.
An enchanting forest-set friendship story featuring an
adorable cast.

Enos, Max
Resource Publications (82 pp.)
$31.00 | $11.00 paper | Dec. 13, 2019
978-1-5326-9780-7
978-1-5326-9779-1 paper
A debut collection whose evocative
settings often reflect internal conflict.
Enos divides 64 poems into three
sections based on location: New England, Seoul, and back to New England. Right from the outset,
readers will notice arresting imagery and clever juxtapositions,
as in the sharp rendering of a particular time of year in “Descent
of snowlight”: “Scent of autumn’s death dances raw, / sunflower
of the moon, / as thawed candles burn and mute pumpkins pray
submission.” The second section, featuring glimpses of Seoul
cityscapes, coffeehouse culture, and expatriate communities,
opens with a melancholy poem, “For Ana (if we’re being dishonest),” which suggests a separation or long-distance relationship.
The last line cuts deep: “I wouldn’t recognize your voice in the
darkest room.” The collection’s title alludes to many references
to alcohol consumption. In “Gypsy Bar,” Enos imagines the
ideal drinking establishment that’s at once monumental and
gritty, opening with the humorous and desperate line: “just give
me back youth and I promise to stop writing.” This occasional
use of the imperative creates a beseeching tone that effectively
draws readers in. Most poems are in free verse, dense and
compact. However, one highlight in the third section, “In harborside barlight,” is a prose poem. Enos also employs internal
rhyme and clever inversions (“clocking tic or ticking / clock”).
Consonance and assonance abound, as in this beach scene in
“Remnants”: “sweeping sea at our feet, / scent of sodden dogwood washed ashore, / and transparent spiders dashing.” One
of the longest and most effective poems carries the attentiongrabbing title “Fuck this poem entitled, ‘After delivering your
mail.’ ” Its voice belongs to a postal worker who provides wry
observations of posh party guests: “Men calculate beards, go
through motions. / Women occupy vacant eyes. / Fingertips
hover mechanically / over one another’s shoulders.” As he creates a taxonomy of couples, he spots a single person at the party
who “nods patiently in the spindrift of some lawyer’s wind.” The
overall effect is reminiscent of the Joni Mitchell song “People’s
Parties” and calls to mind that feeling one has standing alone in
a crowded bar, surrounded and isolated.
An impressively crafted volume that evokes pathos and
dark humor.

YOU CAN TELL ME ANYTHING
Stories

Egnoski, Tina
Mint Hill Books (124 pp.)
Aug. 17, 2020
978-1-59948-823-3

Themes of escape and longing ripple
the calm surfaces of small Florida towns
in this volume of short stories.
Like the howl of a faraway train whistle in the darkest hours of a small-town
night, this thoughtful assemblage conjures up feelings of lonely
goodbyes—and sometimes desperate escapes. In the collection’s
first tale, “Welcome to Silver Springs, We Hate To See You Go,” a
woman flees a lover who abuses their dog, but she is also escaping
her oppressive hometown. Deep feelings are prevalent in these
stories, and sometimes unattainable desire turns into dramatic
fantasy. In “Mrs. Shiloh Sings to Her Dead Husband,” a lonely
woman swears she saw a friend’s husband come back from the
dead. And a mother helps her bullied son chase the mythical
“chupacabra” beast in “Do You Believe?” Egnoski’s razor-sharp
command of descriptive language is notable. Examining one
small town, she writes: “Midway, population 2864, was as small as
the period at the bottom of a question mark.” The multifaceted
characters who inhabit these humid worlds are often societal outsiders—in “The Last Resort,” a low-income boy is determined to
flee a special needs class. Lack of communication is also a difficulty. The title story focuses on a father quietly grappling with
his teenage daughter’s abortion while he tends to a sick horse.
Reflecting the struggles of the working class in an economic
downturn, both the landscapes and the people are gloomy, with
abandoned housing developments and men who have been on
unemployment so long they “consider it a paycheck.” But the
author offers plenty of hope-filled plot twists. For example, in
“Veterans of a Foreign War,” a jilted wife finds solace at a VFW
fish fry, and—in the soft, sexy final scene—she dances arm-inarm with the woman who stole her husband.
Tales that present emotionally complex characters with
empathy and insight.
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The text, with its onomatopoeia and poetic diction,
deftly enacts the seeds’ kinetic performances.
the cirque des graines

THE CIRQUE
DES GRAINES
The Seed Acrobats

Glenn, Carrie
Illus. by the author
Apologue Press (24 pp.)

In this picture book, rapt garden
plants enjoy fantastical circus acts per-

formed by seeds.
In the arena of their garden, all the plants are waiting expectantly to see “The One and Only, / The Cirque des Graines!” Each
of the three acts demonstrates the circus performers’ particular
ways of self-seeding. First up are the maple seeds, the “Graines
Nomades,” who wear “papery pantaloons” and put on a dazzling
aerial display full of twisting, swirling arabesques. Next come
the Acacias, contortionist acrobats who bend and warp themselves to send their seeds spinning. Finally, the Wisteria stage
a rough-riding daredevil act in their “buckskin pods” to release
their seeds. In her third picture book featuring growing things,
Glenn—a former flower arranger at California’s famed Chez
Panisse restaurant—again blends botanical realism with a magical atmosphere. The text, with its onomatopoeia and poetic
diction, deftly enacts the seeds’ kinetic performances: “Maple
tree whirlybirds / Hover and hum with a / Sibilant sound.” The
author’s enchanting watercolor illustrations dance across the
page in lovely shades that capture both the artistry and the
strength of the performers.
A beautifully told and illustrated circus story that casts a
potent spell.

y o u n g a d u lt

a robust recycling program, but also offers municipal pickup of
compost. The author is aware that such services are unavailable
to most readers and supplies suggestions for private services
and DIY alternatives to accomplish the same goals. While the
work was written before the Covid-19 pandemic, an afterword
addresses ways in which public health measures limit the feasibility of some of the manual’s suggestions, though Goldstein
urges readers to continue to search for ways to reduce the
impact of their consumption. A bulleted list of highlights ends
most chapters, and readers are encouraged to visit the author’s
website for printable versions of the worksheets included in the
guide. Goldstein is a knowledgeable writer and does a good job
of coherently explaining the often complex world of solid waste.
In a largely judgment-free manner, she explains the challenges
and tradeoffs of different approaches to recycling and presents
solutions for readers who are trying to limit their waste within
real-world constraints. There is occasionally a touch of wishful
thinking, as in the suggestion that switching to a smaller garbage can “might encourage your neighbors to wonder why your
garbage bin is smaller than theirs.” But even readers who do not
find themselves discussing waste management with their neighbors will find the book useful and informative.
A helpful, well-written guide to making the most of recycling and composting.

NOBODY HITCHHIKES
ANYMORE

Griffin-Nolan, Ed
Rootstock Publishing (202 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 22, 2020
978-1-57869-038-1

RETHINK THE BINS
Your Guide to Smart
Recycling and Less
Household Waste

A former journalist sets out to reexperience the hitchhiking adventures of
his past in this absorbing travel memoir.
In 1978, Griffin-Nolan, accompanied
by his childhood friend Joe, hitchhiked from New York to San
Francisco and back. Since it was one of the “finest educational
and recreational experiences” he’d experienced, he decided, 40
years later, to do it again. Joe, among others, tried to convince
him to abandon the idea, arguing that hitchhiking was no longer
safe. In 2018, the author set out alone from his home near Syracuse, New York. Progress was uncertain at first; a deputy sheriff
stopped him and said that hitchhiking is illegal in New York. But
the author soon began to pick his way west, fueled by the benevolence of drivers who responded to his cardboard sign: “#NobodyHitchhikesAnymore.” The trip takes in the thousands of wind
turbines of the Midwest, Salt Lake City, and the Rockies before
culminating as the author approaches San Francisco. Along the
way, Griffin-Nolan ponders the ways the road and those he met
on it have changed since the late ’70s. Griffin-Nolan’s writing
crackles with an energy for adventure: “The only way to convert
today’s uncertainty into tomorrow’s story is to get out there and
live it.” His writing style is almost photographic, offering keenly
observed snapshots of the lives of others. In a Peoria Greyhound

Goldstein, Julia L.F.
Bebo Press (130 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $0.99 e-book
Nov. 30, 2020
978-0-9995956-4-0

A manual delivers an explanation of
what happens to household recycling
and describes how to reduce waste.
In this green living book, Goldstein takes readers through
the process of recycling common household products and provides strategies for maximizing recycling efficiency and reducing overall waste generation. The guide explains how recycling
moves from a curbside bin to a sorting facility and the likely
paths that paper, metal, glass, plastic, and food waste will follow. The author addresses the challenges created in recent
years by “China’s decision to stop buying trash and recyclables
from North America and Europe” as well as the problems of
contamination and inefficiency that limit the broader adoption of recycling practices. The book’s perspective is shaped
by the fact that Goldstein lives in Seattle, which not only has
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station populated by the city’s addicts, he witnesses a woman
trying to calm a “troubled mother-to-be”: “Into an audio landscape layered with rumbling moans of withdrawal and a chain of
psychotic call-and-response dialogues, this serene lady whispers
enchantments.” The memoir’s tight focus on individuals means
that the sweeping vistas of America’s landscapes are sometimes
overlooked, but this does not detract from an intelligently written memoir that documents how America is changing: “The
disappearance of hitchhiking and the rise of the gated community seem part of the same thing. Fear leads to isolation leads to
more fear.” Griffin-Nolan is acutely aware of America’s current
troubles, focusing particularly on “evidence of empowered and
emboldened racism.” Yet his unswerving faith in the kindness of
strangers is uplifting, and his intrepid spirit will encourage others
to take to the road.
Sharply observant, contemplative writing that captures
the buzz of hitchhiking.

The novel meticulously constructs its historical setting.
The cast is equally intricate, comprising a lively circle of Hani’s
family, friends, and acquaintances. The major plot threads are
Hani’s investigations, but the novel also juggles several satisfying minor arcs, including Maya’s marriage to Hani’s daughter
Sat-hut-haru and Hani’s youngest daughter’s interest in medicine. Holmes captures the pressures and anxieties of regime
change, religious allegiances, and political jockeying, but the
author never loses sight of the drama, joy, and pain within
Hani’s household. Holmes expertly develops the cast and setting; for example, in a scene that vividly reunites Hani and
Kiya, Hani notices that “her big almond eyes looked twice as
enormous edged with kohl. She wore a short Nubian-style wig,
angled below the ears to become even shorter in back.” He goes
on: “It was the latest style, and it had never looked better than
upon this glittering young princess.” The danger of such a carefully researched subject is that the material can capsize the plot,
but Holmes ably inserts historical exposition into his storytelling. Occasionally, the Byzantine network of characters makes it
difficult to connect with minor figures, but an overstuffed cast
makes for more suspects and opportunities for sequels.
A satisfying mystery in a vividly realized historical setting.

THE CROCODILE MAKES
NO SOUND

Holmes, N.L.
Self (416 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Jun. 2, 2020
978-1-73498-683-9

THE DOGGY DOCTOR AND THE
UPSET TUMMY

Johnson, Jacqueline
Illus. by Roberts, Chennon
Bearded Dog Press (32 pp.)

In this historical mystery set in
ancient Egypt, a career diplomat searches
for his missing brother-in-law while also
investigating a case of royal blackmail.
Hani is back in Holmes’ second book
(Bird in a Snare, 2020) in the Lord Hani mystery series. The protagonist is a former diplomat with serious reservations about
King Akhenaten’s rule. Policy disagreements have prompted him
to leave active service in the diplomatic corps since he’s unable
to enforce a foreign policy he doesn’t respect. But the bigger
issue is religion; King Akhenaten traded observing polytheistic
traditions for worshipping a sun god, “dazzling Aten, the Visible
One.” The new religion makes it an uneasy time in the changing
kingdom, as does a recently founded, unstable capital city that
still has “a look of rawness.” “Everything was dust and gravel
except for the whitewashed splendor of the temples and palaces,” Hani observes cynically. Despite Hani’s displeasure with
the new regime, he tries to keep himself and his family in the
government’s good graces. Hani’s brother-in-law, Amen-em-hut,
a prophet of Amen-Ra, is not as diplomatic. After openly complaining about Akhenaten’s heresy and suggesting he be assassinated, he’s gone missing. Drawing on his contacts in the capital,
Hani begins his search for him, but he’s soon asked to help with
another problem. Kiya, the king’s wife and a friend of Hani’s, is
being blackmailed for having an affair with an artisan sculptor. As
if things weren’t chaotic enough, Hani agrees to host Aziru—a
newly added vassal—and his entourage as a favor to the king. A
crowded house becomes more crowded. “When was the last time
anything normal happened in our kingdom?” Hani asks Maya, his
faithful scribe and constant companion.
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A veterinarian operates on a pooch with
peculiar tastes in this debut picture book.
The Doggy Doctor and her team of animal assistants (Poppy,
a parrot; Jim, a terrier; and Dinah, a shorthair cat) are ready to
aid all of the creatures brought into the vet clinic. When a Bernese mountain dog’s human “mom” calls because her pet won’t
eat, the Doggy Doctor brings him in. An X-ray reveals just what
the canine ate: “A rock was not the only thing— / a ball, a toy, a
diamond ring! / To top it off, a fire truck, / and all these things
/ have gotten stuck!” For that assortment of objects, surgery
is required, and the Doggy Doctor comforts both mom and
patient before removing the cause of the stomachache. The
matter-of-fact presentation of how a vet treats animal patients,
coupled with the humor of the ridiculous things the poor dog
swallowed and the helpful creatures in scrubs, makes this a
comforting tale for children with pets. The poetry by Johnson,
a small-animal vet, scans well, and the vocabulary is accessible
to young readers throughout. Roberts, the daughter of a vet
technician as well as an artist, presents diversity among both
human owners and pets. Her cartoon illustrations are full of
child appeal and include the added fun that the Doggy Doctor
closely resembles Johnson and the assistants, the author’s reallife pets.
A comforting rhyming tale of a hungry dog’s successful
surgery.

|

UNAMAKIK, LAND OF FOG

THE TRAITOR
A Pastor Stephen
Grant Novel

Kamminga, Afiena
FriesenPress (175 pp.)
978-1-5255-7708-6
978-1-5255-7709-3 paper

Keating, Ray
Self (159 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Dec. 4, 2019
978-1-70920-977-2

This second installment of a historical fiction series continues the saga of a
Viking woman in North America.
In the late 10th century, Thora Thorvinnsdottir, a Norse settler of Greenland,
finds herself stranded on the shores of
Westland. Her estranged husband, Ivar Ulfson, and his crew
abandoned her during an attack by the natives, leaving Thora
alone with only an injured Westlander captive named Elkimu as
well as two horses and a dog. Through the winter, Thora catches
fish and birds to sustain them, wondering—with some chagrin—
why the attractive Elkimu has not made any sexual advances.
They hope to build a skin boat from seal hides in order to make
it to the man’s Westland home, the island of Unamakik, before
they are discovered by the Cliff Dwellers—a rival clan led by
Elkimu’s disgraced uncle, Taqtaloq. The unusual pair reaches
Elkimu’s island home, and his people welcome Thora into their
community. After learning their ways, she formally becomes
Elkimu’s wife. Thora finally has something like the life she
imagined when she left her native Iceland. But when Norsemen
again appear along the shores of Westland, the past returns to
haunt Thora in unwanted ways. In this sequel to The Sun Road
(2014), Kamminga’s prose is rich and balanced, selling not only
the remote setting, but also Thora’s experiences in Westland:
“Apikji, the mouse boy, was straining to pull a toboggan loaded
with sap-filled containers to the steaming log cauldron by the
stream. Behind him came Amu’s sons who had been checking
their snares, each dangling a frozen pair of snared snowshoe
hares by the hind legs.” The novel manages to work within the
realm of the historical while retaining the mystical worldview of
its characters and concocting a few turns that readers will not
expect. The experience of seeing a re-creation of North American life around the turn of the first millennium is alone worth
the price of admission, and the love story between the two
unlikely spouses provides a satisfying conclusion to Thora’s difficult tale. Unlike many of the other Norse, who seek to profit
from the resources of these new lands, Thora is a recognizable
archetype of that more idealistic sort of migrant: the one who is
simply looking for a place to belong.
An engrossing and finely detailed Viking story.

y o u n g a d u lt

A clergyman of action tries to capture a former U.S. government agent on
the run in this latest installment of a thriller series.
Long Island, New York–based pastor Stephen Grant heads
to the French Alps for a nearly three-week retreat at a monastery.
The trip, whose highlight is sampling the monks’ much-praised
French chocolate, takes an unexpected turn when Grant unexpectedly sees the fugitive Hunter Bryant among the monastery’s visitors. This disgraced former CIA agent shook America
when he stole sensitive files and gave them to Garth Bellanger,
who’s known for posting secret information publicly. In this
case, it’s a list of CIA assets around the world whose exposure
has resulted in numerous deaths. Grant, who’s also a former
CIA operative as well as an ex–Navy SEAL, hopes to bring Bryant to justice and ultimately seeks help from friends at CDM
International Strategies and Security. Sean McEnany, the “M” in
CDM, is particularly eager to find Bryant, as one of the list’s
casualties was a former colleague of his. Unfortunately, Bryant
manages to get out a distress signal, causing Bellanger to send
mercenary bodyguards to France. With any luck, Grant can
hold off the mercenaries until CDM comes to his aid. Keating,
the author of Deep Rough (2019), delivers a relatively brief adventure, but as in the author’s earlier books, it’s a swiftly paced one.
Several characters return from previous installments, but the
story wisely zeroes in on Grant, McEnany, and Bryant. Exciting,
tightly written action scenes comprise the final act, but there’s
humor sprinkled throughout the narrative, as well. For example,
characters repeatedly praise the French chocolate and request
that Grant bring some back to America; apparently, the monks
won’t ship it overseas. Keating’s series is often grim, but this
installment seems a bit darker than others, featuring a particularly violent death and a surprisingly bleak moment involving a
series regular.
A short but kinetic tale featuring a consistently entertaining hero.

THE PIE LETTERS
Thoughts and Reflections on
Pie and Life

Kewitt, Coletta
Illus. by Weed, Cynthia Johnson
Westbow Press (132 pp.)
$33.95 paper | $3.99 e-book | Jul. 7, 2020
978-1-973663-76-8
A debut work combines inspirational thoughts with recollections of warm, fresh-baked pies.
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From the opening prologue, Kraut makes it clear
this work will not pull any punches.
how to make a life

Kewitt’s book is the culmination of a long and touching
story that began many years ago. Four years after her husband’s
suicide, the author started a “Pie of the Month Club” in Wyoming. Soon, she was using a nearby commercial kitchen to produce 80 pies a month for her customers. She grew into the habit
of taping quick, inspirational “pie letters” to the boxes of her
wares. After retiring the Pie of the Month Club, Kewitt decided
to collect these “pie letters” and compile them in this work,
with color illustrations by Weed. In the book’s quick chapters,
the author blends her experiences as a pie maker with her personal Christian faith. For instance, in the chapter “Pie-ology
101,” she reflects on the connection between her faith and her
passion. “How awesome to ponder how our Creator has put our
individual ingredients so carefully together, yet we get to choose
our finishing touches, and the temperature settings of the day,”
she writes. “Sometimes we’re hot; sometimes we’re not!” This
cheerful, upbeat tone fills the volume as Kewitt weaves in her
own personal history with the matter of pie making. “Life as the
child of a pastry chef would seem so glamorously full of sugar
and happiness…wrong!” she writes at one point. “My siblings
and I wanted everything that we were not allowed to eat (such
is the way of life)!” The author often broadens the scope of her
expanded “letters” to include larger looks at life and the natural
world of her home. This approach works effectively to make
a collection of fairly commonplace faith observations deepen
into a more intriguing and involving book. Kewitt’s Christian
readers—and of course, all of her former Pie of the Month Club
customers—will likely find much to treasure in these pages.
A heartwarming series of reflections on pies and the
Christian faith.

local fundamentalist Baptist church. Ever cognizant of the
South’s rampant anti-Semitism, he would later have plastic
surgery to reduce the size of his prominent nose. Though the
author’s goal is to understand the “mystery” and “puzzle” of
her often detached father, her recollections are peppered with
humorous anecdotes and compelling descriptions of race, religion, and local characters in the 1950s and 1960s South. The
juxtaposition of the author’s family tree often makes for a fascinating read. In a single chapter, readers are introduced to Yiddish speaking relatives in the Bronx on one branch while on the
other, they meet a Southern cousin whose bedroom is adorned
with a Nazi flag and Confederate paraphernalia. The last third
of the book details the harrowing physical and mental decline
of her father and family secrets uncovered after his death. Kossoff ’s struggle to reconcile an idealized image and memory of
her father with the harsh realities laid bare in his later years is
both heartbreaking and cathartic. Though the particulars of
this story are unique, this is a profound memoir that articulates
the human struggle to balance innate love of a family member
while also acknowledging their complexities and flaws.
A story of a man’s life told through a daughter’s eyes that
masterfully balances unvarnished truths with affection.

HOW TO MAKE A LIFE

Kraut, Florence
She Writes Press (328 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Oct. 13, 2020
978-1-63152-779-1

A debut novel focuses on the complexities of Jewish family life.
Chaya Amdur is the mother of five
children when a pogrom strikes her village in Kotovka, Ukraine. It’s 1905, and
only Chaya and two daughters manage to survive the attack
unscathed—infant Feige and 10-year-old Beilah. Chaya’s husband, three of her children, and her mother have all been murdered. Though invited to stay with her extended family, Chaya
instead sets off for America. Once in New York, Chaya and her
daughters need American names. Chaya becomes Ida; Beilah
becomes Bessie; and Feige becomes Fanny. The girls start to
learn English and settle in, with Bessie watching Fanny while
Ida is at work. But tragedy continues to strike the family, and
soon Fanny is dead, with Bessie to blame. Yet life goes on. Bessie
thrives, marries, and has five children of her own, who grow up
in the shadow of so much unspoken sorrow. Kraut’s novel deftly
follows the family line down five generations of weddings and
early deaths, births and feuds, and the potential for reconciliations. While narrated in the third person, the tale is somewhat
polyphonic, as each chapter delivers a different character’s perspective. From the opening prologue, the author makes it clear
this work will not pull any punches. In Ukraine, Ida sees the
damage of the pogrom: “Beneath the piano a glimpse of her husband, Moshe, on his back, mouth gaping mid-scream, shirt and
chest split, the white linen crusted with dark red.” Examining

THE ROPE OF LIFE
A Memoir

Kossoff, Mirinda
Lystra Books & Literary Services
(252 pp.)
$16.96 paper | $6.99 e-book
Jul. 27, 2020
978-1-73368-167-4

A daughter’s exploration of her father’s
life and his battles with mental health.
In this poignant memoir written
decades after her father’s death by suicide, Kossoff explores
his life “from the heart and soul of the girl I once was, through
the lens of the woman I have become.” A cocky Jewish New
Yorker and pilot during World War II, Hugh Kossoff married
a fundamentalist Southern Baptist and attended dental school
in Baltimore, then moved to North Carolina, where a sham
test administered by the state’s Board of Dental Examiners
failed him because “they didn’t want another Jew practicing in
Winston-Salem.” At that point, Kossoff ’s young family moved
across the border to Danville, Virginia. In a city with a small
Jewish population and a local country club that denied membership to Jews, Kossoff (who had converted to Christianity
before marrying the author’s mother) became a deacon in a
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the trials of Bessie and her family, the engrossing narrative
begins to explore intergenerational suffering as well as mental
illness through her firstborn daughter, Ruby. Kraut’s master’s in
social work and former career as a family therapist are skillfully
reflected in Ruby’s moving tale, in which the girl speaks for herself. The novel’s conclusion furthers the book’s themes of pain
and grief.
An engaging and heartfelt portrayal of intergenerational
trauma and hope.

concludes with a chapter on practical electoral reforms, such as
ranked-choice voting and the revamping of primaries.
This superbly researched and well-reasoned case for
informed voting deftly emphasizes democratic traditions.

BRIDE OF THE BUDDHA

McHugh, Barbara
Monkfish Book Publishing (360 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $11.49 e-book | Jan. 5, 2021
978-1-948626-23-1

THE UNINFORMED VOTER

A political work warns readers about
the costs of an uninformed electorate.
As a prolific author, physician, and
clinical professor at Yale University,
Levine has produced scholarship mostly centered on aging
and health care reform. In this book, he offers a cautionary
tale about a rising tide of a “general lack of knowledge of how
government works” and “tribalism,” which he considers fundamental threats to America’s democratic tradition. As of 2017,
international studies of the globe’s most liberal democracies
ranked the United States 31st in the world, a significant decline
from previous years. The author convincingly—and shockingly—demonstrates widespread ignorance among Americans
toward their elected representatives and the basic organization
of government itself. Just as problematic to Levine is political
apathy, when a majority of eligible voters fail to even show up in
off-year elections. The book’s strength lies in its international
approach, placing America within the context of a global shift
from democracy to autocracy, with examples of Russia, Turkey, Hungary, and the Philippines serving as warnings against
populist and nationalist governments drawn to authoritarianism. The volume’s title and underlying premise may be off-putting to some readers who will be uncomfortable with blaming
America’s current political crisis on ignorant voters (the majority of whom cast their ballots against the nationalist, populist
candidate Donald Trump in 2016). They instead may place the
blame on the undemocratic nature of the Electoral College
itself. Though occasionally elitist in their characterization of
American voters, some of Levine’s chapters highlight the role
of disenfranchisement, gerrymandering, and political corruption as contributing factors to the nation’s democratic decline.
Well-researched with ample footnotes that demonstrate a firm
grasp of contemporary scholarship on the subject, the work
also features excellent chapters on the philosophical origins of
democracy and the history of threats to the American system
(for instance, contested presidential elections in 1876, 1960, and
2000 and political scandals like Watergate and the Iran-Contra Affair). Deliberately nonpartisan in its approach, the book
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A novel reimagines the life of the
Buddha’s wife, a powerful spiritual figure
in her own right.
As Yasodhara, the daughter of the
“village oligarch,” mourns the accidental
death of her younger sister, Deepa, she is
thrown into confusion and despair. She vows to find and rescue
her sister’s spirit one day, a commitment poignantly depicted
by McHugh: “Under the white misshapen moon, I knelt down
and promised my sister that if at all possible I would find her
soul so she could be with her family again and not have to travel
through realms of samsara, lonely forever.” But years later, when
her older sister, Kisa, on the cusp of marriage, dies as well, she
offers to take her place and marry Siddhartha, hoping to lift the
weight of her mother’s grief. Siddhartha has a reputation for
frivolously enjoying sensuous pleasures but becomes a devoted
husband, though he is plagued by the suffering of the world and
tired of therapeutically creating “false paradises” to avoid it. He
abandons Yasodhara and their son, Rahula, only days old, to
seek spiritual enlightenment; he’s gone for so long she considers
remarriage. Siddhartha eventually finds both spiritual awakening and a considerable following, but when Yasodhara decides
to join his order, she is prohibited because she is a woman, a
problem thoughtfully portrayed by the author. Refusing to be
daunted, Yasodhara disguises herself as a male aspirant and
assumes the name Ananda. She not only attempts to become a
monk, but also persuades Siddhartha, now the Buddha, to open
his ranks to women, a possibility some consider “preposterous.”
McHugh deftly manages to vividly convey a moving drama
with a message about female empowerment at its core without
indulging in any heavy-handed, didactic sermonizing. This is an
impressive tapestry of history, spiritual philosophy, and literary drama and an edifying look at the patriarchal limitations of
Buddhism’s genesis.
An intelligently conceived and artistically executed
reconsideration of religious history.

Levine, Robert
Outskirts Press (366 pp.)
$34.95 | $21.95 paper | $9.99 e-book
Apr. 30, 2020
978-1-977225-87-0
978-1-977224-46-0 paper
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A great novel for readers who love underdog tales, especially those
featuring a ragtag band of young people striving for justice.
the piercing of the crown

THE ARTIST SPOKE

In general, castles stay out of tribal disputes; they don’t act as
enforcers or fight one another. With only 16 months left to
serve, Croft feels that the end of his term is in sight. But the
only guy bigger than Croft has a personal vendetta against him.
That would be Rook, currently held in solitary confinement. “I
may have had something to do with that,” Croft admits. Rook’s
getting out of the hole in three weeks, and Croft can’t stop
thinking about the payback coming his way. His savior takes
an unlikely form: Bread, a transfer from a state prison. Bread
is well connected and becoming more influential by the day. He
makes a deal with Croft. If Bread can say Croft is working with
him, he’ll grease enough palms to make sure Rook doesn’t get
out of solitary anytime soon. Croft takes the deal, but it comes
with hidden costs. Bread’s not content with security or ease; he
wants to be the prison’s drug kingpin. This puts him at odds
with the current top dog and places Croft in a difficult position. Can he stay out of the internecine conflict that Bread has
kicked up? Palmer’s crisp writing gives Croft a straightforward
and often elegant narrative voice. Longing for freedom, Croft
enumerates what he misses most: “Dark coffee…city rain sliding off a Morse jacket with a burgundy lining, snow in my headlights on a county two-lane.” At times, the author’s excellent
prose betrays him: One action-packed description of an execution feels gorily indulgent. But Croft is a good companion and
guide through the troubling world of Seamax. He feels that his
size makes him stand out for the wrong reasons; he’s really just
a guy with “antique notions.” Bread is a well-constructed villain,
a ruthless scheme-weaver whose boldness strikes fear in the
hearts of his adversaries, including Croft.
A stark and engaging tour of a menacing world.

Morrissey, Ted
Twelve Winters Press (188 pp.)
$29.00 | $9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Oct. 17, 2020
978-1-73319-492-1
978-1-73319-493-8 paper
A professor applies to become part
of a popular writer’s outlandish literary
stunt in this novel.
Literature professor Christopher Krafft
is on his way to Chicago for a unique conference organized by bestselling author Elizabeth Winters. The Logos Alive project selected
753 applicants to attend, all of whom had a single word assigned to
them that will later be compiled for the prologue for Winters’
next novel. Chris’ journey takes a bizarre turn when news breaks
that Winters has died en route in a plane crash. Stunned attendees show up at the conference to hear from her partner, who
tells them about the next part of the project. Each participant
(all of them literary junkies) will have a microchip implanted
that contains 100 words of the forthcoming Winters novel. But
the book won’t be published for more than 100 years, when scientists will retrieve the chips and the manuscript will be reassembled. Of course, the Logos participants have to agree to not
be cremated. Chris, who is newly single after his girlfriend left
him, is enough of a Winters fan to eagerly agree to the chip, and
his new conference friend Beth also signs on. But with Chris
despairing over his ex and Beth just a temporary companion, he
struggles to unlock Winters’ mystery amid a sea of the author’s
other admirers. Morrissey’s concise novel is delightfully literary and pulls in enough modern tech and internet realities to
keep the genre current. The story revels in a background debate
about fame versus talent and whether Winters’ bizarre stunts
are her only offering, a view voiced mainly by Chris’ former
girlfriend. It’s all approached very warmly, this desire these
devotees have for a mystery, breaking news, and to feel a part
of something grand. Strongly written with some light moments,
the tale delivers an up-in-the-air premise that nicely amplifies
its introspective tone.
An inventive, reflective story about cultural phenomena
and personal connections to literature.

THE PIERCING OF THE CROWN

Pate, J.Z.
Inkerzhen Books (331 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Aug. 1, 2020
978-1-73535-290-9

A fight for freedom unfolds in this
adventurous debut novel.
Gregor the Grocer is out hunting on
behalf of Lord Bastian, Freeport’s governor, when he meets Xavier, a formerly
enslaved man who’s escaped his enslavers. The two soon part ways, but they’re reunited when Xavier,
who survived the treacherous Everwhite Mountains, makes his
way to Freeport through the terrible Steppe of Demise. Acerbic Gregor finds himself warming to the mysterious Xavier,
although he feels that the man is a bit too trusting. When Lord
Bastian, a former enslaved person who founded Freeport, forms
a militia to challenge the tyrannical king to the north, Gregor
is eager to sign up and be free of the poverty and drudgery of
his everyday life. Although Xavier points out that the tiny militia won’t stand a chance against the king and his army, he joins
up anyway because he realizes that he can’t effect change if he
doesn’t get involved himself. Thus, intensive training under

THE BIG GUY

Palmer, Jason
JPF (301 pp.)
$13.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Nov. 3, 2019
978-1-73407-801-5
In this thriller about prison politics
and power struggles, an incarcerated
man tries to stay out of trouble.
Percy Croft is the second-biggest guy
in Seamax Penitentiary, one of the “castles” treated with fear and reverence by the prison community.
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THE LAST LETTER

Lord Bastian’s angry daughter, Ember, begins, but the recruits
soon discover that there’s more to the plan than they were led
to believe. Throughout this story, Pate’s prose is evocative, and
although it’s initially rather florid (“Gregor held his bow perfectly still as the deadly confrontation lengthened with each
fleeting breath and with each heartbeat pulsing in Gregor’s
ears”), it catches its stride within a chapter. The author carefully
depicts Gregor’s dismal existence in Freeport in descriptions of
pubs and hovels and introduces a motley cast of additional players along the way. It’s a great novel for readers who love underdog
tales, especially those featuring a ragtag band of young people
striving for justice. Overall, it’s a gripping and impressive debut.
An action-packed tale with diverse and intriguing
characters.

Pogorzelski, Susan
Brown Beagle Books (278 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Sep. 20, 2016
978-0-9888751-3-5

HEIRS ON FIRE

Pepper, Jon
Self (327 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 19, 2020
979-8-68-404850-0
An entitled energy-company scion
struggles to hold onto his firm as it spins
out of control in this satirical sequel.
In Pepper’s follow-up to A Turn in For
tune (2018), Robbie Crowe, chairman of
the Crowe Power Company and a certified
jerk, is standing on the precipice of personal failure as his marriage crumbles while his company’s stock price plummets. Walker
B. Hope, the former chief executive whom Robbie pushed out, is
now leading Staminum Energy, a longtime rival whose stock continues to rise. At a Crowe Power conference, Robbie meets Dr. Kristi
Kramer, a celebrated business guru who’s poised to help Robbie put
his company back on the path to greatness—but at a steep price.
Meanwhile, Robbie’s estranged wife, Lindsey, is staging a coup to
take over the firm before Robbie can run it into the ground. Their
looming divorce will result in her becoming the company’s most
powerful shareholder, which will allow her to oust the current chairman—her soon-to-be-ex spouse. This satire of industrial fortune
and family money brims with wickedly funny moments and offers
readers plenty of memorable characters. There are also many laughout-loud scenes, as when Crowe Power’s new, underwhelming
CEO, Tim Padden, introduces Lester Robertson Crowe III (Robbie’s full name) as “the Turd” instead of “the Third” at a company
conference. At another point, the Crowe Power board of directors
clumsily attempts a video conference even though their career heydays took place in the era of fax machines and car phones. Pepper
further develops characters from the previous series installment in
this sequel, including Walker, who’s so charismatic and smooth that
he’s able to fire someone and make him think that he quit on his
own. That said, the central conflict of the novel, involving Lindsey’s
takeover, gets a bit bogged down by Robbie’s constant foibles, as
amusing as they are.
An often engaging comedy about bad behavior in the
absence of checks and balances.
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Adolescence is bad enough, but suppose you also have Lyme disease and no
one can diagnose it?
In this novel, Amelia “Lia” Garrett
Lenelli is your garden variety teenager. But
in addition to the usual teen angst, she has more subtle problems—
such as getting a D on a test that she should have aced (she’s clearly
bright, a good student) and then experiencing panic attacks, memory loss, and physical debilitation. She has been referred to a therapist, a guy who simply sits patiently and encourages her to keep
producing the letters that she has admitted to writing and burying
in her garden in a “time capsule”: her old My Little Pony lunchbox.
These letters, addressed to “Dear Whoever You Are,” make this a
strange sort of epistolary novel and form the basis and bulk of the
book. Lia has a loving and supportive family. She gets even more
support (eventually) from her friend Mollie’s big brother, Josh. But
a big problem is that Lyme disease is so mysterious that many of
her friends (like Mollie) simply don’t believe that she is really sick,
but rather that she is some sort of drama queen. She finds all of this
maddening. The doctors have no clue—Lia is losing patience with
them and they with her. Finally, almost as a fluke, Lia finds a fellow
sufferer. Yes, it’s Lyme disease, and yes, there is a kindly physician
who understands and treats it. A slow recovery begins, though there
can be relapses. Battles are won, but Lia acknowledges that “the war
still lingers dormant within me.”
“Whoever You Are” is, of course, you, dear reader, a powerful
device to yank you into the riveting story. (Ultimately, while planting a rose bush, Lia’s father unearths the lunchbox, but that is just
a bit of stagecraft.) Pogorzelski is an experienced writer and has
created a wonderful character in Lia, who is tough but always on
the brink of being overwhelmed. The teen also has a wicked way
with observations. When the Lenellis decide to have a garage sale,
to Lia it looks “like our childhood threw up all over our lawn.” Lia
finds school excruciating, with the students being pack-oriented.
She is sidelined, if not outright ostracized. Readers will feel her
agony, anger, and, most of all, her growing fear. At one point, she
comes close to suicide. One exception among the well-meaning but
unhelpful people is Lia’s nameless shrink. He has a past of his own
from his stint in Vietnam and resists any facile judgments, setting
her on the writing therapy path. In some ways, he seems no more
helpful than the others, but Lia realizes an essential wisdom in him
and suspects that he is a fellow sufferer, not from Lyme disease but
from a deep sadness, having seen too much. He is a strong character who clearly represents a lesson in trust. Like Holden Caulfield,
Lia can spot a phony a mile off; her therapist is the real deal. In an
afterword, readers will discover that this is actually the author’s
own story, slightly fictionalized. Pogorzelski is now a crusader and
provides helpful links for those who are suffering as she was.
A gripping, sensitively written account of a terrible affliction that is more common than realized.

JETTY CAT PALACE CAFÉ

enthusiastic about her work. Toward the story’s conclusion,
Morgen discovers family she never knew she had and confronts Andras. Although she grieves her mother’s death, she
eventually learns to let go. Over the course of this novel, Santamaria offers readers characters that are vivid and memorable,
and her prose carries itself with an easy, quick-reading cadence,
as when Morgen recalls her mother’s sage wisdom: “Sometimes
we don’t understand certain things, and all we can do is give life our
best and keep moving forward. Maybe someday we’ll look back, and
it’ll all make sense.” Morgen’s happiness at the end of the story
also feels well earned—the recompense of a character who has
learned to love herself, but only through long, hard struggle.
An encouraging later-life drama that offers its protagonist a “penny of hope.”

Santamaria, Judy Keeslar
Luminare Press (338 pp.)
$27.95 | $14.95 paper | $4.99 e-book
Jan. 13, 2020
978-1-64388-310-6
978-1-64388-223-9 paper

A concert pianist searches for the truth
of her mother’s death and learns her own
self-worth in Santamaria’s debut novel.
In 2003 in Redmond, Washington,
Morgen Marín, a teacher, painter, and pianist, often finds solace in music; she uses a Mozart quote as a mantra—“The music
is not in the notes but in the silence between”—and even
named her car Tutti, a term for when “the ensemble reunited
after an extended solo passage.” One night, she prepares to
play Fantasie for Piano by her abusive former teacher, Andras
Bacon, for a future concert, but she finds herself flummoxed
by the composer’s cryptic notes. Later, she finds out that her
late mother became pregnant with her during a sexual assault
and gave up on her own music career. Morgen also dwells on
a dark moment 13 years ago when she drove past the scene of
her mom’s fatal car accident, and she begins investigating her
parent’s past. During all of this, she becomes director of chamber music at her alma mater, where everyone is welcoming and

A JACK FOR ALL SEASONS

Smith, Lesley L.
Quarky Media (309 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Aug. 14, 2020
978-1-950198-25-2

In Smith’s SF series installment, an
interplanetary actor/singer/rogue faces
warlike cephalopod aliens using fasterthan-light technology.
This series relates the zesty, comedic,
and rather torturously plotted capers of Jack Jones, a crewman
aboard the starship Shakespeare. The crew poses as Earth’s cultural ambassadors, performing human music and classic plays
for various alien species, but in reality, they’re spies/troubleshooters looking out for humankind’s interests. Jack and the
Shakespeare team were slow to realize that their faster-than-light
drives are part of a fiendish plot by their inventors, the octopuslike Quihiri. After an “upgrade” issued from the Quihiri
homeworld, the drives begin to fail, leaving many alien civilizations suddenly helpless before xenophobic Quihiri armies. The
opening plunks the reader right down in the middle of all this,
and over the course of the book, Jack tries to unite with Earth’s
forces and share intel to thwart the villains without being separated from his Shakespeare friends in the fog of combat. His new
compatriots—including Max, a superintelligent talking dog—
are less than open-minded about Jack’s occasional Quihiri allies
and unconventional methods. Readers unfamiliar with this complicated series should know that Jack is a young clone of the lawless original Jack (“Old-Jack”), who languishes in jail; the clone
inherited Old-Jack’s cover job and his ship-captain romantic
partner, Gina. A semi-endearing facet of the material is that the
new Jack is truly a lover, not a fighter, who tries to solve things
with kisses rather than gunfire. Early on, Jack meets Jax Jones,
who looks and acts exactly like him—which oddly isn’t fully
addressed until the closing pages. There are numerous quotes
from Shakespeare as well as a famous Star Wars line and Cats lyrics. The author is a physicist at the University of Colorado, and
she ably uses her expertise to spike her fiction with quantum
theory. In a brief afterword, she also acknowledges her debt to
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Stohlman relates her work in short, vignettelike
chapters, mirroring her content through form and
crisply driving her points home.
going short

GOING SHORT
An Invitation to
Flash Fiction

Douglas Adams’ Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy cycle, which
readers will notice—especially in the detail of improbabilitypowered star travel. Jack’s larkish antics may also captivate fans
of Harry Harrison’s classic Bill the Galactic Hero series.
A frisky, if somewhat convoluted, SF satire with some
Shakespearean knavery.

Stohlman, Nancy
Ad Hoc Fiction (114 pp.)
$16.90 paper | $9.33 e-book
Oct. 15, 2020
978-1-912095-79-7

PREONS: ALPHA

A man capable of transforming into a
lethal beast seeks revenge against those
responsible for his friends’ deaths in Stevens’ SF/thriller debut.
Ever since the attack on Earth seven
years ago, former military strategist David has been training.
He blames and has targeted certain individuals for the loss of
two beloved friends. His current goal is to train with enigmatic
Mr. Three, whom David can only contact by reaching Level 23
in arena combat. David rises in levels by winning arena matches
on planet Xalapaz, as he’s a formidable fighter, even more so
when he transforms into a Wendigo. He does, however, limit his
transformations since he fears losing control. When a stranger
offers to help David find one of his targets, he makes a deal, for
which he’ll need to get his hands on Turnol, a dangerous substance. He and others form a ragtag crew that includes a swordsman in jailhouse isolation and a princess who’s been framed for
murder. More often than not, David and his allies wind up in
skirmishes that necessitate Wendigo transformations. All the
while, David remains vengeance-minded, seemingly heedless
of the innocent victims of his retribution. Stevens’ novel runs
at full tilt and comprises copious planetary locales and backstory. He nevertheless grounds his electric narrative with familiar sights, as the myriad species that appear are predominantly
anthropomorphized animals or animal hybrids. A Uanelin, for
example, resembles “an elongated, four-meter-tall spider” while
others sport tentacles, a scorpion tail, etc. The dense plot further entails Tempest, a group of soldiers on Earth that resists
the regime of diabolical Enzo, who leads Hyperions (modified
humans)—all have ties to David. As the story progresses, a few
mysteries gradually unravel. But Stevens, who’s undoubtedly
planning a follow-up, lets some questions linger.
Superbly crafted, exhilarating futuristic tale.

y o u n g a d u lt

University of Colorado, Boulder, lecturer Stohlman offers tutelage on creating, revising, and collecting the shortest
of short stories in this craft book.
This book begins by defining the genre, differentiating “flash”—stories under 1,000 words in length—from prose
poetry and emphasizing the strength of brevity: “sometimes
the more you know about something, the less you like it.” Stohlman shares important tips from the outset, urging readers to
focus on brief portions of larger narratives—to “ ‘drop’ us into
that little slice of story.” From there, she describes how to imply
events, write strong dialogue, and work with word constraints
and prompts (and around clichés). Importantly, she spends a lot
of time debunking myths about flash, including false notions
that shorter stories are easier to write than long ones and that
when you submit a story for publication, an editor wants you to
fail. It’s not about pleasing an editor, she writes: “It’s about making the story happy.” Toward the book’s end, the author describes
how the literary landscape is shifting more toward flash and
then closes with a promising list of 100 prompts. Stohlman
relates her work in short, vignettelike chapters, mirroring her
content through form and crisply driving her points home
(“Discover what you don’t need to say”). In a book full of excellent tips, the section on collecting flash fiction into book form
is particularly beneficial; she advocates relishing the organization process and embracing “accidents” in one’s work, because
if one knows too much about what one is writing, she says, “it
gets boring.” As she argues, “flash fiction has an almost desperate need to tell a story before it’s too late.” Overall, this is a fastpaced and memorable work.
A fun and eminently useful literary treasure map.

Stevens, Frederik T.
Self (232 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Oct. 17, 2020
978-1-73546-620-0

SADIE’S SHABBAT STORIES

Stoller, Melissa
Illus. by Goldberg, Lisa
Spork (36 pp.)
$17.99 | Oct. 20, 2020
978-1-950169-33-7

The love of storytelling and the
importance of family pass from one generation to the next in
Stoller’s picture book.
Sadie and Nana help prepare the table for Shabbat every
week. They bake challah and set the table with silver candlesticks, a sacred kiddush cup, and a challah cover. Sadie loves
to hear Nana tell stories and begs her to tell the tale of each
item on the table. Nana explains how each item was kept safe
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by different ancestors who underwent terrible ordeals, like
pogroms. Sadie aspires to tell wonderful stories like Nana, and
she soon invents her own about her ancestors joining them to
celebrate Shabbat. The book depicts the passage of time, and
Sadie eventually passes such stories down to her own grandchildren. Goldberg’s warm, Chagall-inspired illustrations depict
a happy Jewish family, with varying skin tones, partaking in
cherished customs. Sadie’s desire to pass on her family history
will ring true for anyone with immigrant ancestry, regardless
of whether they practice Judaism. The story does not go into
details about various plights of the Jewish people but offers a
good introduction to such topics.
A well-considered, tender tale about sharing history and
holidays via the oral tradition.

a legend: “The only seventh grader ever to make it across the
lawn untouched.” A senior now, Jason is star running back—and
the unrelenting focus of the brothers’ football-obsessed dad,
which has serious consequences. More problems arise for Max,
like having to shower with classmates after gym or getting the
attention of Emily Brookings, the prettiest girl in school. Max
finds encouragement in sources like novels recommended by
the school librarian and the support of his friends. With their
help, Max might be able to pull off a win. Trine, who’s written
several books for children and middle schoolers, enters sympathetically into Max’s typical junior high problems. Though
often light and amusing, with comical elements like Max’s name
or Halloween hijinks with friends, the story is balanced with
more earnest concerns. Max’s rueful voice downplays the lawn
challenge, but the ordeal could be said to serve as a hero’s journey; the school librarian is a classic wise-old-man figure, and by
engaging with his reading suggestions (such as The Red Badge of
Courage), Max matures his sense of self.
An entertaining, contemporary coming-of-age tale that
subtly draws from an archetypal well.

MAX ODOR DOES NOT STINK

Trine, Greg
Malamute Press (202 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
978-1-7339589-6-7
978-1- 7339589-9-8 paper

THE SAFE RETURN

A seventh grader with an unfortunate
last name tries to survive junior high hazing in this middle-grade novel.
As his first year at Robert Frost
Junior High in Los Angeles begins, Max
Odor has two chief worries, neither of them about academics.
The first is the inevitable giggling about his name and having to
correct every new teacher’s pronunciation (it’s “Odder”). The
second is the challenge, apparently for boys only, known as the
Ninth-Grade Lawn. Any seventh grader who dares to step on it
will be pounced upon by ninth grade boys and stuffed in a trash
can. Max is a special target because his older brother, Jason, is

Wheelock, Ashley & Evans, Arwen
Illus. by Swartz, Abigail Gray
House of Tomorrow (54 pp.)
$17.99 | $10.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Sep. 3, 2020
978-1-73313-745-4
978-1-73313-748-5 paper
A little girl and her friends—following Covid-19 safety protocols—take an
exhilarating bike ride in this picture book.
On a windy autumn day, with Dad jogging behind, a girl
rides her balance bike—“Feet on pavement. / Tush in seat. /
Kick, balance, roll”—meeting friends whom she hasn’t seen
“in FOREVER,” she says. The reason for that is clear from the
masks the girl and her friends are wearing and the safe distance
they maintain from one another. These Covid-19 concerns
don’t interfere with their fun, and that’s the point in this gently
affirming tale. The story shows that masks, like the helmet each
child wears while biking, are no big deal, just a simple, everyday
thing worn for protection. Wheelock and Evans, who collaborated on their first children’s book, We Toot! (2019), impart this
message in a loose, free-verse style, capturing the high spirits of
kids at play. Swartz’s watercolor illustrations—softly hued and
evocative of breezy outdoor fun—depict the kids, each wearing
a differently patterned mask, as a diverse group with varied skin
tones and hair colors. Speeding down a steep hill ends with the
girl’s spill and tears, but Dad is there. Besides, it’s more important, she notes, to help a little boy find the toy bunny he lost
during the ride. The story then repeats with one change: The
characters no longer wear masks, an unspoken pledge that one
day they will no longer be necessary.
A lovely, reassuring tale for children set during and after
the Covid-19 pandemic.
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Curious children interested in scientific exploration will find the
author’s encouraging voice and zeal for discovery to be relatable.
a young person’s field guide to finding lost shipwrecks

MANY A SUDDEN CHANGE

A YOUNG PERSON’S FIELD
GUIDE TO FINDING
LOST SHIPWRECKS

Zacher, Tricia Hopper
Print Stain Press (272 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $5.99 e-book | Jul. 1, 2020
978-1-73508-030-7

Zaleski, Laurie Anne
Austin Macauley (72 pp.)
$24.95 | $10.95 paper | May 29, 2020
978-1-64378-902-6
978-1-64378-901-9 paper

A fractured family comes together to
raise an autistic child.
Zacher’s debut novel is an unsparingly dramatic read from the beginning.
Eight-year-old Eric survives the car accident that kills his mother, Megan, leaving him in the care of his grandmother Clarice. To make matters
worse, Eric is severely autistic and Clarice is ill-equipped to
manage his compulsive behavior, violent fits, and seizures.
Eric’s father, Matt, was serving in Iraq when he was born, and
the father and son have never met. Clarice contacts Matt to
inform him about Megan’s death but withholds Eric’s diagnosis:
“I planned to tell him about the autism. Then he asked if Eric
knew about him. When I told him no, the conversation ended
abruptly.” Once back in California, Matt is crestfallen when
he meets Eric. “You had a responsibility to tell me,” he says to
Clarice while Eric has a “meltdown” nearby. Fortunately for the
characters (and readers), life improves from there. Matt slowly
develops a loving relationship with Eric and begins therapy for
PTSD. Clarice and Matt build a strong rapport, and Eric, who
has referred to them as “CaHeese” and “Mattwho,” promises
to call them “Grammy” and “Dad.” Between Megan’s death
and Clarice’s grief as well as violent outbursts from both Eric
and Matt, the story can feel unrelenting. But the novel is also
rich and captivating. The characters are incredibly well drawn,
particularly Eric, who loves snakes, dancing, and asking questions: “Do tadpoles go to heaven?” The author deftly handles
Eric’s condition and the attention he needs to thrive. His classroom, for example, includes diverse special needs students as
well as skilled and compassionate instructors. Jenny, a teaching aide, possesses a particularly “easy way” with the children:
“A twinkle in her eye made you feel you could readily warm up
to her.” Segments of the tale feel melodramatic, particularly
regarding Matt’s service overseas. “You showed me what being
a man’s all about, and I wanted you to know,” a subordinate tells
Matt before getting killed. Ultimately, though, the story is well
executed, offering a memorable glimpse of a family emerging
from the ashes of trauma.
A poignant tale about grappling with loss, disability, and
forgiveness.
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Marine geologist Zaleski introduces
young readers to the world of maritime
archaeology in her debut memoir.
“Maritime archeology is a specialized
branch of archeology,” the author states early on, “which studies
the physical remains of human interaction with a water body.”
Put simply, the crew of the research vessel Hercules, in this book,
hunts for sunken treasure. Zaleski chronicles her experience
searching the coast of Cadiz, Spain, for the Santisima Trinidad,
a Spanish flagship that was lost after the Battle of Trafalgar in
1805. Zaleski, acting as survey manager to a crew of archaeologists, sailors, divers, engineers, and interns, was responsible for
gathering and interpreting survey data using multibeam sonar, a
technology that’s rarely used for this purpose—and thus, a kind
of exploration in its own right. Throughout, the author includes
detailed accounts of the tech she used, the jobs of various crew
members, the difficulties of mapping the ocean floor and working around volatile weather, as well as pleasant, humanizing
stories of time spent onshore in Spain and the camaraderie of
her crew. Zaleski approaches her subject with a deep love of science and a genuine desire to share her work with children, and
the prose is approachable and easy to read throughout. On the
whole, though, the book may be a bit dry and short for some
readers, and more details about the decks of the Hercules and its
contents, the crew’s other missions, and the ways in which submerged targets are transformed by the ocean would have been
welcome. That said, curious children interested in scientific
exploration will find the author’s encouraging voice and zeal for
discovery to be relatable.
An informative introduction to a career that combines treasure hunting, scientific experimentation, and ocean exploration.
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